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0. Introduction—o
Welcome to Tales of the Elder Days! Herein you will
find fantasy role playing to bring epic worlds of
adventure to life at your game table. These pages will
provide you the needed information for telling heroic
tales of deeds undreamed of. Just add dice and friends to
get a game in motion. May you have as rewarding of an
experience playing Tales of the Elder Days as I have had
getting it into your hands.

02. What You Will Need to Continue
The first thing you will need is a general
understanding of how pen and paper RPGs work. It’s
expected that you will know what a Game Master (GM)
is and their role running the game, understand the
notations for using polyhedral dice, and generally
understand the ebb and flow of an RPG. You will find
no introduction to roleplaying or detailed setting
information, that is not the intent here. This tome
provides a framework for the game and is firmly rooted
in the fantasy genre, but the details of the setting and the
story are left for you to create.
If this is your first RPG that’s good news, you never
forget your first game, but you might need a hand getting
things underway. Ask around, chances are one of your
friends has played an RPG before and can get you
pointed in the right direction.
There are a few other items that you will need to get
a game going, not the least of which is a few likeminded
folks to share in the adventures. Other needed supplies
are listed below, just to make sure you have what you
need when you sit down to play.

The Rules—You will want to have handy access to the

rules during play. You might also find the reference
sheets useful to keep the game moving along.
Dice—The standard set of polyhedral dice will serve
you well (d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, d20, and d100). A large
assortment of dice always comes in handy but you can
get by with just one of each except for d10s. You will
want a handful of d10s to keep play from getting tedious.
Character Sheets—These aren’t strictly necessary. You
could keep track of your characters on a plain piece of
paper just like the old days. However, the convenience of
readymade character sheets makes them well worth the
cost of printing a few for the group.
Maps and Minis—If you like to use miniatures, you
will find that these rules accommodate them easily. The
standard one inch equals five feet scale that is commonly
used will serve you well in this case. If you prefer the
theater of the mind’s eye, this game will still work just as
well. Ultimately battle mats and minis are a matter of
personal preference, so use them or not at your
discretion.
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01. Welcome Adventurers

03. What’s Next?
What’s next is entirely up to you, and those that you share
your gaming table with. The rules provided here should
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accommodate a variety of styles of play from the
lighthearted to the gritty, quick one-shot adventures or
extended campaigns that weave intricate tales of
legendary deeds. All you need to do is supply the
framework for such epic tales. I didn’t bring Tales of the
Elder Days out into the light of day so that you could
play games in my world, I did it so that you could bring
your own stories, settings, and characters to life.
For many of us, this isn’t just a game, it’s a pastime, a
time to spend with friends in common purpose, telling
grand stories of triumph and ruin. With that in mind,
take what is here as a set of guidelines, not a strict
immutable set of commandments. While the core of
these rules should serve you well, it is not feasible (or
even desirable) to sort out rules for every in-game
situation. Do what works for you and your group at your
table. House rules and exceptions should be par for the
course in any RPG, and Tales of the Elder Days is no
exception. Feel free to leave the minutia behind and keep
your game, and the story, moving forward.
In the end, when all is said and done, the point of any
RPG is really just about having a good time. So instead
of worrying about flawlessly executing the rules, focus on
what it is that brings you to the game table. Whether it’s
the compelling storytelling, tactical gameplay, developing
your character, slaying foul beasts, or somewhere in
between, you can find a likeminded group of gamers and
have some really rewarding experiences. If you can get
that out of Tales of the Elder Days, all the better. If not,
that’s fine too, there are countless games out there to
choose from. I encourage everyone everywhere to find a
game they like and make the time to play, it’s good for
the soul. Happy gaming everyone!

o—o

o—o

o—o—o

o—o

o—o
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01. Characters

02. Stats

Characters serve as the backbone of any story. In this
case the player characters serve as protagonists while the
GM controlled characters serve as allies and adversaries
to their cause. Together they weave an intricate web of
action, drama, and adventure. Though the focus of these
rules falls largely on player characters, the term character
is used throughout to refer to any of the participants of
the in-game story, be they henchmen, monsters, villains,
non player Characters (NPCs), background extras, or
anything in between.
Characters are defined through a variety of attributes.
For our purposes here, attribute is the term used for any
of the elements needed to define a character. It doesn’t
matter if it is a numeric value, a descriptor (like an Origin
or Vocation), or a list (like Traits or gear), they are all
attributes. An attribute can be thought of as any piece of
information that is recorded on your character sheet.

Stats serve as the core abilities of every character.
They are: Might (MT), Prowess (PW), Intellect (IT),
Presence (PN) and Insight (IS). Any time a Test is
rolled, one of the Stats will be used to help determine the
character’s overall success or failure. A Stat that is at or
near zero represents a low level of competency in that
area while a negative Stat would indicate someone who
struggles at related tasks. A Stat ranked at two or three
indicates a character that has promising talent or has
invested time in training to hone their skill. A Stat of five
or more represents the upper limits of human ability,
with ten being the maximum allowed value for any Stat.
Might (MT)—Might is the measure of a character’s
raw physical strength, endurance, and overall heartiness.
Characters with a high Might score can hit harder, lift
more, and run further without the need for a rest. A
negative Might score indicates a character that is
physically weak or infirm. In addition to its role in
making Tests, Might is added to damage in melee
combat and helps determine a character’s Health total.
Prowess (PW)—Coordination is an important factor
for an adventurer. Whether it is aiming a crucial attack,
performing an intricate dance, or keeping one’s balance
on a narrow ledge, Prowess is a valuable asset. Prowess is
used in Tests to determine if an attack is accurate enough
to strike a foe. A character with a high Prowess Stat
might appear lithe and catlike, while those with a
negative Prowess are likely oafish and clumsy.
Intellect (IT)—Intellect represents a character’s ability
to retain data, reason, and process new information in a
hurry. A character with a high Intellect might be well
learned, have an iron clad memory, or simply be able to
think quickly on their feet. Intellect also measures the
strength of a character’s resolve. Not caving to social
pressures, resisting mind numbing magic, and doing what
is right instead of what is easy are manifestations of a
high Intellect Stat. Intellect also helps determine a
character’s Spirit total.
Presence (PN)—Witty conversation, clever retorts,
and smooth pickup lines are all pretty common for
someone with a high Presence score. If your character is
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1. Heroes—o

going to be speaking in public, solving diplomatic crisis,
or spinning tall tales, a high Presence is essential. To an
extent Presence may also represent physical appearance,
though in this case it should be less about chiseled
features and perfect proportions and more about a
character’s bearing and mannerisms.
Insight (IS)—Characters with a high Insight Stat are
alert and observant. They tend to be intuitive and
curious, looking for details and opportunities to make
connections between those details. Similarly, they are
generally good at reading people and situations. A low
Insight represents a character that is either oblivious or
prone to introspection who is likely to overlook
something or misread a situation.
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03. Proficiencies & Vocations
These attributes represent the various activities that a
character has had experience with. Proficiencies represent
the specific activities that adventurers are likely to need
during combat situations. This includes not only a
character’s skill with various weapon types, but also their
ability to avoid incoming attacks or defend against magic.
In contrast, Vocations cover a character’s other talents
such as tending wounds or picking locks.
Proficiencies and Vocations can be thought of as the
list of things your character is good at. Similar to Stats, a
Proficiency or Vocation will be added to appropriate
Tests to help determine success or failure. A Proficiency
or Vocation with two or three ranks will represent
competency, with five or more ranks indicating a
veritable savant in the field. Proficiencies and Vocations
can have a maximum rating of ten. Unlike Stats,
Proficiencies and Vocations will not have negative values.
It is common for a character to have a Vocation at
zero ranks. This represents some competency with the
Vocation, even though there are no ranks available to
improve the results of a Test. Having a Vocation at zero
ranks is different than not having the Vocation at all, one
being an indication of a character that is still a novice,
the other representing someone with no experience
whatsoever. A character will not have a Proficiency at
zero ranks, they will have ranks in the Proficiency, or not.
It is important to understand that Vocations and
Proficiencies do not stack. These attributes are not used
in tandem, rather they are mutually exclusive. The
Soldier Vocation does not represent a character’s ability
to wield a weapon, but their competence with the long
list of other soldierly tasks not directly related to landing
strikes in combat. See chapter 2, Doing Things, for

complete details on making Tests and making use of
Vocations and Proficiencies.
Proficiency Descriptions—Each of the Proficiencies
represents a character’s skill in one of these areas:
Defend—A measurement of a character’s ability to
avoid being struck in combat.
Saves—How well a character can avoid dangerous
things like magic, poisons, traps, and other hazards.
Initiative—How fast the character can react. Initiative
determines who gets to act first when combat breaks out.
Light Melee Weapons—Skill with smaller lighter
weapons, such as a knife or a hatchet.
Medium Melee Weapons—The ability to fight with a
medium melee weapon like a sword or a mace.
Heavy Melee Weapons—The use of large two-handed
weapons like great swords and battle axes.
Pole Weapons—Fighting with long two-handed pole
weapons like halberds and pikes.
Thrown Weapons—Making attacks with thrown
weapons like javelins, throwing knives, slings, and darts.
Bows—The use of any bow weapons, both standard
draw and crossbows.
Brawl—The ability to attack unarmed, grapple, or fight
with an improvised weapon.
Spells—The channeling of magical energies and
control of magic. Essential for spellcasting characters.
Vocation Descriptions—Listed below are some of the
tasks that each Vocation covers. This list of tasks should
not necessarily be considered a complete list. Other
activities may arise that fall under one (or more) of these
Vocations, and where appropriate the GM should allow
an applicable Vocation to be brought into play. The
additional titles given to each Vocation (noted in
parenthesis) are offered simply to expand a Vocation’s
flavor and are functionally just extra descriptors.
Acrobat (Tumbler, Funambulist)—Balance, coordination,
leaping, jumping, climbing, vaulting, and performing any
of those activities for entertainment.
Aristocrat (Noble, Patrician)—Etiquette, negotiation and
diplomacy, high society, heraldry, politics, and things
that relate to the upper crust of society.
Assassin (Murderer, Slayer)—Stealth, infiltration, locks,
poison, disguise and impersonation, forgery, anatomy,
and other skills associated with murder for hire.
Barbarian (Savage, Wildman)—Wilderness survival,
hunting, tracking, signaling, endurance, intimidation,
overland navigation, and such practices that will help the
barbarian get by in the wild places of the world.

other such tasks that relate to the treatment of ailments
and maladies through the refining and administration of
herbs and other plant life.
Horseman (Dragoon, Mountie)—Riding, training,
tending, trading, saddling, shoeing, breeding, and all
things related to the care and ownership of horses.
Jester (Joker, Knave)—Comedy, juggling, capering,
taunting, singing, tumbling, pilfering, eavesdropping,
vulgarity, pratfalls, and other knavery designed to distract
and offend.
Journeyman (Artisan, Tradesman)—Construction,
crafting, building, masonry, carpentry, shipwright,
excavation, tanning, and other tasks related to
creating items and structures.
Magistrate (Advocate, Lawyer)—Law, oration,
research, procedure, jurisdiction, taxation,
contracts, negotiations, politics, gerrymandering,
administration, and otherwise serving as a
functionary for a government or organization.
Mariner (Sailor, Seaman)—Sailing, boats, rigging,
weather, knots, climbing, swimming, navigation,
signaling, and generally understanding how to
accomplish tasks on the high seas.
Minstrel (Troubadour, Poet)—Entertaining,
singing, storytelling, composing music and verse,
hearing rumors, getting free drinks, booking gigs,
playing instruments, and livening the mood
wherever they go.
Physician (Barber, Surgeon)—Healing injuries,
setting bones, bloodletting, anatomy, diseases and
curatives, and otherwise treating ailments through
the application of medicinal knowledge.
Proprietor (Innkeeper, Shopkeeper)—Business,
commerce, marketing, purchasing, haggling,
cooking, brewing, trading, bartering, and related
things associated with making a living by
operating a business establishment.
Racketeer (Fence, Pimp)—Extortion, intimidation,
crime, smuggling, bribery, coercion, loan sharking,
and other skills needed for conducting commerce on the
wrong side of the law.
Sage (Scholar, Librarian)—Lore, research, study,
experimentation, mathematics, philosophy, stargazing,
engineering, and anything involved in the processing,
storage, and acquisition of knowledge.
Scoundrel (Charlatan, Rake)—Deception, grifting,
charm, seduction, pilfering, locks, smuggling, bribery,
disguise, evasion, hustling, and generally turning a profit
by being slick and confident.
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Beggar (Panhandler, Hobo)—Soliciting donations, going
unnoticed, acting feeble, scrounging, hearing rumors,
hurling insults, proclaiming innocence, and generally
staying alive at the bottom of the social heap.
Blacksmith (Armorer, Metalsmith)—Smithing, repair,
metalworking, craftsmanship, smelting, weapon and
armor quality, bartering, and other activities related to
the refining and production of all things metal.
Broker (Bursar, Banker)—Banking, economics, taxes,
investment, paperwork, bribery, embezzlement,
collections, and other tasks relevant to the
acquisition, processing, and tracking of currency
and goods.
Clergy (Preacher, Missionary)—Religion, history,
ceremony, dogma, preaching, indoctrination,
counseling, soliciting donations, and similar
things that aid in the strengthening and spreading
of the church and the faith.
Clerk (Major Domo, Scribe)—Administration,
purchasing, documentation, accounting, forgery,
categorizing, research, transcription, bureaucracy,
correspondence, and other paperwork that is
necessary in the civilized places of the world.
Courtesan (Strumpet, Escort)—Companionship,
hearing rumors, seduction, etiquette, blackmail,
acquiring unattended items, playing a role, and
other things that are useful when making a living
on your charm and wit.
Dancer (Aerialist, Gymnast)—Dancing, balance,
leaping, preforming, seduction, types of dance,
dance instruction, choreography, tumbling, and
other activities that rely on full body
coordination.
Gladiator (Champion, Pit Fighter)—Intimidation,
showmanship, rousing the crowd, skewing the
odds, taunting an opponent, boasting, and other
things that help make the most of life between
scheduled death matches.
Goaler (Inquisitor, Torturer)—Intimidation, torture,
anatomy, interrogation, restraining, tormenting,
investigation, coercing confessions, and determining if
the tormented screams of their victim is actually telling
the truth.
Guard (Constable, Warden)—Security, investigation, law,
tailing, interrogation, keeping watch, sizing up a person
or situation, and other skills needed to keep the peace.
Herbalist (Apothecary, Balmist)—Healing injuries,
identifying plants and fungus, poisons and antidotes,
creating balms and ointments, foraging for herbs, and
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Scout (Sentinel, Spotter)—Keeping watch, surveillance,
reading people, reconnaissance, trailblazing, navigation,
spotting an ambush, and keeping an eye out for things
that just aren’t on the level.
Slave (Thrall, Serf)—Laboring, farming, escaping notice,
scrounging, eavesdropping, storytelling, panhandling,
toiling, and the other activities appropriate to the lowest
and most unfortunate curs.
Soldier (Sellsword, Conscript)—Tactics, maneuvers,
command structure, heraldry, maintaining equipment,
spotting an ambush, reconnaissance, signaling, rationing,
and such things that are taught to those who serve in the
military.
Spy (Operative, Provocateur)—Infiltration, deception,
observation, reconnaissance, sabotage, forgery, picking
pockets, traps, disguise, and other skills used to gather
intelligence and undermine an enemy.
Teamster (Coachman, Charioteer)—Leading a team of
animals pulling a vehicle, care of working animals, repair
and maintenance of vehicles, wagon trains, overland
routes, geography, wagon trains, and other knowledge
related to the travel and operation of a wagon or similar
conveyance.
Thief (Rogue, Burglar)—Stealing, locks, traps, climbing,
lying, sneaking, hiding, picking pockets, pilfering, and
other techniques used to acquire someone else’s property.
Tracker (Bounty Hunter, Marshal)—Tracking, tailing,
investigation, hunting, surveillance, interrogation,
ambushes, and similar activities used to locate and
acquire a dangerous target.
Trader (Merchant, Importer)—Buying and selling, turning
a profit, keeping books, commodity rates, haggling,
contracts, taxation, bribery, smuggling, and other skills
that prove useful in the transport and sale of goods over
distances.
Woodsman (Hunter, Guide)—Survival, trailblazing,
hunting, tracking, foraging, overland navigation, guiding,
and generally finding ways to travel across the wilds from
one place to another.

04. Traits
Traits are the assorted special qualities that help
define each adventurer’s strengths and weaknesses. Some
Traits represent beneficial abilities that will help
adventurers along their way, others indicate a character
flaw or other shortcoming the character struggles with.
Each Trait has its own in-game effect, and in the end you
will need to defer to each Trait’s description to
determine its in-game application. The full list of Traits
appears in Appendix II, The List of Lists.
A character starts the game with at least one Trait
(likely several) and will acquire any other desired Traits
as the game unfolds. While a character is free to learn
just about any Trait (aside from Inherent and Racial
Traits, see below), a character cannot select the same
Trait more than once unless the Trait’s description
specifically allows it.
Prerequisites—Some Traits have prerequisites that
must be taken before the Trait can be learned. If a
character wishes to acquire a Trait with one (or more)
prerequisites, they must meet or exceed all of the listed
requirements in order to learn it. This includes any Traits
taken at character generation, as each also requires that
the prerequisites be met.
Types of Traits—All Traits fall into one of four
categories: Perks, Faults, Inherent, and Racial Traits. The
most common Traits are Perks. These Traits will add a
bonus or ability to your character’s expertise. Potentially
a Perk may give your character a new way to use one of
their actions. Racial and Inherent Traits resemble Perks,
but they can’t be learned by spending XP and can only
be acquired during character generation. Racial Traits are
assigned to a character based on their choice of Origin.
Inherent Traits are open to any character, but they can
only be selected during the Choosing Traits step in the
character generation process.
Some Traits will be listed with a parenthetical
‘specific’ in their name. In this case the Trait must be
associated with some specific area of skill (such as a type
of weapon or armor). When the Trait is chosen the
choice for the type of specific thing must be made at the
same time. The Trait’s description will offer you
guidance on what specific thing must be chosen to
accompany the Trait.
Faults—Heroes have shortcomings, and these are
represented in-game by a character’s Faults. Faults are a
special kind of Trait that represent a disadvantage or
weakness. Faults are meant to add depth to a character
and to make them more dynamic. Typically, Faults are

considered monstrous in some settings. Some can blend
in without issue, but others stand out like a sore thumb.
GM’s should feel free to limit the selection of Origins to
those that fit with the campaign and setting.
There was no attempt made to balance each of the
Origins or to make them equal in stature. Some Origins
may grant a short-term benefit in the form of an extra
Trait or two, while others don’t seem to offer any
advantage at all. In the end, how you choose to advance
your character will have a much greater impact on how
things turn out than the small advantages that may be
offered by one Origin or another. In that light, it is most
important that you pick an Origin you will enjoy playing
over a near term statistical advantage.

05. Origins
Where does your character come from? Are they a
human, an elf, an Uurg, or some other exotic folk of
fantasy and legend? In addition to the obvious cultural
impacts a character’s Origin may have on the game, the
chosen Origin will have several specific effects on the
character’s attributes. A character’s Speed is set directly
by their Origin, and any Racial Traits and starting
languages are likewise based on the character’s chosen
Origin.
Each Origin also comes with a list of common Traits,
Faults, and Vocations. Players should not feel obligated
to force their characters into this mold, and are able to
develop their character within the game however they see
fit. That being said, the choice of Origin will have some
effect on the character creation process and the
character’s starting competencies.
Additionally, the use of magic is restricted by some
Origins. Some folk are unable to make a connection to
the realms of magic, while others are only able to follow
specific Paths of Magic. The Origin’s description will
indicate what type of magic use is compatible with that
Origin. Each Origin's full details appear in Appendix II,
The List of Lists.
There are a wide variety of Origins presented here in
order to accommodate all manner of fantastic characters.
However, among the Humans, Dwarves, Elves, and
Halflings of the world there are many races that may be

List of Origins
Human
Centaur

Halfling, Wood

Cyclops

Human, Eastmen

Djinn-Born

Human, Farmen

Dwarf, Deep

Human, Northmen

Dwarf, Hill

Human, Southmen

Dwarf, Mountain

Human, Tainted

Elf, Common (Gray Elves)

Human, Westmen

Elf, Deep (Dark Elves)

Human, Wildmen

Elf, Ice (White Elves)

Ichthian

Elf, Sea (Blue Elves)

Kobold

Elf, True (Bright Elves)

Leshy

Elf, Vale (Golden Elves)

Lizardfolk, Greckon (Skinks)

Elf, Wood (Green Elves)

Lizardfolk, Mander (Newts)

Giant-Kin

Lizardfolk, Ophidan

Gnome, Deep (Goblin)

Lizardfolk, Skalaar

Gnome, Mountain (Nains)

Rakkath

Gnome, Urban (Dregg)

Tengu

Gnome, Woodland (Brownie)

Troll

Half Dryad

Uurg, Grob

Half Elf

Uurg, Ogre

Half Uurg

Uurg, Orc

Halfling, Dale

Wemic
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only acquired during character creation, though it is
possible for a GM to assign a Fault to a character during
play if a situation warrants it.
A character is prohibited from acquiring a Trait that
directly cancels out one of their Faults. For example, a
character with the Cannot Tell a Lie Fault is not allowed
to then acquire the Fast Talk Trait to cancel out the
penalty. Characters that wish to remove Faults can do so,
but it is a more complex process than simply purchasing
a new Trait. See the section on Character Advancement
for more information about removing Faults.
While many Faults offer a concrete game mechanic,
some are geared towards roleplaying over mechanics. In
the case of Faults that have heavy roleplaying
applications it is important that the player take it upon
themselves to interject their character’s shortcomings
into the game from time to time. In circumstances where
a player is blatantly ignoring their character’s Fault, the
GM may deduct 10 Experience Points from their award
for the session.

06. Other Attributes
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Speed—A character’s Speed indicates how fast they can

get around on foot. When expending an action for
movement in combat, a character can move five feet for
every point of Speed they possess. A character’s Speed is
determined by their choice of Origin.
Health—Adventurers get beat up a lot, it’s an
unfortunate consequence of their line of work. A
character’s Health is a measure of how much physical
punishment they can withstand before they suffer lasting
injury or death. A character’s Health is equal to 10 plus
their Might score. As a character’s Might score increases
(or decreases), so does their Health.
Spirit—If Health measures the durability of a
character’s body, then Spirit represents the durability of
their soul. A character’s Spirit is equal to 10 plus their
Intellect score. As a character’s Intellect increases (or
decreases) so does their Sprit. Spirit is also expended in
the casting of spells in the form of Drain, so those
engaging in the pursuit of the magical arts generally
prefer to have a high Spirit total.
Defense—Most adventurers prefer to avoid getting
clobbered. A surefire way to avoid getting mauled is to
have a high Defense total. The higher the Defense, the
harder it is for an enemy to land a strike in combat. The
base number for a character’s Defense is 14. A character
may add their Defend Proficiency to increase this total.
As the Defend Proficiency changes, so does a character’s
Defense. As the game develops there may be
opportunities to acquire special equipment, magic, or
Traits that can improve a character’s Defense.
Experience Points (XP)—As heroes adventure, they
earn Experience Points for a job well done. Essentially,
XP is the currency that is used to improve a character’s
attributes. Adventure to gain XP, spend XP to improve,
attempt more challenging adventures, repeat. It is the
cycle of life for a player character.
Languages—This is simply the catalogue of languages
that a character is able to understand. For most starting
characters this will include the Trade Tongue (a language
common to most civilized folk) and either their national
or racial languages.
Languages are rated at one of three levels, broken,
fluent, or native. At the broken level the character is able
to speak and understand the language enough to get by.
Their lack of skill is obvious and conversations are often
halting, lack subtlety, and require frequent clarification
and repetition.

Character’s that are fluent in a language understand
the intricacies of the language and can converse easily
with others who are fluent in the language. It should be
noted that the fluent speaker still has an accent or is
missing some of the colloquialisms, and likely cannot
pass themselves off as a native speaker.
A character that knows a language at the native level
shows complete mastery of the language. Whether it is
the language of their birth or they have just spent time in
study and practice, the character can speak the language
without accent or other indication that they did not
begin speaking the language at a very young age.
A character can read and write any language that they
speak at the same level of competency. This assumes that
there is a written form of the language and that the
character is not somehow prevented from reading and
writing for other reasons (such as having the Illiterate
Fault).

Luck

or Fate—Does your character believe that they
were chosen for a higher purpose, that fate will intervene
and aid them in times of great need? Or is your character
leading a charmed life where trusting to luck pays off and
keeps the character out of dire straits? Luck and Fate are
points that a character can spend to alter the flow of the
game just a bit. Spending a point of Fate or Luck can
affect a Test or alter the situation in the character’s favor.
At character creation each character chooses the path
of either Luck or Fate. In most cases this decision follows
the character throughout their entire career. Those that
trust to Luck and happenstance are not easily captivated
by ideas like destiny, just like those that believe in a
higher calling are loath to think about the world as a
collection of random threads.
Ultimately, these points will be spent to get the
character out of a tight spot or to help them accomplish
extraordinary things. As far as the game mechanics are
concerned, Luck and Fate are very similar. However,
when it comes to storytelling, they should be polar
opposites. One group of characters is following their
destiny, while the others are trusting to chance to pull
them through. Keep this in mind when you are
contributing to the story and allow the choice between
Luck and Fate to help add depth to your character.

Character

Concept—Before you jump into character
creation, it is important to develop a concept that will
make your character more than just a collection of
attributes on a piece of paper. This character of yours is
going to have to face hordes of marauding enemies, foul
sorcerous demons, dark seductive magics, and a host of
other woes that defy the imagination. Adventuring is not
for the faint of heart. It takes a special individual to leave
behind a normal life and seek danger and glory in the
dark places of the world. Your character is going to need
a little extra spark of life if they are going to make it
through the thick of things to a happy ending.
Stop for a moment to envision your character. Think
about the type of hero that you want to play. Think
about what they will be good at, think about the things
that they will struggle with. What is it that has pushed
them out the front door and onto the path of adventure?
When some of these ideas have come into focus, turn
your attention to the more practical side of character
creation and follow the steps outlined below to get your
character ready to play.

Choose an Origin—Pick the Origin that best suits your

character concept. Assign any Racial Traits associated
with that Origin to your character. Make sure to discuss
your choice of Origin with your GM. They may decide
to limit the options, or some Origins may have in-game
consequences.
For example, your GM may not allow Trolls as player
characters in their campaign because they are not
welcome in the civilized parts of the world. Similarly,
your GM may allow you to have a Troll character, but
indicates that Troll are shunned and sometimes even
openly attacked by the other inhabitants of the campaign
setting, and that rolling up a Troll is likely to provide ingame challenges. In this case it is important that the
player be able to make an informed decision.


Set Stats—Pick one of the sets of stats, row A through

G on the table below. Assign the chosen values to the five
Stats however you see fit.

Starting Stat Values
A

1

1

1

1

1

B

2

1

1

0

0

C

2

2

0

0

-1

D

2

2

1

-1

-1

E

2

2

1

0

-2

F

3

1

0

0

-1

G

3

1

1

0

-2

Choosing

Vocations—Each character begins the game
with three Vocations. One of these Vocations must be
chosen from the two Common Vocations for their
Origin. The other Vocations can be any two chosen from
the full list of Vocations. It is not possible to choose the
same Vocation twice. The starting values for the
Vocations are 2, 1, and 0. Assign these values to the three
Vocations however you see fit.
Choosing Proficiencies—Assign 2, 2, 1, and 1 to any
four of the Proficiencies in whichever way that you like.
You cannot get the full benefit from having the Spells
Proficiency unless you are creating a spellcaster (see
below). That being said, you are free to choose Spells as
one of your starting Proficiencies if you want.
Choosing Traits—All characters will begin the game
with at least one Trait. First, choose one Trait from the
list of common Traits from their Origin. If you are
content with this one Trait to start the game, you can
finish this step of character creation and move on. If you
want additional Traits now, you will have to start
assigning your character Faults.
If you desire a second Trait, choose one Fault from
your Origin’s list of common Faults and then you may
select any one Trait from the full list of Traits. If you
desire a third Trait, assign your character a second Fault
from the full list of Faults and then select any one
additional Trait for your character.
No further Faults or Traits can be taken until after
play begins. At most a character can start the game with
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three Traits (one must be from their list of common
Traits) and two Faults (one must be from their list of
common Faults) plus any Traits that are assigned to
them based on their choice of Origin. It is also important
to note that all prerequisites must be met for any Trait
taken. Also remember that characters are not allowed to
select Racial Traits for any of their Trait choices. Lastly,
this is a character’s one chance to pick up any needed
Inherent Traits, or to select the needed Traits to become
a spellcaster. Consider you character’s starting Traits
carefully before making your final decision.
Taking Faults in exchange for other Traits at
character creation is not economical. It is easier to
purchase additional Traits with earned XP as the game
progresses than it is to remove a Fault later. You should
only take Faults if you feel that it will make your
character more interesting or if you need to pick up some
Inherent Traits that are not going to be available once
the game is underway.
Luck or Fate—Choose either Luck or Fate to guide
your character through their adventures and record your
choice. Then set the value of your Luck or Fate at 2.
Finishing Up—There are just a few more things to do.
Health—A character’s Health is equal to 10 plus their
Might score (modified by Traits if appropriate).
Spirit—A character’s Spirit is equal to 10 plus their
Intellect score (modified by Traits if appropriate).
Speed—The description of the character’s chosen
Origin will indicate their Speed.
Defense—The character’s Defend Proficiency is added
to 14 to set their Defense total. Equipment, magic items,
and Traits can all potentially raise this value.
Gear and Magic Slots— All characters start the game
with six readied gear slots and six magic item slots. Item
slots are discussed in detail in chapter 5, Outfitting.
Languages—A character’s starting languages are taken
directly from the Origin’s description. A character also
gains one additional language of their choice for each
point that was assigned to their Intellect. Languages
learned due to Intellect are gained at the fluent level. This
is only available at character generation, additional
languages are not learned as a character advances their
Intellect Stat through gameplay, though more languages
may always be purchased with XP.

Sample Languages
The Trade Tongue (Common)
National Language
Racial Language
Ancient Language
Celestial
Demonic
Devil
Dragon (specific)
Dragon-Kind
Dwarven (specific)
Dwarven
Elven (specific)
Elven, High
Elven, Low
Fae Kind
Giant (specific)
Giant-Kin
Gnoll
Gnome (specific)
Gnomish
Lizardfolk
Silent Speech
Thieves' Cant
Uurg
Woodland's Tongue
Gear—Receive 200 coins to outfit your character. You
do not have to spend it all, but you must spend at least
150 of those coins. Note whatever coins are left over on
your character sheet.
Character Details—With your attributes in place, take
some time to flesh out the little details of your character.
How tall are they? What color are their eyes? How old
are they? Do they have a social standing? What about
relatives or loved ones? The back of the character sheet
has some suggestions about details that can be added and
the Origin descriptions offer average heights and weights
to help round out your character’s physical description.
Feel free to talk with your GM about your character and
find some ways to get them connected to the campaign.
Good characters can drive a story forward and make for
a rewarding game experience.

Characters—If there is a desire to create
characters that aren’t just fresh off the farm, the GM can
allot each player additional XP to spend immediately
after character creation. The XP allotted can be around
100 for characters that have been in a scrape or two all
the way to 500 for those characters that would be
considered veterans of adventure. This XP can be spent
using the normal rules for advancement described below.
Inherent Traits cannot be acquired at this time, still only
being available during the Choosing Traits step of
character generation.

08. Creating a Spellcaster
There are those heroes who are gifted with a
connection to the magical power that saturates the world.
This connection can be honed through diligent practice
and study until it reaches a point where it can be used to
summon magical spells upon command. Players that
wish to have a character that is capable of spellcasting
will need to put a bit of extra effort into their character
during the character creation process. Chapter 6, The
Use of Magic, offers the complete details on magic and
spellcasting, and is required reading for those that wish
to play a spellcasting character.
The Price of Magic and the Path of Magic are both
required Traits for spellcasting. The Price of Magic is an
Inherent Trait that must be selected at character creation.
The Price of Magic represents a character’s connection
to the realms of magic, and serves as the basis for creating
a spellcaster. Note that not all Origins allow magic use,
and some Origins may limit what Path of Magic a

character may select. Check the Origin description to see
what type of magic is available to your character if you
are planning on creating a spellcaster.
Those that select the Price of Magic must choose one
of their character’s Faults to be tied to the ability to use
magic. This Fault cannot be bought off later, so the
player should put some thought into the choice of this
Fault and how it may affect the character’s development
and personality.
The Price of Magic by itself is not enough to make a
full-fledged spellcaster. If the Price of Magic represents
the character’s natural connection to magic, the Path of
Magic is the training and effort needed to refine that
natural gift into the ability to cast spells. This Trait
allows the character to select one of the magical Paths,
defining their magical gifts and indicating how they
interact with the world of magic.
If both of the Price of Magic and Path of Magic
Traits are taken at character creation, the character is
allotted a few spells to get them started in their career as
an adventurer. A newly created spellcaster gains the
Utility Array plus one Spell Array from the primary
Sphere associated with their Path. The caster may also
select one Spell Array from any Sphere except their Path’s
opposite Sphere. Primists receive the Utility Array and
may select two other Spell Arrays from any Sphere.
The caster then knows the Tier I spell from each of
their chosen Arrays. Since a spellcaster is not able to learn
any spells from a higher Tier than their Spells
Proficiency, any beginning spellcaster that does not have
a Spells Proficiency rank of at least one is not allotted
the first spell from their chosen Arrays and must learn
them normally after play begins. Additionally, any
character that takes the Path of Magic Trait at character
generation receives the needed Spell Focus and
Knowledge Store for free before play begins.
Those who are planning on playing a spellcaster
should also note that both Insight and Intellect are
needed Stats for casting spells as well as a high Spells
Proficiency. Insight and Intellect are akin to Prowess and
Might for those that participate in conventional combat.
Insight is used to determine the success of casting the
spell while Intellect is often used to help bolster the
spell’s effect. Additionally, Intellect determines the
caster’s Spirit total, with Spirit being the fuel used by a
character when casting spells. Note that some spells will
not provide a benefit if a spellcaster’s Intellect is zero. If
your character is a spellcaster you will fare far better if
your Intellect is at least one.
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09. Character Advancement
Telling a compelling story is an important part of the
game, but so is the growth and development of the
heroes. When it comes to strength of character and moral
dilemmas, that’s all about how you play your character.
Getting better at swinging a sword or loosing arrows,
that’s another matter. The core of improving your
character’s abilities, and pursuing more challenging
adventures, is through earning and spending Experience
Points (XP).
Earning XP—Characters earn XP as they accomplish
things within the game. As a general rule XP should be
awarded at the end of each session. However, the GM
can hand out small awards (from 1 XP to 3 XP) on the
spot for clever ideas or exceptional roleplaying. There are
a small number of other things that can offer XP awards
on occasion, defer to the provided descriptions when
these cases arise.
Typical XP awards should run from 15 XP to 30 XP
per session, with that full amount being given to any
character that participated. You do not need to divide
the XP amongst the characters. GMs can refer to the
table for guidance on XP awards. The session’s XP award
starts at 5, for those who survive the night and goes up
from there based on performance.
XP for making progress is awarded when characters
are pursuing goals and interacting with the world and the
storyline. This doesn’t necessarily mean that they are
doing well, or that they are doing what the GM expects.
Characters should be awarded for attempting to drive the
game forward, whether it is working out for them or not.
An additional 5 XP can be awarded if the party is
especially motivated and is really digging into the game.
Overcoming challenges can provide additional XP for
a party that does something noteworthy. This does not
have to be combat, but it should be a task that is above
and beyond the normal adventuring fare and comes with
significant risk. Killing a few uppity bandits is probably
not a challenge for a party, killing the bandit king and his
surly entourage is likely worth the extra award.
Story milestone XP should be awarded when the
party reaches a notable conclusion or pushes the story to
an appropriate point. If several sessions were spent in the
pursuit of this goal a 10 XP milestone is earned.
Something more dramatic, representing the culmination
of several story milestones, can earn the party 25 XP for
the major story milestone award.

Advancement Summary
Raising Ranks
New
Stats
Rank

-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Defend
Saves
Spells

Prof. Voc.

Luck
Fate

25

--

--

--

--

25

--

--

40

--

25

25

15

15

20

50

25

15

15

25

75

50

25

25

50

100

50

25

25

50

125

75

50

50

100

150

150

150

150

150

300

300

300

300

300

400

400

400

400

400

500

500

500

500

500

600

600

600

600

600

Other Advancement

Cost

New Trait (from Origin)
New Trait (any)
New Language (Broken)
Improve Language (Fluent or Native)
New Spell Array (w/ Instruction)
New Spell Array (w/o Instruction)
Spell (existing Array)
Remove a Fault

25
50
5
10
15
30
2 x Tier
100 + RP

Event

Award

Surviving
Making Progress
Significant Progress
Overcoming Challenges
Reach a Story Milestone
Reach a Major Story Milestone
On the Spot Awards
Average Session
Average Adventure (3-4 sessions)

5
5-10
5
2-8
10
25
1-3
15-30
75-120

XP—With freshly earned XP written on
their character sheet, players will be eager to begin
improving their heroes. XP may only be spent between
sessions and cannot be used to improve a character in the
midst of the action.
The table shows the cost of improvement for various
attributes. In the case of numerical attributes, cross
reference the new rank with the appropriate column to
determine the XP costs. Each increase must be bought
separately (you may not skip ranks as you advance). The
maximum for any Stat, Vocation, or Proficiency is 10.
Raising any of these to higher values requires a significant
expenditure of XP, making them cost prohibitive at
values much above 5.
Spells, Saves, and Defend have their own column on
the table with all other Proficiencies falling into the Prof.
column. New Vocations must first be learned at a rank
of zero (for a cost of 40 XP), potentially eliminating
Specialized Task penalties, but not providing a bonus to
Tests until the Vocation is further improved.
Health and Spirit cannot be raised directly by
spending XP, though they can be increased with a
corresponding increase in Might or Intellect, or by
purchasing some Traits. Similarly, Speed is not raised
through the expenditure of XP, but Traits can be
purchased that will raise this attribute.
Languages are learned, or improved, one step at a
time, staring with broken, then fluent, and finally native.
Similar to other attributes, ranks cannot be skipped and
each must be purchased before moving onto the next.
Learning Spell Arrays and Spells—Spell Arrays are
learned for the listed cost, with the XP cost being halved
if the spellcaster has access to proper instruction.
Learning the new Spell Array grants the caster all the
Cantrips related to the Array as well as the Array’s Tier I
spell. Additional spells must be learned at the listed price
of 2 XP per Tier and must be learned in order of their
Tier.

o—o

o—o

A caster may not learn a spell from an Array that they
have not yet learned, or a spell with a Tier higher than
their Spells Proficiency. These XP costs can be
multiplied by x2, x3, or even x10 based on how the spell’s
sphere relates to their chosen Path of Magic. Chapter 6,
The Use of Magic, offers more information on learning
new spells and Paths of Magic.
Removing a Fault—It is possible for a character to
remove a Fault, though it takes a fair amount of effort to
accomplish. In addition to 100 XP that must be spent,
the character must properly roleplay a situation where it
is reasonable for their Fault to be removed.
This roleplaying requirement may be as simple as a
change of heart based on in-game events (to remove
something like Zealot, for example) up through a major
quest to receive magical healing (to remove the One Eyed
Fault, for example). The GM has final say as to whether
or not the roleplaying demands of removing a Fault have
been met. Also remember that characters that have paid
the Price of Magic have a Fault associated with that Trait
that cannot be removed.
Time and Advancement—There is no specific amount
of time required for a character to improve their abilities.
While having a narrative reason for a character’s
improvement (such as a language tutor, or a sparring
partner) adds an element of realism and depth to the
game, it is not necessary for the purposes of spending XP
to improve your character.
That being said, to keep the pace of advancement
manageable, a character is only allowed to improve any
given attribute by one step after each session. So, a given
Stat, Proficiency, or Vocation can only be increased by
one point for each session. Likewise, a language can only
be improved by one step and only one spell can be
learned from a given Array for each session played. The
exception to this rule is Luck and Fate. A player may
purchase as many points of Luck or Fate as they have XP
they wish to spend.

o—o—o

o—o

o—o
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2. Doing Things—o
The Test is the basic dice role that drives Tales of the
Elder Days. If your character is trying to get anything
done that is worth doing, you will wind up making a Test
to see how things turn out.
To resolve any action that has an uncertain chance of
success, a player makes a Test by rolling 2d10 and adding
the appropriate Stat. If the character has an applicable
Vocation or Proficiency, it can be added to the total as
well. If the total meets or exceeds the Difficulty (DF) the
action succeeds. If the total is less than the DF, then the
action is considered a failure. Succeed by five or more
and you have earned a Bump, a bit of extra success to
help you along the way. Fail by five or more and receive
a Kink, an extra thing that goes awry and causes
complications for your character.

02. Making a Test
Set Up the Test—The GM decides the applicable Stat

for the Test and sets the DF. Any modifiers that may
affect the Test are also determined. While the GM is not
required to divulge the DF to the player, the Stat should
be discussed before any dice are rolled. Likewise, any
applicable Vocations or Proficiencies should be
determined before any dice are rolled for the Test.
Boons and Flaws—Certain conditions (typically
Traits) may add a Boon or Flaw to the Test. If there is
an applicable Boon or Flaw you will roll 3d10 instead of
2d10 for the Test. In the case of a Boon, select the two
highest dice to calculate the total. If a Flaw die is rolled
the highest die is discarded and the two lowest dice must
count towards the total.
Roll the Dice—It’s time to roll the dice and see how
things turn out. As a general rule any ability that is used
to affect a Test must be declared before the dice are
rolled. Luck and Fate are the notable exception to this
rule, both being able to affect the Test after the roll.

Calculate

the Total—Add the total on the dice to the
Stat, add the relevant Vocation or Proficiency (if there is
one), and assess any modifiers to determine the Test
total. When rolling d10s for a Test, the zeroes count as
tens when determining the total.
Determine the Result—Compare the Test total to the
DF. Totals equal to or greater than the DF result in
success while results below the DF result in some degree
of failure. There are degrees of success possible with any
Test, with results missing the mark by five or more
counting as Kinks and those succeeding by five or more
earning Bumps. With this in mind, the difference
between the total and the DF will be important, so be
mindful of your total for a few moments to help sort out
the final results of the Test.

Test Summary
Set the Difficulty and determine the Stat
Consider the Proficiency/Vocation, and Modifiers

Roll the Dice!
2d10 or 3d10 with a Boon of Flaw

If a Boon applies add a die and drop the low die
Extra Boons add +1 to the total or improve the effect

If a Flaw applies add a die and drop the best die
Extra Flaws add -1 to the total

Add a relevant Proficiency -or- Vocation (if applicable)
Assess Modifiers and Figure the Test total
Meet or beat the DF to succeed
Succeed by 5 or more and earn a Bump
Fail by 5 or more and earn a Kink
1+1 is a Botch!
0+0 is a success and a possible Crit!
Add the Total: Fail = Success – Success = Bump – Bump = Crit!
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03. Some Details About Tests
the Stat—It is the GM’s responsibility to
determine which Stat will be used on any given Test. In
some cases, the rules may call for a specific Stat, in many
other cases the GM will be left to make the decision on
their own. Below are the types of activities related to each
Stat to give you some direction when setting up a Test.
Might—Anything involving physical strength or
toughness: lifting or pushing, climbing, swimming,
endurance, resisting poisons and toxins, smashing things,
and withstanding physical trauma.
Prowess—Anything involving physical coordination:
balancing, sneaking, stealing, fine motor skills, aiming,
catching, attacking, and dodging.
Intellect—Anything involving knowledge or strength
of mind: figuring out a puzzle, resisting temptation,
determining the physical properties of something new,
recalling an obscure fact, mathematics, researching in a
library, and memory.
Presence—Anything involving interaction with others
or social graces: being charming or seductive, deception,
etiquette, performing, oration, and generally being
likable and well received.
Insight—Anything involving awareness or perception:
noticing things, finding things, identifying how things
are connected, reading a person or situation, detecting
deception, spellcasting, and generally trying to discover
the unknown through observation and intuition.
Sometimes different Stats will be used for similar
Tests that occur under different contexts. The GM is
encouraged to use the Stat that is most applicable for the
situation at hand, even if that might differ from the Stat
that typically associated with the task.
When appropriate, players are encouraged to haggle
(briefly) over which Stat will be used. This should be
done through the description of the activity, and gives
the player a chance to indicate why the activity might lean
toward one Stat or another. The discussion should be
brief and focus on moving the game forward, with the
final say resting in the hands of the GM.
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For Example—Dancing would generally be an
expression of the Prowess Stat, since it requires
physical coordination and timing. However, if the
dancing was being used specifically to entice a member
of the opposite sex, Presence might be a more
appropriate Stat to use. Along the same lines, a ritual
dance that lasts for hours might call for a Might Test
since the dance would be a trial of endurance over
coordination. If the dancer were attempting to
perform a specific dance that they had only seen
briefly or never had the chance to practice, the GM
may call for Intellect as the Stat to see if the character
is able to remember all of the needed movements.
Similarly, if the dancer is trying to mimic others by
observing their movements, an Insight Test might be
the best fit. Thus, a Test made for Dancing could
make use of any Stat, as the situation dictates.
As a Second Example—Disarming a trap may be a
matter of having a steady hand to avoid setting the
trap off during the disarming process, in which case
the GM may call for a Prowess Test. Another trap
may require careful analysis to determine the best
method of disarming the trap, so the GM might call
for an Intellect Test. Disarming a magical trap might
find the GM choosing Insight as the appropriate Stat,
since reading magical auras and intuition would be
more important than logic or coordination.

the Difficulty—The GM is tasked with
setting the Difficulty of any Test. In many cases the DF
is clearly defined by the rules, and you can just use the
standard DF to resolve the Test. However, in many other
instances the GM is left to sort out the DF on their own.
The chart below offers sample Difficulties to provide
guidance when determining the DF for a Test. It is
important to note that while the chart pairs a category
and examples with each DF, any DF between these
categories can also be used. Don’t feel the need to limit
yourself only to the values listed here. A DF will often be
written by placing the number in brackets, such as
DF[16] or DF[20].

Sample Difficulties
Easy – DF[8]
Clambering up a shallow bank, opening a stuck
pickle jar, outwitting a Grob
Routine – DF[10]
Picking up a drunk at closing time, swiping an
unattended coil of rope
Moderate – DF[12]
Using a fallen tree to cross a stream, smashing a
barrel, breaking a simple code
Challenging – DF[15]
Climbing a wall, spotting a mark across the
square, find a tripwire, walking a narrow ledge
Demanding – DF[18]
Kicking down a barred door, translating ancient
dialects, convincing the guards you weren’t the
one who ‘started it’
Severe – DF[22]
Posing as a diplomat, escaping clockwork
manacles of doom prior to limb loss, proving a
magical theorem
Heroic – DF[26]
Scaling a sheer cliff face, hurling a huge boulder,
seducing the married princess at the ball, picking
a magically warded lock
Legendary – DF[30] or more
Balancing handstand on one finger, uprooting a
giant oak, beating Death at chess
If a static DF is needed for a versus situation
It can be 10 + Stat + Vocation/Proficiency

There will be times when a character’s actions are in
opposition to another character. In these cases, the GM
can opt either for a Versus Test (described below) or can
set the DF equal to 10 plus one of the target character’s
Stats and, if applicable, one of their Proficiencies or
Vocations. So sneaking past a guard may have a DF equal
to the 10 plus the guard’s Insight Stat, plus any ranks
they may have in Scout or other similar Vocation.
GMs are encouraged to assign a DF based on the task
at hand, not necessarily the character’s skill level. Often
the temptation is to make the DF of every Test scaled to
the character’s ability level. This tactic can be
appropriate, especially for tasks that occur in the central
part of an adventure. However, in most instances it is
preferable to make easy things easy (such as picking a
simple lock on a farmer’s door) and hard things hard
(such as cracking the thief-master’s personal safe),
whether the character has the chance to overcome the
obstacle or not.
Proficiencies and Vocations—Proficiencies and
Vocations show your character’s skill in various areas
that are essential for adventuring. While every Test will
add one of the five Stats, Proficiencies and Vocations are
only added to a Test that falls under their purview. Refer
to chapter 1, Heroes, for guidance on what types of Tests
go with various Proficiencies and Vocations.
The important thing to note here is that you will only
ever add one Proficiency or one Vocation to any given
Test. Proficiencies do not stack with Vocations and vice
versa. Similarly, you cannot use two Proficiencies or two
Vocations on the same Test. This should generally not
be an issue as Proficiencies tend to represent the action
and combat side of the coin while Vocations are more of
the skill and expertise side of things. Still, if you find an
area of overlap, only one or the other can be used on any
given Test.
Boons and Flaws—In many cases you will be instructed
to add a Boon or a Flaw to a Test. If you have a Boon or
a Flaw for a given Test roll 3d10 instead of 2d10. In the
case of a Flaw you are required to discard the highest die
and use the two lowest dice towards your total. If a Boon
die was rolled it is the player’s choice which die to
discard. Typically, this would leave the two highest dice
to count towards the total, but if the player would like
to mitigate their success for some reason, they are
welcome to discard one of the higher dice.
If both Boons and Flaws apply to a given Test, they
cancel each other out on a one for one basis with any
leftovers being applied to the Test normally. If multiple
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Flaws need to be applied to a Test you would still only
add a single die to the roll, with any additional Flaws
applying a -1 to the Test total. Similarly, if there is more
than one Boon applied to any Test only one extra die
would be rolled, with each additional Boon increasing the
Test total by +1. In any case, make sure that you never
roll more than 3d10 and always keep only two dice.
If you have one or more Boons to claim on a Test and
the Test can result in an effect that will be rolled (such
as a damage roll or a roll to determine a number of targets
affected), a Boon may be applied to the effect instead of
the Test itself. Flaws may not be used in this way and
must always be applied to the Test. If you have multiple
Boons, the Boons may be divided between the Test and
the effect however you decide. You must declare how you
are allocating Boon dice between the Test and the effect
before any dice are rolled. If no declaration is made then
it is assumed that all available Boons apply to the Test
itself, and none to the effect.

Boons applied to effects work in a similar way to a
Test. An additional die (of the same type rolled for the
effect) is rolled and the player may choose which die to
drop. As with Tests, only a single extra die can be rolled
and any additional Boons after the first add a +1 to the
total. Note that only one extra die is rolled for the effect
even if the effect itself calls for multiple dice. For
example, if the effect were to be determined by 3d6 and
a Boon were used, 4d6 would be rolled and one of the
dice discarded.

For Example— Horrick the Mighty is a master of
the claymore. At one point his intense skill, combined
with some magical augmentation, has given him three
Boons to apply to a Test made to strike a foe with his
claymore. Horrick elects to spend one of the Boons
on his attack roll, and to save the other two Boons to
bolster the effect (in this case the damage roll). When
making the Test the first Boon will allow Horrick to
roll an extra d10 and then drop the lowest die.
It turns out that Horrick’s swing connects, and he
moves on to rolling damage. The normal damage for
a claymore is a d8. With Horrick’s two Boons he will
be able to roll an additional d8, selecting the more
favorable of the two damage dice rolled and then add
an additional one point for the remaining Boon.
Modifiers—Any

condition or situation that makes a
Test notably easier or more difficult can be accounted
for by assessing a modifier to the Test. Favorable factors
will add to the Test total while adverse conditions will
reduce the total. There are a number of specific modifiers
that are listed in these rules, and when appropriate these
fixed modifiers should be used. That being said, these
modifiers will by no means provide an exhaustive list of
the conditions that can affect Tests. The GM should feel
welcome to come up with and apply situational modifiers
as needed to accommodate any unforeseen in-game
circumstances.
The recommendation here is not to overcomplicate
modifiers and get bogged down in the minutiae of every
last detail. Instead, assess the situation as a whole and
determine if the odds are stacked for or against the
character making the Test. Ultimately there is no limit
to the number that can be added to or subtracted from
the Test total, but a range of +5 to -5 is recommended
for most situational modifiers.
Time is on Your Side—If your character has an
abundance of time to work on a task and plenty of
resources at their disposal then you may add a Boon to
the Test. You may never claim this Boon for an attack
roll, a Save, or a Spellcasting Test.
As a general rule of thumb, you must spend at least
twice as much time or twice as many resources to receive
the Time is on Your Side bonus, though this is ultimately
at the GM’s discretion. A character can only receive this
Boon if the Test can be made under relaxed conditions
that are free from distraction. Thus, you could gain a
Boon for Time is on Your Side when taking additional
time to try and disarm the trap on the silver coffer you

For Example—Yari the Nimble is often called on
to pick a lock while trying to remain quiet, where
monsters prowl nearby, with only the few meager lock
picks in her travel kit, all while in the bottom of some
dangerous tomb or crypt. These instances are not
enough by themselves to warrant the Harried penalty.
However, trying to pick that same lock while
Horgan the Half Uurg Berserker is trying to claim
your head would most certainly warrant the Flaw from
being Harried. Likewise, if Yari lost the use of her
picks and was trying to open a lock with only a
scavenged piece of wire, the Harried penalty would be
the appropriate way to account for her lack of tools.
Specialized Task—Sometimes special training or
experience is needed to get something done. In general,
everyone is able to make any Test they like, just like
anyone can try just about anything in real life. However,
if a particular level of expertise is needed for a task, then
the character must have an appropriate Vocation or they
will suffer a penalty to the Test. The Specialized Task
Penalty is typically set at -5, though this can be changed
at the GM’s discretion to reflect the situation at hand.
Adventurers are jacks of all trades that should be able
to get anything done in a pinch (especially if the dice roll
in their favor). Still, there are tasks that have a level of
complexity that should offer additional challenge to
someone that lacks the proper training or experience. If
the GM feels that a given Test should only be attempted
by someone with training, then the penalty should be
assessed. Complex traps, locks, and advanced forms of

medicinal treatment are common tasks that are subject to
the Specialized Task modifier. Having an appropriate
Vocation negates this penalty in its entirety (even if the
Vocation has zero ranks). Note that Proficiencies are not
subject to the Specialized Task penalty, so there are no
specific penalties associated with using a weapon
untrained.
For Example—Horrick the Mighty is a skilled
warrior and tactician, but is trained in little else. When
Horrick is trying to mix a delicate Herbal remedy, he
would most certainly take a -5 penalty for the
Specialized Task modifier. Later when he is trying to
determine the secret strategy based on hidden enemy
troop movements, the GM decides that Test should
also incur the Specialized Task penalty. However, in
this case Horrick has the Soldier Vocation and the
GM agrees that this is an appropriate Vocation for
the Test. Horrick can not only ignore the Specialized
Task penalty, but is also eligible to add his applicable
Vocation to the Test total.
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hauled back from the Lich’s Crypt. However, you could
not claim this bonus in the depths of the haunted crypt
no matter how much time you have to devote to the
attempt.
Harried—This is essentially the opposite of Time is on
Your Side. If your character is rushing to complete
something or attempting a Test with improvised or
incomplete tools, you will take a Flaw on the Test.
The Harried penalty should not be applied to things
that are usually done in a stressful situation, such as an
attack roll or a check made to jump from roof to roof.
Adventurers are used to doing dangerous things on the
fly in less than ideal conditions, so the Harried penalty
shouldn’t be used with too much frequency. Instead, the
Harried penalty should be used for tasks that would
normally be carried out in relative peace, but are being
attempted in the midst of a hectic situation.

04. The Measure of Success
The results of a Test will often represent more than
just simple success or failure, there is a spectrum of
possible outcomes once the dice are rolled. Compare the
Test total to the DF and see how things turn out. The
measure of success, from worst to best, is as follows:
Botch!—Both of the dice used for the Test come up as
ones. Whatever it is, you botched it. Your character has
tried to do something and things have gone horribly
astray. The GM is encouraged to have some fun at your
character’s expense, complicating your life, and likely the
lives of those around you, in a significant way.
Kink—The Test total is five or more points below the
DF. You fail in a big way. In addition to not succeeding,
something else has gone wrong to complicate the
situation. Typically, a Kink should not be considered
catastrophic, it just adds another level of challenge or
complexity to the situation.
The GM is responsible for deciding the nature of a
Kink. If there is an obvious consequence for failure it
should occur if a Kink is rolled. A regular failure
indicates a character that cannot find a way to make
progress on the task at hand, whereas a Kink indicates a
character that has made some progress on the task before
something goes wrong in the attempt.
For Example—A character who is working to
disarm a trap would find that a simple failure has left
the character stumped, unable to figure out how to
render the trap inoperable. However, if a Kink is
rolled, the trap is almost certainly set off during the
failed attempt. Likewise, a character that has set about
climbing a wall that rolls a regular failure has found
the wall challenging to climb and they are unable to
make progress. A character climbing a wall that fails
with a Kink has likely made it some portion of the way
up the wall before missing a handhold, causing them
to fall and suffer the consequences.
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Failure—The Test total is less than the DF. This is the

baseline failure, and is more along the lines of making no
progress. Your character cannot find a way to get the task
accomplished. While not moving forward may itself
represent a problem for the character, no new issues arise.
Success—The Test total is equal to or greater than the
DF. This represents regular no frills baseline success.
Whatever it is that you were trying to do gets done, no
more, no less.

Bump—Your

Test total exceeds the DF by five or
more. You not only succeed, but you succeed with style.
In addition to completing the task at hand, some facet of
the task goes better than expected. The GM will
ultimately be responsible for the exact results of a Bump,
however in this case it can be appropriate for the player
to offer suggestions. The players often have ideas about
what advantages they’d like to see for their characters, so
their input is welcome here. That being said, the GM
likely has a better idea of the big picture and may have a
more appropriate use for the Bump.
As with a Kink, if there is a likely escalation for
success based on the activity, then the Bump can easily
generate that result. Perhaps the task was completed in
record time, or consumed less resources. In other
circumstances a Bump can be interpreted as avoiding a
consequence of success. In a situation where something
might go wrong, the Bump may be used to avoid mishap
or calamity.

0+0—If

the two dice used both come up with tens,
you may have succeeded with extraordinary results. On a
0+0 add up your total using the normal method and
improve it by one step as follows. If…
 Your total fails (or even Kinks) you have earned
a regular success.
 Your total succeeds you have earned a Bump
instead.
 Your total succeeds with a Bump you have
earned a critical success (Crit!).
Crit!—In this case your character has succeeded in a
fashion that can be described as nothing less than
spectacular. The ultimate results of a Crit! will be
determined by the GM on a case by case basis, but it
should be something notable that adds excitement and
vigor to your game.

If nothing else, a Bump should represent an
opportunity to spend a moment narrating a noteworthy
success. In some cases, the situation may not warrant a
specific in-game effect for the Bump, or the Bump is
assigned a specific effect by the rules. Still, it is important
to take the time to appreciate the added level of success
and to give the character their moment in the sun.
In a game where Tests are occurring left and right and
dice are constantly hitting the table, it can be easy to fall
into a routine where you mark a successful Test quickly
and move on. Let a Bump be the time to slow the game
down and appreciate a bit of added storytelling and
embellishment for your fantastic tale of adventure.
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For Example—A character who is working to
disarm a trap would find that a standard success
would have them rendering the trap inoperable.
However, in the case of a Bump the character may find
that they can reactivate the trap after they have passed
or perhaps they can recover the poison needle that was
part of the trap for later use. In another case a
character attempts to put their shoulder through a
door, however a pit trap waits immediately on the
other side of the door and it is lined with rusty spikes.
The character that rolls a regular success knocks the
door open but barrels through into the trap. The
character that succeeds with a Bump might find that
they have burst the door open but was able to stop
short of falling into the pit.

Using

the Measure of Success—The spectrum of
results for any given Test is a big part of what is going
to add variety to the game. It also adds a level of effort
as Tests will require the GM (and players) to interpret
the results and apply them. The extra effort may be
daunting at first, but it is effort well spent, and after a
time you will find yourself using the measure of success
with ease.
There are plenty of cases where these rules will tell
you how to interpret a Bump or a Kink. This is especially
useful for things like attack rolls that will be made
frequently throughout a game session. In this case use the
predetermined results and keep the game moving along
by adding some flavor and description to the Bump. In
many other instances the GM will have to fend for
themselves. Just keep the game moving and let the
situation help you work out the results of a given Test.
Once again, the point here isn’t to bog the game down
determining each and every Bump or Kink in painstaking
detail. Let the story help you out and keep your game
moving forward. Below find some examples of applying
the measure of success to help guide you along the way.
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For Example—Borcar the Light Fingered attempts
to pick someone’s pocket.
Botch!—Not only has Borcar failed to acquire the
goods, he has gotten his hand caught in his mark’s
robes. The mark is screaming loudly and the local
constable is on the way.
Kink—Borcar fails to acquire the goods and his mark
is well aware of the attempted theft.
Failure—Borcar is unable to acquire anything from
the mark, but the mark is unaware and moves off into
the crowd to go about his business.
Success—Borcar has acquired a coin purse and the
mark is none the wiser.
Bump—Borcar has acquired the contents of the
mark’s coin purse as well as a select piece of jewelry or
other readily available possession.
Crit!—Borcar can acquire any of the items that the
mark is carrying and the mark will be well along on
his way before he notices that anything is missing.

For a Second Example—Horrick the Mighty is
attempting to pry open a footlocker with his claymore,
showing little regard for any fragile contents.
Botch!—Horrick fails to open the footlocker and his
antics have disturbed the contents to the point where
the potion has become uncorked and has ruined the
two scrolls within. Meanwhile the stream of curses he
lets out wakes the napping troll in the next room.
Kink—Horrick fails to open the footlocker, jostling
the potion open where it leaks onto one of the scrolls,
rendering it useless.
Failure—Horrick cannot find a viable way to break
open the footlocker. The GM rolls to see if the potion
comes uncorked.
Success—Horrick pries the chest open, but his use of
brute force prompts the GM to roll to see if the crystal
potion vial shatters.
Bump—Horrick opens the chest and finds all of its
contents intact.
Crit!—Horrick easily pops the lid of the footlocker
open and discovers all of the contents intact. His
attempt also manages to reveal a hidden catch,
allowing him to access the footlocker’s false bottom.
As a Final Example—Yari the Nimble Cat Burglar
attempts to climb the side of a tall tower where she
hopes to find the resting place of Anok’s Eye, a huge
glimmering emerald.
Botch!—Yari climbs nearly to the top of the tower
before losing her grip. She falls the height of the
tower, taking the appropriate falling damage and
screams the whole way down, alerting the tower’s
guards to her presence.
Kink—Yari climbs about a third of the way up before
slipping and falling, taking some falling damage
before slinking away into the night.
Failure—Yari cannot find the proper handholds to
make her way up the tower. She must seek another
means of ingress.
Success—Yari makes her way to the top of the tower
without incident.
Bump—Yari makes her way to the top of the tower,
finding a spot near the top where she can observe any
activity on the roof of the tower without being seen.
Crit!—Yari makes it to the top of the tower in record
time, finding that she has arrived there during the
guards’ shift change, giving her a few precious
moments to do as she will without interference.

05. No Retry & Let it Ride

For Example—Borcar the Light Fingered’s attempt
at lock picking goes astray. The failure results in the
thief being unable to determine how the lock’s
mechanism functions. Borcar simply can’t make any
progress against the lock and is stuck with the result.
Later, when pilfering through some papers, Borcar
finds a copy of the lock’s schematics and has time to
study them. Armed with the new information the GM
decides that the circumstances have changed enough
to allow Borcar another chance to pick the lock.
A Note to GMs About Denying Retries—One
(intentional) consequence about limiting retries is the
fact that players only receive a chance or two to succeed
at a given task with a given method. This is fine, it
encourages alternate solutions, creativity, and different
routes to adventure. However, be forewarned if you have
a critical Test that can only be accomplished under
specific circumstances, you may have adventurers that fail
and can no longer make progress. Sometimes this is an
acceptable consequence, other times less so.
If you prepare any sort of one-time pays for all Test,
and your players need at least some tiny bit of success to
move forward, then you should consider using an Open
Test or an Extended Test (both described below) to
prevent the task from turning into a roadblock.

Let it Ride—If the lack of retry protects the GM from

a player rolling until they succeed, let it ride protects the
players from the GM compelling them to roll until they
fail. Let it ride applies to activities like sneaking or
dancing that might take place over a period of time.
Instead of making a dancing or a sneaking Test at
increments (such as each round, or every twenty feet), the
player makes a single Test and that carries them until the
circumstances change.
For Example—Yari the Nimble Cat Burglar is
sneaking into a castle. She makes a single Test that
covers her attempt to cross the courtyard. The same
result applies as she moves through the courtyard as
long as the circumstances remain unchanged. A few
moments later when Yari is midway through the
courtyard, a group of guards shows up on their normal
rounds. Yari bolts for cover as she hears them coming
and is required to make another Test to respond to
the changing circumstance and remain undetected.
Likewise, if she were to make it across the courtyard
and attempting to enter the castle’s main citadel, a new
Test could be warranted to match the changing
environment.
A Note About Let it Ride—If the GM feels that an
action is too complex to cover with a single Test and is
leery that let it ride might make things too easy, there are
several options. The first (and perhaps least desirable
option) is to increase the DF to represent the longer
duration of the activity. Sneaking across a huge courtyard
should be a bit trickier than moving down a short dark
hallway. Another option is to use a Test Trio (described
below), and frame the action over a series of Tests.
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This is one of those concepts that is rather simple in
execution, but is somewhat complicated to explain. It is
important to honor the spirit of these rules and not get
fixated on the letter of the law. The ultimate goal here is
to prevent constant die rolling for the same purpose. We
want to keep players from rolling over and over until they
succeed (no retry), and to stop GMs from compelling
players to roll until they fail (let it ride).
No Retry—So you just failed a Test, can you try again?
The short answer is no. In general, you cannot try again
after you fail. If you attempt a Test, toss the dice and fail,
your character cannot figure out how to make progress.
They are simply stumped by this particular situation.
They can only get another try if the circumstances have
changed enough to warrant it.
The intent here is to not allow players to simply roll
over and over again until they succeed. If the character
fails their initial attempt, they need to figure out another
way to make progress or a way to change their
circumstance enough to warrant another attempt.

Exceptions—Some things can (and must) be rolled for

repeatedly. The most notable Tests in this group are for
Spellcasting, attacks, and Saves. You are never denied a
retry to stab someone if you miss, or to shoot another
arrow. Likewise, most spells can be cast in repetition
without worrying about the no retry rules. Similarly, you
can’t stab someone or cast a spell and have let it ride
apply the result across multiple attacks or spell
intonations. Failing or passing a Save does not make your
character a constant victim, nor render your character
immune. Your common sense should easily prevail in
these cases.
Changing Circumstances—This concept is the key to
adjudicating the no retry and let it ride rules. The
purpose of both limiting retry and let it ride are to avoid
making numerous identical Tests. If a player (including
the GM) is about to make the exact same Test twice in a
row, decide if the additional Test is appropriate. How
have the circumstances changed from one Test to the
next? If the answer is “Not at all.” (or even “Not very
much.”), you may want to consider nixing the retry or
letting it ride.
Generally, if a character needs to alter their course of
action, perform a different action, or respond to a change
in environment or situation, then another Test is
warranted. Likewise, a character that has gained new
insight or information may be allowed another attempt
at a previously failed Test. Otherwise, just leave the
results in place and move the game along.
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06. Types of Tests
Though the mechanics behind any given Test are
more or less the same, there are a few different types of
Test that can add a bit more depth to your game.
Consider these as additional tools the GM can use to add
variety to the game, allowing the Test at hand to better
suit the situation.
Standard Test—This is the basic type of Test that has
already been discussed. The DF is a static number set by
the GM and the results are interpreted using the measure
of success. Unless the rules specifically define a Test as
one of the other types of Tests, it should be considered
a Standard Test.
Versus Test—In a Versus Test the DF of the Test isn’t
a simple number. Instead the DF is set by an opposing
Test. A Versus Test should only be used when two
individuals are in direct opposition to each other. In a
Versus Test each side rolls a Test normally, the results
are compared and the higher total wins the Test.

In the case of a tie, the results should be interpreted
as a standoff whenever possible. In the rare case where a
tie simply doesn’t work with the in-game narrative,
whichever side could be considered the defender should
come out ahead by only the slightest of margins.
If the Test succeeds by five or more it is at the GM’s
discretion whether to assign a Bump to the winner or a
Kink to the loser. Make sure that only one or the other
is used, it is not appropriate to give both the winner a
Bump and the loser a Kink.
This type of Test is the most appropriate when PCs
are in direct competition with each other or with notable
NPCs, such as when one is trying to deceive another or
if two parties are attempting to grab the same item at the
same time. In other cases, using a Standard Test is likely
a better choice. Using a static DF is also a better choice
in situations where Versus Tests could become tedious
or unreasonable. For example, sneaking past ten guards
on patrol should not be a series of ten Versus Tests, the
GM should set a static DF that represents the challenge
of the task at hand and keep the game moving forward.

Open

Test—Sometimes the GM may opt not to set a
DF and call for an Open Test. This is useful for
situations where the task is going to succeed regardless,
but the level of success or manner of success is important
or interesting.
In this case no Bumps or Kinks are earned, though
Crit! and Botch! should be figured normally. GM’s are
still encouraged to use the Test total as a sliding scale of
success, having a more favorable outcome based on a
higher result. An Open Test is ideal for Tests related to
knowledge or information, with the GM divulging more
information with a higher Test result.
For Example—Borcar the Light Fingered heads to
the local brothel for some good old-fashioned
wenching. Does he stand meekly in the corner
fumbling for coins, too shy to openly gawk at the
women that work there, or does he stride in like he
owns the place piquing the interest of the now
flirtatious staff? In either event the Test will be a
‘success’ (it is a brothel after all), but the manner of
the success is determined by the roll and adds interest
and flavor to the game.

Test—There are times when success is all
but certain, but the task is time consuming and the speed
at which the character can complete the task is important.
An Extended Test can be used to resolve longer tasks that
are occurring over a period of time, or that are worked
on intermittently by a character. In the case of an
Extended Test there isn’t a DF as there is in a Standard
Test. Instead there is a large point total that the character
must chip away at to complete the task.
Instead of setting a normal DF the GM decides on
the total points that will need to be accumulated to
accomplish the task. The table below will offer some
guidance based on the challenge of the task, though, like
normal DF, the number itself can be any number and is
not limited to the numbers identified in each category.

Extended Tests
Difficulty

Total Needed

Easy

60

Moderate

90

Demanding

150

Heroic

200

Legendary

250+

The GM sets the increment of time required to make
progress on the task. This can be hours, days, or even
minutes, whatever seems appropriate to the task. Days or
months would work for something like constructing a
mine or ship and hours might better suit something like
crafting a mundane item. Minutes might be a good fit for
something occurring in a hurry like copying a document
before the castle guards make their rounds and find out
what you are up to. In most cases an Extended Test does
not have to be completed consecutively, making it a good
fit for endeavors that might be pursued intermittently
between adventures and the like.
Each time the character devotes an increment of time
working towards their goal they roll a Test. The Test
does not have a DF, instead the Test total is deducted
from the point total of the Extended Test. Once these
points are reduced to zero the task is completed and the
character has earned their reward. Each Test may also
require an expenditure of resources. A character
overseeing the construction of a war galleon may need to
pay shipwrights to work. The longer the extended Test
takes, the more the character will have to pay in wages.

For Example—Yari the Nimble Cat Burglar is
trying to find the final resting place of the hoard of
King Amahut of Zeldonia. She has been busy
researching at the great academy in order to find some
clues to the hidden location.
The GM has set up an Extended Test to track
Yari’s progress in her research. The GM has decided
the total points needed to complete the research is 100
and that each contributing Test takes Yari a full day
at the academy. When Yari is able to devote a day to
research at the academy she can roll a Test. Instead of
comparing the number to a DF the Test total is
deducted from the 100 point goal. Once the task’s
point total reaches zero, Yari has completed her
research and the GM provides her with the
information that was available from the library.
Ultimately Yari can continue to work at it until she
succeeds, but with other treasure hunters looking for
the hoard and a research fee of 100 coins a day being
charged by the library, the quicker she finds what she
is looking for the better.

By nature, a character that puts in the needed effort
will eventually complete an Extended Test. This all but
guarantees finishing the task, but does not necessarily
ensure the desired results. For example, a character hires
labor, secures resources, and spends significant time
organizing an Extended Test to dig a massive mine.
Eventually the Test will be successful and the mine will
be completed. However, just because the mine is
constructed does not mean that is there is gold to be
found. Similarly, a successful extended Test to research a
fact in a library ensures that the character completes their
research, not that the information is present amidst the
ancient tomes.
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Extended

Test

Trio—The Test Trio is a series of three separate
Tests used to resolve a given scenario. A Test Trio is
desirable in situations where the stakes are too high to
decide with a single Test and it is not desirable to resolve
the scenario with a play by play of every detail.
If the GM decides a Test Trio is in order, then three
Standard Tests will be conducted in succession. The
Tests should be for different tasks related to the overall
goal and the DF may vary for each Test as appropriate.
All three Tests should be set up before any dice are
rolled. With the Tests prepared, the player rolls the dice
for each Test, one at a time, and the GM notes the
results, tallying points for each Test based on the table
below.

Test Trio Point Summary
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Accruing Points
Crit!
3
Bump
2
Success
1
Failure
0
Kink
-1
Botch!
-3
Overall Results
Botch!
-3 or less
Kink
-2 or -1
Failure
0
Meager Success
1
Success
2 or 3
Bump
4 or 5
Crit!
6 or more
With all of the points tallied, use the table to
determine the overall success or failure of the Test Trio.
The results can be interpreted using the measure of
success as normal, with the exception of one additional
level of success, Meager Success. If a Meager Success is
obtained the result of the Test Trio should provide the
smallest bit of success, just enough for the hero to make
progress, but no more.
The goal here is to offer a method to resolve small
sections of the game relatively quickly, without
sacrificing the ability to have some in-game narration and
variety. This tool is especially useful when a single
character wants to accomplish a task that doesn’t
necessarily involve the rest of their party. This can also
be a useful mechanic to use if several characters are
pitching in on the same plan with different activities.
Divide the three Tests amongst the players and see how

their overall activity turns out. Other common scenarios
that might put the Test Trio to good use include pursuit
and evasion, extended social interactions, detailed
research, or investigative scenarios.
For Example—Borcar the Light Fingered needs to
spy on a secret meeting between some mercenaries to
determine which route his mark will be taking when
he smuggles the diamonds out of the city. Knowing
the location of the meeting, Borcar decides to hide and
eavesdrop on the conversation.
It is decided that a Test Trio will be used to resolve
the situation. One Test for Borcar to climb up into
the rafters of the warehouse, one Test for Borcar to
hide once he reaches the spot, and one Test to listen
in on the meeting.
Borcar makes each of the three Tests, the points
are totaled and one of the following results are applied
based on the results:
Botch!—Borcar’s hiding place is noticed by the
mercenaries early on and they decide to fake a
conversation to feed him false information and set a
trap for him later.
Kink—Borcar is discovered as the meeting gets going
and must orchestrate an escape as the mercenaries
attempt to capture him.
Failure—Borcar is unable to find an adequate method
of infiltrating the warehouse and he is unable to
acquire any information when the meeting occurs.
Meager Success—Borcar successfully finds a hiding
spot, but when the meeting occurs most of the
conversation is muffled. Borcar only makes out
enough of the conversation to get a minimal amount
of useful information.
Success—Borcar hides out and hears the conversation
acquiring the information he needs.
Bump—Borcar hears the entirety of the conversation
where the mercenaries divulge additional details about
the security measures being used to protect the mark
and his diamonds.
Crit!—Borcar listens in on the entire conversation and
gets a good look at both mercenaries as they divulge
the mark’s route. In addition, Borcar overhears them
discuss details of the master plan for the diamonds.
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For Another Example—In a previous example Yari
the Nimble Cat Burglar was trying to move across a
courtyard to enter a castle. Her overall goal is to locate
the servants’ quarters and bribe them for information.
Since the scenario doesn’t offer the rest of the
players an opportunity to participate, the GM wants
to keep things moving along and elects not to play out
the situation in its full detail. At the same time the
GM does not want to rely on a single Test. The
information she might gather is important, the task is
complex, and the GM wants to give Yari a moment in
the spotlight. It is decided a Test Trio will be used.
After a brief discussion, Yari will make one Test
to sneak into the castle (a Prowess Test plus Yari’s
ranks in Thief), one Test to find the servant’s quarters
(an Insight Test but Yari has no relevant Vocation),
and one Test to convince the servants to help her out
in exchange for some cash (a Presence Test plus Yari’s
ranks in Courtesan).
Yari makes each of the Tests, the points are totaled
and one of the following results are applied:
Botch!—Yari makes it to the servants’ quarters and
the servants give her a fair amount of information.
However, the information given is mostly false and
once Yari leaves them alone they run along to inform
the castle guard of the events.
Kink—Yari makes her way into the courtyard but is
soon spotted by the castle guards and pursuit ensues.
Failure—Yari spends the better part of the evening
attempting to gain access to the castle but is unable to
find an appropriate window of opportunity to
successfully complete the infiltration.
Meager Success—Yari reaches the servants’ quarters
and manages to put them at ease. However, scared of
reprisals, the servants divulge only the smallest bit of
information and ask Yari to leave promptly.
Success—Yari infiltrates the castle and finds the
servants’ quarters. The servants prove cooperative and
provide Yari with the information she needs.
Bump—Yari easily reaches the servants’ quarters and
not only receives the information, the servants tip her
off to a hidden entrance used to sneak in and out of
the castle.
Crit!—Yari finds the hidden entrance to the castle
and finds the servants willing to help her for free.
They also agree to help Yari and her party implement
their plan when they return to raid the castle.
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07. Luck & Fate
This is the extra bit of spark that gets adventurers
through mishaps and dark times. If your character needs
to tilt the scales in their favor you can consider using a
point of Fate or Luck to help out. Luck and Fate are
reserved for PCs and select noteworthy NPCs. Villains
have their own version of these points, Dread, which is
described in detail in chapter 7, Allies & Adversaries.
You may only spend one point of Luck or Fate on
any given Test, but unlike other abilities you may choose
to spend Luck and Fate after you roll the dice. Note that
if you roll all ones and wind up with a Botch! the only
option available is to Mitigate a Fumble. You cannot
select one of the other choices to get you out of the
consequences of your Botch!
Recovering Luck and Fate—Luck and Fate are fickle
things and as such there is no easy way to regain these
points. Luck and Fate do not refresh themselves on a
regular basis. Instead, at the end of each adventure (not
session), the GM should award each character a point of
Luck or Fate (as appropriate to their character).
The other method of acquiring Luck or Fate is by
spending Experience Points (XP) between adventures.
Note that the point awarded by the GM should be added
before experience is spent, forcing the player to spend the
higher XP cost to acquire the additional points.
Uses of Luck and Fate—Here are a few of things you
can do by marking off a point of either Luck or Fate:
Mitigate a Fumble—If you roll a Botch! on a Test you
may spend a point to change the result to a failure
(without even having to deal with a Kink). If you roll all
ones this is your only choice, you may not select any of
the other options for Luck or Fate in this case.
Take an Extra Action—You may spend a point of
Luck or Fate to take an additional Attack Action during
your actions. You may only do this once per round.
Just a Scratch—If your character is being clobbered
you have the option to spend a point of Luck or Fate to
recover d4+2 points of Spirit, Health, or Stat damage.
This can be done as a Free Action or at any time as a
reaction to taking damage.
Left for Dead—If your character is slain you may
spend a point of Luck or Fate to cling to life. Your
character is moved to -10 Health and suffers a Mortal
Wound, though they are considered stable and not
Bleeding Out (see chapter 3, Into the Fray, for more
information on damage and Injuries). Enemies will
believe that your character has died and not seek to
further injure your character, though if they have the

opportunity, they will certainly rummage the body and
make off with any items of value. It is important to
understand that surviving a Mortal Wound is not
guaranteed, and that Left for Dead may save a character
in the short term only to have them die when the Mortal
Wound finally catches up with them a week later.
Luck Only—If your character trusts to Luck you may
expend a point to invoke one of these additional options:
Roll Another d10—Roll an additional d10 and replace
any die you rolled for the Test with this die and then
figure the Test total normally.
Reroll all the Dice—You may spend a point of Luck
to heft up all the dice and reroll the entire Test. You
must take the second result even if it is worse than the
original roll (not all Luck is good).
Fate Only—If your character believes their Fate is
written in the stars you may expend a point to choose
one of the following additional options:
Change a Die to a Nine—You may select any one of
the dice rolled for the Test and swap its value as if it had
rolled a nine. This won’t get you a Crit!, but you will
know exactly how much this change will affect your total,
leaving little to chance.
Rolled a Fourteen—If your roll is just a handful of
shame you may ignore that roll and move forward as if
the two dice selected totaled 14.

Changing

Luck and Fate—This should be a rare
occurrence, it isn’t often that an individual changes their
world view between one of happenstance and chance to
one of preordained destiny. However, if you feel your
character has had an experience with enough impact to
suitably changed their opinion of the workings of the
universe from one of Fate to one of Luck (or vice versa),
you may change your character’s Luck or Fate to reflect
their new perspective. This requires GM approval, and
then requires the expenditure of a point of Luck or Fate.
A character with zero Luck or Fate to spend must gain
and spend a point before the change is made official. Any
remaining points of Luck or Fate are retained and are
now of the new type

When

to Make Tests—The important thing to note
here is that the intent is to use Tests when success or
failure is in doubt and the results are meaningful or
interesting in the context of the in-game narrative. Don’t
bog the game down with unnecessary Tests and don’t
compel the players to make simple Tests all the time on
the off chance they might fail their roll.
If a Task would be considered overly simple at the
character’s relative skill level, let them succeed and move
on. If a Task doesn’t have much bearing on what happens
in-game or how the game is going to move forward don’t
worry about rolling a Test. Note that attack rolls,
Spellcasting Tests, and Saves should never be skipped,
even if the roll would only fail on a Botch!
Time—There isn’t an elaborate discussion provided to
determine how long various tasks take to accomplish ingame. Some Tests may have a specific time requirement
specified by the rules, but for other Tests the timing is
largely left up to the GM’s discretion. If in-game time is
important and relevant to a given Test, the players and
the GM should discuss that at the same time as the DF
and Stat for the Test are settled on.
In combat time is measured in rounds and actions and
a specific task can be framed in those terms (see chapter
3, Into the Fray, for details on actions and combat
rounds). In other cases, time can usually be more fluid
and the GM can improvise a bit on how long actions will
take in-game. In many cases the actual amount of ingame time that passes is only important in relative terms.
It really doesn’t matter if it takes thirty or ninety seconds
to barricade a door with rubble. It only matters if you
can barricade the door before the angry ogre tries to kick
it down.













Saves—Saves

are a specific kind of Test used to
mitigate or avoid some threat to a character. When a
character is the victim of unwelcome magic, poisons,
traps, and other such nasty things a Save will likely be
made to see how well the character fares against the
threat.
Saves are generally the same as other Tests. One of
the five Stats is always used (either indicated by the rules
or determined by the GM, as appropriate). Unless
specifically stated otherwise, only the Saves Proficiency
can be used for a Save. Vocations or other Proficiencies
should never be added to a Save. Also, unless specifically
stated otherwise, Saves are made as a reaction that is
called for by the GM. Saves should not use up a
character’s time or actions.
The measure of success applies to Saves just like any
other Test. However, if the rules call for a specific Save
there is frequently guidance on how to interpret Kinks,
failures, successes, and Bumps. Botch! and Crit! results
will need to be sorted out on a case by case basis, as usual.
Might Saves—Typically Might Saves will be made for
things like resisting poisons, intoxicants, diseases, and
other types of toxins. Might Saves will also be used for
endurance, exposure, suffocation, and the like.
Prowess Saves—A Prowess Save is used when a
character needs to get out of the way of something or
protect themselves in a hurry. Prowess Saves can also be
used to determine a character’s ability to react in the
clutch, such as making a Save to grab a ledge at the last
second or to duck and cover to avoid an explosion.
Intellect Saves—Anything involving strength of mind
or willpower will likely call for an Intellect Save. Intellect
Saves are often used against fear and charm based magic.
Presence Saves—Things that attack the memory,
personality, or sense of self (such as direct domination or
mind control) are resisted with a Presence Save.
Insight Saves—Illusions and other magic that attempts
to trick or obscure the senses will often be resisted by
making an Insight Save.
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08. Miscellany
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Getting

Help—Teamwork is a great way to increase
your chances of success. When multiple characters decide
to pitch in on a Test there will be one primary character
that determines the overall level of success and a number
of helpers that try to lend them a hand. Despite the
number of Tests that will be made to help, it is always
the primary character’s result that will ultimately decide
the success or failure of the task at hand.
The roll of the primary and the helpers must be sorted
out before any dice are rolled. Players should not be
allowed to roll dice and then decide how to work out the
results to get the highest score. With the primary and
helper roles determined, each helper then makes their
own Test against a DF[15].
For each helper that earns a success the primary will
receive a Boon towards the main Test. Helpers that earn
a Bump will add a second Boon and a helping Crit! will
add an extra Boon after that. Failure does not affect the
primary character’s Test, but failing with a Kink will add
a Flaw to the primary Test. Once any helpers have made
their Tests, the primary Test is rolled and the results are
then calculated using the measure of success as usual.
Getting help from someone that may struggle to get
at least an 11 on their Test is a recipe for failure.
Similarly, if any helpers wind up with an ill-timed Botch!
the entire Test goes awry and everyone involved must
suffer the consequences. Be careful when teaming up with
those of questionable competence.
As a general guideline, no more than two characters
(in addition to the primary) are able to pitch in on a Test.
However, at the GM’s discretion this may be reduced to
one or none (if there are tight spaces or some other factor
that limits the ability of allies to lend a helping hand).
Likewise, this can be increased if the GM feels that many
hands can make light work (such as moving something
large and heavy, where a dozen backs can be bent in the
same attempt).
Everyone participating in the Test must spend the
same amount of time to help out, being engrossed in the
attempt. Typically helping will require the helper to
make the same kind of Test as the primary. However, at
the GMs discretion, it may be possible to help with a
different type of Test. For example, if a character is
trying to use Might to move a heavy boulder, the GM
may allow someone with some aptitude using block and
tackle to make a helping Test to rig up a pulley or lever
system to help move the huge rock.

the Impossible—Remember that a Test will
have a maximum result of nineteen plus the Stat and a
Proficiency or Vocation (Crits!, Boons, and modifiers
aside). In some cases, this may put the DF out of reach
for a given character unless a 0+0 comes up on the dice.
Additionally, Kinks become more and more likely as you
attempt a Test with a higher DF. It is important for
players and GMs alike to be aware of this concept. If a
Test is out of reach, consider moving on, getting help, or
trying something else. Sometimes the answer isn’t
figuring out how to beat a high DF Test, the answer is
to find an alternate way to make progress.
It’s also important to understand that any Test is a
success on a 0+0, thus if the GM allows a player to roll
a Test to ‘jump to the moon’ and the player rolls a 0+0,
then the character just jumped to the moon. The goal
here isn’t for the GM to stymie the players, by the same
token if the GM has determined that the enchanted
Sword of Venomous Truth is unbreakable, don’t let the
players roll to try and snap its blade in two.
A Note About Failure—Failure can really stink,
especially when you have failed a key Test or maybe even
several Tests in a row. Take it in stride, if you fail, even
with a Kink or the oft lamented Botch! It should add
interest to the story, complicate matters for the heroes,
or force you to consider alternate courses of action.
Though we all crave success, great success is meaningless
without the chance of failure.
Again, be aware that the likelihood of a Kink is
increased drastically when attempting a difficult task. If
a character tries something that has them shooting for a
high DF, there is a reasonable chance that the character
is going to not only fail, but also earn a Kink. If you find
yourself in this situation on a frequent basis, consider
ways to improve your odds or looking for a different
course of action.

o—o

o—o

Vague

and Overlapping Descriptions—This does
occur with some frequency within these rules, and it is
intentional. The text frequently indicates something like
a relevant or applicable Stat or Vocation, or suggests that
a Test is under a Proficiency’s purview, but may not be
overly specific about what this means.
What are we talking about if there isn’t a rigid
definition of potential Tests given for each Vocation
(vague), or if more than one seems to apply (overlap)?
The short answer is to use common sense and intuition,
and you will see that most Tests gravitate to one
Vocation or another.
Broad or vague descriptions exist to allow the players
to be creative while playing and not get stuck in a rut,
staring at their character sheet trying to do only the
couple of things that their character is good at. Overlap
exists to provide multiple avenues for success and
progress. As with most situations that come up in the
game, just attempt to be fair, consistent, and keep the
game moving forward.
Final Thoughts—Making Tests is the bread and butter
of Tales of the Elder Days. You’re going to be doing it
all the time. You will get used to the ebb and flow of
things in no time. Make a habit of framing the Test up
front, discussing the Stat to be used, the player’s overall
intent with the Test, the potential consequences for
failure, and the proper Proficiency or Vocation to use.
Also, don’t be afraid to use fewer Tests when roleplaying
and storytelling are at the forefront of the game, moving
back to Tests when success or failure is going to have
more concrete effects on where the game goes next.

o—o—o

o—o

o—o
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Trying
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3. Into the Fray—o
For those who take up a life of adventure there is
always an inherent risk of death and dismemberment. At
some point someone or something will become angry
enough, hungry enough, or want your stuff bad enough
to stab you in the neck, try and rip your face off, or
incinerate you with unholy fire. It’s just the nature of the
business. When those situations occur, you aren’t going
to want to just roll over and call it a day, you’re going to
get in there and make a name for yourself. Some live and
die by the sword, while others prefer to loose arrows or
sling spells from a distance. In the end the results are the
same… it’s time to rumble.
There isn’t necessarily a specific set of rules to govern
how you set up a given combat scenario. This transition
has a lot more to do with the flow of the game and what
is going on when the swords and bows come out. In some
instances, this will be wherever the party happened to be
when they decided to cause trouble. In other cases, it

could be a monster’s lair or a location carefully
orchestrated by a key rival. In any event, staging a battle
is really about the transition between the sort of casual
free-form narrative that occupies the rest of the game and
the tighter round by round action that makes up combat.

02. Rounds & Initiative
Combat

Rounds—Once combat breaks out the pace
of the game is measured in a series of turns called rounds.
Each round represents about ten seconds of time within
the game. During a combat round each character
involved is allotted actions and afforded the opportunity
to use them to try and swing the tide of battle in their
favor (going ‘round the table and letting everyone do
something). Once each participant has had the
opportunity to take action, the round is over and a new
round begins. This simple process continues as long as
there are still combatants that have the stomach for
battle.
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01. Draw Your Sword
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Initiative—Initiative

determines the order that
combatants’ actions are resolved over the course of the
battle. When combat begins each participant rolls an
Intellect Test and adds their Initiative Proficiency, other
Proficiencies and Vocations do not apply. Many factors
(Injuries, modifiers, Traits, magic, etc.) can affect
Initiative, just like any other Test. Once everyone’s
Initiative total is determined the first round of combat
begins. Those with the highest Initiative total act first,
then the next lowest, and the next lowest, and so on until
everyone has had a chance to act. This sets the Initiative
order for the entire battle, so once the first round ends,
start at the top using the same order for each of the
following rounds.
Ties—If combatants tie on the Initiative Test, PCs
should act before GM controlled characters. Further ties
are settled first by the highest Initiative Proficiency and
then by the highest Intellect Stat. If things are still tied
then dice off to break the tie. For ease of play there are
no simultaneous actions.
Initiative for Groups—The GM may choose to group
similar enemies under a single Initiative, so that a mob of
twenty skeletons or orcs can be handled with a single
Test rather than many throws of the dice. The only real
restriction here is that the GM must use the lowest bonus
of all the group’s members. Pairing the lumbering
zombies with a lightning quick phantom to give them a
higher Initiative isn’t allowed, a group is only as fast as
its slowest member.
Player Characters should roll their own Initiative and
not be part of a group. At the GM’s discretion, allies,
followers, or companion type characters can act on the
PC’s turn. In this case the player will use their character’s
Initiative roll (whether it is higher or lower) to set their
place in the Initiative order. If the GM elects to have
companions and followers act separately, Initiative can
be rolled for each normally.
Surprise—If the situation warrants it, the GM may
declare the first round of combat as a surprise round.
This is typically used when some of the combatants have
clearly gotten the drop on their opponents and caught
them unaware. In this case the Initiative order is
determined normally, but any individuals that are the
victims of surprise may not act during this first surprise
round of combat. Once the first round is resolved the
combat continues normally with all participants being
able to act.

The GM may use whatever method they desire to
declare surprise. This can be completely arbitrary if the
story or situation calls for it. That being said, it is
common practice to call for Insight Test or some similar
method to determine who might be caught unaware of
the situation.
For Example—The GM has a gang of Uurgs hiding
out near a trailhead to ambush anyone who may be
coming along the path. As the party nears the trailhead
the Uurgs leap out and attack. The GM decides that
surprise is a factor for this combat and that all the
Uurgs will be able to act during the surprise round.
However, the GM also knows that the Uurgs are lazy
in their effort to set up the ambush. The GM elects to
call for a DF[15] Insight Test to notice the ambush
as it is happening, with those party members that pass
being allowed to act in the first surprise round of
combat.

Botches!

03. Actions
With the Initiative order set, it’s time to start getting
down to business. During each combat round a character
is allotted one Move Action and one Attack Action.
Alternately, a character may trade in both their Move and
Attack Actions and take a single Full Round Action
instead. Additionally, characters have access to a few Free
Actions each round to help set up their other actions.
Characters can resolve their actions in any order they
choose, but each action must be resolved in its entirety
before moving on to the next action. The decision to take
a Full Round Action must be made before a Move or
Attack Action is expended. A character is not required to
use all of their actions, but any unused actions are lost
once the player’s turn ends and play passes to the next
player.


Action Summary
o—Free Actions—o
Speak about a sentence worth of dialog
Move a single 5’ step (once per round only)
Exchange items in readied gear slots
Drop a held item
Drop prone
Stand from a knee or crouch
Use a Trait that requires a Free Action
Improvise a Free Action
o—Move Actions—o
Move up to 5’ for each point of Speed
Attempt to make an observation
Stand from prone
Pick up an unattended item
Dismiss an ongoing spell (that you cast)
Use a Trait that requires a Move Action
Improvise a Move Action
o—Attack Actions—o
Make an attack
Cast a Spell with a casting time of 1 Action
Evade (+3 Bonus to Defense and PW Saves)
Retrieve a non-readied item
Activate a magic item
Attempt a grapple
Use a Trait that requires an Attack Action
Improvise an Attack Action
Perform a second Move Actions
o—Full Round Actions—o
Dash (Speed x3, or x4 in a straight line)
Non-combat task (may take multiple rounds)
Use a Trait that requires a Full Round Action
Improvise a Full Round Action
Free

Actions—Free Actions take little effort and
include things like grabbing a readied item, standing
from a crouch, speaking, or dropping to the ground. A
character may take as many Free Actions in a round as
seems reasonable, at the GM’s discretion, with three Free
Actions being a good rule of thumb in most situations.
Move Actions—Most often a Move Action will be
used to allow a character to move a distance equal to five
feet times their Speed attribute. Other uses for a Move
Action include standing from a prone position,
attempting to observe or discern details in the midst of
battle, or picking up an unattended item within reach.
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And Crits!—Rolling a Botch! on Initiative
puts your character dead last and has the result of
denying them their Move Action during the first round
of combat. Rolling a 0+0 on Initiative (without a DF
there is technically no Crit! on this Test) allows the
character to go first and grants them an extra Move
Action on the first round of combat. Alternately, if your
character has been surprised you can use your 0+0 to act
during the surprise round.
Delaying Initiative—A character that wants to act later
in the round is allowed to delay their Initiative. Before
they take any actions for a round a character can set
themselves at a lower spot in the Initiative order. This
does not allow the character to interrupt other
combatants’ actions, it just alters the timing of their turn.
The character that delays their actions keeps their new
place in the Initiative order in future rounds. Delaying
Initiative does not expend any of a character’s actions.
Interpreting Initiative—Acting in a specific order
round after round paints a relatively static picture of a
battle where both sides are slogging away at each other
desperately trying to save their own skins and take a few
of their enemies down at the same time. Initiative doesn’t
make for the best storytelling device, but it is necessary
to keep gameplay manageable. Don’t picture Initiative as
the exact order that actions are occurring in the story,
everything is happening all at once in the frenetic chaotic
jumble of combat. Initiative simply provides the order in
which those actions are resolved. It’s a convention used
to keep things moving along smoothly at the game table.
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Attack Actions—Typically an Attack Action is used to

make an attack, be it with melee, ranged, or with a magic
spell. Attack Actions are the meaty part of the round
where things really get done. Other uses for an Attack
Action include taking the Evade action, retrieving a nonreadied item, or activating a magic item. If a character has
a need, they may exchange their Attack Action in order
to take a second Move Action.
Full Round Actions—Full Round Actions represent a
more complex or time-consuming action that requires
more of the character’s attention. A Full Round Action
may be used for the Dash action if the character needs to
cover ground in a hurry and some Traits will require the
use of a Full Round Action. Trying to complete noncombat tasks during combat also requires the use of a
Full Round Action. Using a non-combat skill may very
well take more than one round, in which case multiple
Full Round Actions will be needed.
Improvising an Action—While the most common
actions are listed here, players should always feel free to
come up with their own ideas on what they want their
characters to do. Don’t take the spontaneity out of your
game just because something doesn’t fit neatly into one
of the existing actions.
If a player comes up with an alternate course of
action, compare it to some of the common actions and
determine if an Attack, Move, Free, or Full Round
Action is appropriate. If it is something simple it can
occur without a Test. If there is an uncertain chance of
success the GM should feel free to call for a Test as
normal. Don’t forget the Harried penalty can often apply
during combat situations.
If it seems that the task should take more than a
handful of seconds to carry out, assess a few Full Round
Actions that must be devoted to the task. Work with
players to determine their intent and then find a way to
accommodate the task (or at least the attempt) in-game.
Readying an Action—If a character wants to be ready
in case something happens before their next round, they
may Ready an Action to prepare. To Ready an Action a
character must declare the triggering event and the action
to be taken. Something along the line of “I stab anyone
who gets in melee with me.” or “I Ready an Action to
use my Parry Trait if I am attacked.” Readying an Action
expends whatever action would be needed to complete
the stated task, be it a Move, Attack, or Full Round
Action.

The player may elect not to take their action, say if an
ally were to trigger an attack, but they may not change
their Readied Action. If the triggering event has not
occurred by the character’s next turn the Readied Action
is lost (though the character may ready another action for
the same purpose if desired). Unlike Delaying Initiative,
a Readied Action can be used to interrupt another
combatant. If this occurs, resolve the Readied Action
first, then return to finish the action that was interrupted.
For Example—Borcar and his party have run afoul
of a group of Uurgs in an abandoned watchtower.
Seeing his party has the Uurgs well in hand, Borcar
worries that reinforcements may be on the way. He
moves into position and spends an Attack Action to
Ready an Action to shoot anyone that comes through
the watchtower’s door. If someone does burst through
the door, Borcar can decide to loose his arrow or not,
but can take no other action. If no one comes through
the door before Borcar’s next turn, the action is lost
and he begins a new round of actions.

04. Movement
When a character takes a Move Action they may
move five feet for each point of their Speed attribute.
The character may change direction however they wish
and facing is generally not considered when conducting
movement. In practice it should be more important
where the character’s attention and focus lie then what
direction they are actually facing.
Five Foot Increments—Tales of the Elder Days favors
five foot increments when conducting movement. You
will find that many in game measurements with tactical
applications, such as ranges and area of effects, are
presented in five foot increments. This is partially to
make math and visualization easier, but ultimately serves
to facilitate the use of battle maps and miniatures. In this
case, setting one hex (or square, or inch) equal to five feet
will serve you well. That being said, Tales of the Elder
Days was not written specifically for maps and
miniatures and these rules will not reference their use. If
you prefer to play in the theater of the mind’s eye, you
will find that maps and miniatures are by no means
required to play.
A Single Five-Foot-Step—As part of their turn
character may expend a Free Action in order to take a
single five-foot-step. This option may only be used once
in any given round, regardless of how many Free Actions
a character has at their disposal.

and Obstacles—Characters attempting to
move across anything other than open ground may find
their movement hampered. In these situations, the GM
may elect to slow the character down, halving the
distance the character is able to move while crossing the
rugged terrain. Alternately, the GM can elect to call for
an appropriate Test to climb, jump, vault, or otherwise
maneuver past an obstacle. These options may be used in
tandem. In which case a Test may be required to move
past the obstacle, but movement is still halved as the
character expends the extra effort to get where they need
to go.
Slowed Movement—Characters that need to move in
a more cautious or deliberate manner will only be able to
move at half their Speed (rounding down, never less than
one). So, a character that is sneaking, crawling, climbing,
swimming, tracking, searching, scrabbling, or any other
kind of non-standard movement will only be able to
move at half their normal rate. This may be stacked with
the slowing caused by terrain, reducing movement to one
quarter under some circumstances.
The Dash Action—The Dash action allows the
character to expend a Full Round Action to move either
three or four times their Speed. The character may move
three times their normal movement, changing direction
and crossing terrain using the normal rules. Alternately,
the character can elect to move four times their
movement, but must move in a relatively straight line and
may not cross terrain with unsure footing.

05. Making Attacks
Now it’s time to get down to the nitty-gritty. You’ve
waited your turn in the Initiative order, you’ve moved
into position, and now you’re ready to split your enemy’s
skull wide open. Making an attack is essentially just
another Test. There are a few details to discuss, but all
in all you should find this section just an extension of the
rules from chapter 2, Doing Things.
Attack Basics—To make an attack a character must
expend an Attack Action, have a weapon in hand, and
have a viable target. The attacker declares the target and
type of attack and then moves on to making a Test to see
if they can connect with their strike. The attack roll is a
standard Prowess Test. The attacker may include their
Proficiency with the weapon in the attempt, but
Vocations may never be used for an attack roll. The DF
for the attack is equal to the target’s Defense score.
Modifiers, Boons, and Flaws apply normally. A
successful hit delivers damage that is deducted from the
target’s Health score.
Melee Combat—This is the bread and butter of
fantasy battles, hand to hand fighting up close and
personal. Melee attacks adhere to the rules outlined
above. The only additional consideration in this case is
that the combatants must be in close proximity to engage
in melee combat. Being ‘in melee’ describes two
characters that are close enough to make melee attacks
against each other. This is usually just a few feet, though
it could be further if one of the characters has an attack
with Reach (described later).
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Ranged Combat—If you have a bow, a spear, or handy

throwing dagger you may find it more advantageous to
keep clear of melee combat and mete out damage from a
distance. Ranged combat follows the basic attack
formula, with additional considerations for range, line of
sight, and cover.
Range—Every missile weapon is assigned a range
increment to indicate how accurate the weapon is over
distance. Firing at a target within one range increment
incurs no range penalty, but after the first, each range
increment thereafter imposes a cumulative -3 penalty to
the attack. A ranged weapon has a maximum range equal
to five times its range increment.
Line of Sight—An attacker must have line of sight to
their target in order to make a ranged attack. Line of sight
can be tricky when overcomplicated, so do your best to
keep things simple in this regard. What we’re really after
here is knowing whether or not the attacker can feasibly
attack their target with a ranged weapon.
In general, if you can see enough of your target to
draw a bead on them and loose an arrow or sling a dagger
than have at it. There can even be intervening obstacles
or cover in your way. These things may make the shot
more difficult, but they do not necessarily deny you line
of sight. A foe that is completely behind an obstacle or
other suitable cover can deny an attacker line of sight.
Cover—Like line of sight, cover should be handled as
simply as possible. If there is any kind of obstruction a
cover modifier should be applied to the attack. Cover
modifiers should range from -1 to -5, based on the
amount of cover the target has. A penalty of -1 is suitable
for around one quarter cover, while -5 would represent a
target that is largely obscured.
Much more cover than that and it might be time to
consider that line of sight does not exist for the attack.
In severe cases where the target is mostly obscured but
still can potentially be hit (such as through an arrow slit
or some similar small opening), an extreme cover
modifier of -8 can be used.
Firing into Melee—If your target is in melee with one
of your allies it becomes a more challenging shot and the
attack suffers a -3 penalty. If the attack misses with a
Kink the likely result is that your ally was accidentally hit
for d6 damage. This result is at the GM’s discretion as
with all Kinks, and can be modified to suit the situation
as needed. Note that this rule cannot be used to
‘accidentally’ shoot a foe, if you roll a Kink something
goes wrong, not right.

Reloading—A normal bow may be fired each round
without issue as long as ammunition is available in a
readied slot. Crossbows require reloading which requires
actions based on the crossbow’s size. Assuming bolts are
available in a readied slot, reloading a hand crossbow can
be done as a Free Action, light crossbows a Move Action,
medium crossbows as an Attack Action, and a Full
Round Action is needed to load a heavy crossbow.

Attack Modifiers—Modifiers to attack rolls are similar

to those used for normal Tests. While there are a number
of fixed modifiers (detailed on the table below), no
attempt is made to make a list of modifiers to cover every
situation in combat. Instead, just as with a normal Test,
assess the overall advantage or disadvantage on a given
attack and assign a situational modifier to reflect the
circumstances.
As with all Tests, situational modifiers should
generally fall somewhere between +5 and -5, with higher
modifiers being allowed if needed. In the cases where the
rules indicate fixed modifiers (such as a range penalty)
use them, then add or subtract any situational modifiers
as appropriate. As always, the GM makes the final
determination about modifiers on any given Test.

Attack Modifier Summary
-3
-3
-1 to -5
-8
-2
-4
-5
-8
-4
-4
-5
-4
-2
-5
+1
+4
Flaw
Flaw
Flaw
Flaw
Boon
The

Each range increment past the 1st (max 5)
Firing into melee
Target has cover
Target has extreme cover (arrow slit)
Throwing a ‘can throw’ melee weapon
Ranged attack vs. a prone target
Attacker damaged by a Free Attack
Attacker fighting Blind (+50% miss)
Target is invisible (+40% miss)
Fighting while prone (not crossbows)
Making a called shot
Attacking with the off-hand
Attacking with a hand and a half weapon
Non-lethal damage
Mounted melee attack vs. target on foot
Attacking a prone target in melee
Pole or heavy weapon in confined spaces
Medium weapon in cramped spaces
The attacker is Fatigued
Each Injury the attacker is affected by
Target unaware of attacker

Measure of Success—The measure of success
applies to attack rolls just like any other Test. However,
in light of the number of attacks that are made in a given
battle it can be undesirable to determine results of Kinks
and Bumps on the fly each and every time.
If a Bump is earned on an attack roll the default result
is to add d4 damage to the attack. If a Kink is rolled a
good rule of thumb is to assess a Flaw to an action taken
on the character’s next round. If a character scores a Crit!
with an attack roll their damage can be doubled.
Alternately, if the attack was aimed at Rabble level
opponents, the normal damage dealt by the critical
success can be the number of Rabble defeated, using the
guidelines for damage rolling over on Rabble, described
in Chapter 7, Allies & Adversaries.
Bumps, Kinks, and Crits! can always generate other
results as desired. The GM should feel free to improvise
when the situation calls for it, but these default options
for the measure of success will help keep combat
streamlined and fast paced. Determining the results of a
Botch! is always left up to the GM and can range from
the character falling prone, to losing their grip on their
weapon, to accidentally striking a nearby ally.

Combat—Whether your character is a
trained pugilist, or simply a rough and tumble rogue who
finds himself without a sword, any seasoned adventurer
has found themselves in a position where handing out a
knuckle sandwich is the only way to go. Fighting
unarmed follows the normal rules for melee combat.
Characters use their Prowess Stat and Brawl Proficiency
to attack and the base damage for an unarmed attack is
d2, with the character adding their Might score as usual.
Free Attacks—In the heat of battle, if you shift your
focus away from your enemies for even a moment, you
may wind up with a foot of steel in your gut as a reward
for your carelessness. If a character is in melee with an
enemy and attempts to break melee, make a ranged
attack, cast a spell, or conduct a non-combat task, they
are subject to a Free Attack. Additionally, a character
who attempts to push past an enemy will provoke a Free
Attack along the way.
Free Attacks are extra attacks that break the normal
flow of combat and allow characters to make a
reactionary attack. If a combatant does something that
would draw a Free Attack, pause and resolve any Free
Attacks first, then continue with the combatant’s turn.
Keep in mind that Free Attacks are just that, they don’t
use any of a character’s actions.
Free Attacks must be standard melee attacks made
only with weapons (or fists, or claws) that are equipped
and ready to go. Special attacks, such as grappling, are
not allowed. Likewise, movement is not allowed before a
Free Attack. If the character takes any damage from Free
Attacks, the action that provoked the attacks is subject
to a -5 modifier (if a Test is needed for the action). This
modifier is only applied once, even if multiple Free
Attacks deal damage.
There is no real limit to the number of Free Attacks
that can be taken in a round. The only limitation is that
any individual can make only a single Free Attack against
another individual once per round. If by some chance a
character were to put themselves in a situation to take
two Free Attacks from the same enemy, that enemy is
entitled to only one Free Attack (until their next round
at least). Free Attacks are not mandatory, a character is
free to forgo the attack, though the opportunity is wasted
if the Free Attack is not taken immediately.
Breaking Melee—If you are in melee and need to get
away you are going to generate a Free Attack while doing
so. You may shift your relative position to your foe
without provoking a Free Attack as long as you don’t
break melee as you move.
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Pushing Past an Enemy—If an enemy decides to hold
their ground and blocks your path and you are
determined to try and push past them, they get a Free
Attack as you go by. This is really just a variation of the
breaking melee situation, where one combatant is moving
into melee first, then breaking melee to get past an
opponent.
Making a Ranged Attack— While there are plenty of
good reasons for using ranged weapons, they aren’t as
useful when someone is nearby with a sword. Distract
yourself trying to line up a ranged attack while you are in
melee and you’ll take a Free Attack.
Casting a Spell—Tapping into arcane forces is tricky
business and doing so draws the caster’s concentration
away from the battle for just a moment. Cast a spell while
in melee and you risk getting the business end of a sword
for your efforts. This also applies to the use of scrolls
while in melee, but not to the use of wands, other magic
items, or innate magic abilities.
Attempting a Non-Combat Task— Skills that are not
designed to be used in combat take the bulk of a
character’s concentration to use. Try and do something
like that with an enemy nearby and they’ll get their
chance to try and stop you with a Free Attack. Need to
decipher ancient runes or pick a lock in the heat of battle?
You just might get clobbered for your trouble. Noncombat tasks that require more than one round to
complete will generate Free Attacks on each round that
the character pursues the task.

Grappling Summary
Attack Action to attempt a grapple
Versus Test – MT or PW plus Brawl
Attacker Wins
Crush, Push, or Hold
Defender Wins
Push, Retreat, or do nothing
Crush
Push
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Hold
Retreat

Inflict grapple damage
Move opponent 5’
10’ with a Bump
Target loses a Move Action
Attack Action with a Bump
Defender may move 5’

06. Grappling
Sometimes you want to grab onto your opponent.
Maybe it’s to keep them from taking other actions,
maybe you want to drag them around, or maybe you’re
good at crushing people to death. Typically, unless your
character is a trained grappler, you’ll be better off with a
sword or a spear. That being said, anyone can make use
of the grappling rules if they have a need.
In order to grapple a character must have at least one
empty hand and be in melee with their target. Attempting
to grapple requires an Attack Action and requires that
the grappler and their target each make a Grappling Test.
A Grappling Test is made using either the Might or the
Prowess Stat (whichever is higher) and the Brawl
Proficiency. If the attacker wins the Test, they may
choose to either Crush, Push, or Hold their opponent. If
the defender wins the Grappling Test they may choose
to Push, Retreat, or do nothing. On a tied result, nothing
happens. Grappling is only effective against similar sized
opponents. You may not attempt to grapple a target that
is more than twice your size.
Crush—The attacker inflicts their grappling damage
on their opponent. The base grappling damage for an
untrained character is d2 plus their Might score.
Push—The character who wins the Grapple Test may
elect to move their opponent five feet in any direction. If
you succeed with a Bump you may elect to spend the
Bump to move your opponent up to 10 feet in any
direction. Movement of this type does not generate a
Free Attack, though the character suffers any hazards
present in their new location.
Hold—You are able to restrict your opponent’s
options and cost them a Move Action from their next set
of actions. If you win with a Bump, you can deprive your
opponent of their Attack Action instead.
Retreat—When you successfully defend against a
grapple, you may elect to move up to five feet in any
direction. This movement does not provoke a Free
Attack from the character that tried to grapple you, but
other combatants entitled to take a Free Attack may do
so normally.
Multiple Grapplers—Sometimes a grapple just winds
up becoming a good old-fashioned dog pile. In this case
resolve the grapple using the rules for getting help, with
one primary grappler and a number of others that are
lending a hand. Note that Rabble level opponents are
able to use their Gang Up ability when grappling, making
them a potentially powerful force in a grappling situation
when numbers are on their side.

Successful attacks deal damage based on the weapon
used, with damage being deducted directly from the
target’s Health score. Unarmed and grapple attacks deal
d2 damage, punch weapons deal d3 damage, light
weapons deal d4 damage, medium and pole weapons deal
d6 damage, and heavy weapons deal d8 damage.
Thrown weapons and bows deal a similar amount of
damage based on their size (light, medium, or heavy). A
character’s Might Stat can be added to melee attacks and
attacks made with thrown weapons. Bow attacks may
only add Might to damage if the weapon is specifically
crafted to take advantage of Might. Don’t forget that
Boons may be applied to damage if the character desires,
allowing a single extra damage die to be rolled and the
best die selected (with additional Boons adding +1 as
usual).

Health Summary
1 or more
0
-1
-2
-3
-6
-9
-12

Normal
Slowed
Out
Bleeding
Wounded
Maimed
Mortal Wound
Death

Armor and Protection—A character wearing armor can

deduct the armor’s Protection value from any damage
taken. Each time a character is subject to damage, roll the
dice and subtract the result from the damage dealt.
Protection is available from other sources as well, most
often from magical spells or items. Unless specifically
stated otherwise, sources of Protection do not stack.
A character can ultimately use any one source of
normal Protection, be it a suit of armor or magical
bracers, and any number of other stackable sources of
Protection. A character’s Protection is applied to each
individual attack. If multiple attacks strike a single target,
even if they come from the same source, Protection can
be applied to each separately. If Protection reduces the
damage to zero or less the attack is ineffective against the
target. Similarly, if a Protection roll totals zero or less,
the incoming damage is unaffected.
Protection applies to damage from any source unless
specifically stated otherwise. There is a distinction made
between armor and other sources of Protection. Some
sources of damage may bypass armor, leaving other forms
of Protection intact. Other times a source of damage will
bypass all Protection, which includes any armor, leaving
the victim with nothing to reduce the incoming damage.
Protection only reduces damage that targets Health.
Spirit, Stat, or other attribute damage is not mitigated by
Protection unless specifically stated otherwise.
Wearing armor can affect a character in other ways as
well, slowing them down, making them easier to hit, or
reducing the number of readied gear slots. See chapter 5,
Outfitting, for complete details about wearing armor.
Health—This measures a character’s overall physical
condition. Characters remain fully functional as long as
they have at least one point of Health left. They may be
closer to taking a dirt nap, but they are not impaired. A
character who drops to zero or lower Health begins to
suffer consequences, risking lasting injury or even death.
Getting Woozy—At zero Health a character gains the
Slowed Condition, until their Health rises above zero.
Passing Out—A character that falls to -1 Health or
lower immediately loses consciousness and gains the Out
Condition. This Condition lasts until the character is
returned to a positive or zero Health total.
Bleeding Out—If a character falls to -2 Health or
lower they gain the Bleeding Condition and will die if
they do not receive prompt curative attention. A
character that is Bleeding loses one additional point of
Health each round until they are either stabilized or die.
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07. Damage

Injuries—Characters

that drop to -3 Health or lower
begin to sustain lasting Injuries. These Injuries inflict
penalties and take an extended time to heal. At -3 Health
a character becomes Wounded, at -6 Health a character
becomes Maimed, and at -9 Health a character suffers
from a Mortal Wound. Characters suffer all of the
Injuries along the way, so by nature a character that is
Mortally Wounded is also Maimed and Wounded. For
each Injury a character sustains they suffer a Flaw on any
Test that they make, with the exception of Saves.
A character with an Injury that receives the same
Injury again does not receive a second Injury. A
Wounded character does not get worse if they are
Wounded a second time. A character in the process of
healing an Injury that receives another Injury sees their
current healing process stopped, forcing them to start
over from the beginning of the healing process. If a
character is assessed an advanced Injury from another
source, such as poison or a spell, the character picks up
any lesser injuries as well. It is not possible to be Maimed
without also being Wounded, or to be Mortally
Wounded and not also be suffering from the other two
Injuries.
For Example—Horrick the Mighty gets into a nasty
bar fight and gets the business end of a shiv multiple
times. At one point he falls to -4 Health and drops to
the ground unconscious and begins Bleeding Out. He
also suffers a Wound (marking the appropriate box
on his character sheet) as he passes -3 Health. Over
the next few rounds Horrick’s companions are busy
with the brawl and he loses one Health per round and
finds himself at -7 Health before he gets the care he
needs. Horrick has now picked up his second Injury
(Maimed) and when he is up and about again he will
suffer two Flaws on any Test he makes (except for
Saves) until he recovers from those Injuries.
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Mortal

Wounds—Characters that have sustained a
Mortal Wound have been hurt in an awful way and are
essentially dying. Even if the character is returned to a
positive Health score, they are bedridden and can do
little more than hold halting conversations and groan in
pain. Mortally Wounded characters will die within a
week if they do not receive significant curative aid (see
Recovery and Healing below).
Death—Characters that fall to -12 or lower die
immediately, unless the character has a point of Luck or
Fate to spend to cling to life.

Spirit

Damage—If Health represents the character’s
physical condition, Spirit is a measure of their current
mental faculties. Spirit can be lost in the same manner as
Health, though Spirit damage is only warranted if the
rules specifically call for it. The most common type of
Spirit damage is actually self-inflicted by spellcasters who
must expend Spirit in order to tap into the eldritch forces
that power their craft.
When a character’s Spirit score drops to zero or lower
they suffer the same effects as they would had their
Health dropped to the same level. This includes getting
woozy, passing out, Bleeding Out, Injuries and death. A
body cannot function if the Spirit is destroyed. In the
case of Spirit damage, Bleeding Out results in the
Bleeding Condition, but the point lost each round is of
Spirit, not Health. Injuries from Spirit damage and
Health damage do not stack, so a character that is
Wounded by physical damage who later suffers a similar
result from Spirit damage is not Wounded twice.






Damage—Some specific effects may damage a
character’s Stats. Damaged Stats affect a character’s
performance on Tests and excessive Stat damage can
incapacitate or even kill a character. If any of a character’s
Stats drop to -3 the character is incapacitated until their
Stat recovers to at least -2. If a Stat is further reduced to
-6 the character dies. If Might or Intellect suffer damage,
the character’s maximum Health and Spirit maximums
are likewise reduced.
Might Damage—A character reduced to -3 Might does
not have the strength to hold their body up and collapses
in a heap. At -6 Might the character does not have the
strength needed to draw breath and dies on the spot.
Prowess Damage—When Prowess is reduced to -3 a
character cannot control their body and falls into a fit of
jerking, random movements. At -6 the condition
escalates, overloading the body and killing the character.
Intellect Damage—At an Intellect of -3 a character’s
mind cannot process information and shuts down,
rendering a character unresponsive. At -6 Intellect the
character’s mind is so strained it cannot even perform the
basic functions needed to sustain life, resulting in the
character’s immediate demise.
Presence Damage—At -3 Presence the victim loses
their sense of self to the point where they can no longer
function. At -6 Presence there is nothing left to anchor
the character’s essence to their body and they expire.
Insight Damage—If a character reaches -3 Insight, their
senses are so overloaded that the mind has no choice but
to shut down. If further damage were to bring the
character’s Insight down to -6 the mind becomes so
overstimulated that life is untenable and the victim dies.
Character Death—Whether it comes at the end of a
sword or in the jaws of a dragon, character death is always
tough. Those that often find themselves in harm’s way
would be wise to keep a point of Luck or Fate handy to
stave off death. If you are in the unfortunate position
where your character dies, the best thing to do is to
generate a new character and rejoin the game.
There is no standard magic that can bring folks back
from the dead, and as a general practice death should be
permanent. That being said, there are always a select few
that leave the mortal coil and are destined to return. The
GM may handle resurrection in whatever manner they
see fit. However, it is strongly recommended that if
resurrection is allowed within the game, it should be rare
and extremely difficult to acquire. All manner of folk
would take up the life of an adventurer if death were
simply a revolving door.

08. Recovery & Healing
Characters can recover their Health points relatively
easily if they have not been reduced to a negative total.
The longer the rest, the more healing that can occur.
Characters that have a negative Health total have suffered
more significant damage that cannot be shaken off so
easily, requiring a longer time for recovery.
A character rendered Out by falling to -1 Health
regains consciousness once their Health total is raised to
zero or more. Similarly, characters Slowed due to falling
to zero Health recover once their Health is raised above
zero. Recovering Health has no specific effect on
Injuries, which must be healed separately as described
below. Healing of any sort cannot raise a character above
their maximum Health total.
Lost Spirit is regained over time in the same way as
Health, and is done at the same time. A character that
Catches Their Breath or gets a Good Night’s Rest would
recover both Health and Spirit if needed. By the same
token, a character reduced to negative Spirit will remain
unconscious and require additional time to recover.
Catching Your Breath—Immediately following a
battle, characters can take 15 minutes to Catch Their
Breath. This time is spent binding minor cuts and
bruises, taking a swig of rum, and generally regaining
one’s composure. The reward for this time spent is that
the character may recover half of the Health and Spirit
that was lost in the battle (rounded up). A character
cannot Catch Their Breath more than once per battle.
Characters that have been reduced below zero Health
or Spirit cannot benefit from Catching Their Breath.
However, if magical healing is promptly applied to raise
the total to at least zero, the GM may allow the character
to Catch Their Breath normally. Catching Your Breath
will not raise a character above the total Health (or
Spirit) that they went into the battle with. The Health
recovered is half that of the damage taken in battle, not
the character’s overall damage.
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For Example—Borcar the Light Fingered gets
drawn into the bar fight and suffers 6 damage,
bringing him from 12 Health down to 6. After the
battle he takes the time to Catch His Breath and
recovers half of the lost Health (3 points, bringing his
total to 9 Health). On his way home he encounters a
couple of muggers and gets into another tussle. After
that battle Borcar finds himself left with only 3 Health
and takes the time to Catch His Breath again. This
time Borcar can only recover half the Health lost in
this particular fight and is only able to recover 3
Health (using his pre-battle total of 9, not his
maximum Health score of 12).
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Short Respite—If a character can take an hour of
time to rest and recover from exertion, they may heal d4
Health and Spirit. A character may only benefit from a
Short Respite once in a given day. Characters at a
negative Health or Spirit total cannot benefit from a
Short Respite.
A Good Night’s Rest—Characters that can take eight
hours to rest, eat, sleep, and care for themselves can claim
a Good Night’s Rest. This restores all lost Health and
Spirit to anyone that is not at a negative total. At least six
of the eight hours must be devoted to sleep and if
anything occurs that forces the resting characters to exert
themselves, the Good Night’s Rest is compromised and
must be started over again. A character cannot claim a
Good Night’s Rest if they attempt to sleep in armor.
Long-Term Healing—At -1 or lower a character heals
only a single point of Health and Spirit per full day of
bed rest. Once the character reaches zero, they can
recover their full Health and Spirit totals rapidly as
described above.
Stabilization—A character that is Bleeding will die if
they do not receive curative attention. As an Attack
Action a character may attempt to stabilize someone who
is Bleeding by successfully making a DF[15] Insight
Test. Herbalist and Physician can aid in this Test, but
other Vocations like Soldier and Woodsman also come
in handy when trying to save the dying. Unlike other
types of treatment, stabilization does not incur the
Specialized Task penalty, any character has a reasonable
chance of stabilizing a Bleeding character. As an alternate
method of stabilization, any magic that provides healing
will have the additional effect of removing the Bleeding
Condition.

Healing Summary
At 0 or more…
Catch Your Breath (15 minutes)
Heal half the damage taken in this battle
A Short Respite (1 hour)
Heal d4 Health and Spirit – once per day
A Good Night’s Rest (8 hours)
Fully recover Health and Spirit
At -1 or less…
Heal 1 Health or Spirt per full day of bed rest
Bleeding Out
Stabilize DF[15] IS Test as an Attack Action
Stat Damage
Recover 1 point per Good Night's Rest
Healing Injuries
Wounded – 1 week Maimed – 2 weeks
Mortal Wound – treatment within 1 week
30 days recovery (still Maimed and Wounded)
Treatment
Physician or Herbalist Insight Test
-5 Specialized Task penalty
Doubles Health or Spirit recovery at -1 or less
Halves healing times for Injuries
Doubles recovery of Stat damage
Negative Health, Spirit, or Wounded DF[15]
Stat damage, Maimed, or Mortal DF[18]
Healing

Injuries—A character with Injuries has
damage that is lasting and will take an extended time to
heal. Concussions, broken bones, dislocated joints, deep
gashes, and other such wounds impede a character with
an Injury and inflict Flaws on their Tests. Characters who
are Wounded require a week of relatively restful behavior
to recover. Those who are Maimed require two weeks of
this restful behavior to get better.
Those with a Mortal Wound are in a worse situation.
A Mortal Wound will kill a character within a week if
they do not receive treatment (see below). After
successful treatment the character continues to be
bedridden for thirty days while the Mortal Wound heals.

succeeds, the thirty day recovery period can begin. If the
Test fails, the character continues to decline and still
requires successful treatment for recovery. Additional
treatment, at a DF[18], can speed up the recovery time
just like other types of Injury, though the patient is still
bedridden until they recover from the Mortal Wound.
Recovering Stat Damage—With a Good Night’s Rest
a character can recover one point of Stat damage for each
Stat that is below its normal maximum. Characters that
receive treatment, with a DF[18] Test, can recover 2 Stat
points overnight, or 4 points if receiving treatment from
both a Physician and an Herbalist.
Magical Healing—Magic generally provides the fastest
most effective type of healing. If a character receives
magical healing defer to the spell or item used to
determine how the healing should be applied. Just
remember that recovering Health has no effect on
recovering Spirit or Injuries and vice versa. Also of
import, is that any form of magical healing performed on
a character that is Bleeding will have the additional effect
of stabilizing that character.
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Each Injury must be healed on its own, one at a time,
starting with the worst Injury first. A character that is
Maimed who spends two weeks to recover is still
Wounded and must spend an additional week resting to
fully recover. Likewise, a character with a Mortal Wound
that spends a month recovering will find their condition
greatly improved, but will still be both Wounded and
Maimed.
Restful behavior rules out combat, hard labor, or any
other strenuous activity. The character must have plenty
of sleep each night and generally be able to focus on
recovery. A character with Injuries is able to travel via
horseback or wagon, take a leisurely stroll in the woods,
or take care of their affairs in town. However, if travelling
turns into a high-speed chase, the stroll in the woods
escalates into a challenging mountain pass, or handling
affairs about town turns into a knife fight in an alley, the
character has overtaxed themselves and must start the
healing period over from the beginning. Being bedridden
is just that, the character does not have the strength to
get out of bed or take any actions.
Receiving Treatment—A character that doesn’t have
time to sit around and let nature take its course can seek
treatment to speed the healing process. Providing
treatment requires an Insight Test where Herbalist and
Physician are the only applicable Vocations for the
attempt. Others are welcome to provide treatment, but
suffer a -5 Specialized Task penalty to the Test.
Successful treatment allows Injuries to heal in half the
time and allows characters at negative Health or Spirit to
recover 2 points per day of rest instead of one. A
character that has the luxury of receiving treatment from
both an Herbalist and a Physician (requiring two
separate Tests) can double the healing again to four times
the normal rate.
Receiving treatment takes time. Both the patient and
their attendant must spend an hour or so together a few
times each day for the treatment to be effective.
Additionally, the patient must abide by any other
restrictions of the healing process (such as remaining
restful or keeping to bed rest). Finally, a successful
treatment Test must be made. Restoring negative Health,
Spirit, or treating a Wounded character requires a
DF[15] Test. Treating a Maimed character requires a
successful DF[18] Test.
Treating Mortal Wounds is more complicated, since
the injured character must receive treatment to avoid
death. Treating a Mortal Wound requires several hours
and a successful treatment Test at DF[18]. If the attempt
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09. Conditions
Conditions represent various hindrances that
characters will have to struggle with if they choose a life
of adventure. In many cases, Conditions are caused by a
Trait, spell, or ability which will indicate the duration of
the Condition. In other cases, it will fall to the GM to
impose a Condition under the appropriate circumstances,
such as deciding if a character is Helpless or Fatigued. In
these instances, the GM will determine how and when a
Condition is removed. See below for a comprehensive list
of Conditions and the effect they have on characters.
Bleeding—Characters with jagged gashes or other open
wounds are assessed the Bleeding Condition. Bleeding is
also commonly caused when a character drops to -2
Health. A Bleeding character suffers one point of damage
each round at the end of their turn. Protection cannot be
used to reduce this damage. Bleeding persists until the
character is stabilized with a DF[15] Insight Test or
receives any form of magical healing.
Blind—Characters rendered Blind have lost the ability
to see. Any activity that relies wholly on sight (such as
reading) automatically fails. Activities where sight is a
major factor suffer a -8 modifier to the Test (this
includes attacks and Spellcasting Tests). A Blind
character attempting to attack a foe must have some
reasonable method (even if it is guessing the right
location) to target the foe and the attempt still suffers
the -8 penalty described above. Furthermore, even if the
sightless character scores a hit there is still a 50% chance
that the attack will miss anyway.
Confused—Something has caused the character to lose
their mental faculties. Perhaps they are wandering around
in a stupor or are trying to interact with an illusory world.
Each round, before taking any actions, the Confused
character must roll d4 to determine their behavior.
On a 1 the character stands still and does nothing
with their actions. They defend themselves normally or
make Saves, but are otherwise unresponsive.
On a 2 the character attacks the nearest creature, be it
friend or foe. If there isn’t a creature that the character
can attack then they will maul some inanimate object that
they have mistaken for a threat. This must be some form
of conventional attack, Confused characters do not have
the faculties to use magic or special items.
On a 3 the Confused character wanders about
aimlessly. Determine a random direction and have the
character take two Move Actions in that direction. The
character will not wander themselves to certain death,
like walking over a precipice or into a river of lava.

However, less conspicuous dangers such as quicksand or
an unexplored passageway will not deter the character
from their wandering.
On a 4 the character has a moment of clarity and can
act normally for that one round. At the end of their
actions the Confusion takes over again, causing them to
roll again on their following turns.
Dazed—The Dazed character is heavily distracted and
is attempting to operate with a diminished capacity.
Dazed characters suffer a Flaw on any Test they attempt,
aside from Saves, and have their Speed halved.
Additionally, the Dazed character cannot focus and is
unable to make any Spellcasting Tests.
Deaf—A character that is rendered Deaf automatically
fails at any Task that relies solely on hearing.
Additionally, any Tests where hearing plays a role are
made with a Flaw. This includes spellcasting, since the
inability to hear interferes with the precision of
intonation that is required to successfully wield magic.
Enraged—The Enraged character seeks only
bloodshed and must make a melee attack each round.
The attack must be made against a creature. If there are
multiple targets that an Enraged character could possibly
attack, the character may choose the target. So, a
character may target enemies if they are available, but if
not allies will become a suitable target for their rage. If
there are no viable targets the Enraged character must
move at their fastest rate towards the nearest creature.
Enraged characters may not make ranged attacks, cast
spells, or use magic items. Enraged characters may not
declare non-lethal damage if a lethal option is available.
Entangled—When Entangled, a character has their
Speed reduced to one and suffers a -2 to their Defense.
Furthermore, any attack or spellcasting attempts they
make are assessed a Flaw.
Fatigued—When a character gets overtaxed, whether
by magical effects or by natural means such as thirst or
lack of sleep, they become Fatigued. Fatigued characters
suffer a Flaw on any Test they make, except for Saves,
until they can remove the Fatigued Condition.
Held—Held characters are fully immobilized in place
and can take no actions. Held characters are considered
Helpless while the Condition lasts.
Helpless—It is easier to dispatch a foe when they
cannot defend themselves. Helpless opponents must be
more than just unaware, have restricted movement, or
disorientation. In order to be considered Helpless they
must be truly immobilized with no ability to defend

Condition Summary
Bleeding
Lose 1 Health per round until stabilized
Blind
-8 to Tests requiring sight, 50% miss
Confused
d4: 1=stand, 2=attack, 3=wander, 4=normal
Dazed
Flaw on Tests (not Saves), half Speed, no spells
Deaf
Can't hear, Flaw on some Tests, includes spells
Enraged
Must attack each round, no magic or ranged
Entangled
Speed 1, -2 Defense, Flaw to attacks and spells
Fatigued
Take a Flaw on all Tests (not Saves)
Held
Immobilized in place, can take no actions
Helpless
Defense of 10, takes max damage
Injury
Each Injury causes a Flaw on Tests (not Saves)
Out
Drop held items, fall prone, take no actions
Prone
-4 to attack/spell, +4/-4 vs. melee and ranged
Shaken
-2 Defense, take a Flaw on Tests (not Saves)
Slowed
Speed reduced by half, lose Move Action
Terrified
Flee at maximum movement unless 'safe'
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themselves. Binding someone’s hands does not render
them Helpless, but tying hands, feet, and chest to a
sturdy chair would. Likewise, those that are unconscious
or in a deep slumber are considered Helpless.
When attacking a Helpless foe, the target’s Defense
is considered only 10. Any damage dealt is calculated as
if the dice rolled were to come up at their maximum
value. Helpless characters also automatically fail any
Prowess Saves they are required to make. In most cases
being caught Helpless is all but a death sentence.
Injury—Injuries have been discussed in detail already
and are included here for the sake of completeness. For
each Injury a character has they suffer a Flaw to all Tests,
with the exception of Saves.
Out—Losing consciousness causes a character to drop
what they are holding and fall to the ground. Out
characters can take no actions. When a character recovers
from the Out Condition they are still lying prone and
must retrieve any dropped items (or leave them behind).
Prone—Whether hitting the dirt intentionally or
getting knocked off your feet by a foe, everyone finds
themselves on the ground at some point. A prone
character suffers a -4 penalty on attack rolls or
spellcasting Tests. Melee attacks against prone characters
gain a +4 bonus. The one advantage of being prone is
that it provides some protection against ranged attacks,
which suffer a -4 penalty against a prone target. Unless
specifically stated otherwise, a character can recover from
prone by expending a Move Action to stand.
Shaken—When a character has experienced something
disturbing and lost the stomach for battle, they become
Shaken. A Shaken character loses 2 points of Defense
and suffers a Flaw on any Test that is not a Save.
Slowed—The Slowed character has their Speed
reduced by half and loses their Move Action every round.
The character may use their Attack Action normally
(even trading it for a Move Action) and they are also
allotted Free Actions normally. A Slowed character
cannot take a Full Round Action.
Terrified—A Terrified character must move at the
fastest possible rate (usually taking the Dash action)
away from the thing that inspired the fear. The character
will not knowingly put themselves in danger while
fleeing, unless they have no other options to get away. A
character that reaches an area of perceived safety may
stop fleeing in terror, however they are still considered
Terrified and cannot face the source of their fear until
the Condition expires.

10. Other Considerations
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Reach—Pole

weapons and certain monsters may be
able to attack in melee even if their target is more than
just a few feet away. This type of attack is described as
having Reach. Reach allows a character to be in melee
with a foe even if there is a gap of up to five feet between
them. This counts as being in melee for the purpose of
Free Attacks as well. This is not necessarily reciprocal,
such that a character with Reach may put themselves in
a position where they can engage a foe without Reach
and not be threatened themselves. Obstacles, allies,
terrain, or other intervening objects may be considered
cover from attacks with Reach (using the guidelines
outlined for cover and ranged attacks when needed).
Cramped Quarters—In tight spaces larger weapons are
more challenging to wield. Pole and heavy weapon
attacks made when there is limited space can be assessed
a Flaw. In more confined spaces pole and heavy weapons
become unusable and attacks made with medium
weapons can be assessed a Flaw.
The Evade Action—If a character wants to bolster
their Defense while in the midst of combat, they may
expend an Attack Action in order to take the Evade
action. Evade provides a +3 bonus to Defense and
Prowess Saves, lasting until the start of their next turn.
Helping in Combat—This is just like getting help with
any other Test as described in chapter 2, Doing Things.
Each participant must expend an Attack Action to help
and must be able to bring an attack to bear on the target.
Boons earned in this fashion can be spent on damage as
usual. The timing of helping on an attack must be sorted
out via Initiative, so it is likely that characters that want
to team up will have to delay their actions to all occupy
similar spots in the Initiative order.
Unaware Opponents—When you are attacking a
target that is wholly unaware of your presence you may
add a Boon to the attempt. The target must really be
unaware of the impending danger such that they cannot
react to your attack until it is too late.
In most cases this benefit cannot be used once combat
is fully underway. It takes more than just moving up
behind someone to get this bonus. Even the most novice
of combatants are somewhat aware of danger pressing in
from all sides when embroiled in a battle and are likely
to be wary.
Invisible Opponents—When fighting an invisible
opponent similar rules apply as if the character were
fighting blind. The penalties are reduced, since the
character can still see the world around them, but it is

still a challenge to connect with an invisible target. The
character must have some reasonable method of targeting
their foe (such as hearing their footsteps or seeing
disturbances on the ground) and the attack still suffers a
-4 penalty to hit. Furthermore, even on a successful hit
the attack will miss 40% of the time.
Called Shots—On a normal day, adventurers will be
happy to simply hack at their enemies and deal damage
normally. However, if a situation arises where a character
needs to get a bit of extra mileage out of an attack a called
shot may serve their purposes. Before making a called
shot the player must declare their intentions, their
specific target, and what they hope to accomplish with
the attack. Called shots impose a -5 penalty on the
attack. If the GM believes the called shot is especially
difficult (or easy) then this modifier may be adjusted as
needed. Called shots deal damage normally, but are often
used to generate an additional effect or advantage.
Ultimately this will be decided on a case by case basis
by the GM. In some cases it may be appropriate to offer
the victim a Save (often Might at a DF[15]) to avoid the
intended consequence. In other instances, the GM may
go with something more dramatically appealing. Making
called shots isn’t something that is intended for continual
use. It is included here to give characters a little extra
something to try from time to time when they have a
specific need.
You cannot make a called shot in an attempt to deal
more damage. Your character is always trying to do their
best to clobber their enemies. If you just need more
damage try teaming up to earn Boons to add to damage
or earn a Bump on the attack.
In many cases there may be a Trait that offers the
effect that a player is trying to achieve, so don’t let called
shots become a substitute for learning new techniques.
By the same token, just because a character does not have
the Disarm Trait, it doesn’t mean that they should be
forbidden from trying to knock the weapon out of a foe’s
hand. When in doubt you may use the Traits as a guide,
and just make sure that the impromptu attempt is not as
favorable as it would be if the character were properly
trained.

Non-Lethal

For Example—Yari the Nimble Cat Burglar finds
herself embroiled in a bar fight caused by her
associates Horrick and Borcar. As the brawl unfolds,
she finds herself confronted by a drunken dwarf
wielding a broken bottle. Not wanting to kill the
dwarf outright, Yari attempts to strike him in the
hand with her rapier to get him to drop the bottle.
The GM has a quick look at the Disarm Trait as a
benchmark, then decides this called shot should take
the normal -5 penalty. Yari then makes the attack and
succeeds, dealing damage normally. The GM rules
that the dwarf may make a Might Save DF[12] to
avoid dropping the bottle to the ground.
Dual Wielding—A character that elects to fight with a

weapon in each hand can make an additional attack, but
must do so at a significant penalty. A character wielding
two weapons who takes an Attack Action may attack
once with each weapon. Each attack suffers a -8 penalty
and the off-hand suffers an additional -4 penalty. So, an
untrained character dual wielding would suffer a -8
penalty on the attack with their primary hand and a -12
penalty on the attack with their off-hand. Both attacks
must be either melee or ranged, not one of each, and the
weapons used must be easily wielded in one hand.
The Ambidextrous Trait (which must be selected at
character generation) eliminates the off-hand penalty.
The Dual Wielder Trait reduces the penalties for
fighting two-handed by 2 and the Dual Warrior Trait
can reduce the penalty by 2 more. The table below
summarizes the modifiers for fighting with a weapon in
each hand.

Damage—The dangerous nature of
adventuring means that characters are constantly risking
a nasty end, and as such all damage dealt is considered
lethal unless specifically stated otherwise. In the event
that a character does not wish to kill their foe they may
elect to pull their blow and deal non-lethal damage.
Pulling a blow assesses a -5 penalty to the attack.
Damage dealt from non-lethal attacks is identical to
normal lethal damage with the exception that a character
cannot be slain by the damage. A character that takes
enough non-lethal damage to die is instead just very
badly hurt and left stable at -11 Health. Injuries are
inflicted normally, up to and including a Mortal Wound
and recovery for the character follows the normal rules.
Someone may be spared a death on the battlefield by
non-lethal damage only to succumb to a Mortal Wound
and die a week later.
At Will—Certain magical abilities can be used wholly
without effort. These are represented by a special kind of
action called At Will. At Will abilities are few and far
between, and are typically reserved for otherworldly
creatures steeped in magical power. It is possible, though
exceptionally rare, that a PC would wind up with an At
Will ability. At Will abilities can be used at any time
during a character’s turn without expending actions,
though a character may only use one At Will each round.
At Will abilities can be used even when a character is
denied other actions, such as when Held, as long as they
are still conscious.

Dual Wielding Summary
Normal
Dual Wielder
Dual Warrior

Normal
-8/-12
-6/-10
-4/-8

Ambidextrous
-8/-8
-6/-6
-4/-4

the Brawl or Thrown Proficiency, as appropriate.
Thrown weapons have a range increment of 15 feet,
unless they are notably large or aerodynamic, in which
case the range increment can be adjusted accordingly.
Improvised weapons deal damage based on their size (d2,
d3, d4, d6, or d8) and in most cases it is appropriate to
add the character’s Might score to the damage dealt.
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Improvised Weapons—Improvised weapons use either


Mounted

Mounted Combat
Move Action to direct mount to move
Move Action to mount or dismount
Attack Action to get untrained mount to fight
Move Action to get trained mount to fight
Full Round Action to get a mount to Dash
Mounts that take damage may get spooked
Presence Test DF[2xDMG] to keep control
Full Round Action, DF[15] PN Test to calm mount
Moments Combat—Combat is where the
game tends to get down to the nitty gritty and the rules
are examined with greater intensity. This is because there
are potentially higher stakes during combat, and because
a more strategic tactical combat experience can be very
rewarding. The downside here is that roleplaying is often
sidelined during combat scenes.
At its core this is a game about telling a compelling
story. If a moment is needed for the villain and players
to banter, for a villain to spill out important details while
gloating, or for the last few words of a dear fallen
comrade, pause the combat scenario and allow it to
happen. Simply note where you are at in the Initiative
order, spend a few moments on dialogue and then let the
battle resume.
There is no need to overcomplicate a dramatic break
during combat. Just make sure you let everyone know you
are pausing the action, so that no one thinks the villain is
up to something (or that the players will try and get an
advantage while ‘everyone is talking’). Once the dialog
subsides get back to combat. It can make for a nice break
from the action and remind everyone of the storyline that
surrounds it. This is especially true during a key conflict
that has more meaning associated with it than just a run
of the mill brawl.
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Dramatic

o—o

o—o

Combat—Mounted characters in combat
will use their mount’s movement abilities and Speed in
place of their own. The character must expend their
Move Action to direct the mount, but it is ultimately the
mount that is executing a Move Action as directed by
their rider. Alternately, if they are in a hurry, a mounted
character can expend a Full Round Action to spur their
mount forward, allowing the mount to take the Dash
action. Characters that spend their Move Action doing
something else will find the mount standing still and
awaiting direction. It requires a Move Action to mount
or dismount. When fighting from a mount versus an
individual on foot you may claim a +1 bonus on melee
attacks.
An untrained mount will not attack unless the rider
spends an Attack Action to direct the mount to fight. In
this case, use the mount’s attributes to determine the
results of the attack. Mounts that are trained or naturally
inclined to fight (such as a battle tested warhorse or a
griffin) will attack with less prodding, requiring only a
Move Action from the rider to prompt an attack.
Mounts that take damage may become spooked. If a
mount is damaged the rider must make a Presence Test
with a DF equal to twice the damage taken by the mount.
The DF of this Test can be halved if the mount has been
specifically trained for battle. On a success the mount
remains controlled, but if the Test fails the mount will
make every attempt to get away from the danger.
Spooked mounts may be calmed with a Full Round
Action and a successful DF[15] Presence Test.
Extraordinary or sentient mounts can be treated as
their own character, receiving a spot in the Initiative
order and their own actions each round. A character who
has conned a centaur into bearing them into battle or is
fortunate enough to ride on the back of a mystical
unicorn will be fighting with an ally, not a mount.

o—o—o

o—o

o—o
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01. Noticing Things

02. Hazards

A life of adventure is fraught with peril, and noticing
something can often be the difference between avoiding
danger and getting clobbered by it while unaware.
Characters should generally notice obvious things
without issue. Characters that spend some time or focus
examining something or looking around may be privy to
more detail even without the need for a Test. However,
if something is suitably obscured or difficult to perceive,
a character may have to make a perception Test to see
how much information they can glean from the situation.
To determine if a character has observed something
that might otherwise go unnoticed, use an Insight Test.
Any relevant Vocation can be added and modifiers apply
as usual. The DF is set by the GM to indicate the relative
challenge of noticing the details in question. Alternately,
if someone is actively hiding, concealing something, or
trying to evade notice a Versus Test may be more
appropriate.
A perception Test can be prompted by a player, if
they are having their character look for some new detail
or hidden object. Alternately, a Test can be called for as
a reaction by the GM if it seems appropriate that the
characters may notice something in passing.
Noticing Things During Combat—If a character is
actively trying to look for something or notice some
detail during combat, the attempt will cost them a Move
Action. Again, it will be the GM’s call if a detail is
noticeable simply with some extra effort or if a
perception Test is required. Note that even in combat
the GM can call for a perception Test as a reaction,
costing no actions, when the situation warrants it.

Disease—Honestly, no one wants to play a game where

their character is walking around with a cold or a case of
food poisoning. Still, heroes can get into trouble from
time to time and can be exposed to extraordinary
illnesses. Mummy rot, lycanthropy, plague from the
lower planes, or a rare disease contracted in a deep dark
jungle are all par for the course.
Severe diseases should inflict a Wounded Injury.
Rarer more virulent diseases can inflict a Maimed or even
a Mortal Wound. In each case the recovery is the same
as with normal Injuries. Similarly, a disease could inflict
the Fatigued Condition to last a period of time
appropriate to the disease. In more severe cases the GM
can rule that the disease cannot be cured without
treatment. Sometimes it takes more than just extra bed
rest to recover, you need a Physician, an Herbalist, or
some type of magic curative.
Magical, bizarre or exotic diseases should be handled
on a case by case basis. You just need a good idea of
where the disease is going to take its victim and what
potential avenues are available for curing the affliction.
Drinking and Drugs—Having a tankard of ale or a
goblet of wine is a staple for adventurers, so there is no
need to worry about characters that want to hoist a few
drinks in a tavern from time to time. However, there are
times when adventurers may decide to live it up, or when
an atmosphere of merriment becomes contagious and
adventurers get swept up in the moment.
Alcohol and other intoxicants, when taken in
quantity, impose a penalty to any Test that the character
attempts, except for Saves. The size of the penalty is
proportional to the amount consumed, with a -1 or -2
penalty representing a good time where moderation
prevails and a -6 or -8 being a night of utter debauchery.
Getting drunk lasts for several hours, or longer if the
drinking continues. In many cases, a Fatigued Condition
can be used to represent the ensuing hangover.
If there is a situation where characters decide to tie
one on, have each character declare how much of the
festivities they will partake in by indicating the penalty
they are willing to except as the price for merrymaking
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(this includes deciding not to drink and taking no
penalty). Characters then make an Intellect Test to see if
they overshoot the mark and have a few too many.
Characters that fair well on their Test hit their mark, and
those who don't overshoot and take a larger penalty then
they intended. The penalty for getting drunk applies to
any Test made. However, at the GM's discretion the
occasional Test can be easier while intoxicated and earn
a Boon instead of taking penalties.
Drugs are handled functionally in the same way,
though the GM should feel free to modify the experience
as needed to suit the substance being used. The downside
of excessive intoxication, from any source, is the potential
for addiction. Characters that throw moderation to the
wind on a regular basis can be assigned the Addiction
Fault by the GM (see Gaining a New Fault below).
There are no specific rules to determine if and when
addiction sets in, as this should be a situational decision.
The point here isn't necessarily to ensure that drugs and
alcohol have a place within the game, but to make sure
that characters that engage in such behavior have the
opportunity to face suitable consequences.
Drowning and Holding Your Breath—A character that
has at least a moment’s notice to prepare may hold their
breath for two minutes without issue. A character that
gets caught unaware and must gasp a quick breath may
hold their breath for one minute without concern.
Once this time has passed the character must make a
Might Save each round to keep holding their breath. The
Might Save starts at DF[10] on the first round and
increases by one on each subsequent round until the
character comes to a spot where the can breathe normally,
or they fail and take in a breath.
A character that fails a Might Save for holding their
breath gasps in a huge breath and suffers the appropriate
consequences. If they were holding their breath to avoid
poison gas, they must contend with consequences for
breathing in those toxins. If they are underwater at the
time, they inhale water and begin to drown. A drowning
character suffers one point of damage to their Might Stat
each round until they can breathe normally or they die.
Exposure—Characters that don't take proper
precautions against extreme environments are subject to
exposure. After 12 hours of unabated exposure to harsh
conditions a character becomes Fatigued. For every six
hours after that the character will suffer a point of Might
damage. The Fatigue is removed and the Might can begin
to recover once the character can get a day's reprieve from
the elements.

Falling—Adventurers

tend to find themselves doing
risky tings, such as climbing a sheer rock face, trying to
make their way across a rickety bridge, or up a crumbling
staircase. It’s no problem as long as their luck holds out,
but if something goes wrong, they are likely to take an
agonizing spill.
Falling Characters—A character who falls less than 10
feet suffers no damage, though they may land prone or
otherwise out of sorts. A character falling 10 or more feet
suffers d4 damage for every full 10 feet that they fall.
This tops out at 15d4 at falls of 150 feet or more.
Rolling with a Fall—A character who falls 50 feet or
less can have an opportunity to roll with the fall and
mitigate the damage taken. In such cases the character is
allotted a DF[18] Prowess Test (with a Vocation like
Acrobat or Dancer adding to the total). Success indicates
that the character suffers only half damage from the fall.
Falling Objects—An object that drops from a height
and strikes a character has the potential to deal sizable
damage. Like weapons, falling objects deal damage based
on their size (d2, d3, d4, d6, d8). Exceptionally large or
heavy items (such as boulders, stone blocks, anvils, and
the like) can deal 2d6, 3d6, or even 4d6 damage, as the
GM sees fit.
Fire—While fire is a necessity when it comes to
cooking food, light, and warmth, uncontrolled fire can
be a significant problem for people and property in its
vicinity. If something flammable is exposed to a source
of fire it will catch fire 1 out of 6 times. If something
that is highly flammable, such as dried tinder, desiccated
scrolls, lamp oil, or other accelerants, is exposed to flame
it will fail to ignite only 1 out of 6 times.
Fire may spread to other nearby fuels as appropriate.
For each round that fire persists a d6 may be rolled with
a 1 indicating that the fire is spreading. Nearby
accelerants and other highly flammable items fail to
ignite only 1 out of 6 times. Applying water or other
measures to fight the fires can extinguish, reduce the size
of, or keep fires from spreading, as appropriate.
Characters exposed to fire suffer damage for each
round of contact. The damage is based on the size of the
flame, similar to the damage dealt by weapons (d2, d3,
d4, d6, d8). In this case a d2 represents a torch and a d8
is the equivalent of a bonfire. Forest fires, structure fires,
and other flaming infernos may do 2d6, 3d6, or 4d6 each
round as the GM sees fit. Coming into contact with
magma or a similar type of fire with extreme life ending
intensity should deal at least 6d6 damage.

toxin, but like most hazards, it’s all part of the price for
a life of adventure. Poisons are rare and hard to come by,
but they can prove valuable if put to proper use. Poisons
are defined by a number of aspects (detailed below) that
will determine what effect the poison will have within the
game. A list of poisons appears in Appendix II, The List
of Lists, though GM’s should feel free to invent their
own poisons to meet the needs of the campaign.
In order to be effective a poison must be properly
administered, based on its delivery method, and the onset
time must pass. It takes a Full Round Action to properly
dose something with poison, be it a blade, arrow, spiking
someone’s drink or meal, or preparing a puff of powder.
Once the onset time has passed and the poison begins to
take hold, the victim is allotted a Might Save to
determine the toll that it takes on their character.
A poisoned character has a chance to realize that they
have just been poisoned. It could be a case of a fresh
wound that burns unnaturally, or a bitter aftertaste that
accompanies a poisoned meal. This can typically be
resolved with a DF[18] Insight Test, but this may be
altered as needed to suit the circumstances.
Delivery—This indicates how the poison is absorbed
into the victim’s body. Poisons are ineffective if they are
not delivered in the proper manner.
Ingested—In this case the poison must be consumed by
its victim. This is often done through deceit, by
poisoning a meal or beverage, though force feeding an
ingested poison by some means is also an acceptable
method of delivery.
Contact—These poisons absorb through the skin,
requiring a moderate amount of contact with bare skin.
Contact poison may also be delivered via the
bloodstream (see blood delivery below).
Inhalant—A powder, gas, or spray that must first be
dispersed and then inhaled by its victim. Alternately, an
Inhalant can be placed in food or drink, becoming an
ingested poison with the same effect, though in this case
the onset time is doubled.
Blood—The poison must be introduced to the
bloodstream via a blade, arrow, needle, or other delivery
device. When an attack is used to deliver the poison, the
attack must deal at least one point of damage to pierce
the skin and introduce the poison into the bloodstream.
If the attack inflicts no damage for whatever reason, the
poison does not take effect.
















Effect—Poisons can have any effect, from rendering
the victim unconscious, to causing damage or injury, to
slaying them outright. The various effects of poison are
described below.
Cause Fatigue—The victim becomes Fatigued for the
duration of the poison. The duration of the Fatigue is
determined by the victim’s Save result.
Cause Injury—The victim is assessed the indicated
Injury and all lesser Injuries. Once inflicted, these Injuries
can be healed by any method available to the character.
Comatose—The victim is assessed the Out Condition,
falling prone and dropping held items. This Condition
persists for the duration of the poison. The duration of
the poison is set by the victim’s Save result.
Damages Stat, Health, or Spirit—The specified attribute
is damaged by the indicated amount. The damage then
begins to heal normally. Note that unless specifically
applicable to poison, Protection will not reduce the
damage caused by poisons.
Death—The character is slain. The measure of success
on the Save may indicate an Injury instead (just as Cause
Injury, described above).
Intoxicant—The victim suffers the noted penalty to all
Tests, aside from Saves, for the duration of the poison.
Paralysis—The character is assessed a Held Condition
that lasts while the poison persists. The duration of the
Condition is set by the victim’s Save result.
Reduces Attribute—Reduces the specified attribute by
the indicated amount for the duration of the poison.
Once the duration expires, the attribute returns to its
normal value.
Slowed—The victim is assessed the Slowed Condition
which persists for the duration of the poison. The
duration of the Condition is set by the victim’s Save.
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Poison—It’s a nasty way to go, succumbing to a deadly
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Onset—Poisons must be metabolized before they can
affect their target. Onset indicates how long it takes from
the time the poison is successfully delivered before the
poison takes a toll on its victim. Once the onset time has
elapsed, the victim makes their Save and any effects
caused by the poison are applied.
Duration—This is a simple indication of how long the
poison’s effect lasts. Some durations are determined by
the result of the Save, while other poisons have a set
duration. In the case of a poison with a duration of
immediate, the result of the poison is damage or Injury
that is applied immediately and then must be healed
through any regularly available means.
Save—This indicates the Difficulty of the Might Save
needed to resist the Poison.
The Measure of Success—In the end, the poison’s
overall effectiveness will be determined by the results of
the victim’s Might Save. Each poison will have a specific
result for a Bump, Pass, Fail, and Kink that indicates
what the poison does to its victim. Note that a result of
no effect is just that, the character is strong enough to
withstand the poison and suffers no ill effects.
Cost—The price, in coins, for a given poison. Poisons
are often illegal and are always hard to find for sale, and
as such the list price represents the minimum price for a
given toxin. Feel free to charge more if the players are
willing to pay it. Rare is the apothecary that is willing to
peddle their wares in public, often forcing characters who
require poison to go to extraordinary means to obtain it.
Treating Poisons—Treating poison usually requires
some kind of magic or a suitable antidote. At the GM’s
discretion, poison is perhaps treatable by an Herbalist or
Physician (with the Specialized Task modifier applying
if those Vocations are unavailable). If a poison is
successfully treated (by any means) before the onset time
expires, there is no effect from the poison. If treated after
the fact the treatment can end a poison’s duration. In the
case of poisons with an immediate duration, treatment of
the poison has no effect, though the victim will have
other types of damage that could use curative attention.

Starvation

and Thirst—After forty-eight hours
without food a character will become Fatigued. After
that a character loses a point of Might every three days
that they go without food. A character that is subsisting
off of substandard rations can go four days before
becoming Fatigued and loses a point of Might every six
days. The Fatigue is removed once the character can get
a good meal and the Might will heal normally once the
Fatigue passes, assuming food is regularly available.
After twenty-four hours without water a character
becomes Fatigued. The character then loses a point of
Might for every additional six hours they spend without
water. The Fatigue lasts until the character gets a proper
helping of water and the Might damage can be recovered
normally once the character recovers from the Fatigue,
assuming water is readily available.
Swimming—Unless a character has the Cannot Swim
Fault, they are capable of at least basic swimming. A
character may move at half of their Speed when taking a
Move Action to swim. In common situations a Test is
not required to see if a character can swim or stay afloat.
In challenging situations, where currents, rapids, or
other hazards come into play, a character may be required
to make a Might Test to swim. An Armor Test Penalty
applies to any Tests made regarding swimming. Any
character that has an Armor Test Penalty that attempts
to swim must make at least a DF[10] Might Test for the
attempt, even in the most relaxed of conditions.
Characters that Fail swimming Tests bob underwater
and must begin (or continue to) hold their breath (see
above). Subsequent rounds require additional swimming
Tests to recover at the cost of a Full Round Action, with
failure indicating that the character is still floundering
underwater.

all of the danger adventurers have to
contend with, traps are perhaps the most insidious. Traps
can provide any number of nasty effects, from poison
darts to pit traps to magical enchantments. Traps are
assigned a DF that represents the challenge in both
finding and disarming the trap. Finding traps is handled
with an Insight Test against the DF of the Trap.
Appropriate Vocations can be added to the attempt, as
usual. In some cases, simply finding a trap can be enough
to allow a party to ignore it. Stepping over a tripwire or
avoiding a pressure plate is often the easiest way to
avoiding triggering a trap.
Actually disarming a trap requires a separate Test and
makes use of whichever Stat seems most appropriate. A
poison needle trap requiring a steady hand might be best
suited to Prowess, whereas figuring which gear to jam in
a mechanical trap might call for an Intellect Test. Magic
traps often Test a rogue’s Insight, as intuition and
observation are the best methods for defeating arcane
security measures.
If the trap is complex, a Specialized Task penalty can
be assigned to an untrained character that attempts to
find and disarm the trap. Scout, Thief, and Spy are all
Vocations that have specific skills with traps, though in
some cases another Vocation may suffice (for example,
using the Woodsman Vocation to find a snare in a forest
setting). Untrained characters should struggle with all
but the most rudimentary of traps.
A Test to find or disarm a trap that results in a Kink
(or a Botch!) should result in the trap being set off. If
this occurs while searching for the trap, the character has
simply blundered into the triggering mechanism. If it is
during the disarm attempt, the character’s meddling has
managed to activated the treacherous mechanism.
Trap effects are variable and can include damage,
poison, Injuries, alarms, pits, falling objects, shooting,
magical enchantments, or just about anything else the
GM can imagine. The effects of each trap are unique and
should be handled by the GM individually. In most
instances those that are in harm’s way because of a trap
should be allowed some type of Save to mitigate or avoid
a trap’s ill effect, but this isn’t always the case.
Underwater Combat—Fighting underwater can be a
challenge, and those that dwell on land should generally
avoid it. Melee attacks made while underwater are
conducted with a Flaw. For piercing attacks this is the
limit of the penalty, but other types of attacks (like blunt
or slashing weapons) are assessed an additional -5
penalty when used underwater. Thrown weapons are

more or less useless underwater. Bows and crossbows
function underwater, but not well. Attacks with these
weapons suffer a Flaw and have their range increment
reduced to five feet.
Weapons specifically designed for use underwater
negate these penalties. These types of weapons are
typically hard to come by outside of underwater
communities. Underwater weapons are somewhat
different than their dry land counterparts and take some
getting used too. If a character has not had sufficient time
to acclimate to using an underwater weapon, they will
still suffer a Flaw when attacking.
An effect that provides freedom of movement
underwater (such as Freedom of Action) negates
penalties associated with fighting underwater. Note that
effects that provide the ability to breathe underwater do
not necessarily also provide freedom of movement when
delving below the water’s surface. The inability to speak
while underwater makes spellcasting untenable, though if
this obstacle can be overcome spells can be cast normally.

03. Obstacles
Doors—All

too often it turns out that a mere door
stands between an adventurer and their quarry. In most
circumstances doors are not really a big deal, being little
more than part of the backdrop for the story. However,
when combat breaks out or a party is exploring a long
forgotten underground complex, doors often become an
important feature that requires attention.
Under most circumstances a Free Action can open an
easily operated, well maintained door that is not locked
or stuck. Heavier doors, or doors that have been
neglected but are still unlocked, are typically more
difficult to operate and require a Move Action to open.
A locked or jammed door requires more effort, requiring
an Attack Action to try and kick it down or at least a Full
Round Action to attempt to defeat the lock (see the
section on locks below).
Locked or stuck doors may be kicked open by making
a Might Test against a DF based on the sturdiness of the
door and its findings. A kicked open door has it latching
and locking mechanisms damaged such that they cannot
be used without repair. Kicking open a door also sets off
any trap associated with the door and is generally a noisy
affair. It isn’t always the best solution, but it can be a
ready means of getting through a stubborn door in times
of need. It is also possible to hack your way through a
door over time. If this is the case defer to the section on
breaking things described below.
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Traps—With

Secret and Concealed Doors—In most instances doors
are readily identifiable. However, secret and concealed
doors have been carefully obscured by their creators, and
may often escape notice. Concealed doors can be found
through casual inspection such that a character will
stumble upon a concealed door without even looking 1
in 6 times. A character actively looking for a concealed
door will be able to find it with a DF[12] Insight Test.
Much greater care is taken to hide secret doors and
characters will only be able to find them if actively take
time to look. An Insight Test is made to spot secret and
concealed doors against a DF based on the level of effort
put into hiding the door. Note that finding a secret door
does not necessarily also reveal the method of opening
the door or any traps that may be placed on it.
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Locks—While

locks can serve as a deterrent, it is
commonly known that locks only keep the honest people
out. Picking a lock requires a Test with DF based on the
complexity of a lock. Like disarming traps, the Stat used
to pick a lock can vary based on the lock in question. A
normal lock requires a steady hand and a light touch, so
Prowess can be used. An intricate lock may require an
Intellect check, while magical wards are typically
overcome by an Insight Test. The DF of the Test is
based on the complexity of the lock. The GM should feel
free to use the Specialized Task penalty for those without
a Vocation such as Thief or Scoundrel.
Simple locks may be picked as a Full Round Action.
More complex locks can take several rounds to pick.
Magic locks, vaults, and other locking systems of
exceptional design may take minutes or even hours to
make an attempt to open them. Attempting to pick a lock
during combat should come with the harried penalty.

Breaking

Things—There are two ways to break
something, either by smashing it outright or by attacking
it repeatedly. Smashing objects is accomplished through
a Might Test versus a DF based on the durability of the
object. A successful Test leads to a broken object, while
a failed Test indicates that the object has survived more
or less unscathed. The table below will give you some
guidelines for the relative strength of different materials.
Attacking an object consists of striking it repeatedly
until it breaks. Simply attack the object and deal damage
normally. An item can take an amount of damage relative
to its durability, which functions as an item’s Health.
Some materials may have Protection, which functions
like armor, reducing the damage dealt by each attack. An
object that takes half of its damage from a single attack
is rendered useless as if it had been smashed, though it
may still prove to be an obstacle until it is further
destroyed. Inanimate objects have a basic Defense of 14.
This value can be increased for notably small or durable
items and reduced if an item is notably large or fragile.
Note that some items cannot be damaged by certain
means. For example, bludgeoning a rope or a piece of
cloth has little or no effect. Likewise, trying to smash a
stone altar with a glass bottle is similarly ineffective.
Along the same lines, fire may be an effective tactic to
use versus wood or rope, but will have little effect on
metal or stone. Use your judgment here, with ineffective
damage doing half or no damage, as appropriate.

Object Durability
Material
Ceramic

Smash
DF[9]

Durability
3

Prot.
0

Cloth or Rope

DF[12]

5

0

Glass or Crystal

DF[8]

1

0

Leather

DF[15]

5

0

Metal, thick

DF[25]

50

7

Metal, thin

DF[22]

25

5

Stone, thick

DF[22]

35

5

Stone, thin

DF[18]

20

3

Wood, thick

DF[18]

20

3

Wood, thin

DF[15]

10

1

04. A Few More Things
Lighting—Whether

it’s an underground lair, a city’s
winding sewer system, or events that are occurring in the
middle of the night, characters will often find themselves
with less than ideal lighting. Poor lighting will cause
modifiers on Tests where vision is a primary factor
(indicated on the table below). Complete darkness
inflicts the Blind Condition, offering a -8 penalty and a
50% miss chance.
In most cases inadequate lighting will result in a
penalty, but there are circumstances where a poor lighting
can provide an advantage (such as when hiding). In this
case reverse the modifiers to provide a benefit instead.

Lighting Modifiers
-2
-5
-8

Dim lighting
Near darkness
Complete darkness, Blind (+50% miss)

Improper lighting can be mitigated in a number of
ways. Some Traits and magical effects grant the ability to
see in dim lighting conditions or even in complete
darkness. There are also any number of conventional
light sources that can be used. Some common light
sources are listed on the table below. A given light source
radiates light in the indicated radius, and provides dim
light out to double that distance. Unless great care is
taken, light sources can be spotted as a point of light in
the darkness from a considerable distance.


Sleeping—Everyone

prefers a good night’s sleep, but
the life of an adventurer does not always make room for
proper bedtimes. Adventurers are used to pushing
through and doing without rest and can skip a night’s
sleep without Fatigue. Any character that attempts to
skip a second night’s sleep becomes Fatigued and remains
so until they have a chance to get a Good Night’s Rest.
Attempting to sleep in armor robs the character of the
ability to get a Good Night’s Rest. Sleeping in armor for
a third night in a row causes Fatigue that will last until
the character sheds their armor and gets proper sleep.
Waking up and acting properly in a crisis can be the
difference between life or death for those caught trying
to catch some shuteye. Waking up should be resolved
through an Insight Test with a success indicating that the
character has been roused from slumber. A sleeping
character may roll every round to wake up and join the
fray. Given a substantial amount of clamor the GM may
elect not to call for a Test and just have a character wake
up. Characters that suffer damage awaken immediately
without the need for a Test. Sleeping characters are
considered Helpless until they wake up.
Most characters will be prone when they wake up and
are likely not wearing armor or holding weapons. The
character may not even have access to their readied gear.
Being hassled while asleep is a dangerous inconvenience.

Lighting Distances
Candle
Lantern, bullseye
Lantern, common
Lantern, hooded
Lantern, hurricane
Oil Lamp
Torch

5 feet
40 feet (20’ wide path)
30 feet
5, 15, or 30 feet
20 feet
10 feet
15 feet
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does not have to represent an
obstacle or hazard. An adventurer who spends their life
on the road will have their share of pleasant treks on a
sunny day. The table below will give some guidance when
estimating rates of travel over time.
A relaxed day of travel indicates regular stops for rest
and meals, taking in the surroundings and enjoying the
trip. A normal day includes a few breaks but focuses
generally on making good time. A hard day’s travel
involves starting before the sun is up and travelling until
it is too dark to make progress. A hard day’s travel tires
out the legs, exhausts mounts, and is generally unpleasant
for those involved. Making a hard day’s travel for more
than one day consecutively may require a Test to avoid
Fatigue, lame mounts, or other consequences that can
cause delays or inconveniences.
Gaining a New Fault—In the course of the game it
might come up that an event (or culmination of events)
has such a significant impact on a character that the
character is assigned a new Fault by the GM. This should
be a rare occurrence, as it is an extreme action to take
against a player’s character. That being said, it can be
meaningful in the context of the in-game narrative and
help add depth to a character as they develop.
Likely opportunities for giving a character a new
Fault include losing a body part (One Eyed, One
Handed, or Peg Leg), developing a substance abuse
problem (Addiction), or banishment from society
(Outsider). The new Fault can be removed in the normal
manner, see the section on Character Advancement for
more information on removing Faults.
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Travelling—Travelling

o—o

o—o

Daily Travel Rates (miles)
Travel
Method

Hour

Foot

3½

20

25

30

Foot, Pack
Animal

4

25

30

35

Horseback

5½

30

40

45

3½

30

50

60

2

10

15

20

Ship, cargo

3

30

55

80

Ship, swift

7

100

140

180

Ship, war

4½

50

100

120

Wagon

3½

20

25

35

River,
downstream
River,
upstream

o—o—o

o—o

Relaxed Normal Hard
Day
Day
Day

o—o
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01. Money

02. Encumbrance

Money can be a powerful motivator. While some
adventurers may have more altruistic goals, many seek a
life of adventure just to get their hands on wealth and
riches. For our purposes here, money is referred to only
as coins in order to keep things simple. All costs are listed
in the same denomination, the term coin being used to
describe the basic unit of currency, whatever it might be.
The GM may choose the exact nature of the currency
to be used for a given campaign. Using silver coins points
towards a grittier more conservative setting. For high
adventure, gold makes for a better base for a monetary
system, but in a fantasy world just about anything can
serve as the basis for commerce. There can be larger
denominations as well, with currency that is worth 10 or
even 100 coins. If you just want a simple system for
currency set silver pieces as the basic coin and have the
various denominations be multiples of 10. A scale where
1,000 copper pieces equals 100 silver pieces, equals 10
gold pieces, which equals one platinum piece can serve as
a basic monetary system for most fantasy campaigns.
The prices listed for goods should be used as a
baseline only. Things in abundance are often cheaper,
just as scarcity tends to raise prices. People in tight spots
may need cash in a hurry and let things go on the cheap.
There are also any number of things people may be
willing to pay extra for. A stout sword can be bought for
50 coins and will serve any warrior well, but a gilded one
with intricate engraving and a jeweled pommel may cost
hundreds or even thousands of coins. Adventurers often
want to walk around decked out in the most illustrious
of gear, make them cough up their hard-earned coins for
it.

There is no specific rule on how much a character can
actually carry, though it is encouraged that players be
reasonable with their character’s inventory. Instead it is
more important what items your character has at the
ready. An item carried in one of the readied gear slots can
be accessed promptly with a Free Action. The readied
gear slots represent how many items your character can
quickly deploy when they are under pressure. Items
carried elsewhere require the character to spend an Attack
Action to rummage through their stuff and produce the
needed item. As a default, all characters have six readied
gear slots at their disposal.
Unless otherwise specified, one item takes up one
readied slot. Large items, such as heavy weapons, may
take up more than one slot as indicated by their
description. In some cases, using a readied slot for a
smaller item may allow a few items to be stored in a single
slot. For example, three small thrown weapons, like darts
or shuriken, may be carried in a single slot. Similarly, two
potions may be held in a single readied gear slot. Items
that share a readied gear slot must be of the same type.
Two different potions may share a single slot, or three
throwing daggers, but not a combination of the two.
Additionally, special items may allow multiple items
to be kept at the ready. A quiver, for example, takes up a
readied slot and can hold up to twenty arrows in that
slot. Similarly, a coin pouch can hold a hundred coins
and takes up a single item slot.
Readied gear slots do not include items actively being
held by a character in their hands. A character can have a
sword or a wand in one hand, a shield in the other and
still have six items at the ready. This may cause a problem
when the character decides to sheath their sword, but
characters that are gearing up for a dangerous situation
may want to allocate their equipment in this manner.
A character using a Free Action to access their readied
gear slots can rearrange their equipment between their
hands and readied gear slots however they see fit. If there
are excess items at the end of the action, the character
must either drop the excess or spend an Attack Action to
stow them in a non-readied spot.

Encumbrance – Item Values
Ammunition
Coin Pouch
Hip Pouch
Light Thrown Weapons
Potions
Quiver
Scrolls

3 to a slot
100 coins
20 or 10 stones
3 to a slot
2 to a slot
holds 20 arrows
3 to a slot
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5. Outfitting—o

The goal here is not to overcomplicate encumbrance
or bog the game down in minutia. However, the game
can suffer if characters become Swiss army knives that
can produce any piece of gear on a whim. The intent is
to require characters to make an additional tactical
decision as to what they decide to keep at the ready.
When not measuring time in combat rounds, characters
should have no issue accessing any items on their person.
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03. Weapons
Even though their primary purpose is the same,
weapons come in all shapes and sizes. For the purposes
of this game an attempt has been made to lump weapons
together in groups rather than make each and every one
of them distinct.
The goal is to promote diversity in the weapons being
used by characters to help add variety to the story as
opposed to having a party full of characters wielding the
same weapon because it has a statistical advantage.
Players should feel free to add new weapons to the
weapon types to suit their needs. This does not call for
figuring new statistics, just use an existing weapon type
and apply the specific weapon’s new name.
Punch Weapons—Brass knuckles, sap gloves, spiked
gauntlets and the like are punch weapons that can be used
to enhance damage when fighting unarmed. A character
equipped with such weapons fight as if unarmed but
deals d3 damage instead of d2. Punch weapons take up
one readied slot when not equipped. Punch weapons may
typically be worn, essentially being wielded while leaving
the hands empty. Still the hands are encumbered and
Tests requiring manual manipulation are subject to a
Flaw. Likewise, attacks made with a different weapon
wielded while the character is wearing a punch weapon
are also assessed a Flaw.
Light Melee Weapons—Daggers, whips, hatchets, and
similar sized weapons are light weapons that deal d4
damage in combat. Light weapons are one handed and
take up one readied slot if not equipped.
Medium Melee Weapons—Swords, axes, hammers,
and maces are examples of medium weapons. Medium
weapons deal d6 damage in combat, can be wielded in
one hand, and take up one readied slot when not
equipped.
Heavy Melee Weapons—These are the biggest melee
weapons. Great swords, claymores, and battle axes are all
heavy weapons. Heavy weapons require two hands to use
and deal d8 damage in melee. When kept at the ready a
heavy weapon consumes two readied gear slots.

Pole

Weapons—Lances, long spears, halberds, and
other polearms fall into the pole weapons category. Pole
weapons deal d6 damage and have the Reach ability. It
requires two hands to wield a pole weapon and it will
take up two slots if kept at the ready.
Thrown Weapons—There are many weapons
designed to be thrown. Darts, slings, knives, shuriken,
and javelins are all examples of thrown weapons. Thrown
weapons will deal either d4, d6, or d8 damage based on
their relative size to their melee counterparts. The range
increment of thrown weapons varies between weapons.
Many melee weapons, like daggers, spears, and hand
axes, may also serve as thrown weapons when needed.
Weapons of this type are listed with a note indicating
‘can throw’ along with a range increment. When
throwing a melee weapon of this type the character
suffers a -2 penalty on the attack roll. The Thrower Trait
can offset this penalty, for those who want to be more
versatile with their weapons.
If a character attempts to throw a melee weapon that
does not come with the ‘can throw’ note, it should be
treated as an improvised weapon. Likewise, if a character
is attempting to use a purely thrown weapon in melee it
should be resolved as if the character were wielding an
improvised weapon.

Bows—It’s

Weapon Summary
Punch Weapons
Damage:

d3

Slots:

1

Hands:

0

Flaw to attacks with other weapons and
manual manipulation Tests when worn
Light Melee Weapons
Damage:

d4

Slots:

1

Hands:

1

-2 to hit if throwing a 'can throw' weapon
Medium Melee Weapons
Damage:

d6

Slots:

1

Hands:

1

Flaw to attacks in cramped spaces
-2 to hit if throwing a 'can throw' weapon
Heavy Melee Weapons
Damage:

d8

Slots:

2

Hands:

2

Flaw to attacks in confined spaces
Cannot attack in cramped spaces
Pole Weapons
Damage:

d6

Slots:

2

Hands:

2

Reach
Flaw to attacks in confined spaces
Cannot attack in cramped spaces
Thrown Weapons
Damage:

by size Slots:

1/3

-2

Hands:

1

Range varies by weapon
Bows
Damage:

by size Slots:

1-2

Hands:

2

Ammunition
Range varies by weapon
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hard to compete with the power and
efficiency of a bow when fighting at range. This category
includes both traditional bows and crossbows of various
types. Like thrown weapons, bows deal either d4, d6, or
d8 damage based on their relative size. The range
increment of a bow varies based on its type. All
traditional bows require two hands and a supply of
arrows to be put to proper use.
Crossbows—Crossbows require time to reload.
Reloading a hand crossbow can be done as a Free Action,
light crossbows a Move Action, medium crossbows as an
Attack Action, and a Full Round Action is needed to
load a heavy crossbow. Characters must have ready access
to bolts in order to reload a crossbow. Hand and light
crossbows can be fired with one hand, but still require
two hands to reload. Medium and heavy crossbows can
only be fired if both hands are used.
Crossbows have additional advantages to compensate
for the additional time required to load them. The first
is that a crossbow can be fired while prone without
penalty, allowing a crossbowman to take cover while
firing. The second advantage is that a crossbow can also
be built so that it deals additional damage (detailed in
the section below).
Bows Built for Might—It is possible to acquire bows
and crossbows that are built to take advantage of a
character’s Might score. Bows built for Might allow the
wielder to add their Might score to their damage rolls.
Bows and crossbows that are built for Might are
somewhat rare and seldom in stock at the local weapons
store. A bow of this nature will likely need to be custom
made for the character and cost triple the normal cost (or
more), though it is possible to find such bows through
adventuring. Unless specifically stated otherwise, magical
bows of any kind are able to take advantage of the
wielder’s Might score.
It is possible to create a crossbow that can fire with
more Might than a character possesses. Such crossbows
are rated at a Might score and add that number to their
damage instead of their wielder’s Might score. A
character using a crossbow rated for a Might higher than
their own must spend twice the normal time to reload. In
the case of a hand crossbow with more Might than its
wielder, it will require a Move Action to reload. A
character cannot reload a crossbow that is rated at more
than double their Might.
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crossbows, and slings are the
most common weapons that require ammunition. Each
attack made with the weapon expends one unit of the
appropriate kind of ammunition.
A weapon that needs ammunition requires that a
character have ammunition at the ready in order to make
an attack. Typically, this is accomplished by setting aside
a readied gear slot for ammo, but other situations may
arise that provide readied ammo (such as an arrow sitting
nearby that can be grabbed as a Move Action before a
shot is taken). Exception: a loaded crossbow may be fired
even if the character does not have ammunition at the
ready. A crossbow cannot be reloaded unless the
character has ammunition at the ready.
Crossbows require bolts and bows require arrows to
function. Slings require sling stones of a matching size
(light, regular, or great sling stones). If placed in a readied
gear slot, the slot will hold up to three pieces of
ammunition. However, an appropriate container (such as
a quiver or hip pouch) can allow more ammo to be stored
in a single readied gear slot. Quivers take up one readied
gear slot and can hold up to twenty bolts or arrow. A hip
pouch can hold twenty light or medium sling stones or
up to ten stones for a great sling. If you are using a light
sling and a hip pouch you can keep the light sling in the
same readied slot as the ammo.
Retrieving Ammunition—Typically ammunition fired
in combat is either lost or damaged beyond repair. If a
character spends adequate time looking for expended
ammo, roll a d6 for each shot fired. Each die that comes
up on a one is ammo that is recovered. Magic
ammunition is more durable and characters will work
harder in the search. For each magic shot fired the
character can roll a d4, with ones indicating the number
of shots recovered.
Hand and a Half Weapons—There are a few weapons
which may be wielded in either one or two hands. Bastard
swords and spears are examples of hand and a half
weapons. When wielded in one hand, treat these weapons
as medium weapons for the sake of damage and
Proficiency. When two hands are used for the weapon it
is treated as a heavy weapon. Hand and a half weapons
are a tad heavy for one hand and not quite robust enough
for two so their wielders suffer a -2 to hit when attacking
with them. Hand and a half weapons take up two readied
slots when not equipped. The Hand and a Half Trained
Trait counters this penalty, for those who wish to wield
these weapons with ease.

Knives,

Swords, and Great Swords—Every culture has
multiple types of bladed weapons in a variety of shapes
and sizes. Attempting to list and describe each of them
would make for either an incomplete or tedious list, but
some examples of different types of these weapons are
provided below. Light bladed weapons of this type are
collectively called knives. Medium bladed weapons are
swords, and large two-handed versions are great swords.
They have the same statistics as their weapon group.
Players are encouraged to pick a specific type of blade
to provide detail and flavor for their character, but
ultimately a blade’s characteristics are determined by its
size. Although essentially all swords (or knives, or great
swords) are the same statistically, Traits or effects that
require a specific weapon type must pick one of the
specific types of swords, not just swords in general. For
example, a character acquiring the Weapon Specialist
Trait must choose cutlass, gladius, or some other specific
blade instead of simply picking ‘swords.’
Knives—Dagger, dirk, stiletto, shiv, shank, sai, cleaver,
kitchen knife, kukri, hook knife, tanto, karambit, hunting
knife
Swords—Longsword, broadsword, cutlass, rapier, sabre,
foil, scimitar, epee, short sword, gladius, dao sword, jian
sword, katana, wakizashi, ninja-to, falchion, tulwar,
machete
Great Swords—Claymore, bidenhander, two-handedsword, miao-dao, flamberge

Folks have an aversion to being stabbed and mauled,
and for some armor is a good way to help mitigate that
threat. Armor reduces the amount of damage taken from
attacks, though it comes at a price. Armor creates bulk
that can slow a character down, make them less agile, and
even make them easier to hit. Loading up with the
heaviest armor available is not necessarily the best
strategy in every situation.
Armor Type—Just like weapons, there has been no
attempt made to classify and provide statistics for each
and every type of armor. Instead armor has been distilled
down to categories where higher levels of Protection are
paired with escalating penalties. Once again players are
encouraged add description and detail to their armor in
order to add depth and flavor to the story. However, it
is ultimately the armor’s type that will determine how it
functions within the rules of the game.
Protection—This is the true benefit of wearing armor.
When a character takes damage, they can roll the armor’s
Protection value and deduct it from the damage taken.
The use of armor and Protection to reduce damage taken
is discussed in detail chapter 3, Into the Fray. Remember
that there can be a distinction between armor and other
types of Protection, and that some sources of damage will
freely bypass armor.




Armor Types
Arm Max Max
Slot
Tst Dfd Spd
Very Light d4-2
-1
any 12
0
Light
d3-1
-1
6
10
0
Partial
d4-1
-2
6
8
0
Medium
d6-1
-4
4
6
1
Full
d6
-6
3
5
1
Heavy
d6+1 -8
2
4
2
Very Heavy 2d4 -10
2
3
3
Armor

Prot



Armor

Test Penalty—Armor makes maneuvering
harder, and this is represented by the Armor Test
Penalty. This rating is used as a negative modifier on any
Test where the free movement of the body is required.
Common Tests that are subject to the Armor Test
Penalty are: swimming, climbing, balance, dancing,
tumbling, sneaking, hiding, disarming traps, picking
pockets, leaping, swinging. The GM is free to assess the
Armor Test Penalty to any other type of Test if it seems
that the additional bulk of the armor would serve as a
disadvantage.
While making an attack does rely on maneuvering
and accuracy, armor is designed to be worn into battle.
As such the penalty does not affect a character’s ability
to attack in combat. Note that the Armor Test Penalty
is doubled when applied to Spellcasting Tests (see
chapter 6, The Use of Magic, for details on spellcasting).
Max Defend—This represents armor’s effect on a
character’s ability to dodge out of the way of incoming
attacks. A character wearing armor may not be able to
make use their full Defend Proficiency. Characters with
a Defend Proficiency rating that is equal to or less than
the armor’s Max Defend rating can calculate their
Defense total normally. Those characters with a Defend
score that is higher than their armor’s Max Defend must
limit their Defend to the armor’s maximum when
calculating their Defense total.
Max Speed—Armor slows a character down. If a
character wearing armor with a Max Speed rating lower
than their own Speed will find their Speed limited to the
lower value. This includes magical enhancements to
Speed, which are also limited by an armor’s Max Speed.
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Readied

Gear Slots—The final disadvantage of armor
is its ability to limit the number of items a character can
have at the ready. A character wearing medium or better
armor must sacrifice some of their readied gear slots to
account for the added bulk. If you wear armor that takes
up slots jot down the armor type in the appropriate
number of readied gear slots to indicate that they are
unavailable.
Donning and Removing Armor—Getting into and out
of armor can be a challenge, especially if you’re in a hurry.
If time is of the essence, a character can get out of a suit
of armor with a number of Full Round Actions equal to
the armor’s Armor Test Penalty. A character can halve
this time if they are willing to cut straps and break their
armor to get out of it (always a minimum of one Full
Round Action). If this is the case the armor will require
significant repair before it can be worn again. Getting
into armor takes longer, requiring a number of Full
Round Actions equal to twice the Armor Test Penalty.
Styles of Armor—Below are some examples of
different styles of armor that might fall into the given
armor types. This is by no means an exhaustive list, but
it should be enough to get you started.
Very Light Armor—Heavy clothes, cured leather jerkin,
greaves, bolstered vest, heavy furs
Light Armor—Leather armor, padded armor, studded
leather armor, hide armor
Partial Armor—Breastplate, gorget and cuirass, chain
mail shirt, partial laced armor, hauberk, do-maru, greaves
Medium Armor—Chain mail, brigandine, ring mail,
lamellar
Full Armor—Scale mail, laced armor, banded or splint
mail, o-yoroi
Heavy Armor—Plate mail, coat of plates, bronze plate,
field plate, nine-coin armor, dwarven mail
Very Heavy Armor—Full plate, dwarven plate
Shields—Buckler, kite, round, tower, scutum, wankel,
coffin, Celtic, heater, parma, targa, pavise
Shields—A character that devotes one of their hands
to wielding a shield can increase their Defense by one.
Shields will take up one readied gear slot if they are kept
at the ready. A shield can be wielded to greater benefit if
a character is properly trained and there are a number of
Traits that reflect this. No distinction is made regarding
the different types of shields, though the overall size of a
shield may have some bearing in a roleplaying situation.
It would be easier to slide down a snowy hill on a tower
shield than a buckler, for example.

05. Other Gear
Common items that can be purchased are listed in the
tables included in Appendix II, The List of Lists. Don’t
feel restricted to only the items listed there. These item
lists are to provide some examples of what is available
and set relative costs, but there are countless other items
available in the exotic locales of a fantasy campaign.
A few pieces of equipment here or there may offer a
bonus but generally the application of items is left fluid
to accommodate roleplaying. Sometimes pieces of
equipment are needed to avoid taking the Harried
penalty. For example, a set of thieves’ tools is needed to
pick a lock or disarm a trap. Likewise, a character might
need a leatherworking kit to make repairs to their leather
armor. If a piece of equipment seems to be adding a
significant advantage to a Test, add a modifier. If it seems
like a Test should require equipment that is currently
incomplete or improvised, the Harried penalty can be
used.

While a character can carry any number of magic
items, there is a limit to the number of items that can
provide a benefit at any one time. Each character is
allotted six magic item slots. Magic items that provide a
benefit each occupy one slot. Equipping or exchanging a
magic item during combat requires the use of an Attack
Action.
Not each and every magic item will take up a magic
item slot. Armor, rings, clothing, medallions, cloaks, and
other magic items that are meant to be worn or carried
that provide a continuous magic effect require a magic
item slot. Weapons, wands, shields, staves, and other
items that are designed to be wielded in the hands and
actively used do not require a magic item slot. Likewise,
potions, scrolls, and other single use magic items do not
require a magic item slot, though most such items will
take up a readied gear slot if they are kept within easy
reach during combat.
The magic item descriptions will indicate what slots
are required to make use of a given item. A more detailed
discussion of magic items appears in Appendix I,
Treasure & Spoils. A spellcaster’s Knowledge Store and
Spell Focus (described in chapter 6, The Use of Magic)
are not considered magic items for this purpose and do
not occupy any magic item slots.

o—o

o—o

For Example—After a long career of adventuring
Borcar the Light Fingered has accumulated a laundry
list of magical items. He carries many of them in his
backpack where they have no effect, but keeps six
active on his person in case he runs into trouble. He
wears a magic suit of leather armor, two magic rings,
a cloak of resistance, a medallion of ESP, and some
enchanted boots. With his magic item slots full,
Borcar cannot gain a benefit from other magical items.
However, Borcar still has a magic sword and knife
on his belt and a few magic arrows in his quiver. These
don’t count towards his magic items slots since they
must be actively wielded in the hands to be useful
(though they take up readied gear slots as usual).
Likewise, the two healing potions Borcar has on his
belt don’t count towards his magic item count because
potions don’t require magic item slots.
If Borcar encounters a fire wielding imp and needs
to make use of the Ring of Flame Resistance in his
backpack, it will require him to expend an Attack
Action to equip it, and compel him to unequip one of
his other magic items to make room for the new one.

o—o—o

o—o

o—o
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01. The Basics of Magic
The

Price of Magic—Wielding magic requires more
than just knowledge and precision. Those that can
control arcane forces are born with a natural connection
to magic. Others may be able to use magic items or
benefit from the effects of magic, but it takes a magically
active individual to purposefully channel the raw magical
power of the cosmos.
The Price of Magic is a special Inherent Trait that
must be chosen at character creation if a character wants
access to the arcane and to be able to learn to cast spells.
The character still must train to harness magical power
(see the Path of Magic below), but without the innate
connection, no amount of training will result in the
ability to fully use magic.
The Price of Magic Trait must be tied to a particular
Fault. The player chooses one of their Faults at character
generation to attach to the Price of Magic. That Fault is
permanently tied to the character and can never be
removed. It represents an inherent weakness in the
character that is caused by their connection to
undefinable magical forces. Furthermore, if the Fault
comes with roleplaying components (such as Boorish or
Zealot) and the player doesn’t properly bring the Fault
into play, the GM may decide to limit or remove the
character’s ability to cast spells until they properly
embrace their Fault within the game.
The Path of Magic—If the Price of Magic represents
the natural gift that a character was born with, the Path
of Magic represents the intense course of study and
commitment it takes to harness their latent magical
awareness. Only those who have the Path of Magic Trait
are able to actually wield magic and cast spells. When the
Path of Magic Trait is taken the character must select
their calling, either Animism, Devotion, Necromancy,
Primacy, or Sorcery. Each of these paths (described in
detail below) will affect how a spellcaster interacts with
the world of magic and spellcasting.
While the Price of Magic is an Inherent Trait that
must be taken at character generation, the Path of Magic
is not. A character may purchase the Path of Magic Trait
as the game unfolds (assuming the Price of Magic Trait

was taken at character generation). This represents a
character that has a connection to magic, but does not
learn how to make use of it properly until later in the
story. This is acceptable, but doing so offers less benefit
then becoming a full-fledged spellcaster at character
creation. Characters that acquire the Path of Magic later
in their careers receive only the Utility Spell Array and
the first spell in that Array (Sense Magic). They do not
get to choose additional Spell Arrays as starting
spellcasters do.
Spells and Spell Arrays—Spells are the primary tools
of the spellcaster. Whether it is slinging fire across a
battlefield, healing the injured, or trying to banish a
raging elemental back to the realm of flame, it is
accomplished through the use of spells.
Spells are classified into Tiers. There are a total of
five Tiers for spells, starting with Tier 0, referred to as
Cantrips, and moving up through Tier IV, which
represents the most powerful magics available to mortals.
As the Tier rises so does the spell’s difficulty, the strain
it puts on the caster, and the power of the spell’s effect.
Spells are grouped into sets of four spells (one from
each of Tiers I though IV) forming a Spell Array. When
a spellcaster learns a new Array, they learn the Array’s
Tier I spell and also gain access to an assortment of
Cantrips related to that Array. A spellcaster must first
learn the Spell Array before they can begin to learn any
spells from that Array. Spending XP on character
advancement is discussed in chapter 1, Heroes, however
a few of the intricacies related to spellcasters are
discussed here.
A spellcaster cannot learn spells from a Tier higher
than their Spells Proficiency. A character with zero ranks
in Spells that learns an Array only has access to the
Array’s Cantrips until the required improvements are
made. The spells from a given Array must be learned in
their Tier order. A caster may not skip one of the lower
Tier spells in their quest for more powerful magic.
There is a distinction made between learning a new
Spell Array with or without the benefit of instruction.
Casters may learn any Spell Array they wish but do so at
an increased cost in XP spent. However, if a caster has
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access to some form of instruction the XP cost is reduced
by half. These XP costs can be multiplied by x2, x3, or
even x10 based on how the spell’s sphere relates to their
chosen Path of Magic, described below.
The most direct form of instruction is to be taught
the Spell Array by a spellcaster that follows the same Path
of Magic. However, the term instruction is used relatively
loosely here. Ancient texts, magical tokens, spell research,
or other in-game methods can be used to procure
instruction to learn a new spell Array. The GM is free to
add items to the campaign that can stand in for
instruction for a particular Array however they wish.
The intent here is not to be miserly with the
availability of Spell Arrays, or to tie a caster to
a specific method of instruction. The
intent is to motivate spellcasters to
expend effort and resources ingame to acquire new Arrays in
order to avoid the additional
expenditure of XP.
Spheres—Magical energies
have been classified into five
distinct Spheres of Magic.
Each Sphere represents a
different allocation of arcane
forces and is tapped for
different purposes.
You won’t find a hard and
fast distinction between each of a
Spheres. The edges are blurry and
there is overlap between them. Magic is
not so tidily classified that it makes sense
from every perspective. The same energies that are used
to blast foes with arcane fire can be used to summon a
phantom mount to bear the caster to safety.
Certain spell effects do gravitate to one Sphere or
another, but each Sphere is not defined specifically by the
spells contained therein. The process of classifying magic
into the Spheres is an attempt to understand how the
magical energies that are needed for spellcasting can be
manipulated rather than a strict definition of what each
Sphere of magic is capable of.
Each Spell Array falls into one of the five Spheres.
For the most part, a spell’s Sphere will have little effect
on the spell’s use in-game. A cast spell generates its
effects based on the spell’s description as opposed to its
affiliation with a particular Sphere. However, spellcasters
will have an affinity for a certain Sphere, and struggle to
learn spells from the opposite Sphere. By nature, the

caster will find it easier to excel in their chosen Sphere
and that will shape the caster as their power increases.
Each Sphere also identifies a secondary reversed
energy that can be tapped by casters who have access to
that Sphere. So, the Conjure Sphere also contains spells
related to conversion and the Instill Sphere contains
spells that can be described as siphoning. This exists as a
means to expand the spell lists and provide additional
flavor to the use of magic, but has little effect on
gameplay. In practice there is no difference between a
spell identified as Align (discord) and a spell simply
identified as Align.
Conjure—Tapping into magical forces from adjacent
dimensions and bringing those energies forth
into the mortal realm is the purview of
this Sphere. Conjure’s opposite
Sphere is Instill. Creation and
summoning spells often fall into
the Conjure Sphere.
Surge—Raw magical power
is all around us. Drawing bits
of this power from all
directions and focusing it
into a potent magical swell is
typically a clear indication of
the Surge Sphere. Surge’s
opposite Sphere is Align.
Direct damage and other
offensive spells are the bread and
butter of the Surge Sphere.
Instill—Magic from this Sphere is
channeled directly into the recipient, be it an
object or person, to generate a magical effect. Instill’s
opposite Sphere is Conjure. Instill spells often have the
ability to enhance personal performance or to affect the
mental workings of the target.
Align—All things possess a connection to the arcane
and have magic forces within them just below the surface.
The Align Sphere reorders this connection, amplifying it
to the point where it produces a magical effect. Align’s
opposite Sphere is Surge. Healing and curative magics are
common in the Align Sphere as well some protective
magic enchantments.
Base Magic—While this Sphere borrows traits from all
of the Spheres of Magic, Base Magic primarily consists
of utilitarian and meta-magic effects. Base Magic does
not have an opposite Sphere and its Arrays are available
to all spellcasters equally.

As discussed above, every spellcaster must choose one
of the Paths of Magic to follow. Each Path has its own
methods and trappings that separate it from its siblings,
though as far as gameplay is concerned, they are all
governed by the same basic rules.
Primary Sphere—In most respects the differences
between the Paths of Magic come down to flavor and
storytelling. However, each Path is associated more
closely with one of the Spheres than the others.
When learning new spells and Arrays from their
primary Sphere, a caster spends the listed amount of XP.
Spells and Arrays from an adjacent Sphere can be learned
for double the XP cost and the caster’s opposing Sphere
will drive the cost up to ten times the base cost. While
no Sphere is forbidden to a given caster, the high price
to learn spells from the opposite Sphere makes learning
many of those spells cost prohibitive. The Sphere of Base
Magic is available to all casters equally and always
requires only the listed XP cost to learn new Arrays.
Those that follow the Path of Primacy do not have a
primary Sphere. Primists forego any specialization and
may learn magic from all Spheres with equal effort.
However, the price for their lack of specialization is that
all spells and Arrays cost triple the normal amount of XP
to learn, except Base Magic, which can be learned for the
listed cost as usual.
Spell Focus—Each caster has a Spell Focus that is
unique to them. This object aids in the control of magic
powers and it must be actively used if the caster is going
to cast spells. When a spellcaster is casting spells, it will
be relatively obvious to a knowledgeable onlooker what
object is serving as the Spell Focus.
A Spell Focus takes up one readied gear slot when
kept at the ready and requires one hand to properly wield.
This is true even in cases where a spellcaster has multiple
needed items (such as an Animist’s totems or a Primist’s
spell components). All the needed items occupy one
readied slot and require on hand to wield for spellcasting.
Players are encouraged to add some interest to their
Spell Focus and are free to work with the GM to choose
something with a bit more character than the default foci
listed for each Path of Magic. Note that the item must
still be something that is wielded in the hand. Characters
should not be permitted to have a Spell Focus that is
simply carried in the pocket or worn on the shirt.
A caster that loses their Spell Focus is limited to
casting only Cantrips and Tier I spells and must do so
with a -5 penalty to the Spellcasting Test. These

penalties are lifted as soon as the caster recovers their
Focus. If the Focus is permanently lost or destroyed the
caster must suffer through the same penalty until they
have an opportunity to craft and attune a suitable
replacement. This takes roughly a week’s worth of effort
from the caster and costs at least 2,000 coins.
Knowledge Store—Spellcasters must have some
method of documenting their known spells. Like the
Spell Focus, this Knowledge Store can vary from caster
to caster and players are encouraged to add additional
details about their caster’s Knowledge Store. Unlike the
Spell Focus, the caster does not have to have their
Knowledge Store handy to cast spells. However, the
Knowledge Store must be accessible at least daily, as the
caster needs time each day to spend in study to keep their
abilities at their full potential.
If a day goes by where a caster does not have access
to their Knowledge Store, they become limited to casting
only Cantrips and Tier I spells and must expend twice
the Drain to do so. This penalty stacks with the penalty
for losing a Spell Focus if a caster is unfortunate enough
to be without both of their needed items. The penalty is
lifted once the caster has access to study their Knowledge
Store uninterrupted for one full hour. If a Knowledge
Store is permanently lost or destroyed the caster must
replace it at a cost of 100 coins and one day’s worth of
effort for each spell that was contained therein.
The term study is used loosely here. Animists may
meditate on their totems, Disciples spend time in prayer,
Sorcerer’s cast runes to see their fortunes. The method of
study can take on the flavor of the spellcaster and add
depth without altering the spirit of these rules.
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Animism—Animists

The Paths of Magic
Animism (Elementalism)
Instill
Conjure
Surge
[x1]
[x10]
[x2]

Align
[x2]

Spell Focus Totems
Knowledge Store Totems
Learn new spells by communing with nature

Devotion (Faith)
Conjure

Surge

Instill

[x2]

[x10]

[x2]

Align
[x1]

Spell Focus Holy Symbol
Knowledge Store Book of Prayers or Scriptures
Learn new spells by communing with a deity

Necromancy (Thaumaturgy)
Conjure
Surge
Instill
Align
[x1]
[x2]
[x10]
[x2]
Spell Focus Scepter or Rod
Knowledge Store Reliquary
Learn new spells by communing with the dead

Primacy (Wizardry)
Conjure

Surge

Instill

Align

[x3]

[x3]

[x3]

[x3]

Spell Focus Spell Components
Knowledge Store Book of Spell Formulae
Learn new spells by following a spell formula
Conjure
[x2]

Sorcery (Witchcraft)
Surge
Instill
[x1]
[x2]

Align
[x10]

Spell Focus Staff, Wand, or Medallion
Knowledge Store Runes
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Learn new spells by communing with another plane

see magical energies as a
combination of the primordial elements (Fire, Earth,
Water, Air, and Wood). Their primary Sphere of Magic
is Instill. Their magical practices have evolved from a
close connection with nature and as a result most
Animists are earthy, nature loving folk. This doesn’t
necessarily mean that they are barefooted tree worshipers,
but Animists should have some connection to natural
cycles or phenomena.
This connection could be as simple as an affinity for
the seasons, the weather, or the cycles of the moon, or
something more tangible like drawing power from a
special grove of trees or a mystical spring. Elementalists,
druids, shaman, witch doctors, Wiccans, mystics, and
other traditions that draw their magic from the power of
nature are all considered Animists.
Animists learn their new spells by communing with
nature and attuning themselves and their new magical
understanding to the flow of the natural world. They
may find instruction through any number of means that
brings them closer to the natural world, including other
Animists, kindly nature spirits, observation and research
of the natural world, or other such things that may give
them insight into the cycle of nature.
In the case of Animism, totems serve as both Spell
Focus and knowledge store. The totems are assorted
charms and curios that represent the connection that the
Animist has forged with the powers of nature.
Devotion—Disciples draw their power from a religious
connection to a deity. It is the power of their faith that
allows the Disciples to channel these magical forces and
as such most believe they have been given the gift of
magic to serve their deity’s will in the mortal world. Their
primary Sphere of Magic is Align. Clerics, acolytes,
prophets, paladins, Chaldeans, priests, and other
practitioners that derive power from divine faith follow
the Path of Devotion.
Disciples learn their new spells by communing with
their deity and in growing closer with their faith they are
able to increase their magical power. Disciples may find
instruction through old prayer books and scriptures,
artifacts of their faith, in the heart of an ancient church,
or some other process that brings them closer to their
divine calling.
Disciples must proudly wield a holy symbol as a Spell
Focus. Though the exact nature of the symbol is left for
the players to sort out, it must prominently bear the
imagery or symbolism of the Disciple’s deity to be
effective. Those following the Path of Devotion will have

Necromancy—Necromancers fuel their study of magic

by examining the tenuous connection between our world
and the next. The life forces of living things and the wall
between the living and the dead serves as a bottomless
stream of magical energy if one has the ability to harness
it. Their primary Sphere of Magic is Conjure.
Death is seen as an inevitable part of the cosmic cycle
and is not looked upon with dismay by a Necromancer
as it is by many common folk. This does not mean that
Necromancers are necessarily evil (though many are), just
distant and less concerned with day to day goings on in
the mortal coil. By the same token, Necromancers need
not always be decaying specters with pale skin and
sunken eyes. Those who study the connection between
life and death may in fact be vibrant and joyful
individuals. This disposition is at the behest of the
individual, not a certain consequence for those that
follow the Path of Necromancy. Thaumaturges,
diabolists, conjurers, summoners, and other spellcasters
that derive their power from the connection between life
and death are all considered Necromancers.
Necromancers learn new magic by communing with
the dead. The veil has been lifted for those that have
traveled beyond the mortal realm and they can
communicate dark secrets and whispered truths back to
the Necromancer if properly motivated. A Necromancer
may find instruction through ancient funerary rites,
personal possessions of the departed, the remains of the
deceased, or anything else that has the ability to bring the
caster closer to the boundary between life and death.
Most Necromancers wield some kind of scepter or
rod to channel magical forces, and one of those or a
similar item serves as their Spell Focus. A Necromancer
will collect assorted tokens and reliquaries of the spirits
that aid them as their form of Knowledge Store.
Primacy—Primists study the science of magic. Careful
analysis and understanding of the ritualistic and
formulaic parts of magic allow them to reproduce
virtually any spell through the precise application of
magical principles. As a result of their training, Primists
are able to use all of the Spheres with equal ease, and do
not have a primary Sphere, but this does come at a cost.
Without a primary Sphere, Primists must work
harder to learn spells and Arrays. All Arrays and spells
learned are done so at triple the normal cost, regardless
of the Sphere. This does not affect spells and Arrays
from the Sphere of Base Magic. Base Magic is available
to all casters, even Primists, at the listed cost.
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some form of prayer book or book of scriptures that they
keep as their Knowledge Store.
Following the Path of Devotion comes with an
additional restriction. Since the Disciple serves as an
instrument of their chosen deity, they are not permitted
to stray far from their deity’s path. A Disciple that acts
contrarily to their deity in a significant manner can find
their ability to cast spells limited, or suspended entirely,
until a proper atonement occurs. The player who chooses
the Path of Devotion for their character should work
with the GM to determine an appropriate faith for the
campaign and the basic tenants of that religion.
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Primists learn new spells by developing new spell
formulas to add to their collection. Instruction for a
Primist may be as simple as finding a copy of a spell
formula or may require arduous research and study.
Wizards, mages, theurgists, maesters, magi and other
casters that use magic through carful application of spell
formula are all considered Primists.
Primists require a myriad of specialized spell
components to serve as their Spell Focus. When a spell
is cast they must produce and use the needed
components. This doesn’t need to be a laundry list of
components, the intent here is not to force a Primist to
manage a massive inventory of items. Instead just assume
that the Primist has access to a store of assorted of
oddities that serve as their Spell Focus. Primists are
consistently on the lookout for further baubles to add to
their collection. Primists keep their Knowledge Store as
a collection of intricate spell formulae, bound in a book
or tome that must be studied daily to keep the Primist at
their full magical potential.
Sorcery—Sorcerers use powerful forces from other
planes and dimensions to effect magical change on the
world around them. Sorcerers spend their time learning
about distant magical worlds and attempting to contact
beings from those places to learn more about harnessing
magical power. Their primary Sphere of Magic is Surge.
Witches, warlocks, evokers, dirges, and other casters that
bargain with entities from distant planes of existence can
all be considered Sorcerers.
Sorcerers wield a wand, staff, medallion or some other
similar object as their Spell Focus. They keep their
Knowledge Store in the form of magical runes that are
etched onto items of importance to build a connection
to other planes of existence.
Sorcerers learn new magic by communing with
entities from distant dimensions and alternate planes. A
Sorcerer can find instruction in many forms. Summoning
rituals and portals to other planes are the preferred
methods. However, something as simple as finding a
powerful demon’s true name is often enough to set a
Sorcerer on the path to learning a new Spell Array.

03. Spellcasting
The Price of Magic and the Paths of Magic are
necessities in the pursuit of the arcane, and they provide
the structure by which a spellcaster navigates the magical
world. However, it is ultimately the act of casting a spell
that is the manifestation of a spellcaster’s power.
To be eligible to cast a spell a caster must be able to
speak freely, have a free hand to perform the needed
gestures, and be wielding their Spell Focus in their other
hand. Additionally, the caster must be able to spend the
appropriate casting time and have Spirit available to
accommodate the spell’s Drain.
Declare the Spell and Target—If a caster is eligible to
cast a spell, the first step is for the player to positively
declare which spell they are casting and to indicate the
target (or targets) of the spell. The spell being cast can
be from any of the spells known to the caster, assuming
they can meet the Drain requirements (see below).
The intended targets must be within the range of the
spell in order for the spell to take effect. The caster must
also have line of sight to their target. Additionally, the
targets of the spell must meet any specific criteria
determined by the spell being cast. For example, a spell
that affects the caster only cannot be cast on another
character, and a spell that affects a single creature cannot
be used on an inanimate object.
Oftentimes a spell will affect targets within an area of
effect. In these cases, it is the placement of the area of
effect that is important to determining which characters
will be affected by the spell. The center of a spell’s area
of effect must be within the range and line of sight,
making it is possible for some of the area of effect to spill
past the spell’s range in some circumstances.
Some spells may have effects that extend well beyond
a caster’s line of sight. For spells that summon, scry,
communicate, transport, or otherwise interact with
distant things, the rule regarding line of sight can be
relaxed. Your common sense combined with the spell’s
description should prevail here.
Casting Time—With the spell and its intent
determined, the caster must then spend the spell’s casting
time. This time is spent with the caster engaged in the
intonation and gesticulation needed to summon and
control magical power.
Spells with a casting time of 1 Action are cast by
expending an Attack Action. Spells with a longer casting
time, usually indicated in minutes, will require multiple
Full Round Actions to cast (a minute is equal to six
combat rounds) or can be cast with relative ease in non-

Spellcasting Summary
Spell Tier

Drain

Spellcasting DF

Cantrips (Tier 0)

1

DF[10]

Tier I

2

DF[12]

Tier II

4

DF[14]

Tier III

6

DF[16]

Tier IV

8

DF[18]





















The Spellcasting Test—Spellcasting requires a Test to

be successful, there are no automatic successes when it
comes to the mysterious forces of the netherworld. A
Spellcasting Test is a Standard Test making use of the
caster’s Insight Stat and their Spells Proficiency. The
base DF of a Spellcasting Test is equal to 10 plus double
the Tier of the spell (DF[10+(Tier x 2)]).
In some cases, a spell’s description may set another
DF that is needed for the spell to be considered a success.
In this case the DF for the Spellcasting Test is equal to
the higher of the two Difficulties. For example, a spell
may set a DF equal to the target’s Defense in order to
determine if the caster is able to hit with a spell. In that
instance the Spellcasting Test must meet or beat both the
target’s Defense and the DF set by the spell’s Tier in
order to be considered a success.
A failed Spellcasting Test yields no positive effect.
Perhaps the spell simply fizzles, or is cast but misses its
mark or is not strong enough to take hold in the physical
world. In any case, a failed spellcasting attempt still
causes Drain normally and takes up the spell’s full casting
time.
While Insight adds directly to the Spellcasting Test,
Intellect also plays a vital role in spellcasting. In addition
to determining the character’s Spirit total, Intellect is
often used to augment a spell’s effect. Insight and
Intellect play a similar role in spellcasting as Prowess and
Might do for conventional attacks. In some instances,
Intellect may be added to a spell’s damage or increase its
duration. The specific spell description will provide
details on how Intellect might apply to the spell’s effect.
Any character is allowed to increase their Spells
Proficiency, and there are some reasons to do so (notably,
using some magic items may require a Spellcasting Test).
Still, only those who have chosen a Path of Magic are
actually able to cast spells.
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combat situations where there is plenty of time available.
Regardless of a spell’s casting time, a caster may not cast
more than one spell in any given round. This includes
reading scrolls or activating magic wands, but not the use
of other types of magic items.
It is during this casting time that a caster is subject to
any Free Attacks provoked by the spellcasting. Though
each eligible foe is only allotted one Free Attack on the
caster per round, spells that have a casting time longer
than one round may provoke Free Attacks each round. It
is not advisable to cast spells with longer casting times
while in combat, though it is certainly possible.
Drain—Casting spells is taxing for a spellcaster. This
is represented by a spell’s Drain. Drain is deducted
directly from a caster’s Spirit total when the spell is cast.
The Drain for any spell is equal to twice the spell’s Tier,
with Cantrips having a Drain of only one point. Various
Traits and magic items may offer a character methods to
reduce the Drain of a given spell, however the Drain for
any spell can never be reduced below one.
Drain is essentially damage to the caster’s Spirit that
is taken willingly in order to cast spells. The additional
term is used to differentiate damage taken from casting
spells (Drain) and other damage done to the character’s
Spirit. Things that can reduce Drain do not protect
against Spirit damage and vice versa. Characters reduced
to zero or lower Spirit are rendered unconscious or suffer
Injuries normally regardless of if the low Spirit total was
caused by Drain or by Spirit damage.
As long as a caster is willing to suffer the
consequences, they can cast a spell even if the Drain will
reduce them to zero or lower Spirit. A spellcaster that
engages in such behavior will suffer the effects of their
lower Spirit immediately after the spell is cast, with the
effects of the spell being determined normally.

Spellcasting

Modifiers—Like any Test, Spellcasting
Tests are subject to modifiers based on the situation at
hand. Like regular combat modifiers, there is no attempt
made here to document every situation in the game and
assign a modifier to it. The GM is again encouraged to
assess the overall advantage or disadvantage for the
Spellcasting Test and assign an appropriate modifier to
reflect the situation.
The same general rule applies here and modifiers
should fall somewhere between +5 and -5, though higher
numbers can be used if the situation calls for it. In the
cases where the rules indicate specific modifiers use them,
then add or subtract any additional factors and then
move on to making the Spellcasting Test.

Spellcasting Modifier Summary
-2
-6
-4
Double
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-5
Flaw
Flaw
Flaw
Flaw

Incomplete line of sight to the target
Line of sight heavily obscured
Casting while prone
Armor Test Penalty
Caster damaged by a Free Attack
Reading a scroll from a different Path
Using a wand w/o the Price of Magic
The caster is Fatigued
Each Injury the caster is affected by

Line

of Sight—Interruption of a spellcaster’s line of
sight can reduce the effectiveness of the spellcasting. The
penalties are not as drastic as they are for ranged attacks,
as spellcasting has less to do with the laws of physics than
traditional attacks. Still, the principal is more or less the
same. A spellcaster that has their line of sight obscured
suffers a -2 penalty to the spellcasting attempt. In a more
extreme situation where there are significant obstructions
to the line of sight this penalty can be increased to a -6.
When considering line of sight for area of effect
spells, consider that these spells expand outward from a
central point. The caster need only have line of sight to
the area’s center for the spell to take effect. Subsequently,
these modifiers only apply if the line of sight to the spell’s
center is obscured.
As mentioned previously, there are a number of spells
with exceptional ranges where line of sight does not
apply. In these cases it is acceptable to ignore the
modifiers associated with line of sight.
Armor and Spellcasting—Armor proves to be a
significant hindrance when it comes to spellcasting.
Though there are those that become strong enough
spellcasters to overcome the penalties, most find even a
modest amount of armor enough to spoil their effort.
Any Armor Test Penalty associated with worn armor is
doubled for the purposes of Spellcasting Tests.
Spell Effects—If the Spellcasting Test is a success, the
spell is going to generate its effect. The effects of a spell
can vary wildly from spell to spell. You will have to defer
to the spell description to determine the overall effect of
a given spell. Intellect often plays a role in determining a
spells effect. Whenever a spell description uses IT as a
determining factor, it always refers to the Intellect Stat
of the spellcaster. Note that some spells will not generate
an effect if a spellcaster’s Intellect is zero. For example, a
duration of three rounds per Intellect has a duration of
zero if the caster does not have an Intellect of at least one.
In such cases the spellcaster is unable to cast those spells
until their Intellect improves. An especially challenging
situation if the caster has been reduced to zero (or lower)
Intellect due to Stat damage or other effect.
The Measure of Success—The measure of success
should be applied to a Spellcasting Test just like any
other Test. As with conventional attacks, there are likely
to be a large number of Spellcasting Tests, making it
undesirable to have to determine results of Kinks and
Bumps on the fly every time. If a Kink or Bump comes
up on a Spellcasting Test, feel free to use the table below
and choose a result.

Sample Bumps and Kinks for Spellcasting
Bump

Kink

Crit!
Botch!

Add d4 to the spell’s damage
Increase the spell’s duration by 25%
Save DF is increased by 2
Drain is reduced by 1 (to a minimum of 1)
Allow allies to avoid a Danger Close Save
Fizzled spell knocks caster prone
Caster assessed a Flaw on their next action
-2 Defense for one round
Fizzled spell’s Drain increased by 1
Magic feedback deals d3 damage to caster
Effortless casting, Drain is reduced to one
Damage roll is number of Rabble defeated
Inflict a significant Condition on self
Backfire, spell affects caster or allies instead

Spell

Duration—Despite the occasional spell that is
permanent, most magic begins to fade as soon as it is
brought into existence. Each spell’s description will
indicate how long the spell will last. Once a spell is cast
and its effects applied, begin tracking the time until the
spell expires. Spells with an ongoing duration can be
dismissed voluntarily by their caster, though such
dismissal requires a Move Action. If a caster is slain, any
of their ongoing spell effects come to an abrupt end.
Spell’s listed with a duration of Immediate last for
just an instant. Whatever magical force the spell
summons, it happens rapidly and then fades from
existence. Though the spell itself is short lived, the effects
of the spell (such as the damage it deals) are usually
persistent.
Spells with Multiple Targets—There are a large
assortment of spells that are designed to affect a group
of targets. Some spells may allow you to pick and choose
your targets a bit, while most will simply affect everyone
that is caught within the spell’s area of effect. In any case,
if a spell has multiple targets the caster makes their rolls
singly and applies the result across all of the targets.
Victims that are allowed Saves or some other resistance
will each roll separately to determine the end result.
Danger Close Spellcasting—Generally area of effect
spells are easy to adjudicate, a target is either in or out of
the area and suffers the effects of the spell accordingly.
However, there is a special circumstance created when an
area of effect spell targets a foe that is in melee with an
ally. In some instances, a clever caster will be able to find
a way to lay out a spell’s area of effect such that it falls
on their foe, while the ally that is in melee is on the
outside of the spell’s area. This is called Danger Close
Spellcasting. Although it is possible for the caster to drop
their area effect spell with such precision that no allies
get caught in the blast, the attempt is not without some
risk. This is because combat is messy, and combatants
engaged in melee produce an element of uncertainty as
they circle around each other vying for advantage.
When this situation arises and the caster elects to cast
the spell, allies in melee on the edge of the spell’s area of
effect are allowed a special Save to see if they can duck
out of the way at an opportune moment. The potential
victim is allotted a Save at DF[12], using the same Stat
used to resist the spell, where a Bump indicates safety
from the spell, and a success means the characters is hit
by the spell and suffers effects normally, but is allotted a
+5 bonus to the Save versus the spell’s effects. On a
failure the character is affected by the spell normally, and
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In the case of spellcasting it can also be appropriate
to allow the casting player choose their own Bump, but
as always it is ultimately left in the hands of the GM. The
GM should also feel welcome to use none of the options
and determine their own result when desired.
Saves—For many spells, the target gets one last chance
to resist by making a Save to mitigate the effects of the
spell. The Stat used and the DF of the Save are set by the
spell’s description. The spell description will indicate
what effect the spell has on the target based on the results
of their Save.
For spells that offer a Save, it is often the target’s Save
result that determines the overall effectiveness of the
spell. While a Bump on the Spellcasting Test might add
some damage or adjust the Save’s DF, the base effect of
the spell is calculated from the result of the victim’s Save.
A spell that lists the Save as None does not allow a
Save to avoid its effects. However, many of the spells that
are beneficial have their Save listed as None because the
target would not typically resist the spell’s effects. In
cases where a character is the target of a beneficial spell,
but is an unwilling target, they are allowed a Save at a
DF[12] to avoid the spell’s effects.

on a Kink they suffer the spell’s effect with a -2 penalty
to their Save. The GM may alter the Stat used for the
Save if desired and if appropriate for the spell that is
being cast.
It is important to note that this only applies to those
on the fringe of the spell who are in melee with a target
that is clearly in the spell’s area of effect. Those caught
directly in a spell’s area of effect, be they friend or foe,
are not entitled to this special Save. Likewise, those
clearly out of the area of effect entirely cannot be drawn
into the spell’s area of effect with the use of this rule.

Danger Close - Special Save
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DF[12] Save
Kink

-2 to Save vs. spell

Fail

Affected normally

Success

+5 to Save vs. spell

Bump

Safety

For Example—Crimmian the Magnificent is in the
midst of a raging battle versus some angry trolls and
his side is beginning to lose. He decides to turn up the
heat and let loose a Fireball into the ranks of his foes.
Unfortunately, his allies are a bit close. After some
careful consideration, Crimmian finds a place to drop
his area of effect Fireball that gets quite a few trolls
and none of his friends. After examining the situation,
the GM notes that two of the affected trolls are in
melee with two of Crimmian’s allies, Borcar and
Horrick. Since they are both on the edge of the area
of effect and in melee with a target of the spell, they
are both subject to the Danger Close Spellcasting rule.
After a quick discussion with the GM and his party
members, Crimmian elects to cast the spell anyway.
Borcar and Horrick must now both make the special
Save, at a DF[12], to see if they can duck and cover in
time to avoid the fire.
Borcar succeeds on the Save, but just barely. He is
caught in the spell’s area of effect and must endure the
consequences. However, his success offers him a +5
bonus against the spell, likely minimizing the spell’s
effect on him. Meanwhile, Horrick fares much better,
earning a Bump on his Danger Close Save, he ducks
out of the way at the last moment and is not affected
by Crimmian’s Fireball at all.


Cantrips—Cantrips

are the minor magic effects that
can be generated by spellcasters on a whim. Cantrips are
Tier 0 spells and they represent all the little things that
spellcasters can do to provide interest and convenience to
their lives. All Cantrips cost a single point of Drain, can
be cast as an Attack Action, and require a DF[10]
Spellcasting Test to be successful.
A caster can cast any Cantrip that is related to a Spell
Array that they know. So, a caster who has learned a Spell
Array that manipulates fire would be able to use a
Cantrip to summon a floating torch sized flame for light
or ignite a torch or candle from across the room. A caster
knowledgeable of an Array that allows them to levitate
and fly might be able to have small objects float about or
perhaps pick a piece of fruit from a lofty bough.
As a general rule Cantrips should provide convenience
and charm for a spellcaster, not serve as their bread and
butter. Cantrips should have a range of no more than 30
feet, should usually not last more than a few moments,
and should have a relatively small effect. By the same
token Cantrips are not especially useful tactically and are
at worst a nuisance to foes in combat. Cantrips should
never inflict more than a point of damage or a minor
modifier when used offensively. Undesirable Cantrip
effects can be avoided with a DF[12] Save.
That being said, creative use of Cantrips is
encouraged, as it provides some additional flavor for the
world of magic. GM’s just need to be sure that they are
not letting Cantrips do the heavy lifting and taking the
place of other spells or skillsets.
Material Components—Some spells (mostly Tier IV)
will require the availability of a specific material
component in order to cast the spell. The spell cannot be
cast if the caster does not have access to the component.
Unlike the Spell Focus, the material component does not
have to be wielded in the hand, or even kept at the ready,
in order to cast the spell. As long as it is on the caster’s
person the spell can be cast normally. Material
Components are not needed if the spell is cast via scroll,
wand, or other magic item.
The details of the needed item and its associated cost
are listed in the spell’s description. These items should
be available for sale in any suitable sized city, though they
may be hard to come by even then. When a spell with a
material competent is cast there is a chance that it is
consumed by the spell. After the spell is cast (whether
successful or not) roll the appropriate dice to see if the
component is consumed.

The

Appearance of Magic—Spellcasting is generally
overt and noticeable even to casual onlookers. The
summoning of magical forces requires precise intonation
and intense focus and does not mesh well with stealth
and secrecy. Additionally, the use of magic is often
accompanied by appropriately mystical pyrotechnics and
ominous sounds. Then there are the spell’s effects, which
in some cases can be relatively innocuous, but in the case
of something like a Fireball, they are rather spectacular.
That being said, a spellcaster is not required to shout
and jump up and down to cast spells, and not all spells
have noisy luminous effects. In the right situation a
spellcaster might escape notice, or at least not be instantly
identified as the source of the magic in question.
Multiple Spell Effects—As a general rule spells that
offer an effect will stack with spells that offer a similar
effect. However, a character cannot reap the benefit of
multiple castings of the same spell unless it is specifically
allowed by the spell’s description. It is acceptable to have
two similar sources of magical benefit as long as they did
not come from two castings of an identical spell.
GM Controlled Spellcasters—The GM is welcome to
use the normal rules presented here to create an NPC
spellcaster that has the full depth and flavor of the magic
system. However, to speed play and make it easier for the
GM to manage non-player spellcasting, an assortment of
generic spells is provided. The rules for casting these
spells is the same as casting any other spell. The GM can
assign these spells to NPC spellcasters as needed.
These spells are not associated with any Spell Array
and will be considered to be from the Sphere most closely
associated with the caster. The full effects of each spell is
listed with the rest of the spell descriptions, but a quick
summary is presented below.
Armor—Provides Protection for the spellcaster.
Augment (specific)—Increases a specific attribute for a
single character.
Blast—Deals damage in an area of effect at range.
Bolt—Deals damage to a single target at range.
Diminish (specific)—Penalizes a specific attribute
against a single creature.
Heal—Restores some of the target’s lost Health.
Inflict (specific)—Potentially inflicts a specific status
effect on a single creature.
Mass Augment (specific)—Increases a specific
attribute for a group of characters.


Strengths and Weaknesses—Certain qualities, abilities,

or magical effects can cause a character to take more or
less damage based on the type of damage inflicted. This
typically applies to damage from a magical source, such
as an immunity to one of the eight cardinal or ordinal
elements. That being said, these strengths and weaknesses
can apply to any specific type of damage. For example, a
character could be resistant to bludgeoning attacks, or a
monster might be immune to normal weapons and only
take damage if struck by enchanted weapons or other
attacks that have some special or otherworldly quality.
Resistance—A character that is resistant to a damage
source receives a Boon to any Saves made to resist damage
of the appropriate type, and gains d4+2 points of
Protection versus any damage taken. This Protection will
stack with other forms of Protection.
Invulnerable—Such a character is granted complete
immunity to normal damage and discomfort of that
specific type. Magical, supernatural, or abnormally
intense forms of attack can still harm the character,
however they gain a Boon on Saves made to resist any
harmful effects. If taking damage of the specified type,
the character receives 2d4+2 Protection from the
damage. This will stack with other forms of Protection.
Immunity—In this case the character will take no
damage of the specified type, under any circumstance. If
for some reason a Save is still required, the character may
claim a Boon and add additional +5 to the Save.
Susceptible—A character with a susceptibility will take
an additional 50% damage from successful attacks of the
specified source.
Vulnerable—This represents a true weakness, adding a
Flaw to any Save and doubling damage dealt by the
specified source.
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04. Odds & Ends

Resistance—While it is rare, some beings have
an innate immunity to hostile magic. Magic Resistance is
typically reserved for creatures from other planes of
existence, eldritch horrors, dragons, and other monsters
that defy the imagination. That being said, there is no
limitation on who or what can actually have Magic
Resistance, though it bears note that it is something that
cannot be chosen at character creation, purchased with
XP, or readily learned as the game progresses.
Magic Resistance is expressed as a percentage,
representing the chance that hostile magic will not affect
the creature. If the creature is the target of a magical
attack, roll d100. Any roll equal to or less than the Magic
Resistance results in the creature being completely
unaffected by the magic in question. If the Magic
Resistance does not protect the creature, they are affected
normally (though they are still allotted any potential Save
or other chance to mitigate the effect). Magic Resistance
is wholly voluntary, such that a creature with Magic
Resistance can allow a spell to take effect without a die
roll if desired (to receive magical healing, for example).
Magic Resistance does not nullify a magical effect. It
simply keeps it from affecting the resisting creature. So,
an area of effect spell may harm other targets in the area
even if some potential victims have immunity through
Magic Resistance. Similarly, the Magic Resistance does
not typically negate summoned obstacles or creatures. So,
a creature with Magic Resistance could be attacked by
summoned creatures or would find themselves blocked
by a magically summoned wall. Likewise, a magically
constructed pit or some other physical obstacle would
likely have to be contended with normally and cannot
simply be avoided through Magic Resistance.
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Magic

o—o

o—o

Modifying

Magical Paths—Not every spellcaster
needs to fit into one of the molds presented here. In the
end the bulk of the information laid out for each Path of
Magic is descriptive in nature and has more effect on
storytelling than it does on gameplay. Players should feel
free to be creative when describing their spellcaster’s
magical details as long as they are not interfering with the
basic rules for magic use that are outlined in this chapter.
If a player wants to put some effort into designing a
Path of Magic to better suit their character design, they
are welcome to it. Just make sure that the basic rules for
magic are being followed. Each spellcaster must have a
Spell Focus, a Knowledge Store, a primary Sphere of
Magic, and some idea of how new magic is learned and
what types of things may count as instruction for the
purposes of learning new Spell Arrays.
This idea can also be put to use by the GM if there is
a desire to introduce a new order of spellcasters that
follow their own Path of Magic. Once again, as long as
the basic tenants of magic use are adhered to, this is a
great way to add depth to a campaign or setting.

o—o—o

o—o

o—o
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7. Allies & Adversaries—o
While the player characters form the core of the story,
and the game, there is a whole wide world full of beings
that they will interact with. Anyone in the game that is
not a player character is collectively known as a non
player character, or more commonly, NPC. NPC
describes any character controlled by the GM, be it king,
shopkeeper, bandit, villager, mount, monster, friend,
enemy, or anything in between.
Most NPCs don’t require the same level of detail that
the player characters do. Don’t feel that every page, serf,
or merchant needs to have a full set of attributes.
Contained in this chapter are some options for different
types of NPCs and how they can be managed in the
game. While an attempt is made here to simplify NPCs
and their attributes to make things easier on the GM, the
GM always has the option to provide an NPC with a full
set of attributes whenever there is a need. If you find that
Steve the pirate is becoming one of the bunch and will
be a recurring character, feel free to expand his character
and give him a full set of attributes to work with.
Though the different types of NPCs described below
(Rabble, Commanders, Rivals, and Villains) will have
some functional differences in how they are played, they
have one thing in common, they are not as durable as
player characters. NPCs will fall unconscious and suffer
a Mortal Wound if reduced to zero Health or Spirit and
die if either of those totals falls to a negative number.
Noteworthy NPCs, Villains of note, and beloved allies
may survive at negative Health, falling unconscious,
Bleeding Out, gaining Injuries, and dying just as player
character’s do, but this is entirely at the GM’s discretion.


Rabble—Unfortunately

for adventurers, it is all too
common to be overrun by hordes of ravening enemies.
Rabble level opponents offer an easy way to manage foes
that find their advantage in quantity over quality.
Though Rabble tend to be weaker foes, it is important
not to underestimate them. Numbers are usually on their
side and not all Rabble are easily dispatched. Add in their
ability to Gang Up on an opponent and the mob of
bandit Rabble may be a bigger threat than the burly
bandit king.
Rabble of the same type occupy the same spot in the
Initiative order and act at the same time each round.
Rabble have a base Health and Spirit score between 1
and 5, adding Might and Intellect to the respective totals
as usual. Rabble do not have a Luck, Fate, or Dread score.
Rabble’s big weakness is that damage rolls over on
Rabble of the same type. Once enough damage is dealt
to slay an individual, remaining damage is applied to the
next individual and so on until all of the damage is spent
or there are no other Rabble available. Damage should
only roll over when appropriate based on in-game
circumstances. For example, melee damage could roll
over to those also in melee with the attacker or even those
in close proximity, but not to those across the room.
Likewise, damage from a ranged attack would not roll
over to Rabble who were not in the field of fire. Note
that area of effect attacks will not see damage roll over
on Rabble, since each within the area of effect is already
subject to the full damage individually.
The true strength of Rabble comes from their ability
to overwhelm a foe with their numbers. All Rabble
possess the Gang Up ability. Ganging Up allows any
number of Rabble of the same type to combine their
attack against a single target. All Rabble participating in
the Gang Up effort must make the same kind of attack
(melee, ranged, grapple, etc.), spend an appropriate
action to do so, and be able to bring the attack to bear
on the same target. The Gang Up ability adds +1 to hit
and +1 to damage for every Rabble beyond the first that
is participating in the attack.
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and Squads—A group of Rabble can
benefit from strong leadership. A Commander represents
this leader, and when a group of Rabble has one at their
disposal, they become a greater threat. A group of Rabble
that also has a Commander is known as a Squad. A Squad
functions just like a group of Rabble, including roll over
damage and Ganging Up, that is unless the Squad’s
Commander elects to take command of the Squad.
Commanders occupy the same spot in the Initiative
order as their Rabble, acting at the same time as them
each round. Commanders have a base Health and Spirit
score between 8 and 12, adding their Might and Intellect
scores to the respective totals as usual. Commanders do
not have a Luck, Fate, or Dread score.
Commanders have the ability to blend into their
Squad, appearing to be one of the rank and file troops,
avoiding notice until it is time to reveal themselves and
turn the tide in their favor. A GM is not required to
differentiate to the players between a Squad and a group
of regular Rabble when setting up a combat, the players
must find out for themselves as the battle unfolds.
When hidden amongst a Squad, a Commander is not
distinguished from the Rabble in any way. When
concealed, the Commander acts as one of the Rabble and
shares their same attributes. Any one of the Rabble is
potentially the Commander, allowing damage to be taken
by the troops while leaving the Commander unscathed.
The dynamic of the Squad comes into play once the
Commander is revealed for what they are. This can
happen in one of three ways. Either the Commander
reveals themselves, providing a boost for the Rabble in
their charge, the party discovers who the Commander is
and forcibly reveals them, or there is only one member
left in the Squad, which must then be the Commander.
Once revealed, the Commander is identified separately
from the rest of the Squad, begins using their own
attributes, and cannot blend back into the group.
A Commander may reveal themselves as a Move
Action. Doing so incites the Squad, giving all the Rabble
in their charge a Boon to use during the current round.
Furthermore, each Rabble in the Squad gains a +1 on to
hit rolls, damage, and Saves until the Commander is
removed from the battle. Commanders do not gain these
benefits, they apply only to the Rabble in their Squad.
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A savvy group may suspect that a Commander is
hidden in a group of Rabble and be able to identify them
before they inspire their troops. Spotting a Commander
will vary from situation to situation, and the GM is free
to use whatever method makes sense in the situation at
hand. Typically, this can be resolved with an Insight Test
as part of a Move Action to attempt an observation in
combat. Commanders that are revealed in this manner do
not generate a benefit for the Rabble in their Squad.
A forcibly revealed Commander may still rally their
Squad and provide a bonus. As a Full Round Action, a
Commander may inspire their Squad, granting them the
+1 bonus to hit, damage, and Saves described above.
Rallying a squad does not offer the Boon to actions.
A Squad may only have one Commander. Other
Commanders in the same scenario are welcome, but must
act independently or have their own Squad to command.
Both the Commander and the Rabble in their command
are capable of acting independently. While there is a
benefit from their relationship and acting in unison, it is
not a requirement. It is viable to treat a Commander as
any other character, and the Squad as any group of
Rabble when the situation calls for it.
Rivals—Allies and adversaries that do not fall into any
of the other groups are collectively called Rivals. Rivals
do not have any special rules governing their behavior or
attributes. Essentially the category is a catch all for
normal NPCs that abide by the standard rules.
Rivals can be fully built characters, or described with
a Stat Block. In either case they conform to the same rules
as any other character. Rivals may have Luck or Fate at
the GM’s discretion, though seldom more than a point
or two. Rivals will have Health and Spirit scores as
appropriate to their station and training, and are typically
allotted their own place in the Initiative order.
Villains—Full-fledged opposition for the characters,
Villains are fully developed NPCs that are formidable in
their own right. These aren’t the run of the mill bad guys,
Villains represent the NPCs that seek to dominate the
world, awaken ancient evils, found devious cults, and
otherwise cause chaos and destruction across the land.
In most respects Villains can be treated as any other
standalone character, though they often have a more
important role to play in the game’s story. The main
difference between Villains and other characters is that
Villains have access to Dread, a variation of Luck and
Fate that offers an edge when trying to thwart a party of
adventurers that is meddling in their affairs. Villains are
hand crafted by GMs as needed for their adventures.

Non Player Character Summary
Rabble
Health-Spirit
Luck-Fate
1-5 (+MT/+IT)
No
Share Initiative roll
Damage rolls over on Rabble (not AOE)
Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)

Commanders
Health-Spirit
Luck-Fate
8-12 (+MT/+IT)
No
May conceal themselves in a group of Rabble
Reveal themselves as a Move Action
Rabble gain a Boon to use in the current round
Revealed gives Rabble +1 to hit, damage, Saves
Bonuses lost if ‘forcibly revealed’
Full Round Action to rally - regain the +1

Rivals
Health-Spirit
Luck-Fate
Any
Luck or Fate (0-2)
Stat Block or full-fledged character

Villains
Health-Spirit
Luck-Fate
Any
Dread (1-4)
Full-fledged character

This is the Villain’s version of Luck and Fate, and comes
with a few extra perks. Dread is spent in the same manner
and can produce any of the basic effects available to both
Luck and Fate (Mitigate a Fumble, Take an Extra
Action, Just a Scratch, and Left for Dead). If a point of
Dread is used to take the Left for Dead option, the
characters involved in the conflict each gain 10 XP for
defeating the Villain. Note that if a character with Dread
rolls a Botch! result, their only option is to Mitigate a
Fumble, just like any other character.
Special Uses for Dread—If an enemy has Dread
available, it may be spent to evoke either of the following
additional effects:
Change a Die to a 10—A most powerful ability, like
turning a die to a 9 the results are known beforehand. In
some cases, this will allow a Villain to use this ability to
get a 0+0. If a Villain uses Dread to gain a Crit! in this
manner the victim of the Crit! gains 5 XP on the spot.
Daring Escape—If a point of Dread is spent on a
Daring Escape the Villain in question is able to flee the
conflict and get to safety using some devious or contrived
means. In this case the GM is allowed to briefly pause
the game and narrate the Villain’s dastardly escape.
The Villain does not necessarily escape unscathed, as
the effects of the battle still remain, and the Daring
Escape applies only to the Villain that spent the point of
Dread. Lingering Injuries, dead henchmen, and expended
resources are par for the course here. With the Villain
removed from danger, the game resumes as normal.
This occurrence should be considered a win for the
players. The Daring Escape is a plot device to allow the
GM to introduce recurring Villains and have a readily
available method to retire them from battle when things
turn against them. When this option is taken, characters
involved in the conflict are given 15 XP on the spot to
reflect the short-term victory over their foe.
The understanding with this particular use of Dread
is that the GM will eventually give the players the
satisfaction of confronting and defeating the Villain for
good. Whether it involves cornering them in an evil lair,
getting them to expend all of their Dread, or luring them
into a carefully orchestrated trap, there will be some
moment when the Villain is in a fight for their life and
cannot make use of the Daring Escape option.
Recovering Dread—Villains recover Dread entirely at
the GM’s discretion, but only in between game sessions.
It is not appropriate for a GM to boost a Villain’s Dread
in the midst of the action.
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In most respects allies are handled just like any other
NPC, with the exception that control of the character
can pass from the GM to another player. In many
instances, allies will start as normal NPCs and are later
turned over to players as it makes sense within the story.
A local hireling that becomes an integral part of the party,
a love interest, or a family member that shares in a PC’s
adventures are all prime candidates to be turned over to
a player. The GM is always welcome to keep NPCs on
their side of the table, but with all of a GM’s other
responsibilities this can be a good way to alleviate some
of the GM’s bookkeeping.
Like any other type of NPC, allies can run the gamut
from Rabble to Rival and be represented by a Stat Block
or be a character with a full set of attributes. Allies with
less depth that may be around for a shorter time, or are
primarily around as extra muscle can be served well by a
Stat Block. Those allies that are considered companions
or followers, with a deeper connection to a player
character or the story, should be accommodated with a
full character buildout.
Long-term allies can be eligible for XP awards and
advancement if the GM finds it appropriate. Allies that
are eligible to gain XP should be represented with a full
character build to make sure that advancement scales
properly compared to the other characters. An ally that
is eligible to earn XP will earn XP only if their
participation in the adventure warrants an award. Allies
cannot stand in the background and expect to improve.
At the end of a session, an ally earns XP equal to
either one half, one quarter, or none of the XP that their
associated character earned. The determination of the
ally’s XP multiplier is made by the GM based on the level
of participation the ally had in the session. Allies do not
gain a share of on the spot awards given to their
associated character, however the GM can award on the
spot XP to allies as they see fit. Allies that earn XP can
spend it in between sessions to improve just as any other
character.

It can be undesirable for a GM to manage a full set of
attributes for each and every NPC. To keep things
streamlined when it comes to attributes, a Stat Block can
be used. Stat Blocks are largely geared towards action and
combat scenarios, and as such they may not have the
information needed for every circumstance. GMs should
feel free to improvise when needed to keep the game
moving forward. Below is a sample Stat Block for a
typical brigand.

Brigand
18
d3+1

6 RV
8
6

6

13
11

d6+3

0

Sword

0

Talents [stealth (B), observation, theft]
Traits [Low Blow]
Special [Weapon Use (+6 to hit, +3 damage)]
Reading the Stat Block should prove fairly simple
once you understand the layout. The following diagram
indicates which attributes appear where on a Stat Block.

Most of the attributes described by the Stat Block
should be familiar by now and they serve the same
purpose as described elsewhere in these rules. However,
the Stat Block does offer a few new attributes that are
described below.

NPC

Type—This corresponds to the type of NPCs
describe above, Rabble (RB), Commander (CM), or
Rival (RV).
Save Bonus—Similar to the Saves Proficiency, the Save
Bonus is added to rolls when a character is called on to
make a Save. The difference here is that a Save Bonus
serves as the combined Stat and Saves Proficiency when
making a Save. Essentially, the Save Bonus stands alone
and does not need to combine with a Stat when a Save is
made. In practice this means that an NPC that is defined
by a Stat Block is equally good at any Save, be it Might,
Prowess, Intellect, Presence, or Insight.
Skills—This attribute stands in for a character’s list of
Vocations. Like the Save Bonus described above, Skills
serves as the combined Stat and Vocation when
conducting a Test. Here the GM will have to decide if
the given NPC has an aptitude for a given Task to
determine how the Skills rating should be applied.
If the task at hand is something that the character
should excel at, use their full Skills value for the Test. If
it is something that the character should be experienced
with, but not necessarily one of their primary areas of
expertise, then use half of the Skills value (rounded up).
If the task at hand is considered foreign to the character
then do not use the Skills rating at all. The character will
only have their die roll to get them through the Test.
Skills also determines the bonus when a character is
making an Initiative Test. In this case a character may
add half of their Skills rating (rounded up) when
determining their Initiative total.
Talents—This is a list of things that the NPC is good
at. Tasks that relate to this list should benefit from the
character’s full Skills rating if a Test is required. Talents
followed by a (B) are areas of expertise where the NPC
really shines. Tests related to such Talents are made with
a Boon to the attempt.
Attack Type—This indicates the character’s primary
form of attack. Like any character, they can make an
attack of this type by expending an Attack Action. The
attack strikes with the to hit bonus noted in the Stat
Block, and deals the listed damage.
Special—Spell use, special abilities, resistances, magical
attacks, and other unique aspects of an NPC are
addressed as notes at the end of the Stat Block. These
will have to be sorted out individually, as most will be
unique to that particular variety of NPC.
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05. Bestiary Listings
Appendix III offers a number of creatures to help get
your adventures started. Most of the things should be
familiar already, with the bestiary listings offering Stat
Blocks for each creature. In addition to a brief
description, the bestiary listings add a few more
attributes that are described below.
Habitat—This indicates the type of terrain where the
creature is most commonly found.
Frequency—This offers a general idea of how often a
creature might be encountered in their native habitat. As
always, this serves only as a guideline. Adventurers run
into rare and extraordinary things all the time, so the GM
should feel free to insert creatures into their campaign
whenever needed. The scale, in ascending order of
scarcity, is: prolific, common, uncommon, rare,
extraordinary, and unique. Prolific represents a creature
that is wide spread and naturally occurring over the given
terrain, while unique represents a creature that is singular
in nature.
Capacity—Capacity serves as a measure of a creature’s
intellectual capability and how advanced their thought
processes and emotions are.
Primal—A primal creature merely responds to stimuli.
Light, dark, food, motion, and other such inputs cause
reactions, but there is no thought or reasoning to the
responses.
Beast—While beasts can be clever, or may show
cunning, they are driven largely by instinct and intuition,
though they do have the capacity to learn new things.
They may communicate, but lack a proper language.
They can form groups (such as a pack or herd), and will
look after others members of their group if they are able.
Cognitive—Pushing the bounds of sentience, a
cognitive creature can problem solve and make use of
tools and equipment. They can make observations and
draw conclusions to respond to new circumstances,
though they lack the creativity and sentimentality of
sentient beings. Cognitive creatures are often capable of
learning and using language, but seldom have a language
of their own.
Sentient—A sentient creature possesses a human level
of intelligence and reasoning. This still represents a
significant range, from simpleton to genius, but the
creature in question has the capacity to grow and learn
from experiences as well as the full gamut of emotions.
Sentient creatures are the only characters capable of true
spellcasting, though creatures with less capacity may still
have innate magical abilities.


Association—How

does the creature associate with
others of its type? Association offer a simple description
of the creature’s social structure, such as solitary, heard,
pack, polity, clan, tribal, swarm, scattered, flock, family,
colony, hive, etc.
Size—An approximation of the size of a typical
member of the species.
Treasure—This isn’t so much an indication of how
much treasure a creature actually has, but rather a
description of the creature’s understanding of material
wealth. The GM should distribute treasure based on the
tone of their campaign and the difficulty level of the
encounter, with the following merely serving as a guide.
Collection—The creature does not understand
currency or value wealth in any way. However, it does
like shiny things and interesting baubles. Its lair may have
trinkets and other items of value that caught the
creature’s eye.
Currency—This creature actively understands the value
of currency and will collect (and spend) things of value
as a resource. This does not necessarily mean the creature
is wealthy, just that it understands and values money on
some level.
Hoard—This creature actively seeks to acquire wealth
and to stockpile it in some fashion. The creature is likely
to have a pile of treasure stored and is always looking to
add to its wealth. The idea of parting with even a few
coins of this wealth is a loathsome proposition for any
creature that is amassing a hoard.
Incidental—This creature’s only treasure just happens
to be lying around. Perhaps recent victims have left some
treasure about, but this creature doesn’t understand or
care about its value.

Tooth

& Claw—Creatures that are especially adept at
fighting may have multiple attack forms that can be used
in unison to create a series of attacks. A creature with
Tooth & Claw (T&C) may expend a Full Round Action
to make one of each of the specified attacks. The attacks
may be conducted in any order, and may be conducted
against different targets. All attacks made using Tooth &
Claw occur at their full to hit bonus.
For example: T&C [claw, claw, bite] would indicate
the creature could spend a Full Round Action to make
two claw attacks and one bite attack. By the same token,
T&C [bite, claw, claw, tail, stomp] would represent a
mighty creature that could spend a Full Round Action to
make five attacks, one bite, two claws, a tail, and a stomp
attack.
Weapon Use—Some creatures are able to wield
weapons and are trained in their use. A creature with this
special trait will have an associated bonus to hit and
damage to use when they make attacks with a weapon.
Like the Skills attribute, this bonus can be halved, or
ignored, if the creature is forced to use a weapon that
they are unfamiliar with.
Spellcaster—When designated as a spellcaster, an NPC
will be given a Spells Bonus, which includes both their
Insight Stat plus Spells Proficiency, similar to the Save
Bonus and Skills attributes described above. Intellect will
also be noted for proper determination of spell effects. A
bestiary listing or a Stat Block may include a suggested
list of known spells. All spellcasters also have access to
the Utility Array, even if not specifically listed. If the GM
desires more depth for any given spellcaster, they are free
to choose a Path of Magic and select spells and Traits
for them as desired.

o—o

o—o


Customizing

Adversaries—The GM should always
feel free to modify adversaries to suit their needs.
Sometimes a cosmetic change can go a long way towards
making a run of the mill encounter more exciting. In
other instances, an added Trait or two can make an
enemy more versatile. A species of creature may have
evolved in a different habitat, causing it to adapt to its
new surroundings, or a sentient creature may have
developed a new skill or ability. Use your imagination to
add variety to the game and keep players on their toes.
If you find a need to create your own adversaries, you
are encouraged to do so. For humanoid folk the rules for
characters should serve you well. For inhuman creatures
and other such lifeforms, the table below can be used to
determine some of the basic attributes to get you started,
or you can use the existing bestiary entries as a guide.
There are no specific restrictions when creating your own
adversaries, just use your best judgement. Use these rules
to fit your needs for NPCs and their attributes, not the
other way around.

Base Monster Attributes
Size
Small
Medium
Large
Huge
Massive
Gigantic
Colossal

o—o—o

SPD
6
6
6
8
10
10
12

DEF
20
18
18
18
16
16
14

o—o

Prot
0
d3-1
d4-1
d4
d4+2
2d4
3d4

o—o

Hlth
6
10
15
20
30
50
90

ATT DMG
+3
d2
+5
d4+1
+4
d6+1
+6
d8+1
+7 2d6+1
+8 2d6+3
+9 3d6+3
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01. Turning a Profit

02. Finding Useful Items

Adventuring is not a cheap occupation. Adventurers
require all manner of gear, are constantly replacing
damaged items, losing mounts, living ostentatiously, and
otherwise spending money as fast as it comes in.
Fortunately for adventurers, their line of work puts them
in contact with assorted riches on a regular basis.
As far as recordkeeping goes, it is simpler if the GM
specifies the value of found items. It can save an arduous
hunt through notes to find out the value of that one gem
the party found seven sessions ago. However, if there is a
desire from the GM to keep prices under wraps for any
reason, the value can be kept secret. In this case characters
will need to appraise items to determine their worth.
Appraising items requires an Intellect Test, with rarer or
more unique items being more difficult to appraise.
Coins, precious metals, gems, and jewelry can be
readily spent for their face value in most settings. Most
other items require that the heroes find a suitable buyer.
Finding a buyer may be easy for desirable items, harder
for more eclectic or less marketable items, and all but
impossible for rare items of extreme value.
As a general rule, anyone who intends to resell an item
(merchant, shopkeeper, or other vendor) will only be
willing to pay half price for items so that they can still
turn a reasonable profit. An individual that intends to
keep the item may be willing to pay more, but generally
will still want to feel that they are getting a good deal. If
there is a desire to keep the liquidation of spoils
streamlined, it is acceptable for the GM to allow players
to sell any mundane goods for half the list price when
they reach a suitable town or other marketplace.
Exceptionally valuable items, including magical items,
can be difficult to sell. Knowing an item is worth
100,000 coins is one thing. Finding someone that both
wants the item and has the spare cash to purchase it is
quite another. Selling items of this nature will net only a
small fraction of the item’s nominal value unless the
character is willing to retain the item until a suitable
buyer can be found. Remember that ultimately
something is worth what someone else is willing to pay
for it, and not a single coin more.

While magical treasures are often the most desirable,
not every item needs to be brimming with arcane power
to be advantageous. Useful items are items that, by virtue
of their design or craftsmanship, offer a benefit without
the need for magical enchantment. Items of this type can
offer bonus to a Test or some other minor benefit. For
example, a finely crafted set of lock picks may offer a +1
modifier to any lock picking Tests made by its owner.
The GM should feel free to add a small bonus (or
occasional penalty) to some items, representing quality
of craftsmanship (or lack thereof).
These items should not be commonly available.
Master craftsmen are few and far between and seldom
make items such as these on a whim. Useful items
(including the weapons and armor described below)
should either be earned through adventuring or come at
a premium price of at least five times the normal cost,
potentially even requiring the character to do a favor for
the craftsman before they agree to take on the task.
Weapon Qualities—Not all blades are created equal.
Some weapons are crafted with special qualities that
effect their performance, without the need for magical
enchantment. The following qualities can add flare and
value to mundane weapons.
Balanced—This finely crafted weapon makes for
greater accuracy and offers +1 to hit.
Cold Iron—Specially forged to damage creatures hurt
only by magic weapons, despite the metal itself being
non-magical in nature. Cold Iron is heavy and dulls
easily, imposing a -1 penalty on attack and damage rolls.
Durable—A sturdy weapon that is more difficult to
break than its standard counterpart. Increase its ability to
withstand damage and breaking by 50%.
Hefty—A heavier weapon that is awkward to wield,
suffering a -1 penalty to hit, but adding an additional
point of damage when it does connect. Hefty weapons
cannot be Balanced.
Jagged—A Jagged weapon is more effective against
unarmored foes, dealing an additional point of damage
to those who do not have a Protection value. Against
those with Protection the weapon does one less damage.
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Keen—A keen weapon does an additional point of
damage when it strikes in combat.
Ornate—This weapon is adorned and detailed with
gems, carvings, precious metals, and other fancy things.
While this doesn’t have an effect on the weapon’s
performance, it is luxurious and significantly increases
the weapon’s value.
Armor Qualities—Armor can also be fashioned with
special qualities that improve performance.
Blackened—Muted in color, this armor halves the
Armor Test Penalty when making Tests to hide.
Discrete—This armor is designed to be less noticeable,
potentially worn under other clothes, making it harder to
detect through simple observation. Assess a Flaw to any
Tests made to spot or discern information about the
armor. Any suit of armor that is heavier than medium
armor may not benefit from the discrete quality.
Fitted—Armor that is properly fitted to its wearer is
less restricting. Increase the armor’s Max Speed rating by
2 and reduce the readied gear slots needed by the armor
by 1 (to a minimum of zero).
Gilded—Intricately crafted and adorned with fanciful
designs, gilded armor looks amazing, though its statistics
remain unchanged.
Quieted—Specially crafted to make less noise, quieted
armor has its Armor Test Penalty cut in half for purposes
of sneaking and moving quietly.
Simple—This armor is crafted with fewer straps and
fittings. It can be donned or removed in half the normal
time, or removed in a quarter of the time if the wearer is
willing to cut the straps and damage the armor.
Supple—Crafted to allow maximum mobility, supple
armor has its Armor Test Penalty reduce by one.

03. Finding & Using Magic Items
Magic items are hard to come by, extremely valuable,
and of utmost interest to adventurers. Whether sought
after for their magical abilities or to be sold to a highend collector, magic items can be a windfall for those that
can get their hands on them.
Magic items should primarily be acquired through
adventuring. Whether they are found in the depths of an
ancient ruin or acquired from a monster’s hoard, the
surest way to acquire magic items is to embrace a life of
action. Population centers may have a hedge wizard that
can write a few scrolls, or an alchemist with a few potions
to sell, but few magic items are on the open market.
Those that have magic items usually keep them, or are
only willing to part with them for an exorbitant price.
Detecting Magic Items—Some items give clues as to
their magical nature. Mysterious vials of liquid are often
potions, magic weapons from elder days are found
without rust, and magical tomes may have text that
squiggles into a language the bearer can read. That being
said, some magic items appear wholly mundane, and not
all curious items turn out to be magical. The only way to
be certain an item is enchanted is to use other magic to
detect it. The most common method is through the spell
Sense Magic, the Tier I spell from the Utility array. Most
spellcasters will start with this spell, and it offers the
surest way to determine if an item is, in fact, magical.
Identifying Magic Items—There are three primary
ways to determine the function of a magic item, magic,
experimentation, and research. Using magic is the most
reliable way to determine a magic item’s purpose. Sense
Magic will reveal the content of scrolls and has a
reasonable chance of identifying potions. The Discern
Function spell will identify most other magic items.
Experimentation is just that, trying a magic item and
hoping for the best. This typically involves a level of risk,
as things may go horribly wrong if the item is misused
during the experimentation process. In many cases the
item must be tested in a stressful situation to determine
its function. You cannot swing a sword at a tree and
know what it does, you would typically have to wield it
in a real battle to get the full idea of its capabilities.
If there is ready access to a knowledge depository, it
may be possible to find some reference of a magic item
and a description of its function. This should be handled
on a case by case basis, and while it is time consuming
compared to the other options, it may be the only way to
identify a powerful item that cannot be identified by the
other means.

Magic Items—As discussed previously, a
character has six magic item slots they can use to equip
magic items. Exchanging a magic item during combat
requires the use of an Attack Action. Armor, rings,
cloaks, and other magic items that are meant to be worn
or carried and provide a continuous magic effect require
a magic item slot. Weapons, wands, shields, staves, and
other items that are designed to be wielded in the hands
and actively used do not require a magic item slot, though
they will take up a readied gear slot if they are kept within
easy reach. The magic item descriptions will indicate
what slots are required to make use of a given item.
Using Magic Items—In most respects it should be
relatively clear how a magic item is used. Armor is worn,
a weapon is wielded like any of its type, a potion is
consumed, etc. Some magic item types are described
below, and items that don’t fall into one of these
categories are handled individually, deferring to the
item’s description for guidance on how to resolve its
effect. Unless specifically stated otherwise, an Attack
Action is needed to use or activate a magical item and the
item in question must be properly equipped in the
required slots or in the hands, as appropriate.
Destroying Magic Items—Not all magic items are
beneficial, and some are better off being destroyed. Many
items can be destroyed with minimal effort, like burning
a scroll or pouring out a potion. Fragile items can be
smashed, though they are more durable than their
mundane counterparts. Low level items of a more
durable nature (such as a magic sword or staff) may be
broken in two if sufficient force is applied. More
powerful items may require special processes to destroy
and should be handled by the GM as needed.
Additionally, powerful items may have some special
purpose or be tied to some higher power that may take
offense if the item is destroyed.
Cursed Magic Items—Magic can be unpredictable and
can sometimes come at a cost. Cursed items are rare and
should be crafted by the GM as needed for their
campaign. This could range from a magic weapon that
offers as simple penalty in combat to a cursed artifact
that corrupts the soul of the wielder. Cursed items have
the ability to compel their owners to continually use
them. It isn’t necessarily a conscious control exerted by
the item, rather the character feels that the item is
beneficial in nature and uses it on a regular basis. When
a GM adds a cursed item to their campaign, they should
determine ways that the curse can be detected and broken
allowing the party to be rid of the malicious magic.

04. Magic Item Types
Potions—This

term typically conjures up an image of
a vial of magic liquid, and most potions are exactly that.
However, potion is used here as a generic term for any
single use magic item, be it an actual elixir, an ointment,
oil, token to be broken, etc. Potions are expended once
they are consumed. Use of Sense Magic will reveal a
potion’s properties 75% of the time, with a successful
casting of Discern Function also being capable of
revealing an unknown potion’s purpose.
Two potions (of any kind) can be held in a single
readied gear slot and a readied potion may be used by any
character as an Attack Action. Potions can have any
effect, from healing the imbiber to producing a fiery blast
when thrown. Refer to the specific potion description to
determine its effects. No more than a single potion may
be used by any character in a single round. If a character
somehow uses a second potion in a round, it fails to
produce any magical effect.
Scrolls—Spellcasters have long know how to bind their
spells to a simple single use item, saving the spell for use
at a later time. A scroll contains a single spell and is
attuned to a specific Path of Magic. Sense Magic reveals
the spell contained in a scroll as well as the associated
Path of Magic. A scroll may only be read by a character
that has the Price of Magic, being incomprehensible to
other characters. Three scrolls (of any type) may be kept
in a single readied gear slot. Reading a scroll requires an
Attack Action. In cases where the traditional casting time
of a spell is longer than 1 Action, a scroll can prove a
valuable time saver.
Using a scroll requires that the caster hold the scroll,
be able to freely intone its contents, and make a
Spellcasting Test. This is functionally the same as the
spellcaster casting the spell, including the generation of
Free Attacks and using all normal Stats and bonuses.
This also includes any Traits or other special abilities
relating to the spell being cast. The DF for any Tests
likewise remain unchanged. Reading a scroll does not
cause Drain, instead the scroll is rendered blank when the
spell is cast. Similarly, a spell being cast from a scroll does
not require material components.
With each scroll being tied to a specific Path of
Magic, a scroll of a particular spell comes in five versions,
one for each Path of Magic. If a spellcaster attempts to
read a scroll from another Path, a Flaw is assessed to the
attempt. Similarly, those who have only the Price of
Magic but have not yet taken a Path of Magic, can still
read scrolls, but also do so with a Flaw.
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Carrying
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It can be risky to read scrolls that are well above a
caster’s ability level, as the chance of failure, and getting
a Kink, increase as the spell’s DF increases. A regular
failure when reading a scroll generates no effect. Failing
with a Kink produces no magical effect, but also expends
the magic of the scroll, rendering it useless.
A spellcaster may use scrolls as a form of instruction
when learning new Spell Arrays. The caster will need two
scrolls containing any two spells from the given Array.
Both scrolls must also share the caster’s Path of Magic.
In this case both scrolls are expended by a caster,
requiring no Spellcasting Test, to learn the new Array at
the reduced XP cost for having instruction.
Though scrolls all function the same, each Path of
Magic has its own particular form of scroll. Animists
have specially prepared totems, Disciples use religious
tokens and charms, Necromancers etch hexes onto tiles
and plaques, Sorcerer’s cast runestones, and Primists
inscribe parchment with magical characters and scripts.
A spellcaster may learn to craft their own scrolls through
the use of the Write Scroll Trait.
Wands—A wand is a magic device that is charged with
iterations of a specific spell, allowing the spell to be
released at the wielder’s command. In many respects,
using a wand is resolved in a similar manner to using a
scroll. To activate a wand, the character must be wielding
the wand and be able to freely utter a command word.
Activating a wand takes an Attack Action, providing a
valuable time savings for spells with a longer casting time.
Wands do not take up magic item slots, but fill a full
Readied Gear Slot if they are kept within easy reach.
To release the magic stored within a wand the wielder
must make a Spellcasting Test. This is functionally the
same as the spellcaster casting the spell, with the
exception that activating a wand does not generate a Free
Attack. The DF for any needed Tests and any applicable
bonuses remain unchanged. This also includes any Traits
and other special abilities relating to the spell being cast.
A spell cast from a wand inflicts no Drain and does not
require material components, instead a single charge is
expended from the wand.
Failure on the Spellcasting Test means the wielder is
not able to activate the wand. On a regular failure there
is simply no effect and no charge is expended. However,
if the Spellcasting Test fails with a Kink, the attempt
expends a charge from the wand in addition to not
generating a magic effect.
When found, a wand will have between 6 and 18
charges (3d4+6). A wand that is charged above 18

charges is destroyed. A wand that has been drained to
zero charges turns to dust and cannot be recharged. A
wand can be recharged by a spellcaster through the use
of the Charge Wand Trait.
Unlike scrolls, wands are not associated with any
specific Path of Magic, and can be used by anyone
possessing the Price of Magic Trait without penalty.
Even those who do not have Price of Magic may attempt
to activate a wand. In this case the resolution of the
attempt is the same except the Spellcasting Test is
assessed a Flaw. Since activating a wand always requires
a Spellcasting Test, those who are not qualified to use
them may struggle to produce reliable results.
Discern Function reveals a wand’s function, charges,
and command word. An unknown wand may sometimes
be activated to determine its function, though the
command word must be determined first. This can be a
dangerous endeavor if the wand is capable of producing
hazardous effects. Determining a wand’s function in this
manner does not reveal the number of available charges.
Spell Instruction—While not necessarily a magical
item by normal measures, spell instruction can be a
valuable find for a spellcaster. In this case the item
represents training for a specific Spell Array and a
specific Path of Magic. Spellcasters that share a Path of
Magic with the spell instruction can expend the item to
learn the given Array at the reduced XP cost. The specific
nature of the item found should be appropriate to the
Path of Magic it is tied to. A Primist may find an obscure
text with a relevant spell formula. An Animist may
acquire a sacred totem rife with power, while a religious
relic would be appropriate for a Disciple, and so on.
Positive Effect Items—Typically this type of
enchantment is placed on a small item that can be easily
worn or carried on the person. A Positive Effect Item
duplicates the effect of a specific spell. A Positive Effect
Item takes up either one readied gear slot or one magic
item slot, as the character sees fit. When so equipped, the
character can expend an Attack Action to activate the
item and produce the spell’s effect. This does not
generate a Free Attack or require a Spellcasting Test.
Instead the spell goes off as if it were cast with a regular
baseline success by a caster with an Intellect score of 3.
Positive Effect Items can be used by any character,
spellcaster or otherwise. Positive Effect Items have a
limited number of uses. This can either be a finite
number of charges, or a number of uses per day. Positive
Effect Items with charges turn to dust once their last
charge is used. Positive Effect Items cannot be recharged.

o—o

o—o



Sample Positive
Effect Item Types
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ring
Amulet
Brooch
Medallion
Necklace
Bracelet
Cape
Token
Hat
Earing


Magic

Armor—Enchanted armor comes in three
varieties, Guarding, Deflection, and Mobility. Magic
armor can be of any type and, like weapons, magic armor
is assigned a bonus between +1 and +5. Armor of
Guarding adds this bonus to the armor’s Protection
value. Armor of Deflection adds the bonus to the
wearer’s Defense. Magic armor takes up one magic item
slot in addition to any readied gear slots required for
wearing armor of that type. In all other respects, magical
armor is identical to its non-magical counterpart.
Armor of Mobility reduces the penalties for wearing
armor. For each point of its bonus, Mobility reduces the
armor’s penalty by one step. So, a suit of full armor of
Mobility +1 would have the penalties of armor one step
lighter, medium armor. If the armor’s bonus were +2, it
would lower the penalties a second to step to that of
partial armor. If the bonus reduces the armor’s penalties
below very light armor, then the armor can be worn with
no disadvantages.
Magic Shields—An enchanted shield is also assigned a
bonus between +1 and +5. When a magic shield is used
its bonus is added to the wielder’s Defense.
Other Magic Items—Many other possibilities exist for
magic items, but they are handled on a case by case basis.
Defer to the item’s description to determine how it is
used within the game.

o—o—o

o—o

o—o
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The above works for most spells, however some spells
assign a special Difficulty to the Spellcasting Test. Spells
that roll against a target’s Defense are the most common
of these types of spells. Counterspell, Dispel
Enchantment, Discern Function, and Scry are other
common spells that also have a special Difficulty
assigned to their casting. In these cases, a Spellcasting
Test is still required, but it does not rely on the wielder’s
attributes. Instead roll 2d10 and add +6 to determine if
the spell succeeds.
There is no specific list of Positive Effect Items. The
GM is tasked with making these items as needed. Simply
pick a suitable item, choose a spell to store within it, and
determine how often it can be used. The following table
can help you determine Positive Effect item types. For
example, you may elect to add a Bracelet of Invisibility
twice per day or a Ring of Bolster Might with three
charges to your campaign.
Magic Weapons—Magically enchanted weapons are
typically assigned a single bonus that ranges from +1 to
+5.This bonus is added to both attack and damage
rolls when the weapon is used in combat. Sometimes a
magic weapon may have a different bonus for to hit and
damage, indicated with a notation like +3/+1, where the
first number is the bonus to hit and the second number
is the bonus to damage. Magic weapons do not use up a
magic item slot, and take up readied gear slots as any
normal weapon of their type. Aside from their bonus,
magic weapons adhere to all the same rules as their nonmagical counterparts.
If a magic bow is used with a magic arrow, take the
highest bonus between the two items, do not combine
them. Note that a magic bow does not inherently make
the arrow it fires magical. A non-magical arrow fired
from a magic bow will not hurt a creature harmed only
by magic weapons, for example. The same rules apply to
any ranged weapon that makes use of ammunition.
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9. Appendix II – The List of Lists—o
01. List of Origins
Speed: 6
Racial Traits: *special*
Common Vocations: Any
Common Traits:
Born in the (specific) [Inherent]
Knack (specific)
*special*
Common Faults:
Born in a Ditch
Choke Artist
Extravagant Tastes
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 9”/5’ 4”
Weight (M/F): 175#/145#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 80 years
Run of the mill humans, while not all achieve
greatness, there is a wealth of potential in the human race.
People find it all too easy to ignore, but the human spirit
burns bright and many great deeds have been
accomplished by those that have been dismissed as mere
humans.
They are blessed with the gift of versatility and as
such at character creation one Trait may be added to
their list of Common Traits. The Trait chosen cannot be
Price of Magic, Path of Magic, or any Racial Trait. If an
Inherent Trait is picked, the character must take that
particular Trait at character generation. The extra Trait
must be decided upon at character creation, even if the
Trait is not selected for the character at that time.
Additionally, humans as a whole do not have preferred
Vocations, and a standard human is not restricted to
picking one of their starting Vocations from a list.

Centaur

Speed: 10
Racial Traits: Quadruped
Common Vocations: Scout and Tracker
Common Traits:
Born in the (Forest) [Inherent]
Tireless
Weapon Specialist (longbow)
Common Faults:
Bumpkin
Heavy Footed
Landlubber
Magic Use: Animism
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Centaur (native)
Fae Kind (fluent)
Height (M/F): 8’ 4”/8’
Weight (M/F): 950#/880#
Maturity: 16 years
Longevity: 65 years
The horse folk tend to keep to themselves, protecting
their woodland homes from the meddling of outsiders.
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Human

Cyclops

Djinn-Born

Speed: 8
Racial Traits: Burly and Mono-ocular
Common Vocations: Barbarian and Soldier
Common Traits:
Charge
Endurance
Feats of Strength
Common Faults:
Boorish
Illiterate
Oafish
Magic Use: None
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Cyclops (native)
Giant-Kin (fluent)
Height (M/F): 6’ 8”/6’ 3”
Weight (M/F): 240#/200#
Maturity: 15 years
Longevity: 50 years

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Elemental Attunement (specific)
Common Vocations: Aristocrat and Scoundrel
Common Traits:
Amiable
Fast Talk
Magic Resonance
Common Faults:
Haughty
Secret
Spooks Animals
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 6”/5’ 3”
Weight (M/F): 160#/135#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 500 years
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One eyed brutes from the fringes of the world,
Cyclops make up for their shortcomings with the
application of strength.

These folk are born to humans but have some touch
of elemental ancestry tangled in their bloodlines. Many
Djinn-Born live their whole life without knowing their
true heritage. Choose your heritage between flame, water,
wind, stone, acid, ice, magma, or storm. Your Elemental
Attunement matches this choice.

Deep

Dwarf,

Hill

Speed: 4
Racial Traits: Dark Vision and Stonewise
Common Vocations: Scout and Thief
Common Traits:
Furtive
Low Blow
Rapid Reload
Common Faults:
Cannot Swim
Taciturn
Unsavory
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Deep Dwarven (native)
Dwarven (fluent)
Height (M/F): 3’ 9”/3’ 6”
Weight (M/F): 140#/120#
Maturity: 22 years
Longevity: 300 years

Speed: 4
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision and Stonewise
Common Vocations: Journeyman and Trader
Common Traits:
Career (specific)
Endurance
Tough
Common Faults:
Cannot Swim
Land Lubber
Narrow Minded
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Hill Dwarven (native)
Dwarven (fluent)
Height (M/F): 4’/3’ 9”
Weight (M/F): 180#/160#
Maturity: 20 years
Longevity: 250 years

Dark folk that hail from the deep places of the world,
Deep Dwarves may go their entire lives without ever
seeing the open sky.

Industrious and clever at building and trading, Hill
Dwarves live underground, though ultimately they spend
as much time above as below.
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Dwarf,

Dwarf,

Mountain

Speed: 4
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision and Stonewise
Common Vocations: Blacksmith and Soldier
Common Traits:
Berserker [Inherent]
Blind Fighting
Tough
Common Faults:
Cannot Swim
Land Lubber
Taciturn
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Mountain Dwarven (native)
Dwarven (fluent)
Height (M/F): 3’ 11”/3’ 8”
Weight (M/F): 185#/165#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 80 years
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Mountain Dwarves live in great mountain halls,
delving the earth and claiming their homes from the dark
underground places of the world.

Elf,

Common (Gray Elves)
Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Elven Sight
Common Vocations: Aristocrat and Journeyman
Common Traits:
Hatred (Uurgs)
Swift Footed
Weapon Specialist (longbow)
Common Faults:
Haughty
Extravagant Tastes
Frail
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Gray Elven (native)
Low Elven (fluent)
Height (M/F): 6’ 1”/6’
Weight (M/F): 165#/140#
Maturity: 20 years
Longevity: 1,000 years
The most prolific of the elven peoples, Gray Elves are
not an uncommon sight in the realms of men these days.
They are collectively less suspicious of outsiders than
many of their cousins as their lands tend to share borders
with other civilized folk.

Elf,

Deep (Dark Elves)
Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Elven Sight and Dark Vision
Common Vocations: Assassin and Scout
Common Traits:
Furtive
Low Blow
Magic Resonance
Common Faults:
Haughty
Unsavory
Vicious
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Dark Elven (native)
Low Elven (fluent)
Silent Speech (fluent)
Height (M/F): 5’ 10”/5’ 8”
Weight (M/F): 140#/120#
Maturity: 20 years
Longevity: 1,000 years
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In the early days of the world some elves migrated to
the depths of the earth. Millennia later they returned, but
their long absence from the light of sun and stars left
them changed, a new folk accustomed to life in the
darkness.

Elf,

Ice (White Elves)
Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Elemental Attunement (Ice) and
Elven Sight
Common Vocations: Journeyman and Trader
Common Traits:
Born in the (Artic) [Inherent]
Sure Footed
Weather Sense
Common Faults:
Bumpkin
Cannot Swim
Feels the Heat
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
White Elven (native)
Low Elven (fluent)
Height (M/F): 6’ 1”/6’
Weight (M/F): 165#/140#
Maturity: 20 years
Longevity: 1,000 years
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White Elves live in the sterile beauty of the frozen
lands of glaciers and icy mountains. They diligently
protect their homelands from outsiders, though they are
amiable enough to trade and maintain relations with
other civilized folk.

Elf,

Sea (Blue Elves)
Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Elven Sight and Swimmer
Common Vocations: Mariner and Trader
Common Traits:
Sea Dog
Deep Breath
Weather Sense
Common Faults:
Extravagant Tastes
Lusty
Poor Horseman
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Sea Elven (native)
Low Elven (fluent)
Height (M/F): 6’ 1”/6’
Weight (M/F): 165#/140#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 800 years
Blue Elves are as at home on their great sailing ships
as they are in the tall towers of their majestic coastal
cities.

True (Bright Elves)
Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Elven Sight and Dark Vision
Common Vocations: Aristocrat and Sage
Common Traits:
Arcane Connection
Detect Deception
Eidetic Memory [Inherent]
Common Faults:
Cannot Tell a Lie
Extravagant Tastes
Haughty
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Bright Elven (native)
Low Elven (fluent)
High Elven (native)
Height (M/F): 6’ 4”/6’ 1”
Weight (M/F): 185#/160#
Maturity: 35 years
Longevity: --

Elf,

Vale (Golden Elves)
Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Elven Sight
Common Vocations: Journeyman and Craftsman
Common Traits:
Detect Deception
Hunch
In the Know
Common Faults:
Cannot Tell a Lie
Distinctive Looks
Haughty
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Vale Elven (native)
Low Elven (fluent)
High Elven (fluent)
Height (M/F): 6’ 2”/6’
Weight (M/F): 170#/150#
Maturity: 30 years
Longevity: 2,500 years

Distant and reclusive in the eyes of other folk, the
Bright Elves remember the earliest days of the world
when time was still young.

Making their home in the great Golden Vale, the
Vale Elves are a proud and resourceful folk that would
prefer to leave the world alone, if only it would return
the favor.
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Elf,

Elf,

Wood (Green Elves)
Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Elven Sight and Woodwise
Common Vocations: Scout and Woodsman
Common Traits:
Beast Friend
Climber
Weapon Specialist (longbow)
Common Faults:
Bumpkin
Hot-Headed
Taciturn
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Wood Elven (native)
Low Elven (fluent)
Height (M/F): 6’/5’ 10”
Weight (M/F): 160#/135#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 800 years
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Green Elves prefer the lands of their wooded home
over all others. Few ever undertake the journey to see the
wider world.

Giant-Kin

Gnome,

Speed: 8
Racial Traits: Massive
Common Vocations: Barbarian and Soldier
Common Traits:
Bar Fighter
Feats of Strength
Tough
Common Faults:
Illiterate
Oafish
Spooks Animals
Magic Use: None
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Giant-Kin (native)
Height (M/F): 9’ 2”/9’
Weight (M/F): 360#/310#
Maturity: 16 years
Longevity: 100 years

Speed: 4
Racial Traits: Dark Vision and Stonewise
Common Vocations: Beggar and Spy
Common Traits:
Ambidextrous [Inherent]
Ambush
Low Blow
Common Faults:
Bumpkin
Ugly
Vicious
Magic Use: None
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Goblin (native)
Gnomish (fluent)
Height (M/F): 3’ 1”/3’
Weight (M/F): 85#/80#
Maturity: 16 years
Longevity: 150 years
Goblins hail from dark underground places of dismal
toil. They are cruel and crafty, only thinking of
themselves.
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Hulking brutes, these folk are descended from true
giants. Giant-Kin may not be welcomed in the lands of
civilized people, though they are not innately an evil
people.

Deep (Goblins)
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Gnome, Mountain

(Nains)

Gnome,

Urban (Dreggs)

Speed: 4
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision and Stonewise
Common Vocations: Journeyman and Sage
Common Traits:
Extra Item
Rummager
Tinkerer
Common Faults:
Cannot Swim
Choke Artist
Hotshot
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Mountain Gnome (native)
Gnomish (fluent)
Height (M/F): 3’ 2”/3’
Weight (M/F): 85#/80#
Maturity: 20/150 years
Longevity: 15 years

Speed: 4
Racial Traits: Scent
Common Vocations: Beggar and Thief
Common Traits:
Career (specific)
Rummager
Five Finger Discount
Common Faults:
All Thumbs
Born in a Ditch
Illiterate
Magic Use: None
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (fluent)
Gnomish (fluent)
Height (M/F): 3’ 1”/3’
Weight (M/F): 70#/65#
Maturity: 14 years
Longevity: 50 years

With minds built for curiosity and inquisitiveness,
the Mountain Gnomes seem apt at manipulating and
tinkering with mechanical things. They are oft seen in
their workshops, their pointed red hats bobbing up and
down as they toil away. They might prove a more
popular folk, but the same curiosity that drives them to
tinker causes impulsiveness that quickly parlays into
havoc and inconsolable trouble.

Dreggs may have the curiosity and inquisitiveness of
their mountain cousins, but they lack pretty much all of
the talent. Considered a scourge in many cities, Dreggs
are only tolerated because they form a cheap and easily
manipulated labor pool. They seem only to be interested
in trying to earn cold hard cash, but most lack the needed
business acumen to see this dream become a reality.

Gnome,

Woodland (Brownies)

Speed: 4
Racial Traits: Woodwise
Common Vocations: Herbalist and Scout
Common Traits:
Amiable
Climber
Swift Footed
Common Faults:
Bumpkin
Lusty
Trusting
Magic Use: Animism
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Brownie (native)
Gnomish (fluent)
Fae Kind (fluent)
Height (M/F): 3’ 6”/3’ 2”
Weight (M/F): 85#/80#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 150 years
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Brownies are a merry folk that make their homes in
wooded lands. Their small communities are wholesome
places where travelers can receive a warm welcome and
trade tales of distant lands for a warm meal and a cold
drink.

Half Dryad

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Sultry and Woodwise
Common Vocations: Courtesan and Herbalist
Common Traits:
Keen Eyed
Nose for Magic
Quick Recovery
Common Faults:
Abhors Violence
Bumpkin
Landlubber
Magic Use: Animism
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Dryad (native)
National Language (fluent)
Fae Kind (fluent)
Height (M/F): 5’ 4”
Weight (M/F): 135
Maturity: 16 years
Longevity: 150 years
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The union of a Dryad and a human always produces
a female child. Half Dryads are raised by their forest
mothers and many find quiet content in the woodland
realms. However, as often as not, the Half Dryad’s
human heritage makes them curious, and they leave their
wooded homes to see the world.

Half Uurg

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Elven Sight
Common Vocations: Scoundrel and Woodsman
Common Traits:
Passionate
Swift Footed
Weapon Specialist (longbow)
Common Faults:
Born in a Ditch
Distinctive Looks
Outsider
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Low Elven (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 11”/5’ 7”
Weight (M/F): 175#/145#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 200 years

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision
Common Vocations: Barbarian and Slave
Common Traits:
Bar Fighter
Berserker [Inherent]
Tough
Common Faults:
Born in a Ditch
Distinctive Looks
Illiterate
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Uurg (fluent)
National Language (fluent)
Height (M/F): 6’ 1”/5’ 10”
Weight (M/F): 195#/165#
Maturity: 16 years
Longevity: 65 years

A product of a union between a human and an elf,
Half Elves often struggle to find a welcome place with
either folk. Most can pass as human, or can make their
homes in more rugged places where their heritage matters
little.

Half Uurgs are denied a warm welcome in almost any
setting. Humans often dismiss them as Uurgs. Uurgs
often look down on them as weak or inferior. At least in
Uurg communities a Half Uurg may prove their worth,
as those folk respect strength and ferocity above lineage.
Humans often prove narrow minded in this respect, and
few will ever look past a Half Uurg’s heritage to measure
them by their merit.
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Half Elf
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Halfling,

Dale

Halfling,

Wood

Speed: 4
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision
Common Vocations: Broker and Proprietor
Common Traits:
Furtive
Nimble
Wary
Common Faults:
Cannot Swim
Huge Appetite
City Dweller
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 3’ 10”/3’ 8”
Weight (M/F): 110#/105#
Maturity: 21 years
Longevity: 125 years

Speed: 4
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision
Common Vocations: Journeyman and Trader
Common Traits:
Hardy
Furtive
Wriggle Free
Common Faults:
Cannot Swim
Huge Appetite
Poor Horseman
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 3’ 9”/3’ 7”
Weight (M/F): 110#/105#
Maturity: 21 years
Longevity: 125 years

These folk make their homes in the rolling grassy
hills. Their villages are often the centers of local
commerce and they are comfortable with all manner of
folk, assuming their behavior is civilized.

Making their homes in peaceful wooded meadows,
Wood Halflings are an industrious and hardworking
folk. They ply all manner of crafts and trade readily with
neighboring communities.

Eastmen

Human,

Farmen

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Resilient
Common Vocations: Slave and Sage
Common Traits:
Lore (specific)
Martial Arts
Mentor
Common Faults:
Obligation
Outsider
Taciturn
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 7”/5’ 4”
Weight (M/F): 155#/125#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 90 years

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Lives in the Saddle
Common Vocations: Horseman and Soldier
Common Traits:
Beast Friend
Endurance
Weapon Specialist (long spear)
Common Faults:
Bumpkin
Hot Headed
Taciturn
Magic Use: Animism
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 9”/5’ 4”
Weight (M/F): 175#/145#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 80 years

From a distant land steeped in mysticism and
mystery, the Eastmen hold family and tradition in high
regard.

These men hail from the great rolling plains and are
fiercely loyal to their clans. They have long reared horses
and there are few that can match their skill in the saddle.
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Human,

Northmen

Human,

Southmen

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Sturdy
Common Vocations: Barbarian and Soldier
Common Traits:
Bear Armor (specific)
Berserker [Inherent]
Feats of Strength
Common Faults:
Feels the Heat
Glorious Death
Insensitive Perception
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 6’ 2”/6’
Weight (M/F): 195#/175#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 80 years

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Born to Haggle
Common Vocations: Broker and Mariner
Common Traits:
Born in the (Desert) [Inherent]
Career (specific)
Contacts
Common Faults:
Feels the Cold
Greedy
Unsavory
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 7”/5’ 4”
Weight (M/F): 155#/125#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 80 years

Broad shouldered men and buxom women inhabit the
northern realms. The harsh climes have made them a
hearty folk, as quick to anger as they are to mirth.

The folk of the south are shrewd when it comes to
commerce and economics. While they are generally a
good-natured folk, they are also usually looking for a new
angle or a way to get ahead.

Tainted

Human,

Westmen

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Elemental Attunement (Fire)
Common Vocations: Courtesan and Scoundrel
Common Traits:
Arcane Connection
Hunch
Hard Bargain
Common Faults:
Call from Below
Lusty
Vicious
Magic Use: Necromancy
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 9”/5’ 4”
Weight (M/F): 175#/145#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 80 years

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Second Sight
Common Vocations: Aristocrat and Sage
Common Traits:
Arcane Connection
Detect Deception
Tireless
Common Faults:
Cannot Tell a Lie
Haughty
Hunted
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 11”/5’ 9”
Weight (M/F): 180#/150#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 125 years

There are those few folk that are produced from the
union of a human and something from the darker world
below. They easily pass for humans, though the careful
observe might note the subtle, sinister details.

Descendants of the sorcerer kings, the tall, proud folk
of the wester isles have had their blood diminished by
time, but they still maintain a strong connection to the
magical realm.
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Human,

Wildmen

Ichthian

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Woodwise
Common Vocations: Scout and Woodsman
Common Traits:
Ambush
Danger Sense
Survivalist
Common Faults:
Bad Reputation
Bumpkin
Illiterate
Magic Use: Animism
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
National Language (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 9”/5’ 4”
Weight (M/F): 175#/145#
Maturity: 18 years
Longevity: 80 years

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Aquatic and Gills
Common Vocations: Scout and Soldier
Common Traits:
Brave
Direction Sense
Fight On
Common Faults:
Bumpkin
Narrow Minded
Spooks Animals
Magic Use: Animism
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Ichthian (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 11”/5’ 11”
Weight (M/F): 195#/195#
Maturity: 12 years
Longevity: 60 years

Proof that the races of men can thrive anywhere, the
Wildman live in the vast uncharted reaches of the world.
They rely on tight knit clans as a method of survival in
their harsh lands, and this makes them wary of outsiders.

By human standards, these fish folk are bizarre indeed
and many consider them to be unwelcome monsters.
Still, their coastal villages are friendly enough and they
will engage in conversation and trade with those who
arrive without malice.

Leshy

Speed: 8
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision
Common Vocations: Slave and Thief
Common Traits:
Ambush
Furtive
Wary
Common Faults:
Bad Reputation
Choke Artist
Illiterate
Magic Use: None
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Kobold (native)
Height (M/F): 3’ 11”/3’ 9”
Weight (M/F): 90#/80#
Maturity: 5 years
Longevity: 20 years

Speed: 4
Racial Traits: Scant and Woodwise
Common Vocations: Scout and Trader
Common Traits:
Arcane Connection
Furtive
Endurance
Common Faults:
Absent Minded
All Thumbs
Illiterate
Magic Use: Animism
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Fae Kind (native)
Height (M/F): 4’ /4’
Weight (M/F): 125#/125#
Maturity: 1 year
Longevity: 125 years

Tiny dog men that inhabit the fringes of civilization,
Kobolds are crafty and cunning critters, but they lack the
acuity to put their natural talents to any real use.

Forest plants that spring to life from enchanted
glades, Leshy are thin and pithy. Few folk are even willing
to admit that these plants exist, let alone acknowledge
their sentience.
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Lizardfolk, Greckon (Skinks)

Lizardfolk, Mander (Newts)

Speed: 8
Racial Traits: Scant
Common Vocations: Scout and Trader
Common Traits:
Born in the (Desert) [Inherent]
Climber
Swift Footed
Common Faults:
Feels the Cold
Illiterate
Landlubber
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Greckon (native)
Lizardfolk (fluent)
Height (M/F): 3’ 10”/3’ 8”
Weight (M/F): 90#/80#
Maturity: 10 years
Longevity: 50 years

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Scant and Aquatic
Common Vocations: Acrobat and Scout
Common Traits:
Ambidextrous [Inherent]
Climber
Wriggle Free
Common Faults:
Bumpkin
Feels the Cold
Illiterate
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Mander (native)
Lizardfolk (fluent)
Height (M/F): 3’ 9”/3’ 6”
Weight (M/F): 85#/70#
Maturity: 10 years
Longevity: 50 years

These Lizardfolk make their homes in the desert
caves, spending their days skittering across the dunes
hunting what prey there is to be found in the deserts. As
a people they have a limited world view and seldom see
past their desert domains. For those that see past their
immediate surroundings, their curiosity will often drive
them to a life of adventure.

Cousins of the Greckons, Manders are very similar to
their desert kin. However, life in the marshes and swamps
of the world have given them a different set of skills and
abilities.

Ophidan

Lizardfolk,

Skalaar

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision and Scent
Common Vocations: Aristocrat and Trader
Common Traits:
Born to Haggle [Inherent]
Lore (specific)
Tireless
Common Faults:
Call from Below
Feels the Cold
Poor Horseman
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Ophidan (native)
Lizardfolk (fluent)
Height (M/F): 6’ 8”/7’ 2”
Weight (M/F): 215#/245#
Maturity: 60 years
Longevity: 350 years

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Aquatic and Burly
Common Vocations: Barbarian and Soldier
Common Traits:
Carousing
Intimidating Presence
Tough
Common Faults:
Feels the Cold
Poor Eyesight
Spooks Animals
Magic Use: None
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Skalaar (native)
Lizardfolk (fluent)
Height (M/F): 7’ 6”/7’ 4”
Weight (M/F): 310#/300#
Maturity: 12 years
Longevity: 70 years

While Ophidans do share many characteristics with
other Lizardfolk, their features more closely resemble
those of a snake over a lizard. Ophidan society is also
noticeably more sophisticated than those of their kin.
Their culture prizes knowledge as a reflection of
influence and power, though their folk are no strangers
to commerce and wealth.

These Lizardfolk appear as a hulking mix between a
human and crocodile. They have a well-deserved
reputation amongst other folk as mighty warriors, and
their culture places great value on prowess in battle. Still,
Skalaars are not necessarily the brute savages that the
tales make them out to be.
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Lizardfolk,

Rakkath

Tengu

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision
Common Vocations: Sage and Scoundrel
Common Traits:
Arcane Connection
Battle Sense
Resilient [Inherent]
Common Faults:
Extravagant Tastes
Haughty
Lusty
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Rakkath (native)
National Language (fluent)
Height (M/F): 6’/5’ 10”
Weight (M/F): 215#/200#
Maturity: 15 years
Longevity: 90 years

Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Keen Eyed and Limited Flight
Common Vocations: Guard and Scout
Common Traits:
Alertness [Inherent]
Direction Sense
Swift Footed
Common Faults:
Absent Minded
Cannot Swim
Poor Horseman
Magic Use: Any
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Tengu (native)
Height (M/F): 5’ 5”/5’ 5”
Weight (M/F): 115#/115#
Maturity: 12 years
Longevity: 150 years
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Bipedal tiger folk, Rakkath are sometimes reserved
and learned, and other times playful and rakish.

There are many varieties of Tengu, just as there are
many types of normal birds. They are a rare folk,
generally living in small clans in cliffs or high eyries.
Tengu have both arms and wings, though they are not
capable of true flight like birds.

Speed: 8
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision and Massive
Common Vocations: Soldier and Slave
Common Traits:
Brave
Fast Healer [Inherent]
Fight On
Common Faults:
All Thumbs
Illiterate
Spooks Animals
Magic Use: None
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Troll (native)
Height (M/F): 8’ 6”/8’ 2”
Weight (M/F): 385#/360#
Maturity: 12 years
Longevity: 50 years
These hulking brutes are seldom welcome in civilized
lands. However, in dark times when violence becomes the
rule rather than the exception, many folk that would not
otherwise stomach the company of Trolls will find them
an excellent addition to any fighting force.

Uurg,

Grob
Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision
Common Vocations: Beggar and Slave
Common Traits:
Ambush
Tough
Unremarkable
Common Faults:
Born in a Ditch
Greedy
Illiterate
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Uurg (native)
Height (M/F): 3’ 1”/3’
Weight (M/F): 70#/65#
Maturity: 8 years
Longevity: 30 years
The smallest of the Uurgs, Grobs are seen as little
more than vermin, even by their larger cousins. The life
of a Grob is one of toil and servitude.
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Uurg,

Ogre
Speed: 8
Racial Traits: Burly and Low Light Vision
Common Vocations: Gladiator and Slave
Common Traits:
Feats of Strength
Tough
War Cry
Common Faults:
Boorish
Born in a Ditch
Illiterate
Magic Use: None
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Uurg (native)
Height (M/F): 8’ 2”/7’ 8”
Weight (M/F): 310#/265#
Maturity: 8 years
Longevity: 40 years

Uurg,

Orc
Speed: 6
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision
Common Vocations: Soldier and Slave
Common Traits:
Bar Fighter
Berserker [Inherent]
Tough
Common Faults:
Born in a Ditch
Illiterate
Vicious
Magic Use: Devotion
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Uurg (native)
Height (M/F): 6’ 4”/6’
Weight (M/F): 285#/225#
Maturity: 8 years
Longevity: 50 years

The largest and most boorish of the Uurgs, Ogres are
at the top of the heap when it comes to the Uurg society
and its “might makes right” mentality. Unfortunately,
their standing only accentuates their worst aspects,
making most Ogres lazy and short tempered.

Orcs are the most common of Uurgs, and the most
versatile. They generally tougher than humans and
slightly larger of stature. While their society does little in
the way of education, Orcs have proven to be clever and
adaptable.

Wemic

Speed: 10
Racial Traits: Low Light Vision, Quadruped, and Scent
Common Vocations: Barbarian and Scout
Common Traits:
Charge
Climber
Endurance
Common Faults:
Bumpkin
Landlubber
Spooks Animals
Magic Use: Animism
Languages:
The Trade Tongue (fluent)
Wemic (native)
Height (M/F): 6’ 4”/6’ 2”
Weight (M/F): 305#/290#
Maturity: 16 years
Longevity: 70 years
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Lion centaurs from great flowing grasslands, these are
a proud folk that are fiercely loyal to their clan. They
excel at stalking and tracking, making them some of the
best hunters in all the lands. Though few Wemics are
ever inspired to leave their tight knit community, those
that choose to seek a life of adventure find their natural
skills a good fit with that profession.

02. List of Traits
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Traits - Racial
Trait

Summary

Prerequisites

Aquatic

Swim at full Speed, Boon to swim and holding breath.

Racial

Burly

Maximum Health is increased by 2.

Racial

Dark Vision

Can see in pitch darkness out to 100 feet.

Racial

Elemental
Attunement
(specific)

Boon on Saves vs. element, d4+2 Protection, one elemental power.

Racial

Elven Sight

Making out details at a great distance, plus Low Light Vision.

Racial

Gills

Ability to breath water as well as air.

Racial

Limited Flight
Low Light
Vision
Massive

Half DF to jump, glide a distance equal to the height of the launch.

Racial

Can see in minimal lighting out to 100 feet.

Racial

+3 Health, -1 Defense, Boon or Flaw when large size is a factor.

Racial

Mono-ocular

Flaw for depth perception or ranged attacks over 20'.

Racial

Quadruped

+1 Health, Boon/Flaw on some Tests, cannot ride a mount.

Racial

Scant

+1 to Defense, -1 Health, Boon or Flaw when small size is a factor.

Racial

Scent

Add a Boon to Tests made when a keen sense of smell is a factor.

Racial

Stonewise

Boon on Tests made to interact with underground areas.

Racial

Sturdy

Maximum Health is increased by 1.

Racial

Woodwise

Boon on Tests made to interact with woodland terrain.

Racial

Summary

Prerequisites

Abhors Violence

Take a Flaw on Tests to cause physical harm to others.

Fault

Absent Minded

Forgetful, take a Flaw on Tests related to memory.

Fault

Addiction
(specific)

Suffer exposure if deprived, make an IT Save to avoid indulgence.

Fault

Aged

Become Fatigued when overexerted.

Fault

All Thumbs

Take a flaw on locks, traps, crossbows, and other mechanisms.

Fault

Bad Reputation

Take a Flaw on Tests to get other to believe or trust your character.

Fault

Blind

Character constantly has the Blind Condition, gains a Boon to listen.

Fault

Boorish

Flaw in social situations when expected to be charming or composed.

Fault

Born in a Ditch

Flaw in social situations where linage or social standing is a factor.

Fault

Bumpkin

Flaw on Tests to get by in a bustling city environment.

Fault

Call from Below

You are a filthy demon worshipper.

Fault

Cannot Swim

Flaw on Tests made to swim, movement while swimming is halved.

Fault

Cannot Tell a Lie

Flaw on Tests to lie or obscure the truth.

Fault

Choke Artist

Once per session the GM cancels all Boons, adds 1 Flaw, gain 3 XP.

Fault

City Dweller

Take a Flaw on Tests related to the wilderness and survival.

Fault

Combat Paralysis
Compulsive
Gambler
Deaf

Lose your Attack Action on the first round of any combat.

Fault

Intellect Save to resist gambling, eventually they will lose it all.

Fault

Character has the Deaf Condition.

Fault

Distinctive Looks

Flaw when trying to disguise yourself or maintain a low profile.

Fault

Evil Twin

Evil twin causes complications wherever your character goes.

Fault

Extravagant Tastes

Spend three times more on fancier goods and services.

Fault

Feels the Cold

Take a Flaw vs. the cold, exposure occurs twice as fast.

Fault

Feels the Heat

Take a Flaw vs. the heat, exposure occurs twice as fast.

Fault

Frail

Maximum Health is decreased by I.

Fault

Glorious Death

It is your fate to die in battle. You cannot defend or retreat.

Fault

Greedy

Craves wealth, Flaw on appropriate Tests.

Fault

Hapless

Take a Flaw on Prowess Saves.

Fault

Haughty

The character espouses their superior heritage, Flaw on related Tests.

Fault

Heavy Footed

Flaw on Tests made for sneaking.

Fault

Heavy Sleeper

Flaw on Tests to wake up, then Dazed for 1 round.

Fault

Hot Headed

Short temper, Flaw in social situations when expected to keep calm.

Fault

Hotshot

Flaw in situations that require caution or restraint.

Fault

Huge Appetite

Require double rations to stave off hunger.

Fault

Hunted

Hunted by a group, 1 in 6 chance they notice you when in town.

Fault

Illiterate

Never taught to read or write.

Fault

Infamous

Flaw in social situations making a first impression.

Fault

Infirm
Insensitive
Perception
Landlubber

Take a Flaw on Might Saves.

Fault

Take a Flaw on Insight Saves.

Fault

Flaw to Tests made while on a boat or ship.

Fault
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Traits - Faults
Trait

Summary

Prerequisites

Lumbering

Base Speed reduced by 1.

Fault

Lusty

Flaw when avoiding the charms of the opposite sex.

Fault

Muddled Mind

Take a Flaw on Intellect Saves.

Fault

Narrow Minded

Take a Flaw on Presence Saves.

Fault

Nemesis

Work with the GM to create an NPC adversary for your character.

Fault

Nuts

Your character just ain’t right in the head.

Fault

Oafish

Flaw to avoid dropping or breaking fragile or important things.

Fault

Obligation

Your character has commitments they must honor.

Fault

One Eyed

Flaw for depth perception or ranged attacks over 20'.

Fault

One Handed

Flaw when two hands are needed, no two-handed items.

Fault

Outsider

Exiled from a group, they hate you, take a Flaw when this is a factor.

Fault

Peg Leg

-1 base Speed, Flaw on Tests where the Peg Leg is a factor.

Fault

Poor Eyesight

Flaw to spotting or noticing things when sight is the primary sense.

Fault

Poor Hearing

Flaw on Tests made to hear something.

Fault

Poor Horseman

Flaw to ride Tests, cannot attack from horseback.

Fault

Secret

Your character is in possession of a dangerous secret.

Fault

Socially Awkward

Flaw on Tests when being socially awkward is a factor.

Fault

Spooks Animals

Flaw on Tests to ride or interact with any animal.

Fault

Taciturn

Flaw on social Test for those that don't know the character.

Fault

Trusting

Flaw on Tests to avoid being deceived by others.

Fault

Two-Can Sam

Flaw on Tests to resist the effects of alcohol.

Fault

Ugly

Flaw on Tests when looks are a factor.

Fault

Unsavory

Flaw on social Tests when people haven’t gotten to know you.

Fault

Vicious

Flaw in social situations with goodly folk.

Fault

Young

Flaw in social situations when needing to function as an adult.

Fault

Zealot

Flaw on Tests when the character's faith is masked or impugned.

Fault

Trait

Summary

Prerequisites

Alertness

Gain a Boon for Tests to spot ambushes, hidden people, or things.

Inherent

Ambidextrous

Ignore off-hand penalties.

Inherent

Berserker

Gain the Enraged Condition, Boon to damage, and +2 Might.

Inherent

Blind Luck

Once per session reroll any Test, must use second Test's results.

Inherent, Luck

Born in the
(specific)

Boon on Tests made to survive or navigate the specific terrain type.

Inherent

Born to Haggle

Boon on Tests for commerce, either to get a deal or to turn a profit.

Inherent

Cast Iron Gut

No ill-effects from ingested poison, spoilt foodstuffs, or alcohol.

Inherent

Double Jointed

Boon to escape bonds, resist grapple, get into or out of tight spaces.

Inherent

Eidetic Memory

Boon to recall information, can commit to memory with study.

Inherent

Fast Healer

Character recovers from Injuries at twice the normal rate.

Inherent

Hand of Fate

Once per session, treat a Test as if a 14 was rolled.

Inherent, Fate

Heirloom

Begin play with a valuable item that was handed down to you.

Inherent

Keen Eared

Boon to notice something when sound is a primary factor.

Inherent

Keen Eyed

Boon to notice something when sight is a primary factor.

Inherent

Keen Nosed

Boon to notice something when smell is a primary factor.

Inherent

Longshanks

Increase base Speed by 1.

Inherent

Mentor

Access to a mentor for advice, hints, or knowledge.

Inherent

Price of Magic

This character is magically active and can be taught to cast spells.

Inherent

Resilient

+1 bonus on Saves vs. magic.

Inherent

Robust

Immune to normal disease, Boon on Tests vs. magical disease.

Inherent

Second Sight

1 Drain for 80% chance to detect enchantment on a single item.

Inherent

Situs Inversus

+1 Protection vs. attacks with Boons, +1d4 Protection vs. Crits!

Inherent
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Traits - Perks
Trait

Summary

Prerequisites

Accurate

Ignore the -3 for firing into melee, half damage to allies on a Kink.

Prowess of 2

Affiliation

Membership in a group or organization.

none

Aggressive Casting
(specific)

Increase DF of Saves by +1 for spells within the chosen Sphere.

Potent Magic

Agile

Gain a Boon on Tests of grace, balance, and agility.

Prowess of 2

Aim

Full Round Action to aim, gain a Boon on ranged attack on target.

Prowess of 2

Ambush

Gain a Boon for laying an ambush and the first round of combat.

Intellect of 2

Amiable

Boon when enjoying other's company or making a first impression.

none

Arcane Connection

+2 Spirit.

none

Arcane Linguist

Read scrolls with a Flaw and a -3 to the Spellcasting Test.

Intellect of 2
Insight of 2

Artistic

Gain a Boon on Tests for creating, appraising, or dealing in art.

none

Authority Figure

Boon on social Tests when people respect or fear your authority.

none

Backstab

Add d4 damage to a successful Low Blow.

Low Blow

Bamboozle

Reroll a Test made to lie or deceive, usable once per scene.

Fast Talk

Bar Fighter

Boon to fighting with an improvised weapon.

Brawl of 2

Battle Sense

Make an observation in combat as a Free Action.

Insight of 2

Bear Armor
(specific)

Reduce Armor Test Penalty by 2, no effect on spellcasting.

none

Bear Hug

Increase base grappling damage from d2 to d4.

none

Beast Companion

Work with the GM to create an animal companion.

Presence of 2

Beast Friend

Gain a Boon on Tests when dealing with animals.

none

Beautiful

Gain a Boon for Tests when looking good can provide a benefit.

Presence of 2

Blind Fighting

Halve penalties when Blind (-4 to hit, 25% miss chance).

Insight of 2

Block

Attack Action to deflect an unarmed attack with a successful Test.

Marital Artist

Bone Crusher

Increase grapple damage to d6.

Constrictor

Bowl Over

Successful Charge, make a MT/PW Save DF[15] or knocked prone.

Charge

Brave

Boon to Saves and other Tests vs. fear effects.

none

Bull's Eye

Reduce penalty for cover or called shots with a ranged weapon by 2.

Prowess of 2

Buying a Round

Gain a Boon when socializing in a tavern, add 150 coins to the tab.

none

Cable Cutter

Full Round Action, -5 to hit, inflict a Wounded Injury.

Prowess of 3

Career
(specific)

Spend a day or more, make a Test to ply your trade and earn money.

Vocation of 3

Carousing

Gain the benefit of a Good Night's Rest by drinking and wenching.

none

Centering

Full Round Action to reduce Drain on the next round by 2.

Path of Magic

Charge

Full Round Action, 2 x Speed, melee attack with a Boon to damage.

none

Charioteer

Gain a Boon on Tests for driving or fighting from a chariot.

none

Choke Hold

Crush option when grappling gives Rabble the Out Condition.

Bone Crusher

Climber

Gain a Boon when making Tests to climb.

none

Close Combat Caster

Up to -4 penalty to cast as a bonus to Defense vs. Free Attacks.

Path of Magic

Close Quarters Archer

Target of ranged attack does not get a Free Attack on the attacker.

Combat Archer

Cold Cock

Full Round Action, punch Rabble to give them the Out Condition.

Heavy Handed

Summary

Prerequisites

Combat Archer

+3 Defense vs. Free Attacks when making ranged attacks in melee.

Prowess of 2

Combo

Full Round Action, one unarmed attack against all Rabble in melee.

Command

Function as a Commander with an appropriate group of Rabble.

Constrictor

Increase grapple damage to d4.

Jab-Cross
Presence of 3
Might of 3
Grappler

Contacts

Spend a point of Luck or Fate to find a friend from the old days.

none

Cover Up

Full Round Action to gain a +5 bonus to Defense.

none

Craft
(specific)

Boon to craft, design, or appraise items of that specific type.

Blacksmith or
Journeyman of 2

Danger Sense

Boon to Tests to notice imminent danger.

none

Decisive Blow

Full Round Action, attack Rabble and slay with a single hit.

Prowess of 3

Decisive Shot

Full Round Action, shoot Rabble and slay with a single hit.

Prowess of 3

Deep Breath

Increase the duration the character is able to hold their breath.

none

Defensive Stance

Take up to a -10 penalty on melee attacks, get half that to Defense.

none

Deflect Missiles

Block normal ranged attacks with a Flaw.

Fast Block

Desperate Block

Block by sacrificing a future Attack Action, but do so with a Flaw.

Block

Desperate Parry

Parry by sacrificing a future Attack Action, but do so with a Flaw.

Parry

Desperate Shield Block

Shield Block by sacrificing a future Attack Action, but take a Flaw.

Shield Block

Detect Deception

Boon on Tests to spot lies.

Insight of 2

Determined

Double one Stat for one Test, once per session.

none

Die Hard

DF[15] MT Save to self stabilize if Bleeding.

Might of 2

Direction Sense

Find due North, Boon to navigate or avoid getting lost.

Insight of 2

Disarm

Attack Action at -4 to knock a weapon from an opponent's hand.

none

Disengage

The five-foot-step from a Free Action does not cause a Free Attack.

none

Dislocate

Crush option while grappling, target Wounded instead of damaged.

Constrictor

Dodge

Move Action grants +1 to defense for 1 round, stacks with Evade.

Prowess of 2

Double Item

Increase readied gear slots from 7 to 8.

Extra Item

Drive Back

Successful Charge can knock back and/or knock prone.

Dual Warrior

Reduce the penalty for dual wielding by 2 more.

Dual Wielder

Reduce the penalty for dual wielding by 2.

Bowl Over
Prowess of 4
Dual Wielder
Prowess of 2

Elusive Mind

Add a Boon to Presence Saves.

none

Emblazon

Add 1 Drain to spell from a Favored Array, add a Boon to damage.

Favored Array

Endurance

Boon on Tests to resist the Fatigued Condition.

Might of 2

Etiquette

Boon to Tests where social graces and manners are a key factor.

Presence of 2

Extra Item

Increase readied gear slots from 6 to 7.

none

Fall Back

+2 Defense against Free Attacks caused by breaking melee.

none

Fame

Gain a Boon (or Flaw) to Tests where your fame is relevant.

none

Far Caster
(specific)

+1 Drain to increase spell range by 25% for chosen Sphere.

Path of Magic

Fast Block

Block as a Move Action instead of an Attack Action.

Block

Fast Parry

Parry as a Move Action instead of an Attack Action.

Parry
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Summary

Prerequisites

Fast Shield Bash

Shield Bash as a Move Action instead of an Attack Action.

Shield Bash

Fast Shield Block

Shield Block as a Move Action instead of an Attack Action.

Shield Block

Fast Talk

Gain a Boon on Tests made to lie or deceive.

Presence of 2

Favored Array
(specific)

Boon to casting specific Spell Array, +1 DF to Saves, -1 Drain.

Path of Magic

Favorite Weapon
(specific)

Get a Boon to attacks made with a specific favorite weapon.

none

Fearless

Immune to non-magic fear and the Terrified Condition.

Brave

Feats of Strength

Boon to lift, pull, bend, drag, push, or other strength based tasks.

Might of 2

Feint

Move Action for a PN Test to gain a bonus to attack a foe.

none

Fight On

Fight on after hitting zero Health, collapse after the battle.

Might of 2

First Aid

DF[12] IS Test to recover +d4 Health when Catching Their Breath.

Clergy, Herbalist,
Physician,
Sage, Soldier, or
Woodsman of 2

Five Finger Discount

Gain a Boon to shoplift or pick pocket.

none

Fleet of Foot

Base Speed is increased by 1.

Swift Footed

Focus

Move Action to reduce Drain by 1 for spell cast in the same round.

Centering

Friends in High Places

Spend a point of Luck or Fate to find a connection in high society.

none

Friends in Low Places

Spend a point of Luck or Fate to find an unscrupulous connection.

none

Furtive

Boon on Tests to sneak or hide.

none

Gambit

Take a -3 Defense penalty to deal an additional d4 damage in melee.

Feint

Get Inside

Boon to using unarmed, punch, or light weapons vs. a larger weapon.

none

Grappler

Add a Boon to Grapple Tests, grapple damage increased to d3.

none

Hail of Arrows

Full Round Action to shoot up to 5 Rabble in a 15' radius.

Quick Shot

Hamstring

Full Round Action to attack at -5, reduces Speed on a hit.

Prowess of 2

Hand and a Half
Trained

Ignore the -2 penalty when wielding a hand and a half weapon.

Prowess of 2

Hands Off

Boon on Tests to resist a grapple.

none

Hard Bargain

Boon to cut a deal in an adversarial situation.
Add a Boon to Might Saves.

Presence of 2

Hatred
(specific)

Boon for fighting your hated enemy, Flaw when talking to them.

none

Healing Touch

Gain a Boon on Tests to treat or diagnose injuries and ailments.

Physician or
Herbalist of 1

Heavy Handed

Increased unarmed damage from d2 to d4.

Might of 2

Hit the Deck

+4 to the special Save allotted for Danger Close Spellcasting.

none

Hold Your Liquor

Boon on Tests to resist the negative effects of alcohol and hangovers.

Might of 2

Hulking

Use MT instead of PN to intimidate with threats of violence.

Might of 3

Hunch

Ask the GM for a hint once per session, or more with Luck/Fate.

none

Improved Aim

Make use of the Aim Trait as a Move Action.

Aim

Improved Disarm

Reduce the penalty to disarm by 2.

Disarm
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Hardy

none

Summary

Improved Dodge

When using Dodge you gain +2 Defense instead of only +1.

In the Know

Boon to Tests related to current events, people, and places.

Prerequisites
Dodge
Prowess of 3
none

Interpose

Move Action switches places with an adjacent ally, no Free Attacks.

none

Intimidating Presence

Gain a Boon when coercing someone with threats or force.

none

Iron Fist

Increase unarmed damage to d6.

Striker

Iron Grip

Boon on Tests to keep a grip or vs. disarming.

Might of 2

Iron Spirit

Fight on after hitting zero Spirit, collapse after the battle.

none

Iron Will

Add a Boon to Intellect Saves.

none

Jab-Cross

Attack Action to make two unarmed attacks at -5.

Martial Arts

Just the Thing

Once per session you may find a useful item when you are in a pinch.

none

Keen Wit

Boon for making jokes, slinging insults, or engaging in wordplay.

Presence of 2

Keep at Bay

Boon to using heavy or pole weapons vs. a smaller weapon.

Prowess of 2

Keep Moving

Move before and after taking an Attack Action.

none

Kippup

Stand from prone as a Free Action, usable only once per round.

Quick Stand

Knack
(specific)

Gain a Boon on Tests to accomplish a specific task.

none

Leaper

Boon on Tests made to leap or jump.

none

Light Sleeper

Boon on Tests to wake up or shake of the effects of sleeping.

none

Lightning Reload

Reduce action to reload a crossbow by one additional step.

Rapid Reload

Limb Breaker

Dislocate twice in a row to inflict a Maimed Injury.

Dislocate

Lip Reader

Can read lips for languages spoken at fluent or native level.

Insight of 2

Lives in Armor
(specific)

Improve Armor Test Penalty, Max Defend, and Max Speed by 1.

Veteran's Rest

Lives in the Saddle

Gain a Boon on Tests to ride or care for horses.

none

Lore
(specific)

Know general information, Boon on related knowledge Tests.

none

Low Blow

Additional Boon on melee attacks against unaware opponents.

none

Magic Resonance

Increase Magic items slots from 6 to 7.

none

Mailed Caster
(specific)

Reduce penalties for casting in armor by 2 (after doubling).

Bear Armor

Mangler

Successful Cable Cutter on a Wounded enemy adds Maimed Injury.

Cable Cutter

Martial Artist

Boon when fighting unarmed (not grappling), strike damage of d3.

none

Master of Disguise

Boon to disguise Tests, Luck/Fate to appear in a scene.

Presence of 2

Mathmologist

Boon to Tests made involving numbers or math.

Intellect of 2

Mimic

Boon to mimic animal calls or other natural sounds.

none

Monkey Grip

Use a two-handed melee weapon in one hand with a -2 penalty.

Might of 5

Moxie

Boon when being socially bold would be an advantage.

Presence of 2

Murder

Triple damage dealt on successful attacks vs. Helpless targets.

Backstab

Nerve Strike

Full Round Action, punch Rabble to give them the Out Condition.

Striker

Nimble

Add a Boon to Prowess Saves.

none

Nose for Magic

Boon for spotting or tracking a spellcaster, magic effect, or item.

none
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Summary

Prerequisites

One-Two

Attack Action to make two melee weapon attacks at -5.

Prowess 3

Paper Pusher

Boon for paperwork, cutting red tape, or coping with bureaucracy.

none

Parry

Attack Action to deflect a melee attack with a successful Test.

none

Passionate

Choose a passion, gain a Boon on a related Test once per scene.

none

Path of Magic

You are a trained spellcaster following one of the Paths of Magic.

Price of Magic

Perfect Armor
(specific)

Gain maximum Protection from your armor one time per day.

Lives in Armor

Performer
(specific)

Has a performance talent, Boon on related Tests.

Presence of 2

Piercing Blow

Full Round Action, -5 on melee attack, target's Protection is halved.

Precise Strike

Piercing Shot

Full Round Action, -5 on ranged attack, target's Protection halved.

Bull's Eye

Pin

Hold denies an Attack Action, or a Full Round Action on a Bump.

Slam

Pincushion

Taking the Evade action w/shield, increase Defense by 2 vs. ranged.

Shield Defense

Point Blank

+1 to hit and damage on ranged attacks, 30’ or first range increment.

Prowess of 2

Potent Magic
(specific)

Increased DF of Saves for spells by 1 for chosen Sphere.

Path of Magic

Power of the Void

Maximum Spirit is increased by 1.

Power Strike

Take a Flaw to hit in order to add a Boon to damage in melee.

Arcane
Connection
none

Precise Strike

Reduce penalty for making called shots in melee by 2.

none

Precision Caster

Reduce the DF of the Danger Close special Save from 12 to 9.

Path of Magic

Prone Fighting

When prone reduce attack penalty to -2, and to hit by melee to +2.

none

Quaffer

Drink a potion as a Move Action, one potion per round.

none

Quick Shot

Attack Action to make two ranged attacks at -5.

Prowess of 3

Quick Stand

Stand from prone using half of normal movement.

none

Quick Step

Free Action to take a five-foot-step grants an extra five-foot-step.

none

Quicken Spell
(specific)

Reduce casting time of spell from an Attack to a Move Action.

Path of Magic
Insight of 2

Ranged Disarm

Ignore the penalty for attempting to disarm with a ranged weapon.

Disarm

Ranged Parry

Parry normal ranged attacks with a Flaw.

Parry

Rapid Reload

Action needed to reload a crossbow reduced by one step.

Recharge Wand

Recharge one charge, 1,000 coins and 1 XP per spell Tier.

Researcher

Finding information in a library, Boon to Tests for researching.

none
Path of Magic
Intellect of 4
Spells of 4
Intellect of 2

Resist the Cold

Boon on Tests to resist trauma from cold, double exposure time.

none

Resist the Heat

Boon on Tests to resist trauma from heat, double exposure time.

none

Reversal

Add Crush to the options when successfully defending a grapple.

Constrictor

Riposte

Boon to attack a target after a successful Parry.

Fast Parry

Rugged

Maximum Health is increased by 1.

Tough

Rummager

Get something that is not in a readied gear slot as a Move Action.

none

Savvy

Add a Boon when making Initiative Tests.

none

Sea Dog

Boon on Tests regarding ships and travel on the high seas.

none

Summary

Prerequisites

Shake it Off

Reduce the penalty to cast from successful Free Attack by 3 to -2.

Path of Magic

Shield Bash

As an Attack Action may attack with shield as a medium weapon.

Shield Defense

Shield Block

Attack Action to deflect an attack with a successful Test.

Shield Defense

Shield Defense

Wielding a shield gives +2 Defense instead of only +1.

Defend of 2

Shield Expert

Boon on Tests when using a Shield.

Shield Defense

Sixth Sense

Add a Boon to Insight Saves.

none

Skill Mastery
(specific)

Gain an additional Boon on Tests to accomplish a specific task.

Knack

Slam

Deal grapple damage when you successfully use the Throw Trait.

Throw

Sprinter

Add an additional increment of Speed when taking the Dash action.

none

Spry

+2 bonus on Initiative Tests.

none

Stay on Target

Penalty for successful Free Attacks reduced to -2, (not for spells).

none

Stay Put

Grapple as a Free Attack when an opponent breaks melee.

Throw

Stout

-1 to Tests when Wounded, but ignore the Flaw.

Might of 2

Street Rat

Boon on Tests for information or connections from the street.

none

Striker

Increase unarmed damage to d4.

Marital Artist

Stylish

Well dressed, gain a Boon when fashion is a factor.

none

Sultry

Boon on Test made to be alluring to members of the opposite sex.

none

Sure Footed

Boon to navigate unsure terrain without slips and falls.

none

Surgery

Insight Test to reduce the time needed to heal an Injury.

First Aid
Physician of 4

Survivalist

Boon on Tests to survive in the wilderness.

none

Suspend Magic
(specific)

+1 Drain to increase spell from chosen Sphere's duration by 25%.

Path of Magic

Sway

When you have no Armor Test Penalty, improve your Defense by 1.

Prowess of 2

Sweep

Full Round Action, one attack against all Rabble in melee.

One-Two

Swift Footed

Base Speed is increased by 1.

none

Swimmer

Swim at full Speed, Boon to swimming Tests.

none

Take Cover

Additional -2 penalty to ranged attacks when there is cover.

none

Take Down

Full Round Action to attack, DF[15] PW or MT Save or prone.

none

Team Up

+1 to hit/damage when allies in melee, +1 for allies with Team Up.

none

Thieves' Tools

Boon to pick mechanical locks and disarm mechanical traps.

Assassin or
Thief of 1

Throw

The Push option when grappling also knocks the opponent prone.

Grappler

Thrower

Ignore the -2 penalty for ‘can throw’ melee weapons.

none

Tinkerer

Boon to fix, fiddle, or discern the function of a mechanical device.

none

Tireless

Skip two nights of sleep without suffering Fatigue.

none

To the Last

When using Fight On you can continue to -12 Health.

Fight On

Tough

Maximum Health is increased by 2.

none

Tough as Nails

-1 to Tests when Maimed, but ignore the Flaw.

Stout, Might of 5

Trailblazer

Increase daily travel rates by 25% when traversing the wilderness.

Insight of 3
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Summary

Prerequisites

Unremarkable

Appearance does not stand out, Flaw to be recognized or described.

none

Unwearied

-1 to Tests when Fatigued, but ignore the Flaw.

Might of 3

Veteran's Rest

Sleep in armor for six nights without suffering Fatigue.

Bear Armor

War Cry

Full Round Action to give a Flaw to foes and a Boon to allies.

none

Wary

Boon to detect ambushes or avoid surprise.

none

Weapon Block

Block melee weapons while unarmed and take no damage.

Fast Block

Weapon Flourish

Flourish gives a Boon to melee attack, once per opponent only.

Prowess of 3

Weapon Specialist
(specific)

Boon with a specific weapon type (like longsword or short bow).

none

Weather Sense

General weather patterns for the next day or more with an IT Test.

none

Wheel Kick

Full Round Action, make a melee attack with a Flaw, +d4 damage.

Striker

Whirling Dervish

Full Round Action to make attacks against all foes in melee.

Sweep

Whirlwind Strike

Full Round Action to make unarmed strikes against all foes in melee.

Combo

Wild Strike

Up to a -4 to Defense to add a like amount to hit on a melee attack.

none

Withdraw

Quick Step does not provoke Free Attacks for breaking melee.

Disengage
Quick Step

Wrecker

Boon to smash objects with physical force.

Might of 2

Wriggle Free

Boon for slipping out of restraints and bonds.

none

Write Scroll

Create scrolls for 3 hours, 1,000 coins, and 3 XP per spell Tier.

Path of Magic
Intellect of 4
Spells of 4

Traits - Prerequisites
Grappler
Improved Aim

Price of Magic

Constrictor

Arcane Connection

Path of Magic

Bone Crusher

Power of the Void

Choke Hold

Bear Armor (specific)

Focus

Dislocate

Mailed Caster (specific)

Close Combat Caster

Limb Breaker

Veteran's Rest
Lives in Armor (specific)

Centering

Far Caster (specific)

Reversal

Favored Array (specific)

Throw

Perfect Armor (specific)

Emblazon

Slam

Brave

Potent Magic (specific)

Pin
Fearless

Aggressive Casting (specific)

Stay Put

Bull's Eye

Precision Caster

Heavy Handed

Piercing Shot
Cable Cutter

Quicken Spell (specific)

Cold Cock

Shake it Off

Knack (specific)

Mangler
Charge

Skill Mastery (specific)
Low Blow

Bowl Over

Close Quarters Archer

Murder
Martial Artist
Block

Disarm
Improved Disarm

Deflect Missiles

Ranged Disarm

Weapon Block

Withdraw

Desperate Block
Jab-Cross

Dodge

Combo

Improved Dodge
Dual Wielder

Whirlwind Strike
Striker

Dual Warrior

Nerve Strike

Double Item
Bamboozle

To the Last

Kippup
Quick Step, Disengage
Withdraw
Rapid Reload
Lightning Reload
Shield Defense
Pincushion
Shield Bash
Fast Shield Bash
Shield Block
Desperate Shield Block

One-Two
Sweep
Whirling Dervish

Fight On

Hail of Arrows

Wheel Kick

Feint
Gambit

Quick Shot

Iron Fist

Extra Item
Fast Talk

Piercing Blow

Quick Stand

Fast Block

Disengage, Quick Step

Write Scroll
Precise Strike

Back Stab

Drive Back
Combat Archer

Suspend Magic (specific)

Parry

Fast Shield Block
Shield Expert
Stout
Tough as Nails

Desperate Parry
Fast Parry
Riposte
Ranged Parry

Swift Footed
Fleet of Foot
Tough
Rugged
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Aim

Abhors Violence [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Your character detests violence in any form. Your
character takes a Flaw on any Test when a success
would cause direct physical harm to another.
Absent Minded [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Your character forgets stuff all the time. Most of
the time this is something you just role play, but when
your character is trying to remember where they put
something important, recall a key fact, or remember a
piece of information, you take a Flaw on the related
Test.
Accurate [Perk]
Prerequisites: Prowess of 2

Furthermore, when put in a position where they
have an opportunity to overindulge in their
Addiction, the character must make an Intellect Save
to avoid going on a bender. The DF of the Save is
variable, based on factors like the character’s current
obligations, cash flow, how long it has been since they
have had a fix, and the enticements of those around
them. Failure indicates that the character succumbs to
their Addiction and indulges their baser nature.
Affiliation [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
This character is a member of some group,
organization, or order. They may provide you with
resources, information, or aid when your purposes
align with theirs. The organization may require
compensation for their services or call on the
character to complete tasks or pay dues from time to
time. Work with the GM about the specifics of the
group that your character is affiliated with and how
it might manifest itself within the game.

You are trained at providing ranged support to
your friends while they are in melee. When firing into
melee you do not suffer the -3 penalty. If you
accidently damage an ally in this situation they suffer
only half damage from the stray missile.
Addiction (specific) [Fault]
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Prerequisites: Fault
Your character is addicted to something and
requires it every day to function at their full potential.
Choose a particular substance like alcohol or a
narcotic, or something more exotic such as monster
blood, a magical effect, or a rare plant extract to be
the subject of your character’s Addiction. When your
character does not have access to the substance, they
suffer the effects of exposure (see chapter 4, Hazards,
Obstacles, & Other Dangers, for more information
about exposure). Withdraw from Addiction will not
outright kill a character. If the rules for exposure
bring the character to -3 Might they stop suffering
Might damage. The character must begin to feed their
addiction again before they can begin to recover.

Aged [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Your character is not as young as they used to be.
If they do not receive a decent amount of rest each
day or are forced to overexert themselves, they will
tire and slow down. Aged characters that are pushed
too hard without rest become Fatigued until they
spend some time (usually an hour or so) regaining
their composure.

Aggressive Casting (specific) [Perk]

Alertness [Inherent]

Prerequisites: Potent Magic

Prerequisites: Inherent

Spells cast from the chosen Sphere of magic are all
but unstoppable. When you select Aggressive Casting
choose a specific Sphere of Magic. When casting
spells from that Sphere the caster increases the DF of
the spell’s Save by +1 (where applicable). This stacks
with the bonus provided by Potent Magic.
As an additional prerequisite for this Trait, the
specific Sphere chosen must match the specific
Sphere chosen for the character’s Potent Magic Trait.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time it
must apply to a different Sphere.

This character has a keen sense of awareness and is
extremely observant. Receive a Boon when making
Tests to spot ambushes, hidden people, or other
potentially dangerous situations. Alertness has no
specific benefit on finding hidden traps, though at the
GM’s discretion, it might be helpful in avoiding a
sprung trap at the last moment.

Agile [Perk]

Add a Flaw to any Test made to pick a lock, disarm
a trap, operate a crossbow, or otherwise attempt to
operate a mechanical device or mechanism.

Prerequisites: Fault

You gain a Boon for Tests of grace, balance, and
agility. Agile does not offer any aid when making
attack rolls or Saves.

Ambidextrous [Inherent]

Aim [Perk]

The Ambidextrous character can do things equally
well with either hand. A character with Ambidextrous
may ignore penalties for using their off-hand.

Prerequisites: Prowess of 2
Your character can spend extra time to make their
ranged attacks more accurate. The character may
expend a Full Round Action to take aim at a target
to provide Boon to the next ranged attack made
against that target. If the attacker takes any action
aside from making the attack the Boon is lost. If the
attacker loses line of sight to the target for any reason
the bonus is lost. Likewise, if the attacker is
interrupted (knocked prone, blinded, grappled, etc.)
the Boon is lost.

Prerequisites: Inherent

Ambush [Perk]
Prerequisites: Intellect of 2
You are a master at planning and executing an
Ambush. You and your party gain a Boon to Tests
made in preparing an ambush as long as you have the
time and luxury to properly set up for the pending
attack. In addition, if the ambush is sprung
successfully, you and your allies gain a Boon for
actions taken on the first round of combat.
Amiable [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
You are friendly and outgoing, setting others at
ease. Take a Boon on Tests when enjoying the
company of others, making a first impression, or
otherwise being a jovial person.
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Prerequisites: Prowess of 2

All Thumbs [Fault]

Aquatic [Racial]

Artistic [Perk]

Prerequisites: Racial

Prerequisites: None

Though this character still breathes air, they are as
at home in the water as they are on dry land. The
Aquatic character is an adept swimmer. The Aquatic
character’s Speed is not cut in half when they are
swimming and they may add a Boon to any Test made
related to swimming.
Those with the Aquatic Trait are also able to hold
their breath for an extended period of time. If they
have a moment to prepare, the Aquatic character may
hold their breath for 10 minutes before making
Might Tests to avoid drowning. If the character only
has time to gasp a quick breath this time is reduced
to 5 minutes. The Aquatic character may double the
time they can hold their breath as long as they remain
inactive and don't exert themselves. Additionally, an
Aquatic character may add a Boon to any Test made
to hold their breath.
Aquatic characters require periodic immersion in
water or they begin to dry out and die. As a result,
Aquatic characters are subject to the effects of
exposure when they do not have ready access to a
water source (see chapter 4, Hazards, Obstacles, &
Other Dangers, for information about exposure).

You have a natural skill for creating works of art.
Add a Boon to any Test made to create a work of art.
Additionally, you may add a Boon to any Test made
to appraise or make deals related to works of art.

Arcane Connection [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Your character has a strong connection to the
magical world. Increase your maximum Spirit by 2.
Arcane Linguist [Perk]
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Prerequisites: Intellect of 2, Insight of 2
Somewhere over the course of your career as an
adventurer you have figured out how to release the
power contained in scrolls. You may read a scroll
even though you have not taken the Price of Magic
Trait. Any attempt made to read a scroll is not only
assessed the Flaw for not sharing a Path of Magic
with the scroll, but a -3 penalty is also applied to the
Test. All other rules regarding scrolls apply normally.

Authority Figure [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
This character represents a local authority in some
manner. They might be a member of the local guard,
a city councilman, a sanctioned bounty hunter, or an
emissary from a distant land. Work out the details of
your authority with the GM and gain a Boon on
social Tests when you are able to garner respect (or
perhaps fear) due to your position of authority.
Backstab [Perk]
Prerequisites: Low Blow
When you make a successful attack using your
Low Blow Trait you deal an additional d4 damage.
Bad Reputation [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Whether it is deserved or not, your character has a
tarnished or even disgraceful reputation. Your
character may have been branded a liar, a thief, or a
coward.
People tend to either shun the character or only
tolerate them as long as their money lasts. As such,
people are unlikely to believe anything they say, lend
them anything, or go out of their way to help the
character in any way. Your character takes a Flaw
whenever trying to convince someone to believe or
trust in them.

Bamboozle [Perk]

Bear Hug [Perk]

Prerequisites: Fast Talk

Prerequisites: None

You have taken the art of deception to a new level.
When trying to talk your way out of (or into) a
situation, you may use pure nonsense to confuse and
un-wit your targets to give you a second chance to
con them. Once per scene you may reroll any one Test
made to lie or deceive others. You may take the better
result of your two rolls.

Your character has a knack for handing out
crushing damage. Their base damage when grappling
is d4 instead of d2.

Bar Fighter [Perk]

You have some manner of animal companion that
is extremely loyal and trained to follow your
commands. Work with the GM to determine a
suitable animal companion for your character and
gain that animal as an ally.
The animal may be brighter than others of its kind,
but it is still just an animal and won’t have any special
properties above those normally associated with its
species. The Beast Companion should be a burden at
times. Loyalty is a two-way street, and there should
be times where the character has to go out of their
way to accommodate, protect, or even save their
animal companion. If your Beast Companion dies or
is permanently removed from play your character
loses this Trait.
You may only have one Beast Companion at a
time. If you are in the unfortunate circumstance that
your Beast Companion has died or is otherwise
permanently removed from play, you may take this
Trait again (at the normal XP cost) to meet a new
animal companion.

Your character has had their share of impromptu
combats. Add a Boon when making an attack with an
improvised weapon.
Battle Sense [Perk]
Prerequisites: Insight of 2
This character is able to evaluate a situation
quicker than most. When attempting to make an
observation in combat, this character need only
expend a Free Action instead of a Move Action.
Bear Armor (specific) [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
You have spent extensive amounts of time wearing
armor and are used to maneuvering despite its
restriction. Choose a specific armor type, such as
Very Light, Medium, or Full. When wearing armor
of that type you may reduce the Armor Test Penalty
by 2, even reducing the penalty to zero for lighter
armors. Bear Armor has no effect on the Armor Test
Penalty with regards to spellcasting or swimming.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different type of armor.

Prerequisites: Presence of 2

Beast Friend [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Your character has a natural connection to animals
of all kinds. Domesticated creatures are not afraid of
you and you are able to train them more easily. Wild
animals are less likely to attack you and may even look
upon you as friendly. Whenever you have dealings
with animals you may add a Boon to related Tests.
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Prerequisites: Brawl of 2

Beast Companion [Perk]

Beautiful [Perk]
Prerequisites: Presence of 2
Regardless of the situation or crisis, this character
somehow always manages to look good. It doesn’t
matter if they were stranded in the jungle or buried
alive in the desert, the Beautiful character always
appears none the worse for wear. This character may
add a Boon to any Test made in a situation where
good looks would provide a benefit.

Blind [Fault]

Berserker [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Fault
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Prerequisites: Inherent
Your character can fly into a blind rage, gaining
strength in combat at the cost of their wits. As a Full
Round Action the Berserker can work themselves into
a raging fury, giving themselves the Enraged
Condition and forcing them to make a melee attack
every round. The character may target enemies first,
but allies that stray too close are also at risk. While
Enraged the character gains an additional 2 points of
Might (to a maximum of 10 Might) and a Boon that
can be applied to the damage roll of any successful
melee attack.
The Berserker cannot end their rampage
voluntarily. The rage lasts for a minimum of four
rounds. After that, if the character desires, they may
make a Presence Save DF[18] at the beginning of
each of their turns. Success allows the character to
shake of the effects and act normally. Otherwise the
Berserker continues to fight. Going Berserk is
exhausting and as such a character cannot maintain
their rage for more than 10 rounds. Any curative that
removes the Enraged Condition also ends the
Berserker’s rage.
Once the effects of Berserker have subsided the
character becomes Fatigued until they have had time
to Catch Their Breath. A character may not use
Berserker if they have the Fatigued Condition.
On occasion, when stressed or goaded, the
Berserker may fly off the handle and go berserk
involuntarily. In these situations, the character should
be allotted a Presence Save to maintain their
composure.

Your character cannot see and suffers the Blind
Condition on a continuous basis. On the bright side,
the character has improved hearing and gets a Boon
on checks made where listening is a significant factor.
The character is also immune to hazards that rely
wholly on sight to take effect (such as a blinding
flash) and illusions that do not have audible or tactile
components.
Blind Fighting [Perk]
Prerequisites: Insight of 2
Your character has been training in methods that
improve their chances when fighting without the
benefit of their eyesight. Halve the penalties for
taking action when Blind (-4 instead of -8, only a
25% miss chance). Actions that rely wholly on sight
(such as reading) still automatically fail while the
character is Blind.
Blind Luck [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Inherent, Luck
Sometimes things just happen to work out for you.
Once per session you may reroll any one Test, but
you must abide by the results of the second Test even
if they are worse. Not all Luck is good. Note that
unlike the normal uses of Luck, Blind Luck can be
used to reroll a Botch!

Block [Perk]

Born in a Ditch [Fault]

Prerequisites: Martial Artist

Prerequisites: Fault

Your character can knock incoming unarmed
attacks aside to avoid harm. The character may
expend an Attack Action in order to attempt a Block.
The use of a Block must be declared after an attack
successfully hits but before a damage roll is made.
To resolve a Block the character makes a Test
using Prowess and their Brawl Proficiency. The DF
of the Test is equal to 10 plus the attacker’s totaled
bonus to hit with the attack (Vocation, Proficiency,
Traits, magic, modifiers, etc.). Any bonus or penalty
that would be assessed on an attack is also assessed
on the Test made to Block. A successful Block negates
the attack. A character may attempt to Block an attack
made with a melee weapon, but even on a successful
Block attempt the character will still suffer half
damage.
A character must save an Attack Action to Block
using the same rules outlined for Readying an Action.
Characters able to make multiple attacks during their
turn (such as using Jab-Cross) use only a single attack
when they Block. This may allow them to Block more
than once or to Block and still attack. Even if you are
allowed multiple attacks, you may not attempt to
Block a given attack more than once. Any penalties
associated with the multiple attacks are applied to any
Block attempts as well.

This character was born well below the lowest rung
on the social ladder. Take a Flaw in social situations
when linage, class, or social standing is a factor.

Bone Crusher [Perk]

Prerequisites: Charge

Your character can literally crush an enemy to
death. When grappling you can increase your base
damage to d6.
Boorish [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
This character is not terribly pleasant to be around
and is often significantly more boisterous than the
situation calls for. Take a Flaw in social situations
when the character is expected to be charming, suave,
or composed.

Prerequisites: Inherent
Your character grew up living on the land and has
an affinity for a particular type of landscape. Choose
a specific type of terrain such as artic, tundra, or
jungle. When making Tests to survive, forage, hunt,
navigate, track, or otherwise interact with the chosen
type of terrain you may add a Boon to the attempt.
Born to Haggle [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Inherent
This character knows how to get their money’s
worth. They gain a Boon on any Test made to haggle
over price, get a deal, or figure out how to turn a
profit through negotiations.
Bowl Over [Perk]

If you make a successful Charge attack you may
elect to knock your opponent to the ground. The
victim is allotted a Prowess or Might Save (their
choice) at a DF[15] to see if they can keep their feet.
If the Save fails the victim is knocked prone.
Brave [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
This character does not spook easily. They gain a
Boon on any Save or Test made to resist fear or fear
like effects.
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Prerequisites: Constrictor

Born in the (specific) [Inherent]

Bull’s Eye [Perk]

Call from Below [Fault]

Prerequisites: Prowess of 2

Prerequisites: Fault

You are adept at hitting small or tricky targets at
range. When making a ranged attack you may reduce
the penalty for cover or called shots by 2. Bull’s Eye
can only be used once for any given attack.
Bumpkin [Fault]

You are a filthy demon worshiper, praising vile
forces in the dark of the night. Anyone that finds out
(with the possible exception of other filthy demon
worshipers) instantly finds you repulsive. Work with
the GM to determine how this manifests itself within
the game.

Prerequisites: Fault

Cannot Swim [Fault]

The big city is a confusing, heartless place for those
that are not used to the hustle and bustle. Take a Flaw
in situations where your lack of metropolitan
experience would serve as a disadvantage.

Prerequisites: Fault

Burly [Racial]
Prerequisites: Racial
This character’s heritage makes them more robust
than others. Increase their maximum Health by 2.

Your character never learned to swim. The
character adds a Flaw to any Test made to do
anything more than just wade into the water.
Additionally, any movement attempted while
swimming is halved again, forcing the character to
move at one quarter their Speed when swimming.
Cannot Tell a Lie [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault

Buying a Round [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
You are the life and soul of any goings on at the
tavern and like to share the wealth. Claim a Boon on
any Test to gain information, make contacts, or cut a
deal whilst in a tavern or other similar drinking
establishment. When you use this Trait, you run your
bar tab up by at least 150 coins.
Cable Cutter [Perk]
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Prerequisites: Prowess of 3
This character knows how to strike vital spots to
limit their opponent’s maneuverability. As a Full
Round Action, the character can make a single attack
against a humanoid opponent using a light or
medium melee weapon. The attack suffers a -5 called
shot penalty. If the attack succeeds and deals at least
one point of damage, the character is assessed a
Wounded Injury as well.

Whether it is simple nervousness or a strong code
of honor, you are terrible at lying. You take a Flaw
whenever you try to deceive, tell half-truths, or
conceal knowledge when directly asked about
something. You’d much rather say “I’m not going to
tell you.” than “I don’t know what you are talking
about.”

Career (specific) [Perk]

Centering [Perk]

Prerequisites: Vocation of 3

Prerequisites: Path of Magic

Your character knows how to earn a living by
conventional means. When adventuring does not
keep a character properly funded, they may ply their
trade in order to make some extra coin. When you
choose this Trait, choose one of your Vocations that
has a rank of 3 or more. If your character spends a
day (or more) hitting the pavement they may make a
Test to see if they can find some short-term
employment. The DF of the Test will vary based on
the demand for the trade in question, the relative
wealth of the area, and the amount of money the
character is asking for their services.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different Vocation.

You are able to spend a moment to calm your
mind and make your spells less taxing to cast. As a
Full Round Action you may center yourself. A spell
that is cast on the following round has its Drain
reduced by 2 (minimum Drain of 1). Centering only
lasts until the end of the character’s next round, so a
spell must be cast by then or the benefit is lost.
Centering does not provide a benefit on spells when
the casting time is longer than 1 Action.

Carousing [Perk]

You are always ready for a night on the town and
are able to refresh yourself even when engaging in
questionable activities. A character with the
Carousing Trait is able to receive the benefits of a
Good Night's Rest while drinking and wenching.
This time must still be considered relaxing and the
character must be able to stay at ease in their
surroundings. The character may not receive a Good
Night's Rest if the evening turns into a fight, a chase,
a heist, or some other stressful event that puts a
damper on the merriment.
Cast Iron Gut [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Inherent
You can eat just about anything and feel fine. You
do not suffer the ill effects of ingested poisons, spoilt
foodstuffs, or alcohol. You character can get drunk,
but it takes extra helpings, and they seldom have a
hangover. Likewise, powerful narcotics, extracts, or
hallucinogens may still have an effect, though the
character will not suffer any gastral intestinal issues
from such things.

Charge [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
This character can make a mad dash across the
battlefield to deliver a mighty blow. As a Full Round
Action you may conduct a Charge. When making a
Charge the character may move up to twice their
Speed and conduct a melee attack. The movement
must be taken in a relatively straight line over open
ground. The character is not required to use all of
their movement, but they must move at least 15 feet
to gain the benefits of a Charge. The character must
end their movement in melee with the target and then
a normal melee attack is conducted. If the attack is a
success, add a Boon to the damage roll. A Charge may
be executed while mounted, in this case use the
mount’s Speed and otherwise resolve the Charge
normally.
Charioteer [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
You gain a Boon when making Tests related to
driving or fighting from a chariot.
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Prerequisites: None

Choke Artist [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Despite the character's normal level of
competence, they often have trouble delivering in
clutch situations. Once per session the GM can cancel
all of the Boons and assess one Flaw for a single Test
that is made by the character with Choke Artist. This
can be any type of Test except for a Save. The GM
must declare the use of Choke Artist before any dice
are rolled for the Test. If the GM invokes this Fault,
the character earns 3 XP on the spot.
Choke Hold [Perk]
Prerequisites: Bone Crusher
Your character is trained to disable an unworthy
opponent with minimal effort while grappling. When
your character selects the Crush option after a
successful Grappling Test versus a Rabble level
opponent, you may elect to deal no damage and
inflict the Out Condition on the victim instead. This
Condition persists for the duration of the scene
unless the victim is roused by other means.
City Dweller [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault

Close Quarters Archer [Perk]
Prerequisites: Combat Archer
You are skilled at shooting a target while they are
trying to attack you in melee. If you are in melee with
your target and make a ranged attack, that target does
not get a Free Attack against you. Other foes in melee
may still be entitled to a Free Attack, but not your
target. Likewise, if you are shooting out of melee at
another target, Free Attacks will be incurred
normally.
Cold Cock [Perk]
Prerequisites: Heavy Handed
Your character is able to cripple an unworthy
opponent with a well-placed punch. As a Full Round
Action you may make a single unarmed attack against
a Rabble level opponent. If the attack succeeds it
deals no damage, instead the opponent is assessed the
Out Condition which persists for the duration of the
scene.

You are not very savvy when separated from the
amenities of the city. Add a Flaw to any Test made
to find comfort or survive in a wilderness setting.

Combat Archer [Perk]

Climber [Perk]

Your character is used to trying to get shots off
while in the chaos of a battle. When this character is
subject to Free Attacks for making a ranged attack
while in melee, they may improve their Defense by 3
versus the attacks.

Prerequisites: None
You are adept at climbing and scaling heights.
Gain a Boon on Tests when attempting such things.
Close Combat Caster [Perk]
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is casting a spell that provokes Free Attacks, the caster
may take up to a -4 penalty on the Spellcasting Test.
The caster can then improve their Defense by a like
number against ant Free Attacks incurred by the
spellcasting.

Prerequisites: Path of Magic
This spellcaster is able to keep one eye out for
themselves even while casting a spell. When the caster

Prerequisites: Prowess of 2

Combat Paralysis [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
You are not really sure what to do when the
fighting starts. Your character loses their Attack
Action on the first round of any combat.

Prerequisites: Jab-Cross
You are adept at laying out minions with a flurry
of strikes. As a Full Round Action your character may
make a single normal unarmed attack against any
Rabble level opponent that is in melee with you. You
may use Combo once per combat, or more by
spending a point of Luck or Fate.
Command [Perk]
Prerequisites: Presence of 3, Might of 3
If you can find people to rally around you, you may
take command of the group and lead them into battle.
The Command Trait allows you to function as a
Commander if you have a group of Rabble that are
willing to join your cause. You may command as
many Rabble at a time as you have points of Presence.
All the normal rules for Commanders apply to the
character while they are making use of this Trait,
including the fact that their attributes are reduced to
those of their Rabble while the Commander is
hidden. For complete details on Commanders, see
chapter 7, Allies & Adversaries.
This Trait has no influence on getting people to
follow you, nor does it help you keep them around
after a given conflict. It does not have any ability to
trump another character’s free will. This Trait only
allows you to take on the role of Commander if the
Rabble elect to follow you of their own volition.

Additionally, while the character may experience
short term gains, the nature of this compulsion means
that they will typically play until they lose.
Compulsive gamblers are constantly raising the stakes
and pressing their luck until it finally runs out.
Constrictor [Perk]
Prerequisites: Grappler
Your character is able to deliver more aggressive
locks and holds. When grappling you may increase
your base damage to d4.
Contacts [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Your character has buddies from here to the Wide
Ocean that are willing to help them out if they are in
a tight spot. By spending a point of Luck or Fate, the
character can find someone in the area (assuming
there is at least some population available) that knows
them from the old days and is willing to help them
out. It may be with a place to hide out, cash, or
perhaps just a bit of needed information.
Ultimately the use of the contact will be handled
on a case by case basis, but the contact will be
generally friendly and helpful. That being said there
is a limit to their generosity, many contacts will
expect compensation for their services and may be
unwilling to put themselves at great risk on behalf of
the character without a good reason.

Compulsive Gambler [Fault]

Cover Up [Perk]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: None

Your character is always ready for a game of chance
and their disposable income is typically wagered on
such games. Whenever they are in a saloon, pub, pool
hall, or similar establishment where there is likely to
be gambling, the character will have to make an
Intellect Save to avoid getting in on the action. The
DF of the Save is based on factors such as the stakes
being wagered, the size of the venue, the competence
of the other players, etc. A failed roll means the
character will become involved, no matter what they
are otherwise supposed to be doing.

You have taught yourself how to duck and cover
when combat starts to get nasty. As a Full Round
Action you may Cover Up and gain a +5 bonus to
your Defense. This bonus lasts until the beginning of
your next turn.
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Combo [Perk]

Craft (specific) [Perk]

Dark Vision [Racial]

Prerequisites: Blacksmith or Journeyman of 2

Prerequisites: Racial

Your character is a skilled craftsman. When you
choose this Trait you must also choose an
appropriate type of crafting. The type of crafting that
you choose must relate to whichever Vocation
(Blacksmith or Journeyman) that you have at least 2
ranks in. When making Tests related to constructing,
designing, or appraising items of that type the
character may claim a Boon. Your character has
proven themselves competent with the type of
crafting in question, so when creating ordinary items
of the chosen type a Test is normally not needed.
The following are some of the crafting types that
might be associated with Journeyman: bowyer,
brewer, calligraphy, carpenter, cartographer, clothing,
drawing, embroidery, leather worker, mason,
painting, potter, sculpture, shipwright, stiller, and
weaver. Some example Blacksmith crafting types are:
armorer, gem cutter, jeweler, locksmith, metalsmith,
and weapon smith.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different crafting type.

By nature of their species this character can see in
any lighting condition up to and including total
darkness. Dark Vision allows a character to see in any
lighting condition out to a distance of 100 feet.
Functionally Dark Vision also provides the benefits
of Low Light Vision.
Characters with Dark Vision still prefer normal
levels of light, as the dim light mutes color and detail
to some extent and complete darkness washes
coloring away entirely. Dark Vision provides no
benefit to a character that is rendered Blind and
likewise has no effect against invisibility or illusions.
Characters with Dark Vision do not suffer a weakness
to, or gain a benefit against, bright lights or flares.
Dark Vision does not allow a character to see through
magically manifested darkness.

Danger Sense [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
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Your character has a special sense that can give
them a split-second warning when it comes to
dangerous situations. It’s nothing they can put their
finger on, but they have learned to pay attention to it.
It usually occurs when something is about to go
down, giving them just the tiniest moment to save
their skin.
When making a Test to detect impending danger,
you can claim a Boon. Danger Sense does not
typically provide aid when rolling Saves, it just the
give your character a Boon to sense an urgent
incoming threat.

Deaf [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Your character cannot hear and suffers the Deaf
Condition on a continuous basis. On the bright side,
the character is immune to hazards that rely wholly
on hearing to take effect such as a deafening boom or
an illusion that relies solely on audible components.
The character is able to read lips (as the Trait Lip
Reader) for their native tongue as well as the Trade
Tongue (if known).
Decisive Blow [Perk]
Prerequisites: Prowess of 3
Your character is trained to dispatch unworthy
opponents with a single stroke. As a Full Round
Action, you may make a single attack with a melee
weapon against a Rabble level opponent. If the attack
succeeds it deals no damage, instead the opponent is
slain outright by the attack.

Decisive Shot [Perk]

Deflect Missiles [Perk]

Prerequisites: Prowess of 3

Prerequisites: Fast Block

Your character is trained to dispatch unworthy
opponents with a single shot. As a Full Round
Action, you may make a single attack with a ranged
weapon against a Rabble level opponent. If the attack
succeeds it deals no damage, instead the opponent is
slain outright by the attack.

You may use a Block attempt to knock aside
normal ranged weapons like bows, slings, and thrown
weapons. Due to the challenges of hitting a missile
out of the air, the Block attempt must be made with
a Flaw.

Deep Breath [Perk]

Desperate Block [Perk]
Prerequisites: Block

Prerequisites: None
This character can hold their breath for longer
than normal. When they have a moment to prepare,
they can hold their breath for 3 minutes (instead of 2
minutes) before having to make Might Saves to avoid
drowning. If caught unaware the character can go a
minute and a half (instead of one minute) before
making Might Saves. If the character has 5 minutes
of time to prepare for the ordeal, they can increase
this time to a total of 4 minutes.
Defensive Stance [Perk]

You may make a Block attempt by spending a
future action. If you do not have an available action
to Block you may still make one Block attempt, but
you must sacrifice your Attack Action when your next
turn comes up. The price for this lack of planning is
that the Block attempt is made with a Flaw.
This Trait can be combined with Fast Block to
allow a Desperate Block to be made at the expense of
a future Move Action. Desperate Block may only be
used to make a single Block attempt during a given
round.
Desperate Parry [Perk]

Prerequisites: None
Prerequisites: Parry
You may make a Parry attempt by spending a
future action. If you do not have an available action
to Parry you may still make one Parry attempt, but
you must sacrifice your Attack Action when your next
turn comes up. The price for this lack of planning is
that the Parry attempt is made with a Flaw.
This Trait can be combined with Fast Parry to
allow a Desperate Parry to be made at the expense of
a future Move Action. Desperate Parry may only be
used to make a single Parry attempt during a given
round.
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The character is able to fight defensively, reducing
the likelihood of scoring a hit in order to afford
themselves more safety. When making a melee attack
during their action, the character may improve their
Defense by 1 point for every 2 points of penalty that
is taken on melee attacks. The character may improve
their Defense by up to 5 in this manner. The attack
penalty applies to all attacks taken in the round and
both the Defense bonus and the attack penalty expire
at the start of the character’s next round.

Desperate Shield Block [Perk]

Direction Sense [Perk]

Prerequisites: Shield Block

Prerequisites: Insight of 2

You may make a Shield Block attempt by
spending a future action. If you do not have an
available action to Block you may still make one
Shield Block attempt, but you must sacrifice your
Attack Action when your next turn comes up. The
price for this lack of planning is that the Block
attempt is made with a Flaw.
This Trait can be combined with Fast Shield Block
to allow a Desperate Shield Block to be made at the
expense of a future Move Action. Desperate Shield
Block may only be used to make a single Block
attempt during a given round.

This character has a natural sense of direction that
can keep them from getting lost. Unless it is
specifically obscured, the character can tell which
direction is due North. When required to make Tests
to find their way, keep from getting lost, or navigate
to a new destination, the character may add a Boon to
the attempt.

Detect Deception [Perk]
Prerequisites: Insight of 2
Anytime someone tries to lie to or con your
character, they can see right through them. Add a
Boon to Tests to tell fact from fable. They won’t
automatically know the truth, but they can tell that
what’s being said isn’t it.
Determined [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Once per game session this character may double
the needed Stat for a single Test. The use of this Trait
must be declared before any dice are rolled. The
doubled Stat is only applicable to the Test’s total, not
for any effects the Test generates (such as damage or
spell effects).
Die Hard [Perk]
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Prerequisites: Might of 2
When gushing copious amounts of blood, your
character is less likely to succumb to death. When
your character is assessed the Bleeding Condition they
may make a free Might Save DF[15] at the beginning
of each round to stabilize of their own accord.

Disarm [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
The character is capable of knocking a weapon out
of an opponent’s hands. By expending an Attack
Action the character can attempt to disarm their
opponent. An attack Test is made with a -4 penalty
and compared to the target’s Defense total. A
successful hit forces the target to make a DF[15]
Might Save to prevent their weapon from being
knocked out of their hand onto the ground nearby.
The attacker may either deal damage normally or
elect to deal no damage with the disarm attempt. If
the target of disarm is wielding a weapon twohanded, increase the penalty to -6. Assess an
additional -2 penalty to the attack if attempting to
disarm someone with your ranged weapon.
Disengage [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Your character can step back from melee without
opening themselves up to a Free Attack. When taking
a Free Action to make a five-foot-step, the five-footstep does not provoke Free Attacks for breaking
melee. Any other actions taken in the round provoke
Free Attacks normally. This ability does not stack
with the Quick Step Trait.

Dislocate [Perk]

Double Jointed [Inherent]

Prerequisites: Constrictor

Prerequisites: Inherent

Your character is able to cause an Injury with the
crushing force they apply during a grapple. When
your character selects the Crush option while
grappling, they can elect to do no damage and inflict
a Wounded Injury on the victim instead.

This character is exceptionally limber and can
bend themselves in ways that other members of their
folk cannot. Gain a Boon on Tests made to slip out
of bonds, resist a grapple, get into or out of a tight
spot, or otherwise put your flexibility to use.

Distinctive Looks [Fault]

Drive Back [Perk]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: Bowl Over

There is something about the way you look that
sticks in peoples’ minds. Perhaps you have a very
memorable scar, a tattoo, or maybe you were born
with six fingers on your left hand. Whatever it is, you
have some superficial characteristic that causes you to
stand out in a crowd. You gain a Flaw whenever you
try to disguise yourself or maintain a low profile.
Those who are on your trail may also get a Boon when
making Tests to seek you out.

If you make a successful Charge attack you may
elect to push your opponent back. The victim is
allotted a Prowess or Might Save (their choice)
DF[15] to see if they can hold their position. If the
Save fails the victim is knocked back 5 feet for every
2 points of the attacker’s Might. If pushed back, the
target must make a second Save (Prowess or Might,
DF[15]) to avoid being knocked prone.

Dodge [Perk]

Dual Warrior [Perk]
Prerequisites: Prowess of 4, Dual Wielder

Prerequisites: Prowess of 2

Double Item [Perk]
Prerequisites: Extra Item
Your character can find enough room to keep just
one more item handy and ready for use. Your
character increases their number of readied gear slots
from seven to eight.

Dual Warrior reduces the penalties for fighting
with a weapon in each hand by 2. This stacks with
the benefit of the Dual Wielder Trait, reducing
penalties by a total of 4 overall.
Dual Wielder [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
This character has been trained in the art of
fighting with a weapon in each hand. When wielding
a weapon in each hand a character with this Trait may
reduce the penalty for each attack by 2. All other rules
for dual wielding apply normally.
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You are adept at avoiding attacks. As a Move
Action you may give yourself a +1 bonus to Defense.
This bonus lasts until the start of your next round.
The bonus from Dodge can stack with the bonus
from the Evade action if both are taken in the same
round.

Eidetic Memory [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Inherent
This character has an ironclad memory and can
retain information with minimal effort. Add a Boon
to Tests to recall a fact, remember a face, or other
specific detail that the character has come into
contact with before. If the character is allotted
sufficient time to study, a check may not be necessary
to recall the information.
Elemental Attunement (specific) [Racial]
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Prerequisites: Racial
This character’s species is attuned to a specific
element and the character gains resistance to that
particular element. This Trait will be associated with
one of the eight cardinal or ordinal elements: wind,
storm, flame, magma, stone, acid, water, or ice. When
making Saves or otherwise resisting dangers of the
given elemental type, the character may claim a Boon.
If the character is subject to any damage from their
chosen element, they gain d4+2 Protection to offset
the damage. This will stack with other forms of
Protection.
Additionally, the character gains one of the
bonuses described below, based on the element
associated with the Trait.
Wind—The character may slow a fall through
their connection to the wind element. A character in
free fall may reduce their falling speed to a mere 20
feet per round, reducing the damage from the fall to
zero. This will allow them to fall from just about any
height without incident, though it is somewhat
taxing. Slowing a fall requires a Full Round Action
during each round of falling.
Storm—The character can function as a lightning
rod of sorts and share their resistance with nearby
allies. When within 10 feet of the character, allies are
granted +2 to Saves and +3 points of Protection
against electrical damage. This stacks with other
forms of Protection.
Flame—The character can create a small flame
(about the size of a candle) from their finger or palm
as a Free Action. This can be used to ignite something
suitably flammable or shed a small amount of light.

Magma—This character can walk on hot magma
and remain unscathed. The action requires focus,
requiring a Full Round Action to move five feet for
each point of Speed the character possesses. The
character must stay on their feet to use remain
unscathed. Losing one’s footing nullifies the ability
and allows the magma to affect them normally.
Stone—The character’s affinity for stone grants
them increased knowledge of precious gems and
stones as well as metals. When making Tests to
appraise, evaluate, identify, or otherwise discern the
properties of such materials, the character may claim
a Boon.
Acid—The character may secrete a small amount
of acid that can be used to purify water. Given a few
minutes of time, the character can make up to one
gallon of water safe to drink. They may do this up to
ten times per day.
Water—The character may hold their breath for
twice the normal amount of time.
Ice—The character is immune to the effects of
exposure caused by extreme cold. Though unnatural
cold will affect them normally (aside from the
resistance described above), the character can remain
comfortable even in arctic temperatures without the
need for protective gear.
Elusive Mind [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
This character has a strong sense of self and it is
more difficult to mentally control them. They may
add a Boon to any Presence Save they are required to
make.
Elven Sight [Racial]
Prerequisites: Racial
Elves are renowned for their ability to see in the
dimmest of light and to make out detail at great
distance. Elven Sight allows a character to function as
if they had Low Light Vision. Additionally, the
character will be able to make out greater detail at a
distance. This Trait does not give a character the
ability to see farther than normal, it just provides a
higher level of detail. So, a human might spot some
movement in the distance, but someone with Elven

Emblazon [Perk]
Prerequisites: Favored Array
Your character can eke out a bit of extra power
when casting certain spells, making them more
destructive. When casting a spell from a Favored
Array your character can expend one extra point of
Drain to gain a Boon on the spell’s damage roll.
Emblazon does not affect spells that do not roll for
damage or spells that deal damage to something
besides Health or Spirit.
Endurance [Perk]
Prerequisites: Might of 2
You are able to resist the effects of Fatigue better
than most. Whenever making a Test or Save where
failure could result in the Fatigued Condition, the
character may claim a Boon.

Etiquette [Perk]
Prerequisites: Presence of 2
You are an expert in the social graces and customs
that accompany cultured society. You may gain a
Boon on any Test where good form and manners are
important.
Evil Twin [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
There is someone out there who looks exactly like
you. This person might be a true twin, or perhaps
someone who looks just like you, or even someone
who has begun impersonating you. This ‘evil twin’
causes you no end of problems. Either in cases of
mistaken identity or through deliberate action
pretending to be you, it always seems that your
doppelganger is up to no good.
Extra Item [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Your character always has a touch of added room
to keep an extra item handy and ready to go. Your
character increases their number of readied gear slots
from six to seven.
Extravagant Tastes [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
You like the finer things in life. When purchasing
goods and services you will be inclined to spend up
to three times as much for better accommodations or
fancier goods (silk clothes, gilded weapons, hot baths
and amenities, etc.). Assuming, of course, that you
have the money and the services are available.
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Sight might also be able to tell that they were
humanoids and that they were wearing clothing of
some kind.
Penalties for making Insight Tests that are related
to distance are eliminated for a character with Elven
Sight. Elven Sight offers no help against cover,
concealment, or when making ranged attacks. Note
that the ability to see detail at a distance does not
extend the range of Low Light Vision. Those with
Elven Sight that are making due with poor lighting
conditions are limited to the 100 feet of vision
provided by Low Light Vision.
Characters with Elven Sight still prefer normal
levels of light, as the dim light mutes color and detail
to some extent and minimal lighting washes coloring
away entirely. Elven Sight provides no benefit to a
character that is rendered Blind and likewise has no
effect against invisibility or illusions. Characters with
Elven Sight do not suffer a weakness to, or gain a
benefit against, bright lights or flares.

Fall Back [Perk]

Fast Block [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: Block

You are used to moving about when confronted by
bloodthirsty foes. Gain a bonus of +2 to your
Defense when the subject of Free Attacks caused by
breaking melee.

You may make a Block attempt as a Move Action.
This may be combined with the ability to trade an
Attack Action for a Move Action to allow two Block
attempts in a round, though you may still attempt to
Block a given attack only once.

Fame [Perk]
Fast Healer [Inherent]
Prerequisites: None
Prerequisites: Inherent
Perhaps your character was awarded a medal of
some import, saved a small village, brought some evil
doer to justice, or is well known for their social
connections. Whatever the reason, your character is
famous. People either know of them or have at least
heard of their exploits. The average folk will look up
to them with admiration, buy them a drink or a meal,
and maybe even extend a bit of credit. The finer folk
will want to be friends, be seen with them, perhaps
offering an invite to a banquet or a weekend at the
manor. A good Presence score isn’t necessary, but it’s
very helpful when choosing this Trait. Add a Boon in
social situations whenever your character’s fame
might be important.
While being famous is often a benefit there are
situations where it might prove to be a disadvantage.
Famous people tend to get recognized, and may draw
unwanted attention when trying to remain incognito.
Fame should cause the occasional inconvenience for a
character as well. Add a Flaw to Tests where being
famous would be considered a disadvantage.
Far Caster (specific) [Perk]
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Prerequisites: Path of Magic
You can cast spells from a chosen Sphere of magic
at a greater distance than normal. When you select
Far Caster choose a specific Sphere of Magic. When
casting spells from that Sphere the caster may elect to
spend an extra point of Drain to increase the range by
25%. This Trait has no effect on spells that have a
range of zero, touch, or effect the caster only.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different Sphere of Magic.

This character can bounce back from Injuries
faster than most. The healing times for Injuries are
halved. Fast Healer will stack with any conventional
treatment that the character receives, but does not aid
magical healing at all. This Trait has no effect on
regaining Health or Spirit, stabilization, or the Tests
made to survive a Mortal Wound.
Fast Parry [Perk]
Prerequisites: Parry
You may make a Parry attempt as a Move Action.
This may be combined with the ability to trade an
Attack Action for a Move Action to allow two Parry
attempts in a round, though you may still attempt to
Parry a given attack only once.
Fast Shield Bash [Perk]
Prerequisites: Shield Bash
You may make a Shield Bash attack as a Move
Action.
Fast Shield Block [Perk]
Prerequisites: Shield Block
You may make a Shield Block attempt as a Move
Action. This may be combined with the ability to
trade an Attack Action for a Move Action to allow
two Block attempts in a round, though you may still
attempt to Shield Block a given attack only once.

Fast Talk [Perk]

Feats of Strength [Perk]

Prerequisites: Presence of 2

Prerequisites: Might of 2

You are skilled at spinning tall tales and subtle
deceptions. Add a Boon to any Test made for the
purposes of lying or deception.

Add a Boon when lifting, pulling, bending,
dragging, pushing, or other activities that rely on pure
physical strength.

Favored Array (specific) [Perk]

Feels the Cold [Fault]

Prerequisites: Path of Magic

Prerequisites: Fault

Your character has an affinity for a particular Spell
Array. When you select this Trait, select one of your
Spell Arrays. When casting spells from that Array you
may claim a Boon on the Spellcasting Test.
Additionally, the cost to cast these spells is reduced
by one (minimum Drain of one) and the Save DF to
resist the spell is increased by one where applicable.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different Spell Array.

Your character does not cope well in cold
conditions. Take a Flaw on Tests made to resist the
effects of the cold or ice. Additionally, the character
is subject to the consequences of exposure to cold
environments in half of the normal time.

Favorite Weapon (specific) [Perk]

Your character does not cope well in very hot
conditions. Take a Flaw on Tests made to resist the
effects of heat or fire. Additionally, the character is
subject to the consequences of exposure to hot
environments in half of the normal time.

Your character has a specific weapon that seems as
if it was crafted solely with them in mind and is
virtually irreplaceable. Choose a specific weapon (like
your lucky broadsword, or the family katana) and
receive a Boon on attack rolls made with the weapon.
If the weapon is lost, damaged, cursed, stolen,
confiscated, or taken, there should be a reasonable
expectation that the weapon can be found, repaired,
or recovered through gameplay. However, in the
unfortunate situation where the weapon is
permanently lost, this Trait becomes useless.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different weapon.
Fearless [Perk]
Prerequisites: Brave
Fear is not an option for this character. They are
immune to any fear effect that comes from nonmagical sources and gain immunity to the Terrified
Condition regardless of the source.

Prerequisites: Fault

Feint [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
The character is capable of misdirecting their
opponent in combat to gain an advantage. By
expending a Move Action, a character may make a
Presence Test with a DF equal to 10 plus the target’s
Insight and the Proficiency of the weapon the target
is currently using. If successful, the character can
claim a Boon on the next melee attack made against
their target. The Boon must be used by the end of the
character’s next turn or it is lost.
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Prerequisites: None

Feels the Heat [Fault]

Fight On [Perk]

Five Finger Discount [Perk]

Prerequisites: MT of 2

Prerequisites: None

This character can continue to fight even after
incurring grievous harm. This character does not gain
the Slowed Condition when they drop to zero
Health, nor the Out Condition when they drop -1
Health. The character may continue to fight until
they reach -8 Health when they finally fall
unconscious. The character still suffers the other
effects of negative Health (Bleeding and sustaining
Injuries), they just do so while continuing to fight.
At the conclusion of the battle the character
collapses in exhaustion, finally taking the Out
Condition that was delayed. This can be avoided if
the character receives enough healing to return them
to a positive Health total before the battle ends and
their adrenaline subsides. In any event, at the
conclusion of the battle, a character that made use of
the Fight On Trait becomes Fatigued until they are
able to take a Good Night’s Rest.

You are adept at acquiring things that don’t belong
to you. Take a Boon on Tests made to pick a pocket
or shoplift an unattended item.

First Aid [Perk]
Prerequisites: Clergy, Herbalist, Physician, Sage,
Soldier, or Woodsman of 2
You have skill in patching up wounds in the field
after a scuffle. When characters take the time to
Catch Their Breath after a battle, you may attempt to
treat their wounds by making a DF[12] Insight Test.
If successful, the patient recovers an additional d4
Health. Like Catching Your Breath, First Aid cannot
raise a character’s Health total above the total Health
that they went into the battle with.
First Aid can significantly increase the amount of
time needed for a group to Catch Their Breath. For
each character treated by First Aid the time needed to
Catch Your Breath is increased by 5 minutes. Spirit
or Stat damage is not recovered by means of First Aid.

Fleet of Foot [Perk]
Prerequisites: Swift Footed
The character has put great effort into moving
faster when on foot. Increase this character’s base
Speed by one.
Focus [Perk]
Prerequisites: Centering
By executing a quick mental exercise, you are able
to cast a spell with less mental effort. As a Move
Action you may reduce the Drain of a spell cast
during the same round by one point (minimum Drain
is always one). This effect can stack with Centering
to allow the caster to cast a spell for 3 less Drain,
assuming they take the time to complete both
Centering and Focusing.
Frail [Fault]
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Prerequisites: Fault
Whatever the cause, your character is not as robust
as other adventurers. Their maximum Health total is
reduced by one.

Friends in High Places [Perk]

Gambit [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: Feint

You have contacts within the upper echelons of
society. While they will not usually stick their necks
out for you, they will give you aid. Generally, they will
do so when it lines up with their own interests or
when they expect a favor in return.
You may spend one point of Luck or Fate to
receive a favor from one of these contacts. The sorts
of things that these favors usually entail is getting you
access to another important person, sharing
information with you, using their pull with the local
constabulary, etc.
There are times when one of these connections
may call on you to return the favor. Refusing to help
such important friends can have repercussions, and
could cost you the Trait if you make a habit of it.

By opening themselves up to attack, a character
hopes to distract their opponent for a moment in
order to land a more devastating attack. The character
must declare they are using Gambit before attempting
a melee attack. Gambit requires that the character
take a -3 Defense penalty, but if the melee attack hits
the damage dealt is increased by d4.
The bonus damage applies only to one specific
melee attack, though the Defense penalty can be
exploited by any enemy. The Defense penalty lasts
until the beginning of the character’s next turn.

Friends in Low Places [Perk]

You can press your advantage when your weapon
is smaller and faster than your opponent’s. When
fighting with a light weapon, a punch weapon, or
unarmed, and your opponent is wielding a medium,
heavy, or pole weapon, you may claim a Boon on
attack rolls.

You have friends in various hives of scum and
villainy around the land. Whenever you are in such a
place, you can spend one point of Luck or Fate to call
on one of your contacts for a favor. These favors
might entail putting you in contact with a fence,
getting you a hiding place, smuggling you out of
town, etc. While your connection will try to be
helpful, they aren’t likely to take much personal risk
on your behalf.
There are times when one of these connections
may call on you to return the favor. Refusing to help
such important friends can have repercussions, and
could cost you the Trait if you make a habit of it.
Furtive [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
You are particularly quiet and adept at moving
without making a sound or lurking around in dark
places unseen. Claim a Boon on Tests to sneak about
without being noticed.

Prerequisites: None

Gills [Racial]
Prerequisites: Racial
This character hails from a species that can breathe
water as well as air. The character can breathe
underwater indefinitely, and suffers no long-term
effects from being submerged. The character may be
affected by contaminants or murk in the water, just
as an air breather might be affected by gases or dusts
in the air.
Glorious Death [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
It is your fate to die gloriously in battle. You
cannot defend or retreat.
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Prerequisites: None

Get Inside [Perk]

Grappler [Perk]

Hand and Half Trained [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: Prowess of 2

Your character is trained to grab and crush
opponents. Gain a Boon when making Grappling
Tests. Additionally, your character’s base damage
when grappling is increased to d3 damage.

You are trained in the use of hand and a half
weapons. When wielding such a weapon you may
ignore the -2 penalty imposed on such attacks.

Greedy [Fault]

Hand of Fate [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Inherent, Fate
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Prerequisites: Fault
You cannot resist any chance to make money. If
money is to be made, your judgment goes out of the
window. This is largely a roleplaying Fault, though
you will still add a Flaw to Tests whenever tempted
by the offer of cash and profit.

There are times when Fate lends you a helping
hand. Once per session, if you roll a handful of shame
on a Test, you may ignore that roll and move forward
as if the two dice selected totaled to a 14. Note that
unlike the normal uses of Fate, Hand of Fate can be
used to replace a Botch!

Hail of Arrows [Perk]

Hands Off [Perk]

Prerequisites: Quick Shot

Prerequisites: None

You are adept at laying out minions with a flurry
of shots. As a Full Round Action your character may
make a single normal ranged attack against up to 5
different Rabble level opponents. All of the targets
must be within a 15 foot radius of each other. The
attack expends ammunition or thrown weapons equal
to the number of attacks that you make. Range and
line of sight rules apply to each attack normally. You
may use Hail of Arrows once per combat, or more by
spending a point of Luck or Fate.

Your character doesn’t like it when others try to
grab hold of them. They gain a Boon on Grapple
Tests when defending against a grapple.

Hamstring [Perk]

Hard Bargain [Perk]

Prerequisites: Prowess of 2

Prerequisites: Presence of 2

This character knows where to strike in order to
limit their target’s mobility. As a Full Round Action
the character can make a called shot with the normal
-5 penalty. If the attack deals at least one point of
damage the target’s Speed is reduced. Rabble level
opponents have their Speed cut in half while other
victims have their Speed reduced by 2. Hamstring
cannot reduce a character’s Speed below 2. The
effects of Hamstring subside after the target has had
a chance to Catch Their Breath.

Your character knows how to gain the upper hand
during tense negations. When making Tests to cut a
deal in an adversarial situation, your character may
claim a Boon.

Hapless [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
You are not good at getting out of the way of
danger. Take a Flaw on Prowess Saves.

Hardy [Perk]

Heavy Footed [Fault]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: Fault

This character is adept at enduring physical
hardships. They may add a Boon to any Might Save
they are required to make.

You tromp around with bricks on your feet. Take
a Flaw on Tests anytime you are trying to sneak
around and go unnoticed.

Hatred (specific) [Perk]

Heavy Handed [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: Might of 2

Choose a specific type of creature, folk, or
affiliation. Your character has a deep hatred for
members of this group and wants to see them all freed
from the mortal coil. When fighting against those
they hate, your character gains a Boon on attacks. It
can be difficult to disguise your characters Hatred, so
they take a Flaw on any Test made in situations where
they must interact with members of the hated group
in a non-violent manner.
You may take this Trait multiple times. Each time
the Hatred must apply to a different specific creature,
folk, or affiliation.

This character packs a wallop when attacking with
their bare hands. Their base damage when fighting
unarmed is d4 instead of d2. This Trait has no effect
on damage dealt while grappling.

Haughty [Fault]

Heirloom [Inherent]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: Inherent

You believe that your people, homeland, culture,
religion, or some other aspect of your background is
innately better than everyone else’s and you let people
know it. Much of the time this Fault should simply
come out via roleplaying. However, in situations
where your character needs to bite their tongue
regarding their superior heritage, you suffer a Flaw.
Healing Touch [Perk]

Your character has inherited an heirloom or other
entitlement of considerable value. Pick an item that
was inherited by the character and holds a particular
value to them. Perhaps it is a family sword, matching
dueling knives, or a title to ancestral lands. The item
should be exceptional and unique but not necessarily
powerful. You will need to work with your GM to
come up with an item that fits both the spirit of the
campaign and your particular character concept.

Prerequisites: Physician or Herbalist of 1

Hit the Deck [Perk]

Gain a Boon on any Test made to treat an Injury,
stabilize, diagnose an ailment, neutralize a poison,
cure a disease, or otherwise attempt to treat or remove
a malady through the application of medical or herbal
practices.

Prerequisites: None

Heavy Sleeper [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault

You have been fighting alongside magic users long
enough that you know to duck and cover when they
sling spells in your vicinity. When you are making the
special Save to avoid Danger Close Spellcasting, you
may add a +4 bonus to the attempt.
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This character is tough to rouse from slumber.
Take a Flaw on any Test made to wake up and once
awake take the Dazed Condition for one full round.

Hold Your Liquor [Perk]

Hunch [Perk]

Prerequisites: Might of 2

Prerequisites: None

You are no stranger to alcoholic beverages. You
may add a Boon to any Test made to resist the
undesirable effects of alcohol, including hangovers.

Your character has a knack for making complete
guesses that turn out to be correct. When the
character becomes stuck on where to go or what to
do next, you may ask the GM for a piece of previously
unknown information or a lead to get your character
on their way again. You may receive one hunch per
session, or additional hunches with the expenditure
of a point of Luck or Fate.

Hot Headed [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Your character has a chip on their shoulder and
can lose their temper over seemingly innocuous
things. This is something that mainly comes out
through role playing. However, when appropriate a
Flaw should be added to Tests in social situations
where the character is expected to keep their cool.
Hotshot [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Your character is overconfident and unwilling to
admit their limitations. They will take a Flaw in
situations where they should act with caution and
restraint.
Huge Appetite [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
For whatever reason this character is hungry all the
time and eats like a horse. They require twice as many
rations to avoid the effects of hunger and will eat
triple portions when provisions allow.
Hulking [Perk]
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Prerequisites: Might of 3
Something about your physique indicates that you
have no problem hurting others to get what you want.
Your size and demeanor make you more apt to
intimidate with physical violence than subtlety and
threats. You may use your Might in place of your
Presence when making Tests to intimidate or coerce
by means of threats of physical violence.

Hunted [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
A group or powerful individual with agents
everywhere is looking for you with nefarious purposes
in mind. Work with the GM to determine who is
hunting you and why. Whenever you arrive at a
reasonably sizeable city the GM will roll a d6. If a
one comes up, there is an agent in that city that has
caught sight of you and will take appropriate action.
Illiterate [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Your character was never taught to read or write.
This results in a complete failure to understand the
written word. Additionally, the character should take
a Flaw to any Test where the inability to read is a
detriment.
Improved Aim [Perk]
Prerequisites: Aim
This character is able to make use of the Aim Trait
as a Move Action instead of a Full Round Action.

Improved Disarm [Perk]

Insensitive Perception [Fault]

Prerequisites: Disarm

Prerequisites: Fault

Improved Disarm reduces the penalty incurred on
a disarm attempt to -2 (or to -4 for two-handed
weapons). Improved Disarm has no effect on the -2
penalty for attempting to disarm with a ranged
weapon.

You are not the most wary of individuals. Take a
Flaw on Insight Saves.

Prerequisites: None

Improved Dodge [Perk]
Prerequisites: Dodge, Prowess of 3
When you use your Dodge Trait you may claim a
+2 bonus to your Defense instead of the normal
bonus of +1.
In the Know [Perk]
Prerequisites: None

When in melee combat this character can help get
others out of harm’s way. As a Move Action this
character may trade places with an adjacent ally,
provided the ally is in melee with an enemy and is
willing to make the exchange. No movement is
generated aside from the switch and the ally does not
have to expend any actions when Interpose is used.
Interpose does not generate Free Attacks for either of
the characters that switched places.
Intimidating Presence [Perk]

to the ground and
world. You gain a
information about
long as they are

Prerequisites: None

Infamous [Fault]

Your character knows how to make a threat. Claim
a Boon whenever you are trying to force somebody to
do something they don’t want to do and are using
intimidation and threats as your primary method.

Prerequisites: Fault

Iron Fist [Perk]

You are well known for some wicked deed in your
past. Irrespective of whether the allegations are true
or not, or whether you had a good reason to do what
you did, this bad reputation precedes you wherever
you go. You take a Flaw in social situations when
making first impressions, and continue to receive the
penalty until you are able to earn a person’s trust.

Prerequisites: Striker

Infirm [Fault]

Iron Grip [Perk]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: Might of 2

You suffer from a slight constitution. Take a Flaw
on Might Saves.

Your character has exceptional strength in their
hands. When making a Test to keep a grip on an
object, cling to a rope or ledge, or resist being
disarmed, your character can claim a Boon.

You have honed your body such that your
unarmed strikes are like that of a weapon. When
fighting unarmed, increase the base damage to d6.
This Trait has no effect on damage dealt while
grappling.
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Your character keeps an ear
knows what is going on in the
Boon on Tests to determine
events, people, and places as
considered current or relevant.

Interpose [Perk]

Iron Spirit [Perk]

Just the Thing [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: None

This character can continue to fight even after
the soul’s grip on the body becomes tenuous. This
character does not gain the Slowed Condition when
they drop to zero Spirit, or the Out Condition at -1.
They may continue to fight until they reach -9 Spirit
when they finally fall unconscious. The character still
suffers the other effects of negative Spirit (Bleeding
and sustaining Injuries), they just do so while
continuing to fight. A character making use of Iron
Spirit may elect to cast spells even though they don’t
have Spirit available for Drain. They simply drop to
a lower negative Spirit total as they cast.
At the conclusion of the battle the character
collapses in exhaustion, finally taking the Out
Condition that was delayed. This can be avoided if
the character receives enough healing to return them
to a positive Spirit total before the battle ends and
their adrenaline subsides. In any event, at the
conclusion of the battle, a character that made use of
the Iron Spirit Trait becomes Fatigued until they are
able to take a Good Night’s Rest.

Your character has an uncanny knack for having or
finding exactly what they need in a pinch. Locked in
manacles? There’s a bent piece of wire just within
reach. Flung naked down a shaft into an abandoned
mine full of degenerate cannibals? There’s a pickaxe
in the corner. The item should be useful, but not be
magical, valuable, or unique. This Trait can be called
on once per session, or more with the expenditure of
a point of Luck or Fate.

Iron Will [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
This character is adept at enduring mental
hardships. They may add a Boon to any Intellect Save
they are required to make.
Jab-Cross [Perk]
Prerequisites: Martial Arts
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You are trained to make two unarmed attacks in
quick succession. As an Attack Action you may make
two unarmed attacks. Each attack is made at a -5
penalty.

Keen Eared [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Inherent
Your character was born with exceptional hearing.
When you are making a Test to notice something and
sound is the primary factor, you can add a Boon to
the attempt.
Keen Eyed [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Inherent
Your character was born with exceptional eyesight.
When you are making a Test to notice something and
eyesight is the primary factor, you can add a Boon to
the attempt.
Keen Nosed [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Inherent
Your character was born with an exceptional sense
of smell. When you are making a Test to notice
something and scent is the primary factor, you can
add a Boon to the attempt.
Keen Wit [Perk]
Prerequisites: Presence of 2
You are skilled in witty repartee and banter. When
making jokes, slinging insults, or engaging in
wordplay you may claim a Boon.

Keep at Bay [Perk]

Landlubber [Fault]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: Fault

You can press your advantage when your weapon
has a longer reach than your opponent’s. When
fighting with a heavy or pole weapon against an
opponent who is fighting unarmed or wielding a
medium, light, or punch weapon, you may claim a
Boon on attack rolls.

You are not suited to travel by boat or ship and are
noticeably uncomfortable when forced to travel in
this manner. Take a Flaw to all Tests made when out
to sea.

Keep Moving [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: None

Your character is light on their feet and able to leap
and jump better than others. Gain a Boon on Tests
made for leaping and jumping.

Kippup [Perk]
Prerequisites: Quick Stand
This character can leap to their feet from a prone
position with minimal effort. This character only
expends a Free Action to stand up from a prone
position instead of a Move Action. Kippup may only
be used once per round.
Knack (specific) [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Choose a specific non-combat task. Whether it is
due to natural skill or intense practice, your character
is better than most at that particular thing. Add a
Boon to Tests when performing that specific task.
The task chosen must be relatively specific and not
offer the bonus to a whole slew of Tests. For example,
taking a Knack for just generally ‘climbing’ is too
broad, but a sailor with ‘climb rigging’ would be
appropriate. Likewise, a thief wanting a Knack for
‘finding traps’ should be forced to narrow the task
down to ‘finding tripwires’ or ‘finding pit traps.’
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different task.

Light Sleeper [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
You are easily roused when there is trouble afoot.
You may add a Boon to any Test made to wake up,
shake off, or otherwise resist the effects of slumber.
Lightning Reload [Perk]
Prerequisites: Rapid Reload
This character is able to reload a crossbow at
amazing speeds. They may reduce the type of action
needed to reload a crossbow by one step. This stacks
with the reduction in time gained through the Rapid
Reload Trait, making the overall action needed
reduced by a total of two steps. It always requires at
least a Free Action to reload a crossbow. A character
using a crossbow that has a higher Might than their
own cannot reap any benefit from Lightning Reload.
Limb Breaker [Perk]
Prerequisites: Dislocate
If you successfully use your Dislocate Trait on the
same character twice in consecutive rounds you leave
them Maimed in addition to their Wounded Injury.
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When taking a Move Action solely for the purpose
of movement, the character may move both before
and after their Attack Action. The distance moved
overall remains the same, but it may be split up
around the Attack Action as desired.

Leaper [Perk]

Limited Flight [Racial]

Lives in the Saddle [Perk]

Prerequisites: Racial

Prerequisites: None

Your species has a limited ability to fly. While they
cannot take off and soar, they can glide to safety and
generate enough lift to remain airborne for a short
time. Character with this Trait reduce the DF of any
Test made to jump or leap by half. Additionally, the
character can glide if they can get sufficient height to
do so. As a general rule, the character may glide out a
distance equal to the height that they launch from,
though this may be altered if adverse or favorable
conditions are present. While gliding the character is
considered to have a Speed of 8.

You have spent many days riding and caring for
horses and understand the creatures better than most.
You gain a Boon on Tests to ride, control, care for,
or otherwise interact with horses.
At the GM’s discretion you may take this Trait for
a different type of mount, as appropriate for your
character and the campaign. In this case Lives in the
Saddle may be taken multiple times. Each time it
must apply to a different type of mount.

Lip Reader [Perk]

Prerequisites: Inherent

Prerequisites: Insight of 2

This character naturally has an extra spring in their
step and can cover more ground than others of their
ilk. Increase this character’s base Speed by one.

Your character is skilled in reading lips and can do
so in any language that they are a fluent or native
speaker. The lip reader must be able to clearly see the
speaker’s lips and be close enough to discern the
details of their face. Lip Reader is ineffective against
non-humanoids and languages that do not have a
verbal component.
Lives in Armor (specific) [Perk]
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Prerequisites: Veteran’s Rest
Your character spends more time in their armor
then they do out of it. Choose a specific type of
armor. When wearing that type of armor, you may
adjust the Armor Test Penalty, Max Defend, and
Max Speed one point in your favor. This benefit
stacks with the bonus provided by Bear Armor. Lives
in Armor does not reduce the penalty for spellcasting
or swimming in armor.
As an additional prerequisite for this Trait, the
type of specific armor chosen must match the specific
armor type from the character’s Bear Armor Trait.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time it
must apply to a different type of armor.

Longshanks [Inherent]

Lore (specific) [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Your character has one area of knowledge where
they are considered an expert. Choose a specific
subject that your character is knowledgeable in.
When your character is dealing with the subject in
question the GM should give out general information
without a Test. If the knowledge needed is rare or
detailed the GM may call for an Intellect Test to
determine what the character can recall about the
subject. In situations where the character must make
a Test, and knowledge of the subject is paramount to
success, the character may add Boon to the attempt.
Examples of specific areas of Lore include, but are
not limited to: Administration, agriculture, anatomy,
architecture, art, astrology, astronomy, bureaucracy,
cartography, demonology, dragonology, fauna, flora,
gemology, geography, geology, government, heraldry,
history, law, literature, mathematics, metallurgy,
metaphysics, military, mineralogy, monsters, music,
mythology, occult, philosophy, poison, religion,
spellcraft, tactics, taxation, and weather.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different subject.

Low Blow [Perk]

Magical Resonance [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: None

You are adept at taking advantage of a target
whose attention is focused elsewhere. You gain an
additional Boon when making a melee attack against
an unaware opponent.

This character has an affinity for magical items.
Their number of magic items slots is increased from
six to seven.

Low Light Vision [Racial]

Mailed Caster (specific) [Perk]
Prerequisites: Bear Armor

Prerequisites: Racial
This spellcaster has overcome some of the
difficulties of using magic while wearing armor.
Choose a specific type of armor. When wearing
armor of that type the spellcaster can reduce the
penalty for spellcasting by 2 (after doubling).
As an additional prerequisite for this Trait, the
type of specific armor chosen must match the specific
armor type from the character’s Bear Armor Trait.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time it
must apply to a different type of armor.
Mangler [Perk]
Prerequisites: Cable Cutter
When you successfully execute the Cable Cutter
Trait on an enemy that is already Wounded, you may
give them a Maimed Injury instead.

Lumbering [Fault]

Martial Artist [Perk]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: None

You are not as fast on your feet as others. Reduce
your character’s base Speed by one.

Whether your skill comes from secret techniques
known only to your own people, or you are just a
skilled brawler, you are trained to fight without a
weapon. Your character gains a Boon when making
unarmed attacks. Additionally, your character’s base
unarmed damage when striking is increased to d3
damage. Martial Arts has no effect on a character’s
ability to grapple.

Lusty [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
You find it hard to resist the charms of the
opposite sex. You take a Flaw on any Test made to
avoid succumbing to a pretty face.
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By nature of their species this character can see in
any lighting condition up to, but not including, total
darkness. Low Light Vision allows a character to see
out to a distance of 100 feet even in the dimmest of
lighting. While Low Light Vision does not provide
any benefit in total darkness, if there is even the tiniest
bit of light (even just starlight) the character can see
and function more or less normally.
Characters with Low Light Vision still prefer
normal levels of light, as the dim light mutes color
and detail to some extent and minimal lighting
washes coloring away entirely. Low Light Vision
provides no benefit to a character that is rendered
Blind and likewise has no effect against invisibility or
illusions. Characters with Low Light Vision do not
suffer a weakness to, or gain a benefit against, bright
lights or flares.

Massive [Racial]
Prerequisites: Racial
Your character’s people are notably larger than
typical humans. As a result, your character increases
their Health total by 3. As a downside they are easier
to strike in combat and see their Defense total
reduced by one. Additionally, the GM may assess a
Boon or Flaw to Tests where your character’s large
size would prove to be an asset or a liability.
Master of Disguise [Perk]
Prerequisites: Presence of 2

Mimic [Perk]
Prerequisites: Presence of 2
You are able to mimic the sounds of wild creatures
with uncanny accuracy. You gain a Boon on Tests
made to mimic animal calls or other natural sounds.

You gain a Boon whenever you are trying to
conceal your true identity or appear to be someone
else. In addition, whenever you want to suddenly
appear in a scene where your character wasn’t there
already, you may spend a point of Luck or Fate to
emerge as one of the random guards, townsfolk, etc.
in the background. You were there the whole time,
merely incognito! This effect should still be plausible
within the narrative of the game, and the GM has the
final say on whether the situation is appropriate for
Master of Disguise or not.

Monkey Grip [Perk]

Mathmologist [Perk]

Prerequisites: Racial

Prerequisites: Intellect of 2

Your character’s species has only a single eye. Take
a Flaw on Tests where depth perception or peripheral
vision is a factor. This Flaw applies to ranged attacks
made at a range of more than 20 feet.

Your character is exceptional at dealing with
figures, statistics, mathematical formulae, theorems,
geometry, or otherwise manipulating numbers
through the power of mathematics. You may claim a
Boon on any Test related to math or numerology.
Mentor [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Inherent
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very knowledgeable in one or two subjects). The
mentor may not always be available (at the GM’s
discretion) and may at times require help from the
character. If the mentor is a person, they will not
travel or adventure with your character. You must
take time to go and visit the mentor in order to get
help.

Your character is aided by a wise mentor who
offers guidance and support. The mentor could be an
elderly scholar who speaks in riddles, a retired
adventurer, or even a disembodied spirit.
Your character can periodically ask their mentor
for advice, hints, or knowledge (the mentor is usually

Prerequisites: Might of 5
Your character is mighty enough to wield a twohanded melee weapon in one hand. Take a -2 on
attack rolls when doing so. This Trait does not allow
a character to make use of a two-handed weapon
when attempting to dual wield.
Mono-ocular [Racial]

Moxie [Perk]
Prerequisites: Presence of 2
Your character is at their best when they can act
boldly and captivate those around them. When acting
boldly and taking charge of a social situation would
prove to be an advantage, the character may claim a
Boon.

Muddled Mind [Fault]

Nimble [Perk]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: None

You are not good at thinking on your feet. Take a
Flaw on Intellect Saves.

This character is adept at getting out of the way of
danger. They may add a Boon to any Prowess Save
they are required to make.

Murder [Perk]
Nose for Magic [Perk]
Prerequisites: Backstab
Prerequisites: None
Your character knows how to dispatch someone
with a single blow. However, the precision needed to
make such a devastating strike is only possible if the
opponent is immobilized or otherwise prevented
from defending themselves. Damage dealt from a
successful strike against a Helpless victim is tripled.
Murder does not stack with the bonuses provided by
Low Blow or Backstab.
Narrow Minded [Fault]

Gain a Boon when making Tests to spot, track, or
find a spellcaster, magical effect, or item.
Nuts [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Your character just ain’t right in the head. They
seem to be a bit touched, as they say. Work with the
GM to determine how this manifests itself.

Prerequisites: Fault
Oafish [Fault]

Nemesis [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Work with the GM to determine an NPC enemy
that has it in for your character. This enemy will
appear from time to time (often when it is the most
inconvenient), upsetting your character’s plans and
generally complicating matters for the character.
Nerve Strike [Perk]
Prerequisites: Striker
Your character is trained to strike a critical spot in
order to cripple an unworthy opponent. As a Full
Round Action you may make a single unarmed attack
against a Rabble level opponent. If the attack
succeeds it deals no damage, instead the opponent is
assessed the Out Condition which persists for the
duration of the scene.

Prerequisites: Fault
If it is possible to drop it, your character will drop
it. If it is possible to knock something over, they will
do that too. Add a Flaw if your character has to catch
or hold onto something important or breakable.
Obligation [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
You have someone or some organization that you
must be obedient to, or that you owe some service to.
Alternatively, you have someone who you must look
after who cannot take care of themselves. A character
who is a servant, for instance, would have an
Obligation to their master. When you choose this
Fault, you must work with the GM to determine the
exact nature of your Obligation.
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You are already set in your ways and do not seek
alternate perspectives. Take a Flaw on Presence Saves.

One Eyed [Fault]

Paper Pusher [Perk]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: None

Your character is missing an eye. Take a Flaw on
Tests where depth perception or peripheral vision is
a factor. This Flaw applies to ranged attacks made at
a range of more than 20 feet.

Your character is skilled in administration and
bureaucracy. You receive a Boon when trying to cut
through red tape, file paperwork, find loopholes, and
otherwise deal with officialdom.

One Handed [Fault]

Parry [Perk]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: None

This character is missing one hand. The character
cannot make use of two-handed weapons and suffers
a Flaw on any Test where having two hands is an
integral part of success (such as climbing, spellcasting,
and tying knots).

Your character can knock incoming melee attacks
aside to avoid harm. The character may expend an
Attack Action in order to attempt a Parry. The
character must have a melee weapon in hand to
attempt a Parry. The use of a Parry must be declared
after an attack successfully hits but before a damage
roll is made.
To resolve a Parry the character makes a Test using
Prowess and the Proficiency of the weapon they are
using. The DF of the Test is equal to 10 plus the
attacker’s totaled bonus to hit with the attack
(Vocation, Proficiency, Traits, magic, modifiers,
etc.). Any bonus or penalty that would be assessed on
an attack is also assessed on the Test made to Parry.
A successful Parry negates the attack.
A character must save an Attack Action to Parry
using the same rules outlined for Readying an Action.
Characters able to make multiple attacks during their
turn (such as duel wielding or with One-Two) use
only a single attack when they Parry. This may allow
them to Parry more than once or to Parry and still
attack. Even if you are allowed multiple attacks, you
may not attempt to Parry a given attack more than
once. Any penalties associated with the multiple
attacks are applied to any Parry attempts as well.

One-Two [Perk]
Prerequisites: Prowess of 3
You are trained to make two melee weapon attacks
in quick succession. As an Attack Action you may
make two melee attacks with a weapon. Each attack
is made at a -5 penalty and must be made with the
same weapon. This Trait cannot be used while you
are dual wielding.
Outsider [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
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Your character has been exiled, banished, or
otherwise ostracized by a particular group,
government, or organization. Members of the group
will actively shun and may even openly berate or even
attack the character. Decent folk can tell that you
don’t belong. The character takes a Flaw on Tests
made in social situations where the character’s
Outsider status is a factor.

Passionate [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Pick one PC, NPC, thing, or ideal. Your character
is moved deeply by their passion where this particular
thing is concerned. Once per scene, the character may
claim Boon on a single Test involving their passion.

Path of Magic [Perk]

Performer (specific) [Perk]

Prerequisites: Price of Magic

Prerequisites: Prowess of 2

You were not only born with the ability to channel
magic, you have spent great effort to learn how to
control this latent ability. You can cast spells and will
choose one of the magical Paths to follow (Animism,
Devotion, Necromancy, Primacy, or Sorcery). For
complete details on the Path of Magic and its
connection to spellcasting see chapter 6, The Use of
Magic. Note that not all Origins have the ability to
follow all Paths, you may not choose a Path that is
not available to your Origin.

This character is trained in some particular art of
public performance. Under normal circumstances
they can put on an entertaining show without issue.
They know how to carry a tune, spin a tale, or juggle
with minimal effort. If an exceptional performance is
needed or an additional level of complication is added
a Test may be called for to determine the results. In
these cases, the character is allotted a Boon on
appropriate Tests.
Examples include, but are not limited to: acting,
bagpipes, buffoonery, cello, ceremony, comedy,
drum, flute, fortune telling, harp, juggling, knavery,
lute, lyre, mandolin, mime, oration, preaching,
puppets, singing, sleight of hand, storytelling,
trumpet, and violin.

Prerequisites: Fault
One of your legs is missing from the knee down.
You have a suitable prosthesis, but it is not ideal.
Reduce your base Speed by one and take a Flaw
whenever the Peg Leg would be a factor.
Perfect Armor (specific) [Perk]
Prerequisites: Lives in Armor
In a pinch this character can rely on their armor to
absorb a significant amount of damage. Once per day
the character can use this Trait to gain the maximum
Protection that the armor is able to provide (as if any
dice rolled for Protection came up as their max). The
character may use this Trait additional times per day
if they are willing to spend a point of Luck or Fate
for each additional use.
As an additional prerequisite for this Trait, the
type of specific armor chosen must match the specific
armor type from the character’s Lives in Armor Trait.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time it
must apply to a different type of armor.

Piercing Blow [Perk]
Prerequisites: Precise Strike
By biding their time and striking with precision,
this character can bypass some of their opponent’s
armor. As a Full Round Action a character may
attempt a Piercing Blow. A Piercing Blow is a single
melee attack and is made at a -5 penalty. If the attack
is a success, the target’s Protection is halved against
the attack. Precise Strike cannot be used to offset the
penalty incurred by Piercing Blow.
Piercing Shot [Perk]
Prerequisites: Bull’s Eye
By biding their time and shooting with precision,
this character can bypass some of their opponent’s
armor. As a Full Round Action a character may
attempt a Piercing Shot. A Piercing Shot is a single
ranged attack and is made at a -5 penalty. If the attack
is a success, the target’s Protection is halved against
the damage. Bull’s Eye cannot be used to offset the
penalty incurred by Piercing Shot.
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Peg Leg [Fault]

Pin [Perk]

Poor Horseman [Fault]

Prerequisites: Slam

Prerequisites: Fault

You are adept at keeping your opponent from
acting in a grapple. When you choose the Hold
option in a grapple, you deny your opponent their
Attack Action on their next round. If you won the
Grappling Test with a Bump you may deny them
their Full Round Action instead.

You never learned the skills needed to ride a horse.
You take a Flaw while riding and cannot make attacks
from a mounted position.

Pincushion [Perk]

Potent Magic (specific) [Perk]
Prerequisites: Path of Magic

You can get the most out of taking cover behind a
shield. When you are using a shield in combat and
take an Attack Action to Evade, you may increase
your Defense against ranged attacks by an additional
2 points as you hide behind your shield.

You can cast spells from a chosen Sphere of magic
with greater potency than normal. When you select
Potent Magic choose a specific Sphere of Magic.
When casting spells from that Sphere the caster
increases the DF of the spell’s Save by one (where
applicable).
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different Sphere of Magic.

Point Blank [Perk]

Power of the Void [Perk]

Prerequisites: Prowess of 2

Prerequisites: Arcane Connection

You are skilled at making accurate shots when you
are at close range. You may add +1 to attack and
damage rolls with a ranged weapon when your target
is within 30 feet, or within the weapon’s first range
increment, whichever is lower.

You have touched on unnamed magics from
distant planes. Increase your maximum Spirit by one.

Prerequisites: Shield Defense

Poor Eyesight [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
You take a Flaw when trying to observe or spot
something when primarily relying on sight for the
attempt.
Poor Hearing [Fault]

Power Strike [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
You may sacrifice accuracy in order to deal
additional damage on a melee attack. When making
a melee attack you may take a Flaw on the attack roll
in order to add a Boon to damage if the attack is a
success.
Precise Strike [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
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Prerequisites: Fault
You take a Flaw on Tests when hearing is the
primary factor.

You are adept at hitting small or tricky targets
when in melee. When making a melee attack you may
reduce the penalty for called shots with a melee
weapon by 2. Precise Strike can only be used once for
any given attack.

Precision Caster [Perk]

Quadruped [Racial]

Prerequisites: Path of Magic

Prerequisites: Racial

This caster is used to hurling dangerous magic in
close proximity to their allies. When this caster cast a
spell and their allies must make the special Save
associated with Danger Close Spellcasting, the DF is
reduced from 12 to 9.

Your character’s species has four legs. You are
naturally more robust than others and add one to
your Health total. When the extra legs would serve as
an advantage (such as when trying to avoid being
knocked over or pushed back) the character can claim
a Boon on related Tests. When the extra legs would
serve as a hindrance (such as when trying to ascend a
narrow staircase or ladder) the character can be
assessed a Flaw. Quadruped characters cannot ride a
mount unless specifically suited to their species.

Price of Magic [Inherent]
Prerequisites: Inherent
You were born with a natural connection to the
realms of magic. Perhaps with hard work and
dedicated training you may even be able to cast spells.
This Trait is needed for those who wish to pursue a
career in the magic arts and it must be taken at
character generation.
One of the character’s Faults must be tied to this
Trait and it cannot be removed without severing the
character’s ties to magic. For complete details on the
Price of Magic and its connection to spellcasting see
chapter 6, The Use of Magic. Note that not all
Origins have the ability to use magic. Those Origins
that do not have access to a Path of Magic cannot
take Price of Magic.

Quaffer [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
For whatever reason, your character is able to chug
potions at a faster pace than normal. Your character
may drink a potion as a Move Action as opposed to
the Attack Action normally required. This Trait does
not allow your character to benefit from two potions
in the same round.
Quick Shot [Perk]
Prerequisites: Prowess of 3

Prerequisites: None
Your character is able to fight from a prone
position with less difficulty than others. The penalty
for making attacks while prone is reduced from -4 to
-2. Additionally, the bonus to strike the prone
character in melee is reduced from +4 to +2.

Quick Stand [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
The character can gain their feet in a single fluid
movement. A prone character with Quick Stand may
take a Move Action to stand and still have half of
their Speed available for normal movement.
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Prone Fighting [Perk]

You are trained to make two ranged attacks in
quick succession. As an Attack Action, you may make
two ranged attacks. Each attack is made at a -5
penalty and must be made with the same weapon, or
two of the same weapon type if using a thrown
weapon. This Trait does not stack with any effects a
character might gain for fighting with a weapon in
each hand. Quick Shot can only be used with a
crossbow if it can be reloaded as a Free Action.

Quick Step [Perk]

Rapid Reload [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: None

Your character can get a bit more out of a quick
movement made in combat. When using a Free
Action to make a five-foot-step your character can
move two five-foot-steps. This ability does not stack
with the Disengage Trait, using Quick Step provokes
Free Attacks as usual.
Quicken Spell (specific) [Perk]

This character is trained to quickly reload a
crossbow while in combat. The type of action needed
to reload a crossbow is reduced by one step (Full
Round to Attack, Attack to Move, and Move to
Free). It always requires at least a Free Action to
reload a crossbow. A character using a crossbow that
has a higher Might than their own cannot reap any
benefit from Rapid Reload.

Prerequisites: Path of Magic, Insight of 2

Recharge Wand [Perk]

Choose a single specific spell with a casting time
of 1 Action. For that specific spell the caster may cast
it as a Move Action instead of as an Attack Action.
This Trait does not allow a spellcaster to cast two
spells in the same round. This includes preventing the
caster from using a scroll or wand, but does not
prevent the use of other magic items that can be
activated with the caster’s other available actions.
This Trait may be taken multiple times, each time it
must apply to a different spell. If Quicken Spell is
taken for a spell that has a variable casting time, or an
alternate method of casting (such as Counterspell),
Quicken Spell will only have an effect in situations
where the casting time would be 1 Action.

Prerequisites: Path of Magic, Intellect and Spells of 4

Ranged Disarm [Perk]
Prerequisites: Disarm
When making a disarm attempt with a ranged
weapon the character may ignore the -2 penalty for
attempting to disarm with a ranged weapon.
Ranged Parry [Perk]
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Prerequisites: Parry
You may use a Parry attempt to knock aside
normal ranged weapons like bows, slings, and thrown
weapons. Due to the challenges of hitting a missile
out of the air, the Ranged Parry attempt must be
made with a Flaw.

This character is able to use their magical
knowledge to return lost charges to a wand. In order
to recharge a given wand, the caster must be able to
cast the specific spell contained within. The caster
then must prepare special materials needed for the
recharging process, totaling one hour of time and
1,000 coins per spell Tier. Once prepared, the caster
must successfully cast the spell and expend XP equal
to the spell’s Tier. A caster must be able to freely
handle a wand in order to recharge it.
If the Spellcasting Test succeeds, the wand regains
a single charge and on a Bump the caster reduces the
XP cost by one. If the spell fails the wand is not
recharged and the materials are wasted, however no
XP is used. If spell fails with a Kink, both the
materials and the XP are wasted with no effect. Note
that a wand that is charged above 18 charges is
destroyed and that a wand that is reduced to zero
charges is turned to dust and cannot be recharged.
Researcher [Perk]
Prerequisites: Intellect of 2
Your character is good at sifting through the
library, old tomes and scrolls, or other records to find
out specific pieces of information. Even if the
information is buried away in hard-to-find places, as
long as it is there, the researcher will eventually track
it down.
When making Tests related to researching, the
character may claim a Boon to the attempt.

Researcher does not by itself guarantee that the
information is available, but it does ensure that if it is
available the character can find it. The character must
have access to a library or other suitable repository of
records to make use of this Trait. The hindrance here
is that researching can be a time-consuming process.

Riposte [Perk]
Prerequisites: Fast Parry

Resilient [Inherent]

If you have made a successful Parry attempt against
a target, you may claim a Boon on your next melee
attack against them. This bonus expires after one
round if not put to use before then.

Prerequisites: Inherent

Robust [Inherent]

You were born with a natural resistance to magic.
Gain a +1 to Saves when resisting hostile magic.

Prerequisites: Inherent

Resist the Cold [Perk]
Prerequisites: None

Your character has a strong immune system and is
immune to normal diseases. Additionally, the
character gains a Boon on any Test to resist exotic or
magical strains of disease that might still affect them.

Your training or heritage allows you to ignore low
extremes in temperature better than others. Add a
Boon when rolling to resist trauma from cold.
Additionally, the consequences of exposure to cold
environments require twice the amount of time to
take effect.
Rugged [Perk]
Resist the Heat [Perk]
Prerequisites: Tough
Prerequisites: None

Reversal [Perk]
Prerequisites: Constrictor
When someone tries to get ahold of you in a
grapple you can turn the tables and damage them
instead. When you win a Grappling Test as the
defender you may elect to execute the Crush option
instead of being limited to just the Push, Retreat, or
do nothing options.

Rummager [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Your character has a knack for getting the right
item out of their pack in a hurry. As a Move Action
a character may acquire an item that is not in a readied
gear slot.
Savvy [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
This character can spring into action faster than
those around them. Add a Boon to Initiative Tests.
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Your training or heritage allows you to ignore high
extremes in temperature better than others. Add a
Boon when rolling to resist trauma from heat.
Additionally, the consequences of exposure to hot
environments require twice the amount of time to
take effect.

When being tough isn’t quite enough, you have
just a bit of steam left to keep going. Increase your
maximum Health total by one.

Scant [Racial]

Secret [Fault]

Prerequisites: Racial

Prerequisites: Fault

Your character’s people are notably smaller than
other adventurers. As a result, your character reduces
their Health total by one. On the plus side, your
character increases their Defense total by one.
Additionally, the GM may assess a Boon or Flaw to
Tests where your character’s small size would prove
to be an asset or a liability.

There is something you do not want others to
know. This could be about yourself, someone close
to you, or even some great matter of state. Perhaps
you once assumed a noble’s identity, or you know that
the King is not the rightful heir to the throne. There
will be times when this secret comes back to haunt
you. Blackmailers, magistrates, inquisitors, and more
may come to trouble you. If the secret were ever made
public the consequences for your character would be
dire indeed. Work with the GM to determine what
your secret is and what the consequences are if it goes
public.

Scent [Racial]
Prerequisites: Racial
Your people have an enhanced sense of smell. Add
a Boon to any Test made where a heightened sense of
smell would be beneficial. Additionally, at the GM’s
discretion, the character may be allotted a Test when
one may not normally be possible. So, this character
may be able to track by scent alone, or to notice an
invisible or disguised creature via scent.
Sea Dog [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
You have spent appreciable amounts of time
aboard a ship and at sea. You gain a Boon to any Test
made to operate a ship, perform shipboard functions,
navigate, or otherwise excel at life on the high seas.
Second Sight [Inherent]
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Prerequisites: Inherent
This character has a natural connection to the
world of magic and can sometimes sense if an item is
enchanted. By spending 5 minutes examining an item
and taking one point of Drain, the character has an
80% chance of discovering if a magical dweomer has
been placed upon the object. Each use of Second
Sight only reveals the nature of a single item and the
character must physically touch the item for this
ability to work. This provides only an indication that
the item is enchanted, and perhaps its relative power
level, but not the item’s purpose or function.

Shake it Off [Perk]
Prerequisites: Path of Magic
You don’t let a trivial thing like being stabbed stop
you from casting a critical spell. When you are subject
to the -5 penalty to a Spellcasting Test because you
took damage from a Free Attack, you may reduce that
penalty by 3 to a -2.
Shield Bash [Perk]
Prerequisites: Shield Defense
You are able to strike out with a shield, using it as
a melee weapon. As an Attack Action you may make
an attack with your shield. The shield counts as a
medium weapon for purposes of Proficiency and
damage dealt when attempting a Shield Bash.

Shield Block [Perk]

Situs Inversus [Inherent]

Prerequisites: Shield Defense

Prerequisites: Inherent

Your character can knock incoming attacks aside
to avoid harm. The character may expend an Attack
Action to attempt to block an attack with a shield. A
shield must be in hand to attempt a Shield Block. The
use of a Shield Block must be declared after an attack
successfully hits but before a damage roll is made.
To resolve a Shield Block the character makes a
Test using Prowess and their Defend Proficiency.
The DF of the Test is equal to 10 plus the attacker’s
totaled bonus to hit with the attack (Vocation,
Proficiency, Traits, magic, modifiers, etc.). Any
bonus or penalty that would be assessed on an attack
is also assessed on the Test made to Shield Block. The
character may use a Shield Block to avoid ranged
attacks from bows, thrown weapons, slings, or other
normal ranged attacks without penalty. A successful
Shield Block negates the attack.
A character must save an Attack Action to Shield
Block using the same rules outlined for Readying an
Action. Characters able to make multiple attacks
(such as duel wielding or with One-Two) use only a
single attack when they Shield Block. This may allow
them to Shield Block more than once or to Shield
Block and still attack. Even if you are allowed
multiple attacks, you may not attempt to Shield Block
a given attack more than once. Any penalties
associated with the multiple attacks are applied to any
Shield Block attempts as well.

Through a bizarre coincidence of heredity, your
character’s internal organs are transposed. You gain
some relief from critical attacks since your anatomy
is subtlety different than normal. When taking
damage from an attack that succeeded with a Boon,
this character may take one additional point of
Protection against the attack. When facing the results
of a Crit! on a physical attack the character can claim
an additional d4 points of Protection.

Prerequisites: Defend of 2
This character is trained to defend themselves with
a shield. When using a shield, the character gains a
+2 bonus to their Defense instead of the usual +1.
Shield Expert [Perk]
Prerequisites: Shield Defense
You have spent extensive time training in the use
of a shield. When making a Test to use your shield
add a Boon to the attempt.

Prerequisites: None
It is difficult to obscure or manipulate this
character’s perception. They may add a Boon to any
Insight Save they are required to make.
Skill Mastery (specific) [Perk]
Prerequisites: Knack
Choose a specific non-combat task. You have
diligently honed your skill when it comes to that task.
Add a Boon to Tests when performing that specific
task. This Boon stacks with the Boon provided from
the Knack Trait.
As an additional prerequisite for this Trait, the
type of specific task chosen must match the specific
task chosen for the character’s Knack Trait. This
Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time it must
apply to a different task.
Slam [Perk]
Prerequisites: Throw
You don’t just relocate your opponent, you drive
them forcefully into the ground. When you elect to
use your Throw Trait to knock an opponent prone,
they also suffer your grapple damage during the fall.
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Shield Defense [Perk]

Sixth Sense [Perk]

Socially Awkward [Fault]

Stay Put [Perk]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: Throw

Your character has difficulty fitting in. It could be
because they are shy, crude, not good at small talk, or
just a bit out of sorts. This is usually role played, but
you also take a Flaw in social situations where this
social ineptitude may affect the outcome.

You are able to execute a grapple attack as a
reaction. When you are eligible to make a Free Attack
against an opponent that is trying to break melee or
push past you, you may elect to make a grapple attack
instead.

Spooks Animals [Fault]

Stonewise [Racial]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: Racial

Something about this character is unsettling to
animals. Any animals within 10 feet of your character
instantly become nervous, skittish, and irritable. Add
a Flaw to Tests whenever interacting with animals,
including any attempt to lead or ride them.

This character’s heritage is tied closely to their
underground home. This character gains a Boon on
any Test made to survive, track, travel through,
forage, investigate, or otherwise interact with any
underground environment whether it be naturally
occurring or fashioned with intention.

Sprinter [Perk]
Stout [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Prerequisites: Might of 2
When taking the Dash action in combat, the
character may move farther. They may move four
times Speed while changing direction and crossing
terrain, or five times their Speed if running in a
relatively straight line over open ground.

You have an increased tolerance for pain and
discomfort. You take a -1 on all Tests (except Saves)
when Wounded, but may ignore the Flaw associated
with the Wounded Injury. This Trait has no effect
on other Injuries or the Fatigued Condition.

Spry [Perk]
Street Rat [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Prerequisites: None
You can react to danger with less delay than others.
Add +2 to Initiative Tests.
Stay on Target [Perk]
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Prerequisites: None
You don’t let a trivial thing like being stabbed stop
you from getting the job done. When you are subject
to the -5 penalty to a Test because you took damage
from a Free Attack, you may reduce that penalty by 3
to a -2. This Trait cannot be used to reduce the
penalty for a Spellcasting Test interrupted by a Free
Attack.

This character is at home in the back alleys and
dark dens of the city streets. When making Tests to
gain information or make connections on the bottom
of the social heap, this character gains a Boon.
Striker [Perk]
Prerequisites: Martial Artist
You have learned how to make your unarmed
attacks more effective. When fighting unarmed,
increase the base damage to d4. This Trait has no
effect on damage dealt while grappling.

Prerequisites: Racial
This character’s heritage makes them a bit more
robust than others. Increase their maximum Health
total by one.
Stylish [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Assuming that they have the means at their
disposal, the character is always immaculately
presented and decked out in the appropriate fashions.
They get a Boon to Tests in social situations where
appearance and dress might affect the outcome.
Sultry [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
There is something about your character that the
opposite sex finds compelling. It could be looks, it
could be a subtle sway of the hips, or something more
overt. When in a situation where being alluring would
be an advantage, your character may add a Boon to
Tests.
Sure Footed [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
You are able to traverse uncertain terrain with
greater ease than most. Add a Boon to any Test made
to avoid slips, trips, and falls due to unsure footing.
Surgery [Perk]
Prerequisites: First Aid, Physician of 4
This character is able to set bones, suture wounds,
and otherwise get characters back on their feet after
an Injury. With a successful Insight Test the surgeon
can reduce the healing time of Injuries. Wounded
characters require a DF[15] Test to treat and will
recover in two days. A Maimed character requires a
DF[18] Test to treat and will recover in four days. A

Mortally Wounded character requires a DF[20] Test
to treat and will recover in seven days.
Surgery takes about six hours and the patient must
remain bedridden for the duration of their recovery
or any benefit from the Surgery is lost. During the
recovery time the Physician must attend to their
patient for an hour or so a few times a day. As with
normal healing, the most severe Injuries must be
addressed before moving onto the lesser Injuries.
Surgery replaces other forms of treatment that might
be available from an Herbalist or Physician.
Survivalist [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Your character is a natural outdoorsman and
receives a Boon on Tests made to survive in the wild
places of the world.
Suspend Magic (specific) [Perk]
Prerequisites: Path of Magic
When you cast spells from a chosen Sphere of
magic you can squeeze out an extra bit of duration.
When you select Suspend Magic choose a specific
Sphere of Magic. When casting spells from that
Sphere you may elect to spend an extra point of Drain
in order to increase the spell’s duration. The duration
of a spell is increased by 25% when Suspend Magic
is used. This Trait has no effect on spells that have a
duration of immediate or permanent.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different Sphere of Magic.
Sway [Perk]
Prerequisites: Prowess of 2
This character is adept at dodging incoming
attacks when they can move unhindered. When the
character has no Armor Test Penalty, can move freely,
and is aware of an incoming attack, they may improve
their Defense by one.
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Sturdy [Racial]

Sweep [Perk]

Take Cover [Perk]

Prerequisites: One-Two

Prerequisites: None

You are adept at laying out minions with rapid
strikes from your weapon. As a Full Round Action,
you may make a single attack with a melee weapon
against any Rabble level opponent that is in melee
with you. You may use Sweep once per combat, or
more by spending a point of Luck or Fate.

You know how to make the most out of cover.
When you are taking advantage of cover, ranged
attacks against you are assessed a -2 penalty. This
penalty stacks with any penalty normally associated
with the cover.

Swift Footed [Perk]

Take Down [Perk]
Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: None
This character has spent effort training to cover
more ground when moving on foot. Increase their
base Speed by one.

You can land a powerful blow that may take an
opponent off their feet. You may spend a Full Round
Action to make a melee attack against a target. If the
attack is successful it deals damage normally and the
target is allotted a DF[15] Prowess or Might Save
(their choice) to see if they can keep their feet. If the
Save fails the victim is knocked prone.
Team Up [Perk]
Prerequisites: None

Swimmer [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Your training or heritage grants you innate abilities
when it comes to swimming. You gain the ability to
swim at your full Speed. Those with the Swimmer
Trait may add a Boon to any Test made related to
swimming.
Taciturn [Fault]

When you are fighting alongside an ally you are
able to capitalize on additional openings in an
enemy’s defenses. Add a +1 bonus to melee attack
and damage rolls when you fight an enemy that is in
melee with one or more of your allies. Furthermore,
if any of those allies also have the Team Up trait you
may add an additional +1 to attack and damage for
each ally that shares this Trait.
Thieves’ Tools [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
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Prerequisites: Fault
Your character is ridiculously tightlipped. It's a
rare day on which they use a sentence of more than
three words, and it's virtually unheard of for them to
initiate conversation. This extreme reluctance to
speak unfortunately means they never volunteer
information without being asked. Add a Flaw when
in social situations with those that have not gotten to
know the Taciturn character.

You have a special well-crafted set of tools to use
for disabling locks, traps, and other such devices. Add
a Boon when attempting to open mechanical locks or
disarm mechanical traps when you have access to your
Thieves’ Tools. Though the Thieves’ Tools can be
lost or taken away during play, the character with this
Trait should be able to recover or replace the tools at
some point when it is appropriate to do so in-game.

Throw [Perk]

Tough [Perk]

Prerequisites: Grappler

Prerequisites: None

You are skilled at tossing your opponents out of a
grapple. When you use the Push option to move your
opponent, your opponent is also knocked prone.

You are a hardy individual that can take more
punishment than others of your folk. Increase your
maximum Health total by 2.

Thrower [Perk]

Tough as Nails [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: Stout, Might of 5

You may ignore the -2 penalty for throwing melee
weapons with the ‘can throw’ property.

You have a superhuman tolerance for pain and
discomfort. You take a -1 on all Tests when Maimed
(except Saves), but may ignore the Flaw associated
with the Maimed Injury. This Trait has no effect on
other Injuries or the Fatigued Condition.

Prerequisites: None
Your character’s mind naturally understands
mechanical devices and their uses. Gain a Boon on
Tests made to fiddle with or repair mechanical
devices. Also claim this Boon when trying to
determine how they work or what their function is.
This Boon can be applied to Test made to disarm
mechanical traps or locks, but not to find them.
Tireless [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
This character can function longer than normal
without sleep. They may skip a second night’s sleep
without issue, becoming Fatigued if they don’t take a
proper rest on the third night.

Trailblazer [Perk]
Prerequisites: Insight of 3
You are naturally skilled at finding an optimal
path through the wilderness. When you are travelling
cross country through wilderness areas you can
increase your daily travel rate by 25%. This bonus is
only applicable when the character travels on foot or
is riding a mount suited to the terrain. Vehicles
cannot benefit from this Trait but other people can.
Anyone consenting to let the Trailblazer serve as their
guide can benefit from the increased daily travel rates,
though they must be using the same form of
movement as the Trailblazer.
Trusting [Fault]

To the Last [Perk]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: Fight On

You always see the good in people and tend to
trust them. Take a Flaw on Tests when someone is
trying to deceive you.

Your character must literally be dead before they
give up the fight. When using the Fight On ability
your character can stay in the battle until they hit -12
Health, when their body finally stops working and
they die. Use of this Trait allows the character to
ignore the effects of a Mortal Wound until the battle
subsides, and is in other respects the same as its
prerequisite, Fight On.

Two-Can Sam [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
You don’t hold your liquor well. Take a Flaw on
any Test made to resist the effects of alcohol.
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Tinkerer [Perk]

Ugly [Fault]

Vicious [Fault]

Prerequisites: Fault

Prerequisites: Fault

It doesn’t matter how it happened, your character
was struck with the ugly stick. You take a Flaw in any
social situation where looks could affect the outcome.

Your manner and bearing mark you as a killer, with
no redeeming qualities or features in the eyes of
others. Take a Flaw when dealing socially with
anyone who does not share your depraved world view.

Unremarkable [Perk]
War Cry [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Prerequisites: None
Your looks don’t leave much of an impression and
people don’t seem to pick up on the details of your
appearance as readily as they might for others. When
attempting to describe you they are likely to have only
the most general of descriptions to offer. Characters
take a Flaw on any Test to recall details about or
identify an individual with the Unremarkable Trait.
Unsavory [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Whether it is warranted or not, this character just
seems untrustworthy at first glance. Take a Flaw on
social Tests with people that haven’t had time to get
to know you.

Your character is able to release a fearsome roar
that rattles foes and bolsters allies. As a Full Round
Action your character can release a battle cry that
scares the hell out of all opponents within earshot.
They take a Flaw on any Test that is not a Save for
one round following the War Cry. All your
character’s allies gain a Boon for Tests (including
Saves) on that round as well. At the GM’s discretion,
noteworthy foes can be allowed a DF[15] Intellect
Save to avoid the effect. Characters that are immune
to fear are unaffected by the thundering battle cry.
This ability may be used only once per session, or
more with the use of a point of Luck or Fate.
Wary [Perk]

Unwearied [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: Might of 3

You are always on your toes and can often spot
surprise attacks before they happen. When making a
Test to spot an ambush or to avoid being surprised
you may add a Boon.

You have increased endurance and can fight
through exhaustion better than others. You take a -1
on all Tests when Fatigued (except Saves), but may
ignore the Flaw associated with being Fatigued. This
Trait has no effect on other Injuries or Conditions.

Weapon Block [Perk]
Prerequisites: Fast Block

Veteran’s Rest [Perk]
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Prerequisites: Bear Armor
This character has a method for sleeping in armor
that makes the experience easier to bear. This
character may sleep in armor for six days in a row
before becoming Fatigued after a seventh night of
sleeping in armor.

Your character has been trained to Block incoming
attacks from weapons while unarmed. When making
a successful Block attempt against an attack from a
melee weapon, the character suffers no damage.

Weapon Flourish [Perk]

Whirling Dervish [Perk]

Prerequisites: Prowess of 3

Prerequisites: Sweep

Your character can spin their melee weapon about
with style and panache, boosting the zeal of an attack.
Weapon Flourish can be used as a Free Action,
allowing the character to claim a Boon on their next
melee attack. This advantage can be used only once
against any given opponent.

You can fly into a frenzy, whirling your weapon
out in all directions to strike your foes. As a Full
Round Action, you may make a single normal melee
attack with your weapon against every foe that is in
melee with you. You may use Whirling Dervish once
per combat, or more by spending a point of Luck or
Fate.

Weapon Specialist (specific) [Perk]

Whirlwind Strike [Perk]

Prerequisites: None
This character has advanced skill with a chosen
weapon type. Chose a specific type of weapon such as
longsword, cutlass, dagger, short bow, or halberd.
When fighting with a weapon of that type you may
claim a Boon.
This Trait may be taken multiple times. Each time
it must apply to a different type of weapon.

You can fly into a frenzy, lashing your body out in
all directions to strike your foes. As a Full Round
Action, you may make a single normal unarmed
attack against every foe that is in melee with you. You
may use Whirlwind Strike once per combat, or more
by spending a point of Luck or Fate.

Weather Sense [Perk]

Wild Strike [Perk]

Prerequisites: None

Prerequisites: None

This character has a knack for predicting the
weather. They are able to predict the general weather
patterns in the local area for the coming day. An
Insight Test can be made if more detailed info is
needed, the character wants to predict the weather
over a larger area, or further into a future.

This character can sacrifice their own safety in
order to generate an opening for an attack. The
character may take up to 4 points off of your Defense
in order to add a like amount to a single melee attack
roll. The Defense penalty remains in effect until the
start of the character’s next turn.

Wheel Kick [Perk]

Withdraw [Perk]

Prerequisites: Striker

Prerequisites: Disengage, Quickstep

The martial artist can unleash a devastating kick
attack. As a Full Round Action the character can
make a single powerful unarmed attack that will deal
additional damage. Take a Flaw on the attack and if
it succeeds you may add an additional d4 to the
damage total.

You are skilled at getting out of melee combat.
When you use the Quick Step Trait it will stack with
Disengage so that neither of your five-foot-steps
incur any Free Attacks for breaking melee.
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Prerequisites: Combo

Woodwise [Racial]
Prerequisites: Racial
The character’s heritage is tied closely to their
woodland home. This character gains a Boon on any
Test made to survive, track, travel through, forage,
navigate, or otherwise interact with any woodland
terrain that resembles their homeland.
Wrecker [Perk]
Prerequisites: Might of 2
This character excels at smashing inanimate
objects. They gain a Boon on any attempt to do such
things when relying on pure physical force.
Wriggle Free [Perk]
Prerequisites: None
Ropes, chains, manacles, nothing holds this
character for long. Either by skill or dumb luck, the
character just has a knack for getting free. Claim a
Boon when making a Test to slip free from something
that is restraining your person.
Write Scroll [Perk]
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Prerequisites: Path of Magic, Intellect and Spells of 4
This character is capable of creating scrolls and
imbuing them with magical power, storing a spell for
later casting. A spellcaster may only prepare scrolls of
spells that they have already learned and may only
prepare scrolls that share their specific Path of Magic.
In order to write a scroll, a caster must have a quiet
place where they can work undisturbed and the
necessary materials for scroll creation. Creating
scrolls is not cheap and requires special materials that
are rare and costly. The cost of a scroll’s materials is
1,000 coins multiplied by the spell’s Tier.
Additionally, any specific material component
specified in a spell’s description must also be
expended (or the dice rolled to see if it is expended)
to create the scroll.

It takes three times the spell’s Tier in hours to
fashion the scroll and the entire scroll must be written
in a single sitting. If the caster abandons their task
mid-stream all of their effort and half of their
materials are expended with no result.
At the end of the process the caster must then
expend three times the spell’s Tier in XP, as it takes
a bit of essence to bind the magic to the scroll. Then
a Spellcasting Test is made with a DF equal to 10
plus twice the spell’s Tier and the appropriate Drain
for the spell is also assessed. If the Test is a success
the scroll is completed and if it succeeds with a Bump
the XP cost is halved. If the Test fails the scroll is
ruined and the materials are wasted, however the
spent XP is refunded. If the final Test to craft the
scroll fails with a Kink, both the materials and the XP
are wasted with no effect.
Young [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
Your character is noticeably below the age of
majority for their people. In addition to any potential
legal ramifications that may arise, the young character
takes a Flaw in any social situations where they are
attempting to function in an adult capacity.
Zealot [Fault]
Prerequisites: Fault
There are many willing to die for their faith, but a
Zealot is willing to kill for it. You get a Flaw
whenever you must keep quiet about your faith, be
civil to a non-believer, or anytime your faith is
impugned.
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03. List of Spells
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Spells Listed by Sphere
Array

Sphere

Tier I

Arcana

Base

Eldritch Bolt

Arx

Base

Ward

Tier II

Tier III

Tier IV

Wall of Force

Eldritch Blast

Word of Death

Magical Riposte

Ward the Masses

Eldritch Armor

Descry

Base

Reveal

Clairvoyance

Discern Location

Scry

Momentum

Base

Bob and Weave

Wall Walker

Freedom of Action

Haste

Narro

Base

Converse

Whispering Wind

Understanding

Mystic Conversation

Obex

Base

Wall of Ice

Wall of Stone

Wall of Iron

Wall of Flame

Portals

Base

Open Portal

Hold Portal

Wall Without Doors

Sealing

Quell

Base

Dispel Enchantment

Counterspell

Magical Barrier

Disjunction

Tempus

Base

Quick Step

Split Second

View the Past

Momentary Respite

Utility

Base

Sense Magic

Arcane Bolt

Discern Function

Desperate Gambit

Veracity

Base

Transcribe

Translation

Arcane Forgery

Compel Truth

Benediction

Align

Blessing

Protect Stats

Tether Soul

Divine Protection

Connection

Align

Empathy

Telepathy

ESP

Reveal the Mind

Cure

Align

Restore Status

Antidote

Renew Stat

Stand Tall

Enchant

Align

Imbue Armor

Imbue Weapon

Sunstone

Mystic Cage
Wave of Revelation

Espy

Align

Perceive the Invisible

Trap Detection

See Through Walls

Hearth

Align

Shelter

Hearth Ring

Ember

Spectral Fortress

Mend

Align

Stabilize

Restore Wound

Make Whole

Back from the Brink

Radiance

Align

Flash

Blast of Light

Burning Ray

Sunbeam

Rebuke

Align

Circle of Protection

Hold at Bay

Lay to Rest

Banish

Refresh

Align

Minor Healing

Restore Health

Regeneration

Complete Invigoration

Soothe

Align

Ignore Wound

Quick Repose

Painless

Stasis

Stratos

Align

Float

Fall Free

Flight

Masterful Flight

Affliction

Align (discord)

Weaken

Malady

Poxen Cloud

Deadly Venom

Cosmos

Align (discord)

Shooting Star

Field of Stars

Meteors

Star Storm

Douse

Align (discord)

Stifle

Suppress Heroism

Transfer Life

Snuff Out

Shade

Align (discord)

Darkness

See in the Dark

Traverse Shadows

Summon Shade

Aegis

Conjure

Mystic Armor

Turn Blades

Array of Shields

Radiant Aegis

Anima

Conjure

Psychic Dart

Mental Shield

Psyche Bomb

Break the Mind

Emergence

Conjure

Rampaging Imp

Seal the Rift

Ordinal Elemental

Eidolon

Filth

Conjure

Acrid Glob

Rapid Decay

Rot

Festering Ruin

Genesis

Conjure

Create Sustenance

Repair

Cornucopia

Creation

Molta

Conjure

Molten Bolt

Aura of Magma

Bind in Stone

Lava Flow

Phantasm

Conjure

Chaotic Vision

Minor Illusion

Complex Illusion

Phantasmal Terror

Restrain

Conjure

Restrict Movement

Hold Person

Hold Creature

Hold the Masses

Sentinel

Conjure

Siren

Wizard's Trap

Forewarn

Dragon's Sight

Summon

Conjure

Phantom Mount

Summon Beast

Cardinal Elemental

Summon Elder Thing

Sumpter

Conjure

Steed

Flame Stallion

Throng of Steeds

Mystral Chariot

Wrought

Conjure

Damascan Blade

Hauberk of Spikes

Iron Bow

Iron Maiden

Anathema

Conjure (convert)

Hex

Render Inoperable

Gloom

Despair

Necros

Conjure (convert)

Hollow Touch

Life Drain

Sap the Soul

Desiccate

Transmography

Conjure (convert)

Scaleskin

Grow Gills

Transmogrify Creature

Anyform

Vivication

Conjure (convert)

Converse with Dead

Phantom Blade

Animate Corpse

Greater Animation

Array

Sphere

Tier I

Tier II

Tier III

Tier IV

Aeros

Surge

Air Bolt

Buffeting Surge

Vortex

Vacuum

Aquos

Surge

Water Clout

Wave

Deluge

Drown

Arbor

Surge

Sure Spear

Rain of Arrows

Wall of Lances

Grove of Trees

Cibus

Surge

Mystic Lamp

Oil Slick

Flaming Glob

Scorching Rain

Ferro

Surge

Shard

Steelskin

Impale

Steel Whirlwind

Fracture

Surge

Sunder

Arcane Ram

Bone Snapper

Shatter

Fulmination

Surge

Acid Bath

Caustic Mine

Disintegration

Horrid Fulmination

Gait

Surge

Water Walk

Leap

Airwalk

Ether Step

Pyros

Surge

Fire Javelin

Blazing Rebuke

Fireball

Immolation

Shackle

Surge

Binding Chains

Web of Chains

Rending Chains

Gout of Iron

Terra

Surge

Pebble

Stone Rain

Earthen Spikes

Rumble

Thunder

Surge

Thunderclap

Thunder Trap

Storm Cloud

Wheel of Lightning

Dreaming

Surge (diffuse)

Doze Off

Silence

Waking Nightmare

Eternal Slumber

Obscure

Surge (diffuse)

Shadowy Veil

Invisibility

True Invisibility

Shadow Step

Proterus

Surge (diffuse)

Resist the Elements

Repel Arrows

Shield of Force

Elemental Diffusion

Psion

Surge (diffuse)

Mind Blank

Ego Whip

Tower of Iron Will

Psionic Blast

Atmos

Instill

Gale

Cloud Rider

Change the Weather

Tempest

Convene

Instill

Converse with Animals

Demonic Transformation

Pact

Commune

Electros

Instill

Spark

Electrify

Lightning Bolt

Chain Spark

Heroism

Instill

Mighty Stroke

Bolster Health

Iron Spirit

Enervation

Influence

Instill

Bolster Presence

Glibness

Zealous Inspiration

Silver Tongue

Logic

Instill

Bolster Intellect

Logical Discourse

Crystal Focus

Assimilate Knowledge

Marinus

Instill

Deepwater Rescue

Submariner

Bubble Suit

Atmospheric Globe

Perceive

Instill

Bolster Insight

See the Hidden

Eagle's Eye

Premonition

Precision

Instill

Bolster Prowess

Accuracy

Cat's Grace

Unerring Strike

Prism

Instill

Mirage

Radiant Eruption

Everlasting Illumination

Rainbow Barrage

Thorns

Instill

Briar Patch

Volley of Thorns

Binding Brambles

Wall of Thorns

Vigor

Instill

Bolster Might

Well of Strength

Berserk Fury

Herculean Might

Charm

Instill (siphon)

Fast Friends

Impersonation

Lure

Geas

Domination

Instill (siphon)

Compel

Delusion

Hypnotic Suggestion

Puppet Master

Frost

Instill (siphon)

Frostbite

Blast of Frost

Ice Storm

Freeze Solid

Obfuscation

Instill (siphon)

Concealment

Mask Life

Proof Against Detection

Opaque Barrier
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Spells Listed by Sphere
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Spells Listed by Array
Array

Sphere

Tier I

Tier II

Tier III

Tier IV

Aegis

Conjure

Aeros

Surge

Mystic Armor

Turn Blades

Array of Shields

Radiant Aegis

Air Bolt

Buffeting Surge

Vortex

Vacuum

Affliction

Align (discord)

Weaken

Malady

Poxen Cloud

Deadly Venom

Anathema

Conjure (convert)

Hex

Render Inoperable

Gloom

Despair

Anima

Conjure

Psychic Dart

Mental Shield

Psyche Bomb

Break the Mind

Aquos

Surge

Water Clout

Wave

Deluge

Drown

Arbor

Surge

Sure Spear

Rain of Arrows

Wall of Lances

Grove of Trees

Arcana

Base

Eldritch Bolt

Wall of Force

Eldritch Blast

Word of Death

Arx

Base

Ward

Magical Riposte

Ward the Masses

Eldritch Armor

Atmos

Instill

Gale

Cloud Rider

Change the Weather

Tempest

Benediction

Align

Blessing

Protect Stats

Tether Soul

Divine Protection

Charm

Instill (siphon)

Fast Friends

Impersonation

Lure

Geas

Cibus

Surge

Mystic Lamp

Oil Slick

Flaming Glob

Scorching Rain

Connection

Align

Empathy

Telepathy

ESP

Reveal the Mind

Convene

Instill

Converse with Animals

Demonic Transformation

Pact

Commune

Cosmos

Align (discord)

Shooting Star

Field of Stars

Meteors

Star Storm

Cure

Align

Restore Status

Antidote

Renew Stat

Stand Tall

Descry

Base

Reveal

Clairvoyance

Discern Location

Scry

Domination

Instill (siphon)

Compel

Delusion

Hypnotic Suggestion

Puppet Master

Douse

Align (discord)

Stifle

Suppress Heroism

Transfer Life

Snuff Out

Dreaming

Surge (diffuse)

Doze Off

Silence

Waking Nightmare

Eternal Slumber

Electros

Instill

Spark

Electrify

Lightning Bolt

Chain Spark

Emergence

Conjure

Rampaging Imp

Seal the Rift

Ordinal Elemental

Eidolon

Enchant

Align

Imbue Armor

Imbue Weapon

Sunstone

Mystic Cage

Espy

Align

Perceive the Invisible

Trap Detection

See Through Walls

Wave of Revelation

Ferro

Surge

Shard

Steelskin

Impale

Steel Whirlwind

Filth

Conjure

Acrid Glob

Rapid Decay

Rot

Festering Ruin

Fracture

Surge

Sunder

Arcane Ram

Bone Snapper

Shatter

Frost

Instill (siphon)

Frostbite

Blast of Frost

Ice Storm

Freeze Solid

Fulmination

Surge

Acid Bath

Caustic Mine

Disintegration

Horrid Fulmination

Gait

Surge

Water Walk

Leap

Airwalk

Ether Step

Genesis

Conjure

Create Sustenance

Repair

Cornucopia

Creation

Hearth

Align

Shelter

Hearth Ring

Ember

Spectral Fortress

Heroism

Instill

Mighty Stroke

Bolster Health

Iron Spirit

Enervation

Influence

Instill

Bolster Presence

Glibness

Zealous Inspiration

Silver Tongue

Logic

Instill

Bolster Intellect

Logical Discourse

Crystal Focus

Assimilate Knowledge

Marinus

Instill

Deepwater Rescue

Submariner

Bubble Suit

Atmospheric Globe

Mend

Align

Stabilize

Restore Wound

Make Whole

Back from the Brink

Molta

Conjure

Molten Bolt

Aura of Magma

Bind in Stone

Lava Flow

Momentum

Base

Bob and Weave

Wall Walker

Freedom of Action

Haste

Narro

Base

Converse

Whispering Wind

Understanding

Mystic Conversation

Necros

Conjure (convert)

Hollow Touch

Life Drain

Sap the Soul

Desiccate

Obex

Base

Wall of Ice

Wall of Stone

Wall of Iron

Wall of Flame

Obfuscation

Instill (siphon)

Concealment

Mask Life

Proof Against Detection

Opaque Barrier

Array

Sphere

Tier I

Tier II

Tier III

Tier IV

Obscure

Surge (diffuse)

Perceive

Instill

Shadowy Veil

Invisibility

True Invisibility

Shadow Step

Bolster Insight

See the Hidden

Eagle's Eye

Premonition

Phantasm

Conjure

Chaotic Vision

Portals

Base

Open Portal

Minor Illusion

Complex Illusion

Phantasmal Terror

Hold Portal

Wall Without Doors

Sealing

Precision

Instill

Bolster Prowess

Accuracy

Cat's Grace

Unerring Strike

Prism

Instill

Mirage

Radiant Eruption

Everlasting Illumination

Rainbow Barrage

Proterus

Surge (diffuse)

Resist the Elements

Repel Arrows

Shield of Force

Elemental Diffusion

Psion

Surge (diffuse)

Mind Blank

Ego Whip

Tower of Iron Will

Psionic Blast

Pyros

Surge

Fire Javelin

Blazing Rebuke

Fireball

Immolation

Quell

Base

Dispel Enchantment

Counterspell

Magical Barrier

Disjunction

Radiance

Align

Flash

Blast of Light

Burning Ray

Sunbeam

Rebuke

Align

Circle of Protection

Hold at Bay

Lay to Rest

Banish

Refresh

Align

Minor Healing

Restore Health

Regeneration

Complete Invigoration

Restrain

Conjure

Restrict Movement

Hold Person

Hold Creature

Hold the Masses

Sentinel

Conjure

Siren

Wizard's Trap

Forewarn

Dragon's Sight

Shackle

Surge

Binding Chains

Web of Chains

Rending Chains

Gout of Iron

Shade

Align (discord)

Darkness

See in the Dark

Traverse Shadows

Summon Shade

Soothe

Align

Ignore Wound

Quick Repose

Painless

Stasis

Stratos

Align

Float

Fall Free

Flight

Masterful Flight

Summon

Conjure

Phantom Mount

Summon Beast

Cardinal Elemental

Summon Elder Thing

Sumpter

Conjure

Steed

Flame Stallion

Throng of Steeds

Mystral Chariot

Tempus

Base

Quick Step

Split Second

View the Past

Momentary Respite

Terra

Surge

Pebble

Stone Rain

Earthen Spikes

Rumble

Thorns

Instill

Briar Patch

Volley of Thorns

Binding Brambles

Wall of Thorns

Thunder

Surge

Thunderclap

Thunder Trap

Storm Cloud

Wheel of Lightning

Transmography

Conjure (convert)

Scaleskin

Grow Gills

Transmogrify Creature

Anyform

Utility

Base

Sense Magic

Arcane Bolt

Discern Function

Desperate Gambit

Veracity

Base

Transcribe

Translation

Arcane Forgery

Compel Truth

Vigor

Instill

Bolster Might

Well of Strength

Berserk Fury

Herculean Might

Vivication

Conjure (convert)

Converse with Dead

Phantom Blade

Animate Corpse

Greater Animation

Wrought

Conjure

Damascan Blade

Hauberk of Spikes

Iron Bow

Iron Maiden
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Spells Listed by Array

Accuracy [Instill]

Acrid Glob [Conjure]

Tier II
Array: Precision
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 15 feet
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier I
Array: Filth
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None

Magical augmentation boosts coordination, allowing
the target to perform more precise movements.

The caster hurls a blob of acidic goo at the target,
dealing damage and marking them with a distinctive
scent.

While under the effects of Accuracy the target may
add a Boon to any Prowess Test.
Acid Bath [Surge]
Tier I
Array: Fulmination
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: PW vs. DF[14]
Acid pours from nowhere, briefly drenching its
victim in caustic liquid.
The target of Acid Bath suffers d4+IT damage from
the acid (mitigated by a Prowess Save). Armor is only
partially effective, offering half of its normal
Protection, with other sources of Protection
functioning normally. Despite its caustic nature, the
Acid Bath persists for only a brief instant, doing only
superficial damage to the target’s items.
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DF[14] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target is blinded by the fumes, gaining the
Blind Condition for the next d6 rounds.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target suffers only half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from the Acrid Glob inflicts d4+IT damage.
Additionally, the Acrid Glob adheres to the target and
makes the victim easier to track. The oozing goo and
distinctive stench provide a Boon to anyone who
attempts to track the victim. The after effects of Acrid
Glob persist for one hour, at which time the goo
evaporates, taking the foul stench with it.
Air Bolt [Surge]
Tier I
Array: Aeros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: Special
A violent blast of concentrated wind injures an
opponent and may even send them sprawling to the
ground.
The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from Air Bolt inflicts d4+IT damage and may
knock its target prone. A DF[14] Might Save allows
the target to keep their feet, though they still suffer the
damage normally.

Airwalk [Surge]
Tier III
Array: Gait
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
The caster may tread on thin air as if it were solid
ground.
While the spell persists, the caster may treat the air
as firm footing, using their Speed to determine their
rate of movement. The caster is able to ascend or
descend at an angle of up to forty-five degrees, as if
walking up or down a flight of invisible stairs. The
caster may carry up to 200 pounds of additional
weight while using Air Walk, any more than that
causes the caster to begin to sink under the load.
When this spell expires, the caster gently sinks down
until they are standing on solid ground
Animate Corpse [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Vivication
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Indefinite
Area of Effect: Single corpse
Save: None

undead that have been animated for more than one
day, though the spell can be halted as it is cast by a
Counterspell as usual. Unlike most spells, the effects
of Animate Corpse persist even if the caster is slain,
though the undead actively seek to kill the living when
they lack the control of the caster.
As an additional requirement to cast Animate
Corpse the caster must possess an intricately carved
obsidian rod (at least 2,500 coins in value). Each time
the rod is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1
in 8 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.

Animated Corpse
5 RB

15

5

0 (d4)

4

0

3
2

d4+1

0

Claw

0

Tooth & Claw [claw, claw or weapon, claw]
Talents [endurance (B)]
Traits [Dark Vision]
Special [Weapon Use (+3 to hit, +1 damage)]
Special [Protection vs. normal weapons (d4)]
Special [Undead (immune to poison, illusions, fear,
mind control, disease, Injuries, and the
Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Held, Out, Shaken,
Slowed, and Terrified Conditions. Does not
need to eat, drink, sleep, or breathe.)]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings, 100’)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

This spell can be cast on an ogre sized or smaller
corpse to turn it into an undead servant. The undead
responds to the caster’s verbal commands to the best
of its abilities, but they do not do well with complex
commands and aren’t very detail oriented.
A caster can have as many undead under their
command as they have points of Intellect. If the caster
creates more undead than they are able to control, the
uncontrolled undead run amuck (determined
randomly from the available undead). This spell is
permanent and lasts until the undead are slain.
Dispelling and disenchantments have no effect on
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Dark forces reanimate the dead, creating shambling
horrors to serve the caster.

Antidote [Align]
Tier II
Array: Cure
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Magical forces quickly burn off the effects of any
poison affecting the target.
This spell neutralizes any poisons afflicting the
target. Antidote will end the ongoing effects of any
poisons and if cast before a poison’s onset time has
elapsed, the poison will have no effect on the victim at
all. If a poison has a duration of immediate and its
onset time has already passed, such as damage to
Health or a Stat, Antidote will have no effect. In this
case, the poison’s effects will have to be healed using
other means.
Anyform [Conjure (convert)]
Tier IV
Array: Transmography
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
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The recipient of this spell is magically transformed
into a wholly different being.
This spell can only be cast on a willing recipient,
who must be touched by the caster. Upon successful
casting the target is instantly transformed into a
creature as determined by the caster. The creature
must be known to the caster and cannot be something
that is incorporeal, undead, or a construct. The new
form may not be smaller than a mouse or larger than
a great mammoth. All of the recipient’s immediate
gear and possessions are transformed with them and
reappear when the magic has run its course.
Any physical abilities of the creature in question are
conferred to the new form but magical powers (such
as spell use or innate magical effects) are not

transferred. The transformed character retains their
mental faculties, using their normal Intellect, Presence,
and Insight Stats while taking on the Might and
Prowess of the new form.
As an additional requirement to cast Anyform the
caster must possess a gold rod set with diamonds (at
least 5,000 coins in value). Each time the rod is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 20 chance that
it shatters and must be replaced.
Arcane Bolt [Base]
Tier II
Array: Utility
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None
Magical force is summoned from the caster’s
outstretched hand to blast a single foe.
The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from the Arcane Bolt deals d6+IT damage.
Arcane Forgery [Base]
Tier III
Array: Veracity
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: Touch
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: Special
Save: Special
A devious copy of an existing document is magically
summoned at the caster’s behest.
When successfully cast, Arcane Forgery creates a
magical duplicate of an existing document. The
duplicate can have minor changes, but must generally
match the source material. Thus, an invitation to court
could see the recipient’s name changed, or the date of
the summons, but could not be used to forge a warrant
or pardon.
Each casting of Arcane Forgery can produce a
number of forgeries equal to the caster’s Intellect and

Arcane Ram [Surge]
Tier II
Array: Fracture
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: Special
An invisible force surges forward, smashing into an
object with a powerful wallop.
Arcane Ram’s primary purpose is to smash
inanimate objects and structures. When used in this
manner the spell will easily burst open all but the
stoutest of wooden doors and is even able to knock a
man-sized hole in a masonry wall. Heavy stone, metal,
or other fortified structures may survive such an
assault, but seldom unscathed. Arcane Ram will deal
30 points of damage to any such structure that is not
smashed outright.
The spell does not pack the same punch against
living targets. If the caster desires, they may target a
single creature with Arcane Ram instead of a structure.
To do so requires the Spellcasting Test to match the
target’s Defense, otherwise the spell fails. Creatures
struck by Arcane Ram are knocked back 5 feet by the
invisible force, taking d4 damage and making a
DF[16] Might Save to avoid being knocked prone.

Armor [Varies]
Tier I
Array: *None, NPC Spell*
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
Magical force manifests to protect the caster from
physical harm.
Armor provides its caster with the equivalent
Protection of full armor (d6) for the spell’s duration.
The Armor spell does not cause any of the penalties
normally associated with armor, but does count as
armor in cases where damages is able to bypass armor.
Array of Shields [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Aegis
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
A myriad of floating, translucent shields appear,
spinning around the caster and deflecting incoming
attacks.
When cast, Array of Shields summons a number of
mystical shields equal to the caster’s Intellect. The
shields hover around the caster, being unobtrusive and
only springing into action when the caster is attacked.
If the caster is hit by an incoming melee or ranged
attack there is a 50% chance that one of the shields
will interpose and deflect the attack without incident.
This chance is increased by 5% per point of the
caster’s Intellect. If an attack is deflected, the shield
that interposed is destroyed. The spell expires when
all of the shields are destroyed or once 5 minutes
passes, whichever comes first. Note that the shields are
only effective against normal physical ranged or melee
attacks and provide no defense against spells or similar
magical attacks.
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each forgery can have its own set of minor changes.
Such forgeries are able to pass casual inspection with
ease. Even a detailed examination may fail to detect
the forgery, as it requires a DF[18] Insight Test to
notice anything is amiss.
If desired, the caster can choose to only reproduce
a portion of a document. In such cases a seal or
signature could be transferred to an existing forgery
made by traditional means. Note that Arcane Forgery
cannot be used to copy magical dweomers, so the spell
fails to produce a perfect forgery if used on a scroll or
a document that requires magic to verify its
authenticity. In such cases, the spell creates a physical
copy of the document but neglects copying any
magical enchantments.

Assimilate Knowledge [Instill]

Atmospheric Globe [Instill]

Tier IV
Array: Logic
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: Special
Duration: 1 round per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None

Tier IV
Array: Marinus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius around the caster
Save: None

A library, academy, athenaeum, or other similar store
of knowledge is mystically correlated in order to
provide the caster with specific information.

A massive sphere of air is conjured around the caster,
providing a respite from the watery depths.
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When cast, this spell scans the entirety of a library
or other store of knowledge and attempts to answer
the caster’s queries. The caster must stand in a central
location within the library while the spell is being cast.
For each round that the spell persists the caster may
ask a single question and Assimilate Knowledge will
provide an answer (if available, see below). The
question can be obscure, but must be relatively simple,
such that the question can be asked within a single
round (10 seconds). Likewise, the answer will be brief,
taking only a moment or so to recount.
While Assimilate Knowledge can find obscure
information, and even combine bits of information
and draw conclusions, its results are only as good as
the information it has to work with. The spell cannot
provide any information that is not in available in the
archive being examined, and if inaccurate information
appears prominently in the materials available, the
spell may interpret it as the truth. Assimilate
Knowledge can only correlate stored information, it
cannot read thoughts or make use of any knowledge
retained in an individual’s mind.
As an additional requirement to cast Assimilate
Knowledge the caster must possess a lapis lazuli rod
(at least 2,500 coins in value). Each time the rod is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 4 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.

Once cast, Atmospheric Globe creates an area of
breathable air around the caster. The globe of air
moves with the caster for the duration of the spell,
leaving a void in the water where those from the
surface can function normally. The spell has its
drawbacks, as casting the spell without firm footing
causes the caster to fall through the provided air until
the bottom is reached. Unlike most spells,
Atmospheric Globe does not require verbal intonation
to function and as such can be cast underwater
without incident.
While this spell is traditionally used to allow a
caster and their allies to function underwater without
issue, it will provide a globe of breathable air in any
hostile environment. Thus, this spell could be used to
repel poison gas, or to provide a breathable
atmosphere in a vacuum or other toxic environment.
As an additional requirement to cast Atmospheric
Globe the caster must possess a polished quartz sphere
(at least 500 coins in value). Each time the sphere is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 100
chance that it shatters and must be replaced.

Augment (specific) [Varies]

Back from the Brink [Align]

Tier I
Array: *None, NPC Spell*
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 10 feet
Duration: 5 rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier IV
Array: Mend
Casting Time: 8 hours
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Magic briefly augments the target, allowing them to
perform above their normal abilities.

A miraculous healing magic that can restore those
who are at death’s very door.

When cast, Augment raises one of the target’s Stats
by 2 for 5 rounds. If the spellcaster earns a Bump on
the Spellcasting Test, Augment will raise the Stat an
additional point for a total bonus of 3.
The specific Stat that is affected is chosen when the
spell is assigned to the caster and the spell may only
affect that particular Stat. A spellcaster may have
separate versions of this spell available, with each
version affecting a different Stat.

When cast, Back from the Brink removes a
Wounded, a Maimed, and a Mortal Wound Injury
from the target. This spell is taxing, assessing the
Fatigued Condition to the caster for the next twentyfour hours. The target falls into a slumber once the
spell is cast and cannot be roused by any means for
twenty-four hours. Once awake, the target is assessed
the Fatigued Condition for the following twenty-four
hours.
As an additional requirement to cast Back from the
Brink the caster must possess a poultice of rare herbs
and healing compounds (at least 1,000 coins in value).
The poultice is expended in the casting of the spell.

Tier II
Array: Molta
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: d4+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
The target is wreathed in swirling lava, damaging any
who dare touch it.
The recipient of this spell gains a lava shield that
damages those who would engage them in melee
combat. Those in melee with Aura of Magma’s
recipient at the beginning of their actions suffer one
point of damage from the intense heat. Those who
land a successful melee attack against the recipient
suffer d3+IT damage from splashing magma. The
spell causes no damage to its recipient.

Banish [Align]
Tier IV
Array: Rebuke
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate or 3 rounds
Area of Effect: One creature or 2d4 Rabble
Save: PN vs. DF[19]
A spark of holy fire appears, forcing extraplanar
creatures back to their dimension of origin.
This spell can affect either 2d4 Rabble level
opponents or a single creature of greater power, at the
caster’s discretion. The target(s) must all be within
range and must be creatures that hail from another
plane of existence. If cast against a target who is on its
home plane of existence, Banish will have no effect. If
the caster can intone the target’s true name when the
spell is cast, a -5 penalty is assessed to the Save.
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Aura of Magma [Conjure]

However, such things are carefully guarded and are
not to be obtained without significant effort.
As an additional requirement to cast Banish the
caster must possess a perfect emerald sphere (at least
2,500 coins in value). Each time the emerald sphere is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 8 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[19] Presence Save:
Kink—The target is slain while struggling against the
banishing magic.
Fail—The target is slammed forcibly back to their
home plane, unable to return for a year and a day.
Success—The target takes d4 damage each round for
the next 3 rounds, this damage cannot be reduced by
Protection. Alternately, the creature may elect to take
a fail result, avoiding the damage, but being forced to
return to their home plane.
Bump—The target is unaffected.

Berserk Fury [Instill]
Tier III
Array: Vigor
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: 6 rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[17]
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The target of this spell flies into a blind rage,
becoming stronger at the cost of their wits.
The target of this spell gains the Enraged Condition.
While Enraged the character gains an additional 2
points of Might (maximum of 10) and a Boon to the
damage roll of any successful melee attack. An
unwilling target gets an immediate Presence Save to
mitigate the spell’s effect. However, there are those
that would take this magic willingly to gain the
additional combative strength. A willing target can
delay their Save, using it instead in a later round when
they wish to recover from the effects of the spell.
Unlike most spells, the spellcaster cannot end the

effects of Berserk Fury early. Any effect that removes
the Enraged Condition also ends the effects of this
spell. Berserk Fury has no effect on undead, constructs,
plants, or oozes.
DF[17] Presence Save:
Kink—The target increases the spell’s duration by d6
rounds.
Fail—The target is affected for the full duration of
the spell.
Success—The target suffers the effects of the spell for
a single round (or one more round if they were a
willing recipient).
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell (or
immediately snaps out of the spell’s effect if they were
a willing recipient).
Bind in Stone [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Molta
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 60 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: MT vs. DF[16]
A gout of magma erupts from the ground, burning
its target before rapidly cooling and restricting
movement.
The target of Bind in Stone must be within 10 feet
of the ground for the spell to take effect. The spell
deals damage immediately upon casting, then as the
magma hardens it is able to keep the target from
moving, effectively reducing their Speed to zero while
the spell persists. The target is allotted a Might Save
to determine their fate. The spell’s effect can be ended
early if a DF[20] Might Test can be made, as a Full
Round Action, to break the hardened magma.
DF[16] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers 2d8 burning damage and
cannot move for 2d4 rounds.
Fail—The target suffers 2d6 burning damage and
cannot move for d6 rounds.
Success—The target suffers d4 damage and is Slowed
for d2 rounds.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Tier III
Array: Thorns
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: d4+2 rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PW vs. DF[17]
Braids of razor-sharp brambles erupt from thin air
to entwine the victim, holding them fast unless they
are willing to rip their own flesh to be free.

The target of Binding Chains is wrapped and must
contend with the Entangled Condition for the
duration of the spell. The spell’s duration is
determined by the results of a DF[15] Might Save.
Suitably strong creatures can remove the magic chains,
ending the spell’s effect early, but doing so requires a
Full Round Action and a DF[20] Might Test.
DF[15] Might Save:
Kink—The spell persists for 2d4+IT rounds.
Fail— The spell persists for d4+IT rounds.
Success— The spell persists for a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Victims entwined by Binding Brambles are held fast
by the thorny strands, gaining the Held Condition for
the duration of the spell. As a Full Round Action, the
victim may tear themselves free from the brambles,
ending the spell early. However, doing so is painful
and causes the victim to suffer 2d4+IT damage in the
attempt. This is further complicated by the fact that
the brambled vines seek out the weakest and most
sensitive parts when they entwine their victims and as
such any Protection gained from armor is reduced by
half when used to reduce damage caused by the
brambles.

Blast [Varies]

DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target is helplessly entwined, the spell’s
duration is maximized and the victim suffers an
additional d4 damage if they decide to break free.
Fail—The target suffers the effects normally.
Success—The spell’s duration and the damage caused
by escaping are both halved.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Any creature caught in Blast’s area of effect is subject
to 2d4+IT damage. This damage can be mitigated
with a successful Prowess Save.
If desired, the GM can add additional description
or elemental flavor to the Blast to provide variety for
NPC spellcasters. That being said, the flavor of the
Blast should remain consistent for each individual
caster, who would not be able to change the type of
Blast they are able to cast on a whim.

Binding Chains [Surge]
Tier I
Array: Shackle
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 60 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: MT vs. DF[15]
A coil of chains binds the target, restricting their
movements while the spell persists.

Tier II
Array: *None, NPC Spell*
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 10 foot radius
Save: PW vs. DF[15]
A wave of magic burst forth from a central point,
blasting those caught within the area of effect.

DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
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Binding Brambles [Instill]

Blast of Frost [Instill (siphon)]

Blast of Light [Align]

Tier II
Array: Frost
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 10 foot radius
Save: PW vs. DF[15]

Tier II
Array: Radiance
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 20 foot radius
Save: PW vs. DF[15]

A wave of frost burst forth from a central point,
freezing those caught within the blast.

The caster hurls a fist sized globe of light that bursts
into a radiant sphere of dazzling sunlight.

Any creature caught in the spell’s area of effect is
subject to 2d4+IT damage from the spell’s intense
cold. Unless specifically fortified against the cold,
armor provides only half of its Protection against Blast
of Frost.

Those caught within the globe of light may be
damaged and blinded by the intense dazzling light
(based on the results of a DF[15] Prowess Save).
Armor cannot be used to reduce the damage caused by
Blast of Light, though other forms of Protection
function normally. Anyone suffering damage from
Blast of Light is also assessed the Blind Condition for
d4 rounds. Undead and creatures that suffer damage
from sunlight take triple damage from this spell.
Creatures without eyes or means of sight are not
affected by the Blind Condition, but will still suffer
damage where applicable.

DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
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DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers d8 damage.
Fail—The target suffers d4 damage.
Success—The target is Blind for one round.
Bump—The target is unaffected.

Blazing Rebuke [Surge]

Bob and Weave [Base]

Tier II
Array: Pyros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 5 foot radius around the caster
Save: PW vs. DF[15]

Tier I
Array: Momentum
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: d4+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None

A wave of white-hot fire bursts from the caster,
washing out in all direction to burn those nearby.

With increased reflexes the caster is able to move
with lightning like quickness, avoiding blades and
arrows with ease.

DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers max damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Blessing [Align]
Tier I
Array: Benediction
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Magical enchantment aids the target in their
endeavors while the spell persists.
The target of this spell receives a Boon on their next
Test. This must be the very next Test made, the Boon
may not be saved for a later Test. If the Boon is not
used before the spell’s duration expires it is lost as the
spell ends. As an additional benefit, the target of
Blessing receives a +1 bonus on all Tests for the
duration of the spell.

This spell improves the caster’s ability to get out of
the way of incoming attacks, increasing Defense by a
number of points equal to their Intellect. Furthermore,
a melee or ranged attack that still manages to hit the
caster has a chance of missing equal to 10% per point
of the caster’s Intellect.
Bolster Health [Instill]
Tier II
Array: Heroism
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
A surge of magical power flows through the
recipient, making them physically tougher for the
duration of the spell.
When cast, Bolster Health grants the target Health
equal to a d4 plus the caster’s Intellect. Unlike most
forms of healing, Bolster Health can temporarily raise
a character’s Health total above their normal
maximum. Like other magical healing, Bolster Health
ends the Bleeding Condition and has no effect on
Injuries or other Conditions. If the character’s Health
is above their normal maximum when the spell expires,
their Health is reduced to its normal maximum,
otherwise the target’s Health total is unaffected when
the spell’s duration ends.
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A successful casting of this spell has the potential to
burn anything within 5 feet of the caster for d6+IT
damage and may ignite flammable objects (1 in 6
chance). Unlike most spells, Blazing Rebuke is
intended specifically to blast those in melee with the
caster. Casting this spell does not generate a Free
Attack. The caster is not affected by their own Blazing
Rebuke, though their allies may be.
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Bolster Insight [Instill]

Bolster Might [Instill]

Tier I
Array: Perceive
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: d6+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier I
Array: Vigor
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: d6+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Magic briefly augments the target’s intuition,
making them more observant.

Magic briefly augments the target’s strength, making
them more robust.

The target’s Insight is increased by 2 points for the
duration of this spell. If the caster’s Intellect is 4 or
more this spell’s bonus is increased by one, raising
Insight by a total of 3 for the spell’s duration. In either
case, Insight cannot be raised above 7 through the use
of this spell.

The target’s Might is increased by 2 points for the
duration of this spell. If the caster’s Intellect is 4 or
more this spell’s bonus is increased by one, raising
Might by a total of 3 for the spell’s duration. In either
case, Might cannot be raised above 7 through the use
of this spell.

Bolster Intellect [Instill]

Bolster Presence [Instill]

Tier I
Array: Logic
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: d6+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier I
Array: Influence
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: d6+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Magic briefly augments the target’s intelligence,
clearing the mind and aiding in exercises of logic.

Magic briefly augments the target’s empathy, making
it easier for them to interact with others.

The target’s Intellect is increased by 2 points for the
duration of this spell. If the caster’s Intellect is 4 or
more this spell’s bonus is increased by one, raising
Intellect by a total of 3 for the spell’s duration. In
either case, Intellect cannot be raised above 7 through
the use of this spell.

The target’s Presence is increased by 2 points for the
duration of this spell. If the caster’s Intellect is 4 or
more this spell’s bonus is increased by one, raising
Presence by a total of 3 for the spell’s duration. In
either case, Presence cannot be raised above 7 through
the use of this spell.

Bolster Prowess [Instill]

Bone Snapper [Surge]

Tier I
Array: Precision
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: d6+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier III
Array: Fracture
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: MT vs. DF[16]

Magic briefly augments the target’s coordination,
making their movements more precise.

Invisible forces twist at the victim’s ligaments and
bone, attempting to inflict lasting wounds.

The target’s Prowess is increased by 2 points for the
duration of this spell. If the caster’s Intellect is 4 or
more this spell’s bonus is increased by one, raising
Prowess by a total of 3 for the spell’s duration. In
either case, Prowess cannot be raised above 7 through
the use of this spell.
Bolt [Varies]

The victim of Bone Snapper is at risk of not only
suffering damage, but may find that the spell also
leaves them with lasting Injuries. The target of the
spell is allotted a DF[16] Might Save to determine
their fate. Damage dealt by Bone Snapper cannot be
reduced by armor, though other forms of Protection
function normally. Injuries inflicted by this spell can
be healed using any of the normal methods.

Tier I
Array: *None, NPC Spell*
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None

DF[16] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers d6+IT damage and is
assessed the Wounded and Maimed Injury.
Fail— The target suffers d4+IT damage and is
assessed the Wounded Injury.
Success—The target suffers IT damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

The caster conjures magical forces to streak across
the battlefield, smiting a foe.

Break the Mind [Conjure]

The victim’s mind is exposed to psychic wastes and
rendered inoperable.
Break the Mind either targets d3+IT of Rabble level
opponents within a 30 foot radius or one single
creature of greater power. Victims of this spell are
allotted an Intellect Save to determine their fate.
Damage caused by Break the Mind is dealt to a target’s
Spirit. Break the Mind only works on sentient
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The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from Bolt inflicts d6+IT damage.
If desired, the GM can add additional description
or elemental flavor to the Bolt to provide variety for
NPC spellcasters. That being said, the flavor of the
Bolt should remain consistent for each individual
caster, who would not be able to change the type of
Bolt they are able to cast on a whim.

Tier IV
Array: Anima
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature or d3+IT Rabble
Save: IT vs. DF[17]

creatures. Unintelligent creatures, undead, constructs,
plants, oozes, and the like are unaffected by this spell.
As an additional requirement to cast Break the
Mind the caster must possess a polished citrine disc
(at least 2,500 coins in value). Each time the disc is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in10 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[17] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target is slain.
Fail—The target suffers 3d6+IT Spirit damage.
Success—The target suffers d4+IT Spirit damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Briar Patch [Instill]
Tier I
Array: Thorns
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: d4+IT rounds
Area of Effect: 15 foot radius
Save: PW vs. DF[15]
A choking mass of brambles springs into existence,
injuring foes and restricting their movement.
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Any creature caught within the Briar Patch must
make a Save to determine how madly they are
Entangled by the spell. Similarly, anyone who enters
the Briar Patch must also make a Save to determine
their fate. Ongoing effects of the Briar Patch are
removed once a victim successfully clears the thorny
vines, or once the spell expires.
DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The victim suffers d4 damage and becomes
Entangled. Each 5 feet of movement taken through
the Briar Patch causes an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers d4 damage and gains the
Entangled Condition.
Success—The target may move out of the Briar Path
at normal speeds, but suffers d4 damage along the way.
Alternately, they may stay still and avoid damage while
they wait for the spell to expire.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell and may
move normally through the Briar Patch.

Bubble Suit [Instill]
Tier III
Array: Marinus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
An envelope of air engulfs the caster, allowing them
to function unhindered while submerged.
While under the effects of Bubble Suit, the caster is
granted the ability to breath normally while
underwater. In addition, the spell grants freedom of
movement while submerges, nullifying the penalties
for moving and fighting while in the water. Bubble
Suit also provides a pocket of air where the caster can
speak freely. While their voice doesn’t carry much
beyond the bubble, the ability to speak allows the
caster to cast spells normally even when submerged.
Unlike most spells, Bubble Suit does not require
verbal intonation to function and as such can be cast
underwater without incident.

Buffeting Surge [Surge]

This spell calls into existence a corridor of intense
wind to buffet foes and disturb debris and other small
objects.
Buffeting Surge summons a corridor of wind that
originates from the caster and travels outward in the
desired direction. Though the surge last only for a
brief moment, it has a number of effects. Creatures
caught in the blast suffer a Flaw to Tests on their next
round (not Saves) as they are pelted with grit and
debris and must make a DF[16] Might Save to keep
their footing. The wind will blow out torches and
candles, scatter embers from a campfire, disperse fogs,
gases, and clouds, scatter small untethered items
about, and so on. The force of the wind is such that it
may even capsize a small vessel if its sails are unfurled
and it is not properly attended.
DF[16] Might Save:
Kink—The target is knocked prone and takes d4
damage.
Fail—The target is knocked prone.
Success—The target keeps their feet.
Bump—The target keeps their feet and is able to act
without the Flaw caused by Buffeting Surge.

Burning Ray [Align]
Tier III
Array: Radiance
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 60 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: PW vs. DF[18]
An intense beam of light shoots from the caster’s
hand, burning the target with intense heat.
The Burning Ray strikes a single target and deals
d10+IT in damage (mitigated by a Prowess Save).
Partial, light, and very light armor does not reduce the
damage from Burning Ray. Heavier armors, natural
defenses, and other sources of Protection work
normally. Burning Ray deals double damage to
undead.
DF[18] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d6 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
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Tier II
Array: Aeros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 60 feet wide by 200 feet long
Save: MT vs. DF[16]

Cardinal Elemental [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Summon
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 2 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
A portal opens to an elemental dimension, drawing
one of the denizens through to serve the caster’s whim.
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When successfully cast this spell summons an
extradimensional being composed of primal elemental
power to do the caster’s bidding. This summoned
elemental can appear anywhere within range and on
the caster’s next round it will begin to take actions
normally. The elemental responds to the caster’s
mental commands, and will attempt to complete any
given task to the best of its ability. At the time the
spell is cast, the caster selects the type of elemental
summoned from one of the four ordinal elements
(wind, flame, stone, or water). The spell expires early
if the elemental is slain or is somehow returned to its
home plane.
As an additional requirement to cast Cardinal
Elemental the caster must possess a finely crafted gem
(at least 1,000 coins in value, ruby for flame, diamond
for wind, sapphire for water, onyx for stone). Each
time the gem is used in the casting of the spell there is
a 1 in 4 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.

Cardinal Elemental
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Tooth & Claw [clobber, clobber]
Talents [endurance, smashing]
Traits [Dark Vision, Perfect Armor (natural armor)]
Special [Magic Resistance 25%]
Special [Boon to all Saves]
Special [Immune to element type]
Special [Immune to poisons, illusions,
the Blind and Deaf Conditions]
Special [Susceptible to opposing element
(+50% damage)]
Wind—These churning masses of air fly at Speed
12 and have a Defense of 20. Additionally, Wind
Elementals are immune to normal ranged weapons.
Flame—These living infernos will combust nearby
flammable materials (1 in 6 chance) and can unleash a
gout of flame three times per day. The gout of flame
requires an Attack Action and hits a single target up
to 30 feet away. The target suffers 2d6+2 damage, but
may make a Prowess Save DF[17] to take half damage.
Stone—These hulking masses of stone are slow,
seeing their Speed reduced to 4. They are sturdy,
gaining 2 additional Health and increasing their
Protection to 2d4+1. Stone Elementals are also
strong, gaining +2 to damage with any successful
clobber attack.
Water—Undulating beings of pure water, these
elementals are capable of swimming at a Speed of 12,
possess the Swimmer Trait, and are considered
invisible when wholly submerged in water.
Furthermore, they suffer only half damage from
slashing and piercing weapons. If their clobber hits
with a Bump, the target is engulfed (automatically
suffering d6 damage each round, must begin hold their
breath, and can still be targeted by clobber with a +2
bonus). It takes a Full Round Action and a DF[17]
Might Test to escape.

Tier III
Array: Precision
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 10+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
The caster becomes supernaturally nimble, being
able to balance and maneuver without effort.
While under the effects of this spell, any Prowess
Tests made by the caster in relation to balance,
tumbling, climbing, dancing, or other full body
movements with a DF[20] or less are automatically
passed. Other Prowess Tests are made with a Boon.
Attack rolls are not automatically passed by use of this
spell, but the related Boon applies to attacks normally.
Caustic Mine [Surge]
Tier II
Array: Fulmination
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Special
Save: MT vs. DF[15]
An inconspicuous mushroom sprouts, exploding
into a cloud of choking spores if anyone approaches
too close.
Once cast, this spell creates a proximity trap in the
form of a small 3 inch tall mushroom that sprouts on
any surface. The trap will spring into existence
anywhere the caster desires, provided it is both within
range and at least 5 feet from the caster. Once
summoned, any movement by a creature greater than
the size of a house cat within 5 feet sets off the Caustic
Mine, causing it to explode.
The resulting cloud has a10 foot radius centered on
the mushroom. The cloud persists for a number of
rounds equal to the caster’s Intellect. Creatures within
the cloud at the start of their round suffer d4+IT
damage as they breath in the spores (mitigated by a
DF[15] Might Save). Protection does not prevent

damage from this spell. Creatures that do not need to
breath, such as undead, constructs, and plants, are not
affected by the Caustic Mine.
The mushroom itself grows with coloration similar
to its background and is challenging to discover.
Someone actively looking for something amiss will
notice the mushroom only if a DF[20] Insight Test is
made. The Caustic Mine persists for one hour per
point of the caster’s Intellect, or until it is set off.
DF[15] Might Save:
Kink—The victim is also Dazed by the spell while
they cough and choke. This Condition persist for one
round per point of the caster’s Intellect.
Fail—The victim is affected by the spell normally.
Success—The victim suffers only half damage.
Bump—The victim is unaffected by the spell.
Chain Spark [Instill]
Tier IV
Array: Electros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Special
Save: PW vs. DF[17]
This spell releases a powerful spark that jumps from
target to target, burning them with stormfire.
The caster chooses the initial target, who Saves to
determine the effect Chain Spark will have on them.
The spark then leaps through the air up to 30 feet to
the next closest creature who also Saves, then the spark
jumps again to the next nearest creature and so on
until the spell expires. Chain Spark will affect two
Rabble level creatures or one higher level character for
each point of the caster’s Intellect before expiring.
This can be a combination of both, as long as all
targets can be accounted for with the caster’s Intellects
score. Armor that is predominantly made of metal will
not reduce the damage from Chain Spark.
The spell will always jump to the nearest creature,
friend or foe alike, though it will not hit the caster and
it will not hit the same creature more than once per
casting. If there are multiple equidistant targets the
caster may choose which one the spark jumps to.
Chain Spark will not be able to go through solid
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objects (like stone walls) but will bend around
obstacles (such as trees or pillars) or blast through
flimsy things (like curtains or partitions) to get at a
target. If there are no viable targets within 30 feet, the
spell strikes the ground nearby and expires.
As an additional requirement to cast Chain Spark
the caster must possess a large flawless sapphire (at
least 1,500 coins in value). Each time the sapphire is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 10 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers d8+IT damage.
Fail—The target suffers d6+IT damage.
Success—The target suffers d3 damage.
Bump—The target can choose either to take no
damage, letting the spark continue or take d6+IT
damage and have the spell come to an early end.
Change the Weather [Instill]
Tier III
Array: Atmos
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 0
Duration: 12 hours
Area of Effect: 5+IT mile radius around the caster
Save: None
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By subtly influencing the forces of nature, the caster
is able to manipulate weather patterns in their vicinity.
This spell alters weather patterns in the area around
the spellcaster. It takes about 30 minutes for the spell
to take full effect and the area of effect will move with
the caster for the duration of the spell. While Change
the Weather has the ability to shape the existing
weather patterns to the caster’s desire, this spell
actually only provides subtle influence over the
existing weather. Thus the caster is able to push it one
way or the other, but not to upend it entirely.
So, a caster could not summon a raging storm on
a clear day, but could get cloud cover, breezy
conditions, or normal showers to occur. Likewise, the
caster can use Change the Weather to reduce or
amplify existing weather. So, a caster could not dismiss
a terrible thunderstorm, but could mitigate its effects
or make the storm more intense, within the spell’s area
of effect, as desired.

Chaotic Vision [Conjure]
Tier I
Array: Phantasm
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: d4+1 rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[16]
The victim succumbs to a world of chaotic illusions,
behaving randomly while the spell persists.
The victim of Chaotic Vision gains the Confused
Condition for the duration of the spell. Chaotic
Vision is an illusion and creatures immune to illusion
or that do not rely on sight to function are unaffected.
DF[16] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target is affected by the spell for an
additional d4 rounds.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target suffers a -1 penalty to Tests for
one round as they resist, but avoid the Confused
Condition entirely.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Circle of Protection [Align]
Tier I
Array: Rebuke
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: 15 foot radius around the caster
Save: PN vs. DF[15]
A brilliant light traces a circle in the ground, keeping
undead and extraplanar creatures at bay.
The Circle of Protection’s location remains fixed for
the duration of the spell. The circle keeps out undead
and creatures from other planes of existence. Rabble
level undead or extraplanar creatures are forbidden
from entering the circle. More powerful creatures may
attempt to enter the circle, but must Save as they do.
Any creatures inside of the circle’s area of effect
when the spell is cast are unaffected. Any creature can
freely exit the circle, though if they attempt to return,

they will be affected normally. Circle of Protection has
no effect on creatures that are not undead or from
another plane. If the caster or other ally within the
circle makes an attack, casts a spell, or makes a hostile
action against a creature that is outside of the circle,
the spell expires immediately.
DF[15] Presence Save:
Kink—The target is forbidden from entering the
circle for the duration of the spell.
Fail—The target cannot enter the circle on this round,
but may try again on a subsequent round.
Success—The target enters the circle, but their actions
come to an end until their next round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Intellect and obvious locations can be viewed at a
range of 100 feet per point of the caster’s Intellect.
It takes intense concentration to view anything via
Clairvoyance. The caster can take no other actions
while so engaged, though they may start and stop as
they desire throughout the duration of the spell.
The caster can see and hear everything that occurs
within a 50 foot radius of a central point at the
location, with everything outside the radius being
blurry and obscured. Lighting is a factor, but the caster
may use any mode of vision normally available to
them. The central point is fixed for the duration of
the spell. Creatures being observed are allowed a
DF[22] Insight Save with success indicating that they
have the undeniable feeling that they are being
watched, though they do not know by who or by what
means.
Cloud Rider [Instill]
Tier II
Array: Atmos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 10 foot radius around the caster
Save: None

Tier II
Array: Descry
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet or 10 miles per IT
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: 50 foot radius
Save: Special
Using the mind’s eye, the caster can observe a nearby
location.
By using this spell, the caster can see and hear
everything that occurs at an alternate location. The
location to be viewed must either be known (visited
before) or be obvious (the other side of the door,
around the next bend). Clairvoyance can observe a
known location at a range of 10 miles per point of

A platform of solid clouds forms around the caster’s
feet, bearing them through the air at a rapid pace.
Cloud Rider summons a 20 foot disk of solid clouds
for the caster to ride. The disk can fly at a Speed of
10 plus the caster’s Intellect. The platform can
support up to one ton of weight and still move
without issue. If overloaded the cloud conveyance will
drift gently towards the ground, being unable to move
in any other direction until its burden is reduced.
Controlling the platform is taxing, requiring a Full
Round Action from the caster to elicit a Move Action
from the platform. If the caster does not spend their
effort moving the cloud platform it hangs in the air
immobile. Likewise, if the caster leaves the platform,
it waits immobile until the spell expires or the caster
returns.
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Commune [Instill]

Compel [Instill (siphon)]

Tier IV
Array: Convene
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: Special
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None

Tier I
Array: Domination
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 1 round
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[15]

The caster connects their mind to that of an
otherworldly entity in order to obtain guidance.

An uttered command from the caster compels the
victim’s actions for a brief moment.

Commune connects the caster to some spirit or other
incorporeal force, allowing a brief communication
where the caster can question the entity and gain
valuable information. The type of entity summoned is
largely dependent on the location the spell is cast.
Casting in a church or shrine may connect the caster
with agents of the chosen deity, or in rare cases (at the
GM’s discretion) the deity themselves may even
answer. If cast in wilderness locations, nature spirits
may answer Commune’s call. The nature of the entity
contacted is wholly up to the GM, though it should
be well informed enough to make the casting of the
spell worthwhile.
Once the spell has been cast, the caster may pose as
many questions to the being as they have points of
Intellect. The answers given will usually be brief, but
they will be accurate, assuming the entity being
questioned is privy to the needed information.
Exceptionally complex questions are often answered
cryptically, so the caster would be wise to keep their
inquiries as simple as possible. Spirits and
otherworldly beings typically do not like being
disturbed by such magic and once summoned are able
to resist the effects of Commune until at least thirty
days have passed.
As an additional requirement to cast Commune the
caster must possess a massive blue pearl (at least 2,500
coins in value). Each time the pearl is used in the
casting of the spell there is a 1 in 8 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.

As the spell is being cast, the spellcaster utters a
single brief command. If the victim cannot pass a
Presence Save, they will follow the command to the
best of their ability for a single round. The command
cannot be suicidal in nature, though it can involve an
element of risk for the victim.
Compel does not provide any means of
understanding between the caster and the victim, so
the caster must utter the command in a language that
is understood by the victim. Additionally, the victim
must be able to hear the caster for the command to be
received. If the target does not understand the
command, or if the command is suicidal in nature, the
victim will stand dumbfounded if they succumb to the
spell’s effects.
DF[15] Presences Save:
Kink—The target will attempt to follow the
command for an additional round.
Fail—The target is affected by the spell normally.
Success—The target feels the compulsion, but does
not have to respond. The victim suffers a -1 to any
action taken on their next round (unless they elect to
follow the command anyway).
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Compel Truth [Base]

Complete Invigoration [Align]

Tier IV
Array: Veracity
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[16]

Tier IV
Array: Refresh
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Mystical forces twist the victim’s mind, compelling
them to divulge their secrets.

Magical healing invigorates the target, washing away
the fatigue of battle in an instant.

While under the effects of Compel Truth, the target
is bewitched to truthfully answer questions posed by
the caster. The number of questions allotted is based
on the results of the victim’s Intellect Save. Compel
Truth lasts for 10 minutes per point of the caster’s
Intellect, or until the allotted number of questions has
been asked, whichever occurs first. Compel Truth may
force its target to answer, but it does not restrict their
other actions. Agitated or violent targets may need to
be restrained by other means if they are to be properly
interrogated. Compel Truth may only be successfully
used against any individual once per day.
Compel Truth does not force a detailed answer
from its target, but the answer must be complete. The
spell does not allow half-truths or evasive answers. If
the victim knows the answer to a question, they must
provide the answer. Note that while this spell compels
the target to divulge the truth, it does not evaluate the
accuracy of the answers provided. It is thus possible
that a victim of Compel Truth would provide false
information, but only if they believed it to be the
honest truth. Similarly, “I don’t know.” proves an
acceptable answer as long as it is the truth.
As an additional requirement to cast Compel Truth
the caster must possess a masterfully carved lapis
serpent (at least 1,500 coins in value). Each time the
serpent is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1
in 4 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.

Complete Invigoration can heal any character that is
still alive to their full Health total. While this spell has
no effect on healing Injuries, Complete Invigoration
allows its target to ignore the effects of Injuries (up to
and including Mortal Wounds) and Fatigue for 2d6
rounds. At the end of this time the normal effects of
the Injuries return. This spell has no effect on a
deceased target.
As an additional requirement to cast Complete
Invigoration the caster must possess an ornately
crafted silver figurine (at least 2,500 coins in value).
Each time the figurine is used in the casting of the spell
there is a 1 in 20 chance that it shatters and must be
replaced.

DF[16] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target will answer two questions per point
of the caster’s Intellect.
Fail— The target will answer one question per point
of the caster’s Intellect.
Success—The target will answer a single question.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

This spell allows the caster to summon an illusory
object or creature anywhere within range. The spell
creates up to a dragon sized illusion that is completely
lifelike and will fool all but the most careful of
examinations. The illusion can move, speak (in
languages known to the caster), and interact with the
environment in complex ways. It cannot actually move

Complex Illusion [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Phantasm
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Up to a dragon sized illusion
Save: Special
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An intricately detailed facsimile is produced, it is an
insubstantial image, but is otherwise nearly
indistinguishable from the real thing.

or damage anything, but the illusion can appear to
interact with the environment, even to the point of
causing simulated damage to the surroundings. If the
caster desires, the illusion can even respond to its
environment, suffering simulated damage or
succumbing to spell effects.
Complex Illusion persists as long as the spellcaster
concentrates on the illusion, taking up their Attack
Action each round. If the caster does not spend an
Attack Action, suffers physical damage, or the illusion
moves out of their line of sight the spell expires early,
continuing on its own for a number of rounds equal
to the caster’s Intellect before vanishing.
Observers that become suspicious of the illusion are
allotted an Intellect Save DF[16] to discover the truth
of the image. It is important to note that unlike most
spells, Complex Illusion does not automatically allow
a Save to resist the effects. A victim is only allowed a
Save if they have a compelling reason to believe that
there is illusory magic afoot. Even creatures that come
into contact with the illusion may not understand the
trickery. Touching a Complex Illusion yields the
appropriate tactile sensations and the illusion can even
give off a scent if necessary. A character that makes
contact with, is struck by, or has a compelling reason
to doubt the illusion is allotted an Intellect Save
DF[16] to uncover the truth of the matter.
Concealment [Instill (siphon)]
Tier I
Array: Obfuscation
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: 20 foot radius
Save: None
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A cloud of thick mist rises from the ground,
obscuring the vision of those inside.
The cloud of mist summoned by Concealment limits
visibility to a mere 10 feet and adds a Flaw to all
perception Tests that rely on vision. The area of effect
for Concealment is immobile and can be any size the
caster desires, up to the 20 foot radius limit. However,
the shape must remain spherical in nature, regardless
of the chosen size.

Converse [Base]
Tier I
Array: Narro
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
A bridge of communication is opened between the
caster and the target.
When cast, Converse allows the target and the caster
to understand each other’s language for a time. The
caster and the target can each use their native forms of
communication and the other will understand their
meaning (though they will not retain any
understanding of the language used). The spell only
functions on sentient creatures that have some form of
language (even if it is non-verbal). Converse has no
effect on the written word.
Converse with Animals [Instill]
Tier I
Array: Convene
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
Magical energies link the caster to the animal
kingdom, allowing a conversation to occur between
disparate species.
While Converse with Animals persists, the caster is
able to communicate with a specific species of animals
that would not normally be able to communicate with
humans. At the time this spell is cast, the spellcaster
chooses a single species of animal that they will be able
to communicate with. The chosen species must be a
normal variety of creature and cannot be a creature
that is magical or extraplanar in nature. Converse with
Animals does not work on creatures that are already
capable of speaking a complete language.
While this spell does allow communication with
animals, it does not enhance the mental capacity or

world view of the animal in any way. Most animals
have a limited perspective, are driven by simple things
(such as food and safety), and generally don’t have
much knowledge beyond their day to day activities.
Similarly, while this spell opens the lines of
communication between the caster and the chosen
species of animal, it does not guarantee that the
creature will be friendly or cooperative. Converse with
Animals does not compel the animals to stick around
and be interrogated. That being said, most animals
will prove curious and friendly as long as they are not
met with threats or ill will.
Converse with Dead [Conjure (convert)]

The dead speak, offering the answers to a handful of
questions posed by the caster.
Once cast, Converse with Dead compels a dead
creature’s spirit to answer the caster’s questions. The
caster may ask one question for each round that the
spell persists. The dead creature must answer
truthfully, but does not have to be forthcoming or
elaborate when answering. The longer the creature has
been deceased the more distant they become and the
more vague and disjointed their answers will be. The
dead resent the disturbance and once they have
succumbed to the spell, they will be immune to its
effects until 30 days have passed.

Cornucopia [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Genesis
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 4 hours
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
A miraculous banquet appears before the host,
allowing them to feast, drink, and refresh themselves.
Cornucopia summons up a great banquet table
(complete with chairs) loaded with a grand feast
capable of feeding up to 10 human sized individuals
per point of the caster’s Intellect. The quality of the
food and drink is exquisite and the variety of food will
match the cultures and tastes of the people present for
the feast.
Anyone partaking of the meal (spending at least one
full hour at the table) will feel refreshed and regain d6
points of Health, d6 points of Spirit, and one point
of Stat damage. Those taking rest afterward (for the
remainder of the spell’s four hour duration) will awake
as if they have had a Good Night’s Rest. While the
food and drink (along with the furniture and any
utensils) disappear after four hours, the sustenance
provided by the food is lasting. Some of the drinks
provided by the Cornucopia will be alcoholic in nature
and will cause intoxication if consumed in earnest.
However, the effects fade and no hangover is earned if
the additional rest is taken.
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Tier I
Array: Vivication
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 10 feet
Duration: 1+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single departed creature
Save: None
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Counterspell [Base]

Create Sustenance [Conjure]

Tier II
Array: Quell
Casting Time: Special
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single spell
Save: None

Tier I
Array: Genesis
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: I days rations per IT
Save: None

A dual of wills, where one spellcaster attempts to
thwart the spell of another.

The caster conjures food and water from thin air,
providing sustenance for those who need it.

Counterspell is used to defeat a spell as it is being
cast and must be cast as a reaction to another
spellcaster’s spell. When cast, the Spellcasting Test
total for the Counterspell will replace the DF of the
original Spellcasting Test (assuming the new DF is
higher than the spell’s normal DF). Regardless of the
outcome, both spellcasters will suffer Drain normally.
Counterspell can be used to counter spell-like effects
(like scrolls, wands, and innate abilities), either using
the mechanic described above or by casting the
Counterspell against a DF[20], whichever is most
applicable. Note that Counterspell is only effective
against spells as they are being cast. Ongoing magical
effects must be dealt with in an alternate manner.
A caster that has a Readied Action can cast
Counterspell as an Attack Action. A caster without a
Readied Action that wants to make use of a
Counterspell may sacrifice all of their actions on the
following round in lieu of spending the casting time.
A caster may not use this second option to cast
Counterspell two rounds in a row.

This spell summons enough food and water to
sustain a number of people equal to the caster’s
Intellect for one day. The food summoned is not
fancy, it will be a staple and some protein that are
suitable to the area where the spell is cast. The food is
permanent, though it will spoil normally. When
casting Create Sustenance, the caster must possess a
suitable container to hold the created water otherwise
it splashes out onto the ground and is lost.
Creation [Conjure]
Tier IV
Array: Genesis
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: 50 pounds per IT
Save: None
The caster brings raw matter into existence, shaping
it into usable items.
This spell is generally used to bring a large number
of items into existence at one time. The spell can
create 50 pounds of matter or 100 coins worth of
objects for every point of the caster’s Intellect,
whichever is lesser. The spell can craft any number of
normal items that the caster is familiar with. The spell
cannot craft an item more complex than a lantern or a
crossbow, or specialized compounds. So, lanterns with
fuel are possible, alchemist’s fire and potions are not.
The caster can vary the items created as well,
though every item after the first adds one minute to
the casting time. For example, a caster with an Intellect
of 2 could create 200 coins worth of swords within

Crystal Focus [Instill]
Tier III
Array: Logic
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
Deep meditation reinvigorates the caster’s mental
state, restoring lost essence.
Once successfully cast, Crystal Focus restores
d4+IT of the caster’s lost Spirit, up to their normal
maximum. The caster may only attempt to cast this
spell once in any given twenty-four hour period.
Unlike most spells, Crystal Focus does not cause
Drain when cast, however the caster must remain in a
quite meditative state for the spell’s full 10 minute
casting time. If the caster does anything aside from
meditate during this time, or takes any damage, the
spell is lost and the caster must wait for twenty-four
hours before being able to try again.

Damascan Blade [Conjure]
Tier I
Array: Wrought
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
A masterful blade is conjured in the caster’s hand,
ready to be wielded in battle.
As Damascan Blade is cast, an enchanted weapon
materializes in the caster’s hand. Despite the spell’s
name, any specific type of melee weapon can be
summoned, as determined by the caster at the time the
spell is cast. The weapon will function as any other
weapon of its type, however the summoned weapon
also carries a +1 enchantment. This bonus applies
both to hit and damage. If the caster’s Intellect is 4 or
more, Damascan Blade’s bonus is increased by one,
raising the weapon’s total enchantment to +2. The
summoned weapon can be passed to another character
or it can be taken by force, just as any normal weapon
could be. At the spell’s conclusion the blade vanishes
immediately into thin air.
Darkness [Align (discord)]
Tier I
Array: Shade
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: d4+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Sphere with a radius of 10 feet per IT
Save: None
The caster summons into being an inky black globe
of magical darkness.
At the time of casting, the caster can determine the
diameter of the ink black globe of darkness, up to the
spell’s normal maximum. The caster can choose at the
time of casting to have the globe centered on
themselves (in which case it moves with them for the
duration of the spell), or to have a fixed position (in
which case the globe is immobile).
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the spell’s casting time of one minute, or 100 coins of
swords and 100 coins of shields if an additional
minute is spent. Any items created are permanent, and
of reasonable quality, but are certainly nothing ornate
or fancy. Similarly, a specific item (such as a key to a
lock or a special sigil) can only be duplicated if the
caster is quite familiar with its design.
While this spell is usually used to create items, or
small things of value, it can create just about any type
of non-living thing. So, the caster could create food,
water, even lumber and masonry to form a small
bridge, if that was their choice and it could be done
within the spell’s size and cost limits.
As an additional requirement to cast Creation the
caster must possess a tiny gemstone anvil (at least
5,000 coins in value). Each time the anvil is used in
the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 8 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.

All creatures are assessed the Blind Condition while
in the area of effect. The caster alone can see through
Darkness of their own casting without impediment.
The darkness prevents all non-magical forms of sight
(including Dark Vision but not Dragon’s Sight).
Creatures that are immune to illusions or who do not
rely on sight to function are not affected by the
darkness.
Deadly Venom [Align (discord)]
Tier IV
Array: Affliction
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: MT vs. DF[16]
Deadly toxins are summoned in the target’s blood,
rotting away at their insides.
Deadly Venom deals 2d6+IT damage to the target,
as mitigated by a Might Save. This damage cannot be
reduced by Protection unless it specifically wards
against poisons or toxins.
As an additional requirement to cast Deadly
Venom the caster must possess a jade figurine of a
coiled snake (at least 1,500 coins in value). Each time
the figurine is used in the casting of the spell there is
a 1 in 12 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[16] Might Save:
Kink—The target is slain by the spell.
Fail—The target suffers damage normally.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target suffers one quarter damage.

Deepwater Rescue [Instill]
Tier I
Array: Marinus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
An underwater target is surrounded by a bubbly
vortex that brings them to the surface.
Deepwater Rescue can only be cast on a willing or
unconscious target that is submerged in water (or
other comparable liquid). Once cast the spell causes
the target to float buoyantly, forcing them to ascend
to the surface at a rate of 100 feet per round. Once at
the surface the buoyancy continues, allowing the
victim to float effortlessly in the water. The spell also
keeps its target in a somewhat upright position, such
that even unconscious characters will float with their
head above water so they can breathe normally.
Deepwater Rescue only effects the buoyancy of the
target, and will not necessarily ensure the victim makes
it to safety. Using the spell in an enclosed underwater
cavern will find the character floating to the ceiling,
not necessarily to the surface. Unlike most spells,
Deepwater Rescue does not require verbal intonation
and as such can be cast underwater without incident.
Deluge [Surge]
Tier III
Array: Aquos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 200 feet
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: 50 foot cube
Save: MT vs. DF[18]
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A million gallons of water is summoned, remaining
in place for a brief moment before crashing outward
and flowing normally.
Once cast, Deluge forcibly floods its area of effect
with water, which stands still for a brief moment
before the cube of water is cut loose and begins to flow
naturally. Victims caught within the cube are allotted

DF[18] Might Save:
Kink—The target is swept away, moving with the
water for 60 feet before being deposited prone and
suffering 2d6 points of damage.
Fail—The target is swept away, moving with the water
for 20 feet before being deposited prone and suffering
d6 points of damage.
Success—The target is knocked prone as the water
rushes away.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell, aside
from being soaking wet.
Delusion [Instill (siphon)]
Tier II
Array: Domination
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 1+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[16]
The victim succumbs to a world of chaotic
hallucination, behaving randomly while the spell
persists.
The victim’s mind plays tricks on them causing the
Confused Condition while the spell persists.
DF[16] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target is affected by the spell for an
additional d6 rounds.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target is affected for a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Demonic Transformation [Instill]
Tier II
Array: Convene
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
Dark forces surge through the caster, driving them
mad with rage and giving them supernatural strength.
Demonic Transformation makes the caster a
formidable weapon in melee combat. While under the
spell’s effects, the caster can strike in melee with a bare
hand. The base damage for the attack is a d6 and the
caster can add their Intellect score to any damage
rolled. The caster’s chance to hit in melee with such
attacks is equal to their Spells Proficiency plus their
Insight score. There is a significant downside to this
extraordinary power. While Demonic Transformation
persists, the caster is assessed the Enraged Condition
and must make a melee attack every round.
Unlike most spells, Demonic Transformation
cannot be dismissed early by the caster, the magic must
be allowed to run its course. This spell can be ended
early by other means, such as Dispel Enchantment.
Similarly, if any effect is used to remove the caster’s
Enraged Condition the spell’s other effects also
immediately cease.
Desiccate [Conjure (convert)]
Tier IV
Array: Necros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: d3+1 rounds
Area of Effect: 20 foot radius
Save: MT vs. DF[16]
Those suffering the effects of this spell begin to
decay at an alarming rate, their life rapidly slipping
away.
Desiccate calls into being a globe of sparking
necrotic energy that damages those inside its radius.
The spell’s area of effect is fixed in place for the
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a DF[18] Might Save to determine their fate.
Additionally, as the weight of water rushes outward,
anyone within 50 feet of the area of effect must make
a DF[12] Might Save or be knocked prone.
It should be noted that while Deluge summons one
million gallons of water, that does not mean it needs
to be used in a destructive manner. Its uses are many,
from filling a reservoir, to quenching a fire, or simply
watering crops. Just be aware that so much water does
have a destructive force behind it and it is summoned
en masse by this spell, not a little bit at a time.

duration of the spell. Any character that begins their
round within the area of effect or moves into the area
of effect suffers d8+IT damage as their body withers
(a successful Might Save mitigates this damage).
Armor cannot be used to reduce this damage but other
forms of Protection function normally. Creatures that
continue to be affected by the spell must make a new
Might Save on each round that they are exposed to the
necrotic effect. Anyone suffering damage from
Desiccate on two consecutive rounds becomes
Fatigued until they are able to take a Good Night’s
Rest.
As an additional requirement to cast Desiccate the
caster must possess a vial of powdered mummy
remains (costing at least 2,500 coins where such
things are available for purchase). Each time the
powder is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1
in 12 chance that it is expended and must be replaced.

casting of the spell there is a 1 in 8 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.

DF[16] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers the damage and loses all
actions for the round.
Fail—The target suffers the effects of the spell
normally.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target suffers no damage this round.

The caster taps into their own life force in order to
summon a desperate wave of power to smite those
around them.

Despair [Conjure (convert)]
Tier IV
Array: Anathema
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[17]
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The victim of this spell is overcome by an
unmanageable wave of grief and dread, preventing
them from functioning at their full capacity.
The victim of Despair is assessed a Flaw to each and
every Test they make for the duration of the spell.
This includes attacks, spellcasting, Saves, or any other
type of Test. The duration of the spell is determined
by the victim’s Presence Save.
As an additional requirement to cast Despair the
caster must possess a perfect ruby prism (at least 5,000
coins in value). Each time the prism is used in the

DF[17] Presence Save:
Kink—The spell persists for d4+IT rounds.
Fail—The spell persists for 1 round per IT.
Success—The spell persists for only a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Desperate Gambit [Base]
Tier IV
Array: Utility
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius around the caster.
Save: PW vs. DF[17]

Desperate Gambit serves as a last resort, as the
casting of this spell has the potential to grievously
harm its caster. Desperate Gambit blasts all creatures
in its area of effect with raw magical power dealing
3d8+IT damage. Victims are allowed a Prowess Save
to determine their fate.
Unlike other Tier IV spells, Desperate Gambit
costs only a single point of Drain to cast and has no
material component. However, at the conclusion of
the spell’s casting, after all the other effects have been
determined, Desperate Gambit deals 4d6 damage to
the caster’s Health. The damage dealt to the caster
cannot be diverted or reduced by any means (with the
exception of the expenditure of Luck or Fate points
for the Just a Scratch or Left for Dead options). Other
victims of the spell may reduce the damage normally.
DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target is slain.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target suffers one quarter damage.

Diminish (specific) [Varies]

Discern Location [Base]

Tier II
Array: *None, NPC Spell*
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: d4+2 rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier III
Array: Descry
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Any
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature or object
Save: Special

Some of the victim’s natural ability is drained away,
leaving them less competent for a short while.

By uttering the name of a creature or object, the
caster can get a distance and bearing on its location.

When successfully cast this spell reduces one of the
target’s Stats by -2 while the spell persists. A Stat
cannot be reduced below -3 by this spell.
The specific Stat that is affected is chosen when the
spell is assigned to the caster and the spell may only
affect that particular Stat. A spellcaster may have
separate versions of this spell available, with each
version affecting a different Stat.

Through the use of this spell, the caster can
determine the direction and distance of a specifically
named creature or object. The name must be spoken
aloud and it must be the subject’s proper name. You
cannot Discern Location on any generic ‘magic sword’
or a random ‘Halfling,’ but you could discern the
location of ‘Rimnull’s Heavy Blade of Frost’ or
‘Shelby the Halfling.’ Objects on other planes of
existence can also be located in this matter, though the
only information learned in the attempt is what plane
the subject is currently on.
Note that Discern Location imparts only the
distance and a direction of the subject at the exact
moment of casting, providing no assurance that the
subject will remain at its current location. Creatures
being located are allowed a DF[22] Insight Save with
success indicating that they have the undeniable
feeling that they are being watched, though they do
not know by who or by what means.

Tier III
Array: Utility
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single item touched
Save: None
By examining the magical enchantments placed on
an object, the caster can gain knowledge about the
magic item’s purpose and function.
Discern Function gives the caster a chance to
determine the properties of a given magic item. The
DF of the Spellcasting Test for Discern Function is
increased by 2 for every power the item has beyond its
first, potentially making powerful items difficult to
identify. Success reveals the item’s properties and
failure leaves the item’s true nature a mystery. While
most magical items can be identified by a successful
casting of this spell, rare, wonderous, or exceptionally
powerful relics may be immune to Discern Function.
This spell has no effect when cast upon a mundane
item.

Disintegration [Surge]
Tier III
Array: Fulmination
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: PW vs. DF[15]
A thin ray of green light emits from the caster’s
outstretched finger, turning matter into a wisp of dust.
In order for Disintegration to be successful, the
caster must first bring the ray to bear on its target. To
do so, the Spellcasting Test must exceed the target’s
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Discern Function [Base]

Defense. A Rabble level victim struck by the ray is
turned to a bit of dust, along with all of their carried
possessions. More powerful victims are allotted a
Prowess Save to determine their Fate. Alternately, if
the ray is used to strike an inanimate object, the spell
destroys 50 pounds of matter for each point of the
caster’s Intellect.
DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The victim, along with all of their carried
possessions, turn to small amount of fine dust.
Fail—The target has a thin hole burned clean through
them in a vital spot, they drop to -9 Health on the
spot (suffering the effects normally).
Success—The target suffers 2d4+IT damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Disjunction [Base]
Tier IV
Array: Quell
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single magic item
Save: None
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An enchanted item is connected to the emptiness of
the void, draining it of its magical power.
When cast, Disjunction can render a magically
enchanted item permanently inert. The DF of the
Spellcasting Test depends on the type of item that is
targeted by Disjunction. A single use magic item like
a potion or scroll, or an item that has a single minor
function can be disenchanted with a DF[18] Test.
Magic items with a low bonus (+1 or +2 armor or
weapon), or an item with a single function can be
disenchanted on a DF[20] Test. More powerful items
require a DF[22] to DF[28] Spellcasting Test, as
determined by the GM.
Note that exceptional magic items, artifacts, or
relics, and other wondrously unique items may need
extraordinary means to render them inert. In these
cases, Disjunction may only be a small part of a larger
process if the intent is to destroy the item. Items of
great power are often placed in the realms of mortals
by powerful beings that have a vested interest in the
item in question. Attempts to disenchant such items

(whether successful or not) may be enough to earn
that being’s ire, even across the long distances between
planes.
As an additional requirement to cast Disjunction
the caster must possess a specially constructed
platinum chime (at least 2,000 coins in value). Each
time the chime is used in the casting of the spell there
is a 1 in 20 chance that it shatters and must be
replaced.
Dispel Enchantment [Base]
Tier I
Array: Quell
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single ongoing magical effect
Save: None
By severing the magical power source, the caster
brings a magical effect to an end.
Dispel Enchantment targets any single ongoing
magical effect. In most cases this will be to end a spell
before its duration expires, but other types of magical
effects can also be targeted. The DF of the
Spellcasting Test varies based on the type of effect
that is targeted, based on the following guidelines:
*If used against a regular spell, the DF is equal to
10 plus the original spellcaster’s Insight and Spells
Proficiency.
*The ongoing effect of a potion can be ended with
a DF[18] Test.
*Minor magic can be dispelled at DF[17].
*Moderate magic can be dispelled at DF[20].
*Major magic can be dispelled at DF[25].
*God-like magic can only be dispelled with a
DF[30] Test.
If dispelling a magical effect that has multiple
targets or beneficiaries, only a single target can be freed
from the effect for each casting of Dispel
Enchantment. Dispel Enchantment has no effect on
permanently enchanted magic items, spells as they are
being cast, or any spell or spell like effect that has a
duration of Immediate.

Tier IV
Array: Benediction
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Holy radiance envelops the target, warding them
from all manner of harm.
The recipient of Divine Protection gains a Boon and
a +2 to all Saves made while the spell persists.
Additionally, the recipient receives d4 Protection that
will stack with other forms of Protection. This d4
Protection also applies to reducing Spirit damage,
thought it has no effect on Drain. Lastly, a character
under the effects of Divine Protection is immune to
any and all fear effects, and the Terrified Condition
for the duration of the spell.
As an additional requirement to cast Divine
Protection the caster must possess a hardened steel
plate (at least 100 coins in value). Each time the plate
is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12
chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
Doze Off [Surge (diffuse)]
Tier I
Array: Dreaming
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius
Save: IT vs. DF[15]
A gentle slumber overtakes the victims.
Doze off can affect any number of creatures within
its area of effect. However, if there are more creatures
than the caster has points of Intellect, the Drain for
the spell is increased by one for each additional target.
Targets are allowed to make an Intellect Save to
avoid the effect, however the Save is modified by the
targets’ current state. Creatures that are currently very
active or agitated (like in the midst of combat) receive
a +7 to their Save. Creatures that are up and about

generally being active receive a +4 bonus on the Save.
Creatures generally at ease make the Intellect Save with
no modifiers. Creatures in a generally restful state
already (lounging or loafing about, just ate a huge
meal, half drunk, etc.) suffer a -5 penalty when they
attempt to resist the spell’s effect.
If successful, the spell causes the target to drift off
to sleep over the course of the next round. It is
important to note that the sleep is the natural sleep of
the effected creature, it is simply magically initiated,
so the duration varies by circumstance. A well-rested
creature that falls under the spell may sleep for 30
minutes or so, while an exhausted creature may sleep
for 10 hours. This assumes the sleeping victims are
not woken up. Load noises, damage, shaking
vigorously or any other activity that would wake up a
normal sleeping individual will also wake up any
victims of this spell. Note that creatures without a
natural sleep cycle (such as undead, constructs,
demons, etc.) will be wholly unaffected by Doze Off.
DF[15] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target falls asleep and cannot be roused
by any means short of taking damage for d4 rounds.
Fail—The target is affected by the spell normally
Success—The target does not doze off, but becomes
very drowsy, becoming Dazed for one round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Dragon’s Sight [Conjure]
Tier IV
Array: Sentinel
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
The caster’s vision rivals that of dragons, revealing
every detail of the world around them.
This spell allows the caster to see in pitch blackness
or the brightest sunlight without penalty. Illusions,
invisibility, and other magical effects used to obscure
or manipulate vision are pierced by Dragon’s Sight.
Additionally, hidden or concealed things are easier for
the caster to discover, and they can see over great
distances, giving them a Boon and a +5 bonus on any
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Divine Protection [Align]

Insight Tests made where vision is the primary factor.
Note that physical barriers or solid objects that
obstruct vision will block Dragon’s Sight, just like
they would for normal vision.
As an additional requirement to cast Dragon’s Sight
the caster must possess a large flawless star sapphire
(at least 3,500 coins in value). Each time the sapphire
is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 20
chance that it shatters and must be replaced.

Eagle’s Eye [Instill]

Drown [Surge]

The caster’s vision is vastly improved, granting them
the ability to see any distance or any minute detail.

Tier IV
Array: Aquos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 75 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single Creature
Save: MT vs. DF[16]
The victim’s lungs are flooded with water and they
begin to drown on the spot.
Once the spell is cast, the victim of Drown begins to
literally drown, suffering one point of Might damage
each round while the spell persists. The distraction of
having the lungs filled with water is overwhelming,
and as such the victim of Drown suffers a Flaw to all
Tests, except Saves, while the spell lasts. The spell’s
duration is determined by the victim’s Might Save.
Drown is ineffective against creatures that can breathe
water or creatures that do not need to breath.
As an additional requirement to cast Drown the
caster must possess a large flawless aquamarine (at
least 1,800 coins in value). Each time the aquamarine
is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 4
chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
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DF[16] Might Save:
Kink—The spell persists for 2d4+IT rounds.
Fail—The spell persists for d3+IT rounds.
Success—The spell persists for d3 rounds.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Tier III
Array: Perceive
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 10+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None

Eagle’s Eyes grants the caster the ability to see any
distance without penalty. Similarly, the caster can see
an incredible level of detail while using this spell. All
Insight Tests made relating to vision with a DF[20]
or less are automatically passed. Other Insight Tests
relating to vision are made with a Boon. This spell also
comes with a 60% chance to pierce any illusion that
is seen by the caster. Eagle’s Eye provides no benefit
to Spellcasting Tests.
Earthen Spikes [Surge]
Tier III
Array: Terra
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 10 foot radius
Save: PW vs. DF[16]
A barrage of stone spikes erupts from the earth to
impale the caster’s victims.
Creatures caught within the area of effect, and in
close proximity to the ground, suffer d8+IT damage
(mitigated by a Prowess Save). Due to the upward
angle of the attack, armor is only half as effective in
reducing damage from Earthen Spikes.
DF[16] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Tier II
Array: Psion
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[16]
Psychic force lashes a target’s mind, dealing damage
directly to their psyche.

The target of Ego Whip is subject to 2d4+IT Spirit
damage from the spell’s intense psychic blast. A
DF[16] Intellect Save can mitigate this damage.
DF[16] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Eidolon [Conjure]
Tier IV
Array: Emergence
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
A powerful natural spirit is called forth in service of
the caster.
When successfully cast, Eidolon summons a
powerful local spirit and compels them to take
physical form in service of the caster. The Eidolon will
appear anywhere within range and on the caster’s next
round it will begin to take actions normally. The
Eidolon will put forth its best effort in service of the
caster, returning to its natural dormant state when the
task is complete or if the duration of the spell runs its
course. Similarly, the spell expires early if the Eidolon
is slain.
The Eidolon can perform complex tasks, but is
typically somewhat simple in nature and out of touch
with the mortal realm. Eidolon are prone to taking

commands literally or failing to note key details. Thus,
the simplest commands are often the best, though
ultimately the nature of the command is always up to
the caster.
This spell is unpredictable, and while the typical
type of spirit described below is often summoned,
ultimately any variety of natural spirit may appear (at
the GM’s discretion). Additionally, each time the spell
is cast there is a 1 in 20 chance that the binding magic
is not effective, bringing the Eidolon into the physical
world, but granting the caster no control over the
Eidolon. Such uncontrolled Eidolon are typically
apathetic, preferring to return to their long slumber.
However, if the situation warrants it, an uncontrolled
Eidolon may be roused to ire and take a course of
action that is in their own best interest.
As an additional requirement to cast Eidolon the
caster must possess a polished platinum mirror (at
least 2,500 coins in value). Each time the mirror is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 4 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.

Eidolon
8 RV

17
d4+2

16

10
6

9
12

d8+4

0

Clobber

0

Tooth & Claw [clobber, clobber]
Talents [endurance (B), observation, smashing]
Traits [Dark Vision, Charge, Sweep]
Special [Immune to normal weapons]
Special [Immune to poison, illusions, fear]
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Ego Whip [Surge (diffuse)]

Eldritch Armor [Base]

Eldritch Blast [Base]

Tier IV
Array: Arx
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None

Tier III
Array: Arcana
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 15 foot radius
Save: PW vs. DF[18]

An invisible shield envelopes the caster, deflecting
attacks of both the mundane and magical varieties.

An invisible magical explosion damages those caught
in the blast.

While under the effects of this spell, the caster gains
a Protection value of 2d4. This Protection does not
stack with armor, but will stack with other forms of
Protection. In addition to defending against all
manner of physical attacks, this 2d4 points worth of
Protection extends to magic damage, even if the
magical damage would typically bypass Protection.
Furthermore, the Protection provided by Eldritch
Armor can also be used to reduce damage done to the
caster’s Spirit, though Drain cannot be reduced by this
spell. Lastly, Eldritch Armor prevents a caster from
being slain by magic. If a magical effect would slay the
caster, Eldritch Armor expires instead, leaving the
caster at -10 Health, unconscious and with the
appropriate Injuries, but otherwise stable.
As an additional requirement to cast Eldritch
Armor the caster must possess an adamantine cube (at
least 2,000 coins in value). Each time the cube is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 100 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.

Any creature caught in the spell’s area of effect is
subject to d8+IT damage from the spell’s intense
magical force.
DF[18] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Eldritch Bolt [Base]
Tier I
Array: Arcana
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None
A magical projectile shoots from the caster’s
outstretched hand to strike a single foe.
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The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from the Eldritch Bolt deals d6+IT damage.

Tier II
Array: Electros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: 2+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single weapon
Save: None
Stormfire engulfs a weapon, allowing it to strike with
electricity in addition to the weapon’s physical attack.
The selected weapon is infused with power and
while the spell persists the weapon deals an additional
d4 points of electrical damage. Metal armor cannot be
used to reduce the additional d4 damage caused by
Electrify, but other forms of Protection work
normally. Electrify does not function properly on a
bow, crossbow, sling, or other weapon that uses
ammunition. However, the spell can be used to
enchant three pieces of ammunition, imparting the
additional damage to each missile, assuming it is fired
within the spell’s duration.
Elemental Diffusion [Surge (diffuse)]
Tier IV
Array: Proterus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
The recipient becomes magically warded against the
harmful effects of one of the elements, becoming
functionally immune to its effects.
At the time of casting the caster chooses one of the
eight cardinal or ordinal elements: wind, storm, flame,
magma, stone, acid, water, or ice. For the duration of
the spell the recipient gains complete immunity to
damage or other ill effects caused by normal forms of
this element. Against magically summoned or
supernaturally intense forms of the element, the
recipient gains 2d6+2 points of Protection from
damage caused and also receives a Boon and a +3 on
any required Saves.

As an additional requirement to cast Elemental
Diffusion the caster must possess a hardened steel
cube (at least 500 coins in value). Each time the cube
is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 8
chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
Ember [Align]
Tier III
Array: Hearth
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius around the caster
Save: None
A white-hot ember of purging light floats above the
caster’s head, keeping dark forces at bay.
When cast the spell creates a brilliant white mote
that hangs in the air above the caster’s head and moves
with them for the duration of the spell. The light that
Ember provides reaches a 30 foot radius around the
caster. Undead, evil spirits, creatures from other planes
of existence, and other dark forces suffer d4 damage
each round that they are within the area of effect. This
damage bypasses Protection. Ember has no effect on
other creatures, be they normal folk or monsters, even
if they are extraordinary or magical in nature.
Empathy [Align]
Tier I
Array: Connection
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[16]
A link forms between the caster’s mind and another,
allowing the caster to understand their emotive state.
When cast, Empathy allows the caster to sense the
target’s emotions and basic drives. This sense
transcends the boundaries of sentience and language,
though the target must be a living being of some sort
for the spell to have an effect. While Empathy persists,
the caster can check the target’s emotional state as a
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Electrify [Instill]

Free Action. This has the additional effect of granting
the caster a Boon on any Presence, Intellect, or Insight
Test made to interact with the target. Unlike most
spells, Empathy can be cast with subtlety such that the
target of the spell may not be aware that they have
been ensorcelled.
DF[16] Presence Save:
Kink—The spell’s duration is doubled.
Fail—The spell functions normally.
Success—The target is unaffected by the Empathy.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the Empathy and
knows the attempt was made. They may or may not
know the source of the spell.
Enervation [Instill]
Tier IV
Array: Heroism
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: d4 +IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Bolstered by magic, the recipient’s fighting abilities
reach heroic proportions.
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While under the spell’s effect, the recipient gains a
+3 bonus to hit in combat and can add 4 points of
damage to any attack that would normally benefit
from a high Might score. Additionally, Enervation
will grant its target an extra 2d4+1 points of Health.
This extra Health will serve as normal healing,
however it also has the ability to bring the target above
their maximum Health total. Any Health points above
the normal maximum are lost immediately once the
effects of the spell expire.
As an additional requirement to cast Enervation the
caster must possess a steel figurine (at least 500 coins
in value). Each time the figurine is used in the casting
of the spell there is a 1 in 10 chance that it shatters
and must be replaced.

ESP [Align]
Tier III
Array: Connection
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: One creature per IT
Save: PN vs. DF[18]
The spell creates a mental link allowing the caster s
glimpse into a target’s mind.
During the spell’s duration, the caster may use ESP
to scan as many targets as they have points of Intellect.
Scanning takes the caster’s full concentration (a Full
Round Action) and reveals the thoughts that are at the
forefront of the target’s mind at that moment.
Creatures wishing to avoid ESP can make a Presence
Save to resist the effect.
The caster may scan a target multiple times in an
attempt to see different thoughts, however the target
still only makes a single Save to determine their
susceptibility to the spell over its entire duration.
Unlike most spells, ESP can be cast with subtlety such
that a target of the spell may not be aware that they
have been ensorcelled.
DF[18] Presence Save:
Kink—The target’s mind is open and the caster may
see thoughts that are somewhat deeper than just the
surface.
Fail—The target’s surface thoughts of the moment are
revealed to the caster.
Success—The target is unaffected by the ESP.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the ESP and
knows the attempt was made. They may or may not
know the source of the spell.

Eternal Slumber [Surge (diffuse)]

Ether Step [Surge]

Tier IV
Array: Dreaming
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[18]

Tier IV
Array: Gait
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 20 miles per IT
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Caster plus one creature per IT
Save: None

The victim of this spell drifts off to sleep, an
unnatural slumber that may never end.

The caster is whisked away in the blink of eye,
arriving effortlessly at a nearby location.

The target of Eternal Slumber immediately falls into
a comatose state. This state persists for a duration
determined by the victim’s Save result. It is impossible
to rouse the victim of the spell by any normal means,
up to and including taking damage. The spell can be
ended early through the successful use of Dispel
Enchantment or other similar magic that nullifies
spells or ongoing effects. Restore Status or other
magic that simply removes the Out Condition
typically does not have the power to wake a victim of
Eternal Slumber.
As an additional requirement to cast Eternal
Slumber the caster must possess a large vial of crushed
diamond sand (at least 2,500 coins in value). Each
time the sand is used in the casting of the spell there
is a 1 in 12 chance that it shatters and must be
replaced.

By means of Ether Step a caster teleports themselves
instantly to a new location within the spell’s range.
The destination must either be within line of sight or
have been visited by the caster before. The caster can
bring along as many human sized creatures (or their
equivalent) as they have points of Intellect, though all
must be willing passengers. All passengers, along with
the caster, must be touching as the spell is cast.
Alternately, the caster may Ether Step to an obvious
location (such as the other side of a door, or around
the bend). This can be a risky endeavor as the caster is
subject to any hazards in the unknown location. Ether
Stepping into a solid object deals 5d6 damage that
bypasses Protection and then bounces the caster (and
any passengers) instantly back to their point of origin.
As an additional requirement to cast Ether Step the
caster must possess an intricately crafted golden
feather (at least 2,000 coins in value). Each time the
feather is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in
12 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
Everlasting Illumination [Instill]
Tier III
Array: Prism
Casting Time: 1 hour
Range: Touch
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: Single chamber
Save: None
A comfortable blanket of light is summoned, filling
a single chamber with illumination.
This spell illuminates a single room with a warm
welcoming light. The entire chamber will always
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DF[18] Intellect Save:
Kink—The spell persists indefinitely, unless dispelled
by some magical means.
Fail—The spell persists for one hour per point of the
caster’s Intellect.
Success—The target becomes woozy, but does not fall
asleep, they gain the Dazed Condition for d3 rounds.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

appear well lit, though no specific source of
illumination can be determined. For each casting of
Everlasting Illumination one chamber can be
permanently filled with such light. The maximum size
of any single dimension of the chamber to be so
enchanted is equal to 50 feet times the caster’s
Intellect.
If magical darkness is summoned in a room
enchanted with Everlasting Illumination, the two
magics will cancel each other out, removing the
darkness and disenchanting the chamber. The spell’s
duration is relatively permanent though it can expire
early if dismissed by the caster, if it is dispelled, if the
room is destroyed, or if used to cancel magical
darkness. Unlike most spells, Everlasting Illumination
will persist even if the caster dies.
Fall Free [Align]
Tier II
Array: Stratos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 5 rounds
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius around the caster
Save: None
A falling creature’s momentum is halted moments
before impact, allowing them to step out of the fall
without injury.
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Fall Free allows the caster to travers any fall of up to
1,000 feet without incident. The spell alters the laws
of physics allowing them to fall at normal speeds, but
land softly on their feet at the end. The caster may
elect to extend the spell to a number of other creatures
equal to their Intellect score, provided all of the
additional targets are within the spell’s 30 foot radius
area of effect.
Unlike most spells, Fall Free can be cast for free as
a reaction when the caster takes an accidental spill.
When cast in this manner the spell will affect the
caster only and no others.

Fast Friends [Instill (siphon)]
Tier I
Array: Charm
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[16]
The target of this spell is overwhelmed by feelings
of friendship for the caster and will aid them if
possible.
Fast Friends causes a single target to fall under the
caster’s influence. If the spell is successful, the target
will be helpful and friendly towards the caster. Despite
the newly formed bond, the target will not take actions
that are ultimately against its nature (such as risking
its own wellbeing, attacking friends, risking a source
of income, etc.). Likewise, the victim will be unlikely
to just stand around while their other friends are being
attacked or otherwise threatened. Insistence by the
caster that the target take inappropriate actions results
in the spell expiring early.
Fast Friends is only affective against sentient
creatures, and though the target may be friendly to the
caster, this spell does not guarantee a method of
communication. The spell’s duration is determined by
the victim’s Save result. Unlike most spells, Fast
Friends can be cast with subtlety such that a target of
the spell may not be aware that they have been
ensorcelled.
DF[16] Presence Save:
Kink—The spell’s duration is one hour per point of
the caster’s Intellect.
Fail—The spell’s duration is 10 minutes per point of
the caster’s Intellect.
Success—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Bump—The target is unaffected by Fast Friends and
knows the attempt was made. They may or may not
know the source of the spell.

Festering Ruin [Conjure]

Field of Stars [Align (discord)]

Tier IV
Array: Filth
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: 1 round per IT
Area of Effect: 20 foot radius
Save: MT vs. DF[15]

Tier II
Array: Cosmos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius
Save: PW vs. DF[15]

Those suffering the effects of this spell begin to
decay at an alarming rate, their life rapidly slipping
away.

A minefield of countless glowing motes appears,
exploding with an ethereal blast if they come into
contact with a living being.

Festering Ruin calls into being a globe of rotting gas
that damages those inside its radius. The spell’s area
of effect is fixed in place for the duration of the spell.
Any character that begins their round within the area
of effect or moves into the area of effect suffers
d6+IT damage as their body burns and rots (a
successful Might Save mitigates this damage). Armor
cannot be used to reduce this damage but other forms
of Protection function normally. Creatures that
continue to be affected by the spell must make a new
Might Save on each round they are exposed to the
spell’s effect.
As an additional requirement to cast Festering Ruin
the caster must possess a vial of distilled venom
(costing at least 3,500 coins where such things are
available for purchase). Each time the venom is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 20 chance that
it is expended and must be replaced.

Character within (or moving into) the area of effect
of Field of Stars must make a Prowess Save each round
to determine if they set off any of the explosive motes.
A detonated mote deals only a single point of damage,
however this damage bypasses Protection entirely.
Characters that elect to stand perfectly still or do
nothing besides move as if they had a Speed of one are
able to move through the Field of Stars unharmed (no
Save required).

DF[15] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers the effects of the spell
normally.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target suffers one quarter damage.

Tier I
Array: Pyros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 60 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None

DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The character sets off 2d6 motes.
Fail—The character sets off d6 motes.
Success—The character sets of only a single mote.
Bump—The character does not set off any motes this
round.
Fire Javelin [Surge]

The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from the Fire Javelin inflicts d4+IT damage and
may ignite flammable objects (1 in 6 chance).
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The caster summons a shaft of blazing flame that
streaks across the battlefield to smite a foe.

Fireball [Surge]
Tier III
Array: Pyros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 120 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 20 foot radius
Save: PW vs. DF[15]
A tiny orb of magic shoots forth from the caster’s
fingertips and explodes on impact, creating a large
sphere of churning flame.
Any creature caught in Fireball’s area of effect is
subject to 2d6+IT damage from the intense heat.
Flammable objects in the area effect may catch fire (1
in 6 chance). Note that while a Fireball has intense
heat, it has little explosive force. This makes it ideal
for burning enemies, but not very helpful for bursting
open doors or damaging other stout objects.
DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target takes only one quarter damage.
Flame Stallion [Conjure]
Tier II
Array: Sumpter
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
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A majestic mount, wreathed in flame, appears and
bears the caster into battle.
When cast, this spell summons a flaming mount at a
spot of the caster’s choosing, within the spell’s 50 foot
range. The Flame Stallion has the attributes listed
below, and will bear any single rider designated by the
caster as the spell is cast. While the creature is magical
in nature, it only responds to commands given in a
traditional manner using the normal rules for riding a
mount. The Flame Stallion’s fiery aura does not affect

the rider, even as they mount or dismount. The spell
expires immediately if the Flame Stallion is slain.

Flame Stallion
12 RV

16
d3

15

8
3

2

10

d6+2 Bite

0
0
Talents [endurance, jumping]
Traits [Dark Vision, Sprinter, Sure Footed]
Special [Fiery Aura (d4 damage per round in a
5’ radius, Protection halved vs. this damage)]
Flaming Glob [Surge]
Tier III
Array: Cibus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PW vs. DF[16]
A flaming missile of gelatinous goo strikes the target,
badly burning them for the duration of the spell.
At the time Flaming Glob is cast, as well as every
subsequent round that the spell persists, the target
suffers d3+IT points of flame damage. Armor can be
used to reduce this damage only on the first 2 rounds
of the spell’s duration. After that armor is no longer
effective against the Flaming Glob, though other
forms of Protection function normally. The duration
of this spell is determined by the victim’s Prowess
Save. For every Full Round Action spent fighting the
flames, the spell’s duration is reduced by 2 rounds.
DF[16] Prowess Save:
Kink—The glob burns for d6+IT rounds.
Fail— The glob burns for d3+IT rounds.
Success— The glob burns for a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Flash [Align]

Float [Align]

Tier I
Array: Radiance
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PW vs. DF[15]

Tier I
Array: Stratos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 5+IT minutes
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

A burning spark of bright light is summoned in close
proximity to the target, burning them and potentially
rendering them sightless.

This spell renders the recipient buoyant in the air,
allowing them to bob from place to place.

DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target is Blind for 2d4 rounds.
Fail—The target is Blind for d4 rounds.
Success—The target is Blind for one round.
Bump—The target’s vision is unimpaired.
Flight [Align]
Tier III
Array: Stratos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: One creature per IT
Save: None
This spell bestows the ability to fly via the power of
thought, drifting gently through the air as their mind
directs them.
This spell allows its recipients to fly without effort,
granting them a Speed of 6 while doing so. The caster
can affect one creature per point of Intellect. The
spell’s duration is 10 minutes per point of the caster’s
Intellect but this duration must then be divided evenly
amongst each of the recipients.

Forewarn [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Sentinel
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
Forewarn grants the caster enhanced vigilance
against surprise attacks and ambushes.
While under the effects of this spell the caster gains
a Boon on any Test made to spot or notice an ambush,
sneak attack, or other form of treachery. Furthermore,
Forewarn allows the caster to act during the surprise
round of combat, even if they would normally be
denied actions due to surprise. Note that this effect
only applies to hostilities related to other beings. So,
the caster would gain a Boon for spotting a hidden
attacker, to notice poison placed in their meal, or to
realize a contact has a loaded crossbow aimed at them
under the table, but would not gain the Boon to spot
a mechanical trap, hazard, or other non-living threat.
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The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from Flash inflicts d4+IT damage and may render
the target Blind, as determined by their Prowess Save.
Undead suffer double damage from Flash. Creatures
without means of sight cannot be blinded by the spell,
but will still suffer the damage.

The recipient of this spell begins to bob lightly in
the air, granting them a Speed of 2 while flying or
double that if moving straight down. Float isn’t the
most stable means of flight. Anyone under the effect
of the spell that does not have their feet planted firmly
on the ground suffers a Flaw to Tests involving
coordination or precision (including attacks and
spellcasting).

Freedom of Action [Base]

Freeze Solid [Instill (siphon)]

Tier III
Array: Momentum
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier IV
Array: Frost
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: MT vs. DF[17]

Magical enchantments protect the recipient,
rendering them immune to effects that would reduce
or restrict their movement.

A portal to the ice realm opens within the victim,
freezing solid those who fail to endure the magic.
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Freedom of Action grants the recipient immunity to
any magic that would slow or restrict their movement.
The spell allows the recipient to ignore the Held,
Slowed, and Entangled Conditions and should
likewise allow them to ignore other magical effects
that attempt to reduce their Speed or allotted actions
per round. Additionally, while affected by Freedom of
Action the recipient can move through water, mud,
undergrowth, or any other non-magical terrain that
might restrict movement without being slowed down.
Similarly, Freedom of Action allows a character to
fight in melee while underwater without penalty.
Note that impassible objects (such as walls, iron
grates, windows, portcullises, a huge chasm etc.) still
prohibit movement and that special movement types
(such as sneaking, crawling, and climbing) still slow
the recipient down. Likewise, physical means of
slowing a character down (such as being shackled to a
ball and chain) or holding them in place (such as tying
them up or grappling them) still work normally. Still,
Freedom of Action will grant a +5 bonus to any Test
made to slip out of bonds or if making a Test to
defend against a grapple.
The spell has the side effect of also dampening
magic that would increase the recipient’s actions or
rate of movement. So, a character may not benefit
from a casting of Haste or other similar effect while
under the effects of Freedom of Action.

The target of Freeze Solid suffers 3d4+IT damage
from freezing cold (mitigated by a Might Save). This
damage cannot be reduced by Protection unless it
specifically protects against ice or cold.
As an additional requirement to cast Freeze Solid
the caster must possess a large flawless aquamarine (at
least 1,800 coins in value). Each time the aquamarine
is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 10
chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[17] Might Save:
Kink—The target is slain, being frozen solid in place.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target suffers only d4 damage.
Frostbite [Instill (siphon)]
Tier I
Array: Frost
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None
A beam of blue light springs forth from the caster’s
fingertip, causing intense biting cold in its target.
The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from Frostbite inflicts d4+IT damage. Unless
specifically fortified against the cold, armor provides
only half of its Protection against Frostbite.

Tier I
Array: Atmos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 1 hour per IT
Area of Effect: 100 yard radius around the caster
Save: None
The caster manipulates the power of the winds to
create a sustained breeze in their immediate vicinity.
Gale creates a strong breeze that blows constantly in
a fixed direction within the area of effect. While this
breeze can cause little more than a nuisance in most
cases, it is strong enough to propel a sail powered ship
or a windmill, cool off a hot day, and will disperse
clouds, fogs and gasses as appropriate. The area of
effect moves with the caster as the spell persists and
the caster can change the direction of the breeze as
often as desired at the cost of a Full Round Action.
Geas [Instill (siphon)]
Tier IV
Array: Charm
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 10 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
The target of this spell is compelled to complete a
great service for the caster, only being freed of the
compulsion once the task is completed.
Geas compels its victim to complete a single
specified task. The task must be specified by the caster
at the time of spell’s casting and must be able to be
intoned out loud over the course of a round. The
target of the Geas must understand and agree to the
task, though the agreement can be made under duress
or without the target grasping the implications of the
magic. In any event, refusal of the task at the time of
casting nullifies the spell. Similarly, if the caster
attempts to Geas a creature to complete an impossible
or wholly suicidal task the spell will fail to take hold.

Once under the effects of the Geas, the target will
sicken and die if they do not complete the task. If the
target spends a day without pursuing the task at hand,
they suffer a single point of Might damage. This
damage cannot be healed until the target is back on
track and working towards their given task, at which
point it can be recovered using the regular means.
What constitutes working towards the task can be
interpreted in different ways. A creature under the
effects of a Geas is not required to engage in
destructive behavior, or commit to a course of action
that will lead to their death. So, a creature confronted
with a deadly task can pursue means of overcoming
the danger and still be considered to be working
towards their goal. Note that this spell does not allow
twisted logic or loopholes. There must be genuine
effort put towards the Geas or the weakness begins to
set in and take its toll.
If the target completes the task, the Geas is lifted.
Geas cannot be removed by normal means of
disenchantment. However, at the GM’s discretion,
powerful magic or intervention from an otherworldly
being may remove the spell. The caster may dismiss
the Geas normally, however unlike most spells, Geas
does not expire when the caster dies.
As an additional requirement to cast Geas the caster
must possess a large flawless tourmaline (at least 2,000
coins in value). Each time the tourmaline is used in the
casting of the spell there is a 1 in 6 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.
Glibness [Instill]
Tier II
Array: Influence
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 15 feet
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Magical augmentation allows the target to intuitively
say the right thing, making them more charming to
others.
While under the effects of Glibness the target may
add a Boon to any Presence Test.
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Gale [Instill]

Gloom [Conjure (convert)]
Tier III
Array: Anathema
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Up to a 100 foot radius
Save: None
A massive area of distorted reality is created,
obfuscating vision and disorienting those within its
confines.
Those inside the Gloom (including the caster) suffer
a -2 penalty to all Tests except for Saves. Additionally,
Gloom distorts vision and alters a creature’s
perception. While within the Gloom visibility is
limited to a mere 15 feet and all perception Tests that
rely on vision are assessed a Flaw. The area of effect
for this spell is immobile and can be any size the caster
desires, up to the 100 foot radius limit. However, the
shape must remain spherical in nature, regardless of
the chosen size.

by the cooling metal, gaining the Entangled Condition
while the spell persists. The victim is allotted a
DF[16] Might Save to determine their fate.
As an additional requirement to cast Gout of Iron
the caster must possess an intricately engraved iron
charm (at least 500 coins in value). Each time the
chime is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in
4 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[16] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers 3d8+IT damage and is
Entangled for 2d4 rounds.
Fail— The target suffers 3d6+IT damage and is
Entangled for d4 rounds.
Success— The target suffers d6+IT damage and is
Entangled for a single round.
Bump—The target suffers one point of damage.
Greater Animation [Conjure (convert)]
Tier IV
Array: Vivication
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: 10 feet
Duration: 1 hour per IT
Area of Effect: Single object
Save: None
The caster imbues an inanimate object with a
semblance of life, binding it to their service.

Gout of Iron [Surge]
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Tier IV
Array: Shackle
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 25 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: MT vs. DF[16]
The target is doused with a stream of molten iron
that quickly cools and restricts movement.
The victim of Gout of Iron takes damage
immediately from the molten metal. Those that are
nor slain outright by the spell may be further affected

This spell can be cast on any inanimate object,
bringing it to life and placing it in the service of the
caster. This servant responds to the caster’s verbal
commands to the best of its abilities, though animated
objects do not fare well with overly complex
instructions. A caster may only have a single animated
servant in existence at any one time. Dispelling and
disenchantments have no effect on the newly animated
object, though the spell can be halted as it is cast by a
Counterspell as usual.
The caster can animate any object up to 150
pounds per point of Intellect. The object itself can be
just about anything from a table, to a statue, to a
deceased corpse. A typical animated object will have
the stats shown below, however at the GM’s discretion
these stats may be altered to suit the nature of the
animated item. This spell will expire early if the
animated servant is slain.

Animated Object
5 RV

15

8

d4

12

6
5

2

d6+4

0

Clobber

0

Tooth & Claw [clobber, clobber]
Talents [endurance, smashing]
Traits [Sweep]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings, 100’)]
Special [Construct (immune to poison, illusion, fear,
mind control, disease, Injuries, and the
Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Shaken, and Terrified
Conditions. Does not need to eat, drink,
sleep, or breathe.)]
Grove of Trees [Surge]
Tier IV
Array: Arbor
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 200 feet
Duration: 1 hour per IT
Area of Effect: 100 foot radius
Save: None
A patch of thick forest grows in an instant, filling
the area with trees and dense underbrush.
The Grove of Trees must be summoned in an area
that is generally open and is outdoors. If used in an
area that could restrict its growth, the Grove of Trees
will flood outward to fill the area of effect around any
obstructions. Though magically summoned, the
Grove of Trees is composed of normal trees of a type

determined by the caster. The trees come complete
with thick undergrowth, wildlife, may potentially be
bearing fruit, and have other elements normally
associated with a small bit of the appropriate type of
forest.
Those caught in the area of effect of Grove of Trees
when it is cast suffer d6 damage from trees and other
vegetation crashing into them and tumbling them
about. This damage cannot be reduced by armor,
though other types of Protection function normally.
Those inside the area of effect or those who move into
the area of effect will find the forest so dense that their
movement is halved and they cannot draw line of sight
to anything past 15 feet.
As an additional requirement to cast Grove of Trees
the caster must possess a golden acorn (at least 500
coins in value). Each time the acorn is used in the
casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.
Grow Gills [Align]
Tier II
Array: Transmography
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 2 creatures per IT
Save: None
The recipients of this spell grow a set of gills on the
sides of their necks, allowing them to breath freely
underwater.
This spell grants the recipients the Racial Trait Gills
while the spell persists. The character can breathe
underwater as well as air and suffers no long-term
effects from being submerged. The character may be
affected by contaminants or murk in the water, just as
an air breather might be affected by gases or dusts in
the air. If cast only on a single creature, the spell’s
duration increases and the gills will persist for one
hour per point of the caster’s Intellect.
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As an additional requirement to cast Greater
Animation the caster must possess an intricately
carved opal sphere (at least 2,500 coins in value). Each
time the sphere is used in the casting of the spell there
is a 1 in 10 chance that it shatters and must be
replaced. As an additional cost to cast this spell the
caster may elect to spend 10 XP. If the XP is spent
the spell persists for a number of days equal to the
caster’s Intellect.

Haste [Base]
Tier IV
Array: Momentum
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: d3+IT rounds
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius around the caster
Save: None
Magic courses through the recipients of this spell,
giving them supernatural speed of action.
The recipients of this spell are allotted an additional
Attack Action to spend each round. This action can
be traded or spent as normal, however the extra Attack
Action cannot be used to do something that is
normally not allowed twice in a round (such as casting
two spells or drinking two potions).
The spell effects a number of creatures equal to the
caster’s Intellect. The caster may choose the recipients,
who must all be within 30 feet, and may include the
caster themselves. However, the caster must affect the
full number of targets, if they are available, even if that
means selecting a few foes to receive the effects of the
spell.
As an additional requirement to cast Haste the
caster must possess a gold and peridot amulet (at least
3,500 coins in value). Each time the amulet is used in
the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 8 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.
Hauberk of Spikes [Conjure]
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Tier II
Array: Wrought
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
Metallic spikes encase the caster, providing
protection as well as harming those who would attack
them in melee.
The Hauberk of Spikes provides the caster with the
d6 Protection provided by a suit of full armor,
without any of the associated penalties. Hauberk of

Spikes counts as armor, and damage that can bypass
armor will also bypass the Protection provided by this
spell. Additionally, those who attack the caster in
melee combat, risk taking damage from the spikes. For
every point of damage that Hauberk of Spikes
prevents, the attacker takes a point of damage. If the
attacker was fighting unarmed, the damage taken is
double what was prevented by the spell.
Heal [Varies]
Tier I
Array: *None, NPC Spell*
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Soothing energy invigorates the target, washing away
some of the effects of battle.
The target of this spell heals d4+IT Health.
Hearth Ring [Align]
Tier II
Array: Hearth
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 2 hours per IT
Area of Effect: 20 and 150 foot radius
Save: None
A mystical aura provides a warm safe place to rest.
When cast, Hearth Ring creates three distinct
magical effects in concentric rings around a central
point. The spell’s effects are immobile, being fixed in
place for the duration of the spell.
At the center point is a phantasmal fire. The fire
can be controlled by the mental commands of the
caster, being able to shed heat and light if desired, or
be left cold and dark if that is the caster’s whim. The
phantasmal fire can even be commanded to produce
heat without light, so that a party could prepare food
or otherwise make use a fire without compromising
their location. Regardless of how the phantasmal fire
is used, it does not produce smoke.

Herculean Might [Instill]
Tier IV
Array: Vigor
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 10 feet
Duration: 2 rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Magical power courses through the recipient,
making them supernaturally strong.
The recipient of this spell has their Might increased
to 10 for the duration of the spell. The recipient also
receives a Boon on any Might Test, any attack roll
with a melee weapon, unarmed melee attack, or Test
made to grapple. Additionally, any damage roll for a
melee attack (including unarmed and grappling
damage) is allotted a Boon.
As an additional requirement to cast Herculean
Might the caster must possess a heavy iron ring (at
least 50 coins in value). Each time the ring is used in
the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 4 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.

Hex [Conjure (convert)]
Tier I
Array: Anathema
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: d4+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[15]
Troublesome magical forces disrupt the target,
reducing their ability to focus on the task at hand.
While Hex persists, the target of this spell is plagued
by bad luck, causing a -2 penalty to all Tests except
for Saves. If the caster’s Intellect is 4 or more, Hex’s
penalty is increased by one, raising the overall penalty
to -3.
DF[15] Intellect Save:
Kink—The spell persists for an additional d4 rounds.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target is affected for a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Hold at Bay [Align]
Tier II
Array: Rebuke
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 2 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 50 foot radius around the caster
Save: PN vs. DF[17]
The caster’s divine presence is amplified, driving
undead back with a holy aura.
Hold at Bay forces undead to give the caster a wide
berth. The spell centers on the caster and moves with
them while the spell persists, compelling undead to
remain 50 feet away at all times. Undead inside the
area of effect will spend any available actions moving
directly away from the caster until they are outside of
the area. Undead trapped via a dead-end corridor,
cliff, or something similar will scrabble at the
obstruction unless a means of egress presents itself.
Mindless or Rabble level undead are automatically
affected by the spell. More powerful undead are
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In a 20 foot radius around Hearth Ring’s central
point, this spell duplicates the effects of the Shelter
spell and will prove dry in the rain, cool in hot
weather, warm in icy temperatures, repel gusty winds,
and generally provide a temperate dry place to rest.
Magical forms of weather are only mildly affected by
the spell, which provides those inside with a Boon to
Saves against such attacks and nothing more.
The outer boundary of Hearth Ring is 150 feet
from the spell’s center. This invisible barrier serves as
a warning to those resting inside. If anything breaches
the outer boundary of the Hearth Ring with hostile
intent, including inanimate objects such as an arrow or
sling stone, a loud ringing noise will echo forth,
alerting anyone in the area to the threat. The spell will
ignore those within 10 feet of the caster at the time
the spell is cast, allowing the caster’s companions to
move freely about without setting off Hearth Ring’s
alarm.

allowed a Save to mitigate the effects. Any undead
affected by the spell that takes damage may lash out at
the source of the damage instead of being forced to
move out of the spell’s area of effect.

look around past their set field of view or react in any
way. A creature under the effect of Hold Creature that
takes damage may make another DF[17] Intellect Save
to snap out of the spell’s effect.

DF[17] Presence Save:
Kink—The target is repulsed for the duration of the
spell.
Fail—The target is repulsed for a single round and is
then allowed another Save to shake of the effects of
Hold at Bay.
Success—The target is repulsed for a single round and
is then unaffected by the spell for the remainder of its
duration.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell for the
remainder of its duration.

DF[17] Intellect Save:
Kink—The duration of the spell is increased by d6
rounds.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target is Slowed for a single round as
they struggle against the spell.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Hold Person [Conjure]
Tier II
Array: Restrain
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 60 feet
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature or d4+IT Rabble
Save: IT vs. DF[17]
Magic seeps into a humanoid’s mind, locking them
immobile where they stand.

Hold Creature [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Restrain
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: d4+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature or d4+IT Rabble
Save: IT vs. DF[17]
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Magic seeps into the victim’s mind, locking them
immobile where they stand.
Hold Creature either targets d4+IT of Rabble level
opponents within a 30 foot radius, or one single
creature of greater power. Victims that succumb to
Hold Creature are assessed the Held Condition while
the spell persists. Hold Creature will affect just about
any type of creature, however constructs, plants, and
undead are wholly unaffected by this spell.
While under the effects of Hold Creature, the
creature can still perceive the world around them and
is conscious of what is happening, though they cannot

Hold Person either targets d4+IT of Rabble level
opponents within a 30 foot radius, or one single target
of greater power. Victims that succumb to Hold
Person are assessed the Held Condition while the spell
persists. Hold Person will only effect humanoid
creatures that fall between the size of halflings and
gnolls. Constructs, plants, and undead are wholly
unaffected by Hold Person.
While under the effects of Hold Person, the
creature can still perceive the world around them and
is conscious of what is happening, though they cannot
look around past their set field of view or react in any
way. A creature under the effect of Hold Person that
takes damage may make another Intellect Save DF[17]
to snap out of the spell’s effect.
DF[17] Intellect Save:
Kink—The duration of the spell is increased by d6
rounds.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target is Slowed for a single round as
they struggle against the spell.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Hold the Masses [Conjure]

Tier II
Array: Portals
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 25 feet
Duration: 1 hour per IT
Area of Effect: One portal, door, lid, or container
Save: None

Tier IV
Array: Restrain
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: 1+IT rounds
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius
Save: IT vs. DF[17]

Magic forces seal a door or vessel, preventing it from
being opened by normal means.

Those in the area of effect are held in place through
the manipulations of their own mind.

Hold portal can seal any door, lid, or container that
can be opened or closed by the caster under normal
circumstances (without the use of magic). Upon
successful casting of the spell the door swings shut and
is held closed. Hold Portal typically persists for one
hour per point of the caster’s Intellect. However, the
spell can be foiled early if it is dispelled, the door is
destroyed, the magical seal is defeated by a Thief (at a
DF[22] and taking around one minute to attempt),
the casting of an Open Portal spell, or if the caster
dismisses the spell.
While Hold Portal does seal a door to just about
any means of opening it, it does not make the door (or
container or lid) any stronger. Thus, Hold Portal is
often defeated by smashing a door off of its hinges, as
any action that destroys the door also removes the
spell.

Hold the Masses can affect any number of Rabble
level opponents plus a number of stronger targets
equal to the caster’s Intellect. All targets must be
within the area of effect and the caster must affect the
maximum number of targets if they are available, even
if that means they must target allies. If there are more
targets in the area of effect than the caster can affect,
the caster may choose the targets.
Those who succumb to Hold the Masses are
assessed the Held Condition for the duration of the
spell. Hold the Masses will affect just about any type
of creature, however constructs, plants, and undead are
wholly unaffected by this spell. While under the
effects of Hold the Masses, the creature can still
perceive the world around them and is conscious of
what is happening, though they cannot look around
past their set field of view or react in any way. A
creature under the effect of this spell that takes
damage may make another Intellect Save DF[17] to
snap out of the spell’s effect.
As an additional requirement to cast Hold the
Masses the caster must possess a miniature pair of
golden manacles (at least 1,500 coins in value). Each
time the manacles are used in the casting of the spell
there is a 1 in 8 chance that they shatter and must be
replaced.
DF[17] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target is Held for an additional d6
rounds.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target is Slowed for a single round as
they struggle against the spell.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
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Hold Portal [Base]

Hollow Touch [Conjure (convert)]
Tier I
Array: Necros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
The caster taps into dark powers to draw some of
their victim’s life force away.
The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. If
successful, the caster touches the target and Hollow
Touch deals d4+IT damage. This damage cannot be
reduced by Protection. The target must be a living
creature, constructs and mechanical creatures are
unaffected. Undead that are targeted by this spell are
healed instead of damaged. Damage caused by Hallow
Touch cannot be healed by Catching Your Breath,
First Aid, or a Short Respite and requires magical
healing or a Good Night’s Rest to recover.
Horrid Fulmination [Surge]
Tier IV
Array: Fulmination
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 1+IT rounds
Area of Effect: 25 foot radius
Save: MT vs. DF[17]
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A cloud of deadly fumes is formed, burning the
lungs and eyes of those caught within.
This spell generates an immobile cloud of toxic gas.
Those caught within the cloud, or those that move
into the cloud during their turn, begin violently
coughing. Each round of contact forces a Save, with
failure leading to 2d4+IT damage on each round of
exposure. Armor cannot be used to reduce this
damage, though other forms of Protection work
normally. Strong winds can disrupt, but not dissipate,
the cloud and provide a +5 bonus to a victim’s Save.
Creatures that do not need to breathe are not affected
by Horrid Fulmination.

As an additional requirement to cast Horrid
Fulmination the caster must possess a black diamond
sphere (at least 3,000 coins in value). Each time the
sphere is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in
12 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[17] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers an extra d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers damage normally.
Success—The target suffers only half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell during
this round.
Hypnotic Suggestion [Instill (siphon)]
Tier III
Array: Domination
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 15 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[18]
This spell can alter a target’s core beliefs, changing
the way that they view the world for a short time.
This spell is capable of affecting one creature who
engages in conversation with the spellcaster over the
course of the spell’s casting time. During that time the
caster weaves subtle magic hints into the conversation,
culminating in the placement of the suggestion.
If the spell is successful the caster can impart one
suggestion to the target and the target will accept that
suggestion as the absolute truth. It could be something
that demands action (“The king killed you brother
and you require vengeance.”), something more subtle
(“I’m pretty sure you’ll have a chance to catch a quick
nap tonight while on guard duty.”), or truly devious
(“Today is the town nudist festival, shouldn’t you go
outside and participate?”). The suggestion should be
no more than a single short sentence, and cannot come
with complex instructions. The spell’s duration is
determined by the results of the target’s Save.
Note that the Hypnotic Suggestion is not used to
compel action (“Jump off a cliff.” is not a viable
suggestion), it is used to alter the way the target views
the world. The victim may well act on the suggestion,
but only if it is in their nature to do so, and even then,
the details of their actions will be based on their own

discretion, personalities, and skill sets. Similarly, the
spell does not alter physical stimulus, or prevent the
recipient from recognizing obvious danger.
Unlike most spells, the casting of Hypnotic
Suggestion is very subtle and can only be discerned by
the closest of observation. When the spell expires the
victim still seems to think that the suggestion seemed
reasonable at the time, but feels they have come to
their sense or changed their mind now.

Ignore Wound [Align]

DF[18] Presence Save:
Kink—The suggestion persists for one day per point
of the caster’s Intellect.
Fail—The suggestion persists for one hour per point
of the caster’s Intellect.
Success—The suggestion persists for a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by Hypnotic
Suggestion and knows the attempt was made. They
may or may not know the source of the spell.

Magical forces soothe the target’s pain, allowing
them to ignore a wound for a short period of time.

Tier III
Array: Frost
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: 1+IT rounds
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius
Save: MT vs. DF[16]
Countless jagged shards rain down over an area for a
brief time, assailing any caught in its path.
Once Ice Storm is cast, those creatures beginning
their round inside of the Ice Storm or entering the Ice
Storm during their actions take 2d6 points of damage
during each round of exposure (mitigated by a Might
Save). Once the spell’s initial duration expires, the
shards of ice will persist on the ground within the area
of effect for 10 minutes before vaporizing, making the
ground rough terrain during that time.
DF[16] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target suffers quarter damage.

This spell negates the penalty associated with the
Wounded Injury for the duration of the spell. Ignore
Wound offers no aid in healing the Injury, it just
offers a temporary respite from the Flaw associated
with being Wounded.
Imbue Armor [Align]
Tier I
Array: Enchant
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 25 feet
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single suit of armor
Save: None
A normal suit of armor is temporarily bolstered by
magical power, making it more durable.
This spell gives a suit of non-magical armor a
temporary magical enchantment. The spell can affect
any single non-magic suit of armor, but fails
completely if cast on an already enchanted suit of
armor. Once successful, the spell confers a bonus equal
to half of the caster’s Intellect score (rounded up). The
bonus is added to the armor’s Protection for the
duration of the spell. For practical purposes, while the
spell persists, the armor is considered magical in
nature, just like a permanently enchanted suit.
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Ice Storm [Instill (siphon)]

Tier I
Array: Soothe
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Imbue Weapon [Align]
Tier II
Array: Enchant
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 25 feet
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single weapon
Save: None
A normal weapon is temporarily bolstered by
magical power, making it more deadly.
This spell gives a non-magical weapon a temporary
magical enchantment. The spell can affect any single
non-magic weapon, but fails completely if cast on an
already enchanted weapon. Once successful, the spell
confers a bonus equal to half of the caster’s Intellect
score (rounded up). The bonus adds to the weapon’s
to hit and damage rolls for the duration of the spell.
For practical purposes, while the spell persists, the
weapon is considered magical in nature, just like a
permanently enchanted weapon. If cast on
ammunition the spell will affect three such missiles.
Immolation [Surge]
Tier IV
Array: Pyros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: 3 rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature or d4+2 Rabble
Save: MT vs. DF[17]
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Tapping into the realm of flame, the caster sets their
target ablaze with magical fire.
The victim of Immolation is wreathed in fire that
builds in intensity over 3 rounds. On the first round
of the spell the target suffers d6 damage. The damage
builds to 2d6 on the second round and then to
2d6+IT on the final round of the spell. Armor cannot
be used to reduce the damage done by Immolation,
though other forms of Protection function normally.
Immolation may set flammable objects it comes into
contact with on fire (1 in 6 chance).
Immolation cannot be extinguished by normal
means, however complete immersion in water, snow,

sand, or something similar will halve the damage
taken. If this spell is cast against Rabble level
opponents it will defeat d4+1 of them within a 30
foot radius on the first round as they burst into flames,
at which point the spell expires.
As an additional requirement to cast Immolation
the caster must possess a large flawless ruby (at least
2,500 coins in value). Each time the ruby is used in
the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.
DF[17] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage
each round that the spell persists.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target takes half damage for each round
that the spell persists.
Bump—The target takes damage for the first round
only, then the spell expires.
Impale [Surge]
Tier III
Array: Ferro
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: PW vs. DF[17]
A foot long needle sharp shaft of hardened steel
hurls itself across the battlefield to smite a target.
Upon a successful casing of Impale, the magical
spear that is created by this spell never misses its target.
The spell will slay a single Rabble level opponent
instantly, with other targets making a DF[17] Prowess
Save to determine their fate.
DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target is slain.
Fail—The target suffers d12+IT damage.
Success—The target suffers d3+IT damage.
Bump—The target suffers one point of damage.

impersonated well, or is confronted by both the
original individual and the imposter is allowed a
DF[16] Insight Save to spot the nature of the
deception.

Tier II
Array: Charm
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: Special
Enchantment surrounds the recipient such that those
who view them see them as someone else.
Impersonation effects the minds of those who view
the recipient such that they perceive the recipient as
another individual. As far as any observers are
concerned, Impersonation exactly duplicates the
appearance of an individual including voice, clothing,
and mannerisms. Note that while the spell will make
the target appear to have the appropriate clothing and
gear, the spell is actually a trick of the mind, so no new
equipment or items are gained through the use of this
spell.
The spellcaster must have had the opportunity to
observe their subject in some detail to properly
impersonate them. The recipient may not impersonate
someone who is more than 50% above or below their
own body mass. The spell can alter the target’s gender
without issue and can even be used to depict another
species if their proportions are similar enough (i.e.
humanoid to humanoid).
Impersonation does mimic voice and mannerisms
with near flawlessness. However, this spell imparts no
additional knowledge to its target, so they would not
know any secret details or passwords or any such thing
solely through the use of Impersonation. The spell is
so accurate that a casual observer is wholly fooled by
it. Someone who knows the individual that is being

Inflict (specific) [Varies]
Tier II
Array: *None, NPC Spell*
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: d4+2 rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[15]
Magical forces affect the target’s mind, inhibiting
them in some way.
Inflict assesses its target with a Condition for the
duration of the spell. Unlike many spells, Inflict will
persist for its duration even if the caster is slain.
The specific Condition that is assessed is chosen
when the spell is assigned to the caster and the spell
may only cause that particular Condition. A spellcaster
may have separate versions of this spell available, with
each version causing a different Condition. The
Conditions this spell is able to cause are: Blind,
Confused, Dazed, Deaf, Enraged, Entangled,
Fatigued, Held, Out, Shaken, Slowed, or Terrified.
DF[15] Intellect Save:
Kink—The spell’s duration is doubled.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target suffers the Condition for only a
single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
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Impersonation [Instill (siphon)]

DF[16] Insight Save:
Kink—The target is fooled by the Imposter to the
point where they will even refute inconvertible proof
that the Imposter is not genuine.
Fail—The target still believes in the Imposter, though
inconvertible proof will allow them a new Save.
Success—The target knows there is a deception, but
it will take d4 rounds for them to fully understand the
nature of the Impersonation.
Bump—The target becomes able to see through the
spell as soon as the Save is made.

Invisibility [Surge (diffuse)]
Tier II
Array: Obscure
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 30 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
A single creature winks from view, physically
tangible but completely unseen, allowing them to
move about without detection.
Invisibility renders the target (a single creature, and
all of their gear, touched by the caster when the spell
is cast) totally invisible to all normal forms of sight.
Invisibility persists for 30 minutes per point of the
caster’s Intellect, but the spell will expire early if the
recipient makes an attack, casts an offensive spell, or
otherwise takes a hostile action.
Invisibility is an illusion so effects that can pierce
illusions will be able to see through Invisibility.
Creatures that are immune to illusions or that do not
rely on sight to function are unaffected. While the
target of Invisibility cannot be seen, they may still be
given away by sound, leaving footprints, getting
covered in paint, or the like.
Iron Bow [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Wrought
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
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A stout bow is summoned, hovering in the air nearby
and loosing arrows at the caster’s foes.
This stout Iron Bow floats adjacent to the caster,
effortlessly following behind them and firing arrows
at their command. On the first round, when the Iron
Bow is summoned, it will fire once at a target of the
caster’s choosing without requiring any additional
actions. On subsequent rounds, the caster must spend
an Attack Action to direct the bow. On any round

(after the first) that the caster does not spend an
Attack Action to direct the bow, it simply hangs
motionless nearby, awaiting a command from its
master.
The Iron Bow can attempt to hit any target within
150 feet of the caster. Each time the bow fires, the
caster makes an additional Spellcasting Test with a DF
equal to the targets’ Defense. A successful hit from the
Iron Bow deals d6+IT damage. The bow itself can be
targeted, having a Defense of 15 and being able to
withstand 15 points of damage before vanishing.
Iron Maiden [Conjure]
Tier IV
Array: Wrought
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PW vs. DF[18]
Two walls of floating iron spikes cross in an attempt
to shred the victim to lifeless bits.
Iron Maiden slays any one Rabble level opponent
instantly, with more powerful targets receiving a
Prowess Save to determine their fate. The sheer
number of spikes make lighter armor ineffective, such
that Protection granted by very light, light, or partial
armor is ineffective against Iron Maiden. Other forms
of armor and Protection function normally.
As an additional requirement to cast Iron Maiden
the caster must possess a polished hematite rod (at
least 1,500 coins in value). Each time the rod is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12 chance that
it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[18] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target is slain.
Fail—The target suffers d12+IT damage.
Success—The target suffers d3+IT damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Iron Spirit [Instill]
Tier III
Array: Heroism
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
The recipient spirit swells with mystical force,
strengthening their will to prevent spiritual harm.
This spell grants its target 2d4 points of Protection
versus Spirit damage. This Protection will stack with
other sources of Protection, but is applicable only to
damage done to Spirit. The Protection provided by
Iron Spirit does not reduce Drain, however spells cast
by the recipient while under the effects of Iron Spirit
see their Drain reduced by one (to a minimum of one,
as usual).

damage. Those within 15 feet of the outside of area
of effect are subject to intense heat and suffer 3d4+IT
damage. Both effects can be mitigated by a successful
Prowess Save.
As an additional requirement to cast Lava Flow the
caster must possess an obsidian wrist cuff (at least
1,500 coins in value). Each time the cuff is used in the
casting of the spell there is a 1 in 6 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.
DF[16] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Lay to Rest [Align]
Tier III
Array: Rebuke
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 15 foot radius around the caster
Save: PN vs. DF[18]
White light radiates from the caster, burning nearby
undead with holy wrath.

Tier IV
Array: Molta
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 5 foot radius by 30 foot tall column
Save: PW vs. DF[16]
A flowing column of magma erupts from the
ground, burning those within its mass as well as those
nearby.
Lava Flow creates a 10 foot wide gout of magma that
shoots straight upward for 30 feet. Those caught
within the area of effect are subject to 3d6+IT

DF[18] Presence Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d6 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target takes only one quarter damage.
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Lava Flow [Conjure]

Upon a successful casting, Lay to Rest deals
2d6+IT damage to all undead within the area of
effect. Creatures that are not undead do not suffer
damage from Lay to Rest. Rabble level undead are not
allotted a Save against this spell, but more powerful
undead may mitigate the effects with a Presence Save.
Damage dealt by this spell cannot be regenerated
(though it may be healed through other magic, or over
time). Undead slain by this spell cannot be returned
to life (undeath?) by any known means. Corpses of any
type within the area of effect when the spell is cast
becomes sanctified and cannot be animated as undead.

Leap [Surge]

Lightning Bolt [Instill]

Tier II
Array: Gait
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier III
Array: Electros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 80 foot long by 5 foot wide bolt
Save: PW vs. DF[16]

The recipient of this spell can bound great distances.

A stroke of stormfire erupts from the caster’s
fingertips, smiting any in its path.

While under the effects of this spell the target can
spend a Move Action to execute a bounding leap.
When leaping the recipient of this spell may spring
forward 50 feet, 30 feet straight up, or 30 feet
backwards. If the recipient of Leap has the space to
get a running start and spends a Full Round Action
on the attempt, the forward leap can be increased to
80 feet or the recipient can leap upwards 50 feet at
about a forty-five degree angle.
Leap can persist for up to 2 hours, however the
spell only grants 2 leaps per point of the caster’s
Intellect. The spell will expire at the end of 2 hours or
when the last leap is used, whichever comes first.
Life Drain [Conjure (convert)]
Tier II
Array: Necros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
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Tapping into dark forces, the caster siphons off
some of the target’s life force and adds it to their own.
The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from the Life Drain inflicts d8 damage to the
target. This damage cannot be reduced by armor,
though other forms of Protection work normally. If
Life Drain does at least one point of damage to the
target, the caster is healed for d4+IT Health.

The Lightning Bolt begins at the caster’s
outstretched hands and radiates outward for 80 feet in
a straight line in the chosen direction. Those caught
within this 5 foot wide path suffer 2d6+IT damage,
mitigated by a DF[16] Prowess Save. Metal armor
cannot be used to reduce the damage caused by
Lightning Bolt, but other forms of Protection work
normally.
DF[16] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Logical Discourse [Instill]
Tier II
Array: Logic
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 15 feet
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Magical augmentation allows the target’s mind to
work faster, letting them think quickly on their feet.
While under the effects of Logical Discourse the
target may add a Boon to any Intellect Test.

Magical Barrier [Base]

Tier III
Array: Charm
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: d4+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[17]

Tier III
Array: Quell
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 2 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 15 foot radius
Save: None

The victim is overcome by an overwhelming urge to
acquire a specific item and will do just about anything
to get a hold of it.

A shimmering sphere appears, nullifying magic that
crosses its boarder.

Once cast, this spell causes the victim to put aside
any course of action aside from acquiring a specific
item, as determined by the caster. The caster may
select any item they wish as long as the item in
question is within line of sight of both the victim and
the caster. The victim must be within range of the
caster, but the item itself does not need to be.
The victim will spend all of their available actions
in pursuit of the item, even resorting to violence if
peaceful means will not yield results. The victim will
not do something obviously deadly (like jump off a
cliff or wading into lava), but may risk their safety if
there is a reasonable chance of success. The victim of
Lure will take measures to defend themselves if
needed, especially if being attacked or confronted by
an enemy. If the victim manages to acquire the item,
they will gaze longingly at it for the remainder of the
spell’s duration.
DF[17] Presence Save:
Kink—The target is affected by the spell for an
additional d4 rounds.
Fail—The target is affected by the spell normally.
Success—The target is affected by the spell for only a
single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

This spell creates an immobile anti-magic sphere.
The spell can exist within solid objects without issue,
in many cases forming a dome with the bottom half
of the sphere underground. The Magic Barrier is
transparent and does nothing to impede movement.
Instead, its effect is to completely nullify magic. No
magic can pass in either direction through the barrier.
Ongoing magic effects contacting the barrier are
instantly dispelled. Magic functions normally within
the Magic Barrier as long as its effects do not cross the
boundary.
Permanent magical enchantments and items are
momentarily disrupted when crossing the barrier and
will fail to function for the rest of the round, but are
otherwise unaffected. Creatures that function almost
exclusively through the use magic (golems, constructs,
out of phase creatures, but not undead) can pass
through the Magic Barrier, but suffer 3d6 damage in
the process. This damage cannot be reduced by
Protection. The barrier gives off a palpable aura to
such creatures, so they are unlikely to accidentally walk
through it without comprehending the consequences.
Exceptionally powerful magical effects (such as
those from an ancient relic or deity) are unaffected by
the Magic Barrier. Additionally, the Magic Barrier
cannot be used to remove some long existing,
stationary enchantment (such as trying to form the
barrier with its edge traversing an ancient magically
sealed and trapped door). In such cases the sphere’s
location might shift to avoid the conflict or the spell
may fail altogether as the GM sees fit. Note that
Magic Barrier can be dispelled as it is being cast by
Counterspell, or be dispelled once in place by the use
of the Dispel Enchantment spell, but is otherwise
unaffected by normal magic.
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Lure [Instill (siphon)]

Magical Riposte [Base]

Make Whole [Align]

Tier II
Array: Arx
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[17]

Tier III
Array: Mend
Casting Time: 4 hours
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

A shimmering barrier forms around the target,
sending excruciating feedback to any spellcaster that
injures them with magic.

Powerful healing magic that can repair a grievous
injury.

If the recipient of this spell is targeted by a spell or
other magical effect that deals damage to Health, there
is a chance that some or all of that damage will be
revisited on the attacker. If the attacking magic user is
within 100 feet of the recipient of Magical Riposte
and the spell deals at least one point of damage, the
attacking magic user must make an Intellect Save
DF[17] to determine their fate. Armor cannot be used
to reduce the damage dealt by Magical Riposte,
though other forms of Protection function normally.
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DF[17] Intellect Save:
Kink—The attacking magic user suffers the full
amount of Health damage suffered by the recipient of
Magical Riposte.
Fail—The attacking magic user suffers half the
amount of Health damage suffered by the recipient of
Magical Riposte.
Success— The attacking magic user suffers a single
point of damage.
Bump—The attacking magic user is unaffected by the
spell.

When cast, Make Whole removes both a Wounded
and a Maimed Injury from the target. This spell is
taxing, assessing the Fatigued Condition to both the
target and the caster for the next twenty-four hours.
Make Whole has no effect on a creature that has a
Mortal Wound.
Malady [Align (discord)]
Tier II
Array: Affliction
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 1 round per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: MT vs. DF[16]
The victim of Malady succumbs to intense,
nauseating gastrointestinal pain.
As it is cast, Malady deals d4+IT damage to its
target. This damage bypasses armor and Protection.
As an additional effect the spell assesses a Flaw to any
Test made by the target. This effect persists for one
round per point of the caster’s Intellect.
DF[16] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 points of
damage.
Fail—The target suffers the full effect of the spell.
Success—The target suffers no damage and has the
Flaw for only a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Mask Life [Instill (siphon)]

Mass Augment (specific) [Varies]

Tier II
Array: Obfuscation
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier II
Array: *None, NPC Spell*
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 20 feet
Duration: 5 rounds
Area of Effect: 15 foot radius
Save: None

Concealing magics entwine the spell’s recipient,
hiding their lifeforce from supernatural detection.

Magic briefly augments the targets, allowing them to
perform above their normal abilities.

This spell renders its target undetectable by the
Sense Life ability. Common to undead and constructs,
Sense Life allows these creatures to unerringly detect
living beings, even through walls. Mask Life defeats
this ability, allowing the recipient to move about
unnoticed. Mask Life persists for one minute per
point of the caster’s Intellect, but the spell will expire
early if the recipient makes an attack, casts an offensive
spell, or otherwise takes a hostile action.
Against those creatures that possess the Sense Life
ability, Mask Life also renders the recipient
undetectable by that creature’s other forms of vision.
Thus, Mask Life renders its recipient wholly invisible
to any creature that has the Sense Life ability. Mask
Life does nothing to foil the other senses, so the
recipient of this spell may be detectable by other
means such as hearing and scent. Against creatures that
do not have the Sense Life ability, Mask Life provides
no benefit whatsoever.

When cast, Mass Augment increases one of the Stats
of the caster’s allies within the area of effect by +2.
This can potentially include the caster as well, however
the maximum number of targets that can be affected
is equal to twice the caster’s Intellect. If there are more
allies in the area of effect than the caster can augment,
the caster may choose which allies are affected by the
spell.
The specific Stat that is affected is chosen when the
spell is assigned to the caster and the spell may only
affect that particular Stat. A spellcaster may have
separate versions of this spell available, with each
version affecting a different Stat.
Masterful Flight [Align]
Tier IV
Array: Stratos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None

This spell allows the caster to fly without effort at a
phenomenal rate. Masterful Flight grants the caster a
Speed of 20 while flying.
As an additional requirement to cast Masterful
Flight the caster must possess a feather from a bird of
prey. The feather is consumed as the spell is cast.
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This spell bestows upon the caster the ability to fly
at great speed via the power of thought.

Mental Shield [Conjure]

Mighty Stroke [Instill]

Tier II
Array: Anima
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier I
Array: Heroism
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 round per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

A mystical shield is formed, granting protection
from those things that would seek to harm the psyche.

Magical empowerment surges through the recipient,
allowing them to do additional damage when fighting
in melee.

While under the effects of Mental Shield the
recipient is granted 2d6 Protection versus any damage
that would be applied to Spirit. Additionally, the
recipient gains d4 Protection against any damage that
would be applied to the Intellect, Insight, or Presence
Stats. Mental Shield has no effect on Drain.
Meteors [Align (discord)]
Tier III
Array: Cosmos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius
Save: PW vs. DF[17]
Fiery comets streak from the sky, impacting the
targets with great force.
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When successfully cast this spell summons a number
of fiery meteors equal to the caster’s Intellect. Each of
the meteors strikes a different target within the area of
effect. A target cannot be struck by two meteors. Any
unneeded meteors can be aimed at the ground or other
inanimate targets. Targets struck by the spell are
subject to 2d6+IT damage (mitigated by a Prowess
Save). Meteors cannot be cast indoors unless the
ceiling offers at least 50 feet of clearance.
DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target suffers a single point of damage.

While the spell persists, the recipient of Mighty
Stroke deals an additional 2 points of damage with a
successful attack in melee combat. If the caster’s
Intellect is 4 or more this spell’s bonus is increased by
one, raising the extra damage to a total of 3 for the
spell’s duration.
Mind Blank [Surge (diffuse)]
Tier I
Array: Psion
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 2 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
The recipient of this spell has their thoughts
magically shielded from detection.
While under the effects of Mind Blank the recipient
is rendered wholly immune to any attempt at reading
their thought or emotions. Spells such as ESP, Reveal
the Mind, and Empathy will fail utterly if used on a
target under the influence of Mind Blank. Other
spells, abilities, or powers that duplicate these spells or
other similar mind reading effects will likewise fail to
produce results if pitted against a Mind Blank.

Tier I
Array: Refresh
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Soothing energy invigorates the target, refreshing
them and healing damage.
The target of this spell heals d4+1 Health.
Minor Illusion [Conjure]
Tier II
Array: Phantasm
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: Up to 1 hour
Area of Effect: Up to an ogre sized illusion
Save: Special
An insubstantial facsimile is produced, a mere image
that responds to the caster’s whim.
This spell allows the caster to summon an illusory
object or creature, creating up to an ogre sized illusion
that is completely lifelike and will fool any casual
observer. The illusion can move, speak (in languages
known to the caster) and interact with the
environment in limited ways. It cannot actually move
anything, but the illusion is complex enough to appear
to interact with the environment, such as opening a
door and then closing the door behind it.
Minor Illusion persists as long as the spellcaster
concentrates, taking up their Attack Action each
round. If the caster does not spend an Attack Action,
suffers physical damage, or the illusion moves out of
line of sight the spell expires early. The illusion is
foiled early if someone makes a successful attack
against the illusion, causing it to vanish into thin air.
Anyone who comes into physical contact with the
Minor Illusion will pass right through it, revealing the
illusion’s true nature to them. Observers that become
suspicious of the illusion are allotted an Intellect Save
DF[16] to discover the truth of the image. It is

important to note that unlike most spells, Minor
Illusion does not automatically allow a Save to resist
the effects. A victim is only allowed a Save if they have
a compelling reason to believe that there is illusory
magic afoot.
Mirage [Instill]
Tier I
Array: Prism
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Cube up to 100 feet per side per IT
Save: Special
An image of phantom terrain is created by this spell,
allowing the caster to visually alter the landscape.
This spell summons a large illusion that can be used
to alter the appearance of nearby terrain. The
maximum area that can be affected by the spell is a
cube where each edge measures 100 feet in length for
every point of the caster’s Intellect. Within those
dimensions the caster can create any type of illusory
terrain that they desire. This can include structures,
plants, flowing water, or any other facsimile the caster
desires. The Mirage cannot duplicate creatures, so any
phantasmal terrain will not include any inhabitants or
wildlife unless other measures are taken.
Once summoned, the illusion itself is static. Small
automated movements, such as a tree blowing in the
wind, are possible and can even be accompanied by the
appropriate sounds. However, elements of the Mirage
are not interactive and it is not possible to make
changes once the spell is cast. The Mirage is wholly
immaterial and any creature that touches or otherwise
attempts to interact with any part of the illusion
physically will pass right through it and be able to
determine its true nature.
Observers that become suspicious of the illusion are
allotted an DF[16] Intellect Save to discover the truth
of the Mirage. It is important to note that unlike most
spells, Mirage does not automatically allow a Save to
resist the effects. A victim is only allowed a Save if
they have a compelling reason to believe that there is
illusory magic afoot.
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Minor Healing [Align]

Molten Bolt [Conjure]
Tier I
Array: Molta
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None
A glowing glob of molten rock shoots from the
caster’s outstretched hand to strike a single foe.
The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from the Molten Bolt deals d6+IT damage. The
liquid magma is especially effective against non-metal
armors. Armor that is not primarily composed of
metal or specifically fireproof only provides half its
Protection and has a 10% chance of being rendered
useless by this spell.
Momentary Respite [Base]
Tier IV
Array: Tempus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
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The caster momentarily halts the flow of time,
allowing them a few brief moments to prepare for
what’s next.
Once cast, Momentary Respite freezes time and
gives the caster an extra round of time for every 2
points of their Intellect (rounded up). The caster may
do whatever they like with this time, move, interact
with the environment, rearrange their gear, drink a
potion, even cast certain spells. Their only restriction
is that they are not allowed to interact with other
characters. So, any spells, items, or actions may only
affect the caster or the environment, but not any other
combatants or bystanders. If the caster attempts to
interact with another character, the spell expires and
time returns to its normal rate. The caster may not cast

Momentary Respite while under the effects of a
Momentary Respite spell.
As an additional requirement to cast Momentary
Respite the caster must possess a small gold hourglass
with crushed diamond sand (at least 5,000 coins in
value). Each time the hourglass is used in the casting
of the spell there is a 1 in 20 chance that it shatters
and must be replaced.
Mystic Armor [Conjure]
Tier I
Array: Aegis
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
A shimmering suit of armor forms around the
recipient, protecting them from harm.
The recipient of this spell gains the equivalent
Protection of medium armor (d6-1) for the spell’s
duration. Mystic Armor does not cause an Armor Test
Penalty, limit Defense, limit Speed, take up slots, or
impede spellcasting, however it counts as armor for
the purposes of damage that is able to bypass armor.
Mystic Cage [Align]
Tier IV
Array: Enchant
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: d3+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PW vs. DF[17]
A steel cage crashes down from nowhere,
imprisoning a victim behind its bars.
This spell attempts to trap a single creature, ogre
sized or smaller. The cage slams down on them angrily
from above dealing 2d6 points of damage. Whether
or not the victim is trapped within the Mystic Cage is
dependent upon their Prowess Save.
The cage itself has no door and no bottom,
becoming rooted to the ground if the spell is

DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers and additional d6 damage
and is trapped within the Mystic Cage.
Fail—The target suffers the damage and is trapped
inside the cage.
Success—The target suffers half damage from the
cage crashing down and is stuck inside. However, the
cage is not properly sealed at the bottom, the creature
can wriggle out or tip the cage over to get free (at the
cost of a Full Round Action).
Bump—The target hops aside and is unaffected.
Mystic Conversation [Base]
Tier IV
Array: Narro
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: Special
Duration: 15 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: One creature per IT
Save: None
Images of distant allies appear, allowing the group to
converse over great distances.
When Mystic Conversation is cast, the spellcaster
chooses a number of targets up to their Intellect score.
Facsimiles of the targets spring into existence within
30 feet of the caster, allowing the group to

communicate with each other over great distances, or
even across the boundaries between planes of
existence.
Mystic Conversation only affects willing targets,
and the spellcaster must have specific knowledge of
any targets that are to be invited to the conversation.
Mystic Conversation will not overcome any language
barrier, the participants must rely on their own means
of communication with each other. Anyone who is
within 30 feet of the caster is also able to participate
in the conversation, see the images of the targets, and
be seen by them.
As an additional requirement to cast Mystic
Conversation the caster must possess a lapis cube with
a hole drilled through its center (at least 1,500 coins
in value). Each time the cube is used in the casting of
the spell there is a 1 in 100 chance that it shatters and
must be replaced.
Mystic Lamp [Surge]
Tier I
Array: Cibus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 1 hour per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
A floating flame is conjured from thin air, following
the caster and lighting their way.
The magical light source summoned by this spell
sheds light in a 30 foot radius and provide dim light
out to twice that distance. If left unattended, the
Mystic Lamp will bob a few feet above the caster’s
head, following them effortlessly for the duration of
the spell. The caster can command the Mystic Lamp
to remain stationary, but the spell will expire early if
the caster ever moves more than 200 feet away from
the spell’s effect. Though it appears as a small flame,
Mystic Lamp is phantasmal in nature, providing no
heat and appearing cool to the touch.
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successful. The cage is constructed of steel and will be
of an appropriate size to hold the target. So, a small
pixie would be trapped in a birdcage (which could be
easily bent or uprooted by a human sized creature),
while an ogre would be trapped in a much larger cage
with two inch thick iron bars.
The cage prevents any form of teleportation, plane
shifting, phasing, or other magical gates or
transportation across its boarder, making magical
escape from the Mystic Cage challenging. However,
the spell can be dispelled through normal means, and
despite its magical nature, the cage still behaves as a
steel cage and can be affected by anything that might
affect a normal steel cage (magical or otherwise)
As an additional requirement to cast Mystic Cage
the caster must possess a tiny platinum bird cage (at
least 2,000 coins in value). Each time the cage is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 20 chance that
it shatters and must be replaced.

Mystral Chariot [Conjure]

Oil Slick [Surge]

Tier IV
Array: Sumpter
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None

Tier II
Array: Cibus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: 5 foot by 5 foot patch per IT
Save: PW vs. DF[15]

A magical conveyance is summoned, bearing the
caster and few of their companions at a tremendous
speed.

The very ground oozes a slick film, making for
treacherous footing.
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This spell summons a translucent chariot, pulled by
ghostly steeds. The chariot can carry the caster plus a
number of additional human sized passengers equal to
the caster’s Intellect. The chariot responds to the
mental commands of the caster. It takes intense
concentration to control the chariot, such that the
caster must spend a Full Round Action on any round
that they want the chariot to move. If the caster does
not spend their action directing the Mystral Chariot it
remains motionless until the caster elects to move it
again. The chariot moves at a blinding pace, being able
to cover a distance of 30 miles for every minute the
chariot travels at this supernatural rate. The chariot
floats, a few feet off the ground, so it can travers any
terrain with ease. However, the chariot vanishes
instantly when the spell expires, leaving the occupants
to find sure footing or be dropped on the ground
abruptly.
As an additional requirement to cast Mystral
Chariot the caster must possess a small gold model of
the chariot (at least 3,000 coins in value). Each time
the chariot is used in the casting of the spell there is a
1 in 12 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.

The thin film of oil conjured by this spell will cover
one 5 foot by 5 foot patch of ground for each point
of the caster’s Intellect. These patches must be
contiguous, but can otherwise be dispensed as the
caster sees fit. The spell will only conjure the oil on
inanimate surfaces, so a living being cannot be doused
with oil by use of this spell. It is however possible to
create oil on the ground under a creature’s feet, forcing
them to navigate the treacherous surface.
The Oil Slick is clear and odorless, making it
difficult to detect. Casual observers will miss the Oil
Slick 9 out of 10 times. Closer examination will only
reveal the spell if a DF[18] Insight Test is passed.
Those who begin their round on the Oil Slick must
make a DF[15] Prowess Save to keep their footing.
Similarly, those who move into the area of effect must
make an immediate Save to avoid slipping and falling.
Creatures knocked prone by the spell must make
another Save if they attempt to stand, potentially
falling again in the attempt. A creature that is content
to crawl may move over the Oil Slick at a Speed of
one without the need for a Prowess Save.
The Oil Slick is highly flammable and if exposed
to an ignition source it will burst into flames. Those
caught within the flaming oil will take d6 damage for
each round of exposure, though the oil burns fast. An
Oil Slick expires at the end of its normal duration, or
d3 rounds after being ignited, whichever comes first.
DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The victim falls prone and suffers d4 damage.
Fail—The victim falls prone.
Success—The victim may traverse the Oil Slick at half
their normal Speed.
Bump—The victim may move and act normally.

Open Portal [Base]

Tier IV
Array: Obfuscation
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 6 hours per IT
Area of Effect: Single chamber
Save: None

Tier I
Array: Portals
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: One portal, door, lid, or container
Save: None

Magical warding protects a single room, rendering
its contents immune to magical scrying.

This spell can magically open a locked or held portal
with ease.

Opaque Barrier provides the effects of Proof Against
Detection within the bounds of a chosen chamber.
The maximum size of any single dimension of the
chamber to be so enchanted is equal to 20 feet times
the caster’s Intellect. While the spell persists, anything
inside the chamber cannot be located or remotely
viewed through the use of magic. Spells such as Scry,
Discern Location, and Clairvoyance utterly fail. Any
similar magical ability, spell, or effect that attempts to
magically view or locate anything inside the barrier is
likewise rendered useless by this spell. If such a spell
or ability is used to view the chamber it will appear
unadorned and unoccupied. If such a spell or ability is
used to view an individual protected by an Opaque
Barrier, the magic in question will return no results.
As an additional requirement to cast Opaque
Barrier the caster must possess a polished ivory dome
(at least 1,000 coins in value). Each time the dome is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.

When cast on any locked door, lid, container, or
similar item, Open Portal will effortlessly unlock
whatever physical devices are holding the door shut.
Open Portal can affect a single such object that must
be touched by the caster at the time the spell is cast.
Note that Open Portal defeats physical locking
mechanisms only, so magical locks and seals are
unaffected by the spell. The exception here is the Hold
Portal spell, which is instantly cancelled by a
successful casting of Open Portal. Note also that
Open Portal has no effect on trapping mechanisms or
magics. So, while it may open a locked chest, it would
have no effect on the poison dart trap that is also
present.
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Opaque Barrier [Instill (siphon)]

Ordinal Elemental [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Emergence
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 2 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
A portal opens to an elemental dimension, drawing
one of the denizens through to serve the caster’s whim.
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When successfully cast, this spell summons an
extradimensional being composed of primal elemental
power to do the caster’s bidding. This summoned
elemental can appear anywhere within range and on
the caster’s next round it will begin to take actions
normally. The elemental responds to the caster’s
mental commands, and will attempt to complete any
given task to the best of its ability. At the time the
spell is cast, the caster selects the type of elemental
summoned from one of the four ordinal elements (ice,
storm, magma, or acid). The spell expires early if the
elemental is slain or is somehow returned to its home
plane.
As an additional requirement to cast Ordinal
Elemental the caster must possess a finely crafted gem
(at least 1,000 coins in value, aquamarine for ice,
white star sapphire for storm, garnet for magma,
peridot for acid). Each time the gem is used in the
casting of the spell there is a 1 in 4 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.

Ordinal Elemental
6 RV
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d6

15
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8

MR% [25%]

5

d8+4

0

Clobber

0

Tooth & Claw [clobber, clobber]
Talents [endurance, smashing]
Traits [Dark Vision, Perfect Armor (natural armor)]
Special [Magic Resistance 25%]
Special [Boon to all Saves]
Special [Immune to element type]
Special [Immune to poisons, illusions,
the Blind and Deaf Conditions]
Special [Susceptible to opposing element
(+50% damage)]

Storm—Rolling black clouds rippling with
lightning, Storm Elementals can fly at Speed 10 and
release a stroke of lightning three times per day. The
stroke of lightning requires an Attack Action and hits
a single target up to 60 feet away. The target suffers
2d4+2 damage, but may make a Prowess Save DF[17]
to take half damage. Metal armor does not reduce this
damage.
Magma—Flowing forms of lava, these elementals
combust nearby flammable materials (1 in 6 chance).
Magma Elementals are able to hurl a glob of magma
as a ranged attack, having a 20 foot range increment,
+8 to hit, and dealing d6+4 damage.
Acid—A corrosive wave of toxic acid, these
elementals deal d8 damage to anything that comes into
contact with them. Those who strike the elemental in
melee suffer 2d4 splashing damage and see their
weapon suitably damaged.
Ice—Composed of glittering ice and packed snow,
Ice Elementals can hurl huge ice spears as a ranged
attack, having a 20 foot range increment, +8 to hit,
and dealing d6+4 damage. Ice Elementals radiate
intense cold that deals d4 damage each round to
anyone within 5 feet. This damages bypasses armor
unless it is specifically fortified against the cold.

Tier III
Array: Convene
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Caster and one other sentient creature
Save: None
A dark contract is forged between two beings,
compelling them to live up to the terms of an
agreement.
Pact creates a magically binding contract between the
caster and one other sentient being. The terms of the
contract are specified by the caster at the time of
casting. The target of Pact must understand and agree
to the task, though the agreement can be made under
duress or without the target grasping the implications
of the magic. In any event, refusal of the contract at
the time of casting, by either party, wholly nullifies the
effects of the spell.
Once under the effects of the Pact, both the caster
and their target will sicken and die if they do not
uphold their end of the deal. If the either party spends

Painless [Align]
Tier III
Array: Soothe
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 5 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Magical blocks out the entirety of the target’s pain,
allowing them to ignore significant injuries for a short
period of time.
This spell negates any penalties associated with the
Wounded and Maimed Injuries for the duration of
the spell. Painless offers no aid in healing the Injuries,
it just offers a temporary respite from the Flaws
associated with being Wounded and Maimed.
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Pact [Instill]

a day without pursuing the terms of the agreement,
they suffer a single point of Might damage. This
damage cannot be healed until they are back on track
and working towards the given task, at which point
the Might damage can be recovered by any of the
regular means.
What constitutes working towards the task can be
interpreted in different ways. A creature under the
effects of a Pact is not required to engage in
destructive behavior, or commit to a course of action
that will lead to their death. So, a creature confronted
with a deadly task can pursue means of overcoming
the danger and still be considered to be working
towards their goal. Note that this spell does not allow
twisted logic or loopholes. There must be genuine
effort put towards the terms of the Pact or the
weakness beings to set in and take its toll.
Once the terms of the Pact have been met, the spell
expires. The Pact cannot be dissolved by normal
means of disenchantment. However, at the GM’s
discretion, powerful magic or intervention from an
otherworldly being may remove the spell. The caster
may not dismiss the Pact as they could with other
spells. Similarly, unlike most spells, Pact does not
expire when the caster dies, assuming their end of the
bargain can still be upheld. If the death of the caster
or the other ensorcelled party results in a situation
where the terms of the Pact cannot be met, then the
spell expires without further effect.

Pebble [Surge]

Phantasmal Terror [Conjure]

Tier I
Array: Terra
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None

Tier IV
Array: Phantasm
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: d4+1 rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IS vs. DF[17]

A small pebble is hurled with incredible speed, such
that it can rip through a foe and cause considerable
damage.

The victim is overwhelmed by illusions so horrifying
that the sheer terror causes physical damage and
perhaps even death.

The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from the Pebble deals d6+IT damage.

When cast, this spell summons horrific illusory
images that are seen only by the victim. The target’s
worst fears are summoned and the fright is so awful
that the victim suffers d4+IT damage each round
while the spell persists. This damage is not reduced by
Protection. As an additional consequence, the victim
is assessed the Terrified Condition for the duration of
the spell.
As an additional requirement to cast Phantasmal
Terror the caster must possess an exquisitely crafted
diamond lens (at least 10,000 coins in value). Each
time the lens is used in the casting of the spell there is
a 1 in 100 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.

Perceive the Invisible [Align]
Tier I
Array: Espy
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
The target’s sight is magically attuned, such that they
can perceive objects and creatures shrouded by
invisibility.
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Perceive the Invisible allows its target to see invisible
objects or creatures out to a distance of 100 feet,
regardless of the source of the invisibility. This spell
provides no benefit in finding things hidden in a
conventional manner, or in piercing other forms of
illusion.

DF[17] Insight Save:
Kink—The target succumbs to the horror and dies of
fright.
Fail—The target suffers the effect of the spell
normally.
Success—The target suffers the effects of the spell,
but the duration is reduced to a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Phantom Blade [Conjure (convert)]
Tier II
Array: Vivication
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 1+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None

the caster and can be easily mounted and ridden. The
Phantom Mount responds to the caster’s mental
commands, granting them a Boon on any Test made
for purposes of riding the mount. Other riders must
control the mount through traditional means.
The Phantom Mount has the same attributes and
behavior as a typical horse, except that it will not
become spooked or succumb to fear effects. Along the
same lines, while it can suffer damage and be slain, the
mount will not feel pain or fear if it takes damage.

A shimmering blade is called into existence, floating
across the battlefield to smite the caster’s foes.

Phantom Mount [Conjure]
Tier I
Array: Summon
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
Mystical mounts are summoned out of thin air to
bear the caster and their companions.
Phantom Mount summons a number of shimmering
transparent steeds equal to the caster’s Intellect. The
mounts can be summoned anywhere within 50 feet of

Poxen Cloud [Align (discord)]
Tier III
Array: Affliction
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 1+IT rounds
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius
Save: MT vs. DF[17]
A cloud of rank vapor is summoned, burning the
skin of those within.
While Poxen Cloud persists, anyone who begins
their actions inside of, or enters the area of effect, is
subject to d6+IT damage. This damage occurs each
round of such contact and a new Save is made each
round to determine the damage dealt. The gas seeps
into clothing and armor, and as such any Protection
granted from such sources is halved. While the spell
persists, the caster may spend an Attack Action to
compel the cloud to move up to 20 feet in any
direction. Strong winds may disrupt the cloud, halving
any damage dealt.
DF[17] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers and additional d6 damage.
Fail—The target suffers damage normally.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
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This spell summons a floating blade that can be
directed by the caster. On the first round, when the
blade is summoned, it appears adjacent to the caster
and it may float up to 50 feet in any direction and
attempt to strike a foe of the caster’s choice. On
subsequent rounds, the caster must spend an Attack
Action to direct the Phantom Blade, in which case the
blade may move 50 feet and attempt to strike. On any
round (after the first) that the caster does not spend
an Attack Action to direct the blade, it hangs
motionless, awaiting a command.
Anytime the blade strikes, the caster makes an
additional Spellcasting Test with a DF equal to the
targets’ Defense. A successful hit from the blade deals
d6+IT damage. The blade can be targeted, having a
Defense of 15 and being able to withstand 10 points
of damage before vanishing. Additionally, if the blade
is ever more than 100 feet away from the caster, the
spell expires early.

Premonition [Instill]
Tier IV
Array: Perceive
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
This spell gives the caster a brief glimpse into the
future.
When cast, Premonition will tell the spellcaster what
the immediate results of a pending decision will be. By
means of this spell, the caster can see no more than a
brief moment into the future and even then, only along
a single course of action. So, the caster might see the
immediate results of opening a door (if a trap goes off,
if a creature attacks, the short-term effects of
tampering with a lever or a relic, etc.). The spell will
not reveal overall outcomes such as where a path will
lead or something else that might occur over a longer
period of time.
As an additional requirement to cast Premonition
the caster must possess a finely crafted silver mirror
(at least 800 coins in value). Each time the mirror is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.
Proof Against Detection [Instill (siphon)]
Tier III
Array: Obfuscation
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 hour per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
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Magic wards the spell’s recipient rendering them
immune to magical scrying.
While under the effects of Proof Against Detection,
the recipient cannot be located or remotely viewed
through the use of magic. Spells such as Scry, Discern
Location, and Clairvoyance utterly fail if used against
the recipient of this spell. Any similar magical ability,
spell, or effect that attempts to magically view or

locate the recipient are likewise render useless by Proof
Against Detection. If such a spell or ability is used to
view the vicinity of the character (scrying on an
unprotected ally nearby, for example) the recipient
will appear only as a muted blur.
Protect Stats [Align]
Tier II
Array: Benediction
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Protective magic prevents damage to the recipient’s
Stats.
This spell provides the target with d4+1 Protection
versus any potential Stat damage. This Protection
functions against any source of Stat damage, but does
not provide any relief from an ongoing effect that
lowers a Stat. This Protection will stack with other
forms of Protection, though it only affects damage
that targets Stats.
Psionic Blast [Surge (diffuse)]
Tier IV
Array: Psion
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Cone 60 foot long by 20 foot wide
Save: IT vs. DF[17]
A cone of raw psychic power pulse forth, breaking
the minds of those caught in its path.
When cast, Psionic Blast creates a cone of mental
force that emanates forth from the caster. This spell
deals 3d4+IT Spirit damage to anyone who is caught
within its area of effect. Victims of Psionic Blast are
allotted a DF[17] Intellect Save to mitigate the effects.
As an additional requirement to cast Psionic Blast
the caster must possess an inky black diamond (at least
5,000 coins in value). Each time the diamond is used

DF[17] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target suffers one quarter damage.
Psyche Bomb [Conjure]
Tier III
Array: Anima
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 15 foot radius
Save: IT vs. DF[16]
A wave of mental calamity bursts forth from a
central point, maddening those caught within the
blast.
Any creature caught in the spell’s area of effect is
subject to 2d4+IT points of Spirit damage from the
spell’s intense psychic clamor. A DF[16] Intellect Save
can mitigate this damage.
DF[16] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Psychic Dart [Conjure]
Tier I
Array: Anima
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[15]
An invisible magic projectile shoots forth to weaken
the soul of the target.
A successful casting of Psychic Bolt deals d4+IT
damage to the target’s Spirit, which can be mitigated
by a DF[15] Intellect Save.
DF[15] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Puppet Master [Instill (siphon)]
Tier IV
Array: Domination
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[17]
The caster’s thoughts flood the victim’s mind,
compelling them to act at the caster’s behest.
Puppet Master allows the caster to direct the victim’s
actions. Puppet Master only works on living creatures.
Undead, constructs, plants, incorporeal creatures,
oozes, and the like are unaffected by this spell. The
duration of the spell is determined by the victim’s
Presence Save. Puppet Master expires early if the
victim is ever more than 250 feet away from the caster
or if the caster loses consciousness (this includes
sleeping).
Dominated individuals will follow the caster’s
orders without hesitation. The first order can be
imparted with the casting of the spell, but it requires
an Attack Action for the caster to impart additional
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in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 8 chance that
it shatters and must be replaced.

commands. The victim will follow a command for
several rounds (or minutes, or hours) if possible until
the task is complete, the caster issues another
command, or the spell expires. The commands are
issued mentally and overcome any potential language
barrier.
Victims of Puppet Master will not kill themselves
outright at the caster’s command, though putting
themselves in grave danger does not seem to interfere
with the spell’s effects. So, a victim of Puppet Master
would not follow a command to wade into liquid
magma or to fall on their own sword, but could be
compelled to fight an angry dragon even if there was
little chance of survival.
While the caster has absolute control over the
victim, this spell does not impart any special
knowledge to the caster or allow them to see their
victim’s thoughts. So, the spellcaster will not instantly
know the victim’s special abilities or darkest secrets. A
victim could be commanded to answer all questions
posed by the caster truthfully, and there may be
enough time to discern any needed information, but
this is not inherently included with a casting of the
spell. Despite the unerring communication of mental
commands, Puppet Master does not overcome the
language barrier when it comes to getting information
from the victim.
As an additional requirement to cast Puppet Master
the caster must possess an onyx rod (at least 500 coins
in value). Each time the rod is used in the casting of
the spell there is a 1 in 6 chance that it shatters and
must be replaced.
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DF[17] Presence Save:
Kink—The target is affected by the spell for d4+IT
minutes. Rabble level opponents are affected by the
spell for d4+IT hours instead.
Fail—The target is affected by the spell for d4+IT
rounds. Rabble level opponents are affected for
d4+IT minutes instead.
Success—The target is affected by the spell for a
single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Quick Repose [Align]
Tier II
Array: Soothe
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 hour
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Bolstered by mystic energy, the recipient of this spell
can postpone weariness for a time.
Quick Repose allows the target to ignore a Fatigued
Condition for a period of one hour. When the spell
expires the recipient becomes winded, suffering
double the penalty for being Fatigued. These double
Flaws persist until the recipient has had a chance to
rest for 5 minutes.
Quick Step [Base]
Tier I
Array: Tempus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet per IT
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
The flow of time warps around the caster, allowing
them to move a significant distant in a mere instant.
Once cast, Quick Step allows the caster to
immediately move to a new position up to 50 feet
away for each point of the caster’s Intellect. Though
the spell warps time to allow the move to happen
instantaneously, the caster still must be able to
physically move to the new location. Thus, a caster
may move along the ground, climb, swim, leap, or use
any mode of movement normally available to them,
but could not reach a new location that was behind a
solid wall or across an impassable chasm. The caster is
prevented from interacting with the environment in
any way so they may not open a door, acquire an item,
or otherwise conduct any action beside the spell’s
allotted movement.

Radiant Aegis [Conjure]

Radiant Eruption [Instill]

Tier IV
Array: Aegis
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier II
Array: Prism
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 5 foot radius around the caster
Save: PW vs. DF[15]

A brilliant suit of ethereal armor envelops the
recipient, shielding them from harm.

A radiant wave of scintillating light burst forth,
burning the caster’s foes and driving them back.

While under the effects of this spell, the recipient
gains a Protection value of 2d4. In addition to
defending against all manner of physical attacks, this
2d4 points worth of Protection extends to magic
damage, even if the magical damage would typically
bypass Protection. Furthermore, if the recipient of
Radiant Aegis is struck by a melee attack the armor
flares brightly, dealing d3 damage to the attacker.
As an additional requirement to cast Radiant Aegis
the caster must possess miniature suit of steel armor
(at least 500 coins in value). Each time the armor is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 6 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.

A successful casting of this spell unleashes burning
light, hitting anything within 5 feet of the caster for
d6+IT damage. Furthermore, creatures may be driven
back 5 feet as a result of the spell. Victims are allotted
a Prowess Save to determine their fate.
Unlike most spells, Radiant Eruption is intended
specifically to blast those in melee with the caster.
Casting this spell does not generate a Free Attack. The
caster is not affected by their own Radiant Eruption.
Similarly, those driven back by this spell are not
subject to Free Attacks from the caster, though other
Free Attacks may be taken normally.
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DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers max damage and is driven
back 10 feet.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage and is driven
back 5 feet.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Rain of Arrows [Surge]

Rainbow Barrage [Instill]

Tier II
Array: Arbor
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 50 foot by 50 foot square
Save: PW vs. DF[16]

Tier IV
Array: Prism
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: One creature per IT
Save: PW vs. DF[17]

As if shot from a horde of unseen archers, Rain of
Arrows fires a full volley of hundreds of phantasmal
arrows to rain down on the battlefield.

A rapid-fire blast of multi colored light issues forth
from the caster’s outstretched hands, searing their
enemies with magical light.

Upon successful casting of Rain of Arrows all
creatures within the area of effect are subject to 2d4
damage, as mitigated by a Prowess Save.

When cast, Rainbow Barrage allows the caster to
target multiple foes with beams of magical light. For
each point of the caster’s Intellect one creature can be
targeted, provided the target is within 50 feet of the
caster. Each beam deals d6+IT damage, with a
DF[17] Prowess Save allotted to mitigate the effects.
A given creature may not be struck by more than one
of the spell’s beams unless the caster elects to direct
the entirety of the spell at a single target. In this case
the single target is subject to 2d8+IT damage, also
mitigated by a DF[17] Prowess Save.
As an additional requirement to cast Rainbow
Barrage the caster must possess a shimmering opal
ovoid (at least 2,000 coins in value). Each time the
opal is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 4
chance that it shatters and must be replaced.

DF[16] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers one point of damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
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DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Rampaging Imp [Conjure]

Rapid Decay [Conjure]

Tier I
Array: Emergence
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None

Tier II
Array: Filth
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: Special
Save: Special

An irreconcilable imp is summoned to harass the
caster’s foes.

A pale ray of energy shoots forth from the caster’s
hand, causing rapid aging and decay of inanimate
objects.

Rampaging Imp
8 RV
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MR% [25%]

2

d4+1

0

Bite

0

Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite]
Claw [+4/d3+1]
Talents [stealth (B), bargaining (B) deception]
Traits [Dark Vision, Charge]
Special [Enraged Condition for duration of spell]
Special [Flight at Speed 8, Speed 4 on foot]
Special [Magic Resistance 25%]

By use of this spell, the caster is able to cause an
inanimate object to decay, becoming spoiled, brittle,
or even crumbling to dust. Unattended objects are not
allotted a Save and are automatically affected by a
successful casting of the spell. Items being worn or
carried by a character may be shielded from the ray,
granting a DF[15] Prowess Save to protect the item
wholly from the spell.
The amount of matter that can be affected by
Rapid Decay is dependent on the type of material
being targeted and the caster’s Intellect. A single
casting of the spell may be enough to spoil an entire
wagon of turnips, but would only be able to damage a
single small sword or rust out a single metal lock. For
each point of the caster’s Intellect the given amount of
material can be affected.
*Foodstuffs and perishables [100 lbs. per IT]
*Cloth, leather, rope, paper [25 lbs. per IT]
*Wood, pottery, clay, ceramics [15 lbs. per IT]
*Stone, mortar, soft metal [5 lbs. per IT]
*Hard metal, gemstones [1 lb. per IT]
Living beings are wholly immune to the effects of
Rapid Decay, as are undead, spirits, and incorporeal
creatures. Objects that are immune to the passage of
time are also unaffected by the spell, as are magic items
of any sort. So, items like scrolls and potions, despite
their lack of durability, are unaffected due to their
magical nature.
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A single impish creature is summoned, appearing in
a puff of smoke anywhere within range. On the caster’s
next round the Imp will begin to take actions
normally. The Rampaging Imp responds to the
caster’s mental commands, and will attempt to
complete any given task to the best of its ability.
However, the Rampaging Imp is assessed the Enraged
Condition for the duration of the spell and will be
unable to perform any task that doesn’t allow it to
make its required attacks. It will be able to direct its
rage at the caster’s enemies, if any are available,
otherwise it will assail the caster’s allies as well.
Unlike most spells, Rampaging Imp cannot be
dismissed early at the caster’s command. Other means,
such as the untimely demise of the Rampaging Imp or
a successful Dispel Enchantment, can be used to end
the spell early. Similarly, if the Rampaging Imp is
somehow cured of the Enraged Condition, the spell
expires early and the imp vanishes.

Regeneration [Align]

Rending Chains [Surge]

Tier III
Array: Refresh
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 5+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier III
Array: Shackle
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 30 foot long by 5 foot wide path
Save: PW vs. DF[16]

Magic energy accelerates the target’s natural healing
to a supernatural rate.

Jagged metal chains lash forth from the caster’s hand,
damaging any in their path.

Each round, at the beginning of the target’s actions,
the target heals d4 Health. This effect continues for
as long as the spell persists.

The Rending Chains lash out, radiating in a straight
line from the caster in the chosen direction. Those
caught within the area of effect suffer 2d6+IT
damage. The chains are jagged and barbed, such that
they easily cut through soft armors. Protection offered
by armor that is not predominately metal or other
suitably durable material is halved versus this spell.

Render Inoperable [Conjure (convert)]
Tier II
Array: Anathema
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single mechanical device
Save: Special
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Magical forces corrupt a normally operable machine,
preventing the device from functioning.
By use of this spell, the caster is able to cause a single
mechanical device to cease functioning. The device can
be just about anything mechanical, be it a crossbow, a
catapult, a mechanical trap, or even a door’s locking
mechanism. The target must be a mechanical device,
and cannot be magically enchanted or biological in
nature. The device is not destroyed, just jammed up or
otherwise rendered non-functioning. Devices affected
by this spell can be repaired, though such efforts
involve a complete overhaul of the damaged
mechanics.
Unattended objects are not allotted a Save and are
automatically affected by a successful casting of the
Render Inoperable spell. Items being worn or carried
by a character may be shielded from the effect,
granting a DF[15] Intellect Save to protect the item
wholly from the spell.

DF[16] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d6 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target takes only one quarter damage.
Renew Stat [Align]
Tier III
Array: Cure
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Magical healing surges through the target restoring
lost vigor, coordination, and mental acuity.
The target of this spell immediately heals up to
1+IT points worth of Stat damage. If the target has
multiple Stats that have been damaged the caster
decides how the healing is divided amongst those
Stats. Renew Stat has no effect on a Stat that is
reduced by an ongoing effect, it can only be used to
heal actual Stat damage.

Repair [Conjure]

Resist the Elements [Surge (diffuse)]

Tier II
Array: Genesis
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Object touched
Save: None

Tier I
Array: Proterus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 2 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

A damaged object is mended with such precision
that the repair is all but unnoticeable.

The recipient becomes magically warded against the
harmful effects of one of the elements.

As the name implies, Repair allows the caster to fix
an object that has been damaged. With a successful
casting the spell will fix broken objects up to one
pound in weight per point of the caster’s Intellect. The
repairs are permanent, and can hardly be noticed as
being different from the item’s original condition.
Note that this spell does not fashion anything, or
improve an item in any way. It can only repair an item
that was damaged or broken. Repair will typically not
work on items that carry an enchantment, though at
the GM’s discretion this spell may be part of a remedy
for a damaged magic item.

At the time of casting the caster chooses one of the
eight cardinal or ordinal elements: wind, storm, flame,
magma, stone, acid, water, or ice. For the duration of
the spell the recipient gains 2d6 points of Protection
against any damage caused by that element.
Additionally, any Save made to resist damage or
effects caused by the element are made with a Boon.

Repel Arrows [Surge (diffuse)]

Magical forces bat down incoming missiles,
rendering the recipient immune to such attacks.
Any non-magical ranged attack made against the
recipient of Repel Arrows automatically fails.
Furthermore, ranged attacks made with enchanted
missiles are assessed a Flaw and the recipient gains d6
Protection if the attack still manages to connect, this
Protection will stack with other forms of Protection.
Note that this spell protects only against ranged
attacks made with normal physical means. Any other
attack (melee, unarmed, spells, grappling, etc.) is
unaffected by Repel Arrows.

Restore Health [Align]
Tier II
Array: Refresh
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Soothing energy invigorates the target, refreshing
them and healing a significant amount of damage.
The target of this spell heals d6+IT Health.
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Tier II
Array: Proterus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Restore Status [Align]

Restrict Movement [Conjure]

Tier I
Array: Cure
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier I
Array: Restrain
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[15]

Healing energies course through the target, removing
an active ailment or affliction.

The victim’s muscles tighten and become
unresponsive, reducing their ability to take action.

This spell nullifies one ongoing Condition affecting
the target. If used on a target with the Out Condition
that is still at negative Health, the spell will allow then
to regain consciousness for d3 rounds before
collapsing again. If used on a character that is Fatigued
the spell will counter the Flaw associated with Fatigue
for 10 minutes, after which time the Fatigue’s effect
returns as normal. This spell has no effect on
permanent afflictions, Injuries, or Conditions caused
by a Fault.

The target of this spell gains the Slowed Condition
while the spell persists.

Restore Wound [Align]
Tier II
Array: Mend
Casting Time: 2 hours
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Through the application of magic the caster can
repair a significant injury.
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When cast, Restore Wound removes a Wounded
Injury from the target. This spell is taxing, assessing
the Fatigued Condition to both the target and the
caster until they have a chance to get a Good Night’s
Rest. Restore Wound has no effect on a creature that
has a Maimed Injury.

DF[15] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target is Held for the first round of the
spell, then Slowed for the remaining duration.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target is Slowed for only a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Reveal [Base]
Tier I
Array: Descry
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius around the caster
Save: None
A wave of revelation bursts forth from the caster,
unmasking anything concealed nearby.
This spell allows the caster to see hidden or illusory
objects or creatures within the area of effect at the time
of casting. Such things have their true nature revealed,
including traps, secret doors, illusions, and other
obscured things. No one else can see the results of the
spell. The caster remains aware of any revealed objects
even after the spell has been cast. However, if the
caster loses line of sight to any of the spell’s subjects,
they become obscured again. Note that this spell does
not work through solid objects that block line of sight.
So, it cannot be used to see through a closed door or
the contents of an unopened chest.

Reveal the Mind [Align]

Rot [Conjure]

Tier IV
Array: Connection
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: 1+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[17]

Tier III
Array: Filth
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: MT vs. DF[17]

The caster can force a thought from the victim’s
mind, compelling them to part with even the most
secure of information.

The victim’s flesh begins to rot, not just dealing
damage, but potentially causing lasting wounds as
well.

For each round that the spell persists, the caster can
read the target’s mind and receive the answer to a
single question. Using Reveal the Mind on the
subsequent rounds after casting is taxing and requires
a Full Round Action from the caster. The answers
provided will be brief (no more than 10 seconds) and
will only be as accurate as the memories in the target’s
head. “I don’t know.” is an acceptable answer, but only
if it is true. Similarly, the victim may reveal false
information as the truth as long as they believe their
answer to be the honest truth.
Reveal the Mind is painful, and while the victim
may be divulging their secrets, they are aware of the
magic and the one who cast it. The caster may prefer
to use this spell only on restrained victims. Reveal the
Mind may only be attempted on any given creature
once in a given day.
As an additional requirement to cast Reveal the
Mind the caster must possess an ingot of pure gold (at
least 1,000 coins in value). Each time the ingot is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12 chance that
it shatters and must be replaced.

The victim of the Rot spell suffers d4+IT damage
as their very flesh rots and decays. As an additional
consequence of the rotting flesh, Wounded or
Maimed Injuries may be assessed to the victim (as
determined by their Might Save). Damage caused by
this spell cannot be reduced by armor, though other
forms of Protection function normally. Injuries caused
by Rot can be healed in the normal manner.

Rumble [Surge]
Tier IV
Array: Terra
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 50 foot radius
Save: MT or PW vs. DF[15]
An earthquake violently shakes and churns the
ground, leaving a field of debris in its wake.
Any creature caught in the area of effect suffers d8
damage and is knocked prone. These effects can be
mitigated by either a Might or a Prowess Save (the
victim’s choice). Armor can be used to reduce this
damage, but its effectiveness is halved. Other forms of
Protection work normally.
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DF[17] Presence Save:
Kink—The duration of the spell is increased by d4
rounds.
Fail—The spell functions normally.
Success—The target will provide the answer to only a
single question.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

DF[17] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers a Maimed Injury.
Fail—The target suffers the Wounded Injury.
Success—The target takes half damage and no Injury.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Though the shaking earth caused by Rumble lasts
only a moment, the upheaval it causes is lasting. The
ground in the area of effect will be churned boulders
and moved earth. Likewise, Rumble should have a
suitable effect on structures and fortifications that are
made of earth or rest on the earth, as determined by
the GM for each situation at hand.
As an additional requirement to cast Rumble the
caster must possess a piece of black basalt carved in
the likeness of a bull (at least 300 coins in value). Each
time the figurine is used in the casting of the spell
there is a 1 in 10 chance that it shatters and must be
replaced.
DF[15] Might or Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d8 damage.
Fail—The target suffers the normal effects.
Success—The target suffers half damage and keeps
their feet.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Sap the Soul [Conjure (convert)]
Tier III
Array: Necros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[17]
The caster drains the soul of the victim, weakening
the target’s psyche while bolstering their own.
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The victim of Sap the Soul suffers 3d4+IT worth
of Spirit damage. If the spell is successful, the caster
recovers d6+IT of lost Spirit, up to their normal
maximum (this can restore Spirit Damage and/or
Drain). The caster cannot gain more Spirit than the
victim has to sap, or recover more Spirit than the spell
deals in Spirit damage.
DF[17] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 of Spirit
damage.
Fail—The target suffers the normal effects.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Scaleskin [Conjure (convert)]
Tier I
Array: Transmography
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
A layer of tough scales sprouts from the caster’s skin,
improving their durability.
Scaleskin provides the caster with d6-1 Protection
for the spell’s duration.
Scorching Rain [Surge]
Tier IV
Array: Cibus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 20 foot radius
Save: MT vs. DF[16]
Burning oil rains from thin air, incinerating those
within the spell’s bounds.
Any creature caught in Scorching Rain’s area of
effect is subject to 3d6+IT damage. The deluge of
flaming oil is so complete that those affected can’t
hope to dodge out of the way, leaving a Might Save as
the only means to resist the damage. Scorching Rain
may ignite flammable objects (1 in 6 chance).
As an additional requirement to cast Scorching
Rain the caster must possess a large ruby teardrop (at
least 5,000 coins in value). Each time the ruby is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12 chance that
it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[16] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d6 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target takes only one quarter damage.

Scry [Base]

Seal the Rift [Conjure]

Tier IV
Array: Descry
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: Current plane of existence
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Line of sight from a central point
Save: Special

Tier II
Array: Emergence
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single portal
Save: None

Using the mind’s eye, the caster can observe a distant
location.

A magical rift between worlds is forced shut through
the power of this spell.

By using this spell, the caster can see and hear
everything that occurs at an alternate location. The
location can be anywhere on the same plane as the
caster. Alternately, the caster can try to observe a
specific object or individual. It is the caster’s
knowledge of the subject that will set the DF of the
Spellcasting Test, using the following as a guide:
*The subject is well known – DF[18]
*The subject is described in detail – DF[22]
*The subject has been well researched – DF[24]
*The subject is known only vaguely – DF[26]
It takes intense concentration to view anything via
Scrying. The caster can take no other actions while so
engaged and if their concentration is relaxed for even
a moment the spell expires. The caster may only
attempt to view the same subject once daily and can
only see activity occurring there in the present.
The caster can see and hear everything that occurs
within line of sight of a central point at the location.
Lighting is a factor, but the caster may use any modes
of vision normally available to them. This central
point can be moved around, but it is slow, being able
to only traverse 10 feet over a given round. Creatures
being observed are allowed a DF[22] Insight Save with
success indicating that they have the undeniable
feeling that they are being watched, though they do
not know by who or by what means.
As an additional requirement to cast Scry the caster
must possess a scrying device such as a crystal ball or
reflecting pool that is worth at least 3,000 coins. Each
time the device is used in the casting of the spell there
is a 1 in 100 chance that it shatters and must be
replaced.

Seal the Rift can close dimensional portals or other
such rips in the fabric of our universe. One such
magical portal can be closed for each casting of the
spell. Typically, this spell serves as a permanent
closure for such gates, though abilities that allow
repeated summoning of magical portals may be used
to open other similar portals.
At the GM’s discretion, magical portals of
significant power may require a higher DF than the
normal DF[14] needed to successfully cast Seal the
Rift. Permanent magical portals, or portals created by
damage to the fabric of reality may require a DF[18]
or DF[20] to close, while a portal of truly prophetic
proportions may require a DF[22] or higher
Spellcasting Test.
Sealing [Base]
Tier IV
Array: Portals
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: Single doorway or portal
Save: None

When successfully cast, Sealing can perform any one
of the following three effects, at the caster’s discretion.
If used on an open gateway that magically connects
one place to another, this spell will cause it to close
instantly. If cast on a doorway or other mundane
portal, Sealing shuts the door and renders it
inoperable. Additionally, the spell bolsters the door’s
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This spell has the power to magically secure a door
or gateway, rendering it impassible.

durability, making it twice as difficult to damage or
break using physical means.
The final potential use for Sealing is to trap a
creature from another plane of existence. When
properly executed with a Wall Without Doors spell
on a specifically prepared chamber, Sealing can
permanently entrap a creature from another plane of
existence. The creature’s true name must be known by
the caster in order to accommodate this use of the
spell.
Sealing can only be overcome if the original caster
dismisses it, a Dispel Enchantment spell directed at
the seal can remove major magic (DF[25]), a thief of
some sort can pick a DF[30] magic lock, if the door
is destroyed, or if the seal is subject to the Disjunction
spell. Unlike most spells, Sealing does not expire if its
caster dies.
As an additional requirement to cast Sealing the
caster must possess a fine silver key set with rubies (at
least 2,500 coins in value). Each time the key is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 10 chance that
it shatters and must be replaced.
See in the Dark [Align (discord)]
Tier II
Array: Shade
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: One creature per IT
Save: None
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The recipient’s eyes can function without light,
granting them the ability to see in complete darkness.
By nature of this spell the recipient can see in any
lighting condition up to and including total darkness
as if they had the Dark Vision Trait. This allows a
character to see in any lighting condition out to a
distance of 100 feet. Functionally Dark Vision also
provides the benefits of Low Light Vision.
Dark Vision provides no benefit to a character that
is rendered Blind and likewise has no effect against
invisibility or illusions. However, See in the Dark
offers the additional ability of allowing its recipient to
pierce even magical darkness within its 100 foot range.

See the Hidden [Instill]
Tier II
Array: Perceive
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 15 feet
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Magical augmentation heightens the target’s senses,
making them more perceptive.
While under the effects of See the Hidden the target
may add a Boon to any Insight Test.
See Through Walls [Align]
Tier III
Array: Espy
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
The caster’s vision can pierce solid objects, revealing
whatever might be concealed on the other side.
See Through Walls allows the caster’s vision to
extend through solid objects up to a thickness of one
foot per point of the caster’s Intellect. Viewing things
in this manner is tricky, requiring the caster to expend
a Move Action on any round that they wish to make
use of See Through Walls. This spell does not
enhance the caster’s vision in any other way, so while
a caster may be able to see through a stone wall, they
may be foiled if darkness or the like is present on the
other side.
The thickness of material does not need to be
congruent. It is possible that a caster could see through
a wall across a room through another wall, and even
then through a third or fourth wall, assuming the
overall thickness was not more than one foot per point
of their Intellect. Similarly, the caster can change their
focal point with enough precision that seeing through
less thickness than allotted is not a challenge.

Sense Magic [Base]

Shadow Step [Surge (diffuse)]

Tier I
Array: Utility
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 1+IT minutes
Area of Effect: 5 x IT foot radius around the caster
Save: None

Tier IV
Array: Obscure
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 200 feet
Duration: 30 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None

The caster re-attunes their senses to see traces in the
magical realm.

The caster vanishes in a puff of smoke, leaving
nearby enemies without a target.

When cast, this spell allows the caster to perceive
magical auras within the area of effect. The effect
moves with the caster for the duration of the spell, but
it takes a Full Round Action on the part of the caster
to scan a new area. This spell will reveal the location
of magic items, spell effects, as well as other
enchantments and dweomers that are active within the
spell’s area of effect. Sense Magic will reveal the
relative strength of the magic and may give an
indication of the magic’s sphere (when appropriate).
Additionally, the caster can use Sense Magic to
identify potions and scrolls. The caster may examine
one potion or scroll each round as a Full Round
Action while the spell persists. The caster must
physically hold the potion or scroll to make use of this
effect. Scrolls examined in this manner will reveal their
associated Path of Magic and the spell they contain.
Potions reveal their properties 75% of the time when
examined in this manner (no retry applies in this case).

Shadow Step creates two effects. Firstly, it renders
the caster invisible (as the spell Invisibility). At the
same time the caster is teleported up to 200 feet away.
The destination must either be within line of sight, be
well known, or be obvious. The invisibility lasts for
30 minutes per point of the caster’s Intellect, or until
a hostile action is taken, whichever comes first.
Unlike most spells, Shadow Step is intended
specifically to get the spellcaster out of melee combat.
Casting this spell does not generate a Free Attack.
As an additional requirement to cast Shadow Step
the caster must possess an ornately carved onyx
figurine (at least 1,500 coins in value). Each time the
figurine is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1
in 20 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
Shadowy Veil [Surge (diffuse)]
Tier I
Array: Obscure
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 2 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None

For the duration of this spell the caster may add +5
to any Test made to hide or sneak. Additionally, any
creature trying to notice the caster visually suffers a
Flaw to the attempt. Shadowy Veil uses illusion to
hide the caster, so perceptions that pierce illusions can
overcome this spell.
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The caster’s form blurs and darkens, allowing them
to more easily hide from view.

Shard [Surge]
Tier I
Array: Ferro
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None
A spinning shard of jagged metal appears in front of
the caster and streaks towards the chosen target
The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from the Shard inflicts d4+IT points of damage.
This damage cannot be reduced by soft, non-metal
armors, though suitably tough armor and other
sources of Protection will reduce the damage
normally.

Note that exceptional magic items, artifacts, or
relics, and other wondrously unique items may need
extraordinary means to ensure their complete
destruction. In these cases, Shatter may only be a small
part of a larger process if the intent is to destroy the
item. Items of great power are often placed in the
realms of mortals by powerful beings that have a
vested interest in the item in question. Attempts to
Shatter such items (whether successful or not) may be
enough to earn that being’s ire, even across the long
distances between planes.
As an additional requirement to cast Shatter the
caster must possess a faceted carnelian sphere (at least
1,500 coins in value). Each time the sphere is used in
the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 10 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.

Shatter [Surge]
Tier IV
Array: Fracture
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single item
Save: None
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An enchanted item is overloaded with magical force
until it bursts and is rendered useless.
When cast, Shatter can render a magically enchanted
item into a pile of powerless shards. The DF of the
Spellcasting Test depends on the type of item that is
targeted by Shatter. A single use magic item like a
potion or scroll, or an item that has a single minor
function can be destroyed with a DF[18] Test. Magic
items with a low bonus (+1 or +2 armor or weapon),
or an item with a single function will Shatter on a
DF[20] Test. More powerful items require a DF[22]
to DF[28] Spellcasting Test, as determined by the
GM. If used on a mundane item, the spell will rend it
to pieces with a DF[18] Spellcasting Test, provided it
is no larger than 10 pounds per point of the caster’s
Intellect.

Shelter [Align]
Tier I
Array: Hearth
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 10 feet
Duration: 2 hours per IT
Area of Effect: 10 foot radius
Save: None
A magical dome provides a temporary respite from
the elements.
When cast, this spell creates an immovable area of
effect that can keep inclement weather at bay. Inside
of Shelter’s area of effect will prove dry in the rain,
cool in hot weather, warm in icy temperatures, repel
gusty winds, and generally provide a temperate dry
place to rest. The edge of the Shelter is invisible and
can be easily crossed, so it provides no defense against
anything that isn’t the weather. Magical forms of
weather are only mildly affected by the spell,
providing those inside with a Boon to Saves against
such attacks and nothing more.

Shield of Force [Surge (diffuse)]

Silence [Surge (diffuse)]

Tier III
Array: Proterus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None

Tier II
Array: Dreaming
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: 15 foot radius
Save: None

An invisible disc of magical force defends the caster,
interposing itself between the caster and any incoming
melee attacks.

An enchanted zone of silence is created, deadening
all sound that passes within.

Shooting Star [Align (discord)]
Tier I
Array: Cosmos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 180 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None
A cosmic spark materializes high in the air and
streaks down to strike the foe.
The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from the Shooting Star inflicts d4+IT points of
damage.

Silver Tongue [Instill]
Tier IV
Array: Influence
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 15 feet
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IS vs. DF[18]
Enhanced by potent magic, the caster’s words ring of
truth in the ears of their victim.
This spell is capable of affecting one creature who
engages in conversation with the spellcaster over the
course of the spell’s casting time. During that time the
victim of this spell will become enthralled by anything
the caster has to say, giving the caster a significant
bonus on any Presence Tests made to convince,
befriend, deceive, cajole, or otherwise manipulate the
victim socially. The bonus offered is based on the
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Once cast, Shield of Force defends the caster against
any incoming melee attack. The first melee attack
made against the caster automatically fails. Subsequent
melee attacks are made with a Flaw and the caster gains
d6+2 Protection against the damage dealt by any
successful melee attack. Shield of Force protects only
against normal physical melee attacks and provides no
benefit against other sources of damage.

Silence can be cast on any inanimate object within
range, with the area effect radiating from that item for
the duration of the spell. If the spell targets an object
being worn by, or in possession of, an unwilling target,
a DF[15] Intellect Save is allowed to avoid the effect.
No sound can be heard within, or emanates from
within, the bubble of silence. Those caught inside gain
the Deaf Condition until they leave the area of effect.
Silence makes it impossible to cast spells by any
normal means, since spellcasting requires incantations
to be effective. However, if an exception allows a
caster to cast a spell without speaking, they may do so
normally, taking the penalties for the Deaf Condition
as usual.

results of the victim’s Insight Save. While Silver
Tongue makes the caster more charming and
believable, and makes the victim more likely to agree
with them or want to help them out, the victim of the
spell is under no compulsion to follow the caster’s
commands or succumb to their wishes.
Silver Tongue is only affective against sentient
creatures that can understand what the caster is saying.
Unlike most spells, Silver Tongue can be cast with
subtlety such that a target of the spell may not be
aware that they have been ensorcelled.
As an additional requirement to cast Silver Tongue
the caster must possess a platinum coin (at least 100
coins in value). The coin is consumed in the casting of
the spell.
DF[18] Insight Save:
Kink—The caster gains a Boon and a bonus of +8 to
Presence Tests made against the victim.
Fail—The caster gains a Boon and a bonus of +3 to
Presence Tests made against the victim.
Success—The caster gains a bonus of +2 to Presence
Tests made against the victim.
Bump—The target is unaffected by Silver Tongue and
knows the attempt was made. They may or may not
know the source of the spell.
Siren [Conjure]
Tier I
Array: Sentinel
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 0
Duration: 8 hours
Area of Effect: 50 foot radius around the caster
Save: None
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An invisible curtain of magic is erected, blaring out
a loud note if it is disrupted.
Once cast, Siren functions as a magical alarm system
for the caster. Once established, the area of effect is
immobile. Any living creature the size of a housecat or
larger crossing into or out of the area of effect will
trigger the Siren. As the spell is being cast, the caster
can designate any number of specific creatures that can
traverse the Siren without setting it off. When
triggered, the spell emits a loud note for a full round
and then its effect dissipates, ending the spell early.

Snuff Out [Align (discord)]
Tier IV
Array: Douse
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[16]
The caster attempts to slay a victim by severing the
connection between their body and soul.
Snuff Out attempts to kill the victim outright. Even
those who can survive the magic are subject to a
potentially massive amount of damage. The victim of
Snuff Out may make a DF[16] Presence Save to
determine their fate. Damage caused by Snuff Out
cannot be reduced by armor, though other forms of
Protection function normally. Snuff Out only works
on living creatures. Undead, constructs, incorporeal
creatures, and the like are unaffected by this spell.
As an additional requirement to cast Snuff Out the
caster must possess a polished diamond cube (at least
8,000 coins in value). Each time the cube is used in
the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 6 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.
DF[16] Presence Save:
Kink—The target is slain.
Fail—The target suffers 3d6+IT damage.
Success—The target suffers d4+IT damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Tier I
Array: Electros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None
A mote of lightning drifts from the caster’s finger to
discharge stormfire on its victim.
The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from the Spark inflicts d4+IT damage. Armor that
is predominantly made of metal will not be able to
reduce the damage from Spark, though other forms of
Protection work normally.
Spectral Fortress [Align]
Tier IV
Array: Hearth
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 10 feet
Duration: 3 hours per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
An extradimensional space is summoned to shelter
and protect the caster and his allies.
When Spectral Fortress is cast, a pocket dimension
springs into existence. On its exterior, the pocket
dimension appears as a stout set of wooden double
doors. These doors are freestanding, 10 feet wide by
10 feet high, and appear to lead nowhere. Only those
beings selected by the caster at the time the spell is cast
are able to make use of the doors to access the Spectral
Fortress. Others will find that they merely step
through the freestanding doors to the other side, being
unable to use them to access the pocket dimension.
Large creatures may also be barred from entering the
Spectral Fortress, with the limit being the size of the
fortress’s doors. For those that are permitted to enter,
stepping through these doors instantly transports
them to a luxurious mansion complete with bountiful
food, hot baths, soft beds, and other deluxe

accommodations. Occupants of the Spectral Fortress
are isolated from the outside world and can find a
period of respite within its walls.
A Spectral Fortress can accommodate up to 10
people per point of the caster’s Intellect. If an attempt
is made to put more people in the fortress than it can
hold, it bursts and the spell ends early. Those inside
will find they can rest comfortably while the spell
persists, and will receive natural healing at double the
normal rate. Magical healing conducted inside of the
Spectral Fortress is granted a Boon to both the
attempt and the effect, as appropriate.
When Spectral Fortress comes to an end, regardless
of the reason, any occupant is deposited outside along
with all of their possessions. All such contents will
appear within a 20 foot radius of the fortress’s
entrance. Anyone inside can easily avoid this jarring
experience by simply walking out of the front doors
before the spell expires.
The doors to the Spectral Fortress are sturdy, but
can be destroyed. They can be hewn with suitable
weapons or tools, being able to withstand 30 points
of damage before being sundered. Similarly, the doors
can be smashed with a DF[20] Might Test.
Destroying the doors ends the spell immediately,
disgorging its contents in the normal fashion.
As an additional requirement to cast Spectral
Fortress the caster must possess an onyx figurine of a
tower (at least 900 coins in value). Each time the
figurine is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1
in 10 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
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Spark [Instill]

Split Second [Base]

Stand Tall [Align]

Tier II
Array: Tempus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Up to 5+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier IV
Array: Cure
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

The spell warps time, giving its recipient an extra
moment to do something when they need it.

All afflictions fall away from this character as their
full faculties are restored by unearthly power.

The recipient of Split Second gains an additional
Attack Action to spend on a future round. The extra
Attack Action can be used at any time during the
player’s normal turn. The spell expires once the extra
action is taken, or when the spell’s duration has lapsed,
whichever occurs first. This extra Attack Action
cannot be used to do something that is normally not
allowed twice in a round (such as casting two spells or
drinking two potions).

Stand Tall removes all active Conditions from the
target. Additionally, if the target is afflicted by poison,
Stand Tall will duplicate the effects of the Antidote
spell. Stand Tall also restores 2 points to all damaged
Stats and heals the target for d3+IT Health.
Stand Tall has no effect on a Stat that is reduced
by an ongoing effect, it can only be used to heal actual
Stat damage. Stand Tall has no effect on Conditions
or ailments that are caused by Faults and has no effect
on Injuries. Stand Tall will not remove the Out
Condition if the target remains at a negative Health,
Spirit, or is incapacitated by a negative Stat total. At
the GM’s discretion, Stand Tall can remove other
effects that are ailing the target, however it should be
noted that this spell does not typically end the
ongoing magic effects unless they specifically inflict a
Condition.
As an additional requirement to cast Stand Tall the
caster must possess a finely crafted crystal lens (at least
1,500 coins in value). Each time the lens is used in the
casting of the spell there is a 1 in 10 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.

Stabilize [Align]
Tier I
Array: Mend
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
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Curative magics stabilize a dying individual.
When cast, Stabilize allows its target to cling to life
by healing them a single point of Health and instantly
removing the Bleeding Condition. Furthermore, if the
target has suffered a Mortal Wound, Stabilize will
extend the time they have to receive treatment. The
recipient of this spell can stave off death for another
day, being able to survive for eight days instead of the
normal week. An individual may benefit from multiple
castings of Stabilize, however this spell cannot extend
the time needed to receive treatment more than an
additional week, potentially leaving a character two
full weeks to receive the needed treatment for the
Mortal Wound before they expire.

Stasis [Align]

Tier IV
Array: Cosmos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius around the caster
Save: PW vs. DF[17]

Tier IV
Array: Soothe
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Indefinite
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[10]

Hundreds of tiny white cosmic sparks rain down in
the area of affect burning those that oppose the caster.

The recipient is put into a magical slumber that
preserves their body against the passage of time.

Any enemy caught within the area of effect of Star
Storm suffers 2d4+IT damage (mitigated by a
Prowess Save). The sparks seem to mostly aim for the
caster’s enemies, such that allies within the area of
effect are still struck, but suffer only 3 points of
damage, also mitigated by a Prowess Save. The caster
suffers no damage from the spell.
As an additional requirement to cast Star Storm the
caster must possess a velvet pouch full of tiny
diamonds (at least 1,700 coins in value). Each time
the diamonds are used in the casting of the spell there
is a 1 in 20 chance that they shatter and must be
replaced.

Stasis renders a single creature inert, placing them in
a wholly comatose state, and rendering them immune
to the passage of time. While under the effects of
Stasis the target creature will not age and does not
require food, water, or air.
Ailments affecting the target persist, but are placed
on hold while the spell lasts, such that a creature
affected by a Mortal Wound, deadly poison, disease,
or other harmful effect could be preserved for later
treatment or a long journey. Note that while under the
effects of Stasis the creature can still be harmed by
conventional means, and is considered Helpless
against attacks or other sources of harm.
If cast on an unconscious or willing target there is
no Save allotted for this spell. The spell can be used
against the unwilling, but the relatively low DF of the
Save makes Stasis unreliable against those that would
prefer to remain awake. The spell expires when the
caster dismisses it, the caster dies, or Dispel
Enchantment is successfully cast against the spell.
As an additional requirement to cast Stasis the
caster must possess an intricately carved quartz rod (at
least 1,500 coins in value). Each time the rod is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 20 chance that
it shatters and must be replaced.

DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d8 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target suffers a single point of damage.

DF[10] Presence Save:
Kink—The target succumbs to the spell and will have
the Dazed Condition for 10 rounds upon awakening.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target is Slowed for one round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
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Star Storm [Align (discord)]

Steed [Conjure]
Tier I
Array: Sumpter
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 20 feet
Duration: 1 hour per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
A mount is summoned out of thin air that responds
to the caster’s commands.
The mount summoned by Steed will be of the most
common mount used in the region the caster is in
(most likely a horse, but it could be a camel, a banth,
a thurrin, an elephant, or whatever is the most
appropriate). The mount appears with a basic version
of whatever tack is required to ride it (saddle, harness,
bit and bridle, etc.). The mount appears within 20 feet
of the caster and will behave as any normal member of
its species. While the creature is summoned via magic,
it will only respond to commands given in a
traditional manner using the normal rules for riding
and controlling a mount.

2d8+IT damage, though a Prowess Save can mitigate
this damage. This damage cannot be reduced by soft,
non-metal armors, though suitably tough forms of
armor and other sources of Protection function
normally.
As an additional requirement to cast Steel
Whirlwind the caster must possess an adamantine disc
(at least 2,000 coins in value). Each time the disc is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 20 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target suffers only one quarter damage.

Steel Whirlwind [Surge]
Tier IV
Array: Ferro
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: 5 foot diameter and 30 foot tall
Save: PW vs. DF[17]
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A whirling column of jagged metal shards moves at
the behest of the caster, shredding everything in its
path.
Once the Steel Whirlwind has been summoned the
caster can spend subsequent Attack Actions to move
the whirlwind around. It moves as if it had a Speed of
5 and is more or less unaffected by terrain. If the caster
chooses to use their action elsewhere the Steel
Whirlwind remains stationary until the caster turns
their attention back to the spell.
Anyone beginning their round within or moving
into contact with the Steel Whirlwind suffers

Steelskin [Surge]
Tier II
Array: Ferro
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
A layer of living steel envelops the caster, greatly
improving their durability.
Steelskin provides the caster with the equivalent
Protection of very heavy armor (2d4) for the spell’s
duration. This Protection counts as metal armor and
as such damage that can bypass armor can also bypass
this spell. Steelskin does not offer an Armor Test
Penalty, limit Defense, Speed, take up slots, or impede
spellcasting.

Stifle [Align (discord)]
Tier I
Array: Douse
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[16]
Magical forces disrupt the victim’s efforts, making
them less likely to succeed at their next task.
When cast, Stifle assesses a Flaw to the next Test
made by its target. The Flaw does not affect Saves, but
otherwise must be assess on the very next Test made
by the victim. If the Flaw is not used before the spell’s
duration expires it is lost as the spell ends. As an
additional penalty, the target of Stifle suffers a -1
penalty to all Tests, including Saves, for the duration
of the spell.
DF[16] Presence Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional -1 penalty to
Tests for the duration of the spell.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target suffers only the -1 penalty and
only for a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Stone Rain [Surge]
Tier II
Array: Terra
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 15 foot radius
Save: PW vs. DF[15]

stones left behind persist for 30 minutes, turning the
area of effect into uneven ground during that time.
DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target avoids the damage, but is affected
by the uneven ground normally.
Storm Cloud [Surge]
Tier III
Array: Thunder
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: d4+IT rounds
Area of Effect: 30 foot radius
Save: None
A churning cloud issues forth, crackling with
electricity, obscuring vision, and damaging those
within.
The dark cloud summoned by Storm Cloud limits
visibility to a mere 10 feet and all perception Tests
that rely on vision are assessed a Flaw. The cloud itself
crackles with electrical charge. Those who come into
contact with the Strom Cloud suffer d3 points of
damage each round until they leave the area of effect.
The damage dealt by Storm Cloud bypasses
Protection unless that Protection specifically applies
to storm or electrical damage.
The area of effect for Strom Cloud is immobile
and can be any size the caster desires, up to the 30 foot
radius limit. However, the shape must remain
spherical in nature, regardless of the chosen size.

Any creature within Stone Rain’s area of effect is
subject to d8+IT damage from the pelting stones
(mitigated by a Prowess Save). While the damaging
effects of Stone Rain last only for an instant, the
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A downpour of jagged rocks rains down, crushing
those who are unfortunate enough to be caught in the
spell’s area of effect.

Submariner [Instill]
Tier II
Array: Marinus
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: One creature per IT
Save: None
Magical forces acclimate the target to the watery
depths, allowing them to function unhindered while
underwater.
When cast, Submariner grants its recipient the
ability to breathe normally while underwater. In
addition, the spell grants freedom of movement while
submerges, nullifying the penalties for moving and
fighting while in the water. Submariner does not allow
its recipients to speak underwater and thus it has no
effect on spellcasting.
If Submariner is cast only on a single creature, the
spell’s duration is increased to 10 minutes per point
of the caster’s Intellect. Unlike most spells,
Submariner does not require verbal intonation to
function and as such can be cast underwater without
incident.

though the limitations of the creature’s intelligence
will be the prime indication of how effective the
communication will be.
The creature summoned will be one native to the
area where the spell is cast. In fact, it will be an actual
creature from the area, so if the area has a guardian or
other entity that might care that the locals are being
magically manipulated, there may be consequences for
using this spell. The creature will be some sort of
natural creature (though it could be wondrous and
exotic if appropriate to the locality). If the creature is
slain the spell expires early.
The caster has some input on the type of creature
is summoned based on the intended task at hand, but
cannot determine what specific creature is actually
summoned, that is left to the GM. For example, a
caster wishing to summon a creature to scout ahead
could get some form of bird or maybe a wolf if
appropriate to the locale. If a spy is desired, maybe a
mouse or snake is summoned. Casters looking for help
in a fight will summon a predatory type animal if
available (bear, wolf, lion, etc. with the stats outlined
below). In any case, the GM has the final say as to
what exact animal is summoned.

Fighting Beast
d3

Summon Beast [Conjure]
Tier II
Array: Summon
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 60 feet
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
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A beast walks out of thin air to complete a task set
by its summoner.
When successfully cast this spell summons an animal
servant that will do the caster’s bidding. The
summoned creature can appear anywhere within range
and on the caster’s next round it will begin to take
actions normally. The creature responds to the caster’s
mental commands, and will attempt to complete any
given task to the best of its ability. The creature and
the caster can communicate via a telepathic link,
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite]
Claw [+5/d4+2]
Talents [observation, stalking, leaping]
Traits [Scent, Feats of Strength]

Tier IV
Array: Summon
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
A powerful denizen from a dark corner of another
plane is brought forth into our world to perform a
single service for the caster.
When successfully cast this spell summons an elder
creature of horrific darkness that will do the caster’s
bidding. The Elder Thing can appear anywhere within
range and on the caster’s next round it will begin to
take actions normally. The Elder Thing will perform
a single task for the caster, returning to its home plane
when the task is complete or if the duration of the
spell runs its course. Similarly, the spell expires early
if the creature is slain.
The Elder Thing can perform complex tasks, but is
typically resentful of being compelled into service and
may seek to twist the command or find loopholes in
the request. Thus, the simplest commands are often
the best, though ultimately the nature of the command
is always up to the caster.
This spell is unpredictable, and while the typical
type of creature described below is often summoned,
ultimately any variety of extraplanar beast may appear
(at the GM’s discretion). Additionally, each time the
spell is cast there is a 1 in 10 chance that the binding
magic is not effective, bringing the elder thing through
the portal, but providing no control. Such
uncontrolled elder things are usually angry and ready
to wreak havoc. The caster of the spell is prepared for
the arrival of the horrific Elder Thing and as such is
immune to its terrifying presence ability.
As an additional requirement to cast Summon
Elder Thing the caster must possess a finely crafted
opal disc (at least 5,000 coins in value). Each time the
opal is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 8
chance that it shatters and must be replaced.

Elder Thing
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Tooth & Claw [claw, bite, tail/weapon]
Claw [+10/d4+4]
Tail /Weapon [+10/d6+4]
Talents [observation, intimidation, deception (B),
lore, endurance, tactics]
Traits [Dark Vision, Charge]
Special [Weapon Use (+10 to hit, +4 damage)]
Special [Boon to all Saves]
Special [25% Magic Resistance]
Special [Immune to poison, flame, and illusions]
Special [Terrifying Presence (creatures viewing the
Elder Thing must make a DF[15] Intellect
Save or become Terrified for 2d4 rounds.)]
Special [Wreath of Pain (characters in melee with
the Elder Thing suffer d3 points of damage
each round that bypasses Protection)]
Summon Shade [Align (discord)]
Tier IV
Array: Shade
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 1 hour per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
A powerful denizen from a plane of utter darkness is
brought forth to perform a single service for the caster.
When successfully cast this spell summons an ink
black shadow to do the caster’s bidding. The Shade
can appear anywhere within range and on the caster’s
next round it will begin to take actions normally. The
Shade will perform a single task for the caster,
returning to its home plane when the task is complete
or if the duration of the spell runs its course. Similarly,
the spell expires early if the creature is slain.
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Summon Elder Thing [Conjure]

The Shade can perform complex tasks, but tends to
be apathetic about the results. Thus, they may seek to
twist the command or find loopholes in the request.
The simplest commands are often the best, though
ultimately the nature of the command is always up to
the caster.
As an additional requirement to cast Summon
Shade the caster must possess a finely crafted black
diamond disc (at least 5,000 coins in value). Each time
the disc is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1
in 8 chance that it shatters and must be replaced.

Shade
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite]
Claw [+7/d3+4]
Talents [observation (B), stealth (B), deception]
Traits [Dark Vision]
Special [Boon to all Saves]
Special [25% Magic Resistance]
Special [Immune to poison and illusions]
Special [Shadow Walk (as a Move Action this
creature can slip from shadow to shadow
traversing up to 200 feet in instant)]
Special [Wreath of Darkness (characters in melee
with the Shade suffer d3 points of damage
each round, this damage bypasses Protection)]

Sunbeam [Align]
Tier IV
Array: Radiance
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: I round per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: PW vs. DF[19]
An intense beam of pure sunlight radiates from the
caster’s clenched fist.
Each round while Sun Beam persists the caster can
direct the beam of sunlight to strike a single target.
After the first round the caster must expend an Attack
Action to direct the beam to strike a target. The caster
does not have to direct the Sunbeam at a target on any
given round, however if they unclench their fist for any
reason, the spell expires early.
Rabble level targets struck by the beam are blinded,
gaining the Blind Condition for the remainder of the
battle. More robust foes are allotted a Prowess Save to
determine their fate. Undead suffer damage when
struck by the beam, with Rabble level undead being
slain instantly and tougher undead suffering 2d6
damage that bypasses Protection.
Sunbeam also causes the caster’s closed fist to
radiate the equivalent of natural sunlight in a 60 foot
radius. In instances where sunlight causes an effect,
like burning vampires, Sunbeam duplicates the effect.
As an additional requirement to cast Sunbeam the
caster must possess a large flawless citrine (at least
1,500 coins in value). Each time the citrine is used in
the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 10 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.
DF[19] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target is rendered blind, gaining the Blind
Condition until it is removed. If the Blind Condition
is not remedied shortly thereafter, the target becomes
blinded permanently, acquiring the Blind Fault.
Fail—The target gains the Blind Condition for
2d4+IT rounds.
Success—The target gains the Blind Condition for a
single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Sunder [Surge]
Tier I
Array: Fracture
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single item
Save: Special
Magical forces rend a mundane object to bits.
By use of this spell the caster can shatter any single
non magical item. The targeted item can weigh no
more than 5 pounds per point of the caster’s Intellect.
If used on an item that carries a magical enchantment
Sunder utterly fails. Unattended objects are not
allotted a Save and are automatically affected by a
successful casting of the spell. Items being worn or
carried by a character may be shielded from Sunder,
granting a DF[15] Intellect Save to protect the item
wholly from the spell.

light is as bright as sunlight, and will affect the vision
of those sensitive to it, it is not considered true
sunlight and will not support plants or burn creatures
effected by such things.
If a Sunstone comes into contact with magical
darkness the two magics will cancel each other out,
removing the darkness and disenchanting the
Sunstone. The spell’s duration is relatively permanent
though it can expire early if dismissed by the caster, if
it is dispelled, if the item destroyed, or if it is used to
cancel magical darkness. Unlike most spells, Sunstone
will persist even after the caster dies.
Suppress Heroism [Align (discord)]
Tier II
Array: Douse
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 1 round per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: PN vs. DF[15]
An enemy’s vitality is sapped, making them weaker
for a short time.

Tier III
Array: Enchant
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: Touch
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: Single object
Save: None
Enchantment binds to an object’s matter, rendering
it into a glowing charm that sheds bright light.
Sunstone renders a normal object of fist sized or
smaller into a (mostly) permanent light source. The
object to be enchanted must be handled by the caster
during the casting time and can have no existing
enchantments upon it. Once successfully cast, the
object glows with a clear white light. The light is
equivalent to bright daylight out to a range of 60 feet,
and dim light out to twice that distance. Though the

DF[15] Presence Save:
Kink—The target loses an additional d4 from their
maximum Health.
Fail—The target is affected normally.
Success—The target suffers only the penalties to hit
and damage, and only for a single round.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
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Sunstone [Align]

The victim of Suppress Heroism has their maximum
Health total reduced by d4 and suffer a -2 penalty to
hit and damage when engaging in combat. If reducing
the target’s maximum Health puts this number below
their current Health total, adjust the current Health
total to match. When the spell expires, the victim’s
maximum Health returns to its former number, but
their current Health total remains unchanged. A target
cannot have their maximum Health reduced below
zero. Those that have their maximum Health reduced
to zero are rendered unconscious for the duration of
the spell.

Sure Spear [Surge]

Tempest [Instill]

Tier I
Array: Arbor
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 150 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None

Tier IV
Array: Atmos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 10 foot radius by 100 foot tall column
Save: PW vs. DF[18]

A stout shaft of wood with a sharp end streaks
through the air to smite a foe.

A column of crackling storm is summoned from thin
air, raging for an instant before vanishing, leaving only
destruction in its wake.

The caster makes the Spellcasting Test and
compares the total to the target’s Defense. A successful
hit from Sure Spear inflicts d4+IT damage.
Telepathy [Align]
Tier II
Array: Connection
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: 10 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: The caster plus one creature per IT
Save: None
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The caster opens up lines of mental communication
that transcend the need for language.
Once cast, the spell recipients can communicate via
mental transmission. In addition to the silent nature
of this communication, the spell will transcend the
need for a common language. Note that the recipients
must have some form of language for the spell to
function properly. Those creatures without a language
cannot make sense of the telepathic communication.
Though all of the participants must be within 30 feet
of the caster when the spell is cast, after that the
Telepathy will function over any distance. Like
speaking, Telepathy can occur as a Free Action once
the spell is in effect. The effortless nature of the
communication makes deception challenging. Any
creature attempting to use the telepathic
communication for the purposes of deception does so
with a Flaw.

Tempest summons a column of raging wind and
lightning 100 feet tall. Those caught in the area of
effect suffer 2d4+IT damage from churning debris
and electrical flashes (mitigated by a Prowess Save).
Since much of the damage caused by Tempest is from
stormfire, armors made primarily from metal only
provide half of their normal Protection.
The column must originate from the ground and
can only be summoned in a space where it can reach
its full height. It causes such churning wind when
summoned that flying creatures are tumbled about.
Those flying creatures that fail their Save can be
further affected by the spell, taking additional damage
and being forced to the ground.
As an additional requirement to cast Tempest the
caster must possess a sapphire and gold medallion (at
least 1,500 coins in value). Each time the medallion is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[18] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Flying creatures are forced to the ground taking an
additional d6 damage.
Fail—The target suffers damage normally. Flying
creatures are forced to the ground.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Tether Soul [Align]

Thunder Trap [Surge]

Tier III
Array: Benediction
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier II
Array: Thunder
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Special
Save: PW vs. DF[15]

Holy light envelops the target, mending excessive
damage that has been sustained by the soul.

A magical glyph contains the power of lightning,
blasting anyone who approaches too close.

The overall restorative effect of Tether Soul varies
based on the condition of target. Targets at zero or
more Spirit heal a single point of Spirit. At -1 or -2
Spirit, 2 points are healed and at -3 or lower the
target’s Spirit total is raised to -1. A successful use of
Tether Soul will stabilize a character who is Bleeding
Spirit, but has no effect on Injuries or other ailments.

Once cast, this spell creates a lightning trap in the
form of a small one inch glyph. The glyph will spring
into existence anywhere the caster desires, provided it
is both within range and at least 5 feet from the caster.
Once summoned, any movement by a creature greater
than the size of a house cat within 5 feet sets off the
Thunder Trap, causing it to explode in a blast of
lightning.
The resulting blast has a 10 foot radius centered on
the glyph. Those caught in the area of effect are
subject to 2d4+IT points of damage (mitigated by a
Prowess Save). Metal armor cannot be used to reduce
the damage dealt by the Thunder Trap, though other
forms of Protection work normally.
The glyph itself is rather unassuming and is
challenging to discover. Someone actively looking for
something amiss will notice the glyph only if a DF[20]
Insight Test is made. The Thunder Trap persists for
one hour per point of the caster’s Intellect, or until it
is set off.

Tier III
Array: Sumpter
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 2 hours per IT
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
A heard of mounts is summoned out of thin air,
bearing the caster and their allies wherever needed.
This spell summons a number of mounts equal to
twice the caster’s Intellect. The mounts summoned by
Throng of Steeds will be of the most common mounts
used in the region the caster is in (most likely horses,
but they could be camels, banths, thurrins, elephants,
or whatever is the most appropriate). The mounts
appear with a basic version of whatever tack is
required to ride them (saddle, harness, bit and bridle,
etc.). The mounts appear within 50 feet of the caster
and will behave as any normal member of their species.
While the creatures are summoned via magic, they
only respond to commands given in a traditional
manner using the normal rules for riding and
controlling a mount.

DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The victim suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The victim suffers normal damage.
Success—The victim suffers half damage.
Bump—The victim takes only one quarter damage.
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Throng of Steeds [Conjure]

Thunderclap [Surge]
Tier I
Array: Thunder
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: d4+IT rounds
Area of Effect: 10 foot radius
Save: MT vs. DF[14]
A booming crack of thunder renders those nearby
deaf for a short time.
Those caught within Thunderclap’s area of effect
must make a DF[14] Might Save or be assessed the
Deaf Condition for the duration of the spell.
DF[14] Might Save:
Kink—The victim is rendered Deaf for d4+IT days
Fail—The victim is affected normally.
Success—The victim is Deaf for only a single round.
Bump—The victim is unaffected by the spell.
Tower of Iron Will [Surge (diffuse)]
Tier III
Array: Psion
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: 20 foot radius around the caster
Save: None
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The caster’s will creates a magical barrier against
attacks that target the mind.
The Tower of Iron Will provides the caster and
their allies a measure of defense versus mental attacks.
Allies must be within 20 feet of the caster to gain the
benefits of the spell, with the area of effect moving
with the caster for as long as the spell persists. Any
Intellect, Insight, or Presence Save made by the caster
or their allies while within the Tower of Iron Will not
only gains a Boon, but also an additional +3 bonus.
Furthermore, those protected by the spell gain 2d4
Protection against any form of Spirit damage, though
this spell will not affect Drain caused by spellcasting.

Transcribe [Base]
Tier I
Array: Veracity
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: Special
Save: None
The caster’s words are magically transcribed onto an
existing surface.
When cast, Transcribe allows the caster’s spoken
words to be written on a solid surface. The caster can
only create text with the use if this spell and the text
must be in a language that is both spoken by the caster
and has a written form. Text so transcribed can appear
on virtually any surface as long as it is solid and nonmagical. Transcribe fails utterly if used on a magical
surface.
The amount of text that can be written with a single
casting of this spell varies based on the durability of
the material being inscribed and the caster’s Intellect.
On metal only a single word per point is possible.
Stone allows one sentence per point and wood allows
one paragraph per point of Intellect. When using
parchment or other material suitable to writing,
Transcribe can write a full page for each point of the
caster’s Intellect.
Though Transcribe takes only a single action to
cast, the caster must intone aloud the words to be
inscribed. Thus a few words or a sentence could be
written in the round the spell is cast, but longer
transcriptions require additional time as the caster
speaks the full length of what is to be written.

Transfer Life [Align (discord)]

Transmogrify Creature [Conjure (convert)]

Tier III
Array: Douse
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Tier III
Array: Transmography
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 60 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single Creature
Save: MT vs. DF[18]

The target is imbued with a portion of the caster’s
life force, temporarily making them more durable.

A magic beam springs from the caster’s hand,
transforming the target to a wholly different creature.

By using this spell, a caster can take some of their
Health and transfer it to another creature. The
number of Health that can be transferred is equal to
twice the caster’s Intellect, though the caster can elect
to transfer less Health if desired. The transfer reduces
the caster’s maximum Health by the chosen number,
adding that number to the target’s Health total.
The extra Health granted to the target will serve as
healing, but also has the ability to raise the target’s
Health total above their normal maximum. Any
Health above the target’s normal maximum is lost
once the spell expires. The caster’s Health total does
not change when the spell expires, only their
maximum Health returns to normal. A caster may
never reduce their maximum Health below one
through the use of this spell.

As this spell is cast the caster mutters a type of
creature they are familiar with and attempts to turn
the target into that type of creature. The target is
allotted a Might Save to determine their fate.
Unlike most spells, the effects of Transmogrify
Creature cannot be dismissed early by the caster. The
transformation happens rapidly on the same round the
spell was cast, and all of the recipient’s immediate gear
and possessions are transformed with them and
reappear when the magic has run its course. Any
physical abilities of the creature in question are
conferred in the new form but magical powers (such
as spell use or innate magical abilities) are not gained.
The transformed character retains their mental
faculties, using their normal Intellect, Presence, and
Insight Stats while taking on the Might and Prowess
of the new form. The new form cannot be smaller than
10% or larger than 500% of the target’s original size
or the spell fails to take effect. Transmogrify Creature
has no effect on undead, constructs, or plants.

Tier II
Array: Veracity
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: Touch
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: 1 page per point of IT
Save: None
A new copy of an existing document is magically
created in a different language.
Translate creates a piece of parchment inscribed with
the direct translation of text that the caster views at
the time the spell is cast. For each point of the caster’s
Intellect, one such page can be created. Translation
can create the new page in any language the caster
knows, provided the language has a written form.

DF[18] Might Save:
Kink—The target is Transmogrified and the effects
are permanent (until dispelled via Dispel
Enchantment or some similar magic).
Fail—The target is Transmogrified and the spell lasts
for 10 minutes per point of the caster’s Intellect.
Success—The target becomes Dazed for d2 rounds as
areas of their body twist and contort in the failed
transformation.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
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Translation [Base]

Trap Detection [Align]
Tier II
Array: Espy
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
Magical sight reveals dangerous traps to the caser.
While under the effects of Trap Detection, the
caster may scan a number of small areas for traps. The
area to be scanned must be within 50 feet of the caster
and within line of sight. The caster can scan one 10
by 10 foot area on the round the spell is cast, and other
10 foot by 10 foot areas over the course of the spell’s
duration. The act of scanning is intensive requiring the
caster to expend a Full Round Action to do so.
Any traps located in a scanned area are revealed to
the caster along with a general understanding of what
conditions will set off the trap. However, no
information is gained about the overall effect of the
trap or what its true purpose might be. Trap Detection
offers no help in disarming the trap, though knowing
of the existence of a trip wire or pressure plate may
allow the trap to be circumvented. Note that Trap
Detection will only reveal intentionally set traps, and
not simply dangerous circumstances. A poisoned
needle trap or magical fire ward would be easily
detected with this spell, while a structurally unsound
ceiling or bridge (assuming they were not specifically
rigged as a trap) would be overlooked.
Traverse Shadows [Align (discord)]
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Tier III
Array: Shade
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 1 round per IT
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None
The caster is able to magically travel through the
shadow realm, covering great distances in the wink of
an eye.

While under the effects of Travers Shadows the
caster may spend a Move Action to move up to 1,000
feet through contiguous shadows. Finding contiguous
shadows is an easy affair while underground, in a
forest, or at dusk, but can be tricky at high noon in
the desert. The GM can choose to limit the distance
traveled for each Move Action based on the lighting
conditions.
Unlike most spells, Traverse Shadows does not
provoke a Free Attack when cast. Similarly, when
using a Move Action to move through the shadows
the caster does not provoke a Free Attack from
breaking melee or trying to push past an enemy.
True Invisibility [Surge (diffuse)]
Tier III
Array: Obscure
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
A single creature winks from view, physically
tangible but completely unseen, allowing them to
enter the fray without detection.
True Invisibility renders the target (a single creature,
and all of their gear, touched by the caster when the
spell is cast) totally invisible to all normal forms of
sight. Unlike normal Invisibility, True Invisibility
persists even if the recipient makes an attack or takes
a hostile action, though the overall duration is greatly
reduced.
True Invisibility is an illusion so effects that can
pierce illusions will be able to see through this spell.
Creatures that are immune to illusions or that do not
rely on sight to function are likewise unaffected.
While the target of True Invisibility cannot be seen,
they may still be given away by sound, leaving
footprints, getting covered in paint, or the like.

Turn Blades [Conjure]

Unerring Strike [Instill]

Tier II
Array: Aegis
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 2+IT rounds
Area of Effect: Caster only
Save: None

Tier IV
Array: Precision
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 20 feet
Duration: Special
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None

Magical defenses protect the caster from any forged
melee weapons that are wielded against them.

Magic aids the next strike made by the recipient,
greatly increasing accuracy.

While this spell persists, the caster gains a Protection
value of 2d6 against any melee weapon that is
primarily constructed from metal.

Upon successful casting Unerring Strike grants the
recipient a one-time +8 bonus to hit, a Boon to hit,
and Boon to damage on their next melee or ranged
attack. If not used within 5 rounds the spell dissipates
with no effect. Note that Unerring Strike works on
the very next attack made, even if the recipient has
multiple attacks available to them, and cannot be saved
for a later attack.
As an additional requirement to cast Unerring
Strike the caster must possess a tiny platinum sword
(at least 2,000 coins in value). Each time the sword is
used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 10 chance
that it shatters and must be replaced.

Tier III
Array: Narro
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 1 hour per IT
Area of Effect: 50 foot radius around the caster
Save: None
Creatures affected by this spell will find that they can
communicate freely across language barriers.
When cast Understanding allows all creatures within
its area of effect to understand each other. The area of
effect will move along with the caster as long as the
spell persists. Each creature can use their native form
of communication and the others in the spell’s area of
effect will understand their meaning (though they will
not retain any understanding of the language used).
The spell only functions on sentient creatures that
have some form of language (even if it is non-verbal)
and only works on willing participants.
Understanding has no effect on the written word.

Vacuum [Surge]
Tier IV
Array: Aeros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 20 foot radius
Save: MT vs. DF[17]
The air is forcibly removed from an area and then
allowed to rush back in with crushing force.
When cast, Vacuum first draws air out, causing d3
damage to any creature within the area of effect as the
air is ripped from their lungs. Protection cannot be
used to reduce this damage. Next, the air rushes
violently back, causing d6+IT to anyone in the area
of effect. Protection can be used against the second
round of damage normally. A Might Save can mitigate
the secondary damage, but not the damage caused by
Vacuum’s initial effect. Creatures that do not breath
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Understanding [Base]

(such as undead or golems) are not affected by the
spell’s initial effect, but will suffer damage from the
air rushing back as normal.
As an additional requirement to cast Vacuum the
caster must possess a large flawless onyx cube (at least
1,500 coins in value). Each time the cube is used in
the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.
DF[17] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage as
the air rushes back into the area of effect.
Fail—The target suffers damage normally.
Success—The target takes half damage as the air
rushes back into the area of effect.
Bump—The target is unaffected by air rushing back
into the area of effect.

View the Past [Base]
Tier III
Array: Tempus
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: Special
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 50 foot radius
Save: None
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Magical perception allows the caster to see backward
in time, viewing events that have already occurred.
By using this spell, the caster can see and hear events
that have occurred in the past. The location viewed
can be anywhere on the same plane as the caster,
however, View the Past must either be cast at the
specific location where the past events occurred or the
caster must possess an item of some significance that
was present at those events. This spell allows the caster
to see any distance into the past, though the caster
must have some idea of what timeframe they want to
view, otherwise they may wind up viewing an

irrelevant chunk of time. The spell’s duration indicates
how much of the past can be viewed.
The DF of the Spellcasting Test is based on how
far back in time the caster wishes to perceive, based on
the following criteria:
*Within the last day – DF[16]
*Within the last week – DF[18]
*Within the last year – DF[22]
*Within the last century – DF[24]
*More than a century ago – DF[26]
It takes intense concentration to View the Past. The
caster can take no other actions while so engaged and
if their concentration is relaxed for even a moment the
spell expires. The caster perceives events exactly as
they occurred, within a 50 foot radius of either their
location, or the past location of the item used in the
casting of the spell.
The caster may only attempt to view the same time
and place once annually, though several variations of
time and place along the same theme may be allowed.
For example, multiple castings may allow the
spellcaster to view events in the same room at different
periods of time, or events in different places that are
occurring at the same time, but not offer extra chances
to try and view identical events.
Volley of Thorns [Instill]
Tier II
Array: Thorns
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 40 foot by 40 foot square
Save: PW vs. DF[16]
A rain of iron hard, needle sharp thorns pelts targets
caught in the area of effect.
Upon successful casting of Volley of Thorns all
creatures within the area of effect are subject to 2d6
damage.
DF[16] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers one point of damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Vortex [Surge]

Waking Nightmare [Surge (diffuse)]

Tier III
Array: Aeros
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 10 foot diameter by 30 feet high
Save: MT vs. DF[17]

Tier III
Array: Dreaming
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: d6 rounds
Area of Effect: Single creature or d6+IT Rabble
Save: IT vs. DF[16]

A column of churning wind is summoned to hurl
victims through the air.

Victims see their worst nightmares brought to life,
forcing them to flee in terror from the horrors in their
mind’s eye.

DF[17] Might Save:
Kink—The target is thrown out of the top of the
Vortex, suffering a 40 foot fall for 4d4 damage and
landing prone up to 30 feet away in a random
direction.
Fail—The target is thrown from the side of the
Vortex, suffer a 20 foot fall for 2d4 damage and
landing prone up to 20 feet away in a random
direction.
Success—The target is able to keep their feet in spite
of the Vortex.
Bump— Target is able to keep their feet in spite of
the Vortex and suffers only half damage from flying
debris.

Waking Nightmare either targets d6+IT of Rabble
level opponents within a 30 foot radius or one single
creature of greater power. Victims that succumb to
Waking Nightmare suffer d4 points of Spirit damage
and gain the Terrified Condition for d6 rounds.
DF[16] IT Save:
Kink—The target suffers an extra d4 Spirit damage,
and keeps the Terrified Condition for an additional
d6 rounds.
Fail—The target is affected by the spell normally.
Success—The target suffers only half damage from
the spell and avoids the Terrified Condition.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Wall of Flame [Base]
Tier IV
Array: Obex
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 3 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 10 foot by 10 foot section per IT
Save: Special
White hot flame forms a curtain of fire to keep foes
at bay.
The Wall of Flame can be summoned in any
unoccupied area within range. The wall has up to as
many 10 foot by 10 foot sections as the caster has
points of Intellect and is one foot thick. The wall’s
shape can be somewhat freeform and will join at the
edges with existing structures to wall off an area or
create a barrier. However, the wall must generally be
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When Vortex is cast the column of wind is
summoned and anyone in the area of effect suffers d6
points of damage from churning objects. Those within
10 feet of the Vortex are subject to d4 points of
damage from flying debris. Those caught within the
area of effect must also make Might Save to see if they
can avoid being thrown from the top of the Vortex by
the violent winds, taking the additional damage as
indicated by their Save result.

summoned as a flat plane, so that it is not possible to
form a dome or other nonplanar structure with the
wall. As long as the bottom edge of the wall runs along
the ground (or other suitable solid surface) the wall
can be summoned and will grow out from that surface.
Wall of Flame completely obscures visibility in either
direction.
Anyone standing adjacent to the wall (on either
side) suffers d6+IT damage per round, with armor
applying on the first round only. Those standing
within 10 feet of either side of the wall will suffer d6
damage. The wall is intensely hot, but is not solid, so
it can be easily leapt through. The price of such a feat
is 2d8+IT points of fire damage (mitigated by a
DF[18] Might Save as described below). Armor can
be used to reduce this damage if the victim did not
take any damage from the Wall of Flame in the
previous round.
As an additional requirement to cast Wall of Flame
the caster must possess a flawless ruby slab (at least
2,500 coins in value). Each time the slab is used in the
casting of the spell there is a 1 in 20 chance that it
shatters and must be replaced.
DF[18] Might Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d8 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target takes only one quarter damage.
Wall of Force [Base]
Tier II
Array: Arcana
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 3+IT rounds
Area of Effect: 1+IT 5 foot by 5 foot sections
Save: None
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A transparent wall of magical force springs into
existence.
The Wall of Force can be summoned in any
unoccupied area within range. The wall may have as
many 5 foot by 5 foot sections as the caster has points
of Intellect, plus one. The wall’s shape can be
somewhat freeform and will join at the edges with
existing structures to wall off an area or create a

barrier. However, the wall must generally be
summoned as a flat plane, so that it is not possible to
form a dome or other nonplanar structure with the
wall. As long as one edge of the wall can run along a
solid surface the wall can be summoned and will grow
out from that surface.
The Wall of Force has an almost imperceptible
thickness, it is transparent and does transmit sounds
across its barrier. The wall is completely immune to
damage by physical means. The Wall of Force will
buckle if it takes 50 points of damage from spells and
other magic, and it can be crossed by magical means
such as phasing or teleporting, but is otherwise
impenetrable. Climbing the wall is a possibility if the
top is open, but it is a heroic task as the wall forms
with a perfectly smooth surface.
Wall of Ice [Base]
Tier I
Array: Obex
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 2 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 10 foot by 10 foot section per IT
Save: None
A dense wall of crystal-clear ice is summoned at the
caster’s desire.
The Wall of Ice can be summoned in any
unoccupied area within range. The wall has up to as
many 10 foot by 10 foot sections as the caster has
points of Intellect and is one foot thick. The wall’s
shape can be somewhat freeform and will join at the
edges with existing structures to wall off an area or
create a barrier. However, the wall must generally be
summoned as a flat plane, so that it is not possible to
form a dome or other nonplanar structure with the
wall. As long as the bottom edge of the wall runs along
the ground (or other suitable solid surface) the wall
can be summoned and will grow out from that surface.
The wall is relatively durable, but it can be tunneled
through if enough effort is spent. A stout individual
working for an entire round with some suitable tool
can chip through as many inches of wall as they have
points of Might. The resulting hole is small enough
that a grown man would still have to crawl to get
through, but it does provide a means to cross the wall.

Wall of Iron [Base]
Tier III
Array: Obex
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 10 foot by 10 foot section per IT
Save: None
A thick sheet of solid iron springs into existence,
creating a wall at the caster’s behest.
The Wall of Iron can be summoned in any
unoccupied area within range. The wall has up to as
many 10 foot by 10 foot sections as the caster has
points of Intellect and is 6 inches thick. The wall’s
shape can be somewhat freeform and will join at the
edges with existing structures to wall off an area or
create a barrier. However, the wall must generally be
summoned as a flat plane, so that it is not possible to
form a dome or other nonplanar structure with the
wall. As long as the bottom edge of the wall runs along
the ground (or other suitable solid surface) the wall
can be summoned and will grow out from that surface.
While the wall is made of regular iron and can be
damaged and worked just as iron is, it is unlikely that
any means of boring or breaking through the wall
would be effective given the wall’s relatively short
duration. Climbing the wall is a possibility if the top
is open, but it is a demanding task as the wall forms
with a smooth surface.

Wall of Lances [Surge]
Tier III
Array: Arbor
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 10 foot section per IT
Save: PW vs. DF[17]
This spell summons a mass of steel tipped spears and
lances that burst forth from the ground to form a
spiked barrier.
The Wall of Lances is 15 feet tall and has a number
of 10 foot sections as the caster has points of Intellect.
The wall must be congruous, but can curve to form
broad arcs as the caster desires. At least one 10 foot
section of the Wall of Lances must be within range,
but the remainder can stretch past this area. The spears
and lances that form the wall must spring forth from
the ground or floor.
The Wall of Lances has a ‘safe’ side and a ‘pointy’
side, as determined by the caster. Those within 10 feet
of the pointy side when the spell is cast suffer d8+IT
in damage as the lances spring forth (a Prowess Save
can mitigate this damage). The Wall of Lances
persists for 5 minutes per point of the caster’s
Intellect. Crossing the Wall of Lances from the pointy
side is a Full Round Action that causes d8 damage (no
Save). Crossing the wall from the safe side is also a
Full Round Action, but the damage inflicted is d6 (no
Save). Though summoned by magic, the Wall of
Lances is ultimately still a mass of woven spear shafts.
It can be blasted through or hacked through if
appropriate means are available and time is spent
doing so.
DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target only suffers 2 points of damage.
Bump—The target is undamaged by the spell.
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Climbing the wall is also an option, if the top is open,
but it is demanding to climb as the spell forms the wall
with a sheer surface.
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Wall of Stone [Base]

Wall of Thorns [Instill]

Tier II
Array: Obex
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: 3 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 10 foot by 10 foot section per IT
Save: None

Tier IV
Array: Thorns
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: 3 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 10 foot by 20 foot section per IT
Save: None

Stone slabs sprout from the earth, forming a solid
wall of rock.

This spell summons into existence a wall of dense
brambles with inch long needle sharp thorns.

The Wall of Stone can be summoned in any
unoccupied area within range. The wall has up to as
many 10 foot by 10 foot sections as the caster has
points of Intellect and is one foot thick. The wall’s
shape can be somewhat freeform and will join at the
edges with existing structures to wall off an area or
create a barrier. However, the wall must generally be
summoned as a flat plane, so that it is not possible to
form a dome or other nonplanar structure with the
wall. As long as the bottom edge of the wall runs along
the ground (or other suitable solid surface) the wall
can be summoned and will grow out from that surface.
While the wall is made of regular stone and can be
damaged and worked just as stone is, it is unlikely that
any means of boring or breaking through the wall
would be effective given the wall’s relatively short
duration. Still an exceptionally massive creature such
as a giant or a dragon may be able to crash through the
wall given suitable effort. Climbing the wall is a
possibility if the top is open, but it is a challenging
task as the wall forms with a smooth surface.

The Wall of Thorns can be summoned in any
unoccupied area within range of the caster. The wall
is 2 feet thick and up to as many 10 foot by 20 foot
sections as the caster has points of Intellect. The wall’s
shape can be somewhat freeform and will join at the
edges with existing structures to wall off an area or
create a barrier. However, the wall must generally be
summoned as a flat plane, so that it is not possible to
form a dome or other nonplanar structure with the
wall. As long as the bottom edge of the wall runs along
the ground (or other suitable solid surface) the wall
can be summoned and will grow out from that surface.
The thorns are such that just touching the wall
causes d4+IT points of damage. A determined
individual can climb over the wall (assuming the top
is open) but will suffer d8+IT damage per round of
climbing and be assessed the Bleeding Condition for
their efforts. Someone with a suitable implement can
hack through the wall at a rate of three inches per
point of Might per round. Doing so causes d8 points
of damage per round spent hacking. The resulting hole
will be large enough for a grown man to step through,
though doing so without suitable precautions inflicts
the same damage as touching the wall.
The Wall of Thorns is susceptible to flame and
burns readily. However, with considerable mass the
Wall of Thorns does not burn instantly, requiring 2
minutes to burn enough that it can be broken through
with ease.
As an additional requirement to cast Wall of
Thorns the caster must possess a stalk of a thorny
plant. The stalk is consumed in the casting of the spell.

Tier II
Array: Momentum
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Up to one creature per IT
Save: None
Gravity shifts for the recipient of the spell allowing
them to walk on walls and ceilings as if they were
floors.
This spell allows a creature to move at its full
movement rate up vertical surfaces, even upside down,
without incident. Exceptionally challenging surfaces
(such as a slick glass wall or a surface coated in oil)
might warrant a Prowess Test, at the GM’s discretion,
but normal surfaces can be traversed without issue.
This spell also grants the recipient some resistance to
being knocked over or tripped and they gain a bonus
of +5 on any Test made to keep their footing. This
spell may be split amongst as many recipients as the
caster has points of Intellect, though the spell’s
duration must be split evenly amongst all recipients.
Wall Without Doors [Base]
Tier III
Array: Portals
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 minute per IT
Area of Effect: Single chamber
Save: None
An invisible magical barrier encloses a single room
making it impervious to teleportation and scrying.
Wall Without Doors seals a room or structure
against magical travel. The maximum size of any single
dimension of the chamber to be so enchanted is equal
to 50 feet times the caster’s Intellect.
While the spell persists, the room is rendered
impenetrable to teleportation, planar gates, and other
forms of magical translocation. Wall Without Doors
also prevents any kind of scrying or remote viewing
within its area of effect. The barrier works both ways.

A character inside of Wall Without Doors is unable
to use magical means to exit the room. Likewise, those
inside are prevented from scrying or remote viewing
outside of the barrier. Wall Without Doors does not
impede conventional means of ingress or egress in any
way. Those unable to teleport in or out of the
structure are welcome to walk out the front door,
assuming it is not properly secured by other measures.
Ward [Base]
Tier I
Array: Arx
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
A defensive ward is placed around the target,
granting them defenses against harmful magic.
While this spell persists, the target gains a Boon
towards all Saves made to resist harmful magic.
Ward the Masses [Base]
Tier III
Array: Arx
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: 2 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: 20 foot radius
Save: None
A defensive ward is placed around a group of targets,
granting them defenses against harmful magic.
Ward the Mases affects a number of creatures within
its area of effect equal to twice the spellcaster’s
Intellect. If there are more targets in the area of effect
than the caster can accommodate, they may choose
who receives the benefit of the spell. Otherwise
everyone in the area of effect receives the benefit, be
they friend or foe. While this spell persists, the
recipients gain a Boon towards all Saves made to resist
harmful magic.
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Wall Walker [Base]

Water Clout [Surge]

Wave [Surge]

Tier I
Array: Aquos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single target
Save: None

Tier II
Array: Aquos
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 30 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Path 30 foot wide by 60 feet long
Save: MT vs. DF[17]

A blasting jet of water springs forth from the caster’s
palm.

A cascade of churning water rushes over the victims,
washing them off their feet.

A successful casing of Water Clout deals d6+IT
damage to its target and leaves them fully drenched in
the process.

This spell creates a cascading wave of water within
range that then crashes out in a path radiating away
from the caster. Those caught within the Wave are
knocked off their feet unless they make a DF[17]
Might Save. Wave has the additional effect of
drenching everything in its path.

Water Walk [Surge]
Tier I
Array: Gait
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Touch
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
The recipient can walk across liquid surfaces as if
they were solid ground.
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While this spell persists, the recipient can tread upon
any liquid. This includes such things as muck, mud,
and quicksand. The recipient of the spell will have no
issues with traction or support from the liquid they
are walking on (even if they are knocked down or drop
prone), however choppy water, waves, rapids, or other
such disruptions can still be considered rough terrain
while using Water Walk. The caster may elect to share
the benefit with a number of recipients equal to their
Intellect score. The recipients must all join hands at
the time the spell is cast. In this case the duration of
the spell is divided equally amongst all the recipients.

DF[17] Might Save:
Kink—The target is knocked off their feet, churned
to the end of the wave, suffers d8 damage, and lands
prone.
Fail—The target is knocked prone.
Success—The target is forced down to one knee.
Bump—The target is wet, but otherwise unaffected by
the spell.
Wave of Revelation [Align]
Tier IV
Array: Espy
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: 1 minute
Area of Effect: 50 foot radius around the caster
Save: None
A mystical wave of magic rolls forth from the caster
in all directions, banishing illusions of all kind in its
wake.
When cast, Wave of Revelation will remove any
active illusory effect, including invisibility, within 50
feet around the caster. Furthermore, no illusory effects
can be manifested within the area of effect for one full
minute after the spell is cast, creating a brief respite
from illusory onslaught or invisible foes. The area of

Weaken [Align (discord)]
Tier I
Array: Affliction
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 50 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: IT vs. DF[15]
The strength of the victim is sorely taxed, possibly
leaving them too weak to even move.
This spell deals damage to the target’s Might, based
on the results of an Intellect Save. Exceptionally huge
creatures (such as dragons) suffer only a single point
of Might damage from this spell if they fail their Save,
and no effects if they succeed.
DF[15] Intellect Save:
Kink—The target suffers d4+IT Might damage.
Fail—The target suffers d4 Might damage.
Success—The target suffers one point of Might
damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Web of Chains [Surge]
Tier II
Array: Shackle
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 80 feet
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 5 foot by 5 foot section per IT
Save: PW vs. DF[15]
A crisscrossing net of tangled chains springs forth,
restricting the movement of those who would cross
the web.

The Web of Chains can be summoned in any
unoccupied area within range. The web has up to as
many 5 foot by 5 foot sections as the caster has points
of Intellect. The web’s shape can be somewhat
freeform and will join at the edges with existing
structures to close off an area or create a barrier.
However, the web must generally be summoned as a
flat plane, so that it is not possible to form a dome or
other nonplanar structure with this spell. The Web of
Chains must be summoned where at least two of its
sides can be supported and keep the chains more or
less taught. Otherwise the web slumps and is less
effective, granting those that would attempt to cross it
a +5 bonus on their Prowess Save.
Those that attempt to cross the Web of Chains
must make a Prowess Save to determine how much
effort it will require for them to navigate the tangling
web. Characters that attempt to cross the Web of
Chains more than once must make a new Save each
time they attempt to navigate the chains.
DF[15] Prowess Save:
Kink—The victim must spend 3 Full Round Actions
to cross the Web of Chains.
Fail—The victim must spend a Full Round Action to
cross the Web of Chains.
Success—The victim must spend an Attack Action to
cross the Web of Chains.
Bump—The victim is able to cross the Web of Chains
without incident.
Well of Strength [Instill]
Tier II
Array: Vigor
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 15 feet
Duration: 3 rounds per IT
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
Magical augmentation boosts the target’s physical
strength, allowing them to hit harder and lift more.
While under the effects of Well of Strength the
target may add a Boon to any Might Test. The target
may also add a Boon to any damage roll where Might
would be added to the damage.
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effect does not move with the caster, instead being
fixed in place when the spell is cast.
As an additional requirement to cast Wave of
Revelation the caster must possess an emerald lens (at
least 2,500 coins in value). Each time the lens is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 10 chance that
it shatters and must be replaced.

Wheel of Lightning [Surge]
Tier IV
Array: Thunder
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 0
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: 20 foot radius disc around the caster
Save: PW vs. DF[17]

The message must be spoken aloud by the caster,
even if it is a whisper, and it is delivered to the target
in the caster’s voice. The message may be up to one
minute long, however if the message takes more than
one round to intone the casting time of the spell is
increased accordingly. Whispering Wind will not
overcome any language barrier, the message is
delivered exactly as the caster speaks it.

Scintillating bolts of electricity radiate out from the
caster, creating a globe of deadly lightning.
When cast, Wheel of Lightning deals 3d6+IT
damage to anyone caught within its area of effect.
Metal armor cannot be used to reduce the damage
caused by Wheel of Lightning, though other forms of
Protection function normally.
As an additional requirement to cast Wheel of
Lightning the caster must possess a faceted sapphire
disc (at least 2,500 coins in value). Each time the disc
is used in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 12
chance that it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The victim suffers an additional d6 damage.
Fail—The victim suffers normal damage.
Success—The victim suffers half damage.
Bump—The victim takes only one quarter damage.
Whispering Wind [Base]
Tier II
Array: Narro
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: Special
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature
Save: None
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A mystic wind carries the voice of the caster to a
distant recipient.
This spell allows the caster to send a brief message
to a single target. If the target is well known to the
caster then the message will reach them as long as they
are on the same plane of existence as the caster.
Alternately, the caster can choose a recipient that they
have line of sight to.

Wizard’s Trap [Conjure]
Tier II
Array: Sentinel
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: Touch
Duration: 10 days per IT or until detonated
Area of Effect: Special
Save: PW vs. DF[17]
The caster places a ward on an item, causing an
explosion of magical force if the item is tampered
with.
Wizard’s Trap creates a magical trap on a given item
that will burst forth if the item is disturbed. The item
in question must be touched by the caster as the spell
is being cast. Wizard’s Trap can be cast on any object
that either opens (door, chest, drawer, book, bottle,
etc.) or a small object weighing 5 pounds or less. If the
object is opened (or in the case of a small object,
disturbed) the trap activates.
Upon detonation the Wizard’s Trap creates a
magical blast in a 10 foot radius around the trapped
object. Anyone caught inside the blast is subject to the
spell’s 2d4+IT damage (mitigated by a Prowess Save).
Note that Wizard’s Trap is indiscriminate, it blasts
the object it was meant to protect or its own caster as
readily as it hurts anyone or anything else.
The spell lasts until it is detonated, dispelled,
disarmed, dismissed by the caster, or after 10 days per

DF[17] Prowess Save:
Kink—The target suffers an additional d4 damage.
Fail—The target suffers normal damage.
Success—The target suffers half damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Word of Death [Base]
Tier IV
Array: Arcana
Casting Time: 1 Action
Range: 100 feet
Duration: Immediate
Area of Effect: Single creature or d3+IT Rabble
Save: MT vs. DF[17]
The caster utters a single deadly word and the
unfortunate victim ceases to live.
Word of Death targets either d3+IT of Rabble level
opponents within a 30 foot radius or one single
creature of greater power. Victims of Word of Death
may make a Might Save to determine their fate.
Damage caused by Word of Death cannot be reduced
by armor, though other forms of Protection function
normally. Word of Death only works on living
creatures. Undead, constructs, incorporeal creatures,
and the like are unaffected by this spell.
As an additional requirement to cast Word of
Death the caster must possess a flawless star ruby (at
least 5,000 coins in value). Each time the ruby is used
in the casting of the spell there is a 1 in 6 chance that
it shatters and must be replaced.
DF[17] Might Save:
Kink—The target is slain.
Fail—The target suffers 3d6+IT damage.
Success—The target suffers d4+IT damage.
Bump—The target is unaffected by the spell.

Zealous Inspiration [Instill]
Tier III
Array: Influence
Casting Time: 1 minute
Range: 0
Duration: 5 minutes per IT
Area of Effect: 50 foot radius around the caster
Save: IS vs. DF[17]
The victims of this spell are enamored with the
caster’s ideals and will rally to their cause for a short
while.
As Zealous Inspiration is cast, the spellcaster engages
in casual conversation with the targets. As the casting
continues, those who are willing to listen are whipped
into a fervor and will rally to the caster’s cause and aid
them as best they can for the duration of the spell. The
spell can affect two Rabble level opponents or one
stronger target per point of the caster’s Intellect.
Despite the victims’ new loyalty to the caster, they
will not take actions that are suicidal or in directed
against those that are close to them. So, a group could
be rallied to go and fight a threat (perceived or real),
could be cajoled into robbing a bank, or to empty their
pockets for a street performer, but could not be
convinced to attack friends or rob family. Insistence
by the caster that the target take inappropriate actions
will result in the spell expiring early.
Zealous Inspiration is only affective against sentient
creatures that can understand what the caster is saying.
Unlike most spells, Zealous Inspiration can be cast
with subtlety such that the targets of this spell may not
be aware that they have been ensorcelled.
DF[17] Insight Save:
Kink—The spell’s duration is doubled against this
victim.
Fail—The spell functions as described.
Success—The target is unaffected by the spell.
Bump—The target is unaffected by Zealous
Inspiration and knows the attempt was made. They
may or may not know the source of the spell.
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point of the caster’s Intellect. Someone trained to
thwart traps may have a chance to find and disarm the
Fire Trap, requiring a DF[20] Test in both instances
to be successful.
It is possible to cast Wizard’s Trap as an Attack
Action if the caster finds themselves in a great hurry.
If cast in this manner, the spell persists only for a total
of 10 minutes.

04. Lists of Goods, Services, and Gear
Medium Melee Weapons

Armor
Armor
Very Light Armor
Light Armor
Partial Armor
Medium Armor
Full Armor
Heavy Armor
Very Heavy Armor

Cost
100
250
500
800
1,500
2,500
5,000

Small Shield
Medium Shield
Large Shield

20
50
100

Punch Weapons
Damage: d3 Slots: 1
Weapon
Cost
Notes
Brass Knuckles
10
Worn
Cestus
50
Worn
Kubotan
10
Push Dagger
20 Can throw (-2), range 10'
Sap Gloves
50
Worn
Spiked Gauntlets 150
Worn

Light Melee Weapons
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Weapon
Baton
Hatchet
Knife
Sap
Whip

Damage: d4 Slots: 1
Cost
Notes
5
20
10
Can throw (-2), range 15'
20
50

Damage: d6 Slots: 1
Weapon
Cost
Notes
Chain Whip 50
Club
5
Flail
75
Hammer
40
Hand Axe
30
Can throw (-2), range 15'
Mace
35
Morningstar 90
Nunchaku
20
Pick
25
Poudao
35
Short Spear
30
Can throw (-2), range 20'
Sickle
20
Staff
10
Sword
50

Heavy Melee Weapons
Damage: d8 Slots: 2 Two-Handed
Weapon
Cost
Notes
Battle Axe
120
Great Mace
110
Great Sword
150
Mattock
85
Maul
100
Meteor Hammer
115
Quandao
125
Scythe
80
Tetsubo
100
Warhammer
115

Pole Weapons
Damage: d6 Slots: 2 Two-Handed Reach
Weapon
Cost
Notes
Glaive
70
Halberd
80
Lance
30
Long Spear
50
Monk's Spade
50
Naginata
65
Pike
50
Quarter Staff
15
Ransuer
50
Trident
65

Hand and a Half Weapons
Damage: d6/d8 Slots: 2
Weapon
Cost
Notes
Bastard Axe
90
Bastard Sword 100
Dadao
100
Khanda
90
Spear
65
Can throw (-2), range 25'

Thrown Weapons
Size
Light
Light
Light
Light
Light
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Heavy
Heavy

Damage
d4
d4
d4
d4
d4
d6
d6
d6
d6
d6
d6
d6
d6
d8
d8

Range
15'
25'
15'
15'
20'
40'
20'
30'
30'
30'
20'
15'
30'
20'
40'

Slots Cost
1/3
3
1
3
1/3 10
1/3
8
1/3 12
1
20
1
40
1
15
1
10
1
8
1
15
1
25
1
20
2
50
1
20

Notes
Ammunition, can stow in hip pouch

Ammunition

Two-Handed
Ammo, Two-handed
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Weapon
Dart
Light Sling
Shuriken
Throwing Knife
Tomahawk
Atlatl
Chakram
Harpoon
Javelin
Sling
Throwing Axe
Throwing Hammer
Throwing Spear
Ball and Chain
Great Sling

Bow Weapons
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Weapon
Short Bow
Long Bow
Recurve Bow
Compound Bow
Great Bow
Hand Crossbow
Light Crossbow
Medium Crossbow
Heavy Crossbow

Size
Damage Range Slots Cost
Light
d4
30'
1
25
Medium
d6
60'
1
50
Medium
d6
40'
1
75
Medium
d6
60'
1
200
Heavy
d8
80'
2
350
Light
d4
15'
1
80
Light
d4
30'
1
60
Medium
d6
40'
1
100
Heavy
d8
50'
2
150

Notes
Ammunition
Ammunition
Ammunition
Ammunition
Ammunition
Ammunition, Free Action to reload
Ammunition, Move Action to reload
Ammunition, Attack Action to reload
Ammunition, Full Round Action to reload

Equipment
Cost

Item

Cost

Anvil
Arrow

85

Clothing, gloves, leather
Clothing, kilt

30

Astrolabe
Backgammon Set

2,000

Backpack
Balance Scale

35

Banner
Barrel, 50 gallon
Bedroll, common
Bedroll, winter

2
45
800
175
25
25
125

Bell, hand
Blanket

15

Block and Tackle
Bolt, crossbow

55

Book, blank
Book, illuminated

850

20
2
1,850

Book, text
Brazier, brass

1,350

Bucket, metal
Bucket, wood

50

Cage, animal, medium
Cage, animal, small

90

Cage, bird
Candle

60

Cards, marked deck
Cards, standard deck

85

Cards, tarot
Cask, 2 gallon

150

Cauldron
Chain, 10 feet

80

Chalk
Charts, astronomical

1

25
20
70
2
35
15
50
850

Charts, navigation
Checker Set

700

Chess Set
Chest, wood

100

Chime
Cloth, common, bolt

15

Cloth, fine, bolt
Cloth, silk, bolt

150

30
45
65
1,000

Clothing, set, common
Clothing, set, formal
Clothing, set, meager
Clothing, set, opulent

10
25
500
10
1,500

Clothing, set, ornate
Clothing, set, stylish

750

Clothing, set, winter
Clothing, shoes

225

Clothing, vestments
Clothing, winter jacket

350

Compass
Crowbar

600

Dice, fixed, set of 3
Dice, set of 3

115

Duffel Bag
Dye

25

Firewood, tenth cord
Flint and Steel

25

Frying Pan
Furniture, common

35

Furniture, fine
Glass Bottle

700

Grappling Hook
Hammer, blacksmith

35

Hammer, common
Hammer, sledge

10

Hammock
Handcart

10

400
40
125
25
15
20
20
80
15
35
50
115

Hip Pouch
Hourglass

350

Ice Pick
Incense, 1 oz.

25

Ink, vial
Instrument, bagpipes

500

10
5
35

Instrument, drum
Instrument, flute

150

Instrument, harp
Instrument, lute

1,200

Instrument, lyre
Instrument, mandolin

250

185
450

Item
Kettle, iron
Kit, artisan tools

Cost
35
250

Kit, cartographer
Kit, climbing

375

Kit, cooking set
Kit, crafting (specific)

100

Kit, disguise
Kit, fishing

500

Kit, mountaineering
Kit, sewing

75

Kit, toiletries, personal
Lamp, oil

25

Lantern, bullseye
Lantern, common

85

Lantern, hooded
Lantern, hurricane

65
105

Leather Sheet, tanned
Lockbox, metal

175

Lumber, common
Lumber, hardwood

25

Magnet
Magnifying Glass

125
250
25
25
25
50

35
8
50
250

Manacles
Map, local

125

Map, regional
Map, world

350

Marbles, bag of 20
Matches, x10
Mess Kit
Mirror, hand

250
500
5
50
25
125

Mirror, wall
Mortar and Pestle

350

Music Box
Nails, per pound

275

Oil, cask
Oil, flask

150

Paper, 5 sheets
Parasol

30

Pelt, bear
Pelt, beaver

250

45
10
65
65

Cost
35

Pole, 10 feet
Pouch, leather
Prayer Beads
Prayer Rug

10
8
15
35
125

Prism, crystal
Prism, glass

250

Pry Bar
Quill, writing

25

Quiver
Razor, shaving

25

Rope, common, 50 feet
Rope, silk, 50 feet

45
150

Sack, burlap
Sack, canvas

10

Sack, leather
Saddle and Tack

250

145
8
35

2
25

Saddlebags
Saw, hand

125

Saw, two man
Sextant

135

35
1,250

Shovel
Sling Stone, heavy

35

Sling Stone, light, x10
Sling Stone, regular x10

1

Snuff, 1 oz.
Snuffbox

35

Spectacles
Spyglass

550

2
2
65
850

Tankard
Tent, four man

125

Tent, one man
Tent, pavilion

750

5
35

Tent, ten man
Thieves' Pick and Tools

350

Torch
Trap, canvas, 10' x 10'

1

125
30

Tuning Fork
Twine, 100 feet

85

Waterskin, 5 gallon
Waterskin, 2 gallon

120

10

Clothing, belt
Clothing, boots

10

Clothing, cloak
Clothing, dress, festive

10

Instrument, trumpet
Instrument, violin

225

150

Waterskin, half gallon
Whetstone

20

550

Pelt, wolf
Pipe, smoking, ivory

185

60

Clothing, dress, formal

750

Jug, clay

5

Pipe, smoking, wood

20

Whistle

12

65

600

Pelt, bobcat
Pelt, fox

50

Item
Pipeweed, 1 oz.
Piton, x5

90
115

50
15
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Valuables
Item

Cost

Item

Cost

Artistic Carving, exquisite
Artistic Carving, fine
Artistic Carving, ordinary
Crown, brass
Crown, gold
Crown, platinum
Crown, silver
Figurine, exquisite
Figurine, fine
Figurine, ordinary
Gemstone, faceted, exquisite
Gemstone, faceted, fine
Gemstone, faceted, ordinary
Gemstone, faceted, rare
Gemstone, raw, exquisite
Gemstone, raw, fine
Gemstone, raw, ordinary
Gemstone, raw, rare
Goblet, crystal
Goblet, gold
Goblet, pewter
Goblet, silver
Holy Symbol, brass
Holy Symbol, gold
Holy Symbol, platinum
Holy Symbol, silver
Holy Symbol, wood
Incense Burner, brass
Incense Burner, gold
Incense Burner, silver
Ingot, brass
Ingot, copper
Ingot, gold
Ingot, iron
Ingot, platinum
Ingot, steel
Ingot, silver
Jewelry, bracelet, brass
Jewelry, bracelet, gold
Jewelry, bracelet, platinum
Jewelry, bracelet, silver
Jewelry, brooch, brass
Jewelry, brooch, gold
Jewelry, brooch, platinum
Jewelry, brooch, silver

425
175
30
80
8,125
16,350
850
605
250
45
5,000
275
50
1,200
2,250
250
25
1,000
100
2,250
25
550
25
2,625
5,530
300
15
5
625
100
5
12
12,000
100
50,000
500
750
15
1,625
3,350
200
10
1,125
2,350
150

Jewelry, circlet, brass
Jewelry, circlet, gold
Jewelry, circlet, platinum
Jewelry, circlet, silver
Jewelry, earrings, brass
Jewelry, earrings, gold
Jewelry, earrings, platinum
Jewelry, earrings, silver
Jewelry, medallion, brass
Jewelry, medallion, gold
Jewelry, medallion, platinum
Jewelry, medallion, silver
Jewelry, necklace, brass
Jewelry, necklace, gold
Jewelry, necklace, platinum
Jewelry, necklace, silver
Jewelry, ring, brass
Jewelry, ring, gold
Jewelry, ring, platinum
Jewelry, ring, silver
Painting, large, exquisite
Painting, large, fine
Painting, large, ordinary
Painting, small, exquisite
Painting, small, fine
Painting, small, ordinary
Rug, exquisite
Rug, fine
Rug, ordinary
Statue, large, exquisite
Statue, large, fine
Statue, large, ordinary
Statue, small, exquisite
Statue, small, fine
Statue, small, ordinary
Stone, semiprecious, exquisite
Stone, semiprecious, fine
Stone, semiprecious, ordinary
Stone, semiprecious, rare
Tapestry, large, exquisite
Tapestry, large, fine
Tapestry, Large, ordinary
Tapestry, small, exquisite
Tapestry, small, fine
Tapestry, small, ordinary

20
2,125
4,350
250
8
925
1,950
130
10
1,125
2,350
150
25
2,625
5,350
300
5
625
1,350
100
845
350
65
485
200
35
350
100
15
3,065
1,275
250
1,865
775
150
800
100
15
250
1,200
350
65
500
150
25

Item

Cost

Drink, Ale, cask, common
Drink, Ale, cask, exquisite
Drink, Ale, tankard, common
Drink, Ale, tankard, exquisite
Drink, grog, cask
Drink, grog, tankard
Drink, Spirits, bottle, common
Drink, Spirits, bottle, exquisite
Drink, Spirits, drought, common
Drink, Spirits, drought, exquisite
Drink, Wine, bottle, common
Drink, Wine, bottle, exquisite
Drink, Wine, glass, common
Drink, Wine, glass, exquisite
Food, Bread, loaf
Food, Bulk, 5 lbs.
Food, Eggs, common, dozen
Food, Eggs, exotic, dozen
Food, Market Bought (1 day)
Food, Meat, cured, 1 lb.
Food, Meat, fresh, 1 lb.
Food, Sausage, links, x12
Food, Vegetables, fresh, 1 lb.
Hired Guide (1 day)
Hired Laborer (1 day)
Hired Laborer, skilled (1 day)
Hired Laborer, specialized (1 day)
Hired Sage (1 day)
Hired Scribe (1 day)
Hired Servant (1 day)
Inn, common room (1 night)
Inn, luxury (1 night)
Inn, private room (1 night)
Inn, suite (1 night)
Meal, common
Meal, exquisite
Meal, meager
Meal, superior
Pastry, Desert
Pastry, Meat
Ration, common (1 day)
Rations, iron (1 day)
Rations, trail (1 day)
Spices, common, 1 oz.
Spices, imported, 1 oz.

10
80
2
8
7
1
50
1,500
2
30
12
60
2
10
2
8
4
40
2
10
7
10
1
25
8
12
25
50
20
10
5
250
30
150
3
25
1
10
2
3
3
15
5
3
50
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Accommodations and Services
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Transport

Animals

Item

Cost

Item

Cost

Boat, canoe
Boat, fishing
Boat, kayak, 1 person
Boat, kayak, 2 person
Boat, longboat, 10 passenger
Boat, longboat, 20 passenger
Boat, river keelboat
Boat, river raft, large
Boat, river raft, small
Boat, sail, 10 passenger, 2 tons cargo
Boat, sail, 6 passenger, 1 ton cargo
Carriage
Chariot, riding
Chariot, war
Passage, caravan (per day)
Passage, carriage (per day)
Passage, river, downstream (per day)
Passage, river, upstream (per day)
Passage, ship, hold (per day)
Passage, ship, luxury (per day)
Passage, ship, passenger (per day)
Passage, wagon, (per day)
River Barge, 10 tons cargo
River Barge, 20 tons cargo
River Barge, 30 tons cargo
River Barge, 40 tons cargo
Ship, merchant, 10 tons cargo
Ship, merchant, 25 tons cargo
Ship, merchant, 50 tons cargo
Ship, merchant, 100 tons cargo
Ship, merchant, 150 tons cargo
Ship, war, 20 tons cargo
Ship, war, 40 tons cargo
Ship, war, 60 tons cargo
Ship, war, 80 tons cargo
Ship, war, 100 tons cargo
Transportation, carriage (per mile)
Transportation, ferry (per crossing)
Transportation, gondola (per mile)
Transportation, rickshaw (per mile)
Transportation, wagon (per mile)
Wagon, 1/4 ton cargo
Wagon, 1/2 ton cargo
Wagon, 3/4 ton cargo
Wagon, 1 ton cargo

300
550
250
350
1,500
3,500
1,200
650
200
8,500
6,500
2,500
600
1,250
10
40
10
20
5
25
15
20
4,000
8,000
16,000
28,000
15,000
25,000
45,000
75,000
115,000
35,000
50,000
80,000
125,000
185,000
5
3
10
3
4
800
1,200
2,000
3,200

Bird, chicken
Bird, exotic
Bird, goose
Bird, messenger pigeon
Bird, parrot
Bird, peacock
Bird, pheasant
Bird, raptor
Bird, rooster
Bird, song
Bird, Turkey
Bison
Camel
Cat, exotic
Cat, great
Cat, house
Cat, predatory
Cow, bull
Cow, common
Cow, dairy
Dog, common
Dog, exotic
Dog, guard
Dog, heard
Dog, hunting
Dog, sled
Dog, tracking
Dog, war
Donkey
Elephant
Ferret
Goat
Horse, race
Horse, riding
Horse, war
Horse, work
Llama
Mule
Ox
Pig
Pony
Rabbit
Rodent
Sheep
Weasel

5
500
15
100
700
700
10
800
15
50
25
1,000
800
300
5,000
10
500
350
250
500
15
400
500
200
600
200
700
1,000
375
10,000
150
50
1,250
425
1,500
500
350
450
500
85
400
5
2
50
150

Ruby Scorpion Venom

Sleep Thorn

Giant Wasp Venom

Red Lotus Extract

Cave Spider Venom

Giant Frog Saliva

Curare

Yellow Lotus Extract

Ashen Pain

Cramping Oak Sap

Ghoul's Grime

Pixie Dust

Red Rum

Night Blossom

Stilled Troll's Blood

Blue Lotus Extract

May Queen's Folly

Graff Oil

Lazy Dust

Crimson Mist

Mustard Fumes

Moonshroom Spores

Green Lotus Vapor

Death Petal

Black Cobra Venom

Black Lotus Extract

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z
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Name

Type

Ingested

Blood

Inhalant

Inhalant

Inhalant

Inhalant

Inhalant

Inhalant

Ingested

Ingested

Ingested

Ingested

Ingested

Ingested

Contact

Contact

Contact

Contact

Contact

Blood

Blood

Blood

Blood

Blood

Blood

Blood

Delivery

5 rounds

3 rounds

2 rounds

3 rounds

3 rounds

1 round

1 round

3 rounds

1 round

Onset

5 rounds

20 minutes

5 minutes

2 rounds

1 round

Death

Death

Death

Intoxicant

Damages Might

Damages Health

Cause Injury

Cause Fatigue

1 round

2 rounds

1 minute

1 minute

3 rounds

1 round

2 rounds

5 minutes

Damages Presence 1 minute

Damages Intellect 10 minutes

Damages Insight 20 minutes

Reduces Speed

Comatose

Cause Injury

Slowed

Paralysis

Damages Prowess 10 rounds

Damages Health

Cause Injury

Paralysis

Intoxicant

Reduces Saves

Damages Health

Damages Health

Comatose

Cause Injury

Effect
Maimed

Kink

DF[17]

DF[22]

DF[17]
-d4 + 3

3d4

2d6

Immediate

Immediate

Immediate

no effect

Success

-4

-d4

2d4

d6

no effect

-1

d3

d2

d4 + 3

2d4

Mortal
d4

d4

Maimed

DF[20]

DF[17]

DF[20]

DF[14]

DF[17]

DF[14]

DF[17]

DF[17]

DF[17]

DF[20]

d4 + 3

3d4

Mortal

6 hours

d4 + 3

d4 + 3

d4 + 3

5

1 hour

Mortal

DF[22]

DF[17]

DF[17]

Death

Death

Death

no effect

no effect

no effect

1

no effect

Death

Mortal

Maimed

-6

d4

d4

Maimed

d3 hours

d4

d4

d4

3

5,500

3,000

2,500

5,000

9,000

3,500

7,500

9,000

7,500

8,200

7,800

no effect

no effect
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Poisons

05. List of Magic Items
Amulet of Invulnerability (specific) [miscellaneous]

Anti-Venom [potion]

Slots: 1 Magic

Slots: ½ Readied

These intricate pieces of neckwear provide magical
protection versus one of the eight cardinal or ordinal
elements: wind, storm, flame, magma, stone, acid,
water, or ice. While wearing such an amulet a character
is immune to normal forms of damage or discomfort
from that specific element. Magical, supernatural, or
abnormally intense forms of the element can still harm
the character, however they gain a Boon on Saves made
to resist any of that element’s harmful effects.
Additionally, if taking damage from the element, the
character receives 2d4+2 Protection from the damage.
This Protection will stack with other forms of
Protection.

This handy potion gives a player a chance to avoid
the effects of poison. When quaffed, it allows the
character to makes a second Save versus the poison’s
effect with a +5 bonus. If the second Save is better the
player can replace the original result with the new one.
If an Anti-Venom is taken before a poison’s onset
time has passed, the poison is automatically negated.
An Anti-Venom has no effect on damage that is
already in place, such as a potion that inflicts damage
to Health or a Stat, though it may reduce or remove
an ongoing effect caused by a poison. A character
being affected by multiple poisons is allowed a new
Save versus each poison when they drink an AntiVenom potion.

Amulet of Resistance (specific) [miscellaneous]

Any-Potion [potion]

Slots: 1 Magic
Slots: ½ Readied
These intricate pieces of neckwear provide magical
protection versus one of the eight cardinal or ordinal
elements: wind, storm, flame, magma, stone, acid,
water, or ice. While wearing such an amulet a character
gains a Boon on Saves made to resist harmful effects
of that specific element. Additionally, if taking damage
from the element, the character receives d4+2
Protection from the damage. This Protection will
stack with other forms of Protection.
Amulet of Warding [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
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These mystical medallions are often made of fine
silver and set with multiple gemstones of different
colors. When worn, an Amulet of Warding offers its
wearer a Boon on any Saves made to resist the effects
of magic.

This desirable potion will duplicate the effects of
any other potion described in this tome. The imbiber
declares what type of potion they desire as the AnyPotion is quaffed and the Any-Potion will function
exactly as that potion for all purposes.
Aquatic Headband [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
This headband is crafted from the shimmering
scales of some deep-sea creature. When worn the
Aquatic Headband offers its wearer the benefits of the
Aquatic Racial Trait, without the need for periodic
immersion in water. A character already possessing the
Aquatic Trait who dons the headband will find their
Speed while swimming increased by 2 and that they
only require immersion in water half as often to avoid
the effects of exposure.

Arrow of Slaying (specific) [weapon]

Belt of Accessibility [miscellaneous]

Slots: 1/3 Readied (or quiver, as an arrow or bolt)

Slots: 1 Magic and 1 Readied

These magical arrows are attuned to a specific type
of creature (Uurgs, blue dragons, mountain giants,
etc.). While the arrow provides no bonus to hit, if it
successfully strikes a foe of the appropriate type it
deals five times its normal damage. An Arrow of
Slaying loses its enchantment after a single use,
whether it strikes its target or not. 10% of these items
will be crossbow bolts, not arrows.

This wondrous item appears as a fine leather belt
with 5 small pouches across its front. The pouches
access a small extradimensional space allowing the
wearer to keep additional items at the ready. If worn
in the proper fashion, the Belt of Accessibility provides
its wearer with 5 additional readied gear slots to use as
they see fit (assuming the items in question can fit
through the pouch’s eight inch opening).

Bag of Holding [miscellaneous]

Boots of Speed [miscellaneous]

Slots: 1 Readied

Slots: 1 Magic

This magical bag is actually a gateway to a pocket
dimension and can hold much more than its meager
size would indicate. Its opening can be expanded up
to 12 inches in diameter and anything up to that size
can be placed into the bag.
Functionally, the bag can hold 108 slots worth of
items. It is also easy to rummage through, so a
character that puts the Bag of Holding in a readied
gear slot can access items within the bag with a Move
Actions (as opposed to the Attack Action usually
needed to rummage for an item).
A Bag of Holding is a relatively robust item that is
not likely to suffer damage from normal wear and tear.
That being said, they are not safe from all harm. A Bag
of Holding that is cut, split, burned, ripped, or
otherwise ruptured is destroyed. If a Bag of Holding
is destroyed or disenchanted, there is a fifty-fifty
chance that the contents of the bag are forcibly
expelled all over the place, or are sealed inside the
pocket dimension forever.

This set of magical footwear enhances the wearer’s
ability to get around on foot. Rated between +1 and
+5, Boots of Speed add their value to their wearer’s
Speed Stat. Boots of Speed will not allow a character
to exceed the Speed limit of the armor they are
wearing. Similarly, if a character’s Speed is reduced to
zero or one (from being Held or Entangled for
example), the Boots of Speed do not provide a benefit.
If another magical effect boosts Speed, apply that
effect first and then add the boot’s bonus to total (i.e.
an effect that doubles Speed does not double the
bonus provided by the Boots of Speed).
Bottomless Quiver [miscellaneous]

This ornately crafted quiver has an
interdimensional enchantment that allows it to store
much more than its standard size would indicate. The
quiver can hold as many as 108 arrows. Furthermore,
the enchantment is such that when the Bottomless
Quiver is properly equipped the wearer will find that
any of the quiver’s arrows are right at their fingertips.
This essentially allows its wearer to carry 108 arrows
in the quiver’s single readied slot. When found there
is a 50% chance that a Bottomless Quiver has one or
more arrows already stored within. A Bottomless
Quiver can store crossbow bolts in the same fashion.
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Slots: 1 Readied

Bracers of Armor (specific) [miscellaneous]

Charm of Swimming [miscellaneous]

Slots: 1 Magic

Slots: 1 Magic

These magical bracers are typically crafted from
hardened steel and each corresponds to one of the
specific types of armor. When worn they provide the
wearer with Protection as if wearing that type of armor
(d4-2 for very light, d3-1 for light, d4-1 for partial,
etc.).
While Bracers of Armor do not pass along any of
the associated penalties or limitations of its type of
armor, the Protection provided functionally counts as
armor for other purposes. So, the Bracers of Armor do
not come with an Armor Test Penalty, or limit Speed,
but the Protection provided does not stack, damage
that bypasses armor would also bypass the Protection
provided, etc.

A Charm of Swimming is a small pendant that can
hang from a neck chain or bracelet. When worn it
improves its wearer’s ability to function while moving
in the water. The wearer gains the ability to swim as if
they had a Speed of 8, and may swim at this full Speed
instead of halving their Speed while swimming.
Additionally, the wearer of a Charm of Swimming
may add a Boon to any Test related to swimming or
holding their breath.

Candle of Billowing Smoke [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Readied
When lit, this jet-black candle immediately begins
to billow out inky black smoke. On the first round of
ignition the candle fills a 5 foot radius with smoke,
this radius then increases by 5 feet per round until the
cloud has a 30 foot radius on the sixth round. The
smoke is thick, obscuring vision totally, including Low
Light Vision and Dark Vision, though Dragon’s Sight
will still manage to pierce the black smog.
The candle will burn for a total of 30 rounds (5
minutes) and cannot be extinguished early save by the
use of a special command word. Once extinguished the
smoke will dissipate in 6 rounds. If extinguished early,
the candle can be used on other occasions until its full
lifespan has been consumed.
Cape of Effortless Spellcasting [miscellaneous]
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Slots: 1 Magic
This finely embroidered cape is greatly sought after
by spellcasters of all kinds. When worn the cape offers
its wearer a +1 bonus on all spellcasting Tests.
Additionally, the Drain of any spell cast while wearing
the cape is reduced by one (to a minimum of one, as
usual).

Charm of the Magus [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
These small charms prove invaluable to spellcasters
by helping to offset the cost of casting spells. While
worn, a Charm of the Magus can reduce the Drain of
a cast spell to a single point. This ability can be used
twice in a given day. The use of this ability must be
declared before the Spellcasting Test is made, but does
not require any additional actions to use outside of
what is already needed to cast the spell.
Cloak of Invulnerability (specific) [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
These sturdy cloaks provide magical protection
versus one of the eight cardinal or ordinal elements:
wind, storm, flame, magma, stone, acid, water, or ice.
While wearing such a cloak a character is immune to
normal forms of damage or discomfort from that
specific element. Magical, supernatural, or abnormally
intense forms of the element can still harm the
character, however they gain a Boon on Saves made to
resist any of that element’s harmful effects.
Additionally, if taking damage from the element, the
character receives 2d4+2 Protection from the damage.
This Protection will stack with other forms of
Protection.

Cloak of Resistance (specific) [miscellaneous]

Elven Chainmail [miscellaneous]

Slots: 1 Magic

Slots: 1 Magic

These sturdy cloaks provide magical protection
versus one of the eight cardinal or ordinal elements:
wind, storm, flame, magma, stone, acid, water, or ice.
While wearing such a cloak a character gains a Boon
on Saves made to resist harmful effects of that specific
element. Additionally, if taking damage from the
element, the character receives d4+2 Protection from
the damage. This Protection will stack with other
forms of Protection.

This finely crafted mail armor is hard to come by,
even for an elf. Made from adamantine materials, the
armor offers the Protection of medium armor (d6-1),
but its lightweight filigree construction only cause the
penalties of partial armor. Perhaps a bigger benefit to
those that cast spells is the armor’s enchantments
which keep the Armor Test Penalty from being
doubled when being applied to Spellcasting Tests (so
wearing the armor only applies a -2 penalty to casting
spells).

Elven Boots [miscellaneous]

Elven Circlet [miscellaneous]

Slots: 1 Magic
Slots: 1 Magic
These enchanted boots are made for elven rangers,
and provide great benefit when attempting to move
without sound. While wearing Elven Boots a character
may add a Boon to any Test made for the purposes of
sneaking or moving about without detection. Elven
Boots function by keeping the wearer quiet, so the
Boon is lost in situations where sound is not a factor
in the Test.

These filigreed adamantine circlets are often found
on the brows of elven rangers. When worn the circlet
keeps the wearer comfortable in inclement weather.
So, they remain cool on hot days, and warm when it is
frigid outside. Likewise, the circlet keeps the wearer
relatively dry in the rain or snow and prevents natural
wind from buffeting them around. While worn an
Elven Circlet will stave off the effects of exposure
caused by the natural environment. The circlet
provides no protection against magical weather of any
kind, nor does it help against non-weather-related
forms of heat or cold.
Elven Cloak [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic

Slots: 1 Magic
Elven Brooches are made to help Elven Rangers
find their quarry even in the dark wilds of the world.
When worn the brooch allows the wearer to
unerringly know which direction is due North and
adds a Boon to any Test made for navigation or
pathfinding. Additionally, once per month the Brooch
can be commanded to Discern Location (as the spell
of the same name).

These mystical cloaks are made for elven rangers,
and provide a great benefit when attempting to hide.
The cloak can be drawn around the individual and its
surface will become mottled to match the
surroundings, providing a Boon on any attempt made
to hide. This Boon can only be claimed if the wearer
is staying more or less immobile and only if they are
attempting to hide in natural surroundings.
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Elven Brooch [miscellaneous]
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Elven Rope [miscellaneous]

Flame Blade [weapon]

Slots: 1 Readied

Slots: 1 Readied

This thin supple cord can be a great addition to any
adventurer’s pack. Elven Ropes are typically 100 feet
in length and are very durable. It requires 10 points of
damage from a single slashing or cutting attack to
sever the rope in one go, or 2d2 rounds of effort to
saw through the rope with an appropriate cutting tool.
An Elven Rope that is severed loses its enchantment
and becomes a normal length of cord.
If held and the proper command words spoken the
Elven Rope can tie secure knots, or untie any knot
along its length. While the rope cannot guarantee the
sturdiness of whatever it is tied to, the knot will not
come undone without the proper command (or unless
the rope is cut). If used for a descent, the Elven Rope
can be commanded to untie its knots, letting an
adventurer recover their rope even if they are at the far
end of where it is secured.
Furthermore, the Elven Rope can be held at one end
and commanded by its user to slither and crawl and
secure itself at its far end. This takes concentration
from the user, costing them a Full Round Action for
each round that the rope moves. The rope does not
move fast, traversing only 5 feet per round, but it can
move across just about any terrain and climb all but
the sheerest of surfaces.

These magical swords are gilded in gold, set with
brilliant rubies, and carry a magical bonus between +1
and +5. Additionally, when a command word is
spoken (as a Free Action) the blade springs to life with
magical fire. The flame sheds light, provides a ready
source of fire, and deals an additional 2 points of
flame damage when it strikes in combat. While most
of these enchanted weapons are scimitars or falchion
swords, ultimately any type of melee weapon can hold
the enchantment.
Gauntlets of Aggressive Attacks [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic

Enchanting Quiver [miscellaneous]

The magical gauntlets cause their wearer to attack
with reckless abandon, allowing them to deal
additional damage at the cost of their own safety.
While worn, Gauntlets of Aggressive Attacks reduce
their wearers Defense total by 2, but allow them to
add +3 to any damage dealt in melee combat
(including unarmed attacks and grappling). At times
these enchanted gauntlets will cause their wearer to
lose control and attack with blind rage. In any give
combat, when the wearer first takes damage, there is a
5% chance that they will gain the Enraged Condition
for a period of 10 rounds.

Slots: 1 Readied

Gem of Illumination [miscellaneous]

This sturdy quiver is often marked by a band of
gold or other precious metal around its opening and
can hold a total of twenty arrows. Normal arrows that
are left in an Enchanting Quiver overnight become
enchanted. The enchantment is short lived, lasting
only a single round once the arrow is drawn from the
quiver, however this is more than enough time to get
a shot off with the enchanted missile. Rated between
+1 and +5, arrows drawn from an Enchanted Quiver
are considered magic arrows of the given bonus for the
one round that the magic persists. An Enchanting
Quiver can also be used to store and enchant crossbow
bolts. The quiver has no effect on already enchanted
missiles.

Slots: 1 Magic
These brilliant gemstones are frequently set into
pendants that hang around the neck. On command (as
a Free Action) a Gem of Illumination can be directed
to shed light at any radius the wearer desires, up to a
maximum of 100 feet. Additionally, the gem protects
the wearer from blindness, granting them immunity to
the Blind Condition, though this magic will not
counteract the Blind Fault. A Gem of Illumination is
able to cast a beam of intense radiance, duplicating the
effects of a Burning Ray spell as a Positive Effect item.
A Gem of Illumination is capable of this feat once per
day.

Girdle of Cleaving [miscellaneous]

Headband of Dark Vision [miscellaneous]

Slots: 1 Magic

Slots: 1 Magic

These magical belts are of utmost value to those
who prefer combat in close quarters. A character who
wears a Girdle of Cleaving automatically receives a
Boon to damage on any successful melee attack,
including unarmed and grapple damage.

These black headbands offer their wearer the ability
to see as if they had the Dark Vision Trait. If worn by
a character with the Dark Vision Trait this item will
increase the range to 200 feet.

Gloves of Striking [miscellaneous]

Helm of Teleportation [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic

Slots: 1 Magic

Handy Haversack [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic and 1 Readied
This rare and wondrous item is coveted by all
adventurers and folk of action as it gives nearly
unlimited access to their needed items. The pack
combines the capacity of a Bag of Holding with the
functionality of a Belt of Accessibility. Like a Bag of
Holding, the pack can hold up to 108 slots worth of
items (assuming they can fit through the pack’s
eighteen inch opening). Unlike a Bag of Holding, the
Handy Haversack will summon up any of its contents
on command. Thus, if properly worn (using both a
magic gear slot and a readied gear slot) the Handy
Haversack will provide its wearer with 108 additional
readied gear slots.

Appearing as a simple steel skullcap, a Helm of
Teleportation can be activated (as an Attack Action)
to instantly transports its wearer and up to 5 other
human sized passengers up to 100 miles away via an
Ether Step (as the spell of the same name). The helm
will function as such once per day.
If worn by a spellcaster the helm can be used an
additional time, allowing two Ether Steps per day. A
caster that also knows the Ether Step spell can cause
the helm to function a total of three times per day, sees
the range increased to 150 miles, and can take as many
as 8 passengers in one trip.
Holocaust Cloak [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
This silky black cloak creates a brilliant pyrotechnic
display that can be used to intimidate weak willed foes.
When worn and lit on fire, the cloak will blaze in a
great column of flame, causing d6 damage to those
within 5 feet of it. At the same time, it amplifies the
wearer’s voice causing it to boom out in a threatening
manner. Rabble within 100 feet of a burning
Holocaust Cloak must make a DF[15] Presences Save
or be assessed the Terrified Condition for 3d4 rounds.
Even on a successful Save, Rabble will be Shaken for
one round.
More competent foes must still Save, though failure
only leads to the Shaken Condition and it only persists
for d4 rounds. A Holocaust Cloak is single use item
that burns for a total of 10 rounds once lit. The wearer
of the cloak remains unharmed by the cloaks flame,
being able to discard it easily and end the cloak’s
effects with a Free Action.
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This magical hand wear appears as a well-worn pair
of fingerless leather gloves. When worn they offer a
+1 bonus to hit and damage when fighting unarmed.
Gloves of Striking have the added benefit of allowing
the wearers unarmed attacks to count as magical
weapons for the purposes of causing damage to those
creatures or items that are immune to normal attacks.

Hornet’s Arrow [weapon]
Slots: 1/3 Readied (or quiver, as an arrow or bolt)
This arrow is of exquisite make, featuring a golden
arrowhead in the shape of a hornet and delicately
veined, wing like flights. When fired the arrow buzzes
loudly as it streaks towards its target, magically
duplicating itself over and over until it forms a raining
swarm of arrows.
The Hornet’s Arrow ultimately creates a shower of
arrows in a 15 foot radius around its point of impact.
The archer must strike the central point (a ranged
attack versus a Defense of 14) or the arrow’s area of
effect strays along with the arrow. Those caught inside
the area of effect suffer 2d6+4 damage, or half with a
DF[15] Prowess Save.
A Hornet’s Arrow can be fired only once, then, its
magic consumed, the duplicate arrows vanish into a
wisp of vapor. 10% of these items will be crossbow
bolts, not arrows.
Iron Flask [miscellaneous]
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Slots: 1 Readied
This rare and wondrous item appears as a dull metal
container of some sort, often a heavy cylindrical flask
with a brass stopper. It is largely unremarkable, though
Sense Magic will detect a strong binding magic and
Discern Function will work normally on the item.
When the stopper is removed and the item is directed
at an extraplanar creature (requiring an Attack Action
from the wielder) it has the ability to draw the creature
into itself and serve as an inescapable prison. Creatures
targeted by the flask are allotted a DF[15] Presence
Save to resist the pull of the flask. If the creature’s true
name is known and intoned aloud, the creature suffers
a -5 penalty to the Save. If a creature is targeted by the
Iron Flask and resists any future attempts to resist the
same Iron Flask are made with a +5 bonus.
There is no known method of escaping from an
Iron Flask, save the stopper being pulled off from the
outside. If a creature is imprisoned in the Iron Flask,
removing the stopper will instantly release them and
they will materialize somewhere within 50 feet of the
Iron Flask. There is no known way to determine the
contents of an Iron Flask save to open the stopper and
see what, if anything, comes out. About half of the

Iron Flasks found will contain an extraplanar creature
of some sort. Their reaction to being let out of the
prison can range from rage to confusion to gratitude.
An Iron Flask can only hold one entity at a time.
If an extraplanar creature attempts to operate an
Iron Flask, they must first make a DF[15] Presence
Save to avoid being sucked into the flask themselves.
If they pass, the intended target will make their Save
to determine the effect. Note that extraplanar is
relative to the plane that the Iron Flask is on, leading
to potential problems for anyone who toys with an
Iron Flask when not on their plane of origin.
Iskul’s Invigorating Inhalant [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
This item appears as a small glass capsule with deep
purple ichor inside. Unlike most potions, Iskul’s
Invigorating Inhalant can be used as Free Action if it
is kept at the ready. When crushed, the capsule creates
a wisp of purple smoke that is inhaled and produces
the potion’s effect.
Iskul’s Invigorating Inhalant inflicts the Enraged
Condition on the inhaler, but also increases their
fighting ability. While the effect persists, the Enraged
character gains a +2 bonus to melee attacks and deals
an additional +3 points of damage on any successful
melee attack. This effect lasts for 6 rounds, and when
it departs it leaves the character exhausted and out of
sorts with both the Fatigued and Dazed Conditions.
The Dazed Condition persists for the next 6 rounds,
and the character is Fatigued until they have a chance
to Cath Their Breath.
Jaunty Hat of Persuasion [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
This colorful hat will be of the most opulent make,
sporting long feathers and other adornments
appropriate to its type. When worn this hat makes the
wearer more personable and glibber of speech. A
Jaunty Hat of Persuasion grants the wearer a Boon on
any Presence Test made to persuade, ingratiate, or
deceive through the power of speech.

Lens of the Dragon’s Eye [miscellaneous]

Potion of Arcane Energy [potion]

Slots: 1 Readied

Slots: ½ Readied

This item appears to be a finely crafted crystal lens
of about four inches in diameter. When held to the
eye and a command word spoken, the Lens of the
Dragon’s Eye will allow its user to see as if they were
under the effects of a Dragon’s Sight spell. The
improved vision is only available while looking
through the lens, requiring the lens to be held to the
eye and requiring a Move Action on any round that
the Dragon’s Sight is used. A Lens of the Dragon’s Eye
will function up to three times daily, with each use
lasting for 10 rounds.

Once quaffed, A Potion of Arcane Energy allows a
spellcaster to reduce the Drain of all spells cast by 2.
All spells will still have a minimum Drain of one (as
usual). This potion’s effects will stack with other
effects that reduce Drain. This potion’s effects persist
for 10 rounds once the potion is consumed.

Lucky Rabbit’s Foot [miscellaneous]

Potion of Articulation [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Articulation provides
the imbiber with a Boon to any Presence Test. The
effects of this potion persist for 15 minutes.

Slots: None
Potion of Back from the Brink [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Back from the Brink
removes a Wounded, Maimed, and Mortal Wound
Injury from the imbiber. While the Injuries are
removed instantly, the potion does not fully restore
the imbiber. Once the potion is consumed, the imbiber
falls into a catatonic slumber for twenty-four hours
and cannot be roused by any means. Once awake, the
imbiber is still Fatigued until another twenty-four
hours has passed.

Potion of Acumen [potion]

Potion of Bolster Stat (specific) [potion]

Slots: ½ Readied

Slots: ½ Readied

When quaffed, this potion increases its imbiber’s
Intellect by 4 (up to a maximum of 7) for a duration
of 2d4 rounds. Additionally, the imbiber may add a
Boon to any effect roll made for a spell, such as
damage or duration, while the effect persists.

There are five varieties of this particular potion,
each corresponding to one of the five Stats (Might,
Prowess, Intellect, Presence, and Insight). When
consumed, this potion will boost the indicated Stat by
2 points (to a maximum value of 7). The effects of a
Potion of Bolster Stat persist for d4+3 rounds.
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This item appears as an unremarkable cured paw.
Even the use of Sense Magic will not reveal a Lucky
Rabbit’s Foot’s magical nature. However, a proper
casting of Discern Function that targets the item will
reveal its use.
While a Lucky Rabbit’s Foot is on a character’s
person it confers a +1 bonus to all Saves. If carried by
a character that has a Luck Stat (even if the Stat is at
zero) the Lucky Rabbit’s Foot can be expended as if it
were a point of Luck. If this second ability is used the
Lucky Rabbit’s Foot loses both of its abilities for a
period of thirty days while its magic replenishes.

Potion of Complete Invigoration [potion]

Potion of Dexterity [potion]

Slots: ½ Readied

Slots: ½ Readied

A Potion of Complete Invigoration can heal any
character that is still alive to their full Health total.
While this potion has no effect on healing Injuries, a
Potion of Complete Invigoration allows its target to
ignore the effects of Injuries (up to and including
Mortal Wounds) and Fatigue for 2d6 rounds. At the
end of this time the Injuries return to their normal
effects. This potion has no effect on a deceased target.

When consumed, a Potion of Dexterity provides
the imbiber with a Boon to any Prowess Test. The
effects of this potion persist for 6 rounds.

Potion of Converse [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Converse allows its
recipients to understand each other’s language for a
time. The recipients can use their native forms of
communication and the others will understand their
meaning (thought they will not retain any
understanding of the language used). The potion only
functions on sentient creatures that have some form of
language (even if it is non-verbal). A Potion of
Converse has no effect on the written word. A Potion
of Converse may be split by up to 5 individuals, who
must each drink a sip of the potion to share its effects.
A Potion of Converse is still wholly consumed even if
less than 5 individuals consume the potion. The
effects of this potion persist for a total of 30 minutes.
Potion of Dark Vision [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
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When consumed, this potion grants its imbiber the
ability to see in total darkness as if they possessed the
Dark Vision Trait. Dark Vision allows a character to
see in any lighting condition out to a distance of 100
feet. Functionally Dark Vision also provides the
benefits of Low Light Vision. The effects of this
potion persist for 2 hours.

Potion of Dragon’s Sight [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
The imbiber of this potion can see in pitch
blackness or the brightest sunlight without penalty.
Illusions and other magical effects used to obscure or
manipulate vision are pierced by Dragon’s Sight.
Additionally, hidden or concealed things are easier for
the imbiber to discover, and they can see over great
distances, giving them a Boon and a +5 bonus on any
Insight Tests made where vision is the primary factor.
Note that physical barriers or solid objects that
obstruct vision will block Dragon’s Sight, just like they
would for normal vision. Once quaffed, this potion’s
effects will last for 30 minutes.
Potion of Eloquence [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When quaffed, this potion increases its imbiber’s
Presence by 4 (up to a maximum of 7) for a duration
of 2d4 minutes.
Potion of Exuberance [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When quaffed, a Potion of Exuberance allows its
imbiber to ignore any penalties caused by Injuries and
Fatigue. The potion lasts for a total of 10 minutes,
after which time all ignored penalties retune in full
force.

Potion of Fall Free [potion]

Potion of Freedom of Action [potion]

Slots: ½ Readied

Slots: ½ Readied

A Potion of Fall Free allows the imbiber to travers
any fall of up to 1,000 feet without incident. The
potion alters the laws of physics allowing them to fall
at normal speeds, but land softly on their feet at the
end. Unlike the spell Fall Free, a Potion of Fall Free
only effects its imbiber and no others. Additionally, a
Potion of Fall Free cannot be quaffed as reaction if
there is an accidental fall. However, the effects of the
potion last significantly longer, protecting the imbiber
from falls for a total of 10 minutes.

A Potion of Freedom of Action grants the imbiber
immunity to any magic that would slow or restrict
their movement for a duration of 10 rounds. The
potion allows the recipient to ignore the Held,
Slowed, and Entangled Conditions and should
likewise allow them to ignore other magical effects
that attempt to reduce their Speed or allotted actions
per round. Additionally, while affected by a Potion of
Freedom of Action the imbiber can move through
water, mud, undergrowth, or any other non-magical
terrain that might restrict movement without being
slowed down. Similarly, Freedom of Action allows a
character to fight in melee while underwater without
penalty.
Note the impassible objects (such as walls, iron
grates, windows, portcullises, a huge chasm etc.) still
prohibit movement and that special movement types
(such as sneaking, crawling, and climbing) still slow
the recipient down. Likewise, physical means of
slowing a character down (such as being shackled to a
ball and chain) or holding them in place (such as tying
them up or grappling them) still work normally. Still,
a Potion of Freedom of Action will grant a +5 bonus
to any Test made to slip out of bonds or if making a
Test when trying to resist a grapple.
This potion has the side effect of also dampening
magic that would increase the recipient’s actions or
rate of movement. So, a character may not benefit
from a casting of Haste or other similar effect while
under the effects of a Potion of Freedom of Action.

Slots: ½ Readied
This magical liquid grants the power of magical
flight. The recipient of this potion’s effects can fly
with a Speed of 6 for the potion’s 30 minute duration.
The potion will impart a tingling sensation to its
wearer a few moments before the effect wears off to
prevent an untimely fall. However, if the wearer
ignores the signal and does not seek the safety of the
ground the effect will expire, leaving them to plummet
to the earth.
Potion of Float [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
The imbiber of this potion begins to bob lightly in
the air, granting them a Speed of 2 while flying or
double that if moving straight down. A Potion of
Float isn’t the most stable means of flight. Anyone
under the effect of this potion that does not have their
feet planted firmly on the ground suffers a Flaw to
Tests involving coordination or precision (including
attacks and spellcasting). A Potion of Float allows the
imbiber to make use of its power for 10 minutes.

Potion of Giant’s Strength [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Giant’s Strength
increases the Imbiber’s Might by 4 (up to a Maximum
of Might of 7) and offers a Boon to damage rolls
where Might is a factor. The potion persists for a
period of 2d4 rounds. While under the effects of the
potion the imbiber also gains a Boon to any Test made
to lift, break, crush, burst open, or otherwise interact
with inanimate objects with brute force.
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Potion of Flight [potion]

Potion of Grace [potion]

Potion of Healing, Minor [potion]

Slots: ½ Readied

Slots: ½ Readied

When quaffed, this potion increases its imbiber’s
Prowess by 4 (up to a maximum of 7) for a duration
of 2d4 rounds.
Potion of Healing, Extra [potion]

When consumed, a Potion of Minor Healing
instantly heals the imbiber for d4+1 Health. Potions
of Minor Healing will also have the side effect of
stabilizing a character that has the Bleeding Condition.
Potions of Minor Healing have no effect on Injuries.

Slots: ½ Readied

Potion of Healing, Standard [potion]

A Potion of Extra Healing is found in a vial that
contains three doses of the potion. When a character
expends an Attack Action to drink the potion, they
have the option of consuming between one and three
doses of the healing elixir. When a single does is
consumed, the imbiber is healed for d6+2 Health. If
two doses are consumed the healing effect is increased
to 2d4+3 Health. If all three doses are consumed at
once the potion’s effect is increased again and the
imbiber will be healed for 2d6+6 Health.
Potions of Extra Healing (regardless of the number
of doses consumed) will also have the side effect of
stabilizing a character that has the Bleeding Condition.
Potions of Extra Healing have no effect on Injuries.

Slots: ½ Readied

Potion of Healing, Full [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Full Healing instantly
heals the imbiber up to their maximum Health total.
Potions of Full Healing will also have the side effect
of stabilizing a character that has the Bleeding
Condition. Potions of Full Healing have no effect on
Injuries.
Potion of Healing, Greater [potion]
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Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Greater Healing
instantly heals the imbiber for 2d6+2 Health. Potions
of Greater Healing will also have the side effect of
stabilizing a character that has the Bleeding Condition.
Potions of Greater Healing have no effect on Injuries.

When consumed, a Potion of Standard Healing
instantly heals the imbiber for d6+2 Health. Potions
of Standard Healing have the side effect of stabilizing
a character that has the Bleeding Condition. Potions
of Standard Healing have no effect on Injuries.
Potion of Heroism [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Heroism increases its
imbiber’s ability to fight in combat. While under the
potion’s effect, the imbiber gains a +2 bonus to hit in
combat and can add 2 points of damage to any attack
that would normally benefit from a high Might score.
Additionally, a Potion of Heroism will grant its
imbiber an extra d6 points of Health. This extra
Health will serve as healing, however it also has the
ability to bring the imbiber above their maximum
Health total. Any Health points above the imbiber’s
normal maximum are lost immediately once the effects
of the potion expire. A Potion of Heroism will last for
d4+3 rounds once consumed.

Potion of Impersonation [potion]

Potion of Intuition [potion]

Slots: ½ Readied

Slots: ½ Readied

A Potion of Impersonation effects the minds of
those who view the imbiber such that they perceive the
imbiber as another individual. This effect lasts for 30
minutes once the potion is consumed. As far as any
observers are concerned, a Potion of Impersonation
exactly duplicates the appearance of an individual
including voice, clothing, and mannerisms. Note that
while the potion will make the target appear to have
the appropriate clothing and gear, the potion is
actually a trick of the mind, so no new equipment or
items are gained through the use of this potion.
The potential imbiber must have had the
opportunity to observe their subject in some detail to
properly impersonate them. The imbiber may not
impersonate someone who is more than 50% above or
below their own body mass. The potion can alter the
target’s gender without issue and can even be used to
depict another species if their proportions are similar
enough (i.e. humanoid to humanoid).
A Potion of Impersonation does mimic voice and
mannerisms with near flawlessness. However, this
potion imparts no additional knowledge to its target,
so they would not know any secret details or
passwords or any such thing solely through the use of
a Potion of Impersonation. The potion is so accurate
that a casual observer is wholly fooled by it. Someone
who knows the individual that is being impersonated
well, or is confronted by both the original individual
and the imposter is allowed an Insight Save versus
DF[16] to spot the nature of the deception.

When consumed, a Potion of Intuition provides the
imbiber with a Boon to any Insight Test. The effects
of this potion persist for 6 rounds.

Slots: ½ Readied
A Potion of Invisibility renders the imbiber and all
of their gear totally invisible to all normal forms of
sight. The effects of the potion persist for one hour,
but the invisibility will expire early if the recipient
makes an attack, casts an offensive spell, or otherwise
takes a hostile action.
Invisibility is an illusion so effects that can pierce
illusions will be able to see through Invisibility.
Creatures that are immune to illusions or that do not
rely on sight to function are unaffected. While the
imbiber of a Potion of Invisibility cannot be seen, they
may still be given away by sound, leaving footprints,
getting covered in paint, or the like.
Potion of Invulnerability (specific) [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Invulnerability
provides magical protection versus one of the eight
cardinal or ordinal elements: wind, storm, flame,
magma, stone, acid, water, or ice. While under the
effects of such a potion a character is immune to
normal forms of damage or discomfort from that
specific element. Magical, supernatural, or abnormally
intense forms of the element can still harm the
character, however they gain a Boon on Saves made to
resist any of that element’s harmful effects.
Additionally, if taking damage from the element, the
character receives 2d4+2 Protection from the damage.
This Protection will stack with other forms of
Protection. The effects of a Potion of Invulnerability
will persist for 10 minutes.
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DF[16] Insight Save:
Kink—The target is fooled by the imposter to the
point where they will even refute inconvertible proof
that the imposter is not genuine.
Fail—The target still believes in the imposter, though
inconvertible proof will allow them a new Save.
Success—The target knows there is a deception, but
it will take d4 rounds for them to fully understand the
nature of the impersonation.
Bump—The target becomes able to see through the
ruse as soon as the Save is made.

Potion of Invisibility [potion]

Potion of Leaping [potion]

Potion of Mental Acuity, Greater [potion]

Slots: ½ Readied

Slots: ½ Readied

While under the effects of this potion the imbiber
can spend a Move Action to execute a bounding leap.
When leaping, the recipient of this potion may spring
forward 50 feet, 30 feet straight up, or 30 feet
backwards. If the imbiber has the space to get a
running start and spends a Full Round Action on the
attempt the forward leap can be increased to 80 feet
or the imbiber can leap upwards 50 feet at about a
forty-five degree angle.
The effect of a Potion of Leaping persists for up to
2 hours, however the potion only grants a total of 5
leaps. The potion’s effects will expire at the end of 2
hours or when the last leap is used, whichever comes
first.

When consumed, a Greater Potion of Mental
Acuity restores 2d4+2 points of lost Spirit.

Potion of Logic [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Logic provides the
imbiber with a Boon to Intellect Tests. Additionally,
the imbiber may add a Boon to any effect roll made
for a spell (such as damage or duration). The effects
of this potion persist for 6 rounds.
Potion of Make Whole [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Make Whole
removes both a Wounded and Maimed Injury from
the imbiber. While the Injuries are removed instantly,
the potion leaves the imbiber feeling out of sorts,
assessing them the Fatigued Condition for the next
twenty-four hours. A Potion of Make Whole has no
effect on a character that has a Mortal Wound.
Potion of Mental Acuity [potion]
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Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Mental Acuity
restores d4+1 points of lost Spirit.

Potion of Protection [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
This hearty draught imbues its imbiber with
magical Protection from damage. A Potion of
Protection lasts for 10 rounds and while its effects
persist it grants d6 Protection to the imbiber.
Potion of Protection, Greater [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
This hearty draught imbues its imbiber with
magical Protection from damage. A Potion of Greater
Protection lasts for 10 rounds and while its effects
persist it grants 2d4 Protection to the imbiber.
Potion of Protection, Minor [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
This hearty draught imbues its imbiber with
magical Protection from damage. A Potion of Minor
Protection lasts for 10 rounds and while its effects
persist it grants d4 Protection to the imbiber.
Potion of Regeneration [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
Consuming this potion provides an ongoing healing
effect for the imbiber. Each round at the beginning of
the imbiber’s actions they heal d4 Health. This effect
persists for 6 rounds.

Potion of Resistance (specific) [potion]

Potion of Restore Wound [potion]

Slots: ½ Readied

Slots: ½ Readied

When consumed, a Potion of Resistance provides
magical protection versus one of the eight cardinal or
ordinal elements: wind, storm, flame, magma, stone,
acid, water, or ice. While under the effects of such a
potion a character gains a Boon on Saves made to resist
harmful effects of that specific element. Additionally,
if taking damage from the element, the character
receives d4+2 Protection from the damage. This
Protection will stack with other forms of Protection.
The effects of a Potion of Resistance will persist for
10 minutes.

When consumed, a Potion of Restore Wound
removes a Wounded Injury from the imbiber. While
the Injury is removed instantly, the potion leaves the
imbiber feeling out of sorts, assessing them the
Fatigued Condition until they have a chance to get a
good night’s rest. A Potion of Restore Wound has no
effect on a character that has a Maimed Injury.

Potion of Restoration [potion]

This potion allows the imbiber to see any hidden
or illusory objects or creatures within 30 feet of their
current location at the moment the potion is quaffed.
Whatever it is becomes clearly visible to the imbiber
for what it is. This includes traps, secret doors, hidden
characters or objects, illusions, and other obscured
things. No one else can see the hidden objects or other
results of the potion. The imbiber remains aware of
any revealed objects even if they move out of the area
effect. However, if the imbiber loses line of sight to
any of the potion’s subjects, they become obscured
again. Note that this effect does not work through
solid objects that block line of sight. So, it cannot be
used to see through a closed door or the contents of
an unopened chest.

This potion immediately restores d4+1 points of
Stat damage. If the imbiber has damage to multiple
Stats, they may distribute the healing across damaged
Stats however they see fit.
Potion of Restore Status [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
Consuming this potion nullifies one ongoing
Condition affecting the imbiber. If afflicted by
multiple Conditions the imbiber may choose which
Condition is removed. If used on a target with the Out
Condition that is still at negative Health, the potion
will allow then to regain consciousness for d6 rounds
before collapsing again. If used on a character that is
Fatigued the potion will counter the Flaw associated
with Fatigue for 10 minutes, after which time the
Fatigue’s effect returns as normal. A Potion of Restore
Status has no effect on permanent afflictions, Injuries,
or Conditions caused by a Fault.

Slots: ½ Readied

Potion of Revelation [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When quaffed, this potion increases its imbiber’s
Insight by 4 (up to a maximum of 7) for a duration of
2d4 rounds.
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Slots: ½ Readied

Potion of Revealing [potion]

Potion of Speed [potion]

Potion of Underwater Action [potion]

Slots: ½ Readied

Slots: ½ Readied

Once quaffed, a Potion of Speed will increase its
imbiber Speed by +5 for a period of 5 minutes. A
Potion of Speed will not allow a character to exceed
the Speed limit of the armor they are wearing.
Similarly, if a character’s Speed is reduced to zero or
one (from being Held or Entangled for example), the
Potion of Speed does not provide a benefit. If another
magical effect boosts Speed, apply that effect first and
then add the potion’s bonus to total (i.e. an effect that
doubles Speed does not double the bonus provided by
the Potion of Speed).

When consumed, this potion allows its user to
breath water as if it was air and move underwater
without restriction. Effectively the character gains the
same ability as the Gills Racial Trait. The character
can breathe underwater and suffers no long-term
effects from being submerged. The character may be
affected by contaminants or murk in the water, just as
an air breather might be affected by gases or dusts in
the air.
Additionally, the character can move freely while
underwater, being able to use their full Speed score
when moving and suffering no penalties for combat or
spellcasting. Note that while a character is not
impeded by the water, they are still immersed in it and
their possessions will become water logged as usual.
The effects of a Potion of Underwater Action persist
for one hour.

Potion of Strength [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Strength provides the
imbiber with a Boon to any Might Test. Additionally,
the imbiber may add a Boon to any damage roll made
where Might is a factor. The effects of this potion
persist for 6 rounds.
Potion of Super-Heroism [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
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When consumed, a Potion of Super-Heroism
drastically increases its imbiber’s ability to fight in
combat. While under the potion’s effect, the imbiber
gains a +3 bonus to hit in combat and can add +4
points of damage to any attack that would normally
benefit from a high Might score. Additionally, a
Potion of Super-Heroism will grant its imbiber an
extra 2d4+1 points of Health. This extra Health will
serve as normal healing, however it also has the ability
to bring the imbiber above their maximum Health
total. Any Health points above the imbiber’s normal
maximum are lost immediately once the effects of the
potion expire. A Potion of Super-Heroism will last for
d4+3 rounds once consumed.

Potion of Vigor [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
Upon consuming a Potion of Vigor, the imbiber
removes the Fatigued Condition. Additionally, it
refreshes whatever factor was the cause of the Fatigue.
So a character using a Potion of Vigor to remove
Fatigue caused my missing sleep would find
themselves able to go for another two days without
sleep before becoming Fatigued, or a character
Fatigued from exposure that consumes a Potion of
Vigor would be refreshed and able to take another 12
hours of exposure before becoming Fatigued again,
etc.
Potion of Warding [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied
When consumed, a Potion of Warding provides a
Boon on any Saves made to resist the effects of magic.
The effects of this potion last for 10 rounds.

Potion of Water Breathing [potion]

Ring of Deflection [miscellaneous]

Slots: ½ Readied

Slots: 1 Magic

When consumed, this potion allows its user to
breath water as if it was air. Effectively the character
gains the same ability as the Gills Racial Trait. The
character can breathe underwater and suffers no longterm effects from being submerged. The character may
be affected by contaminants or murk in the water, just
as an air breather might be affected by gases or dusts
in the air. This effect persists for one hour.

This ring makes its wearer harder to hit in combat.
Rated from +1 to +5, the value of the Ring of
Deflection is added to it wearer’s Defense total. A
character can only benefit from one Ring of
Deflection at a time.

Potion of Water Walking [potion]
Slots: ½ Readied

Ring of Armor [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
These magical rings are typically crafted from
hardened steel and each corresponds to one of the
specific types of armor. When worn they provide the
wearer with Protection as if they were wearing that
type of armor (d4-2 for Very Light, d3-1 for Light,
d4-1 for Partial, etc.).
While a Ring of Armor does not pass along any of
the associated penalties or limitations of its type of
armor, the Protection provided functionally counts as
armor for other purposes. So, the Ring of Armor does
not come with an Armor Test Penalty, or limit Speed,
but the Protection provided does not stack, damage
that bypasses armor would also bypass the Protection
provided, etc.

Ring of Expediency [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
This magical ring allows its wearer to move at a
great pace for a brief period. A Ring of Expediency
can be activated At Will and when doing so the wearer
will find their Speed doubled for a period of three
rounds. This effect does not allow a character to
exceed the limits imposed on Speed by their armor. A
Ring of Expediency will function twice per day.
Ring of Flight [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
This magical ring bestows upon its wearer the
power of magical flight. While worn the wearer can
fly without effort with a Speed of 6. The ring can
function for up to one hour during any given day,
though this time does not have to be used
consecutively. The ring will impart a tingling sensation
to its wearer a few moments before the time runs out
to prevent an untimely fall. However, if the wearer
ignores the signal and does not seek the safety of the
ground the effect will expire, leaving them to plummet
to the earth.
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While this potion’s effects last, the imbiber can
tread on any liquid as if it were solid ground. This
includes such things as muck, mud, and quicksand.
The imbiber will have no issues with traction or
support from the liquid they are walking on (even if
they are knocked down or drop prone), however
choppy water, waves, rapids, or other such disruptions
can still be considered rough terrain while using a
Potion of Water Walking. This potion’s effect
persists for 15 minutes.

Ring of Flight, Greater [miscellaneous]

Ring of Manipulation [miscellaneous]

Slots: 1 Magic

Slots: 1 Magic

This magical ring allows its wearer to fly effortlessly
through the air. While wearing the ring the character
can fly without effort at a Speed of 10. Once per day
the ring can be commanded (as an Attack Action) to
double the flying Speed to 20 for a period of 10
rounds. The ring can be used for up to four hours in
a given day, and that time does not have to occur
consecutively. The ring will impart a tingling sensation
to its wearer a few moments before the time runs out
to prevent an untimely fall. However, if the wearer
ignores the signal and does not seek the safety of the
ground the effect will expire, leaving them to plummet
to the earth.

These flat steel bands allow their wearer to easily
manipulate objects through the power of telekinesis. It
requires an Attack Action to use the ring and it can
heft up to 100 pounds at a distance of up to 100 feet.
The object can be moved at up to 20 feet in a given
round, or can hang in the air as the wielder sees fit. It
requires an Attack Action each round to maintain the
ring’s hold, otherwise the item in question clatters to
the ground. A Ring of Manipulation can function
three times per day for as many as 10 rounds for each
use.
While the telekinesis is responsive to the wearer’s
mental commands, it is incapable of fine or subtle
manipulations. Thus, the wearer could potentially
open a doorknob or simple container, but would not
be able to pick a lock or operate a complex device. If
the target of a Ring of Manipulation is an unwilling
creature, they can avoid the ring’s effects with a
DF[10] Might Save. Nearly all of these rings were
crafted to lift 100 pounds, but there were some that
had a greater enchantment, being able to move 500 or
even 1,000 pounds.

Ring of Guarding [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
This magical ring will offer its wearer additional
protection from harm. Rated from +1 to +5, the
value of the Ring of Guarding is added to its wearer’s
Protection total. Protection offered by a Ring of
Guarding will stack with other forms of Protection,
though a character can only benefit from one Ring of
Guarding at a time.

Ring of Power [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic

Ring of Invulnerability (specific) [miscellaneous]
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Slots: 1 Magic
These ornate rings provide magical protection
versus one of the eight cardinal or ordinal elements:
wind, storm, flame, magma, stone, acid, water, or ice.
While wearing such a ring a character is immune to
normal forms of damage or discomfort from that
specific element. Magical, supernatural, or abnormally
intense forms of the element can still harm the
character, however they gain a Boon on Saves made to
resist any of that element’s harmful effects.
Additionally, if taking damage from the element, the
character receives 2d4+2 Protection from the damage.
This Protection will stack with other forms of
Protection.

This magical ring will bolster its wearer’s Spirit.
Rated from +1 to +5, the value of the Ring of Power
is added to its wearer’s Spirit total. A character can
only benefit from one Ring of Power at a time.
Ring of Regeneration [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
This magical ring is oft set with a ruby, carnelian or
other blood colored stone. When worn it allows the
wearer to recover Health at a supernatural rate. Each
round the wearer recovers a single point of Health, up
to their normal maximum. This has the additional
desirable effect of making the wearer immune to the
Bleeding Condition.
While this ring is invaluable for keeping the wearer
healthy, it does have limitations. A Ring of

Ring of Relocation [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
This magical ring appears as a simple band of some
sort. When worn, the Ring of Relocation can be
commanded to cast an Ether Step spell on its wearer.
The ring will function only once per day and The
Ether Step will only affect the wearer of the ring and
one additional human sized creature (or its
equivalent). The Ring of Relocation can take its
wearer up to 100 miles from their current location but,
as with any casting of Ether Step, the new location
must be within line of sight, well know, or obvious.
Unlike most magic items, a Ring of Relocation can be
activated with a Free Action as opposed to an Attack
Action.
Ring of Resilience [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
A Ring of Resilience improves its wearer’s ability to
avoid hazards by offering a bonus to Saves. Rated
from +1 to +5, the value of a Ring of Resilience is
added to any Save that its wearer makes. A character
can only benefit from one Ring of Resilience at a time.

Ring of Resistance (specific) [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
These ornate rings provide magical protection
versus one of the eight cardinal or ordinal elements:
wind, storm, flame, magma, stone, acid, water, or ice.
While wearing such a ring a character gains a Boon on
Saves made to resist harmful effects of that specific
element. Additionally, if taking damage from the
element, the character receives d4+2 Protection from
the damage. This Protection will stack with other
forms of Protection.
Ring of Spell Storing (specific) [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
These magical rings can only be put to use by those
characters that have a Path of Magic. Each of these
rings is attuned to a specific Path of Magic (Animism,
Devotion, Necromancy, Primacy, or Sorcery) and can
only be used by those that share that Path of Magic.
The caster that wears the ring can store any single spell
they are able to cast and then to summon it forth at a
later time.
To charge the ring, the wearer must cast a spell,
using all the normal rules required for spellcasting,
taking the same amount of time, Drain, and suffering
any other effects that casting the spell might impose.
The spell stored in the ring must be one the caster has
learned and cannot come from a scroll or wand.
At a later time, the caster can then release the spell
from the ring. Releasing the spell requires an Attack
Action and another Spellcasting Test. This second
Spellcasting Test is conducted just as if the caster were
casting the spell normally, with the exception that the
casting time is an Attack Action and the caster does
not suffer Drain from the attempt. This second Test
determines the overall effectiveness of the spell. If the
Spellcasting Test fails the spell is not released. If a
Kink is rolled the Ring of Spell Storing is drained and
must be recharged before being used again.
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Regeneration will do nothing to help with Injuries or
keep its wearer from suffering the appropriate effects
of dropping to zero or lower Health. These rings have
no ability to prevent damage or death, and have no
effect on those who are already dead, they can only
heal those who are still clinging to life. A Ring of
Regeneration must be worn for a full twenty-four
hours before its magic begins to take effect, requiring
its bearer to wear it continuously to reap its benefit.

Ring of Sprinting [miscellaneous]

Ring of Vitality [miscellaneous]

Slots: 1 Magic

Slots: 1 Magic

When the wearer of a Ring of Sprinting takes a
Dash action, their movement is increased to four or six
times their Speed. When taking normal movement,
changing direction, and crossing terrain the wearer can
move four times their Speed (instead of the normal
three) when taking the Dash action. When using the
Dash action to run in a more or less straight line over
even ground, the Ring of Sprinting will allow its
wearer to move at six times their Speed (instead of the
normal four). A Ring of Sprinting cannot function
indefinitely. If ever called on for 5 rounds in a row,
the ring will become inert and need one hour to
recharge before it can be used again.

This magical ring will bolster its wearer’s Health.
Rated from +1 to +5, this value is added to its
wearer’s Health total. A character can only benefit
from one Ring of Vitality at a time.

Ring of True Protection [miscellaneous]

Scroll Case of Storing [miscellaneous]

Slots: 1 Magic

Slots: 1 Readied

A Ring of True Protection is a wondrous item
indeed, combining the benefits of a Ring of
Deflection, a Ring of Resilience, and a Ring of
Guarding all into one item. Rated from +1 to +5, the
value of the Ring of True Protection is added to it
wearer’s Defense total, Save results, and their
Protection total. The Protection from a Ring of True
Protection stacks with other forms of Protection. A
character can only benefit from one Ring of True
Protection at a time. Similarly, the benefits provided
by a Ring of True Protection do not stack with the
benefits provided by Ring of Deflection, a Ring of
Resilience, or a Ring of Guarding.

Due to the enchantments placed on a Scroll Case of
Storing, it employs an extradimensional trick to store
additional scrolls and have them ready at the user’s
behest. A Scroll Case of Storing will be rated at either
6, 9, 12, or 15. When equipped in a readied gear slot
a Scroll Case of Storing will allow its wearer to carry
its rating in scrolls in that single readied gear slot.
When found, there is a 50% chance that a Scroll Case
of Storing has one or more scrolls already stored
within.

Ring of True Resilience [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
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These desirable rings are most often carved out of
a piece of solid gemstone, polished smooth without
additional adornment. When worn, a Ring of True
Resilience offers its wearer a Boon to all Saves.

Ring of Warding [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
These ornate rings are often made of fine silver and
set with multiple gemstones of different colors. When
worn, a Ring of Warding offers its wearer a Boon on
any Saves made to resist the effects of magic.

Sling of Many Potions [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Readied
This simple leather bandolier can be easily worn
across the chest or on an upper arm. The narrow
pouches along the sling are made to hold potions. A
Sling of Many Potions employs an extradimensional
trick to store additional potions. A Sling of Many
Potions will be rated at either 4, 8, 12, or 16. When
equipped in a readied gear slot a Sling of Many
Potions will allow its wearer to carry its rating in
potions in that single readied gear slot. When found,
there is a 50% chance that a Sling of Many Potions
has one or more potions already stored within.

Staff of Healing [miscellaneous]

Sword of Slaying (specific) [miscellaneous]

Slots: 1 Readied

Slots: 1 Readied

This three foot magical staff is crafted from finely
polished hardwood. When the command word is
spoken and the Staff of Healing is touched to a willing
recipient, the staff heals Health based on the number
of charges expended. The wielder can elect to spend
between one and four charges during each activation.
For every charge expended the recipient heals d6+1
points of Health. Alternately, the wielder of a Staff of
Healing may elect to expend 5 charges and return the
recipient to their maximum Health total. A Staff of
Healing has no effect on other forms of damage or on
Injuries. A typical Staff of Healing will have between
6 and 16 charges (2d6+4) when found.

In most respects, these fated weapons behave as a
+2 magic weapon. However, Each Sword of Slaying
has been specially enchanted to destroy a specific type
of enemy (such as giants, demons, or blue dragons).
When wielded against such an enemy, a Sword of
Slaying becomes a +3 weapon and deals an additional
2d4 damage with a successful hit. Additionally, when
the bearer of a Sword of Slaying is within 30 feet of
the weapon’s chosen enemy, the sword hums lightly to
alert its wielder. While a sword is the weapon most
often imbued with such power, other weapons can also
be enchanted with the slaying magic.

Sunstone [miscellaneous]

Tankard of Thirst Quenching [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Readied

Slots: 1 Readied

Sunsword [weapon]
Slots: 1 Readied
These mystical weapons appear as ornate golden
sword hilts without blades. They are often discarded
or sold as mere baubles since Sense Magic does not
reveal the magical dweomer. When a command word
is spoken (as a Free Action) a stream of bright yellow
energy springs forth from the hilt, yielding a sword
with a blade made of shimmering energy. When
ignited the Sunsword functions as a +3 medium
weapon, and each successful hit allows its wielder to
ignore up to 2 points of the target’s Protection.

Tome of Durable Psyche [miscellaneous]
Slots: N/A
This magical tome contains a regimen of intense
mental exercises designed to strengthen the mind. A
character who spends a total of forty-eight hours
studying the tome will be imparted this secret
knowledge and find their Spirit total increased by one.
Once used, the tome becomes blank and will not be
useful to other individuals. Similarly, the knowledge
granted by the tome cannot be shared, meaning that
any single tome can only benefit a single individual.
Lastly, an individual can only ever reap the benefit of
one Tome of Durable Psyche, reading a second one of
these books produces no effect save for rendering the
book blank and wasting the knowledge within.
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A Sunstone is any fist sized or smaller object that
has been enchanted with Sunstone spell. The object
will emit bright light out to 60 feet, and dim light out
to twice that distance, and functions for all purposes
as the spell of the same name. It is common for a
Sunstone to be a small charm that can be worn,
something that can be sealed to allow the Sunstone to
go dark, or inside a tube to serve as a directed light
source.

This pint sized mug’s simple appearance belies its
magical nature. Three times per day it can be
commanded to fill itself with a delicious ale or other
alcoholic beverage of similar potency. The cup can
also be commanded to pour forth fresh water, up to
10 gallons in a given day.

Tome of Robust Health [miscellaneous]

Whisper Stones [miscellaneous]

Slots: N/A

Slots: 1 Readied

This magical tome contains a regimen of intense
physical exercises designed to strengthen the body. A
character who spends a total of forty-eight hours
studying the tome will be imparted this secret
knowledge and find their Health total increased by
one.
Once used, the tome becomes blank and will not be
useful to other individuals. Similarly, the knowledge
granted by the tome cannot be shared, meaning that
any single tome can only benefit a single individual.
Lastly, an individual can only ever reap the benefit of
one Tome of Robust Health, reading a second one of
these books produces no effect save for rendering the
book blank and wasting the knowledge within.

These unremarkable looking stones are always
constructed as a linked pair. When holding one of the
Whisper Stones and speaking into it, its user will find
that it transmits the words to whoever possesses the
counterpart stone. Whisper Stones are quiet, such that
only the bearer of the stone can hear the message. That
being said, the stones are indiscriminate and will
transmit any message to the counterpart stone’s bearer,
whether or not they are the intended recipient.
While the sender must actively hold the stone to
transmit, the receiving stone must only be somewhere
on the recipient’s person for the message to be
received. These devices transmit their messages
instantaneously, so if both parties make use of the
stones a real time conversation can be conducted.
Whisper Stones will not function if left lying around,
so they cannot be used in any capacity as a listening
device. Similarly, the stones don’t transmit anything
aside from the user’s voice, so they come up short for
listening in on others’ conversations.
Whisper Stones work over any distance, though
messages cannot transmit across the boundaries
between planes. Typically, these magical stones come
in a set of two, though it is rumored that sets of three,
four, and even five linked Whisper Stones were
created in ages long past.

Tome of Thoth [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Readied
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This magical tome is finely bound, composed of
heavy papyrus pages and showing the finest of
craftsmanship. While within the bounds of a library
or other similar store of knowledge, the Tome of
Thoth can be commanded to cast Assimilate
Knowledge (as a Positive Effect Item). The questions
asked, along with the answers (if available), will be
magically penned into the book in a language that the
user can understand.
This item will function in any given library only
once per month. The Tome of Thoth is crafted with
108 pages, with one page being filled each time the
book is used. It is possible to find a Tome of Thoth
that has been previously used, with those pages
displaying questions and answers from former owners.
When the last page is used the book becomes a
mundane item, though it still retains all the questions
and answers that were inscribed within its pages while
the enchantment persisted.

Winter Boots [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
These stark white fur boots provide considerable
benefit when worn in freezing climes. Winter Boots
offer the wearer excellent traction on snow and ice,
offering a Boon to Tests to avoid tripping and falling
in such situations. Additionally, these boots provide
resistance to cold and ice, offering a Boon on Saves
made to resist its harmful effects, and d4+2
Protection from the damage. This Protection will
stack with other forms of Protection. These magic
boots allow the wearer to ignore the effects of
exposure caused by extreme cold. It is rumored that
the desert folk can make a version of this item, sandals
that can aid their wearer in hot sandy climes.

Wizard’s Gloves [miscellaneous]
Slots: 1 Magic
This light pair of leather gloves is especially useful
for those who cast spells. Up to three times per day
Wizard’s Gloves can be called upon to reduce the
Drain of a given spell by 2 points (minimum Drain of
one, as usual). The use of this ability must be declared
before the Spellcasting Test is made, but does not
require any additional actions to use outside of what
is already needed to cast the spell.

Slots: 1 Magic
A curious magical item, Yonn Stones are small
objects, easily held in the palm of the hand. When held
aloft and set afloat they fall into gentle orbit around
the wielder’s head. While in orbit a Yonn Stone will
provide an ongoing benefit to its wielder, based on its
composition (see the list below). While they are
unobtrusive, managing to always stay out of the way
of their owner’s view and movements, they are very
noticeable. It is unlikely that even causal onlookers
would not immediately notice the orbiting stones as
they bob gently through the air.
A Yonn Stone will remain in orbit, and provide its
benefit, as long as the character remains awake, leaving
the character to collect all of their Yonn stones before
sleeping or potentially see them fall to the ground if
they lose consciousness. Alternately, an enemy can
attempt to strike the stones out of the air. While in
orbit a Yonn stone has a Defense of 20. If struck, roll
damage normally. A single attack dealing 5 damage
sends the Yonn Stone flying off in a random direction,
with 10 points from a single attack shattering the
stone and removing its enchantment entirely.

o—o

o—o

Blood Red Cube—Increase Might by one
Bright Violet Cube—Increase Insight by one
Brilliant Topaz Cone—+1 to all Saves
Cloudy Crystal Disc—5% Magic Resistance
Deep Aqua Cylinder—Sustains character without air
Dull Purple Orb—Increase Health and Spirit by one
Faceted Blue Orb—Add a Boon to Intellect Saves
Faceted Green Orb—Add a Boon to Prowess Saves
Faceted Purple Orb—Add a Boon to Insight Saves
Faceted Red Orb—Add a Boon to Might Saves
Faceted Yellow Orb—Add a Boon to Presence Saves
Gleaming Crystal Disc—10% Magic Resistance
Glittering Blue Orb—Increase Spirit by one
Glittering Red Orb—Increase Health by one
Ice Blue Cube—Increase Intellect by one
Jade Green Cube—Increase Prowess by one
Jet Black Tetrahedron—Increase Defense by one
Light Green Tetrahedron—Increase Speed by one
Polished Olive Prism—Reroll a Test, once per day
Shimmering Blue Spindle—Increase Spirit by 2
Shimmering Red Spindle—Increase Health by 2
Shining Onyx Pyramid—True Protection +1
Textured Golden Ovoid—+2 to all Saves
Verdant Green Sphere—Gain Dark Vision
Warm Orange Cube—Increase Presence by one

o—o—o

o—o

o—o
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Yonn Stone [miscellaneous]
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10. Appendix III – Bestiary—o
01. Common Creatures
While adventurers are prone to encountering the
strange and unusual, not every creature they run across
will be a magical beast or foul horror from a forgotten
age. If you find the need to assign attributes to a
mundane creature, the table below will provide the
required information. As always, the GM should feel free
to adjust any attributes as needed to suit their campaign
or to more accurately represent a specific creature.

Creature
Avian
Behemoth
Canine
Mount, Riding
Mount, War
Predator
Simian
Ungulate
Ursine
Vermin

Type
RB
RV
RB
RV
RV
RV
RB
RB
RV
RB

Speed
8
8
8
10
10
8
6
10
6
4

Defense
16
14
16
14
15
17
16
16
15
16

Hit Damage Saves Health Spirit Skills
Notes
+3
d3
3
6
6
4
Flight
+6 d6+4
6
22
10
4
2d4 Protection
+5 d4+1
4
8
8
5
Scent
+2 d4+1
3
12
6
2
Sprinter
+5 d4+2
5
14
8
3
Sprinter
+8 d6+2
5
10
8
5
Furtive
+5 d4+2
4
10
10
4
Climber
+3 d6+1
3
8
6
3
Sprinter
+7 d8+3
5
14
8
4
d4 Protection
+1
d2
1
1
1
4
Furtive
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Mundane Creatures
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02. Fantastic Creatures

Animal, Sentient



Commander

Habitat [Varies by animal type]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Clan]
Size [4’ to 6’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
Anthropomorphic versions of common creatures,
Sentient Animals form small communities in out of the
way places. Like other folk, they have all manner of
demeanor, from peaceful to brutish, industrious to idle,
fair to foul, and so on. Sentient Animals commonly speak
the trade tongue, though most species have their own
language as well. They have all the aptitudes common
among sentient beings, and can pick up a variety of skills
and pastimes just as other folk do.
Small changes to attributes or Talents can be
warranted based on their animal heritage. For example,
rabbit folk may have +1 to Speed, frog folk may have the
Leaper Trait, bear folk could have +2 Might, cat folk
may gain a +2 bonus to strike in combat, etc. A very
small number of Sentient Animals are born with a
sensitivity to magic, and as such these folk will produce
spellcasters from time to time.

Champion
18
d3+1

12

4

d3

12

5

6
10

d4+2

0

Claw

0

Tooth & Claw [claw, claw or weapon, claw]
Talents [stealth, observation, climbing]
Traits [Scent, Low Light Vision]
Special [Weapon Use (+6 to hit, +2 damage)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]

Rank & File
7 RB

14

2

0

3

2

1
3

d4

0

Claw

0

Talents [observation, climbing]
Traits [Scent, Low Light Vision]
Special [Weapon Use (+1 to hit, +0 damage)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

7 RV
6
7

9

15

7 CM

16

d6+3

0

Bite

0
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Tooth & Claw [claw, bite or weapon, bite]
Claw [+9/d4+3]
Talents [observation (B), stealth, tracking, climbing]
Traits [Scent, Low Light Vision, Sprinter]
Special [Weapon Use (+9 to hit, +3 damage)]

Avian Wolf



Habitat [Cliffs and crags]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Pack]
Size [3’ at the shoulder, 10’ wingspan]
Treasure [Incidental]
In many respects Avian Wolves are similar to their
terrestrial cousins. They hunt in packs, track by scent,
communicate by howling, and are highly territorial.
Adventurers that wander into their domain are viewed as
either food or competition, with the end result being the
same in either case.
Their fur ranges from a dusky gray to a ruddy brown
and they have feathered wings to match. A pack consists
of five to twelve wolves and will always contain at least
one Alpha. They are clever and can coordinate an attack
if given the opportunity to stalk their prey, preferring to
swoop down on opponents and attack using the Keep
Moving and Fall Back Traits. Despite being aggressive,
Avian Wolves are not suicidal. If they meet with
sufficient resistance they will retreat, perhaps to sulk and
lick their wounds, perhaps to regroup and try again.

Alpha
8 CM

18

5

0

10

6

7
8

d6+3

0

Bite

0

Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite]
Claw [+7/d4+3]
Talents [observation (B), tracking, stalking]
Traits [Elven Sight, Keep Moving, Fall Back, Scent]
Special [Flight at Speed 8, Speed 8 on foot]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]

Pack
8 RB

16

3

0

4

4

2
4

d6+1

0

Bite

0
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Talents [observation, tracking, stalking]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Keep Moving,
Fall Back, Scent]
Special [Flight at Speed 8, Speed 8 on foot]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

Beast Folk



Commander

Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Clan]
Size [7’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]

7 CM

18

7

d3+1

15
12

Burly humanoids with animal features, these fearsome
folk are the descendants of magical experiments in days
long past. Some few rebelled against their ancient masters
and managed to gain a foothold in out of the way corners
of the world. Some of these groups flourished, forming
clans and cultures of their own. Though Beast Folk can
be of any demeanor, they were originally created to serve
as fierce warriors and for the most part those aggressive
tendencies still persist, even after so many generations
have passed.
Hyena—The most common of Beast Folk, these
powerful warriors are collectively known as gnolls. They
are stronger than most and receive +1 to melee damage
and their maximum Health score.
Goat—With large gnarled horns, Goat Folk can deliver
a devastating rushing attack facilitated by the Charge
Trait. The base damage for this attack is d8.
Boar—With tough hides and sharp tusks, Boar Folk
gain a +2 to their Protection value and deal an additional
2 points of damage with unarmed attacks.
Stag—The largest of the beast folk, their large antlers
replace the claw attack, dealing a d6 instead of a d4. Stags
are also natural runners, gaining the Sprinter Trait.

6

8

d6+3

0

Medium Weapon

0

Tooth & Claw [claw, weapon or claw, claw]
Claw [+8/d4+3]
Talents [tracking, spotting, survival, intimidation]
Traits [Scent, Low Light Vision, Monkey Grip]
Special [Weapon Use (+8 to hit, +3 damage)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]

Rank & File
7 RB

16

3

d2

5

4

2
5

d6+1

0

Medium Weapon

0

Talents [spotting, survival, intimidation]
Traits [Scent, Low Light Vision]
Special [Weapon Use (+2 to hit, +1 damage)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

Chieftain
d6-1

7 RV
9
8

11

17
10

d6+5

0

Medium Weapon

0

Tooth & Claw [claw, weapon or claw, claw]
Claw [+11/d4+5]
Talents [tracking (B), spotting, survival, intimidation]
Traits [Scent, Low Light Vision, Charge, Bowl Over,
Monkey Grip, Parry, Fast Parry]
Special [Weapon Use (+11 to hit, +5 damage)]
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Bember



Habitat [Caves and caverns]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Solitary]
Size [5’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
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Distant cousins of satyrs, Bembers are crafty folk that
make their homes underground in distant, unexplored
places. They are typically solitary, though Bembers will
convene in large gatherings from time to time to
exchange information, wealth, and to propagate their
species. These folk measure success by the accumulation
of precious gemstones, especially rubies, and as such they
spend much of the time between gatherings in pursuit of
such treasures.
When it comes to their home territory, Bembers are
typically well informed. They will often sell information
or peddle their services as guides if they think they can
acquire some precious jewels in the process. Those that
strike a bargain with a Bember should be wary, as they
are a clever and crafty folk. They are as likely to acquire
their wealth through deception and theft as they are to
do so through legitimate means. While they prefer to
accomplish their goals without the risk of violence, they
can be formidable combatants. A Bember that is
provoked or feels it has the upper hand can easily slash a
foe to ribbons with its razor-sharp claws.

Bember
6 RV

20

10

d4

12

7
12

 MR% [35%]

9

d6+3

0

Claw

0

Tooth & Claw [claw, claw or weapon, claw]
Talents [deception (B), stealth (B), discern truth,
bargaining, appraisal, spelunking, climbing]
Traits [Dodge, Spry, Savvy, Sprinter, Dark Vision]
Special [Weapon Use (+7 to hit, +3 damage)]
Special [Magic Resistance 35%]

Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Swarm]
Size [18 inch wingspan]
Treasure [Incidental]
These bloodthirsty creatures are a grotesque
combination of a bat and a spider, featuring a bony beak
to rend and tear the flesh of its victims. These nocturnal
creatures are wholly carnivorous, and can range for
hundreds of miles in search of prey. An army of bony
beaks, a hungry Blood Swarm descends silently from the
night sky without warning. This allows a Blood Swarm
to catch their prey off guard much of the time. Those
not taking suitable precautions or keeping a keen eye on
the skies are surprised by a hunting Blood Swarm 50%
of the time.
Individually they don’t pose much of a threat, but
they are formidable when attacking in number. The
Blood Swarm will try to bring down a group of foes as
quickly as possible, then taking the time to feed on their
prey in relative peace. A typical Blood Swarm consists of
twenty or so individuals, though huge swarms of over a
hundred have been reported from time to time. It is
difficult to tell if such accounts are accurate, or merely
the exaggerated accounts of traumatized survivors.

Blood Swarm
8 RB

16

2

0

2

2

1
1

d3

0

Beak

0

Talents [hunting, stalking, hiding]
Traits [Scent, Dark Vision]
Special [Flight at Speed 8, Speed 4 on foot]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]
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Blood Swarm



Bloodstone Walker
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Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Cognitive]
Association [Solitary]
Size [8’ tall]
Treasure [Incidental]
Due to their behavior and appearance, these fell
creatures are often mistaken for the undead. Appearing
as stout skeletons with bloodstained bones and a
fearsome scythe, Bloodstone Walkers are actually
intricately crafted constructs carved in a skeletal image
from dark red stone. They were created in an age long
past, where it is said a power-hungry wizard built an
entire army of the Walkers to serve his nefarious
purposes. In the long years since, most of the Bloodstone
Walkers have been destroyed. However, it is rumored
that some few of these animated servants remain, busied
with some task that has been long forgotten by the likes
of men.
While they will work diligently on any task assigned
to them by their creator, Bloodstone Walkers were built
primarily for combat. They wield heavy obsidian scythes
and are specialize in their use. They gain a Boon to any
attack made with such a weapon and are able to employ
the One-Two, Sweep, and Whirling Dervish Traits
while so armed.
In addition to their ability to see in any lighting
condition (via the Dark Vision Trait), Bloodstone
Walkers also have the ability to Sense Life. This ability
extends to a range of 100 feet and can penetrate walls
and other solid objects. This ability is always active,
allowing a Bloodstone Walker to instantly identify any
living creature that approaches too close.
Bloodstone Walkers are highly resistant to magic and
other nontraditional forms of attack, as their high Save
Bonus allows them to pass all but the most difficult
Saves. This combines with their durable stone
construction and their immunity to normal weapons to
form a fearsome opponent for all but the most seasoned
of adventurers. Like any construct, they are immune to
poison, illusions, fear, mind control, disease, and Injuries.
Few Conditions can affect them, as they are wholly
immune to the Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Shaken, and Terrified Conditions.
Constructs do not have need for food, water, air, or sleep.

Bloodstone Walker
6 RV

18

14

d4+1

20

2

8
8

d8+4

0

Scythe (B)

0

Talents [endurance (B), strength]
Traits [Dark Vision, One-Two, Sweep,
Whirling Dervish, Wrecker,
Weapon Specialist (obsidian scythe)]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Immune to normal weapons]
Special [Weapon Use (+8 to hit, +3 damage)]
Special [Construct (immune to poison, illusions, fear,
mind control, disease, Injuries, and the
Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Shaken, and Terrified
Conditions. Does not need to eat, drink, sleep,
or breathe.)]

Habitat [Marshes and swamps]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Primal]
Association [Solitary]
Size [12’ tall]
Treasure [Incidental]
Dwelling in only the dankest of swamps, Bog Horrors
are huge shambling masses of animated vegetation. These
mobile plants will tolerate the natural wildlife found in
their swamps, but other creatures (including adventurers)
that stray into their territory are sure to be assailed by the
fetid creatures.
Bog Horrors are essentially huge tangled masses of
roots and branches. Local flora often takes root among
this knotted mass, providing a truly amazing form of
natural camouflage. A Bog Horror that lies in wait in
their natural surroundings can be spotted only with a
DF[20] Insight Test.
The creature’s gnarled hide offers significant
Protection against damage. Its soggy bog like nature
makes the creature exceptionally resistant against flame.
Furthermore, the thick knotted branches repel
bludgeoning attacks with ease, halving the damage from
such attacks before any Protection is applied.
In addition to their ability to see in any lighting
condition (via the Dark Vision Trait), Bog Horrors also
have the ability to Sense Life. This ability extends to a
range of 100 feet and can penetrate walls and other solid
objects. This ability is always active, allowing a Bog
Horror to instantly identify any living creature that
approaches too close.
As plants, Bog Horrors are immune to poison,
illusions, fear, mind control, disease, and Injuries unless
these effects specifically target plants. Few Conditions
can affect them, as they are wholly immune to the
Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf, Enraged,
Fatigued, Shaken, and Terrified Conditions. Plants do
not have need for food, air, or sleep, though they do
require periodic access to water and sunlight for
continued survival.

Bog Horror
5 RV

15

8

d6+2

22

4

6
6

d8+5

0

Clobber

0

Tooth & Claw [clobber, clobber]
Talents [swimming (B), stealth, tracking]
Traits [Dark Vision, Swimmer]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Camouflage (DF[20] IS Test to spot)]
Special [Resistance to flame (d4+2 Protection,
Boon to Saves)]
Special [Gnarled Hide (bludgeoning damage halved)]
Special [Plant (immune to poison, illusions, fear, mind
control, disease, Injuries, and the Bleeding,
Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf, Enraged,
Fatigued, Shaken, and Terrified Conditions.
Does not need to eat, sleep, or breathe.)]
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Bog Horror



Bone Tree
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Habitat [Plains and tundra]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Primal]
Association [None]
Size [30’ radius root cluster, 30’-50’ tall trunk]
Treasure [Incidental]
From a distance, Bone Trees are indistinguishable
from other native species. Upon closer inspection, wary
travelers may notice the carpet of bones that surrounds
the stout trunk. Through some travesty of magical
evolution, Bone Trees require the blood of the living to
survive. While most of their victims consist of local
wildlife, the blood of sentient life seems to offer more
nourishment for the creature. Thus, Bone Trees emit a
low murmur, potentially luring the curious close enough
to be attacked by the tree’s root like tendrils.
While Bone Trees are not innately intelligent, their
instincts serve them well and they will not attack until a
majority of their prey have moved within striking
distance. At that point the Bone Tree’s tendrils spring
forth, being able to attack up to ten separate targets
within the 30 foot radius. While the tree can extend up
to 10 tendrils at a given time, it can only bring one tendril
to bear on any single target.
Severing a tendril is relatively easy, requiring a
successful attack against a Defense of 16 and 5 damage
from an edged weapon. However, a Bone Tree has over
a hundred tendrils. Severing one just sees another spring
to life in its place. The surer way to defeat the tree is to
attack its trunk, as destroying this kills the creature. Bone
Trees are susceptible to flame, suffering 50% more
damage from such attacks.
Bone Trees have the ability to Sense Life. This ability
extends to a range of 100 feet and can penetrate walls
and other solid objects. This ability is always active,
allowing a Bone Tree to instantly identify any living
creature that approaches too close.
As plants, Bone Trees are immune to poison,
illusions, fear, mind control, disease, and Injuries unless
these effects specifically target plants. Few Conditions
can affect them, as they are wholly immune to the
Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf, Enraged,
Fatigued, Shaken, and Terrified Conditions. Plants do
not have need for food, air, or sleep, though they do
require periodic access to water and sunlight for
continued survival.
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Talents [camouflage]
Traits [Savvy]
Special [Root Tendrils (Full Round Action to attack
up to 10 separate targets in a 30’ radius)]
Special [Root Tendril (Defense 16, 5 damage to sever)]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Susceptible to flame (+50% damage)]
Special [Plant (immune to poison, illusions, fear, mind
control, disease, Injuries, and the Bleeding,
Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf, Enraged,
Fatigued, Shaken, and Terrified Conditions.
Does not need to eat, sleep, or breathe.)]

Habitat [Caves and caverns]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Colony]
Size [3’ long body]
Treasure [Collection]
A bane to those who would traverse underground
environments, Carver Worms stalk and kill any prey that
can be found in the dark places of the world. They are
cunning hunters, being both stealthy and patient, waiting
until they can maneuver into position and attack en
masse. They are also accomplished climbers, using their
tentacles to pull themselves into position to drop on
unsuspecting prey from above.
Though they have the Dark Vision Trait, this ability
actually comes from a passive form of echo location.
Ultimately the Carver Worm does not have eyes, is able
to ignore the Blind Condition, cannot be fooled by visual
illusions, and is even unhindered by magical forms of
darkness.
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Talents [tracking, stalking, stealth, climbing]
Traits [Scent, Dark Vision]
Special [Echo Location (Ignore illusions, Blind,
and magical darkness)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]
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Chaprakk



Habitat [Jungles and rain forests]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Tribe]
Size [5½’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
A distant relative of satyrs, the Chaprakk are
humanoid creatures featuring the upper torso of a human
carried by a pair of reptilian legs, complete with a tail.
They are typically found in small tribes in fertile jungle
regions. They are fond of wielding spears and javelins
and are accomplished hunters and warriors. Chaprakk are
wary of those who intrude on their domain, and will
typically attempt to divert, detain, or kill those that
trespass into their territory. That being said, the
Chaprakk are not innately bloodthirsty, and can prove
cooperative if properly motivated.
Chaprakk are fond of climbing, and often make their
homes in the safety of tall trees away from the jungle
floor. Their strong reptilian legs make them powerful
leapers, and as such Chaprakk may traverse a suitably
dense jungle by moving from tree to tree. This is their
preferred means of stalking prey. An unwary group of
adventurers that strays into Chaprakk territory may find
themselves ambushed from above by a shower of spears.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw]
Claw [+7/d4+4]
Talents [hunting, stalking, climbing, jumping, survival]
Traits [Leaper, Low Light Vision, Born in the Jungle]
Special [Javelin (+7 to hit, d6+4 damage, 30’ range)]
Special [Weapon Use (+7 to hit, +4 damage)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]
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Talents [hunting, stalking, climbing, jumping, survival]
Traits [Leaper, Low Light Vision]
Special [Javelin (+2 to hit, d6+1 damage, 30’ range)]
Special [Weapon Use (+2 to hit, +1 damage)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Primal]
Association [Solitary]
Size [10’ diameter amorphous blob]
Treasure [Incidental]
These horrific monstrosities can be found in any
environment where their mottled hide will allow them to
lie in hiding, waiting for prey who stray too close.
Chittering Horrors are ravenous carnivores, and will eat
any animal matter they come across. The Chittering
Horror appears as an amorphous mass of eyes and jagged
toothed maws. They move across the ground by dragging
themselves along with their plentiful mouths. This
combines to give the creatures a truly disturbing visage,
such that any creature that beholds them must make a
DF[15] Presence Save to see if they succumb to fear.
The Chittering Horror’s unique form of movement
makes it an adept climber. If possible, the creature will
attempt to drop on its victims from above. The
Chittering Horror’s malleable form allows it to fall up to
30 feet without suffering any damage. When the
opportunity presents itself, a Chittering Horror will drop
on a group of prey from above, scattering some with its
disturbing visage and dispatching the rest with its
powerful bite attacks. A Chittering Horror is arrayed
with countless mouths and can strike many foes at once.
When expending an Attack Action to fight, a Chittering
Horror may make a single attack against any target that
is in melee with the creature.
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Talents [observation (B), stealth, climbing, tracking]
Traits [Darkvision, Keen Eyed]
Special [Countless Mouths (Attack Action to make a
single attack against each target in melee)]
Special [Malleable Form (30’ fall without damage)]
 Special [Disturbing Visage (DF[15] Presence Save)]
Kink—The victim becomes Terrified for 2d4 rounds
Fail—The victim becomes Terrified for d4 rounds
Success—The victim becomes Shaken for one round
Bump—The victim is unaffected
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Chorban Mauler



Habitat [Woodlands and savannahs]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Solitary]
Size [8’ tall at the shoulder]
Treasure [Incidental]
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It is believed that these fell beasts were initially
summoned from some foul realm, brought forth to
perform a dark service for the summoner. Unfortunately,
not all were returned home when the task was complete.
The beasts were able to multiply and become a scourge
to those who live on the edge of the wilds. They are a
hulking creature, being half again as tall as most folk and
roughly wolf like in form. Their front limbs end in sharp
grasping claws and their gaping maws are lined with razor
sharp teeth. Few tangle with a Chorban Mauler and live
to tell the tale.
Despite their large size, Chorban Maulers are fast and
light on their feet, being adept at stalking their prey and
catching them unaware. They are also adept trackers with
a keen sense of smell and will often follow their prey
waiting until they have an opportune moment to strike.
In combat a Chorban Mauler is capable of making a great
leap forward to pounce on its foes. Doing so requires a
Full Round Action and allows the Mauler to leap up to
40 feet before making an attack. If successful, the attack
gains a Boon to damage.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite]
Claw [+7/d3+2]
Talents [stalking (B), leaping (B) spotting, tracking]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Scent, Sprinter]
Special [Pounce (40’ leap, Boon to damage)]

Habitat [Any desolate area]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Solitary]
Size [3’ tall]
Treasure [Collection]
A dangerous beast found only in the far uncharted
places of the world, the Cockatrice appears as a
combination of reptilian serpent and strutting rooster.
They are not innately aggressive creatures, but they are
inquisitive and have no natural predators above them on
the food chain. It is not uncommon for them to casually
strut up to those who wander into their territory. This
often leads to conflict, at which point a threatened
Cockatrice can become aggressive and actively seek to
dispatch its adversaries. This often goes poorly for the
creature’s foes, as they must face the creature’s terrible
petrifying gaze.
The Cockatrice’s spirit is inexplicably tied to a
powerful magic source. As such the creature is gifted with
Dark Vision and a penetrating gaze that gives it
immunity to any and all illusions. Furthermore, if any
creature is unfortunate enough to meet the creature’s
gaze, eye to eye, they can be Slowed or even turned to
solid stone (as determined by the results of a DF[15]
Presence Save). Those transformed to stone by the
petrifying gaze are rooted immediately and permanently
in place along with everything they were wearing or
carrying. It is all but a death sentence for the petrified
soul, though the magic can be reversed with a successful
casting of Disjunction versus a DF[22].
Those casually observing a Cockatrice will meet the
creature’s gaze, forcing a Presence Save only 1 in 6 times.
Targeting the Cockatrice with a ranged attack or spell
risks meeting its gaze 2 out of 6 times while those in
melee with the creature have a fifty-fifty chance of
locking eyes with the creature. Furthermore, as an Attack
Action the Cockatrice can try to lock its gaze on a
specific opponent, succeeding in the attempt and forcing
a Save 4 out of 6 times.
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Tooth & Claw [beak, beak]
Talents [observation (B), stealth (B)]
Traits [Dark Vision, Limited Flight]
Special [Penetrating Gaze (immune to illusions)]
Special [Petrifying Gaze (DF[15] Presence Save)]
Kink—The victim is turned to stone and the stone
cracks, leaving them with a Mortal Wound to deal
with if the magic is ever reversed
Fail—The victim is turned to stone
Success—The victim becomes Slowed for d3 rounds
Bump—The victim is unaffected by the gaze
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Cockatrice



Darghowl



Habitat [Tundra and hills]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Pack]
Size [8’ tall]
Treasure [Incidental]
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Darghowl are ravenous predators that prowl the night
searching for any prey they can find. These tall lanky
beasts are roughly humanoid in form, with shaggy greygreen fur and razor-sharp claws. They have a keen sense
of smell and can often track by scent alone. They are
persistent hunters, and will track their quarry for days if
they are suitably hungry and an easier meal does not
present itself.
When they attack, they do so with reckless abandon,
their booming howls giving them the War Cry Trait as
they attempt to overrun their prey and shred them to
ribbons. However, the true danger of the Darghowl is its
ability to deal massive damage in combat. When a
Darghowl makes use of its Tooth & Claw attacks and
hits with both claws, the target has been wrapped up in
the Darghowl’s grip. Such an attack allows the Darghowl
to maul the victim with both teeth and claws, dealing an
additional d4+4 damage to the target and then knocking
them prone.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw]
Talents [tracking, endurance, smashing]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Scent, Charge, War Cry]
Special [Hug (if both claws hit in T&C, add d4+3
damage, target knocked prone)]

Habitat [Varies by subspecies]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Pride]
Size [6’ body, 8’ neck, 10’ tail]
Treasure [Collection]
Thought to be the result of arcane experiments on
young dragons from a bygone era, Drakes are now a
species unto themselves. There is still some diversity left
in their heritage, providing five identified subspecies of
Drake: Flame, Ice, Wind, Storm, and Water. All Drakes
have a similar form, that of a miniaturized dragon,
complete with serpentine tail, neck, and functional wings.
Drakes have keen eyesight that rivals Dragons,
gaining a Boon on any Test made to notice things using
vision. They are magic resistant and have invulnerability
to elemental attacks that match their subspecies. All
Drakes are capable of releasing a breath weapon as an
Attack Action. Anyone caught in the area of effect must
make a DF[15] Prowess Save to determine their fate. A
Drake may use this attack 3 times per day, but may only
do so once every 3 rounds. The exact effect of the breath
weapon varies with the Drake’s subspecies.
Flame—Flame Drakes lair in areas with natural
geothermal activity, such as volcanoes or geyser fields.
Their scales are dusky maroon with yellow accents. They
breathe a cone of fire 40 feet long and 15 feet wide at its
end. It deals 3d6+3 damage.
Ice—Found in any freezing clime, the Ice Drake has
translucent blue scales that match its icy surroundings.
They breathe a cone of frost that is 50 feet long and 10
feet wide at its end, dealing 3d4+3 damage.
Wind—Found in tall mountains or windy canyons,
Wind Drakes are sky blue in coloration. They can deliver
a blast of air as their breath weapon, covering a 20 foot
radius at a range of 50 feet, and dealing 2d4+2 damage.
Storm—These smoky grey Drakes are often found in
rain forests or other areas with frequent storms. Their
breath weapon consists of a stroke of lightning 60 feet
long and 5 feet wide. It deals 3d6 damage which cannot
be prevented by metal armor.
Water—With scales that shimmer like pearls, Water
Drakes inhabit shorelines and river canyons. Their breath
weapon is a cloud of choking vapor with a 30 foot radius
at a range of 50 feet, and dealing d6+2 damage that
bypasses Protection.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite, tail]
Claw [+7/d4+2]
 Tail [+7/d6+2]
Talents [spotting (B), stalking, climbing, leaping]
Traits [Elven Sight, Dark Vision, Team Up]
Special [Flight at Speed 10, Speed 6 on foot]
Special [Magic Resistance 35%]
Special [Invulnerable to their element (immune to
normal, 2d4+2 Protection, Boon to Saves)]
Special [Breath Weapon (PW Save DF[15])]
Kink—The attack deals an additional d6 damage
Fail—The attack deals normal damage
Success—The attack deals half damage
Bump—The attack deals no damage
Flame [Cone of Fire (40’ l x 15’ w, 3d6+3 damage)]
Ice [Cone of Frost (50’ l x 10’ w, 3d4+3 damage]
Wind [Blast of Air (20’ radius, 50’ range,
2d4+2 damage)]
Storm [Lightning Bolt (60’ l x 5’ w, 3d6 damage,
bypasses metal armor)]
Water [Vapor Cloud (30’ radius, 50’ range,
d6+2 damage, bypasses Protection)]
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Dread Spider



Habitat [Deep forests and caverns]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Clutter]
Size [4’ diameter body, 6 foot legs]
Treasure [Incidental]
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Large, viscous, and always hungry, the worst thing
about Dread Spiders is that they are seldom encountered
singly. Their high speed, stealth, and ability to move
easily along vertical surfaces, even upside down, makes
them dangerous predators. Dread Spiders may not be the
most formidable adversaries physically, however their
venomous bite has the ability to paralyze victims,
providing an easy meal for the creature. Dread Spiders
are fond of spinning webs to lay traps for their prey, and
will often hide nearby and wait for their snares to provide
potential victims.
Dread Spiders can spin a sticky web that is durable
enough to detain a human sized creature. Those who
come into contact with a Dread Spider’s web must make
a DF[15] Prowess Save or gain the Entangled Condition.
Freeing oneself from the web requires a DF[12] Might
Test and a Full Round Action. Alternately, the cords can
be cut, requiring 8 points of damage from a single cutting
attack to sever a strand. Dread Spiders can easily navigate
their own webs, often descending on Entangled victims
in an attempt to deliver a poisonous bite.
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Talents [stealth (B)]
Traits [Dark Vision]
Special [Wall Crawler (move vertically and on webs)]
Special [Webs (DF[15] PW Save to avoid Entangled,
DF[12] MT Test to break free, or an
8 damage cutting attack)]
Special [Venomous (bite injects poison)]
Effect—Paralysis (Held Condition)
Onset—2 rounds
Duration—From Save
Save—MT DF[15]
Kink—The paralysis lasts for one hour
Fail—The paralysis lasts for 2d4 rounds
Success—The victim is Slowed for one round
Bump—The poison has no effect

Dundroe



Commander

Habitat [Deep caverns]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Clan]
Size [5’-6’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
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An alternate species of human that adapted to life far
underground, Dundroe have inky purple skin, shock
white hair, and broad pointed ears. They are a stealthy
folk, being accustomed to stalking and ambushing the
unwary in the dark. While they are mostly encountered
in small scouting groups, clans of Dundroe will build
cities and towns whenever they find suitable places to
settle. Their folk are prone to demon worship and will
readily enslave any who are weaker than themselves.
Those that run across roving Dundroe seldom find them
friendly or helpful unless they are outmatched or
outnumbered.
Dundroe are resistant to poisons and toxins of all
kinds, a likely result of the harsh diet of those who dwell
underground. A very small number of Dundroe are born
with a sensitivity to magic, and as such their folk produce
spellcasters from time to time.
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Talents [stealth, listening]
Traits [Dark Vision, Stonewise]
Special [Weapon Use (+3 to hit, +1 damage)]
Special [Resistance to poison (d4+2 Protection,
Boon to Saves)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]
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Talents [stealth (B), listening, tracking, tactics,
intimidations, ambushes]
Traits [Dark Vision, Stonewise, Charge, One-Two,
Weapon Specialist (heavy weapon type),
Command, Ambush]
Special [Weapon Use (+11 to hit, +4 damage)]
Special [Invulnerable to poison (immune to normal,
2d4+2 Protection, Boon to Saves)]
Special [Fate 1]
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Talents [stealth (B), listening, tracking, tactics]
Traits [Dark Vision, Stonewise, Charge, One-Two]
Special [Weapon Use (+7 to hit, +3 damage)]
Special [Resistance to poison (d4+2 Protection,
Boon to Saves)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]
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Elementals are spirits from other primal planes of
existence. They are seldom found in the realms of men
unless summoned to appear or bound there by great
purpose. While they may appear as playful sprites on
their home planes, they manifest as a huge, vaguely
humanoid, conglomeration of their particular element.
They are ultimately neither good nor evil, instead their
deeds are a reflection of those that summon them.
Elementals are exceptionally hardy, gaining a Boon to
all Saves and immunity to poison, illusions, blindness,
and deafness. Elementals also possess an immunity to the
element they are composed of, suffering no ill effects
from such attacks. They can maximize their Protection
one time per day by making use of the Perfect Armor
Trait. Their only weakness is from their opposing
element, to which they are susceptible and suffer 50%
more damage.

Wind—These churning masses of air fly at Speed 12
and have a Defense of 20. Additionally, Wind
Elementals are immune to normal ranged weapons.
Storm—Rolling black clouds rippling with lightning,
Storm Elementals can fly at Speed 10 and release a stroke
of lightning three times per day. The stroke of lightning
requires an Attack Action and hits a single target up to
60 feet away. The target suffers 2d4+2 damage, but may
make a Prowess Save DF[17] to take half damage. Metal
armor does not reduce this damage.
Flame—These living infernos will combust nearby
flammable materials (1 in 6 chance) and can unleash a
gout of flame three times per day. The gout of flame
requires an Attack Action and hits a single target up to
30 feet away. The target suffers 2d6+2 damage, but may
make a Prowess Save DF[17] to take half damage.
Magma—Flowing forms of lava, these elementals
combust nearby flammable materials (1 in 6 chance).
Magma Elementals are able to hurl a glob of magma as a
ranged attack, having a 20 foot range increment, +8 to
hit, and dealing d6+4 damage.
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Habitat [Elemental planes of existence]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Cognitive]
Association [Unknown]
Size [15’ to 20’ tall]
Treasure [Incidental]
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Tooth & Claw [clobber, clobber]
Talents [endurance, smashing]
Traits [Dark Vision, Perfect Armor (natural armor)]
Special [Magic Resistance 25%]
Special [Boon to all Saves]
Special [Immune to element type]
Special [Immune to poisons, illusions,
the Blind and Deaf Conditions]
Special [Susceptible to opposing element
(+50% damage)]


Stone—These hulking masses of stone are slow, seeing
their Speed reduced to 4. They are sturdy, gaining 2
additional Health and increasing their Protection to
2d4+1. Stone Elementals are also strong, gaining +2 to
damage with any successful clobber attack.
Acid—A corrosive wave of toxic acid, these elementals
deal d8 damage to anything that comes into contact with
them. Those who strike the elemental in melee suffer 2d4
splashing damage and see their weapon suitably damaged.
Water—Undulating beings of pure water, these
elementals are capable of swimming at a Speed of 12,
possess the Swimmer Trait, and are considered invisible
when wholly submerged in water. Furthermore, they
suffer only half damage from slashing and piercing
weapons. If their clobber hits with a Bump, the target is
engulfed (automatically suffering d6 damage each round,
must begin to hold their breath, and can still be targeted
by clobber with a +2 bonus). It takes a Full Round
Action and a DF[17] Might Test to escape.
Ice—Composed of glittering ice and packed snow, Ice
Elementals can hurl huge ice spears as a ranged attack,
having a 20 foot range increment, +8 to hit, and dealing
d6+4 damage. Ice Elementals radiate intense cold that
deals d4 damage each round to anyone within 5 feet.
This damages bypasses armor unless it is specifically
fortified against the cold.
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Habitat [Elemental planes of existence]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Clans or families]
Size [5’ to 8’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
If Elementals represent the primal spirits of a given
elemental plane, then Elemental Denizens represent the
populace of such places. They are primarily limited to
their own elemental planes, but are occasionally found in
other realms where an intense manifestation of the
element occurs. A small community of Magma Denizens
might inhabit an active volcano, Water Denizens might
be found in the ocean’s depths, Ice Denizens could find
a home on an ancient glacier, and so on.
Elemental Denizens are varied in appearance, even
across a given element, though they are usually some
variant of humanoid. They are capable of using weapons,
equipment, and magic items. Elemental Denizens are
invulnerable to their given element and susceptible to
their opposite element. A very small number of
Elemental Denizens are born with a sensitivity to magic,
and as such these folk will produce spellcasters from time
to time.
Wind—These beings can fly at Speed 8. Their control
of wind allows them to buffet ranged attacks away,
raising their Defense by 4 against such attacks.
Storm—Crackling electricity pulses along the skin of
Storm Denizens. If they are struck in melee by an
unarmed attack or a metal weapon, the attacker is dealt
d4 damage. This damage bypass armor.
Flame—Attacks made by Flame Denizens are wreathed
in fire. When making any attack, including fighting at
range or unarmed, increase the damage done by 2.
Magma—Magma Denizens have the ability to super
heat metal with a simple touch. They deal an additional
2 points of damage when able to wield a metal weapon.
They can also deal d4 damage to anyone in metal armor.
This requires an Attack Action and successful attack roll
with the damage bypassing the heated armor.
Stone—The rock-hard skin of Stone Denizens grants
them an additional 2 points of Protection. This
Protection stacks with other forms of Protection.
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Talents [observation, trailblazing, tactics]
Traits [Low Light Vision, One-Two]
Special [Weapon Use (+8 to hit, +3 damage)]
Special [Invulnerable to elemental type (immune to
normal, 2d4+2 Protection, Boon to Saves)]
Special [Susceptible to opposing element
(+50% damage)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]
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Talents [observation, laboring]
Traits [Low Light Vision]
Special [Weapon Use (+2 to hit, +1 damage)]
Special [Invulnerable to elemental type (immune to
normal, 2d4+2 Protection, Boon to Saves)]
Special [Susceptible to opposing element
(+50% damage)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]
Acid—Being able to secrete acid from their extremities,
Acid Denizens’ base unarmed damage is d6.
Water—These folk benefit from both the Aquatic and
Swimmer Trait. Their resilient form allows them to take
only half damage from slashing and piercing weapons.
Ice—These Denizens are never without a weapon. As a
Free Action Ice Denizens can create an ice weapon from
thin air. Any melee or thrown weapon can be conjured
with this ability, with the ice weapon having the same
qualities as others of its type.
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Emberfolk



Habitat [Volcanoes and deep caverns]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Clan]
Size [5’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
Stocky humanoids with elemental heritage,
Emberfolk have angular forms that appear to be carved
from glossy black obsidian. Their heads bear a crackling
mane of burning flame which makes their appearance
quite striking. This provides Emberfolk with a ready
source of flame and light, but the orange flickering gives
them a Flaw to any checks made to hide or sneak.
These people are an industrious and loyal folk,
trusting to the strength of their clan to keep them safe.
They are renown miners and metalsmiths, with their
knowledge of the underground realms and fireproof
nature proving invaluable in this regard. They tend to
settle on the edge of uncivilized lands, and as such they
tend to be suspicious of outsiders and those that are
unfamiliar to them.
They are capable of using weapons, equipment, and
magic items. Emberfolk are invulnerable to both flame
and magma, and vulnerable to ice. A very small number
of Emberfolk are born with a sensitivity to magic, and as
such these folk will produce spellcasters from time to
time.
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Talents [intimidation, endurance, smashing, lifting]
Traits [Dark Vision, Stonewise, Determined, Charge]
Special [Weapon Use (+8 to hit, +4 damage)]
Flaming Mane [Light and fire, but Flaw to stealth]
Special [Invulnerable to flame and magma (immune
to normal, 2d4+2 Protection, Boon to Saves)]
Special [Vulnerable to ice (2x damage, Flaw)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]
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Talents [endurance, smashing, lifting]
Traits [Dark Vision, Stonewise]
Special [Weapon Use (+4 to hit, +2 damage)]
Flaming Mane [Light and fire, but Flaw to stealth]
Special [Invulnerable to flame and magma (immune
to normal, 2d4+2 Protection, Boon to Saves)]
Special [Vulnerable to ice (2x damage, Flaw)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

Habitat [Deep woods]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Family]
Size [3’ nose to tail]
Treasure [Currency]
In deep woodland glens in the heart of fae lands, a
wayward adventurer has a small chance of stumbling
upon one of these wondrous creatures. Fae Wyrms are
generally peaceful, friendly, and curious. They are
mischievous however, and sometimes their antics can
complicate an otherwise simple social situation.
Physically, Fae Wyrms appear as miniature winged
dragons. Their coloration is varied, as it seems that Fae
Wyrms come in every color of the rainbow. Their wings
grant them the ability of flight, at a Speed of 8. Their
small size makes them maneuverable and allows them to
hide and avoid notice with relative ease. Their natural
aptitude for stealth is augmented by a useful magical
ability common to all Fae Wyrms. They can turn
invisible At Will, three times daily. Each use lasts for up
to 30 minutes, with an offensive action ending the
invisibility early, as usual.
Fae Wyrms are capable of producing a breath weapon
as an Attack Action, releasing a cone of pixie dust 20 feet
long and 10 feet wide at its end. Those caught within the
cloud are affected by the Confused Condition, as
determined by a DF[16] Presence Save.
A high Save Bonus and natural Magic Resistance
make Fae Wyrms all but immune to magical threats,
though their relationship with magic is more than just
defensive. Fae Wyrms are natural born spellcasters and
any of their species has access to a handful of spells.
Many Fae Wyrms pursue a course of study to enhance
their natural abilities, selecting a Path of Magic and
learning an entire suite of spells as any spellcaster would.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite, tail]
Claw [+7/d2+1]
 Tail [+7/d4]
Talents [observation (B), stealth (B), persuasion,
magical lore, storytelling]
Traits [Dark Vision, Scent, Woodwise, Disengage]
Spellcaster +8, IT 4 [Bolt, Blast, Augment, Heal,
Inflict, Mass Augment]
Special [Magic Resistance 50%]
Special [Flight at Speed 8, Speed 6 on foot]
Special [Invisibility (At Will, 3x daily, 30 minutes)]
Special [Breath Weapon, 3x daily (PN Save DF[16])]
Cone of Pixie Dust (20’ long by 10’ wide)
Kink—Confused Condition for 3d4 rounds
Fail—Confused Condition for 1d6 rounds
Success—Confused Condition for 1 round
Bump—No effect
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Flame Eater



Habitat [Caves and caverns]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Bed]
Size [5’ long]
Treasure [Collection]
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Found in dangerous uncharted reaches deep
underground, Flame Eaters appear as spikey, segmented
snakes with glowing embers for eyes. Their coloration is
charred black, though they seem to give off a dull red
glow in dim lighting conditions. Flame Eaters are wholly
carnivorous and will hunt in groups to bring down prey
that is much larger than themselves, including wayward
adventurers.
These serpentine creatures have ties to the elemental
plane of magma, allowing them to super heat their body
to such a massive temperature that they can instantly melt
stone and swim through solid rock as if it were water.
When moving in this fashion they have an effective
Speed of 4. Their elemental heritage also grants them
immunity to both magma and flame based attacks and
magic. A Flame Eater’s intense heat is also its primary
form of attack, as they are able to spit a glob of molten
rock up to 15 feet as a ranged attack, with a successful
hit dealing d4+1 damage.
In addition to their ability to see in any lighting
condition (via the Dark Vision Trait), Flame Eaters also
have the ability to Sense Life. This ability extends to a
range of 100 feet and can penetrate walls and other solid
objects. This ability is always active, allowing Flame
Eaters to instantly identify any living creature that
approaches too close. This allows them to stalk their prey
from the safety of solid stone, waiting for an opportune
moment to strike.
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Talents [stealth]
Traits [Dark Vision]
Special [Swim through stone at a Speed of 4]
Special [Molten Glob (as an Attack Action, 15’ range)]
Special [Immune to flame and magma]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

Habitat [Cliffs, crags, and eyries]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Cognitive]
Association [Brood]
Size [5’ to 8’ tall]
Treasure [Collection]
There are many that mistakenly think Gargoyles are
somehow connected to the elemental plane of stone. It’s
not a surprising misconception, as the creature’s hide has
the appearance and durability of rough granite. This not
only makes them tougher, but also allows a Gargoyle to
conceal itself easily when in its natural habitat. Gargoyles
sport powerful jaws, sharp teeth, razorlike claws, and a
lashing tail. These formidable weapons aside, a
Gargoyle’s most fearsome trait is a leathery set of wings
that allows this predator to roam the skies looking for
prey.
Though not considered sentient, Gargoyles are clever
and some even learn rudimentary bits of language. It is
even said that there are those who have trained Gargoyles
as servants and guardians. In their natural state Gargoyles
will form small family broods and claim a hunting
territory as their own. Their keen vision lets them see the
distant horizon, and most Gargoyle Broods will lay claim
to everything they can see from their eyrie. They are
tireless trackers and have a keen sense of smell to help
them in their pursuit of prey.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite, tail]
Claw [+5/d4+3]
 Tail [+5/d3+3]
Talents [spotting (B), tracking, climbing, stealth]
Traits [Elven Sight, Scent]
Special [Stone Hide (Boon to hide among the rocks)]
Special [Flight at Speed 8, Speed 6 on foot]
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Golden Scarab



Habitat [Deserts and steppes]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Primal]
Association [Swarm]
Size [6” diameter]
Treasure [Incidental]
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Large fat beetles, the Golden Scarab lives up to its
name with a glimmering gold carapace. They spend their
lives ambling about, looking for carrion and other
sources of food. Golden Scarabs are not innately
aggressive, but they do seem to enjoy fresh meat. There
are many reports of Golden Scarabs attacking those that
would disturb their lumbering search for a meal.
They are able to attack large prey by using a powerful
leap in conjunction with their durable shell. This allows
Golden Scarabs to ram into an opponent. Individually
this is more of a nuisance, the equivalent of an awkwardly
thrown punch, but together a swarm of these creatures
can bludgeon an adventurer to death. They are easily
abated however, and can often be distracted by a ripe
hunk of meat or another recent kill.
Though a Golden Scarab is seldom found with any
treasure, a carapace in good condition can fetch as much
as 50 coins if a suitable buyer can be found.
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Talents [climbing, jumping]
Traits [none]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

Habitat [Rocky crags and mountain cliffs]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Pride]
Size [5’ at the shoulder]
Treasure [Collection]
A lion’s body with the head and wings of an eagle,
Griffins bear the majestic traits of both their component
animals. They are tireless hunters and can range over a
massive area in search of prey. They are often spotted on
the outskirts of remote farms, hauling off a lonely sheep
or goat that strayed from the herd. A Griffin is not above
snatching an easy meal, though it is not uncommon for
them to confront more powerful game.
When they can press their aerial advantage, and have
at least 10 feet of altitude over a target, Griffins are
capable of conducting a devastating dive attack. Doing
so requires a Full Round Action, and allows the Griffin
to move up to their flying Speed of 10 before making
two claw attacks. If successful, these claw attacks each
deal an additional 2 points of damage.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, beak]
Claw [+6/d4+1]
Talents [spotting (B), stalking (B)]
Traits [Elven Sight, Alertness]
Special [Flight at Speed 10, Speed 8 on foot]
Special [Dive Attack (Full Round Action, drop at least
10’, make 2 claw attacks with +2 damage)]
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Griffit



Habitat [Underground]
Frequency [Common]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Clan]
Size [4’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
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These creatures are often mistaken for goblins, due to
their similar build and features. However, it is clear upon
closer inspection that Griffit are a species all their own,
though it does seem likely that these two folk share a
common ancestry. Griffit tend to be taller and lankier
than their distant cousins, with taught features, large
pointed ears, and solid red eyes that lack pupil or iris.
They subsist in dark underground places by
scavenging, moving from place to place once they have
picked an area clean. They are conniving and violent, and
will not hesitate to use deception, coercion, or force to
get what they want. While they may squabble amongst
themselves and are prone to baser behaviors, differences
are quickly forgotten when a common enemy can be
found to unite them.
The true strength of the Griffit lies in their numbers.
Small groups of Griffit are usually mere scouting parties
for a nearby clan of the devious folk. Truly the world is
lucky that Griffit are such an undisciplined and
incompetent lot, because their malicious nature would
prove a scourge to free folk everywhere if they could
properly organize their massive numbers.
Griffit dwell wholly underground and are unable to
tolerate sunlight. When exposed to sunlight, or similarly
bright source of light, they suffer a -2 to any Test they
make. Griffit can use weapons, armor, and even magic
items when they have access to them.
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Talents [stealth (B), spelunking, deception]
Traits [Dark Vision, Stonewise, Charge]
Special [Weapon Use (+4 to hit, +2 damage)]
Special [Weakness to Sunlight (all Tests at -2)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]
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Talents [stealth, spelunking, deception]
Traits [Dark Vision, Stonewise]
Special [Weapon Use (+1 to hit, +0 damage)]
Special [Weakness to Sunlight (all Tests at -2)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

Habitat [Lakes and lagoons]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Primal]
Association [School]
Size [8” to 12” long]
Treasure [Incidental]
These aggressive fish haunt clear jungle pools and
underground lakes, waiting for any hapless creature that
is unfortunate enough to break the surface of the water.
An archetypal cousin to piranha, Grinder Fish have
powerful jaws and a maw of needle-sharp teeth. They
readily attack anything that enters their watery domain,
swarming en masse to quickly shred flesh from bone.
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Talents [swimming]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Swimmer]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]
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Grinder Fish



Hentax Creation



Habitat [Desolate reaches]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Solitary]
Size [40’ long neck and body + 30’ long tail]
Treasure [Collection]
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A dozen of these creatures were created by the mad
wizard Hentax in an age long past. It is unknown if the
Hentax Creations are extremely long lived, or if they have
managed to procreate, but sightings of these fell beasts
still come in from the far edges of civilization from time
to time. They are somewhat draconic in appearance, but
terrifyingly misshapen and out of proportion. Their
heads are covered in boney plates, with a writhing maw
of tentacles serving as the creature’s mouth. Hentax
Creations are winged, but the tattered wings are also
misshapen and do not allow the creature to fully fly.
When its formidable attacks fail to overwhelm an
adversary, a Hentax Creation is capable of spitting a
stream of corrosive bile as an Attack Action. The stream
has a range of 40 feet and can target a single victim. A
victim covered in the corrosive bile suffers d4 damage
each round for a number of rounds as determined by a
DF[15] Prowess Save. This damage bypasses armor,
though other forms of Protection function normally. A
Hentax Creation can perform this type of attack a
maximum of three times daily.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, tentacle maw, tail]
Claw [+11/d6+3]
 Tail [+11/d4+3]
Talents [endurance, listening, intimidation, climbing]
Traits [Dark Vision, Limited Flight]
Special [Magic Resistance 40%]
Special [Corrosive Bile, 3x daily (PW Save DF[15])]
Single target, 40’ range, damage bypasses armor
Kink—d4 damage per round for 2d4 rounds
Fail—d4 damage per round for d4 rounds
Success—d4 damage per round for 1 round
Bump—No effect

Hobgoblin Raiders



Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Warband]
Size [6’ 6” tall on average]
Treasure [Currency]
An all too common sight in wild reaches outside the
range of the law, Hobgoblin Raiders are a danger to any
who travel in such places. They are crafty when it comes
to banditry and ambushing the unwary and they can
often ply this talent into a significant tactical advantage.
While they are a cruel and violent folk, they are not
foolhardy. When possible, they will seek out weaker
targets or those that they think they can rob through
intimidation alone.
Hobgoblins favor bastard swords and most of their
numbers are trained in their use. Most will fight with
sword and shield, though the bastard sword gives them
the option of casting the shield aside to use the weapon
two-handed. When doing so their Defense is reduced by
one, but their base damage die is increased from a d6 to
a d8.
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Talents [survival, climbing, ambushes (B), banditry]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Hand and a Half Trained,
Charge, Ambush]
Special [Weapon Use (+5 to hit, +3 damage)]
Special [Shield and Sword (drop shield for -1 to
Defense but increase base damage to d8)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]
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Talents [survival, climbing, ambushes]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Hand and a Half Trained]
Special [Weapon Use (+2 to hit, +1 damage)]
Special [Shield and Sword (drop shield for -1 to
Defense but increase base damage to d8)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]
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Talents [survival, climbing, ambushes (B),
banditry, intimidation (B)]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Hand and a Half Trained,
Charge, One-Two, Command, Ambush,
Weapon Specialist (Bastard Sword)]
Special [Weapon Use (+7 to hit, +5 damage)]
Special [Shield and Sword (drop shield for -1 to
Defense but increase base damage to d8)]

Imp



Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Solitary]
Size [18” to 24” tall]
Treasure [Currency]
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Servants of dark powers from other dimensions, Imps
ply their skills to corrupt mortals and sow the seeds of
chaos. There are many distinct sub-types of Imp, with
Bone, Flame, Grime, and Smoke Imps being described
here. Imps vary wildly in appearance, though most are
vaguely humanoid with features closely tied to their subtype. Imps seldom rely on direct confrontation and
prefer to accomplish their goals through treachery and
manipulation. Perhaps the most dangerous thing about
encountering an Imp is the implication that a more
powerful demon may be in close proximity, or at the very
least is taking an interest in the Imp’s activities.
All Imps are capable of Flight at a Speed of 8 and
have other magic abilities that are common across all the
sub-types. They can turn invisible as a Move Action,
three times daily. Each use lasts for up to 30 minutes,
with an offensive action ending the invisibility as usual.
Imps are capable of creating Cantrip-like effects at the
cost of an Attack Action and a single point of Drain.
Such magic is limited to effects related to the Imp’s subtype, though in this case the use of Cantrips does not
require the Imp to make a Spellcasting Test.
Bone—Bone Imps have stronger and sharper claws and
teeth than their cousins. When they successfully hit in
combat their attacks deal an additional 2 points of
damage.
Flame—When engaged in combat, a fiery wreath
surrounds the Flame Imp, causing d3 points of flame
damage to anyone who attempts to strike them in melee.
Grime—A Grime Imp releases on overpowering stench
when forced into combat, such that those who engage
them in melee combat suffer a Flaw on any attack rolls.
Smoke—A Smoke Imp is able to summon a billowing
cloud of smoke as an Attack Action up to three times
daily. The smoke fills a 20 foot radius, at a range of 50
feet, and blocks vision for d4+1 rounds.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite]
Claw [+4/d3+1]
Talents [stealth (B), bargaining (B), deception,
persuasion, trickery]
Traits [Dark Vision, Disengage, Hard Bargain]
Special [Flight at Speed 8, Speed 4 on foot]
Special [Invisibility (Move Action, 3x daily, 30 min.)]
Special [Cantrips (Drain 1, no Spellcasting Test)]
Special [Magic Resistance 25%]

Habitat [Jungles and other tropical lands]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Solitary]
Size [12’ tall at shoulder, 18’ long body, 15’ neck]
Treasure [Incidental]
These large creatures are easily as massive as an
elephant, often weighing upwards of five tons. They are
stocky in build, with deep olive hide and a long craning
neck. The head of a Kroffet Beast almost appears as that
of a massive featherless bird, with a sharp snapping beak
that is capable of rending a man in two.
Despite their threatening appearance, Kroffet Beasts
are omnivorous creatures and are more scavengers than
hunters. They are as likely to feast on vegetation and
carrion as they are to seek out live prey. However, they
are highly territorially and will often look on trespassers
as intruders that must be driven off or killed.
Though this creature’s sharp beak is a deadly weapon,
it is not the beast’s only method of attack. Kroffet Beasts
have an odd set of horn like tusks that protrude from
their mid-section. This feature, along with their large
size, provide them with a devastating form of rushing
attack. As a Full Round Action, a Kroffet Beast can surge
forward, trampling anything in a 10 foot wide by 40 foot
long path. When executing such an attack, the Kroffet
Beast may conduct a single melee attack against every
creature in the area of effect. Creatures struck by the
attack suffer d6+3 damage and must make a DF[12]
Might Save or be knocked prone.
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Talents [endurance, foraging]
Traits [Charge]
Special [Trample (Full Round Action to surge forward,
single attack against all within a 10’x40’ path,
hits deal d6+3 damage and force DF[12]
Might Save to avoid being knocked prone)]
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Kroffet Beast



Living Dead



Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Primal]
Association [None]
Size [Similar in size to their living counterparts]
Treasure [Incidental]
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When necromantic magic is bound to a recently
deceased corpse, the Living Dead are created. These
shambling aberrations come in all shapes and sizes,
though ultimately their structure has little effect on their
attributes. They are typically under the control of some
dark power, be it necromancer, evil spirit, or powerful
undead. Walking Dead are dedicated servants, but lack
the cognitive ability to handle complex commands or
improvise. If they are without proper leadership and are
left to their own devices, Living Dead run amuck, seeking
out and killing any living beings they can find.
The Living Dead are capable of using weapons and
armor, assuming their body structure is accommodating.
However, they will only do so if ordered by their
controller. They do not have the capacity to equip
themselves, even if better gear is available. Their magical
nature makes them resilient to normal attacks. When
taking damage from a non-magical weapon, Living Dead
may claim d4 Protection versus the attack. This
Protection will stack with other forms of Protection.
In addition to their ability to see in any lighting
condition (via the Dark Vision Trait), Living Dead also
have the ability to Sense Life. This ability extends to a
range of 100 feet and can penetrate walls and other solid
objects. This ability is always active, allowing Living
Dead to instantly identify any living creature that
approaches too close. Like all undead, Living Dead are
immune to poison, illusions, fear, mind control, disease,
and Injuries. Few Conditions can affect them, as they are
wholly immune to the Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed,
Deaf, Enraged, Fatigued, Held, Out, Shaken, Slowed,
and Terrified Conditions. The Living Dead do not have
need for food, water, air, or sleep.
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Talents [endurance (B)]
Traits [Dark Vision]
Special [Weapon Use (+1 to hit, +1 damage)]
Special [Protection versus normal weapons (d4)]
Special [Undead (immune to poison, illusions, fear,
mind control, disease, Injuries, and the
Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Held, Out, Shaken,
Slowed, and Terrified Conditions. Does not
need to eat, drink, sleep, or breathe.)]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Solitary]
Size [15’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
Due to their massive earthen forms, Lords of Stone
are often mistaken for stone elementals. However, these
fearsome creatures are actually simple nature spirits that
have the ability to possess and animate solid rock. These
spirits are quite capable of appearing without their stone
body, forming into a translucent wisp with a
disembodied voice. They may even prove helpful if
treated with courtesy and properly motivated. While in
their insubstantial form the Lord of Stone is immune to
physical damage of any sort, however attacks that target
Spirit can affect them normally.
Typically, these spirits are tied to some natural
feature, or serve as guardians for some sanctified location.
If they are raised to ire or their domains are threatened
the wispy spirit melds into the nearest source of stone
(usually right beneath them) to form the massive rock
creature that is the true Lord of Stone.
A Lord of Stone is a fearsome combatant. They are
quite durable, have a high Protection value, and are
capable of devastating melee attacks. If they have need to
fight at range, a Lord of Stone can launch a massive stone
projectile that can strike a target up to 60 feet away. If
the attack connects it deals 2d4+2 damage.
A Lord of Stone is invulnerable to flame, ice, stone,
and storm based attacks, being immune to normal forms
of that damage, gaining a Boon to Saves, and 2d4+2
Protection against magical forms of those attacks. Due
to the nature of the animated rock, Lords of Stone are
wholly immune to poisons of any type.
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Tooth & Claw [clobber, clobber]
Talents [strength, endurance, persuasion]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Feats of Strength]
Special [Hurl Stone (Attack Action, 60’ range,
+9 to hit, 2d4+2 damage)]
Special [Invulnerable to flame, ice, stone, and storm
(immune to normal, 2d4+2 Protection,
Boon to Saves)]
Special [Immune to poisons]
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Lord of Stone



Lost Druid



Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Solitary]
Size [5’-6’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
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Druids commit to a life of service to the natural
world, protecting some particular stretch of wilderness
from encroaching evils. Not all Druids succeed. Those
that fail in their duties can be driven mad by tragedy,
enlisting dark spirits to give them unnatural long life so
that they may spend endless years attempting to erase
their failure.
Some Lost Druids wander the world looking to
punish those who do not give Mother Nature the respect
she deserves. Others are looking to right some ancient
wrong perpetrated against them or the lands they were
sworn to protect. Regardless of their motivation, Lost
Druids have deep resentments towards civilization and
those that would seek to bend nature to their own selfish
purposes. Thus, most Lost Druids become a blight to
civilized lands and must be dispatched in the name of
progress. Their seething rage at society aside, Lost
Druids are not foolhardy folk. They will hatch intricate
plans and draw others into their service if it means
striking a blow against those that cannot live in harmony
with the land.
A Lost Druid’s primary strength lies in their skill as a
spellcaster. In addition to the listed spells, Lost Druids
should have access to at least three other Arrays (chosen
from the Base Magic and Instill Spheres by the GM).
Most Lost Druids were Animists in life, and if desired
their spell use can be fully fleshed out using this Path of
Magic.
Their unnatural existence makes Lost Druids wholly
immune to any attack that is not magical in nature. Nonmagic weapons skip harmlessly off their skin. Magic
weapons and spells affect them normally, as well as cold
forged iron weapons which are also effective in bypassing
their immunity.
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Talents [stalking, tracking, survival, nature lore]
Traits [Withdraw, Quickstep, Disengage, Center,
Focus, Dodge, Shake it Off]
Spellcaster +7, IT 3 [Armor, Bolt, Blast, Heal,
Diminish, Inflict]
Special [Weapon Use (+6 to hit, +1 damage)]
Special [Immune to normal weapons]
Special [Magic Resistance 20%]
Special [Fate 1]

Habitat [Tundra and steppes]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Solitary]
Size [10’ tall at the shoulder]
Treasure [Incidental]
More than just beasts of legend, Manticores prowl the
edges of the wild where they range over large areas in
search of prey. These creatures appear as massive lions
with the maned head of a man, leathery bat wings, and a
lashing tail with a bristle of boney spikes. They are
vicious hunters, attacking any quarry they can spot with
their keen vision. They are especially fond of human and
elven flesh, and there are many accounts of Manticores
tracking humans and elves by scent for miles in order to
obtain their meal of choice.
They are ferocious in combat, being able to make use
of their bite, claws, and tail in perfect unison to achieve
deadly results. Manticores can also be deadly at range.
They are able to whip their spiked tails to fling a volley
of boney spikes to strike an opponent that is up to 60
feet away. The volley of spikes is fired as an Attack
Action, though the beast may also make the ranged attack
in place of their tail when spending a Full Round Action
to make their Tooth & Claw attacks. If a volley hits
successfully it deals d6+2 damage. A Manticore’s tail
spike attack does not incur any Free Attacks when used
while in melee with an enemy.
As if a Manticore was not already dangerous enough,
it can also take to the air. Their leathery wings grant them
the ability to fly at a Speed of 8 and they can use this
ability in conjunction with their tail spikes to bombard
targets on the ground from the relative safety of the air.

Manticore
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0

Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite, tail]
Claw [+6/d4+2]
 Tail [+6/d6+2]
Talents [observation, tracking, stalking, leaping]
Traits [Elven Sight, Charge, Scent]
Special [Flight at Speed 8, Speed 10 on foot]
Special [Tail Spikes (Attack, Action, 60’ range, can be
used in place of the tail attack for T&C,
+6 to hit, d6+2 damage)]
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Merfolk



Habitat [Ocean]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Polity]
Size [13’-17’ head to tail]
Treasure [Currency]
These underwater denizens can be found in any ocean
waters, be it tropical inlets or deep-sea ravines. Their
cultures vary widely, from those who live near civilization
and trade with surface folk, to those who attack and raid
any ships that would dare to traverse their territory.
There are others that live in deep ocean waters that see
the surface as some strange and distant land full of fear
and wonder. Those who have interaction with the surface
world often learn the trade tongue, though it can only be
spoken above the surface, only the merfolk’s native
tongue can be properly spoken and understood
underwater.
Physically, merfolk have the upper torso and head of
a humanoid, but their lower extremities form into a fish’s
tail. They are excellent swimmers, and can breathe both
water and air. Merfolk are skilled with tridents and have
developed many weapon designs that work well
underwater. When using one of their own weapons
underwater, Merfolk do not suffer any penalties to
attack. A very small number of Merfolk are born with a
sensitivity to magic, and as such their folk produce
spellcasters from time to time.

Commander
8 CM
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0

Trident (B)(Reach)

0

Tooth & Claw [weapon, tail]
 Tail [+6/d4+3]
Talents [swimming, scouting, intimidation]
Traits [Aquatic, Gills, Low Light Vision,
Weapon Specialist (trident)]
Special [Weapon Use (+6 to hit, +3 damage)]
Special [Underwater Weapon (No penalties to fight
underwater when wielding a Merfolk weapon)]
Special [Swim at Speed 8, Speed 2 on land]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]

Rank & File
8 RB

18

3

1

4

4

2
3

d6+1

0

Trident (Reach)

0
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Talents [swimming, scouting]
Traits [Aquatic, Gills, Low Light Vision]
Special [Weapon Use (+2 to hit, +1 damage)]
Special [Underwater Weapon (No penalties to fight
underwater when wielding a Merfolk weapon)]
Special [Can fight unarmed with tail (+2/d4+1)]
Special [Swim at Speed 8, Speed 2 on land]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]

Habitat [Ocean shallows]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Cognitive]
Association [Warren]
Size [5’ long head to tail]
Treasure [Collection]
These underwater creatures tend to avoid civilized
lands, instead living in small warrens hidden amongst the
rocks and reefs in ocean shallows. They are eel like in
appearance, having a long writhing body, flat head, and
bulbous eyes. Unlike a normal eel, Muraenid have a pair
of small arms, complete with webbed hands, that they use
to interact with their environment. These creatures are
clever, and are certainly capable of problem solving and
learning new things. However, attempts to communicate
with them have failed, and they don’t seem to be willing
to build relationships with any other species. As such
they have a reputation for being wicked, and see anything
that enters their domain as either an intruder or as prey.
Strong jaws and sharp teeth prove to be their only
form of attack, though what they lack in offensive
capability they make up for with sheer numbers. Seeing
one of their number in duress will cause all available
Muraenid to surge forth to join the fray. Many hapless
adventurers have fallen to Muraenid, thinking that a
handful of the creatures were of little concern, only to be
overrun as a hoard of Muraenid issue forth to defend
their kin.

Muraenid
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Bite
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Talents [observation, stealth]
Traits [Aquatic, Gills, Low Light Vision]
Special [Swim at Speed 8, Speed 2 on land]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]
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Naga



Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Solitary]
Size [10’-15’ long, head to tail]
Treasure [Currency]
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A scourge to civilized lands, Nagas are a cunning
enemy that craves power and wealth above all other
things. Their appearance is that of a massive serpentine
body with a vaguely human face. Their mouths are lined
with rows of needle like teeth and their eyes an eerie
reptilian shape. Their appearance aside, the most
unnatural feature of a Naga is its pleasant, calm
demeanor and soothing voice.
If a Naga can engage a victim in conversation, even
for just a moment, they can bewitch a target with their
hypnotic voice. This ability duplicates the effects of the
Fast Friends spell, though it can target multiple victims
at the same time and does not require a Spellcasting Test.
Victims are allowed a DF[17] Presence Save versus the
magic, just as they would be against Fast Friends. Nagas
are very cognizant of the effect of this magic, and will
attempt to twist logic and reason to get those under the
effects of hypnotic voice to do their bidding, even if this
would generally go against their better nature. They are
sure to continue to employ hypnotic voice against those
in their sway, sometimes keeping a weak-minded target
under their influence for a considerable amount of time.
Nagas are cunning, and are careful to keep themselves
out of harm’s way. They will use their hypnotic voice
ability to always keep suitable minions around to do their
bidding, and have no qualms about hiring mercenaries
and bandits to bolster their numbers. Nagas are natural
born spellcasters and will shamelessly use magic in
pursuit of their nefarious goals. The list of standard
spells here doesn’t do these devious creatures justice, and
it is recommended that their spell use be fully fleshed out
using one of the Paths of Magic.

Naga
6 RV
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MR% [40%]
Spells [+9]

d6+4

0

Bite

0

Tooth & Claw [bite, tail]
 Tail [+7/d4+2]
Talents [deception (B), negotiation (B), stealth]
Traits [Disengage, Center, Focus, Hard Bargain]
Spellcaster +9, IT 5 [Bolt, Blast, Diminish,
Inflict, Heal, Augment]
Special [Magic Resistance 40%]
Special [Hypnotic Voice (PN Save DF[17]),
duplicates the effects of the Fast Friends spell]
Kink—5 hour duration
Fail—50 minute duration
Success—No effect
Bump—No effect, the target is aware of the attempt
Bone—Marked by boney plates along their segmented
bodies, Bone Nagas see their Protection increased to
d6+1 and the damage of their tail attack increased to
d6+2. All Bone Nagas are able to cast the spell Animate
Corpse and will have the maximum number of animated
corpses in their service at any given time.
Fell—These Naga are perhaps the most cunning,
bearing shimmering purple scales and having the most
pleasant of demeanors. Their hypnotic voice ability is
considerably more powerful than that of their brethren,
requiring a DF[19] Presence Save and seeing the
resulting duration multiplied by a factor of 10.
Red—Born of fire, Red Nagas can wreath themselves
in an aura of flame. The aura of flame can be ignited (and
extinguished) At Will. Those in melee with the creature
suffer d4+1 damage each round from the heat.

Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Primal]
Association [Solitary]
Size [3’-5’ diameter glob]
Treasure [Incidental]
Bubbling piles of animated goo, Oozes are a remnant
of ancient magics gone awry. Their form appears as mass
of translucent liquid, slithering and dragging itself along
the ground in search of food. They are mindless in their
search and will absorb organic matter of any type, though
these creatures seem to draw more nourishment from
living matter. Oozes will track living prey tirelessly if
they can pick up a trail, seeking out any living creature to
fuel their growth. They attack in melee by swiping at
their target with an acidic pseudopod in an attempt to
begin the digestion process.
Their bodies are infinitely flexible, such that an Ooze
can fit through any opening that is not water tight. This
quality also makes an Ooze tough to kill. They take only
one quarter damage from physical attacks such as swords
and clubs. That, when combined with their high Save
Bonus, makes them quite durable.
Oozes have the ability to Sense Life. This ability
extends to a range of 100 feet and can penetrate walls
and other solid objects. This ability is always active,
allowing Oozes to instantly identify any living creature
that approaches too close. Additionally, Oozes are
immune to poison, illusions, fear, mind control, disease,
and Injuries. Few Conditions can affect them, as they are
wholly immune to the Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed,
Deaf, Enraged, Entangled, Fatigued, Held, Slowed,
Shaken, and Terrified Conditions. Oozes do not have
need for water, air, or sleep.

Ooze
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Talents [climbing, stealth]
Traits [none]
Special [Flexible Body (Can fit through any opening,
one quarter damage from physical attacks)]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Ooze (immune to poison, illusions, fear, mind
control, disease, Injuries, and the Bleeding,
Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf, Enraged,
Entangled, Fatigued, Held, Slowed, Shaken,
and Terrified Conditions. Does not need to
drink, sleep, or breathe.)]
Crimson—This species of Oozes grows rapidly when
exposed to flame or magma. Any damage of this type
inflicted instead adds to the creature’s Health total. This
can increase a Violet Ooze’s Health above the normal
maximum. While above their maximum, Violet Oozes
gain +3 to hit and to damage. A Crimson Ooze that
reaches 20 hit points will split into two Oozes as a Free
Action. Each new Ooze has 9 Health.
Golden—As their name implies, Golden Oozes have an
outer skin that glimmers and reflects like real gold. This
outer skin also makes them more durable, granting d4
Protection (used after damage is quartered). They pay a
price in mobility for this benefit, reducing Golden Oozes
Speed to 3 and denying them the ability to fit through
openings less than one inch in size.
Green—The most corrosive of the lot, Green Oozes
secret and acid that can dissolve almost anything. Their
acidic touch deals d8+4 damage and can destroy armor
and weapons. Weapons striking a Green Ooze in combat
have a 50% chance of being destroyed, as does armor
struck by the creature. This chance is reduced to 5% for
magic weapons and armor.
Violet—The most aggressive of the Oozes, the Violet
variety is a fast and skilled hunter. The creature can move
at a Speed of 8, and has the Scent Trait to aid in its
tracking endeavors. Violet Oozes often stalk their prey,
waiting for an opportune moment to strike.
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Pale Horseman
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Habitat [Any desolate region]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Solitary]
Size [6’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
Powerful undead spirits cursed to eternal wandering,
Pale Horseman stalk the far reaches of the world in
search of other souls to damn. They appear as horribly
emaciated humans, white skin drawn taught over bone.
They always appear armored atop a skeletal warhorse and
if not attacked outright, they will demand tribute from
any they encounter. The tribute can be just about
anything, but will always be something that can be
afforded by their quarry. A Pale Horseman would not
ask for more wealth than a party has on hand, for
example, though it may demand the group’s entire stash.
Paying the Horseman will appease it and it will depart
immediately. If the tribute will not be paid, the
Horseman will immediately resort to violence.
In some circumstances, a Pale Horseman will demand
a service as its chosen tribute, usually some dark task to
serve their evil purposes. Promises should not be made
to Pale Horseman lightly, as they are able to employ the
Geas spell once daily At Will and will use this power to
ensure any bargains made are honored.
They are fearsome warriors and will never back down
from a challenge. Their skeletal mounts are likewise
formidable, and each will be able to act independently in
combat. The Pale Horseman does not need to expend
actions in order to get the mount to move or attack.
Like all undead, Pale Horseman and their mounts are
immune to poison, illusions, fear, mind control, disease,
and Injuries. Few Conditions can affect them, as they are
wholly immune to the Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed,
Deaf, Enraged, Fatigued, Held, Out, Shaken, Slowed,
and Terrified Conditions. Undead do not have need for
food, water, air, or sleep. In addition to their ability to
see in any lighting condition (via the Dark Vision Trait),
both the Horseman and the mount also have the ability
to Sense Life. This ability extends to a range of 100 feet
and can penetrate walls and other solid objects. This
ability is always active, allowing instant identification of
any living creature that approaches too close.

Pale Horseman
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Heavy Weapon (B)

0

Talents [riding (B), tracking, endurance, intimidation]
Traits [Dark Vision Charge, Disengage, One-Two,
Weapon Flourish, Piercing Blow,
Weapon Specialist (heavy weapon type)]
Special [Weapon Use (+11 to hit, +5 damage)]
Special [Geas (1 time per day, At Will)]
Special [Magic Resistance 30%]
Special [Fate 1]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Undead (immune to poison, illusions, fear,
mind control, disease, Injuries, and the
Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Held, Out, Shaken,
Slowed, and Terrified Conditions. Does not
need to eat, drink, sleep, or breathe.)]

Skeletal Warhorse
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Bite
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Tooth & Claw [bite, hoof, hoof]
Hoof [+6/d3+3]
Talents [endurance]
Traits [Dark Vision, Sprinter,
Charge]
Special [Sense Life]
Special [Undead Immunities]

Habitat [Any tropical clime]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Solitary]
Size [7’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
Anthropomorphic tigers in appearance, Rakshasa are
physical manifestations of evil spirits of deception. They
are master thieves and assassins, and many ply their trade
as mercenaries, sowing seeds of chaos and destruction
wherever they go. These evil spirits are able to transform
themselves into a human form At Will, and often have
multiple aliases that they use to cause strife and discord
according to their own sinister designs. Dragon’s Sight
or similar magic will reveal a Rakshasa’s true nature,
though by the time a Rakshasa is revealed, it is often too
late.
Rakshasa have a number of magical abilities at their
disposal to help them in their malicious endeavors. They
can duplicate the effects of the Complex Illusion, ESP,
Invisibility, and Impersonation spells. Each of these
spell-like abilities can be used three times per day and
invoked as a Move Action. Using these abilities does not
require Drain or a Spellcasting Test (and as such cannot
earn a Bump). The spells’ effects are determined as if cast
with an Intellect of 4.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite or weapon, claw, bite]
Claw [+7/d4+3]
Talents [deception (B), stealth, intimidation, stalking,
persuasion, climbing, haggling, theft, locks]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Leaper, Low Blow,
Backstab, Murder, Disengage]
Special [Weapon Use (+7 to hit, +3 damage)]
Special [Assume Human Form (At Will)]
Special [Complex Illusion, ESP, Invisibility,
Impersonation (3x day, Move Action, IT 4)]
Special [Magic Resistance 50%]
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Skeleton Warriors



Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Cognitive]
Association [Band]
Size [6’ tall]
Treasure [Incidental]
Fearsome undead soldiers, Skeletal Warriors are
created in service of a powerful necromantic force.
Skeletal Warriors are capable of using weapons and
armor, and may be equipped with any manner of gear
that was bequeathed on them by their master or acquired
from those they have slain. Their skeletal form allows
them a reprieve from piercing and slashing weapons.
Such weapons see their damage halved when striking
Skeletal Warriors.
Like all undead, Skeleton Warriors are immune to
poison, illusions, fear, mind control, disease, and Injuries.
Few Conditions can affect them, as they are wholly
immune to the Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Held, Out, Shaken, Slowed, and
Terrified Conditions. Undead do not have need for food,
water, air, or sleep.
In addition to their ability to see in any lighting
condition (via the Dark Vision Trait), Skeleton
Warriors also have the ability to Sense Life. This ability
extends to a range of 100 feet and can penetrate walls
and other solid objects. This ability is always active,
allowing Skeleton Warriors to instantly identify any
living creature that approaches too close.
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Talents [endurance]
Traits [Dark Vision, Charge]
Special [Weapon Use (+5 to hit, +3 damage)]
Special [Half damage from piercing or edged weapons]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]
Special [Undead (immune to poison, illusions, fear,
mind control, disease, Injuries, and the
Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Held, Out, Shaken,
Slowed, and Terrified Conditions. Does not
need to eat, drink, sleep, or breathe.)]
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Medium Weapon

Medium Weapon

0

Talents [endurance]
Traits [Dark Vision, Charge]
Special [Weapon Use (+2 to hit, +1 damage)]
Special [Half damage from piercing or edged weapons]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]
Special [Undead (immune to poison, illusions, fear,
mind control, disease, Injuries, and the
Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Held, Out, Shaken,
Slowed, and Terrified Conditions. Does not
need to eat, drink, sleep, or breathe.)]

Habitat [Rivers and lakes]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Cognitive]
Association [Brood]
Size [7’ tall]
Treasure [Collection]
A scourge to inland lakes and waterways, Skoggs are
distant relatives of trolls. Tall and lanky, their flesh is
greenish grey and mottled. They have wide jaws and a
jagged underbite that accentuates their blockish head.
Dull white eyes without pupil round out their fearsome
visage. Though Skoggs breath air, their species is aquatic
in nature and they are adept swimmers. Skoggs are little
more than aquatic brutes. They seem to revel in attacking
river traffic and lakeside towns.
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Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite]
Claw [+4/d4+1]
Talents [swimming, stalking]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Aquatic, Charge]
Special [Swim (Speed 10)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]
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Talents [swimming]
Traits [Low Light Vision, Aquatic]
Special [Swim (Speed 10)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]
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Steel Guardian



Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Cognitive]
Association [Solitary]
Size [6’-12’ tall]
Treasure [Incidental]
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Built solely to enact the will of their creator, these
constructs come in many different shapes and sizes. Some
are as simple as animated suits of heavy armor, others are
oversized steel constructions with a fearsome visage.
They are armed with massive weapons that can deal
significant damage when they connect in combat. They
are unaffected by most elemental damage. Steel
Guardians have immunity to flame, magma, water, ice,
wind, and storm based attacks and magic. They are
resistant to acid and stone based attacks and magic.
Like any construct, Steel Guardians are immune to
poison, illusions, fear, mind control, disease, and Injuries.
Few Conditions can affect them, as they are wholly
immune to the Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Shaken, and Terrified Conditions.
Constructs do not have need for food, water, air, or sleep.
In addition to their ability to see in any lighting
condition (via the Dark Vision Trait), Steel Guardians
also have the ability to Sense Life. This ability extends to
a range of 100 feet and can penetrate walls and other
solid objects. This ability is always active, allowing Steel
Guardians to instantly identify any living creature that
approaches too close.

Steel Guardian
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Talents [observation (B)]
Traits [Dark Vision, Feats of Strength, Charge]
Special [Immune to flame, magma,
water, ice, wind, storm]
Special [Resistance to acid and stone
(d4+2 Protection, Boon to Saves)]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Construct (immune to poison, illusions, fear,
mind control, disease, Injuries, and the
Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf,
Enraged, Fatigued, Shaken, and Terrified
Conditions. Does not need to eat, drink, sleep,
or breathe.)]

Habitat [Jungles and woodlands]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Hive]
Size [5’ tall, 8’ long]
Treasure [Currency]
These insectoid folk dwell in deep jungles and dense
forest where they subsist as hunters and gatherers. Their
species build mud structures, not unlike huge wasp hives,
to use as dwellings. They have a complex caste system,
and a society that is steeped in tradition. They are not
inherently evil, but they are aggressive and xenophobic.
Few Thepploids speak the Trade Tongue, and their lack
of clothing and weapons means they are often mistaken
for dangerous beasts. The unwary may find themselves at
war with a hive of Thepploid if they set on even a few of
the creatures with violence.
Thepploid physiology allows these creatures to move
at their full movement rate up vertical surfaces, even
upside down, without incident. Exceptionally
challenging surfaces (such as a slick glass wall or
something coated in oil) might warrant a Prowess Test,
but normal surfaces can be traversed without issue.
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Talents [spotting, climbing, stealth]
Traits [Low Light Vision]
Special [Wall Walking (move along vertical
and horizontal surfaces with ease)]
Special [Commander (may lead Rabble)]
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Talents [spotting, climbing, stealth]
Traits [Low Light Vision]
Special [Wall Walking (move along vertical
and horizontal surfaces with ease)]
Special [Gang Up (+1 to hit, +1 damage per extra)]
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Unicorn



Habitat [Woods and glades]
Frequency [Extraordinary]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Solitary]
Size [6’ tall at the shoulder]
Treasure [Currency]
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These powerful creatures are rare and reclusive. They
are pure in intention and deed, and will not tolerate the
company of any creatures that are not similarity pure of
heart. They are seldom seen outside of their peaceful
tracts of woodlands, unless compelled to travel abroad at
great need. They appear as majestic white horses with a
single spiral horn sprouting from the center of the head.
They are capable of speech, and most speak the Trade
Tongue and several other languages in addition to their
own native tongue. Despite their size, Unicorns are all
but silent when moving, even through dense underbrush
or other clutter.
A Unicorn’s true power is contained within its horn.
In addition to its considerable damage, the horn counts
as a magical weapon in context of other creature’s
immunities to normal weapons. The horn is also
extremely dangerous as part of a charge attack. When the
Unicorn successfully makes use of its Charge Trait, the
attack deals double damage.
A Unicorn’s horn grants the creature a number of
magical abilities, including a complete immunity to all
forms of poison. Additionally, a Unicorn can us their
horn to duplicate the effects of the Invisibility, Ether
Step, Sense Magic, Water Walk, Geas, and Dragon’s
Sight spells. Each of these spell-like abilities can be used
twice per day and invoked as a Move Action. Using these
abilities does not require Drain or a Spellcasting Test
(and as such cannot earn a Bump). The spells’ effects are
determined as if cast with an Intellect of 5.
Black Unicorn—Pitch black versions of their white
cousins, Black Unicorns are dark hearted and wholly evil.
They are skilled at deception and intimidation, often
using these skills to organize evil folk and ne’er-do-wells
into their service. In addition to the powers granted all
Unicorns, Black Unicorns are also able to invoke the
Break the Mind and Puppet Master spells each twice per
day as a Move Action. The spells’ effects are determined
as if cast with an Intellect of 5.

Unicorn
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Tooth & Claw [hoof, hoof, horn]
Hoof [+9/d4+1]
Talents [observation (B), stealth (B), discerning truth,
persuasion, negotiation, history, magic]
Traits [Elven Sight, Sprinter, Charge, Disengage]
Special [Boon to all Saves]
Special [Immune to poison]
Special [Powerful Charge (successful charge attack
deals double damage)]
Special [Invisibility, Ether Step, Sense Magic,
Water Walk, Geas, Dragon’s Sight
(2x day, Move Action, IT 5)]

Habitat [Any]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Solitary or coven]
Size [6’ tall]
Treasure [Currency]
Pale visages of their once living forms, Vampires are
wicked undead who sustain an unnatural life by
consuming the blood of the living. Long years of
drinking blood have corrupted their spirit, such that
most Vampires seek only their own gratification, be it
through wealth, status, or power over others.
To aid in their evil endeavors, Vampires can duplicate
the effects of the Hypnotic Suggestion spell up to five
times daily as a Full Round Action. Using this ability
does not require Drain or a Spellcasting Test and spell
effects are determined as if cast with an Intellect of 5.
Vampires can fly at a Speed of 8. As a Move Action
a Vampire can transform into a cloud of mist, being able
to fly at a Speed of 10 and gaining immunity to all
physical forms of damage. While in mist form, Vampires
cannot interact with the physical world, though they can
perceive things normally.
Those slain by a Vampire do not receive a peaceful
death, instead they become undead servants. A creature
killed by a Vampire will rise at the end of the following
round, as a Living Dead, unwaveringly carrying out the
mental commands of their Vampire master. Vampires
are often encountered with an entourage of such
creatures, allowing them to make use of the Command
Trait if the situation warrants it.
Vampires are hard to kill, and are immune to normal
weapons. Even if slain they will revive at full strength at
the next dusk. A Vampire that has had its head removed
and a stake driven through its heart is permanently slain
and will not revive. A Vampire’s only true weakness is
sunlight. Vampires caught outside during the day, or
similarly exposed to a source of sunlight or its equivalent,
will suffer 2d6 damage each round. This damage cannot
be reduced by Protection and if a Vampire is slain in this
manner, they will not be able to revive themselves when
dusk falls.
Vampires retain any abilities they had in life. As such,
Vampires may be trained in all manner of skills,
including advanced weapon training or even skill in the
use of magic.

Vampire
8 RV

18

7

d4

15

7

8
12

d4+3

0

Bite

0

Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite or weapon, claw, bite]
Claw [+8/d3+3]
Talents [stealth, deception, persuasion, intimidation]
Traits [Dark Vision, Command, Disengage]
Special [Weapon Use (+8 to hit, +3 damage)]
Special [Sense Life (detect living beings within 100’)]
Special [Immune to normal weapons]
Special [Flight at Speed 8, Speed 8 on foot]
Special [Mist Form (Move Action, fly at Speed 10)]
Special [Hypnotic Suggestion (as spell, 3x per day)]
Special [Burns in Sunlight (2d6 damage per round)]
Special [Undead (immune to poison, illusions, fear,
mind control, disease, Injuries, Bleeding, Blind,
Confused, Dazed, Deaf, Enraged, Fatigued,
Held, Out, Shaken, Slowed, and Terrified.
Does not need to eat, drink, sleep, or breathe.)]

Like all undead, Vampires are immune to poison,
illusions, fear, mind control, disease, and Injuries. Few
Conditions can affect them, as they are wholly immune
to the Bleeding, Blind, Confused, Dazed, Deaf, Enraged,
Fatigued, Held, Out, Shaken, Slowed, and Terrified
Conditions. They have no need for food, water, air, or
sleep, though Vampires must consume the blood of a
sentient creature a minimum of once per week to
maintain their strength.
In addition to their ability to see in any lighting
condition (via the Dark Vision Trait), Vampires also
have the ability to Sense Life. This ability extends to a
range of 100 feet and can penetrate walls and other solid
objects. This ability is always active, allowing Vampires
to instantly identify any living creature that approaches
too close.
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Vampire



Vulture Assassin



Habitat [Lower dimensions of existence]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Sentient]
Association [Solitary]
Size [8’ tall at shoulder, 3’ neck, 20’ wingspan]
Treasure [Currency]
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Typically, these creatures only inhabit the dark
reaches of other dimensions, serving as bounty hunters
and mercenaries for the evil lords found there. Vulture
Assassins can occasionally be encountered in the mortal
realms when sent on some urgent task for their dark
masters. They appear as large humanoid vultures,
standing half again as tall as a man with a massive
wingspan of more than twice that. They are keen of eye
and have an exceptional sense of smell. Vulture Assassins
prove to be reliable trackers and hunters.
Vulture Assassins can fly at a Speed of 8, but are
limited to Speed 6 when moving along the ground. They
are very strong, and when coupled with their size it allows
a Vulture Assassin to wield a two-handed weapon in one
hand without penalty. This adds to their ferocity in
combat, allowing them to employ a heavy weapon one
handed as part of their Tooth & Claw attacks. Couple
this with natural Protection and an immunity to nonmagical weapons, and it seems that the combat prowess
of a Vulture Assassin is not to be taken lightly.

Vulture Assassin
8 RV

16

7

d4+1

21

8
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MR% [25%]

5

d8+4

0

Heavy Weapon (B)

0

Tooth & Claw [weapon, claw, beak or claw, claw, beak]
Claw [+8/d4+4]
 Beak [+8/d6+4]
Talents [observation, stealth, tracking, intimidation]
Traits [Dark Vision, Elven Sight, One-Two, Scent,
Weapon Specialist (heavy weapon type)]
Special [Flight at Speed 8, Speed 6 on foot]
Special [Weapon Use (+8 to hit, +4 damage)]
Special [Improved Monkey Grip (two-handed weapon
in one hand without penalty)]
Special [Immune to normal weapons]
Special [Magic Resistance 25%]

Habitat [Jungles and savannahs]
Frequency [Uncommon]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Pride]
Size [4’ at shoulder, 8’ long, 14’ wingspan]
Treasure [Incidental]
These great cats are most similar in size and
appearance to tigers, with ruddy orange fur and black
stripes. However, as the name implies, Winged Cats have
large feathered wings that allow them to fly and range
over large areas in search of prey. Winged Cats are clever
hunters, and will stalk their prey looking for an
opportunity to launch a coordinated attack. If the
situation allows, Winged Cats prefer to swoop down on
unwary opponents and attack using the Keep Moving
and the Fall Back Traits.

Winged Cat
10 RV
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Bite

0

Tooth & Claw [claw, claw, bite]
Claw [+5/d4+1]
Talents [spotting (B), stalking (B)]
Traits [Elven Sight, Keep Moving, Fall Back, Scent]
Special [Flight at Speed 10, Speed 8 on foot]
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Winged Cat



Wyvern



Habitat [Cliffs and rocky crags]
Frequency [Rare]
Capacity [Beast]
Association [Solitary]
Size [8’ neck, 14’ body, 18’ tail]
Treasure [Collection]
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These voracious hunters are said to be distant
descendants of dragons, though they lack the intellect
and cunning of their ancient cousins. Wyverns are
writhing serpentine creatures, marked by a massive pair
of leathery wings and a lashing tail. They are skilled in
the air, being able to fly with a Speed of 10. However,
they are clumsy when forced to travel on the ground,
being limited then to a Speed of 4.
While a Wyvern’s toothy maw presents a formidable
threat, the creature’s tail is far more deadly. Any creature
that suffers at least one point of damage from a Wyvern’s
tail attack is injected with a deadly poison that damages
Health. A Wyvern that finds itself outmatched will
attempt to poison as many victims as possible and then
retreat. Returning moments later, once the poison has
had a chance to take its toll, the Wyvern then sets upon
its weakened prey.

Wyvern
10 RV

16

4

d6-1

20

4

6
10

d4+1

0

Tail (poison)

0

Tooth & Claw [bite, tail]
 Bite [+6/d6+3]
Talents [observation, tracking, climbing]
Traits [Elven Sight, Charge, Disengage]
Special [Flight at Speed 10, Speed 4 on foot]
Special [Venomous (tail injects poison)]
Effect—Damages Health
Onset—3 rounds
Duration—Immediate
Save—MT DF[15]
Kink—The victim suffers 3d6 damage
Fail—The victim suffers 2d6 damage
Success—The victim suffers d4 damage
Bump—The poison has no effect

o—o

o—o—o

o—o

o—o
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Character Sheet
Spell Sheet
Reference Card
NPC Half Sheet
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0+0 ................................................................................................29
Action............................................................................................43
Advancement ...............................................................................20
Align ..............................................................................................80
Ally ................................................................................................96
Ammunition ................................................................................74
Anamism.......................................................................................82
Armor ............................................................................. 49, 75, 86
sleeping in ...............................................................................67
Armor qualities ........................................................................ 102
Armor Test Penalty ...................................................................75
Array ..............................................................................................79
learning ............................................................................ 21, 79
list of ..................................................................................... 192
At Will..........................................................................................57
Attack ............................................................................................45
called shot ...............................................................................56
Free Attack..............................................................................47
measure of success .................................................................47
melee.........................................................................................45
non-lethal ................................................................................57
ranged .......................................................................................46
unarmed ...................................................................................47
Attack Action ..............................................................................44
Attribute .......................................................................................11
Base Magic ...................................................................................80
Bestiary ....................................................................................... 335
Bestiary listing .............................................................................98
Bleeding ................................................................................ 49, 54
Bleeding Out................................................................................49
Blind ..............................................................................................54
Boon ..............................................................................................25
Botch! ............................................................................................28
Bow ................................................................................................73
Breaking things............................................................................66
Bump .............................................................................................29
Called shot ...................................................................................56
Cantrip ..........................................................................................88
Casting time .................................................................................84
Catch Your Breath .....................................................................51
Character ......................................................................................11
advancement ...........................................................................20
creation ....................................................................................17
death .........................................................................................51
Coins .............................................................................................71

Commander................................................................................. 94
Conditions ................................................................................... 54
Confused ...................................................................................... 54
Conjure......................................................................................... 80
Cover ............................................................................................ 46
Cramped quarters ...................................................................... 56
Crit! ............................................................................................... 29
Crossbow ..................................................................................... 73
Crush ............................................................................................ 48
Damage ........................................................................................ 49
Danger Close Spellcasting ....................................................... 87
Daring Escape ............................................................................. 95
Dash .............................................................................................. 45
Dazed............................................................................................ 54
Deaf............................................................................................... 54
Death ............................................................................................ 50
Defend Proficiency ............................................................. 12, 75
Defense ......................................................................................... 16
Devotion ...................................................................................... 82
DF ............................................................................. See Difficulty
Difficulty ..................................................................................... 25
Disease .......................................................................................... 61
Doors ............................................................................................ 65
Drain ............................................................................................. 85
Dread ............................................................................................ 95
Drinking....................................................................................... 61
Drowning..................................................................................... 62
Drugs ............................................................................................ 61
Dual wielding.............................................................................. 57
Encumbrance .............................................................................. 71
Enraged ........................................................................................ 54
Entangled ..................................................................................... 54
Evade ............................................................................................ 56
Experience Points ...................................................................... 16
earning ..................................................................................... 20
spending .................................................................................. 21
Exposure ...................................................................................... 62
Extended Test ............................................................................ 33
Failure ........................................................................................... 28
Falling ........................................................................................... 62
Fantastic creatures.................................................................... 337
Fate......................................................................................... 16, 36
Fatigued........................................................................................ 54
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Fault...............................................................................................14
gaining new .............................................................................68
list of ..................................................................................... 133
removing ..................................................................................21
Fire .................................................................................................62
Five-foot-step ..............................................................................44
Flaw ...............................................................................................25
Free Action ..................................................................................43
Free Attack ...................................................................................47
Full Round Action .....................................................................44
Good Night’s Rest .....................................................................52
Grappling .....................................................................................48
Hand and a half weapon...........................................................74
Harried..........................................................................................27
Healing..........................................................................................51
Health ................................................................................... 16, 49
Heavy weapon .............................................................................72
Held ...............................................................................................54
Helpless ........................................................................................54
Hold ..............................................................................................48
Holding your breath ..................................................................62
Immunity ......................................................................................89
Improvised weapons ..................................................................57
Inherent Trait ..............................................................................14
list of ..................................................................................... 135
Initiative ........................................................................................42
Injuries .................................................................................. 50, 55
healing ......................................................................................52
treatment .................................................................................53
Insight ..................................................................... 12, 24, 37, 51
Instill .............................................................................................80
Intellect ................................................................... 11, 24, 37, 51
Invisible.........................................................................................56
Invulnerable .................................................................................89
Kink ...............................................................................................28
Knowledge Store.........................................................................81
Languages .....................................................................................16
Let it ride......................................................................................31
Light weapon ...............................................................................72
Lighting ........................................................................................67
Line of sight......................................................................... 46, 86
Locks .............................................................................................66
Luck ....................................................................................... 16, 36
Magic armor ............................................................................. 105
Magic item ......................................................................... 77, 102
list of ..................................................................................... 312
types of ................................................................................. 103
Magic item slot ................................................................... 18, 77
Magic Resistance ........................................................................90
Magic shield.............................................................................. 105
Magic weapon .......................................................................... 105
Material component ..................................................................88
Max Defend .................................................................................75
Max Speed....................................................................................75

Measure of success ...............................................28, 30, 47, 86
Medium weapon ........................................................................ 72
Might .......................................................................11, 24, 37, 51
Modifier ....................................................................................... 26
attack ....................................................................................... 46
lighting .................................................................................... 67
spellcasting ............................................................................. 86
Money .......................................................................................... 71
Mortal Wound........................................................................... 50
Mounted Combat ...................................................................... 58
Move Action ............................................................................... 43
Movement ................................................................................... 44
Mundane creatures .................................................................. 335
Necromancy ................................................................................ 83
No retry ....................................................................................... 31
Non-lethal damage .................................................................... 57
Non-player characters ............................................................... 93
Noticing things .......................................................................... 61
NPC................................................... See Non-player characters
NPC spells .................................................................................. 89
NPC types ............................................................................ 93, 97
Object durability ........................................................................ 66
Open Test ................................................................................... 32
Origin ........................................................................................... 15
list of...................................................................................... 107
Out ......................................................................................... 49, 55
Path of Magic ............................................................ 79, 81, 175
Perk ............................................................................................... 14
list of...................................................................................... 136
Poison ........................................................................................... 63
Pole weapon ................................................................................ 72
Positive Effect Item ................................................................. 104
Prerequisite .................................................................................. 14
table of .................................................................................. 143
Presence .......................................................................... 11, 24, 37
Price of Magic ...................................................................79, 177
Primacy......................................................................................... 83
Proficiency ............................................................................ 12, 25
Prone............................................................................................. 55
Protection ............................................................................. 49, 75
Prowess....................................................................11, 24, 37, 51
Punch weapon ............................................................................ 72
Push .............................................................................................. 48
Qualities ..................................................................................... 101
Rabble .......................................................................................... 93
Racial Trait ................................................................................. 14
list of...................................................................................... 132
Range ............................................................................................ 46
Reach ............................................................................................ 56
Readied gear slot .......................................................... 18, 71, 76
Reloading..................................................................................... 46
Resistance .................................................................................... 89
Retreat .......................................................................................... 48
Rival .............................................................................................. 94
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T&C ................................................................. See Tooth & Claw
Talents.......................................................................................... 97
Terrified ....................................................................................... 55
Test ............................................................................................... 23
Difficulty ................................................................................ 25
Extended ................................................................................. 33
getting help............................................................................. 38
measure of success ......................................................... 28, 30
modifier................................................................................... 26
Open ........................................................................................ 32
Standard .................................................................................. 32
summary.................................................................................. 23
time .......................................................................................... 37
Trio .......................................................................................... 34
Versus...................................................................................... 32
Test Trio ..................................................................................... 34
Thirst ............................................................................................ 64
Thrown weapons ....................................................................... 72
Time is on your side ................................................................. 26
Tooth & Claw ............................................................................ 99
Trait .............................................................................................. 14
list of...................................................................................... 144
prerequisite table ................................................................. 143
specific..................................................................................... 14
types of .................................................................................... 14
Traps............................................................................................. 65
Travelling..................................................................................... 68
Treatment .................................................................................... 53
poison ...................................................................................... 64
Unarmed combat ....................................................................... 47
Underwater combat................................................................... 65
Useful item ................................................................................ 101
Versus Test ................................................................................. 32
Villain........................................................................................... 94
Vocation ............................................................................... 12, 25
Vulnerable ................................................................................... 89
Wand .......................................................................................... 104
Weaknesses ................................................................................. 89
Weapon qualities ..................................................................... 101
Weapons ...................................................................................... 72
XP .............................................................. See Experience Points
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Round ...........................................................................................41
Save Bonus ...................................................................................97
Saves ...................................................................................... 37, 87
Scroll .......................................................................................... 103
Shaken ...........................................................................................55
Shield.............................................................................................76
Short Respite ...............................................................................52
Skills ..............................................................................................97
Sleeping.........................................................................................67
Slowed ...........................................................................................55
Sorcery ..........................................................................................84
Specialized Task Penalty ..........................................................27
Speed .............................................................................................16
Spell ....................................................................................... 79, 84
learning ............................................................................ 21, 79
list of ..................................................................................... 194
listed by Array ..................................................................... 192
listed by Sphere ................................................................... 190
Spell duration ..............................................................................87
Spell Focus ...................................................................................81
Spell instruction .........................................................21, 79, 104
Spellcasting ..................................................................................84
Spellcasting Test .........................................................................85
Sphere............................................................................................80
Spirit ..............................................................................................16
damage .....................................................................................50
Drain ........................................................................................85
Squad .............................................................................................94
Stabilization .................................................................................52
Standard Test ..............................................................................32
Starvation .....................................................................................64
Stat .................................................................................................11
damage .....................................................................................51
Stat Block .....................................................................................97
Strengths .......................................................................................89
Success ..........................................................................................28
Surge ..............................................................................................80
Surprise .........................................................................................42
Susceptibile ..................................................................................89
Swimming ....................................................................................64
drowning .................................................................................62
holding your breath ..............................................................62
underwater combat................................................................65

Afterward
I have only seen so far because I stood on the shoulders of giants…
What you have here is the product of my many years at the gaming table, and as such it has been influenced by all of
the games and gamers that have made that possible. That being said, there are at least two sources of inspiration that
have had a heavy influence on Tales of the Elder Days and deserve specific mention here.
The first is Simone Washbourne for Barbarians of Lemuria. This game came to my attention at a key juncture in my
gaming career, and I was instantly enthralled with its fast and hard-hitting gameplay. The system is elegant and brutal,
with a feel that was reminiscent of my first experiences with role playing games. Any fan of Barbarians of Lemuria is
sure to see the roots of Tales of the Elder Days there. I highly recommend Barbarians of Lemuria to everyone.
The second is Luke Crane and the folks over at Burning Wheel. Their insight on no retry and let it ride left an indelible
mark on me as a game master and has followed me to every system I’ve run since. The version of no retry and let it
ride included in Tales of the Elder Days is a direct descendant of their work. Burning Wheel has more to offer than
just this one concept, and in the end Burning Wheel serves as proof that a role playing game can bring modern ideas
to bear without sacrificing the look and feel of classic gaming.
Also deserving of my gratitude are the artists whose images appear in these pages. Special thanks to the cover artist,
Tanin McCooe, because despite sayings to the contrary, books are often judged by their covers. My thanks go out to
all of the stock artists, without whom the artwork in Tales of the Elder days would be sparse indeed.
There are many others that deserve my gratitude as well. I am very fortunate to have so many great folks in my life,
and collectively their support and inspiration has made it possible for me to bring Tales of the Elder Days into the
light of day. Gaming is something I am passionate about and believe it is more than just finding a way to pass an
evening with friends. It builds comradery, hones the mind, and allows the imagination to flourish. I encourage everyone
everywhere to find a game they like and make time to play it, it’s good for the soul.
Thanks for reading, I hope you find the many hours of enjoyment that Tales of the Elder Days was designed to bring
and that your games are both exciting and numerous!
If you like what you see please spread the word about Tales of the Elder Days.
Sincerely,
—Sam Mossman
www.talesoftheelderdays.com
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